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PRA Ge 

Tue present volume, like Part V, consists of literary pieces, with 

the exception of the Calendar of Church Services at Oxyrhynchus (1857), 

which on account of its special interest is included with the theological 

texts. The papyri of Antiphon Sophistes (1864) and Thucydides (1876 ) 

belong to the first of the large literary finds in 1906, the lyric pieces 

and one of the Hesiod fragments (1859) to the second, of which much 

still remains to be published. The invocation of Isis (1880) and praise 

of Imouthes-Asclepius (1881) were found in 1903, the Byzantine classical 

pieces in 1897, the rest chiefly in 1905-6. 

In editing the new classical fragments, especially the poetical 

pieces (1858-1363), we have received valuable suggestions and criticisms 

from Prof. Gilbert Murray. The assistance afforded by Mr. T. W. Allen, 

Dr. J. V. Bartlet, the Rev. F. E. Brightman, Nira VW oe Ee Criiny: 

Mr. F. LI. Griffith, Mr. E. Lobel, Mr. J. G. Milne, the Rev. E. M. 

Walker, and Prof. U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff is acknowledged in 

connexion with the individual papyri. 

Part XII, consisting of documents of the late Ptolemaic, Roman, 

and early Byzantine periods, is in an advanced state of preparation, 

and we hope to issue it early in 1916. 

BERNARD P. GRENFELL. 

ARDTHU Resend: 

Queen's CoLLEGE, OxForD, 

June, 1915. 

239603 
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NOMERONS THE METHOD OF PUBLICATION’ AND 

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 

THE general method followed in this volume is the same as that in 

Parts I-X. Of the new classical texts, 1860-2 are printed in a dual form, 

a literal transcript being accompanied by a reconstruction in modern style. In 

the others, and in the fragments of extant authors, the originals are reproduced 

except for separation of words, capital initials in proper names, expansion of 

abbreviations, and supplements of lacunae. Additions or corrections by the same 
hand as the body of the text are in small thin type, those by a different hand in 

thick type. The Graeco-Egyptian literary texts and 1357, which isa non-literary 

document, are given in modern form with accentuation and punctuation. Abbrevia- 

tions and symbols are resolved ; additions and corrections are incorporated in the 

text, their occurrence being recorded in the critical apparatus, where also faults 

of orthography, &c., are corrected if they seemed likely to give rise to any 

difficulty. Iota adscript has been printed when so written, otherwise iota 

subscript is employed. Square brackets [ | indicate a lacuna, round brackets ( ) 

the resolution of a symbol or abbreviation, angular brackets ¢ ) a mistaken 

omission in the original, braces { } a superfluous letter or letters, double square 

brackets |] |] a deletion in the original. Dots placed within brackets represent 

the approximate number of letters lost or deleted ; dots outside brackets indicate 

mutilated or otherwise illegible letters. Letters with dots underneath them are 

to be considered doubtful. Heavy Arabic numerals refer to the texts of the 

Oxyrhynchus Papyri in this volume and Parts I-X, ordinary numerals to lines, 

small Roman numerals to columns. 

The abbreviations used in referring to papyrological publications are 

practically those adopted in the Archiv fiir Papyrusforschung, viz. :— 

P. Amh. = The Amherst Papyri (Greek), Vols. I-I], by B. P. Grenfell and 

apo. LLUAt, 

Archiv = Archiv fiir Papyrusforschung. 

B. G. U. = Aeg. Urkunden aus den K. Museen zu Berlin, Griechische Urkunden. 

P. Brit. Mus. = Greek Papyri in the British Museum, Vols. I-II, by F. G. Kenyon ; 

Vol. III, by F. G. Kenyon and H. I. Bell; Vol. IV, by H. I. Bell. 



xii LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 

td hd td 

_P. R. = Corpus Papyrorum Raineri, Vol. I, by C. Wessely. 

. Cairo Maspero = Catalogue des Antiquités égyptiennes du Musée du Caire, 

Papyrus grecs d’époque byzantine, by J. Maspero. 

. Fay. = Faytim Towns and their Papyri, by B. P. Grenfell, A. S. Hunt, and 

D. G. Hogarth. 

. Flor. = Papiri Fiorentini, Vols. I and III, by G. Vitelli; Vol. II, by 

D. Comparetti. 

. Giessen = Griechische Papyri zu Giessen, Vol. I, by E. Kornemann, O. Eger, 

and Py Me Meyer, 

. Grenf. = Greek Papyri, Series I, by B. P. Grenfell; Series II, by Boon. 

Grenfell and A. S. Hunt. 

. Hamburg = Griech. Papyrusurkunden der Hamburgischen Stadtbibliothek, 

by P. M. Meyer. 

. Hibeh = The Hibeh Papyri, Part I, by B. P. Grenfell and A. S. Hunt. 

. Klein. Form. = Griech. Papyrusurkunden kleineren Formats, Studien z. 

Palaeogr. und Papyruskunde iii, viii, by C. Wessely. 

. Leipzig = Griechische Urkunden der Papyrussammlung zu Leipzig, Vol. I, 

by L. Mitteis. 

. Leyden = Papyri Graeci Musei Antiquarii Publici Lugduni-Batavi, by 

C. Leemanns. 

. Oxy. = The Oxyrhynchus Papyri, Parts I-VI and X, by B. P. Grenfell and 

Weooriunt «Parts Vital Xeby An oe rune 

. Par, = Les Papyrus grecs du Musée du Louvre, Wotices et Extrazts, t. xviii. 2, 

by W. Brunet de Presle and E. Egger. 

. Petrie = The Flinders Petrie Papyri, Parts I-II, by J. P. Mahaffy ; Part III, by 

J. P. Mahaffy and J. G. Smyly. 

. Reinach = Papyrus grecs et démotiques, by T. Reinach. 

. Rev. Laws = The Revenue Laws of Ptolemy Philadelphus, by B. P. Grenfell, 
with an introduction by J. P. Mahaffy. 

. Ryl. = Catalogue of the Greek Papyri in the Rylands Library, Vol. I, by 

A. ©. Hunt; Vol. Il, by Jo de M. Johnson, Vo Martinsande\-)Selaunt. 

P. Ryl. Coptic = Catalogue of the Coptic Papyri, by W. E. Crum. 

.S. I. = Papiri della Societa Italiana, Vols. I-III, by G. Vitelli and others. 

. Stud. Pal. = Studien zur Palaeographie und Papyruskunde, by C. Wessely. 

. Tebt. = The Tebtunis Papyri, Part I, by B. P. Grenfell, A. S. Hunt, and 

J.G. Smyly ; Part II, by B. P. Grenfell, A. S. Hunt, and E. J. Goodspeed. 



I. THEOLOGICAL FRAGMENTS 

1851. LEVITICUS xxvii. 

26x59 cm. Fourth century. Plate I (recto). 

This small fragment comes from a vellum leaf which contained double 

columns and when complete must have been nearly square in shape. It is 

inscribed with upright uncials of medium size and the regular Biblical type; 

though somewhat heavy, they are well formed and probably not later than the 

fourth century. A new paragraph is marked by a projection of a couple of 

letters into the margin, as well as by a paragraphus (1. 6; cf. e.g. 1169). At the 

ends of lines an unusual unevenness was permitted.. The quality of the text is 

not apparent from so short a specimen; a minor agreement with a few cursive 

MSS. is noticeable in 1. 15. . 

Recto. Plate I. 

Col. i. Colmit, 

To 7[0 emimeuTTov us 

Tov alpyuplou THs TEL 

5 ps Kale eoTat avT@ 

auT|o 12 eav Se amo tov [aypov Tns 16 

[o tepevs ava plecov [ka|raaxecew|s avTov 

[aytalon avOpalmos Tw 

[kupio| Kat eoT|at 

Verso. 
Coli Cole. 

10 o ayljacas 19 

[avrov mpooO|noet To 

[emimeumrov| Tov ap dlecews amodoOnce 24 
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[yupiov moos tyv Te Tat [ 

[env alurov kat ora 

15 [avrw] cay de pln rv 20 

[Tee |nrar zlov 

4-5. A omits rns runs. 
8. [ayalon: ayace FM. 
15-16. Avtpwo}yra: so the cursives 15, 53, 108, 118; Avrpwra: is the usual reading. 

1352. PSALMS Ixxxii, Ixxxiii. 

13-1 X 10-5 cm. Early fourth century. 

A practically complete vellum leaf from a book of the Psalms. The 
stichometrical arrangement of lines, for which 1226 supplies an early instance, is 
not here adopted, but stichometrical divisions are marked, somewhat erratically, 
by means of double dots (cf. 657 and 1078). The letters, which are of a third 
to fourth century type, show some variation both of size and formation; as 
a rule they are upright, but in 1. 21 the scribe has lapsed into a sloping style. 
At its best this hand is rather similar to that of 849, and is no doubt of approxi- 
mately the same date. 6edés and xvptos are abbreviated as usual, but not vids 
(Il. 8, 37). Vertical and horizontal lines were drawn with a hard point as 
boundaries of the column, but there are no apparent traces of horizontal ruling 
within the space so marked. Alterations here and there have been made by 
a corrector who used a small cursive script. The pagination is original. The textis 
of a markedly ‘ mixed’ character. An agreement with R is noticeable in 1. 42, 
and another with the Vetus Latina against all other authorities in ]. 15. In 1. 34 
a reading of ART has been substituted, presumably by the diorthotes, for that of 
BX. Peculiar variants, apart from the spelling of proper names, occur in Il. 11, 15, 
172 ty 20: 

Verso. 

pod 
7 kata gov dtaOynknv Siebovto : ra Ixxxii. 6, 7 

oKynvepata tov Idovpav xa ot 
Iopanderat Moa’ : Kat ov Ayyapn 
vot TaiBa xat Appov : ka Aarne’ 8 

5 kat addopvdor : peta tev Karot 
Kouvtov Tupov : kat yap Kat Accoup 9 



10 

15 

20 

25 

20 

35 

1852. THEOLOGICAL FRAGMENTS 

TUVTAPEYEVETO MET AUTOY : EE 
lv 

vnOnoav es avTidnury Tos viots 

Aor : 

el Stawarpa 
ov Y1 

Toinowpev [alvrois ws tn Madt> 

ap Kal T® cwceicapa : ws o LaBew 

ev T@ xelwappw Keicwy : e€ore 

OpevOnoav : ev AepSap’ eyernOn 

gav Kompos Tn yn : €Bov Tous ap 

xovtas avtwy ws tov Dpnd’ Kat 

ZnB xa ZeBeB’ Kat Sadrapay : a 

TAVTAS TOUS apXovTas avTwY : ot 

TLVES ElTTaY KANnpovounowpe 

EQUTOLS TO aylaoTnpLoy Tov bv : 

o Os pov €Bov avrous ws TPOXov : 
@s Ka\auny KaTa mpoceTor > 

Recto. 

pw 
aveyov : woe mup o dtadAeter Spv 

pov : wae Prog KaTakavoat opn : ov 

Twos KaTadimgéers avtous ev TH Ka 

TalyloL gov : KaL EY TN Opyn Gov KaTa 

gels avtous : TAnpwcov Ta Tpocw 

TA QUT@V aTELLasS : KaL (NTNTOV 

ol TO ovopla [[evrlov aretutas : Kale 

(nTnoovely To ovopa cov ke :]] acy 

Ontwcav Kat TapaxOnrwcay evs Tov 

aleova TOV alwvosS : Kal EvTpaTNT@ 

gav Kat atodecOwcay [:| kat yvotwoav 

OTL ovofa got KS: ov povos [el] v\toros 

€7l TaCaVY THY YHV: 

Io 

It 

12 

T4 

15 

16 

1] 

18 

1g 

Ty els TO TeAOS UTEP TY ANnV@ Ixxxiii. 

ary B 2 
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tos vos Kope wadpos 

os ayamnTa Ta oKNV@pATA TOU KE: 2 

Tov duvvapewy ; emlimober Kal EK 3 

40 Aeumer n Wuxn pov eis Tas avAas Tou 

Ku: Kapdla pov Kat n cap§ pov 7 

v 

yadXtacato emt Tov Ov Tov (wvTa : 

Kat yap atpovOtoy evpev eavT@ 4 

1. dteOovro: |. dueOevro. 
4. TaBa: TaiBad eA; Tear AT, Na:Bad B. 

5. kav is omitted by eT and many cursives. 
10. dapadpa: om. ART. 

II. momcoy, the corrected reading, is that of the MSS. 
avros : avrovs R, There is no other authority for the insertion of yy after 7». 

12. 1, Seoapa (Scapa BOAT). Possibly the superfluous letters were dotted by the 

corrector (cf. ll. 29, 34), for dots, if they had been inserted, would be no longer visible in this 

place. 
13. Keov: Kuroo(y) A. 
eEoneOpevdnaav: cEwrebp. A, e&wdoOp. Bab, 

14. Aepdou: cf. the cursive 276 Acpdop, 293 Acddop; Aerdap BRART. The 6 has 

a dot over it and may be meant to be cancelled ; cf. ll. 29, 34. 

18. kompos: ws xompos B, wooa x. RART. 

™ yn: Ths yns R. 
eGov: so Vet. Lat. posuzst ; Oov other MSS. 
16. Qpond: Qpn8B MSS. 
17. ZeBeB: ZeBee MSS. 

Sadapav: Sepava B, Sadpava NAR® (Sadrpav R*) T, Zadpavay a number of cursives. 

aTravTas ; mavtTas MSS. 

20. aysacrnpiov : SO NAT ; Gvovacrnpiov BR. 
21. eov: cf. 1.18; dov MSS. 
23. avewov: mupos N*, R omits o after up. 

24. KaTakavoat ; KaTakKaVOeL IR 

26. karagers: tapas BA, rapaéns T, ovvrapages R. 

28. <ytncwow T. 
2Q. ovopa: mpoowmov A. 

29-30. A dittography of avrey . . . ovova has been inaccurately removed. In 1. 29 the 

repeated letters have had dots placed above them; in |. 30 this method of deletion was 

abandoned and a round bracket inserted, but not in quite the right position. A corresponding 

bracket no doubt preceded avrey in the previous line. 
34. «, as originally written, is found in BX; om. ART. The two letters have been 

cancelled by dots added above the line. 0 vyroros R*. 
37- Tos: OM. R. 

39. ememobea R., 
41. k(upto)v: O(eo)u N&*. — nyadAcacaro, as originally written, occurs also in the cursives 

114, 202, 204. The alteration was made by the first hand. 
42. tov Weo)v tov (avta: so R; Aco)» fovra BRAT. 



1853. THEOLOGICAL FRAGMENTS 5 

13538. FIRST EPISTLE OF PETER v. 

13°5 X IOI cm. Fourth century. 

A leaf of thin vellum, broken and worm-eaten, but showing approximately 

the original dimensions. No clear traces of ruling are discernible. To the 
small size of the page the round uncial writing is on a rather disproportionately 

large scale; the hand bears a general resemblance to that of the Codex Sinaiticus, 

though both the lines and the individual letters are there rather less widely spaced. 

There is no clear instance of punctuation. Of the common angular sign used to 
fill up short lines there is one doubtful example inl. 3. eds and Xpiords were 

contracted as usual. The pagination number entered by a different hand on one 

side of the leaf shows that the volume was of considerable compass. 

The text appears to have stood in no close relationship to that of any of 

the main authorities. An agreement with B against most other testimony is 
noticeable in 1. 13 (cf. 1. 25), but there are divergences elsewhere, e.g. Il. 17, 27. 

A variant not otherwise attested occurs in 1. 6, and there is certainly one 

reading, more probably two, which have hitherto rested on much later authority 

(ll. 1, 34); cf. in this respect 1075. introd., 1170. 

Recto. Verso. 

ond 

Swot yap tale vy. 5, 6 ope [vluov alde]Agorn 

On[rje ovv vio tHv Kpla] tT emttedeabe [0] de Os 10 

tala yxetpa tov bv i> 20 maons xapit(ols [o] Kade 

va vpas Uipwon ev gas nas els THY alo 

5 Kalpo macav [T|nv pe 7 vio[v] avrov dogay ev 

piyvaly] Uluwv eripe [Xo odylov n[a]OovTas 

Ware em av[rov oT av [avros Kalraptlee oTn 

T@ peder T[Epl vov 25 [piger oOlerwoer avTw II 

yn wate ypnlyopyca 8 [kpatos e|s Tovs atwvas 

10 [Te] 0 avri[dixos uly [Tay alw\yov ap[ny 

[o dtalBolAos ws relov d[ia SAovavouv vpuy 12 

[wplvouer[os mep\imra [rov morlov adeApou 

[rec] ¢ntwv [Ka]r|a|mret 30 als Aoyijopar de ore 

[@ alyrTioTnTE OTE 9 yloly eypaypa maplaka 

15 [peloe 7 milo}ree €sdo ov Kat emipapT|ypov 
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[rels Ta avTa Tov Ta TauTniv] evae adn[On 

[Onpalt[@v] tn €[v] ko xapw Ov] es nv [ornTe 

35 aol[mlageriar vjulas 13 

3. xepa: so BKL; xepay SA. The complementary mark at the end of the line 

is uncertain. 
4. A dark mark above the line after von is probably not to be regarded as a stop. 

A diaeresis over v of vuas is likely to have disappeared in a lacuna. 
5. Katp@ : A adds emloKOTTNS. 

6. emptbpate: emup(p)nvavres MSS. 
g—-10. It may be inferred from the space that ore did not precede o asin NeL. 
11. [o &a]8o[Aos : the 8, of which the vestige is hardly to be mistaken, is slightly to the 

right of o of wp|vopevos, and since is an exceptionally broad letter it is clear that dia does 
not fill the available space. The addition of the article appears to be peculiar to the tenth- 
century cursive 13; another agreement, however, with that MS., which Eichhorn described 
as the queen of the cursives, is found in |. 34 below. 

13. [kara}mret(v) : so B (karanteww), Westcott-Hort ; twa xatramew NKL &c., twa xatamin 

A &c. The common spelling xatavew is found also in &* (xaramw). 
17. kxoopo: SO AKL &c.; Tw koopo BR. 

18. K transposes vpov adeAgornte; L omits vpov. 
1g. emrehevoGe is for -cOa. 

21. npas: SO K > Ueas BRAL. 

22. do€ay: Baciderav kar Soéav L. 

23. There is not room for r# which in B precedes Xporw, nor for Ijcov which AKL 
add after it. 

24. ko |rapreet : karapticee BNA 5 katapricae vpas IRL. 

25. NEKL &c. add Gepediaces after cdevacer; BA agree with 1358 in its omission. 

26. s of els is slightly to the left of » of c6Jevace and directly over the first »v of awov, 
It therefore appears that the reading here was still shorter than that of BA, and perhaps ro 
was omitted, or 7 doa may have replaced ro kparos as in cursive 45. WSL have 7 doéa kat ro 
Kpatos, K n Oo€a Kparos. 

24. [rev avo |vov : so SAKL &c.; om. B. 

32. There would be no room for ca (&) at the end of the line. 
34. &(co)v]: tov Aeou all uncial MSS. But though the letters »@ here are damaged and 

indistinct, there can be no doubt from the space that rov was omitted, as in a few cursives, 
including 13. At the end of the line eoryjxare (KL) would obviously be much too long. 

13854. EPISTLE TO THE ROMANS i, 

23°2 X 10-3 cm. Sixth or seventh century. 

This papyrus leaf containing the beginning of the Epistle to the Romans is 
in far from good condition. One side is broken away and other damage has 
been sustained, especially on the verso, where decipherment is in places difficult. 
When complete, if the margin at the bottom of the columns was similar to that 
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at the top, the leaf was about 28 cm. high, and its breadth may be estimated at 
about 18cm. The upright script, large and very heavy, is in the later Byzantine 

style ; similar hands are seen e.g. in the illustrated chronicle edited by Bauer and 

Strzygowski, Denkschr. Wiener Akad. li. 204, and the papyrus codex of Cyril Alex. 

De adoratione (New Palaeogr. Soc. Plate 203). The ink is of the reddish-brown 
colour common at that period. A high stop is used in 1. 29 and a paragraphus 
occurs below 1. 33, the initial letter of the following paragraph being also enlarged. 
The usual contractions are found, including that of vids, though this word is once 

written out (I. 6). Textually the fragment is of slight interest. 

Recto. 

mpos Plapaious 

[IIavdos dovAlos Iv Xv KANTOS azro i. I 

[crodos adapijopevos ers evayyeduo 

[Ov 0 mpoclrnyyedato dia Te 2 

5 [wpopyntwy| avrov ev ypadats a 

[ylals rept Tolv viov avTov Tov ye 3 

[vopevov ek o|meppatos Aad xara 

[capa tov oplabevtos ww bu ev 4 

[Ovvaper Kata] mva aywwouvns €€ a 

10 [vaoTtacews v\expov Iv Xv tov ku 

[nev de ov| eAaBopev xapiy e 

[kat amrootoAny eli[s| Um[akony| morte ; 

[ws ev mac Tos eOveow vj\rep Tlolv 

[ovowatos avtov ev otls eote Kat |v} 6 

15 [wes KAnrot Iv Xv malo Tos over 4 

[ev Pon ayalrnro.s Ou KdnToLs 

[ayvors xapl|s Vuly Kal ELpnyn a 

[wo Ov mpos nwoly Kat KU Iv Xv 

hatin Sep poate To O00 pou dial Iv Xv 8 

20 [mept TavTov v\uwv oTL n TLOTLS 

[ 
[koopm papru|s yap ploly <aTw o| 9 

s @ AaTpevol ev m[vL pov Ev Tw 

vpoy Katayye|ArlelTE Ev OAD TO 
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Verso. 

evayyeAl@ Tov vv aluTov ws adia 

25 AlijrT@s pvetay v[pwv TroLovpac 

mavTolTle umep Twv [mpooevxw@y pov 10 

deopevos e mas nidn mote evodw 

Onoopar ev Tw Oe[Anpate Tov Ov edbet 

Mpos vpas: emimollm yap ew vas Il 

30 iva Te peradw xapilopa vply TvaTLKO 

els To oTipnxOnvale vuas TouTo de eatt 12 

ovvTapakAnOnve efy vuw dla THs 

ev adlA|nAots mioTlews Upwy TE Kat ELoU 

Ov [Oedw Se vpas ayvoew adedrdor o 13 

35 TL [moAAaKis mpoeeunv eAOev 

m[plos [vpas Kat exwdvOnv axpt Tov dev 

po iva tilva Kap|mov |oxw Kat ev vply 

Kabws Kat ev Tos Alorrors eOveoty EX 14 

Anow te kat BapBalpors copois TE Kat a 

40 vonTots ogiAeTy[s Ele oVT@ TO KAT € 15 

fe mpoOvuoy kale vuuv tos ev Popn 

evayyeAc|acO[ar ov yap ematoyuvopat To 16 

evjalyyleArjov duvaluus yap Ou 

[satis tone ere Vests al 

De I(noo)u X(pioro)v : so NAEGKL &c.; Xpiorov Incov B and 209 (early fourth cent.). 
4. The supplement is a trifle short ; perhaps a small blank space was left after @(co)v. 

Line 11 is analogous. 
16. ev Pon: om. G, which has ev ayarn for ayamntos. E omits ayam. Geov. 
18. 209 alone has X(puoro0)v In(vo)v, as in verse 1. A blank space large enough for 

three or four letters was left at the end of this line. 
19. How the initial lacuna here should be filled remains doubtful. The of To 

stands slightly to the left of the « of xa in the line above and directly above p of vjuev in the 
line below, and there is evidently not room for mporov pev evyapiorw, the ordinary reading. 
There is some authority for the omission of ey (so 40*, Chrys., and some versions), but 
this reduction would hardly suffice unless there was also a lipography of the syllable -ro. 
Possibly mpwrov was written a. 

Bi Ih karayye|NA[e|rac ; Chalaa2: 

22. ploly: so BNACD°EKL &c.; po D*G. 
26. umep: 1, em with the MSS. 
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31. 1. ornpexnra[t, The supplement is of full length and the reading of A, rovreorw, 
would be quite suitable. The e of de may of course have been elided. 

32. |. ovvmapakAnOnva ; cf. 1, 21. 
34. Whether the papyrus had ov 6edw or ovk ovowar (D*G) cannot be determined. 
41. G omits rows ev Pop. 

42. It seems likely enough on considerations of space that the terminal -a was written 
as e once or even twice in the lacuna. 

1355. EPISTLE TO THE ROMANS viii. 

Fr.1t 11-2 4-4cm. Third century. Plate I (recto). 

The following fragments of a leaf from a papyrus book are in an upright 

informal hand of much the same character as 1171, though smaller in size; it may 

be assigned with probability to the third century. A paragraphus below 1, 53 is 

the only form of stop, and no other signs occur except the diaeresis. 6edés and 

mvedya certainly were contracted, and that the other ordinary abbreviations were 

used may be inferred with security from the spacing. A correction by a second 

hand is found in 1, 17. 

Unfortunately the leaf is badly mutilated, the loss of more than half of every 

line depriving it of much of its value for critical purposes. The text appears to 

have been of good quality, showing, like 1171, a general agreement with the 

Codex Vaticanus, from which the two definite divergences are the avoidance of 

the vulgar spelling é¢’ in 1. 16, and an illegible reading in 1. 17, where the unknown 

variant edevdeplovrar amo for cAevdepwOnoera. ano has been inserted by the 

corrector. 

Verso. 

olv [7m olapke viii. 12 

[Tov Kata capka (nv et yap Kata oapka ¢|ntle] per 13 

[Aere amoOvnokey et de TvL Tas mpagel|s Tov ow 

(waros Oavaroute (noecbe ooo yap mvt Ov ayov 14 

5 [Tae ovToe vt Ov ecw ov yap cdaBere Tra] Sovdeas 15 

[madi «is poBov adda edaPete TVA viobeloias eV 

[o kpagopev aBBa o 7Hp avTo To Tva ov|ypapTu 16 

[pee Tm mVL npwv oTL Eopey TleKVa. 6fy et Ole Texva 1 

[kat KAnpovopot KAnpovopol| pev Ou cuvKAnpovo 

10 [wo de Xv etmep ovvmacyxope|y va Kat ouvdoga 



10 

15 

20 

25 

30 

35 

40 

THE@OXYRHYNCHUS@TAL Yi 

[cOwpev roylfopat yap ore ovK] afia [rla Tmadnpara 

[Tov vuy Kalpov mpos Thy pedAAlovcay folg[aly amoKka 

[AupOnvar ets nuas n yap amolxapad|olkiia] ts [x]re 

[cews THY amokaduiy Tov] vwy Tov 6u aTTEK 

[Cexerat Tn yap paraoTnTe ny] KTLoLS UTETAYyN 

[ovy exovoa adda dia Tov vmorjagavra [elm Amide 

ojurat at[o] 
[ore Kae avtn 7 KTlows eevOep|oOn]]. .|] THs dou 

[Aecas ts POopas eis Tv eArcOepray tys dogns 

[Trav rexvev Tov Ov odaper] yap o7|t] mara n KTL 

[cvs cuvorevager Kat ovvwdiwjer axplt] Tov vuy 

3 lines lost. 

Prerro|uevn 

[ovk eotiv eAmis o yap Bremer Tus eAmiCer et] de o ov 

[Bremopev eAmigopev du vmopovns am|exdey(o] 

[ueOa woavtws de Kat To TVA ovvavTiNalyBaveraL 

Tn acbevera nuwv To yap TL mpocevgo|uela Ka [ 
[00 dex ovk oidapev adda avtTo To TVA umepely[Tlvyxa 

[ver oTevaypois adadnros o d€ epavvwy tas Kap|oas 

Recto. Plate I. 

Tis [eyKaAeoel KATA EKAEKTOV 6u Os 0 Stkawy ts 

0 Katlaxpwov Xs Is 0 amobavey paddov de eyepbes 

os Kafe eotev ev Seta Tov Ov os Ka evTuyxavel uTeEp 

npoly TIS nMas xwploel amo THS ayamns Tov Xv 

Oruplis 7 crevoxwpia n Stwypos n ALuos n yupvorns 

n Kw[dvvos n payalpa Kabws yeypamrTat ort evekev 

gov Oal\varovpleba odAnv thy nuepav edoyicOnpev 

ws mpoPata odhalyns aX EV ToOUTOLS TacLY UTEPYLK® 

pev Ota Tov ayalryncayTos nuas memecpat yap ort 

oute Oavaros ov[re (wn ovre ayyedor ovTe apxat ov 

TE EveoToTa ov[re peAAovTa ouTe Ovvapes ouTE 

Uwopa ovte LalOos ovre Tis KTiots eTepa SuvvnoeTat 

33, 

18 

1 

20 

21 

22 

27 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 
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[n]uas xwpicat ano rns ayamns tov bv tns ev Xw Iv 

[T]o Ko npor [adrnbeayv rNeyo ev Xw ov wpevdopat inet 
45 ouvpapTupovons [mor Tys cuveldnoews pov Ev TVL 

ayl@ ott AUTN ploL EoTLY pEeyadn Kat adladeLTTOS oO 2 

duvy 7) Kapdta plov nuxouny yap avabepa evar av 2 
Tos ey@ amo tov X[v vmep tov adeApav pov Tay avyye 

vov fou KaTa olapKa 

3 lines lost. 
alovlas apnv ovx oLov O€ OTL EKTTETT@KEV O Aoyos 5, 6 

tov Ov oly yap mavres ov e€ Ind ovror Ind ovd ort 7 

55 €lolv o|mepna ABpaapy martes texva adr ev Ioaak 

KAnOnoe[Tal ToL oTEppa TOUT EoTLV OV Ta TEKVA TNS 8 

gapkols TavTa Texva tov Ov adda Ta TEKVa THS eTAay Ye 

Aras AloyiCerat Els omEppa eEmayyedias yap o Aoyos 9 

ovTos [KaTa Tov Kalpoy TovToy ehevoopal Kat 

60 €o[TaL 

3. Tov ool paros : so BRACKL &c.; ts capxos DEFG. 

7. It is quite unlikely that wore, which in DE precedes avro, stood in the papyrus. 
I4. Tov: om. FG. 

16. [e}r: so ABSCDCEKL &c. ; ef BYNCD*FG. 
17. What was originally written in place of the ordinary reading edcvbep@Oncerai aro is not 

clear; no variant is recorded. Perhaps the first hand wrote nAevOepwOn ek; the corrector 
substituted eAevOepovra amo. At the beginning of the line it is improbable that dir 
(&%D*FG) was read, the supplement being already of ample length. 

1g. yap: b¢ A. 
25. The lacuna is of approximately the same length as those of the three following lines, 

and it is therefore hardly possible, even with allowance for the large number of iotas, that 
tu xat followed mus as in RCACKL &c. The most suitable reading is that of B (so Westcott- 
Hort); B?DFG have ms m1, X* ms kat. On the same ground eAnifee (BRCCDFGKL &c.) is 
preferable to umopeve: (*A). 

30. There would clearly be no room for the addition of umep nuor (NCCKL &c.) before 
OTEvaypols. 

32. It is practically certain that ex vexpov (N*AC) did not follow eyepOes. With regard 
to the omission of I(ncov)s (so BDEK) and the addition of xa before arodavev (so DEFGKL), 
the space gives no evident indications. 

33- kale: so BRCDEFGKL ; om. 8*AC. 
34. The supplement here is rather shorter than in the adjacent lines, and perhaps ov» 

was read after mus with FG. 
39. Tov aya| rnoavros : SO BRACKL ; TOV ayannoavTa DEFG. 

40. In DE ovre céovcta precedes OUTE apxal, in C ovre e£ovotu follows ; the papyrus 
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evidently had neither of these readings. It is equally certain that ovre Svvapes followed 

pedXovra, not apya as in KL. 

42. rus may well have been omitted, as in DEFG. 

44. [tlo «(vpe)o: tov Kuptov ACFG, The papyrus possibly read I(nooyu after X(pior)o 

with D*EFG. 
47-8. avabeya ewa avjros eyo: aut, eyo avad. ev. CKL. ; 

48. aro: so BRACFKL &c.; vmo DEG. pov, which is omitted after adeApov by 

D*FG, is required to fill the space. 
49. TV kaTa DEFG. 

54. ovrot I(opa)nderae with DEFG is not impossible. 

56. The space would admit of or ov (eB?) 

4. rou may have been omitted before 6(«o)v, as in FG. 

1356. PHILO. 

Fol.4 16X15+5 cm. Third century. 

The following fragments are from the papyrus codex of Philo of which the 

pieces identified as belonging to extant treatises were printed under 1173. 

Apparently the codex contained other treatises which have not come down to us; 

at any rate we have not succeeded in identifying several fragments, though it is 

likely enough that of the smaller pieces at least the place will be found among 

Philo’s existing works. . 
A palaeographical description of the papyrus was given in the introduction 

to 1173; the numeration of the leaves below is adapted to that of the leaves 

previously published. Fol. 4, the most considerable of the new fragments, is the 

left-hand leaf of a sheet of which Fol. 5, from near the beginning of the De 

Ebrietate, is the right-hand portion. Between the latter and Fol. 4, as the 

pagination shows, 5 sheets, i.e. 20 pages, intervened. The leaf is damaged in 
places, and in the recto it is difficult to obtain connected sense. Apparently the 

main subject is punishment, which is also under discussion on the verso, where 

interpretation is easier. The story of Croesus is cited in illustration of the 

doctrine that penalties are paid sooner or later, either in this world or the next, 

where disguise will be stripped off and the soul will be seen as it really is. Of 

Fol. 8, which belongs to the same sheet as Fol. 7, containing some of the final 

sections of the De Hbrietate, only beginnings and ends of lines remain. Since the 

pagination numbers are lost, there is no external indication as to whether the 

leaf preceded or followed Fol. 7. It is written in the more formal though perhaps 

not really different hand of Fols. 2-3, which come from the middle part of the 

Quod Deterius Potiort insidiatur. But the fragment is not to be found in the 



preceding portion of that treatise, nor apparently in the De Ebrietate. Fol. 10 

is not connected with any of the fragments previously published. It 1s broken 

both at the side and the bottom, but the damage is less severe than in Fol. 8. 

There is an agricultural simile on the recto, ll. 6-10, and the verso is concerned 

with prayer. Of Fol. 11, another independent leaf, only a small corner from 

Frs. 1 and 2 are in the hand of Fols. 1, 4-7, 10-11; Fr. 3 

of Fol. 9, from the De Mercede Meretricis, but belongs to some other 
the top remains. 

is in that 

treatise. 

10 

15 

20 
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Fol. 4 recto. 

p48 

res Tns puxns THY Tept..avo.[..-- Ace (ae 

ETLMEAELAS KAL TPOTTATLAS TO|w\€lone ete Es) © av 

Oplomiver mpaypatov ap..[.. +++ sr rees 

ev apeTats KaAALoTEVOVTNS OGL. . iG aale he Ae 

civ ows SeovTws av etmoev Te..[..-- +] + pe 

Kpowuxia Thy Oeov peyadovoray Tapap|e|Tpe 

re n ovk e1oO ore ypes [[z]] taOnpulalor poriols 

edavvopeba Kat mapabnyopea mplos a\ppovas 

eme€odous avayKacopevol moveta Oat [.Jro . [elie 

TE avaylm Kal amopw TpoceoTLy oylto po 

yap pove xpntat KuBepyntn Tous appoTToy 

Tas ekagTols Kalpous meplapOpev .. $ avdpes 

parton kek: pirocogpia supBuovy emi poppacoly 
oO 

Tes». wl]. €.- ‘yuvaiKos y . ntptdos avy - |: 

gous evBovdrra |Tolvs mept Decor nTT@pev| ous 

gnor [yap Geo df. . .]. vero. |. .]. tuxadan[..... 

raha YN lige aS unc cate jnral...- - 

Ha alcatel 25 letters 

et caibace 28, 

o% BO Ka 

ropyao .[.-]- 25» 

exovss «feo» | 25 9 
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Fol. 4 verso. 

PgY 
aoc 30 ] Tovs vopous Bede ovk evkarappovn 

25 Tlols o[vy dox|nOevte Kpotow tov Kad eavrov ama 

Tlov yevope|vov evdatpovertatw evar kala 

palow ex Tolv Aedrdgikov rpirodos evOovociwy o a 

A[n]On{s] Hlav|ris mpovbeomicev TeAoS opay pakpov 

Bloly t[@v ylap adikwv aretopntos ovders mpos 

30 afA]nOeca[y] apererar dixas de Tas apporrovcas 

didwow €ft] Kat pn evbus addr owe youv ws olovTa 

Tives owe yap ovdev Tov ev Tn ducer BpaBevov 

ot twar[tja de ev Kalpw Sidmor pevTor Kat eL pn evTav 
Oa kat map nuev add evaovre Tapa Sdikalc}rats 

35 [K]pettToor AEAvpEvoLs Tov TopaTos Secpo 

[o tla maOn Kat Tas Kakias efwmupe Kat evedrc 

[y]ev e€ eavrov yuyxais yap wWuyas Sixagovtes yu 

pvas odas dt oAwy KaTavoovat EeLdiKplyws ov 

[6] av@ uro Tov TeptamTo@y [....|v KaTeAnuTTo 

40 [mplorepov aml. . .Juevor . [. .] . ev Tue ovr Ao 

RATT NEON or Gotten bas oe Ws *co@ te |e 
[ 2.5 letters aoe la) Sal aaa 
[ gle gy ] al{zrojxpe 

[ 32 6 Jace 

45 [ By | Jerpl-] 
[ 27 ]- L]ye . tupa 

[y EE ss ea yunvagon 

Foln3: 
Verso. Recto. 

akovely eyvo ni jyon{olcoe 8 ovder 
TO avTl du Baer av 25 Jevat ovt@y 
Opwrous [ elumvevbe 
pevad| le erseKat 

5 akpara p.[ |. de e€ amocro 



10 

20 
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as erey| |ropev 

pered| 30 n\ecv 

Travil Tlov odwy 

mpo Too . [ pres dw 
ad\Aa mp. | oven drs 

about 9 lines lost. 34 (Lae ates 

Alsen) >|. [ about 8 lines lost, 

eTepous [ ma.\voupyov 

C%'[ 45 ] - [-Jvous 

ll ] 
i 

Evol TOrrecto, 
€LTrEL pol 

evxeTat Tel 

avad.oay 6 

vos 9 mndad(tovxwr (?) 

5 lows 6 ovde +. [ 

eppi¢@mevos [ 

Tp w..|[ 

bende yupevoat durov [ 

amro mnyns amoxeTevoal pl 

Io pat Tov apdo 7 Tavr7[ 

ovx EXAnv povoy adrdra kale BapBapos 

Heva paptus de Kat af 

gov mpos KapBnony . [ 

PP RCLMOVIC Melee |. is. |: 

-[- elov of 15 

Fol. 10 verso. 

] Aoytopou 

joOat Kara 

Ja kat a0poa 
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20 

25 

Recto. 

cwoppoovy7| 

KaracKev| ao 

pnvny Oe 

]. KAomrais Kat aprraylats 

Recto. 

guols af 

. ° 
—s 

Ta|pecTooal TH 

] evxals azroret 

] ovk emioTape 

|v aperns 6u pere 

] Tedovot Tas Eevxas LoT@ 

] mpemov evoeBe[t]a Koopov ot 

lfovres mrapatnpyteov. de 

VAeotepov pnd oca duvarot 

Jer evxecOar Sex yap ras bu 

] didovros paddAov yn adge 

HletpecoOat map o Kat Snpo 

] Tov umep TH 

Holente 
Verso. 

5 Ww edpererar 

. Jyovoat ov €x@ 

Jov 

Irns vio xf. -] 
\o 

Verso. 
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Tocel elativ adXo 

: uve 

ge Tt Ov 
Kad €& a 

jen ate 

Fr, 3. 

Recto. Verso. 

] aro Jacor| 
Jee kar. [ ]. era Of 

8] - [ | yvnovoy [ 

| emo of javonoas | 

5 evra: doy * 15 lov (writ 

Jax To’ Toul leoxos Tel 

|. a de zal jxros ¢.[ 

Javad | are. Kal 

Lal } pool 
10 Joga[ 20 Javel 

Fol. 4. 1. The letter after wepc may be a, but A is unsatisfactory and a substantive is 

rather expected. mepitiravoolw is possible (cf. Hesych. (re)riravopévas yeyropévas), 

5. s of os has been corrected ; apparently the scribe began to write 6. Both rm and 7 

seem to be inadmissible after evorpev. 

6. Oeov : for the absence of contraction cf. Il. 15 and 16. Elsewhere in this MS. the 

contracted form is used. 
9. émé£odos in the sense of punishment is common in Egyptian documents, but hardly 

to be found elsewhere except in Philo (Mangey, i, p. 283. 12,11, p. 314. I, Pp. 525. 24)yy At 

the end of the line ]ro»{ would suit the remains, but the construction is obscure. 

10. anoge after avay looks like a corruption of avoo1w, re is perhaps displaced. 

12. mepiapOpew is presumably for mepuapew, which occurs in Philo ap. Euseb. Praep. 

Evang. pp. 387¢, 393 (Mangey, ii, p. 636. 1, p. 641. 23); Philo also uses sepdOpyors. 

The next word is possibly as. 

13. The vestiges are consistent with ovp ¢ud., though the wv is too far from the u. 

expoppatew occurs repeatedly in Philo, with the infin., as here, in i, p. 387. 30, li, p. 551. 18 

Mangey, and with other constructions elsewhere. ; 

14. vuv d[e] wept isa possible reading, but the 7 would be unsatisfactory and the passage 

apparently devoid of construction. The dvdpes would rather be expected to be brought into 

some relation with the yur. yontpi8os, if that is the word intended, is intelligible though 

Cc 
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a novel form. Below the interlinear o a correction has been made, but what was originally 

written (?) and the purport of the alteration are not clear. At the end of the line ovy.[ or 

oun| seems inevitable, 
23. Apparently not exovr. 

24-38. ‘Let not then the truthful seer be despised who, when Croesus was supposed 

to be the happiest of all the men of his time, so the story goes, warned him under 

inspiration from the Delphic tripod to regard the end of a long life. For in truth no unjust 

person is allowed to go unpunished ; but he pays the fitting penalty, if not at once, then late 

at any rate, as some think, although nothing in nature is determined late, but everything in 

due season. However, he pays it, if not here and among us, then in Hades, with better 

judges, who are freed from the chains of the body which of itself kindled and inflamed 

passions and vice; for judging with their soulsnaked souls they see them distinctly through 

and through.’ 

24. Some ink marks in the margin above ove are probably accidental. 

25. r[ols suits the space better than z[e]s, and Sox|nevre perhaps better than ou}devre. 
Croesus is referred to by Philo also in ii, p. 60. 13 and p. 468. 116 Mangey. 

26, avOpw|rev is inadmissible. 
24-9. According to the well-known story in Hdt. i. 32 the warning réAos épav was given 

to Croesus by Solon; cf. Diogen. viii. 51 téAos épa Biov (waxpoBiov cod. Pant.; cf. paxpov 

Bwov here): rovro 76 drdpbeypa Zddov elre Kpoiow. In]. 27 alow is extremely doubtful. 

31-2. owe xrd.: cf. e.g. Eurip. Fr. 224 Aika rou dika xpdvios, GAN Suos imomecova’ haber, 

érav éyn rw doeB_ Bpordv, Fr. 969 7 Aikn... ctya kat Bpadei rod oretxouca pdprret Tos KaKous 

dei Bporév. BpaBevovor has no definite subject and is perhaps an error for BpaBevera. 
34. evaovre: |, ey A()Sov ye. For other uncorrected corruptions in this text cf. e. g. 

Fol. 7 recto. 21 xa reaps for xAcavO. and Fol. 10. 8-10 below. 
39. mepiarrav: cf. e.g. Philo i, p. 288. 6 Mangey drappracduevor ra repianra yupryy 

emBeixvuvras tiv imdkpiow. [vp oly might well be restored in the following lacuna, but there 

then seems to be no subject for the verb unless xarevAnumro was regarded as plural. 
40. ov: apparently not ovv. 

Fol, 8. 9. The doubtful o is possibly +; the next letter has a vertical stroke and is not 
a NOT o. 

24. jyon{o|o.: the first letter may be 7, and y[olv could be read in place of alo}. 
25. jevar: OF e{u]vac. 

33- Ihe vestige after ca may be a medial stop. 

Fol. 10. 4. mydadiodxos and mydadiovyxeiv are Philonian words, e. g.i, p. 145. 33, Pp. 131. 
43 Mangey. 
: 8. yupevoa is a vox nihil’; was gurevoa meant? ‘The « has been corrected, perhaps 
Tom a. 

g. dmoxerevors is used by Philo (Mangey, i, p. 29), but apparently not the verb. 
to. A blank space is left after apso, the archetype being presumably illegible or 

defective. apdovra would be in keeping with the context. 
13. mpo ckapBys is unattractive here, and we prefer to suppose that cayz8nonv was written 

for KapBvonv ; both paprus de in ]. 12 and evmovra in |. 14 are in favour of a proper name. 
14. For the use of the diplé in a prose papyrus cf. 1241. v. 5, 24, vi. 25, P. Hawara 15 

in Archiv v, p. 378. A similar sign is employed in 405 to mark a quotation, and possibly 
this is the meaning of the sign here. 

28. |. ak. 
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30. The reason for the comma-shaped mark after umep is not evident. Such marks are 
not infrequently inserted at this period between doubled consonants, but would not be 
expected between umep and rn», and there is no parallel elsewhere in 1178 or 1356. 

Fol. 11. 6. The first letter may be either y or r, and ov exw may be ovs xo-. 

Fr. 2. 1. The a has been rewritten. 
7. v is made with a very long diagonal stroke in order to fill up the line. 

Fr. 3. 5. The supposed stop may be the top of an «. 
11. The spacing suggests that the division was Jas on}. 

1857. CALENDAR OF CHURCH SERVICES AT OXYRHYNCHUS. 

29-6 X 36-4 cm. A.D. 535-6. Plate I (Col. i). 

This unique papyrus, one of the most interesting documents concerning the 

early Egyptian Church that has been discovered, contains a list of cvuvd&eus at 

various churches on Sundays, festivals, and (apparently) other days through 

a period of five months in a year which was the 14th of an indiction-series. 

ovvakis (conventus or collecta), a term applied by Cyril Hierosol. and Chrysostom 

to Christian congregations in general, is used by Dionysius the Areopagite (fourth or 

fifth century ?) with especial reference to the celebration of the Eucharist; and, though 

his explanation of the origin of the term (De eccl. /uer. i. 3) is incorrect, Socrates, 

who discusses cvvafe.s and states that at Alexandria on Wednesdays and Fridays 

the scriptures were read and expounded, wdvra re Td ovvagews yiverat dixa Tis Tov 
pvotnplwy rederns (Hist. v. 22), shows that in the fifth century ovvagéis was used for 

a service which generally included the celebration of the Eucharist. The word 

passed into Coptic, e.g. Hyvernat, Actes des Martyrs, i, p. 249 ‘un jour qwils 

faisaient la sainte otvagis dans le témos des saints apotres Pierre et Paul, au 

jour de leur commémoraison qui est le cinquieme a Epip’ (cf. p. 29), and continues 

in the calendar of the Greek Church with reference to services on certain 

important occasions, e.g. 7) otvakis tis Oeordxkov on Dec. 26. Nilles (Kalend. 

utriusque eccl. i, p. 53 and ii, pp. 61-4) notes, as others have done, the resemblance 

to the Latin stationes or processions on fixed days to particular churches at Rome, 

especially in Lent or on festivals, when from before the times of the Gregorian 

Sacramentary (eighth century according to Duchesne, Christian Worship, 

ed. 4, p. 124) the Pope participated in the service and addressed the people— 

a duty which since 1870 is performed by a cardinal as his deputy. The parallelism 

between this list of cvvdées and the Roman stationes is indeed curiously close, 

as was observed by the Rev. F.E. Brightman, to whom and to Mr. W. E. Crum 

we are indebted for valuable assistance in the interpretation of this papyrus (I). 

Cm 
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The text is in two columns, containing 32 and 36 or 37 lines respectively, 

of which the first has lost six lines in the middle but is otherwise complete, 

while the second is broken vertically down the middle, so that the details 

concerning festivals are lost, and there are also gaps affecting the numbers of the 

days and names of churches. The lines are closer together towards the end of 

Col. ii, of which the margin at the bottom is broken but was in any case much 

narrower than in Col. i, as if the writer were cramped for space, and it is not 

likely that any columns are missing, though a fragment assigned to l. 56 might 

possibly come from a later column. The script is a rather large, somewhat 

irregular uncial, the size of A, v, and x and letters at the end of a line being often 

exaggerated. It suggests a scribe who was familiar with drawing up liturgical 

documents, probably Coptic as well as Greek, but was not particularly well 

educated, as is also indicated by the character of the Greek, which is correctly 

spelled but employs some vulgar forms ; cf. notes on Il. 1, 2, and 8. 

Abbreviations are numerous, being indicated usually by a wavy line either 

above or after the last letter written ; but the contraction of Xpuorod is avoided. 

Diaereses and paragraphi are used occasionally; cf. 1. 56,note. The palaeographical 

evidence points to a date not earlier than about A.D. 450 nor later than about 

550; but internal evidence fortunately enables the year to be fixed more 

precisely. Since several Sundays are recorded, the days of the week are known 

wherever the days of the month are preserved, so that e. g. Phaophi 23 (1. 3) was 

a Sunday. This day in an ordinary year corresponded to Oct. 20, but comes, 

like all the dates in I as far as 1. 62, within the six months’ period from Aug. 29 

to the end of Feb. during which owing to the difference of intercalation the 

days on the Egyptian calendar may fall one day later than usual in the Julian 

calendar. Hence Phaophi 23 in a Julian year next before a leap-year cor- 

responds to Oct. 21. There happens to be no occasion in the fourth and fifth 

centuries on which Phaophi 23 of the 14th indiction falls on a Sunday, and of 

the two years in the sixth century which fulfil the prescribed conditions, 535 and 

580, we have for palaeographical reasons little hesitation in preferring the earlier, 

which is in fact the only thoroughly suitable date, being confirmed by two 

pieces of internal evidence. In the first place the Nativity is recorded on Choiak 

28, not 29, as is natural if the year was bissextile ; cf. p. 28. Secondly Easter 

in 536 in Egypt fell on March 23 (Ideler, Handb. d. Chronol. ii, p. 263), a date 

which is quite in accordance with the indications in II concerning the beginning 

of Lent (cf. p. 30), and of which the arrival would form a not unnatural point for 

the conclusion of the document. In 581 Easter fell on April 6, so that Lent 

began on Mecheir 30 (Feb. 24), and the year was not bissextile. 

II is thus shown to be concerned with the year 535-6, less than a century 
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after the Council of Chalcedon (451), which caused a schism in the Alexandrine 

Church, and to fall near the end of the patriarchate of Timotheus IV and of the 

period of compromise with the monophysites inaugurated by the Henoticon of 

the Emperor Zeno. Timotheus died in 536 and was succeeded by Theodosius, who 
was exiled by Justinian three years later, when the monophysite patriarchs of 

Alexandria were finally disowned by Constantinople and a permanent succession 

of rival catholic patriarchs began. The circumstance that [1 belongs to the 

period of compromise accords well with the large number of churches mentioned, 

which had been greatly multiplied since the preceding century (cf. p. 26), and at 

most, but probably not all, of which the clergy were no doubt monophysites, as 

is perhaps also indicated by the exceptional prominence assigned to the festival 

of St. Philoxenus (Il. 24-7, note). 

On the general character of early church festivals and calendars see 

Duchesne, of. cit. ch. viii. The earliest extant calendar of any of the Eastern 

Churches is a Syriac one, written in 411 and first published by Wright, and 

now by Nau in Patrol. Orient. x, pp. 11-23, which gives a list of festivals observed 

in Syria. Of the Latin Church the earliest calendars are the short Philocalian 

tables (336) referring to popes and martyrs buried at Rome, and the Martyro- 

logy attributed to St. Jerome, which is largely based on the same source as the 

Syriac calendar and in its present form is of the fifth century, a calendar of Tours 

(461-90), and another of Carthage (soon after 505). The oldest Byzantine 

calendars, that of Morcelli (eighth century?), that at Naples (ninth century?), and the 

Menologium of Basil (tenth century), are several centuries later than IT, which, as 

would be expected, differs considerably from them but agrees with the early 

Syriac martyrology with regard to the date of the commemoration of SS. Peter 

and Paul (cf. p. 29). Of the Coptic Church the earliest calendars are those 

published from menologia by Nau in af. céz. x, pp. 187-210 (thirteenth-fourteenth 

century), by Tisserand from Abul-Barakat in of. cit. x, pp. 252-78 (thirteenth 

century), Wiistenfeld’s Syvaxarium (fifteenth century ; the second half of the 

year was never issued), and Basset’s (from fourteenth and sixteenth century 

MSS.; Patrol. Orient. i, pp. 224 sqq. and iii, pp. 247 sqq., covering Thoth— 

Choiak only). For the modern calendar of the Eastern Churches see Nilles, 

op.cit. and Malan, Calendar of the Coptic Church. Il’s list is naturally shorter 

than the mediaeval ones, and has many other points of difference. 

The starting-point is not the beginning of the Egyptian civil year (Thoth 1 = 

Aug. 29) but Phaophi 23 (Oct. 21, not 20, in 535), this date being explained by 

the title (ll. 1-2), which states that the list refers to ovvd&ers ‘after the mamas 

descended to Alexandria’. [ldwas was the ordinary title in Egypt of the 

Alexandrian patriarch, e.g. in P. Amh. 3 (@). ili. 5 (cf. Deissmann, Licht vom 
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Osten, p. 137), Brit. Mus. 113 (10). 12, but it is applied also to presbyters and even 

subordinate clergy, e.g. P. Brit. Mus. 417. 3 aamas “Epyounddews (a village in the 

Arsinoite nome; cf. Deissmann, of. cit. p. 150) and 1631. ix verso. 1. In 

P. Giessen 55. 2, as Mr. Crum remarks, 7’n’ means mpecBvrepos, which is often 

thus abbreviated in Coptic papyri, not mdaas, as suggested by the editor. In 

1857 the mention of Alexandria and the obvious importance of the mamas in 

question make it much more likely that the patriarch is meant than a local bishop. 

Oxyrhynchus was the seat of a bishop, who in 534 was abba Petrus (P55. L.2164)e 

but kareAGely would be a more natural word to use in reference to the patriarch’s 

return than to the departure of the bishop of Oxyrhynchus on a visit to 

Alexandria. Probably, therefore, Timotheus IV had come to Oxyrhynchus on his 

way back from a tour of inspection in Upper Egypt, and started homewards a day 

or two before Oct. 21. The calendar, which is too elaborately written to be a mere 

private memorandum and may have been publicly exhibited, must have been 

drawn up either on his departure, if it is a notice concerning forthcoming owvages, 

or about Easter or later, if it is a record of ovvdéers actually held. It is not 

a complete list of days on which there were services, for few of the churches 

mentioned were visited more than two or three times in the five months, and 

just before the Epiphany a whole week (Dec. 31-Jan. 6) passes without a cvvaégis 

in an interval between continuous cvvdéers from Dec. 19-28 and Jan. 7-13. That 

is the only case where a Sunday is certainly omitted in II ; but a regular use of 

all the churches mentioned, with Eucharistic services on Sundays and probably 

on important festivals, is quite compatible with the apparent claim of the writer 

in 1. 1 to set forth a comprehensive list of cvvdéers, if that term is interpreted 

(cf. p. 19) in the light of the Roman s¢ationes as special assemblies on Sundays 

and holy days at appropriate churches (if possible, the church of the saint whose 

day it was; cf. ll. 8, 10-11, and 24), at which the bishop of Oxyrhynchus was 

very likely present. At Rome the s¢atzones are now 87, on 83 different days in 

a year, distributed among 44 churches (Nilles, op. cz¢. ii. 63); at Oxyrhynchus 

the ovva€ets in about five months from Oct. to March were 66, on about 62 different 

days, distributed among at least 26 different churches, so that in a year the 

whole number of ovvdfers may have exceeded 130,and of churches 40. The days 

at Rome on which two or more stationes are held on the same day are Christmas 

Day and the Thursday following the Fourth Sunday in Lent; at Oxyrhynchus two 

avvd€ers took place on Tubi 1 (the day of St. Peter and St. Paul), 14, 15 and 

very likely on a day early in Mecheir (1. 50), possibly others. The use of eis 

in e.g. els Ti Gyi(av) Mapiap (1. 30) to indicate her church is exactly parallel to 

the use of ad in the Roman liturgy in connexion with the s¢ationes, e.g. ad 

S. Paulum extra muros; the name of a saint standing for his church is 
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already common in sixth-century documents, e.g. 141. 3 (p. 25) and 

P. Stud. Pal. x. 35 (p. 24). That the calendar was an official one, drawn 

up by some presbyter or deacon or other assistant of the bishop of Oxy- 

rhynchus, for the use either of the clergy whose duty it was to attend ovvdéets or 

of the public, is the most probable explanation of the care expended on its 

production. 

Oxyrhynchus is not actually mentioned, but apart from the provenance of 

the papyrus and the correspondence between the saints invoked in 1151. 40-50, 

a Christian amulet of the fifth(?) century, and the names of several churches 

mentioned in I], the fact that Oxyrhynchus was the town in question is proved by 

the occurrence of at least four known names of Oxyrhynchite churches. Thus the 

vor éx{kAnota in ll. 37 and 61 is doubtless identical with the church of that 

name in a list of guards stationed at the chief buildings of the town about 

A.D. 300 (48 verso. iii. 20). The continued survival of this church through the 

period of persecution before Constantine is the more interesting because its 

existence in the reign of Diocletian had been questioned by Wilamowitz, who 

(Gott. gel. Anz. 1898, p. 676) wished to regard éxkAnola in 48 as a place of 

assembly. The Poppi) éxxdnola mentioned in 48 verso. i. 10 perhaps occurs in 

1. 50, which can be restored eis] 76 Bloppwov papripiov. exkAnota and paptvpiov are 

sometimes treated as synonymous at this period, as is indicated by e.g. 941. 3 

oixovduov Tob &ylov “lovorou ... dvtls rod paptuptov and 1811 ’Aviavos mp(exAbrepos) 

paptup(tov) ama “lovorov, this papripioy being no doubt the same as the church of 

St. Justus in 1. 10 of IT; cf. 1151. 50 and p. 27. The dydodov aylas Eignpytias at 

Oxyrhynchus known from 1038. 23 is moreover to be connected with the church 

of that saint (cf. 1. 41, note), and the oix(ovdpuos) rod aytov Ta8pijd in 993 with the 

church named in 1. 54. 

Except in the case of the ‘Southern church’ and possibly the ‘ Northern 

martyrium’, éxkAyola and paptépvov do not occur in I], but éxxAnoiay has to be 

supplied with rjv before paprbp(ov) (1. 5), PowBdppwvos (e.g. 1. 3), Avravijs (Il. 21 

and 44), and dpa [‘Hpatéos (1. 40). On the church ‘ of the Martyrs’ see 1. 5, note. 

Phoebammon is presumably identical with the saint of that name (Amélineau, 

Les actes des martyrs, pp. 54-9), whose day in later times (but not in II; cf. 

ll. 46-8) was Tubi 27, and who is well known from many Theban and other Coptic 

texts (cf. e.g. Crum, Coptic Ostraca, p. xii) and Christian inscriptions (e. g. that 

quoted in 1. 20, note), besides B.G. U. 694 (Arsinoé, seventh-eighth century), 

P. Brit. Mus. 1430, &c. (church or monastery at Aphrodito, eighth century), 

P. Stud. Pal. x. 35 (sixth or seventh century). Of the last-mentioned papyrus, which 

is a list of éWa supplied to various churches and monasteries at an unnamed town, 

we append the text with some additional restorations : 
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+ Ocoddpo [ eis Tov aylov Piddgevoly.. . 

(s7ép) Bpeoviov drpoly... eis TO povacThp(tov) Tay [... 

Kapta@v méumtins lvduKkriovos Tov Twapbevevovaay |... 

els Td povacrip(tov) rev |... aBBa Mapkéddolv.. . 

5 els Tov d&ytov PoiBdpplova... 15 ‘ABpaapiov |... 

ets THY ayiav Evdnpilav... evUXaploT®.. |... 

els Thy adyiav dua “Aplaiy... ni 9 

eis Tov dpydyyedov [Miyayr (TaB pina ?) [at )papd.i-- 

eis Tov a&ylov aBBa.|... [Pir ?\tmrmov Re 

10 efs TO povacryp(tov) aBi Ba ‘Avdpéou ? 20 We sae ent 

The churches of SS. Phoebammon, Euphemia, and Philoxenus (Il. 5, 6, 11) 

correspond to the churches in Il. 3, 51, and 24 of Il; 7 dyla da “Hp[ais (so Crum 

in 1. 7; Wessely reads "Ayan .[) may be identical with dua[... in 1. 40 of Il; the 

archangel (1. 8) is doubtless MixayA or Tapia (cf. Il. 8 and 54 of Il), and the 

aywos 4384 .[... (1. 9) may well be the saint in 1. 49 of I, while the monastery in 

1. 10 can be that mentioned in 146. 1 and 147.1. Whether a88a MapkeAdov and 

’ABpaaplov (Il. 14-15) are names of churches or monasteries or of private persons 

is not clear; they do not occur in II, but in view of the marked coincidences in 

ll. 5-11 with churches at Oxyrhynchus that town is in any case quite as likely 

to be the one concerned as Heracleopolis, to which Wessely doubtfully refers it. 

The p of dua ‘Hp[atv is uncertain, and in 1. 40 of II Apa[iov could be read (cf. B.G.U. 
682.1 =P. Klein. Form. 783 évoix(fov) rod aytov "Awa, perhaps a mistake for 
*"Apatov, a name occurring in e.g. P. Klein. Form. 655. 3), or e.g. “AyalparOlov, or 

*Apalvriov (a reputed martyr under Hadrian; cf. Ruinart, Acta martyrum sincera, 

p. 18). But dua ‘Hpais is a well-known Coptic saint, whose day was Tubi 28 

(Jan. 23); cf. Hyvernat, Actes i. 78 sqq. With regard to the two omissions of 

a&ytos in II, where P. Stud. Pal. x. 35. 5 and 7 insert it, scribes are often inconsistent 

in the employment of that term (cf. e.g. 146. 1 with 147. 1); but the uniform 

use in II of the accusative, not the genitive with ryv, in the names of Gy.or 

suggests that the absence of the term where Phoebammon, Anniane, and ama 

Herais are mentioned was no mere accident, and in the cases of Epimachus and 

Ision also, whose days are recorded (cf. pp. 26-7), the omission may well have 
had a real significance. Probably none of these persons had yet been officially 

recognized as saints: that churches in Egypt were sometimes called after persons 

who were apparently not yet technically ayo. was already attested, e.g. at 

Oxyrhynchus (1053. 23 éxxAnota 4884 “Iepaxiwvos, later a Coptic saint; cf. 1. 46, 

note), Aphrodito (P. Brit. Mus. 1419. 524 ékkA(noia) “Epyetov), Arsinoé (ékxAnola 
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*Iotwvos, cf. p. 27), and Alexandria, where the church of St. Michael was generally 

known as Alexander’s after its founder, the patriarch from 313 to 326, and the 

church of Theonas was also called after its founder (Cabrol, Dict.de ?archéol. chrét. i, 

pp. 1110 sqq.). Whether the churches of Phoebammon and the two others were so 

called because they too were the founders is very doubtful. Phoebammon is not 

known to have been connected with Oxyrhynchus, and though he and ama Herais 

must have been officially recognized as saints soon after the date of II, they 

have not survived in the modern Coptic calendar. Anniane may be identical with 

the ’Aviavi) who gave her name to a Memphite village in P. Stud. Palyxn207 

verso. i. 6; but we have failed to trace her elsewhere. Her name recalls that of 

Anianus (Annianus is probably less correct), the second patriarch of Alexandria, 

and possibly she was his sister ; but there isa difference of several weeks between 

his day in the Coptic calendars (Hathur 20, which comes in the period covered 

by the lacuna in ll. 14-19) and the services at Anniane’s church on Choiak 12 

and Tubi17. That St. Anne, the mother of the Virgin, is meant is unlikely ; 

cf. 1. 21, note. Phoebammon is a common name, and if he and ama [... were 

different from SS. Phoebammon and ama Herais, both they and Anniane might 

be explained as the founders or even owners of churches. Since monasteries 

seem to have been sometimes called after private owners, this may have 

happened in the case of churches too. But it is more likely that they were 

martyrs or other holy persons venerated at Oxyrhynchus, though on a lower 

level of sanctity than e.g. St. Menas and St. Victor. They were thus in the same 

rank as Epimachus and Ision, of whom the former is obviously identical with 

St. Epimachus in the Coptic calendars, while the latter had a church at Arsinoé 

in the seventh or eighth century (P. Klein. Form. 299 éxkAnota Ioflwvos, this Ision 

being apparently identical with the aza Ioi[ov whose monasteries are mentioned in 

op. cit. 603); cf. pp. 26-7. 

Other churches mentioned in 1857 include nine which were called after the 

principal saints, St. Mary (I. 30), the archangels Michael (1. 8) and Gabriel (1. 54), 

SS. Peter (I. 33) and Paul (1. 34?), the prophets Jeremiah (1. 46) and Zachariah 

(1. 52, note; which Zachariah is meant is uncertain), ‘the Baptist’ (1. 47), and ‘ the 

Evangelist’ (1.23). The selection of one particular evangelist as distinct from the 

others is somewhat remarkable. At first sight St. Mark, the founder of the See 

of Alexandria, might seem to be indicated, but St. John is probably meant for 

several reasons: (1) he is the only evangelist mentioned in 1151, and all the other 

saints there named (the Virgin and archangels, SS. Serenus, Philoxenus, Victor, and 

Justus) had churches in Ill’s list ; (2) 141. 3 Ovpovp($) Tod aylov "Iwdvvov implies that 

St. John was the patron saint of a church or monastery at Oxyrhynchus ; 

(3) there is apparently a contrast intended between (St. John) ‘the Baptist’ and 
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‘the Evangelist ’, which goes far to explain the omission of the name in both 

cases. The remaining churches were called after various lesser saints (chiefly 

Egyptian martyrs), of whom SS. Cosmas (I. 22), Euphemia (1. 51), Julianus or 

Julius (1. 48), Justus (1. 10), Menas (1. 11), apa Noup (1. 56), Theodorus (1. 65); 

Theodotus (I. 63?), and Victor (1. 20) are still commemorated by the Coptic 

Church, but not SS. Philoxenus (1. 24) and Serenus (1. 4). In ten instances the 

names are lost, but 1. 49 may well refer to the known church of abba Hieracion 

(1. 46, note). The churches most frequently visited on the occasions of ovvdges 

were those of Phoebammon (8 ovv.), SS. Philoxenus (7 or 8, including 4 in 

connexion with his festival), Mary (4 or 5, including 3 at Christmas), and Serenus 

(4); at the Evangelist’s, St. Michael’s, and the Southern church 3 ovvageus were 

held, at the others 2 or 1. According to Rufinus, who visited Oxyrhynchus early 

in the fifth century, the city contained 12 churches zz guibus publicus agitur 

populi conventus (i.e. cbvakss) exceptis monasteriis in quibus per singula orationum 

domus sunt (Hist. Mon. v), and he was informed by the bishop of Oxyrhynchus 

that there were as many as 10,000 monks and 20,000 nuns. These numbers are 

probably exaggerated, but Rufinus’ glowing account of the town’s piety is 

corroborated by the large increase in the number of the churches, which in 

A.D. 535 probably amounted to 40 or more (cf. p. 21). Oxyrhynchus must 

have been an important Christian centre, and the disappearance of its numerous 

churches and monasteries is much to be regretted. Relics of them may be seen 

in some pillars in the chief mosque of Behnesa, and a single Corinthian column 

which marks the modern Coptic cemetery in the desert to the south-west of the 
town ruins. 

Besides the list of churches II provides some valuable information concerning 

the various festivals and other days on which ovvders took place. Phaophi 25 

(Oct. 22) was a ‘day of repentance’, a novel expression. A povaoripioy ris 
peravotas at Alexandria is known from P. Flor. 298. 54, and the word is used in the 

Greek and Coptic Churches for ‘obeisance’ (Nilles, of. cit.i, p. lxiv). The date 
is too far removed from Christmas to be connected with Advent, which, moreover, 
does not seem to have taken its place among Western Church seasons before the 
latter part of the sixth century, while in the East the xvpiaxh ris Sevrépas Tapovelas 
is the Western Sexagesima, and the observance of the teccapaxoor} tod dylov 
Pirimnov from Nov. 14 (his day, which may have come in 1. 14; cf. p. 28) to 
Dec. 24 cannot be traced back earlier than 806, when it was enjoined upon monks 
by Nicephorus, patriarch of Constantinople. Hathur 3 (Oct. 30) was the ‘ day of 
Epimachus’, i.e. St. Epimachus, a martyr under Maximian, commemorated in 
the Menol. Basil. and by the Coptic Church of the thirteenth—fourteenth centuries 
on the same day (Nau, of. cit. p. 192, Tisserand, p. 258), but since the fifteenth 
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century (cf. Wiistenfeld, of. cét., Hathur 4) on the day following. The omission of 

aylov before his name may well be explained, as in the case of Phoebammon and 

others (cf. p. 24), by supposing that he was not yet formally acknowledged as a 

saint; but it is not clear that éyiov was anywhere inserted in connexion with the 

days of particular persons, and the omission may be due merely to desire for 

brevity. Ision, however, whose day was Choiak 15 (Dec. 11), is not called &y.os 

in the two papyri referring to his church and monasteries at Arsinoé (cf. p. 25), 

from which alone he was known previously, so that with both him and Epimachus 

the omission is likely to be significant, especially since Ision, unlike Epimachus, is 

absent from the mediaeval and modern Coptic calendars. Neither of these two 

was commemorated in a church called after himself, and that such did not exist 

is clear from the contrast with the festivals of SS. Michael (Il. 8-9, Hathur 12-13 = 

Nov. 8-9), Justus (I. 10, Hathur 14 = Nov. ro), Menas (1. 11, Hathur 15-16 = Nov. 

11-12),and Philoxenus (Il. 24-7, Choiak 22-5 = Dec. 18-21), which were celebrated 

by ovrdgées in their own churches (cf. p. 19). The archangel Michael’s and 

St. Menas’ days (the first of the successive ovvagers) coincide with their dates in 

the mediaeval and modern Coptic and Greek calendars (a obvatis of the archangel 

in the Greek; cf. p. 19); but St. Philoxenus’ day, in Egypt at any rate, was not 

known previously ; cf. ll. 24-7, note. 

The date of St. Justus’ day creates a difficulty. The mediaeval and modern 

Coptic calendars mention apparently five saints of that name, and Hathur 14 

(Noy. 10) seems to correspond to a commemoration on Hathur 16 of Justus, 

a soldier martyred at Rome (fourth century ?) ; in that case he is different from (1) 

St. Justus the patriarch now honoured on both Phamenoth 16 (March 12) and 

Pauni 12 (June 6), (2) the Justus whose Acés are extant (cf. Amélineau, Les actes 

des martyrs, p.177),a martyr at Antinoé, honoured in the mediaeval calendars on 

Mecheir 9, (3) the companion martyr of St. Apollo (Mesore 1), and (4) the son of 

the Emperor Numerianus (Mecheir 11, but Mecheir 10 in the thirteenth century) ; 

but the Justus Martyr mentioned on July 14 in the Menol. Basil., and on Oct. 2 

in Morcelli’s calendar, is perhaps identical with the soldier Justus. He is not 

found, however, in the mediaeval Coptic calendars, and the paprtpiov dra “lovorov 

at Oxyrhynchus, as the church is apparently called elsewhere (cf. p. 23), would 

better suit the martyr of Antinoé. Hence we are disposed to think that the 

latter may be meant in 1. 10, in spite of the divergence from the mediaeval date 

of his festival. For a service at his church three days later (1. 13) and one at 

St. Victor’s on Choiak 7 (Dec. 3, 1. 20), as well as for a service at St. Serenus’ on 

Choiak 27 (Dec. 23, 1. 29), no explanation is given, and the reason for the choice 

of these days is obscure. The ovvagis on Hathur 17 might be connected 

with the Alexandrine custom in the fifth century (cf. p. 19) of holding cvvages on 
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Wednesdays. But the other two days are Tuesday and Monday, and the ovvdéets in 
II certainly depend mainly on saints’ days, until Lent at any rate, when Saturdays 
predominate to the apparent exclusion of other week-days (cf. p. 30). Wednesdays 
are indeed until ]. 56 more frequent in II than any other week-day (7 cuvdéess, 
the next being Tuesday and Thursday with 5), but this seems to be accidental. 
The practice in II apart from Lent is hardly in accordance with Socrates’ state- 
ments (//zst. v. 22) concerning the importance of Saturdays asa day for cvvages in 
Egypt outside Alexandria. 

In the lacuna affecting Il. 14-19 references to the days of SS. Andrew the 
Apostle (Choiak 4 = Nov. 30), Philip the Apostle (Hathur 18 = Nov. 14), 
and Cosmas (Hathur 22 = Nov. 18) may be lost; cf. notes on IL. 14-19 
and 22. The observance of the Nativity (1. 30) by cvvdges on three days 
(Choiak 28-30 = Dec. 25-7, not 24-6, in 535) does not seem to coincide 
with the three days’ festival from Dec. 24-6 in the modern Coptic calendar. 
The mention of the Nativity occurs on Choiak 28, not 29 which is ordinarily 
Christmas Day, a circumstance which is best explained in accordance with 
the mediaeval Coptic synaxarium for Choiak 29 (Basset, of. cét. iii, p. 537) 
‘en effet elle (la naissance) eut lieu d la fin du 28 de Kihak et le 29° jour, et 
ausst, parce que dans les années bissextiles la nativité tombe le 28 de Kihak 
et dans les années non bissextiles le 29, ils (les Peres de PE glise) ont voulu que 
les deux jours fussent consacrés par honneur & cette sainte féte” An early 
observance of Christmas Eve is less likely, for vigils (tapayovy is the word in 
the Greek Church) are very rare in early church calendars, and if Choiak 28 was 
Christmas Eve the mention of the Nativity ought to have occurred in the 
next line. Christmas Day had about a century before the date of II (cf. Duchesne, 
op. cit. p. 259) been fixed on Dec. 25 in the Eastern Church, one branch of which, 
the Armenian, still combines it with the Epiphany on Jan. 6, and that the 
Egyptian Church in the sixth century observed the Byzantine (i.e. Roman) date 
of Christmas irrespective of the peculiarities of the Egyptian calendar is in the 
case of so important a festival not a surprising exception to the rule governing 
saints’ days. Inan ordinary year, in which Choiak 29 coincided with Dec. 25, there 
were probably only two ovvdéers connected with Christmas, since Tubi 1 was a day 
of other commemorations, 

In Col. ii the notices of saints’ days &c. are lost but can in several cases 
be restored. The festival of St. Stephen, which is older than the discovery of his 
tomb in 415 (Duchesne, of. cit. p. 267), would be expected to be mentioned, and 
either the first of the two cuvdfes in Il. 33-4 on Tubi 1 (Dec. 27) might refer to the 
neépa (aylov?) Srepdvov, who is honoured by the mediaeval and modern Coptic 
and Greek churches on that day, or the second owdéis might be es tov &yroy 
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[Srépavov fuépa adrod. A church of St. Stephen at Arsinoé occurs in e. g. P. Stud. 

Pal. x. 75. 7.. But in the East in early times, as is shown by the Syriac calendar 

of 411, the martyrdom of St. Stephen was celebrated on Dec. 26, that of 

SS. James and John, Apostles, on Dec. 27, and that of SS. Peter and Paul on 

Dec. 28, the first date being still observed in the Armenian Church, which 

inverts the order of the other two commemorations. Hence, since the service in 

1. 33 was at St. Peter’s, that in 1. 34 was probably at St. Paul’s, and the absence 

of a ovvdéts at this point in honour of St. Stephen, if not due to Christmas, may 

be accounted for by supposing that it took place on Thoth 15 (Sept. 12), when 

there was another commemoration of him in the Coptic calendars, or on Aug. 2, 

when he is mentioned in the Menol. Basil. In the mediaeval and modern Coptic 

calendars the day of St. Peter and St. Paul is Epeiph 5 (June 29), as also in the 

passage from Hyvernat’s Actes des martyrs quoted on p. 19. 

Tubi 3 (Dec. 29) is Innocents’ Day in the Coptic calendars, the Greek Church 

celebrating also St. Marcellus (00. c. 470), who, if identical with the aSfas 

MdpxedXos in P. Stud. Pal. x. 35, was formerly venerated in Egypt, though now 

no longer, and he may have had a church at Oxyrhynchus (cf. p. 24), possibly 

that mentioned in 1. 49. Since the service on Tubi 3 was at Phoebammon’s 

church, juépa Mapxéddov is less likely in 1. 35 than jpépa vymiwy, but the fact that 

Tubi 3 was a Sunday is sufficient to account for the otvagis. After that day there 

is a remarkable gap of a whole week without a cbvatis, but Tubi 11 (Jan. 6) is the 

date of the Epiphany in the Coptic as in other calendars, and no doubt émipdvea, 

(ra) empdvia, Oeopdvia or Bantiopds to} Xprorod (cf. 1. 30) is to be supplied in 

1. 36. What saints, if any, were celebrated by the ovvagers on Tubi 12-15 

(Jan. 7-10), some of which may be connected with the Epiphany, is doubtful 

(cf. ll. 37-42, notes); but the service on Tubi 16 (Jan. 11) in 1. 43 very likely 

commemorated St. Philotheus, a well-known saint at this period, and that at 

St. Mary’s (1. 45) on Tubi 21 (Jan. 16) is clearly connected with the commemoration 

of her death in the mediaeval Coptic calendars and of the consecration of the 

first church of the Virgin in the modern calendar. Duchesne (of. c77. p. 269) 

compares that festival in Egypt with one observed in Gaul in the sixth century on 

Jan. 11 or 18 and in Spain in the seventh century on Dec. 18; cf. also the otvagis of 

the Greek Church on Dec. 26 (p. 19). From this point up to 1. 52 the numbers of 

the days are missing, but a festival of St. Julianus on Mecheir 1 (Jan. 26) is 

perhaps indicated by 1. 48, and the festival of ‘Yzamavt} may have been recorded 

on Mecheir 8 (Feb. 2); cf. 1. 52, note. The two ovrdgéers on consecutive week- 

days, Mecheir 11-12 (Feb. 5-6), at the church of St. Gabriel the archangel 

(ll. 54-5) may well be explained as implying that Mecheir 11 was his day, in 

accordance with the two services at St. Michael’s on the occasion of his festival. 
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The mediaeval Coptic calendars, however, commemorate him on Choiak 22 
(Dec. 18), the modern also on Phamenoth 30 (March 26), the Greek Church 
formerly only on Nov. 8, the civagéis tév dpxayyé\orv, but now on March 26 

and July 13, while Wiistenfeld’s calendar mentions another commemoration of the 

archangel Michael on Mecheir 12. The only archangel of whom a commemoration 

is known before the ninth century is Michael (Duchesne, of. cz#. p. 276), but 

as Gabriel had a church, he probably had a day also. 

Mecheir 13 or 14 (Feb. 8 or g) seems to have been a day of special importance 

(I. 56, note) owing to the approach of Lent (} ayia rercapaxoorn), which in Egypt 

began not earlier than Mecheir 14 nor later than Phamenoth 1g (cf. e.g. P. Grenf. 

ii. 112), and in the year 536 on Mecheir 16. (Feb. 11); cf. p. 20. There was 

a ovvagis on Sunday Mecheir 15, but none on the 16th or any week-day before 

Saturday the 21st (Il. 58-9), when one of the two cvvdfers perhaps refers to the 

day of St. Onesimus, St. Paul’s disciple. The absence of ovvdées from Monday 
to Friday in this week is the more remarkable because in ll. 60-2, which cover 

the remaining nine days of Mecheir, the dates though incompletely preserved 

(cf. the notes) indicate only one week-day, also a Saturday, between two 

Sundays. This sudden rise of Saturday into prominence after Mecheir 15 

(cf. p. 28) is not likely to be an accident in view of the significant fact that in 

about 365 the Council of Laodicea (can. 49, Labbe i. 1505) ordered the oblation 

of bread and wine in the Eucharist as well as the celebration of the festivals of 
martyrs to be confined during Lent to Saturdays and Sundays, and it harmonizes 
very well with the date of Easter in II which has been fixed on other grounds; 
cf. p. 20. In the concluding month Phamenoth (Feb. 25-March 26, ll. 63-8) 
the days are lost throughout, and since Wiistenfeld’s Synaxarium ends at Mecheir 
30, no comprehensive mediaeval list of the Coptic saints commemorated in the 
following month is available in a translation; so that how far Nilles’ list, 
representing the modern calendar, is in accordance with mediaeval tradition, is, 
when Nau’s and Tisserand’s mediaeval calendars omit the day, uncertain. Hence 
any scheme of reconstruction for ll. 63-8 is hazardous, particularly since in three 
of the six ovvdgers even the name of the church is doubtful. We have, however, 
attempted a provisional reconstruction based on the assumption that the procedure 
noticed in ll. 59-62 was continued in conformity with the directions of the 
Council of Laodicea. The key to our restoration is the identification of 
SS. Theo[dotus] in 1. 63 and St. The[odorus] in 1. 65 (i.e. the bishop of 
Pentapolis) with the saints of those names who are now celebrated by the Coptic 
Church on Phamenoth 6 and 12 (March 2 and 8), but are not mentioned on those 
days in the mediaeval calendars. If that identification is correct, the days of 
these saints were no doubt recorded, the second probably falling a day later than 
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in the modern calendar; cf. ll. 63-6, note. The day of St. Colluthus also, 
a well-known saint at this period, may well have been recorded in 1. 66, and in 
1. 68, if Mapfay is rightly restored, there may have been a reference to 
Easter Eve rather than to Good Friday or Easter Sunday. Whether the Sundays 
in Lent had special names remains uncertain. 

Since the calendar clearly includes all the more important festivals during 
Phaophi—Phamenoth, the absence of certain days and commemorations is 
noticeable. All Saints’ day is celebrated by the Coptic Church on Phaophi 23 
(Oct. 20), which is recorded as a Sunday in Il. Since in 1. 10 jyuepa avrod 
supersedes xupiaxy, there is a presumption against regarding Phaophi 23 in II as 
All Saints’ day, though cf. note on l. 20. The mediaeval Coptic calendars also 
omit this festival, but the Syriac calendar of 411 commemorates All Martyrs on the 
Friday after Easter, while the Greek Church celebrates All Saints on the Sunday 
after Pentecost, this date having been chosen as early as the time of Chrysostom 

(0b. 407) for a festival of All Martyrs. Hence Oxyrhynchus in 536 may well have 
observed that festival at the Martyrs’ church either on that day or the Friday 

after Easter, both of which fall outside the range of I]. Of a commemoration of 

All Souls’ day, Nov. 2 in the Greek as in the Latin Church, but not observed in 

the Coptic, there is naturally no trace. The Greek Church, distinguishing 
St. James the ddeApd0eos from St. James son of Alphaeus, celebrates the former 

since the tenth century on Oct. 23, the Coptic similarly on Phaophi 26 (the same 
day) and on Epeiph 18 or Choiak 30. No otvagis is recorded in II on Phaophi 

26 and St. James is not mentioned on Choiak 30, so that if a festival of St. James 
was observed at this period Epeiph 18 is a more likely date. St. James son of 
Alphaeus, who is honoured by the Greeks on Oct. 2 or 9, by the Copts on 

Mecheir 10 (Feb. 4), when no otvagis is recorded in II, but in the mediaeval 

Coptic calendars on Mecheir 11 (Feb. 5) and Phaophi 5 (Oct. 2), is in the same 

position. Neither St. Demetrius MvupéPadvros (0b. about 306), an important saint 

commemorated on Phaophi 29 (Oct. 26) by both Copts and Greeks, nor 

St. Barnabas the Apostle, whose day was Pauni 17 (June 11) in the mediaeval 

calendars, but is Choiak 21 (Dec. 17) in the modern, is mentioned. The absence 
of a otvagis in honour of St. Stephen on Choiak 30 or Tubi 1, if ll. 33-4 are rightly 

restored, has already been discussed ; cf. pp. 28-9. St. John the Evangelist’s day 
in the Coptic calendars is primarily Tubi 4 (Dec. 30), when there was no ovvaéis in 

II, and since his festival would naturally be celebrated at the church of ‘the 

Evangelist’ (cf. p. 25), the only place where jjépa adrod can come in connexion 

with that church is in 1. 42 (Tubi 15 = Jan. ro), for ll. 7 and 23 refer to Sundays. 
It is, however, more probable that St. John’s day fell outside the period covered 

by II, perhaps on Thoth 29 or 3o (Sept. 26 or 27) or Pachon 13 or 16 (May 8 or 11) 
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when he is also commemorated on days corresponding to the two commemorations 

of him in the Greek Church on Sept. 26 and May 8. The Circumcision (Tubi6 = 

Jan. 1 in the Coptic calendars) is not marked by a odvagis, an omission which is 

not surprising in view of the absence of that festival from the old Syriac, Roman, 

and Carthaginian calendars, although it is found in Gallican use in the sixth 

century, and in the early Byzantine calendars. Tubi 27 (Jan. 22) is the day of 

St. Phoebammon in the Coptic synaxary consulted by Amélineau (2.c.), but though 

]. 47 might refer to this day the ovvagis was not at his church, and is therefore 

clearly unconnected with his festival. The Finding of the Cross by the Empress 

Helena in 326 is celebrated in the mediaeval and modern Coptic calendars on 

Phamenoth 10 (March 6) in addition to the Exaltation on Thoth 17 (Sept. 14), 

which alone is now celebrated in the Greek Church, though the Menol. Basil. 

also records the Apparition of the Cross on May 7. There was probably no 

ovvaéis on Phamenoth 10, which falls on a Thursday in Lent (cf. p. 30), and 

whether even apart from that circumstance there would have been a festival in 

connexion with the Cross is doubtful. 

In the Julian equivalents of Egyptian days appended to the text the numbers 

in brackets give the dates in an ordinary year which was not bissextile ; 

ci. p. 20. 

Col. 1. 

+Ivéors cvvdgeov peta 76 Kater Oclv) 

ivd(uxtlovos) 1d éy “AreEavdplela) tov mda, ob(Tws) 

Padgu ky «is tiv PoiBdppavos Kuptak(7), A.D. 535- Oct. 21 (20) Sun. 

xe eis Tov dy(ov) Sephvov huép(a) peTav(oias), 23 (22) Tues. 

5 A eis Thy paptvp(@v) Kuplaky, 28 (27) Sun. 

Advdp y eis tiv PoBdupovos hpép(a) ’Emipdy(ov), 31 (30) Wed. 

¢ eds tov edayyeAor(hv) KUpLakn, Nov. 4 (3) Sun. 

iB eis Tov ay(ov) Mixanr& jpépa avrod, 9 (8) Fri. 

ty «ig Tov adrév, 10 (9) Sat. 

to 16 els Tov dyov) "Iodcrov pépa avrod, II (10) Sun. 

te els Tov ay(ov) Mnvadv hpépa avrod, 12 (11) Mon. 

ls els Tov avTov, 2 e =. 13 (12) Tues. 

i¢ els Tov ayi(ov) ’Lo[djoror, 14 (13) Wed. 

[Xotak] 6 lines lost. 

20 ¢ els Tov a&yi(ov) Bikropa, Dec. 4 (3) Tues. 

[JB «ls tiv Avyravijs K[uptalky, g (8) Sun. 
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els tov dytov Koopa A{pélpa “Iotwvos, 

els Tov evayyedtoT|(}Y) K]vptax(y), 

els Tov dy(ov) Dirdgevfoly pep(a) adbrod, 

els Tov auTov, oe ee 

eis Tov avror, 
€ fe +) AN ye Opmolws els Tov avréov, 

els Tov ayi(ov) Se[p|fivoy kupiax(7), 

els Tov avrov, - vy a 

els THY adyiav) Mapiav yévva tod Xpicrtod, 
b] ‘\ > tA eis THY avTHy, = = = 
d X\ I AX ¢ - 

Els THY AUTHY opoiws, 

Colet: 

ets tov a&yuov) Ilérplov tpépa adrod, 

ou(oiws) K(al) eis Tov dyi(ov) [IIabdov ipépa adrod, 

els tiv DotPdéuplovos Kupiaxy, 

33 

12 (11) Wed. 

16 (15) Sun. 

19 (18) Wed. 

20 (19) Thur. 

21 (20) Fri. 

22 (21) Sat. 

23 (22) Sun. 

24 (23) Mon. 

2.5 (24) Tues. 

26 (25) Wed. 

a7 (26) Thur. 

Dec. 28 (27) Fri. 

30 (29) Sun. 

eis THY DoiBduplwovos éemipdvera Tob Xpicrod, A.D. 536. Jan. 7 (6) Mon. 
» \ XN 2 fe 

els THY voTivyAly ExKAnGiaV, 
5) is Tov a&yov) Diddglevor, m 

5 

els Tov d&ytov Mitlx[and& tpépa..... ; 

els THY dpa [Hpaidos jyépa adras(?), 

eis THY aylav) Evd[npiay jpépa..... , 

els TOY eday|yedor(hr), 

eis THY PoiBdpluwvos Hpépa DidoGéov (?) 

els thy Avvlalyas KuplaKn, 

eis tiv ayiav) Malpiav hpyépa adris(?), 

is tov dy\(ov) “Ielpnutay xvptaky (?), 

s tov Balrriolriy, 
J i 

eis Tov &yi(ov)| "IovAlvavov tpépa avrod (?), 

i 

Opol(ws) K(at) eis] TO Bloppivdv papripior (?), 

Elis [riv dy\av) Evdni[uiav, 

els Tov dyi(ov) Zaylaptav Kupiaky (?), 

eis Tov ayov) Sepljvov, 

) TaBplijyA Huépa adrod (?), 

D 

+) NN: d 

els TOV ayl(ov 

SE TOVMC YS OV NCB O\ Gs «a snes nuepa avTod(?), 

8 (7) Tues. 

9 (8) Wed. 

10 (9) Thur. 

Ei (iO)elerts 

12, (Z1) Sat. 

13 (12) Sun. 

17 (16) Thur. 

20 (19) Sun. 

29 (26) Sun. 

Feb. 3 (2) Sun. 

4 (3) Mon. 
6 (5) Wed. 
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55 [8] els rov adrév, 7 (6) Thur. 

[cd?] els tov dy(ov) dra Noda pépla..... g (8) Sat. 

[‘le els tHv DoiBdp[povos Kupiakn, 10 (9) Sun. 

ka els Tov ady(ov) Pirldgevoy juépa..... ; 16 (15) Sat. 

op(otws) Kat els Tov a[yl(ov)...... ; 

60 (6 els Tov avToy [KUplaKn, 17 (16) Sun, 

k(n] «ls thy vorw(jv) éx[kAnolav jpépa..... ; 23 (22) Sat. ~ 

KO els THY adThy [KUpLaKn, 24 (23) Sun. 

Papevnd [52] els Tov dyov) Ocd[dorov Hpépa avrod (?), March 2 Sun. 

[uB?] «ts tov dy(ov) Birdglevoy pepa....; ) 8 Sat. 

65 [uy?] es Tov dyov) Oc[ddwpov pépa avrod, g Sun. 

[10 ?] es thy PoiBldéppovos 7pépa KodrXovGou(?), coiSae 

[k 2] els tiv adz[y Kupiaxn (?), 16 Sun. 

[xg(?) elés tiv ayil(av) Mapiav jpépa..... (?) 22 Sat. 

Perhaps 1 line lost. 

2. ivd/ IL. 10, iovoroy Il. 13. tolvjoroy I. 22. iovwvos II. 46. ie[ 1. 

48. ioval, Il. 

‘ List of services after the patriarch descended to Alexandria, as follows: 14th indiction, 
Phaophi 23rd at Phoebammon’s, Sunday ; 25th at St. Serenus’, day of Repentance; 3oth at 
the Martyrs’, Sunday. 

Hathur 3rd at Phoebammon’s, day of Epimachus; 7th at the Evangelist’s, Sunday ; 
12th at St. Michael’s, his day; 13th at the same; 14th at St. Justus’, his day; 15th 
at St. Menas’, his day; 16th at the same; 17th at St. Justus’; . 

Choiak...; 7th at St. Victor’s; 12th at Anniane’s, Sunday; 15th at St. Cosmas’, day 
of Ision ; 19th at the Evangelist’s, Sunday ; 22nd at St. Philoxenus’, his day ; 23rd at the 
same; 24th at the same; 25th likewise at the same; 26th at St. Serenus’, Sunday; 27th at 
the same; 28th at St. Mary’s, Nativity of Christ; 29th at the same; 30th at the same 
likewise. 

Tubi 1st at St. Peter’s, his day; likewise also at St. Paul’s, his day; 3rd at Phoebam- 
mon’s, Sunday; 11th at Phoebammon’s, Epiphany of Christ; 12th at the Southern church ; 
13th at St. Philoxenus’ ; 14th at St. Michael’s, day of ...; at ama Herais’, her day; 15th 
at St. Euphemia’s, day of ...; at the Evangelist’s; 16th at Phoebammon’s, day of 
Philotheus ; 17th at Anniane’s, Sunday ; 21st at St. Mary’s, her day; 24that St. Jeremiah’s, 
Sunday; 2[.]th at the Baptist’s. 

Mecheir 1st at St. Julianus’, his day; ...at St. abba..., his day; likewise at the 
Northern Martyr’s shrine; ... at St. Euphemia’s ; 8th at St. Zacharias’, Sunday; gth at 
St. Serenus’; rith at St. Gabriel’s, his day; 12th at the same; 14th at St. apa Noup’s, 
day of ...; 15th at Phoebammon’s, Sunday ; 21st at St. Philoxenus’, day of . . .; like- 
wise also at St. ...; 22nd at the same, Sunday; 28th at the Southern church, day of...; 
29th at the same, Sunday. 
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Phamenoth 6th at St. Theodotus’, his day; rath at St. Philoxenus’, day of ...; 13th 
at St. Theodorus’, his day; 19th at Phoebammon’s, day ‘of Colluthus; 2oth at the same, 
Sunday ; 26th at St. Mary’s, day of...’ 

1. Cf. pp. 21-2. évinstead of e’s is common; cf. e.g. 144. 18 karayayeiv ev ’AdeEarSpela 
and, for an early instance, P. Par. 10, 2 dvaxexdpnxev év ’AXeE. 

2. wd: thes is partly effaced, but iv8(c)x(riovos) 8 cannot be read, even apart from the 
difficulty that would arise concerning the date, since Phaophi 23 did not fall on a Sunday 
of the 4th indiction between 390 and 675, both of which years are unsuitable ; cf. p. 20. 

mara: the writer is fond of using this genitival form for the accusative; cf. 1. 8 Mcyanda 
and |. 22 Koowa. For the name of the patriarch see pp. 21 and 43. 

3- PorBappovos : cf. pp. 23-5. This day was probably not All Saints’ (cf. p. 31), and 
St. Dionysius of Corinth, martyr under Diocletian, and the prophet Joel, formerly honoured 
on Phaophi 23 (Nau and Tisserand, /. c.), are ignored. 

xuptak(n): this word and jpépa, wherever they come in II, might be in the dative, but 
yevva in |. 30 is in the nominative. 

4. Sepqvov: cf. ll, 28-9 and 53, 1151. 47, and B.G.U. 954. 3, 29 (Heracleopolis). 
A Nitrian abbot visited by Cassianus in 395 and author of two extant discourses is less 
likely to be meant than a disciple of Origen, martyr under Severus according to Eusebius 
(Hist. Eccl. vi. 4). The amba Serenus, archimandrite, and Serenus, jyovpevos, formerly 
commemorated on Phamenoth 5 and 6 (Tisserand, 7. c.) seem to be later. On the question 
of St. Serenus’ day cf. Il. 20 and 53, notes, and for jyépa peravoias cf. p. 26. On Phaophi 
25 (Oct. 22) the Coptic calendars commemorate two eremites of the Thebaid and 
St. Julius of Akfahs, martyr under Diocletian; cf. p. 39. 

5. paprup(ov): there was a well-known Coptic monastery of this name at Esna (Lato- 
polis), and a church rpiéy papripey at Arsinoé is mentioned in e.g. P. Brit. Mus. 
113 (8). 11, and one rod dyiov pdpr(vpos) at a village near Antinoé in Crum, P. Brit. Mus. 
Coptic, p. 450. The Coptic calendars on Phaophi 30 (Oct. 27) commemorate SS. Abraham, 
a Syrian anchorite (fourth century ?), Valens, Anatolius (date uncertain), and a Julius and 
others, martyrs under Decius; the Greek church St. Capitolina, martyr under Diocletian, and 
St. Nestor (04. 306), and two days earlier (Oct. 25) SS. Marcianus and Martyrius (fourth cen- 
tury), whom Wiistenfeld’s and the modern Coptic calendars assign to Oct. 28, calling Martyrius 
Mercurius. Maprup(iov) could be read, and in that case he would stand in the same position 
as Phoebammon, who became a regular saint; cf. pp. 23-5. Maprup(iavod), referring to 
a saint now honoured by the Copts on Pachon 21, is also possible ; but since there is a doubt 
whether there ever was a Coptic saint Martyrius, and Martyrianus’ day is far removed from 
Phaophi 30, we prefer paprip(ov) in view of the parallels and the rarity of abbreviations of 

proper names in U, Moreover if Phaophi 30 had been the day of Martyri(an)us, j<pa avrov 

would be expected in spite of its being Sunday ; cf. 1. 10. 
6. iuépa’Empdyov: cf. pp. 24 and 26-7. Wiistenfeld’s calendar commemorates on this 

day SS. Cyriacus (fourth century), and Athanasius and Irene, martyrs under Diocletian ; 

Morcelli’s calendar Cyriacus ; the Menol. Basil. Epimachus and Eutropia. 

7. rov edayyedior(qv): cf. pp. 25-6, and, on the date of the festival of St. John, p. 31. 

A church at Arsinoé was called rod dyiov droordédov simply; cf. P. Stud. Pal. x. 75. 6. 

St. George of Alexandria (fourth century ?, not the soldier), who is celebrated on this day 

in the Coptic calendars, is ignored. 
8-11. Cf. p. 27. | Mexanda is not a correct form; cf. 1.2, note, The other saints now 

honoured on Hathur 12-15 are unimportant. From P.S.I. 63. 25 sqq. it appears that 

the whole festival of St. Michael lasted eight days or more, since an ageeement was made 

to repay a loan at Oxyrhynchus on the 8th day rijs optis rod dpxayyéhou M[tx]and rod. 

D2 
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‘A@vp unvds. There was a church of St. Michael at Arsinoé (e.g. P. Klein. Form. 845), 

as well as at Alexandria (p. 25). For other mentions of St. Justus’ church see p. 23. 

12. The lines after airéy (cf. ll. 25, 29, 31) are merely intended to fill up space, not to 

indicate a repetition of juépa adrod. 
13. In the Greek and Coptic Churches Nov. 13 (Hathur 17) is the od of St. John 

Chrysostom, the translation of his relics being celebrated on Jan. 27 by the Greeks, but 

on Nov. 13 by the Copts, who also commemorate his death on Pachon 12 (May 7). _ For 

"Io[dlorov cf. 1. 10; we are unable to reconcile the three doubtful letters with "Ia[x]@Bov 

or the name ofany other Greek or Coptic saint, but this second ovvaéis at St. Justus’, for which 

no special reason is assigned, is remarkable. A similar difficulty arises in ll. 20 and 29, 

where it can be explained by the supposed omission of jépa airod ; but that is inadmissible 

here, if *Io[d]orov is right, since his day has already occurred in l. ro. 

14-19. Three of these lines probably recorded services on the Sundays Hathur 21, 28, 

and Choiak 5 (cf. p. 22), and the remaining three some of the festivals of SS. Cosmas (I. 22, 

note), Philip the Apostle (Hathur 18 = Nov. 14 in both the Greek and Coptic churches), 

Matthew the Apostle (Hathur 20 = Nov. 16 in a thirteenth century Coptic calendar ; 

cf. Nau, Z.c.), Anianus, second patriarch of Alexandria (the same day in the Coptic calendars), 

Andrew the Apostle (Choiak 4 = Nov. 30 in both the Coptic and Greek churches), who 

probably had a monastery at Oxyrhynchus (146. 1,147. 1), and Peter of Alexandria, martyr 

under Diocletian (Hathur 29 = Nov. 25 in the Coptic calendars; cf. Hyvernat, Actes des 

martyrs, i, p. 263). 
20. Bixropa: cf, 1151. 49 and two inscriptions from Bawit in Hall, Coptic and Greek 

Texis, pp. 143-4, where SS. Victor, Phoebammon (cf. pp. 23-5), Menas (cf. l. 11), and 

George’come at the head of lists of saints.  ed«rqpia of St. Victor are known at Lycopolis 

(P. Cairo Maspero i. 67006. 56) and Syene (P. Munich 9. 37); a church at Aphrodito 
(P. Brit. Mus. 1572, &c.); a Aavpa at Arsinoé was called after him (i.e. his church; 
P. Klein. Form, 675. 2, &c.), and he is often mentioned in Coptic texts, but which of the 
five (?) different saints of this name occurring in the modern Coptic calendar was meant in 
1, 20 is not clear. Abul-BarakAt’s list (Tisserand, 2c.) mentions only one (Epeiph 20 = 
July 14), Nau’s menologia the same one and two more (Hathur 5 = Nov. 1 and Mesore 24 
= Aug. 17), but none of these days corresponds with any of the eight dates in the modern 
calendar (Hathur 1, 10, 21, 27, Choiak 6, Mecheir 14, Pharmouthi 4, 27) on which a Victor 
is mentioned. Choiak 7 in |. 20 suggests a connexion with the bishop Victor coupled with 
the presbyter Anatolius (date?) on Choiak 6; but if this Victor had been mentioned in 
1. 19, eis tov adrév would be expected in |. 20 on the analogy ofe. g. ll. 8-9, while, if the date 
of the commemoration has merely altered by a day (cf. the case of Epimachus, pp. 26-7), 
jpépa avrov is wanted in |. 20. It is possible that the omission is accidental here and 
in 1. 28, a hypothesis which would remove the similar difficulty in ]. 29, where the second 
ovvakis at St. Serenus’ (on a Monday) is hard to account for if the preceding Sunday was 
not his day. But in view of the inapplicability of this explanation to 1. 13 (cf. note), 
we hesitate to postulate an inconsistency between ll. ro and 28 with regard to the choice of 
kuptaky and jpépa airod, so that it remains doubtful whether Choiak 7 has anything to 
do with a festival in honour of St. Victor. Hence he is probably identical with the 
so-called son of Romanus, martyr under Diocletian, whose day is Pharmouthi 27 and who 
was the most important Victor; cf. Amélineau, Zes aces des martyrs, pp. 177 sqq. On 
Choiak 7 the mediaeval Coptic calendars celebrate several unimportant saints, the modern 
calendar Heraclas 8th patriarch of Alexandria, the Menol. Basil. St. Theddore of Egypt, 
Theodulus of Cyprus, and the prophet Zephaniah. 

21. ’Avmavyjs: cf.l. 44 and p. 25. The name ’Avecavy occurs in Lefebvre, Znscrept. 
chré, no. 65. St. Anne, mother of the Virgin, who is commemorated in Wiistenfeld’s and 
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the modern Coptic calendar on Hathur 11 (Nov. 7), in Nau’s and the modern on Choiak 13 
(Dec. 9, the Conception), and in all Coptic calendars together with the Greek Menol. Basil. 
on Mesore 1 (July 25), and by the Menol. Basil. also on Sept. 9, is hardly likely to be 
meant, though Choiak 12 comes near to the feast of the Conception; for apart from 
the doubt about the early date of that festival, which cannot be traced back further than the 
seventh or eighth century (Nilles, op. cz#. p. 349), the two ovvdfers at Anniane’s church were 
both on a Sunday and so need imply no special festival. Procopius (De aedif. i. 3) states that 
Justinian erected a church in honour of St. Anne, but though the Latin Church did not cele- 
brate her till much later, the insertion of dyias would be expected, if she were meant. 
July 25 is most likely to have been her day at Oxyrhynchus, if she was commemorated. 

22. Koopa j|pe|pa “Ioiwvos: cf. 1. 2, note, and p. 27. The dedication of a church to 
St. Cosmas without St. Damian is noticeable. The Greek Church since the tenth century 
distinguishes three pairs of these saints (1) July 1, Romans martyred under Carinus, 
(2) Oct. 17, Arabs martyred under Diocletian, (3) Nov. 1, Asiatics, sons of Theodote, apparent- 
ly later. The Coptic church since the thirteenth century celebrates the Arabs on Hathur 22 
(Nov. 18) and the Romans on Pauni 22 (June 16); a third commemoration in the modern 
Coptic calendar on Choiak 1 (Nov. 27) seems to refer to the Asiatics. Hathur 22 and 
Choiak 1 come in the period covered by the lacuna in ll. 14-19, where eis tov Gyov Koopa 
7pépa av’tod may well have occurred on the first of these two dates. The saints honoured by 
the Coptic Church on Choiak 15 are not important. 

23. Cf. 1. 7, note. On Choiak 19 (Dec. 15) the Coptic calendars mention St. John, 
jyovpevos (i.e. John, archimandrite of Sifit about 400), and Theophania. 

24-4. St. Philoxenus, who is also mentioned in 1150. 2 (sixth century), 1151. 48 (fifth 
century ?) and P. Stud. Pal. x. 35. 11 (cf. p. 24), is either an otherwise unknown Egyptian saint 
or identical with the monophysite bishop of Hierapolis (0d. about 523), who is honoured in the 
mediaeval Syrian Jacobite menologia on Feb. 18 (Nau, of. c7t., p. 72) and other days, The 
four cvvdées in his honour (one more than at Christmas) indicate his great popularity, which 
would harmonize with the shortness of the interval between his death and the date of U1, if 
the bishop of Hierapolis is meant ; but 1151 must in that case be later than 523. The day 
of St. Gabriel the archangel, Choiak 22 in the Coptic calendars, may have been Mecheir 11 ; 

cf. pp. 29-30. The other saints honoured by the Copts or Greeks on Choiak 22-5 are not 
important. 

28-9. For St. Serenus cf. 1. 4, note, and, for the two consecutive ovvdges at his church, 

]. 20, note. Choiak 26 (Dec. 22) in the Coptic and Greek calendars is the day of 

St. Anastasia, martyr under Diocletian, and in Basset’s mediaeval Coptic synaxarium of abba 

Hieracion, who hada church at Oxyrhynchus (cf. 1. 46, note, and p. 24), but is here ignored. 

Choiak 27 in the Coptic calendars is the day of Psote and Callinicus, bishops of the Thebaid 

and martyrs under Diocletian. 
30-1. For Christmas Day cf. pp. 20 and 28, and, for yéva rod Xpucroi, P. Grenf. ii. 

112 (a). 1 X(pirrd)s Mapia yévva kai Mapia X(piord)s yevva kat X(puord)s Mapia yévva, which seems 

to be connected with the much disputed formula xy. évva there, as here, is probably 

a substantive, Mapia being a mistake for Mapias. A xnmiov of the church of St. Mary 

is mentioned in 147. 1. 
32. On Choiak 30 (Dec. 26) the Coptic calendars commemorate David and St. James, 

bishop of Jerusalem (cf. p. 31), as well as the second day of the Nativity, while the Greek 

Church commemorates the Virgin (Flight to Egypt; cf. p. rg and 1, 45) and others. 

33-4. For the festival of St. Peter and St. Paul, or less probably St. Stephen, 

see pp. 28-9. In the mediaeval Coptic and Greek calendars the day of SS. Peter and Paul 

is Epeiph 5 (June 29) and St. Peter now has his own days on Mesore 7 (July 31) and 

Jan. 16. Numerous other saints called Peter are celebrated by the Copts, but not on any 
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day close to Tubi 1. A church of St. Peter at Arsinoé occurs in P. Stud. Pal. x. 75. 3. 
Other saints commemorated on Tubi 1 by the Copts include, besides St. Stephen, St. Leon- 
tius the Syrian, martyr under Maximian, after whom was named a hospital at Hermopolis 
(P. Klein. Form. 314. 1, unless the reference there is to St. Leontius the Arab), Paul bishop 
of Ephesus, and Ischyrion and Aesculapius, who with 8,140 companions were martyred at 
Panopolis. 

anak p20: 
36. For the Epiphany cf. p. 29. In the mediaeval and modern Coptic Church this 

festival is preceded by a vigil (cf. p. 28) and continues for three days, but since the ovrdgers 
on the six following days here were at different churches, the presumption is rather against 
their being connected with the Epiphany. 

37. vorun|y exkdnoiay: cf. 1. 61, p. 23, and 1. 47, note. There was a church of this 
name at Aphrodito; cf. e.g. P. Brit, Mus. 1419. 526, where the editor has overlooked the 
parallel from 48 verso. St. Theodorus Orientalis, martyr under Diocletian, whose Acts 
are extant, is celebrated by the Copts on Tubi 12, and nyépa Gcodépov may have occurred 
here, since the church of St. Theodorus (cf. ll. 63-6, note) probably refers to a different 
saint of that name. 

38. BAdéevoy: cf, Il. 24-7, note. décor (cf. 1. 43, note) is unsuitable. On Tubi 13 
(Jan. 8) the Coptic calendars commemorate the first miracle at Cana and sometimes 
St. Theophilus, whom the Menol. Basil. also mentions on this day, and St. Menas (cf. 1. 11). 

39- M[-]x[anda: cf.l. 8. Tubi 14 (Jan. 9) is in the Coptic calendars the day of Maximus, 
who is apparently identical with the monk of St. Macarius honoured with Domitius three 
days later, and sometimes the day of Archelides and Irene (date uncertain), while the early 
Greek calendars commemorate St. Polyeuctus (0d. in Armenia about 259). 

40. dua [‘Hpaidos: cf. p. 24. Her day was subsequently a fortnight later. 
41. Evd|muiay: cf. 1. 51 and pp. 23-4. She was an important saint whose day in the 

mediaeval Coptic and Greek calendars is Epeiph 18 (July 12) and in the modern Coptic 
one Epeiph 17 (July 11) and Pauni 8 (June 2) as well, so that jyépa airs is unlikely either 
here or in 1. 51. On Tubi 15 Wiistenfeld’s calendar mentions the prophet Obadiah and 
a fourth-century St. Gregory (not of Nyssa); the modern calendar Cyriacus and Julitta, 
martyrs under Diocletian ; the Menol. Basil. SS. Gregory of Nyssa (0d. about 395), Domitianus 
(0d. about 600), and Marcianus. 

42. Cf. 1. 7 and pp. 25-6. 
43. On Tubi 16 (Jan. 11) the Coptic calendars all commemorate St. Philotheus, 

martyr under Diocletian, and since a church called after him is several times mentioned in the 
Aphrodito papyri(e. g. P. Brit. Mus. 1572. 9), and, as Mr. Crum informs us, in unpublished 
Coptic texts from Thebes, his day is likely to have been mentioned here, 

44. “Avmalras: cf. 1. 21, note, and p. 25. On Tubi17 the Coptic calendars mention 
St. Maximus (cf. 1. 39, note), the companion of St. Domitius, the Menol. Basil. SS. Tatiana, 
martyr under Severus Alexander, Meorteus, martyr under Diocletian, and Athanasius. 
But juépa adris would be more likely than a mention of any of these, and xvpcaxy is still more 
probable. 

45. ka: cf. p. 29. The Coptic calendars commemorate, besides the Virgin, Hilaria, 
daughter of the Emperor Zeno, St. Gregory of Nyssa (cf. 1. 41, note), and St. Agnes 
(third century). 

46. ‘Ie[pnyiay : i.e. the prophet Jeremiah, whose day in the Coptic calendars is Thoth 8 
(Sept. 5) or Pachon 5 (April 30), in the Greek Church May 1, so that fyépa adrod is unlikely. 
A monastery dedicated to him near Memphis (P. Stud. Pal. x. 295-8) has been recently 
excavated by Quibell, and another, in the Thinite pagarchy, is known from P. Brit. Mus. 
1460.12. ‘Ie[p@yypor, whom the Copts honour on Phamenoth 15 (March r1) or Thoth 20 
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(Sept. 17), and ‘I€paxa, an Egyptian martyr mentioned in the Syriac calendar of 411 on 

June 15, who is different from a Nitrian monk contemporary with Chrysostom and formerly 

celebrated by the Greek Church (Nilles, of. cz. ii, p. 43), are less likely ; but ‘Tel paxtova 

(who might be identical with the Syriac Hierax) jpépa adrod is possible; cf. p. 24. His 

church, however, may be the one meant in 1. 49, where éy\(ov) d8Ba [‘Iepaxiava can be 

restored, but the occurrence of éywos, which is absent in 1053, is a slight objection to intro- 

ducing him in either passage. This saint’s day, moreover, was Choiak 26 (Dec. 22) in the 

fourteenth century according to Basset’s synaxarium (Parrol. Orzent. iii, p. Roe). bie lived 

in the reign of Diocletian and escaped from captivity at Oxyrhynchus (Amélineau, of. cet. 

p. 83). The number of the day in |. 46 is doubtful, «3 being restored because a Sunday is 

wanted in |. 46 or 47 before the Sunday which is apparently accounted for in |. 48. 

St. Antony the Great is honoured by both Copts and Greeks on Tubi 22 (Jan. 17), andif 1. 46 

refers to that day, he may well have been mentioned. Line 47 would then probably refer to 

Tubi 24. On that day (Jan. 19) the mediaeval Coptic calendars mention SS. Mary, a nun, 

Apa Psote, and Demetrius, the modern one commemorates St. Mercurius of Alexandria, 

while the Menol. Basil. mentions amongst others St. Macarius, a famous Egyptian saint 

(od. 391; cf. 1. 47, note). 
47. Tov Balrrio[ray: cf. pp. 25-6. His execution is commemorated by the Copts on 

Thoth 2 (Aug. 30), by the Greek Church on Aug. 29 ; his conception by both on Thoth 26 

(Sept. 23); his nativity by both on Pauni 30 (June 24); the finding of his head by both on 

Mecheir 30 (Feb. 24), and that of his bones by the Copts on Thoth 16 (Sept. 13) or 

Pauni 2 (May 27), by the Greeks on May 25 ; the deposition of his head on Phaophi 29 

(Oct. 26) by the Copts; his incarceration on émayop. I (Aug. 24) by the Copts, the general 

cvvaéis in his honour being on Jan. 7 (Tubi 12) in the Greek Church. The last is the only 

date at all near that in l. 47, which cannot be earlier than Tubi 23 or later than Mecheir 4 

and was probably a week-day between the two Sundays Tubi 24 and Mecheir 1; cf. the 

next note. The cvivagis on Tubi 12 (1. 37), which was at the Southern church, is not likely 

to be connected with a festival of the Baptist, and, Mecheir 30 not being available, since 

there was no otvaés on that day, the only place in 1 which is at all suitable for a festival in 

his honour is |. 47; but his day is more likely to have been Thoth 2 or Pauni 30, outside 

the range of 1. The Coptic Church does not celebrate any very important saints from 

Tubi 23 to 30, St. Macarius (cf. 1. 46, note) being honoured on Tubi 8 or Phamenoth 27 or 

later. 
48. “Iovd{vavdy: a Sunday service on Mecheir 1 is expected between Il. 47 and 51, and 

since “Iovd[av, i.e. the Apostle, who is honoured on that day in the mediaeval Coptic 

calendars, cannot be read, the choice lies between Tova[uavdy and “Iodd[vov. A church of 

St. Julius at Arsinoé is known from P. Klein. Form. 743. If ’lovA{uov be read, St. Julius of 

Akfahs, the historian and martyr under Diocletian, whose Acts are known (Amélineau, 

op. cit. pp. 123 sqq-) and whose day is Thoth 22 (Sept. 19), is more likely to be meant than 

St. Julius bishop of Rome in 336-52 (now Mecheir 3, but not in the mediaeval calendars), 

or a third Julius, martyr under Decius (Phaophi 25, 27, or 30). Hence mpépa avrov would 

be unlikely, unless 1. 48 be referred to Mecheir 3, the festival of the Roman St. Julius. In 

that case 1. 47 might refer to Mecheir 1, and the week-days between the two Sundays 

in ll. 46—7 would be passed over, which is not a very satisfactory hypothesis, since Lent had 

not yet begun (cf. p. 30). On Mecheir 1, however, the Coptic Church commemorates 

St. Julianus, martyr with 5,000 companions, and although he is not mentioned in the 

mediaeval calendars, we on the whole prefer “IovA[cavdy to TovA[sov, since the choice of the 

church would be accounted for, if it was his day. 

49. Probably either dS[a ‘Iepaxiwva (cf. 1. 46, note), ‘or GBB[G IlatAoy juépa avrov, 

referring to the chief of the eremites (0b. 341), who is celebrated in the mediaeval and 
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modern Coptic calendars on Mecheir 2 (Jan. 27), the approximate date of this line, or agg[a 
Mdpxeddoy (cf. P. Stud. Pal. x. 35 and p. 24), who is perhaps the Marcellus mentioned on 
Epeiph 22 of Nau’s calendar but has disappeared from the modern one. 

50. For [eis rév dy(ov)| Tof[iay, i. e. ToBliay, there is barely room, and cf. p. 23. 76 
Bloppwsy papréprov is more likely than e. g. rd BlaguAéou or Blapoavpou, a bishop of Edessa com- 
memorated on Mecheir g in the mediaeval Coptic calendars ; but ]rof§[ can be part of 
a proper name in the genitive, like bou8dppwvos (cf. p. 23), preceded by eis rHv. In that case 
"Apt |roB[ovdov, one of the seventy-two disciples, now honoured by the Copts on Phamenoth 19 
but absent from the mediaeval Coptic calendars, might be meant. o, however, rather than 
r, would then be expected to come over thee of dy|i(av) in 1. 51, and on Phamenoth 19 
there seems to have been a ovvagis at Phoebammon’s church (I. 66). 

51. Cf. 1. 41, note. The saints commemorated by the Copts and Greeks from 
Mecheir 4 to 7 are not particularly important. 

52. [n|: this is restored because the gth (l. 53) was a Monday, so that a Sunday 
is wanted here. The day of St. Zachariah father of the Baptist is Thoth 8 (Sept. 5) in the 
mediaeval Coptic and Greek calendars; Z. the prophet is commemorated on Hathur 4 
(Oct. 31) and Mecheir 14 (Feb. 8; so also the Menol. Basil.), a martyr Z. on Choiak 4 
(Nov. 30), Z. of Antioch on Pachon 20 (May 15) and Z. an eremite on Pachon 26 
(May 21) or Phaophi 13 (Oct 10). Of these the festival of the prophet Zachariah on 
Mecheir 14 is much the nearest to Mecheir 8, and jépa atrod is possible; but the latter day 
(Feb. 2) coincides with the festival known in Eastern churches as iramav7y, i. e. Presentation 
of Christ in the Temple, and in the Western as the Purification of the Virgin. In the East 
this festival can be traced back to 350-400 (Duchesne, of. ca#. p. 272), and the universal 
observance of it in the Eastern Empire was ordained by Justinian in 542 (Niceph. Ais¢. 
Lccl. xvii. 28), only six years after II was written, so that there may have been a reference to 
it here instead of kvpuaky (cf. 1. 10). Since in the East this festival has always been one of 
Christ rather than the Virgin, the selection of another church than St. Mary’s would 
be intelligible, especially if St. Zachariah is the father of the Baptist. St. Simeon 6 Gco8dxos 
and St. Anne (cf. 1. 21, note) are also honoured by the Copts on Mecheir 8, and by the 
Greeks on the next day (Feb. 3), but a mention of one of them is less likely here than 
Kuplakn OF Umamaytn. 

53+ Zeplivov: cf. 1. 4, note, eplamiwva or Sép[yov are also possible. A similar difficulty 
arises in P. Klein. Form. 6247. 1 dyé(ov) Sep[ (Arsinoite nome), The day of St. Sergius of 
Athribis, martyr under Diocletian, is Mecheir 13, only four days later than the date in 
1. 53, SO that jpyépa airod might be supplied with Sép[yov also. St. Sergius, companion of 
St. Bacchus, a Syrian martyr under Maximian, is honoured by both the Greek and Coptic 
churches on Phaophi 10 (Oct. 7), The Coptic calendars celebrate a Serapion, bishop of Niciu 
(fourth century), on Hathur 27 or 28 (which falls in the period of the lacuna in ll. 14-1 9); 
another, a martyr under Diocletian, whose Acfs are extant (Script. Copt. iii. 1. iv), on 
Tubi 27 (twelve days before Mecheir 9), and a third Serapion on érayop. 1 (Aug. 24). But 
St. Serenus is much more likely to have been mentioned than any of these. On Mecheir 9 
the Copts commemorate Paul, a Syrian martyr (fourth century); cf. 1. 52, note. 

54-5. Cf. pp. 23 and 29-30 and Il. 24-7, note. A mpe(aBvrepos) rod dpyayyédov TaBpund 
in the Arsinoite nome is known from P. Stud. Pal. x. 177.6. The various Coptic calendars 
on Mecheir rr mention SS. James son of Alphaeus (cf. p. 31), Basilides, Justus son of the 
Emperor Numerianus (cf. p. 27), and Palatianus, bishop of Rome (third century), and on 
the rath the Archangel Michael (cf. 1. 8) and SS. Fabianus, bishop of Rome (0d. 250), and 
Gelasius (04. 496). 

56. dra Novr nyépla...: part of the » of Nom and the rest of the line were on 
a separate fragment, which is suitably though not certainly placed here. The day is 
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probably Mecheir 13 or 14, for it cannot be earlier, and if it is later, :}@ must be read for cle 
in ], 57, to which there are objections. The various saints honoured in Mecheir by the 
Coptic and Greek churches do not include any whose name begins with N or da N|, but 
the martyrdom of Anub under Diocletian is commemorated by the Copts on Pauni 19 
(June 13) and formerly by the Greeks (Nilles, of. c7#. ii, p. 42) on June 5, while an abba 
Nub or Anub, presbyter and martyr under Diocletian, whose Acs are extant (Scrzpt. Coft. 
ili. 1. ix), is celebrated by the Copts on Pauni 23 and sometimes on Epeiph 24 (July 11) 
also. If the position assigned to the fragment is correct, abba Nub is doubtless meant and 
7Hép|a avrod is unlikely; but ifit goes elsewhere, i. e. in Il. 14-19 or 59 or in a later column 
(cf. p. 20), either "Alyovr or dra] Novw can be read, and jyep[a adrod might be right. dma 
Nlovr would, however, still be the best restoration in 1. 56. ’Avovmr is a very common 
Byzantine name, so that @m(a) ’Avotr should perhaps be read, possibly referring to the 
colleague of Apollo at Bawft; but cf. Crum, P. Rylands Copt. 461. 28-9, where apa Noub 
occurs. 

The paragraphi above and below 1. 56, elsewhere employed only at the end of a month 
in ]. 5, draw special attention to this day as for some reason of exceptional importance. 
Since the ovvaéis was not at St. Mary’s, a festival of the Virgin (cf. p. 29) is unlikely, and 
of the Coptic saints honoured on Mecheir 13-14 (Feb. 8-9) Severus, patriarch of Antioch, or 
the prophet Zachariah (cf. 1. 52, note) are the most likely to have been mentioned. In the 
Greek calendar Feb. 8 is the day of St. Theodorus the Great, orparnAarns, whom the Copts 
commemorate on Epeiph 20 (July 14) and who is probably not the St. Theodorus of |. 65 ; 
St. Cyril is honoured by the Latins on Feb. 9 as well as Jan. 28, while in the Coptic Church 
his days are Thoth 12 (Sept. 9) and Epeiph 3 (June 27) and in the Greek Jan. 18 and 
June 9. But none of these seems important enough to account for the paragraphi, which 
may well be connected with the circumstance that Lent began in 536 on Mecheir 16 (cf. 
p. 30). Mecheir 14 would be the last week-day before Lent, and this may have given 
a special importance to the ovvagis, whether the day was that of a saint, or ‘of Repentance’ 
as in ]. 4, or had a title ofits own. 

‘57. [de: the vestiges suit « rather better than 6, which is the only alternative (cf. 1. 56, 
note), and the 15th being a Sunday is wanted either here or in 1. 56. If it came in 1. 56, 
the suggested explanation of the paragraphi would still apply, perhaps even better; but 
a cvvagis on Mecheir 19 would be on a Thursday, whereas in ll. 59-68 the evidence, so far 

as it goes, points to ovdées on Saturdays and Sundays only. Mecheir 15 is in the 

mediaeval and modern Coptic calendars the day of St. Papnuthius, a well-known saint who 

had a church or monastery at Aphrodito (P. Brit. Mus. 1420. 204), so that jnépa Mamvovdiov 

may have superseded kupuaxy; cf. 1.10. Other saints venerated by the Copts on this day, 

St. Primus, patriarch of Alexandria (0d. about 120), the prophet Zachariah, and the forty 

martyrs of Sebastia, are less likely to have been mentioned. 
58-9. On the omission of the week-days from Monday to Friday see p. 30. 

Mecheir 21 in the Coptic calendars is the day of SS. Basil, Peter, bishop of Damascus, 

Peter, patriarch of Alexandria (0d. 311), amba Gabriel, bishop of Alexandria, amba 

Zacharias, bishop, and Onesimus, disciple of St. Paul. The last may have been mentioned 

in 1. 58 (juépa ’Ovnoipov), or aL ye(ov) *Ovnorpoy is possible in 1. §9. 

60. «{@]: a Sunday is wanted here and els roy aéréy implies that the day is the next 

after Saturday, Mecheir 21; cf. ll. 8-9, 11-12,and 24-32 with 35-6, where there is an interval 

of a week and the name of the church is repeated. On Mecheir 22 the mediaeval Coptic 

calendars mention SS. Pamphilus and Porphyrius, and bishop Marutha, martyr under 

Diocletian, the modern one St. Isidorus, martyr under Decius, and bishop Maronius 

(fourth century). 
61-2. On the first of these two days, which are consecutive (cf. 1. 60, note), a saint’s 
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day was probably recorded; cf. e. g. Il. 11-12. The second is almost certainly Mecheir 29, 

for that Sunday is wanted in Il. 61-2, and though the doubtful « in |. 62 might be A there 

is a vestige of another letter, which suits the cross-bar of 6. Line 61 therefore probably 

refers to Mecheir 28 (Feb. 22), a Saturday; cf. p. 30. The Coptic calendars mention 

St. Theodorus son of Romanus, martyr under Diocletian, a well-known saint, on that 

day, and *jpépa Ocoddpov is possible in spite of the fact that the service was at the Southern 

church, for the St. Theodorus whose church is mentioned in 1. 65 and possibly in]. 63 seems 

to be different. The Menol. Basil. mentions on Feb. 22 St. Athanasius, whom the Copts 

commemorate on Pachon 4 and sometimes on Thoth 30, and on Mecheir 29 (Feb. 23) both 

Greek and Coptic churches, as well as the Syriac calendar of 411, commemorate St. Polycarp, 

who may have been mentioned in 1. 62 (jp<¢pa ILoAvkdprrov instead of xupiakn). 

63-6. On the restoration of the days in Phamenoth see pp. 30-1. St. Theodotus of 

Ancyra (1. 63, Phamenoth 6) was martyred in 304, and St. Theodorus of Pentapolis (1. 65, 

Phamenoth 13) about the same time. The latter is commemorated by the Copts on 

Epeiph 10 (so also Nau’s calendar), as well as Phamenoth 12. The mediaeval Coptic 

calendars mention the Emperor Theodosius on Phamenoth 7, but that day is a Monday. 

The Greek Church on Phamenoth 6 (March 2) celebrates another Theodotus, bishop of 

Cyrenia in Cyprus (0. about 324), Theodotus of Ancyra on June 7; and on March 9 (Phame- 

noth 13) both churches honour the forty martyrs of Sebastia in Armenia (fourth century ?). 

There is no special difficulty in 1. 63, which, if it is Phamenoth 6, can be restored either 

Ocd[Sorov Hucpa adrod Or Ocd[dwpoy kvpiakn, Or, if it is not the 6th, is probably the 5th (a Saturday), 

in which case Ocd[dapov Hpépa . . . is likely, and 1. 64 would then most probably refer to the 

6th instead of the 12th. But a difficulty in any case arises in connexion with St. Theodorus 

in]. 65. Achurch of St. Theodorus at Arsinoé is known from e.g. P. Klein. Form. 164, 

and another at Antinoé from P. Cairo Maspero i. 67022. 18, but which of the numerous 

saints of that name is meant is not clear. Nau’s and Tisserand’s lists each mention about 

thirteen commemorations of St. Theodore, occurring in both on Thoth 11, Hathur 5, Tubi 12, 

Mecheir 28, Pachon 2 and 9, Pauni 6, and Epeiph 20, and in Nau’s list on Hathur 20, 

Mecheir 7 and 13, Pauni 18, and Epeiph 9, in Tisserand’s on Hathur 4, Choiak 25, 

Mecheir 27,Phamenoth 21, Pharmouthi 5 and 7. The modern Coptic calendar according 

to Nilles celebrates, besides the bishop of Pentapolis, eight others, an obscure Th. with 

others on Thoth 9, Th. Orientalis on Tubi 12, the son of Romanus on Mecheir 28 

(cf. ll. 61-2, note), the martyr with Timotheus on Phamenoth 21, the disciple of 

St. Pachomius on Pachon 2, the Alexandrian monk on Pauni 6, the bishop of Corinth on 

Epeiph ro, and the otparyddrns on Epeiph 20. Without jpépa atrod in |. 65 it would 

be quite uncertain which was meant, except that Th. Orientalis and Th. son of Romanus, 

whose days come within the period covered by I, are unsuitable because their churches were 

not then visited. Since, however, two saints of this name have their days in Phamenoth, 

probably at least one of the two entries concerning Occ[ and ©¢ refers to the celebration of 

the day of a St. Theodorus at his church. That ll. 63 and 65 refer to the two festivals 

of different saints called Theodorus on the r2th and 21st is improbable, because the 21st is 

not likely to have been reached so early as 1. 65, and the bishop of Pentapolis is the only 

Theodorus whose festival need be considered. The objection to reading «8 in 1. 65 in 

accordance with the modern calendar is that, if 1. 65 refers to a Saturday, 1]. 66 would 

naturally refer to the following Sunday, in which case 1. 67, which is a day later than 1. 66 

(cf. 1. 60, note), would be a Monday. Hence we prefer to avoida violation of the directions 

of the Council of Laodicea, and to suppose that the festival of St. Theodorus was on the 13th 

(Sunday) instead of the r2th; cf. the similar variation in the case of the commemoration of 
Epimachus (pp. 26-7). Lines 66-7 then refer to the following Saturday and Sunday 
without difficulty, and 1. 68 can refer to Easter Eve; cf. p. 31. 
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With regard to the two supposed Saturdays, Phamenoth 12 and 1g (I. 64 and 66), the 
Coptic calendars commemorate on the first Joseph son of the patriarch Jacob, as well 
as St. Theodorus, and in the thirteenth—fourteenth century mention Demetrius, patriarch of 
Alexandria (06. 232), and Malachias, martyr, and on the second Aristobulus (cf. J. 50, note ; 
he is not in the mediaeval lists, which mention the power given to the disciples to bind and 
loose). The saints in the Greek calendar are unsuitable. For the 19th ’ApioroPovdAov is 
less likely than Kod)ovéov, a well-known saint at this period (cf. e. g. P. Brit. Mus. 1460. 
117), who in the Syriac calendar of 411 was celebrated on that day, though he is not in the 
modern calendar. 

67. On Phamenoth 20 the Copts celebrate various martyrs of the period of Diocletian 
besides St. Athom. 

68. The Virgin and St. Euphemia are the only two female saints mentioned in 
II, but this entry may ofcourse refer to a third; cf, however, p. 31. Possibly this service 
is to be connected with an ancient commemoration of the Virgin on Phamenoth 21 (Nau, 
op. ctf. p. 200), but a otvaéis on a Monday in Lent would be contrary to the orders of the 
Council of Laodicea. The mediaeval Coptic calendars commemorate SS. Porphyrius, . 
Apraxia, and Anatolius on Phamenoth 26, the modern one St. Sabinus of Hermopolis, 
Sadoch and 128 companions martyred under Sapor (341), and the prophet Hosea. 

Additional note on 1. 2. 

With regard to the name of the zamas, whom we have identified with Timotheus IV, 
the patriarch of Alexandria in 535 (p. 21), Mr. Crum suggests that Severus of Antioch may 
be meant. He was dethroned in 519 and appears to have spent the rest of his life 
in Egypt, his death taking place according to various authorities in 538, 539, or 542. For 
the monophysites, in Egypt at any rate, he was ‘¢he patriarch’ par excellence, and is 
so referred to occasionally without his name. The descent of the Alexandrian patriarch to 
his residence seems a somewhat inadequate point from which to date such a calendar 
as this, whereas no honour would be too much for Copts to pay to an incident connected 
with Severus, who has three distinct festivals in the Synaxarium. But whether Egyptians 
would refer to him as well as to the Alexandrian patriarch by the title mamas is doubtful. 
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1358. HeEsIop, Catalogue, BOOK iii. 

Fr. 1 22-2X10-1 cm., Fr.2 23-643 cm. Third century. 
Plate 11 (Fr.72). 

Some notable additions have been lately made by the papyri of Egypt to 

the surviving remains of the Karddoyos Tuvatxév, for which "Hota: seems to have 

been but another name (cf. Rzach in Pauly-Wissowa, Real-Encycl. viii. 1201 sqq-), 

ascribed in antiquity to Hesiod. Extensive fragments concerning the suitors 

of Helen have been published in Berl. Klassikertexte, V. 1. ii. 2-3, with smaller 

pieces relating to Meleager and Bellerophon (ibid. 1. 4), the latter of which 

is probably to be combined with 421 (cf. H. G. Evelyn-White in Class. Quart. 

vii, p. 217); a Strassburg papyrus deals with Peleus and Thetis (ed. Reitzen- 

stein, Hermes, XXXvV, pp. 79 sqq.), and texts at Florence with Atalanta and 

Alcmena (P.S.I. 130, 131); the former of these heroines is also the subject of 

a scrap in the Petrie papyri (I. iii. 3). Further evidence of the popularity which 

this portion of the Hesiodic corpus evidently enjoyed is now provided by the 

following considerable fragments from the third book of the Catalogue (cf. 

Fr, 2. 9, note) and by 1359, in which the heroines Auge and Electra figure. 

1358 consists of two good-sized pieces, apparently having no direct connexion 

with each other. Their recto is inscribed with third-century official accounts, 

each fragment containing parts of two columns of which only the ends and 

beginnings of lines are preserved. In Fr. 2 Col. i the entry 8:\a mpa(xrdpor) 

e (erous) Anu(dtwv) € (€rovs) (Spaxpal) ’Apey occurs, and in Col. ii the Oxyrhynchite 

villages of Movivov and MepyépOa are mentioned in separate paragraphs. The 

literary text on the verso may be referred with probability to the latter part of 

the same century. It is written in a slightly sloping uncial hand of rather large 

size and handsome appearance. Some corrections have been introduced in 

another, though not very dissimilar, writing, and this second hand may well be 

the source of the stops, accents, and other signs (except the diaeresis), but 

there is practically no difference in the colour of the ink. The acute accents are 

inclined at an unusually sharp angle to the line of writing and are sometimes 

even horizontal. Stops occur in all three positions, but do not appear to have 

been used with any real discrimination of values. From photographs kindly 

supplied by Prof. Vitelli it is clear that this hand is not the same as that of either 
P.S. I. 130 or 131, which were also obtained from Oxyrhynchus. 
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The subject of the two fragments is quite different, and their order is uncer- 

tain. Fr. 1 contains the ends of thirty-two lines from the upper part of a column, 

with slight remains of the column succeeding. The first fourteen lines of Col. i 

give the story of Europa, which was known to have been treated by Hesiod from 

the scholia on Homer, M 292 (Hesiod, Fr. 30), and will readily admit of an 

approximate restoration. In the lower portion of the column the allusions 

leave little room for doubt that the adventures were described of one of the sons 

of Zeus and Europa, Sarpedon, and that the writer identified him with the 

Sarpedon of the //ad, This identification was already implied by the Homeric 

scholia cited above, e.g. Schol. T, /. c. “Hatodos 88 Etpdans cat Ards adrév (sc. Sap7.) 

not (cf. Schol. Eurip. R/es. 29), and Immisch has noted that traces of it may be 

seen in Homer (Roscher, Lexicon, iv. 403), in spite of Z 198-9 and the remark of 

Aristonicus thereon (Schol. A, ad oc.) kad’ "Opnpov Saprydov vids Etpsans ov« Eotwv 

odd adedpds Mivoos, ds of vedrepor' Kal yap ob xpdvor ebdnAror. A like tradition was 

followed by Aeschylus (Nauck, 7vag. Fr. 99), and the author of the Rhesus 

(Il. 29), probably also by Bacchylides (Schol. A, Homer, M 292); cf. Hygin. Fad. 

106, where the Sarpedon slain by Patroclus is called [ovis et Europae filiwm. 

Chronological difficulties were evaded by a legend that the hero’s life was super- 

naturally prolonged: kai air didoor Zeds ent rpeis yeveds Civ says Apollodorus iii. 

1.2. Others distinguished two Sarpedons, the son of Europa, and the Sarpedon 

of the Ziad who according to Z 198-9 (cf. Apollod. iii. 1. 1. 3) was the son of 

Zeus and Laodamia, while another account made his parents Euandrus son 

of the first Sarpedon and Deidamia (Diodor. v. 79. 3). Since the agreement of 

the poet of the Catalogue with the Homeric account of Sarpedon seems to have 

been in other respects rather close (cf. notes on Il. 23, 25-8), his divergence 

on the point of genealogy is the more remarkable. It should perhaps be 

noted in this connexion that according to the statement of Schol. A on Z 119 

(Aristonicus) the position in the ad of the Glaucus episode, in which alone the 

mother of Sarpedon is named, was regarded as insecure. 

In the second fragment there are again remains of two columns, though 

those of the second are so slight as to be practically negligible. Ot-Cola, 

as opposed to the main column of the preceding fragment, the top is lost while 

the end is preserved, but it is hardly likely that more than a few verses are 

entirely missing. The gap at the beginnings of the lines is fortunately slighter 

than in Fr. 1, but restoration is nevertheless a matter of considerable difficulty. 

To some extent obscurity may be due to a faulty text. Some errors have 

been corrected, and in one place a whole line which had been originally omitted 

has been inserted ; but in 1. 31, at least, no construction seems obtainable as the 

text stands. The key to the subject of the whole passage seems to be given in 
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ll. 28 sqq., which describe an extended flight and pursuit of certain females 
apparently through the air. Following a suggestion of Mr. T. W. Allen, 

to whom we owe a number of contributions to the reconstruction of 1358 

and 1859, we suppose the pursuit to be that of the Harpies by the Boreadae. 
There is good reason to believe that this subject was treated in the third book (cf. 

Hesiod, Frs. 52-9) ; and that that book is the source of the present fragments is 

clear from the references to the Karovoato. and Tvyyato in Il. 9 and 18; cf. the 

note on 1.9. In Hesiod, Fr. 54, the story of Phineus and the Harpies is said to 

have occurred év rij xadovpévy ys mepidd@, but this is probably the appropriate 

name of that section of the book containing the account of the voyage of the 

Argonauts, in which the story of Phineus was an episode (cf. Rzach in Pauly- 
Wissowa, Real-Encycl. viii. 1205-6). From the similarity in phraseology between 
1, 20 and 1. 28 it may be inferred that in 1. 20 also the Boreadae are the subject ; 
and this being granted, the construction of 1. 15 (= Hesiod, Fr. 55) is hardly to 
be explained unless that line is one of a series specifying the various peoples and 
places passed by the Harpies and their pursuers; cf. ll. 25-6. We are thus 
carried back to |. 9 in which the Karovéato. and Tvyyaio. are mentioned and 
to which |. 18 must be a retrospective reference. Hence it would appear that the 
whole of this column was a description of the flight, the chief points on the route 
being given with parenthetical explanations and amplifications. 

Bren. 
; Col. il. 

Col. i : x [ 

(eeet wes ot McMeel teed ot fot elTepnoe & p adpupoy vdwp aah 
Etrorae teeta a. cae en: | Atos dundetoa Sororcr 7[ 
[Thy pa Aabov nprage| marnp Kat dwpov cdmKev 7 
[oppov ot xpuceroy ov H)\paioros KdvTorexvns 

5 [wolnoevy ToT ayadpa tdul|noww mpamidecou] |] 

[Kat KTeavoy mope trarpt| pepwv: o 8 edeEato Swpoly About 
[avros 0 ap dwxev Kovpn\ Porvix{o]s ayavouv. eae 

[avrap emet ovtw T\nre Tavicpipar Bupa i [ 

[Htx9n p ev gidrornTt| warnp avdpav te Oeoly Te 
10 [avris emer ameBn vuludns mapa KadXtKdpfoto 

[n 3 apa madas erixrlev treppevéi Kpovitont 
[kvdadipous evnhelvéwr nyntopas avd[pwv 
[Miveo re xpeovra| Stxatdy tre Padapavr[dvy 

— 
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[kat Zapmndova dtov] apvpova te Kpareplov Te 

15 [Tow eas Tipas dtledl|d|ooato pntiera Zievs 

[nTo. o prey Avkins evpléins ipt avacce 

BARA S35 coke Aree m6|dets €D valeTawoas [| 

[iNta: MeRMme gee <a actors, ToAJAn 6 €or eomero Tene 

[ssaagremeieaieves shee <2 cs peyadrn|Topt mrotmeve Aawy. ay 

20% bese we Meaiegen ai sabia" ahah’. |. pepotrav avOpwrav 20 wel 

Nes sco eee YAaro pnriera Zeus. apt 

eve merene sect © ceca = Gs moA|uy O expivaTo aor. Be 

esse trace a nbetics Sect megs ena Tp|weco’ emixoupovs- ap| 

ete es ae ete POAC LOLON Can po, One 

Gt ae. eee ae em aploT|epa onpata paivwv As Se 3 

ea ak ae ane aire Zevs| apOira pndea eidus. Ol 

1 tn tle Re gee er eh jaro: apptBadrovoas evo 

tc are ane Seon pe eee are | Avobev repas jev- én 

No cere a eae See ane Exr\opos avdpogovoto es Op| 

OF Macher stittates totes: ata lates | de xnde cOnke. 30 Kal . 

[ 25 letters js Apyeoltce- 

[ oe |x| 

Fr. 2. Plate II. 

Goleie Colm 

Ato Baer Gs Neccemie Jov7[ 

Dee ae eer ec ine xl 

(Se cucah eu sar eae ]. aodl 

Renan ere jeorre|. .|nvool 

sean aloe ee PCE Jevra[. .| . Kepl 

cue oe Y em epya xa nf 

[.... Karovd|dimv: kat IIvy|parov 

LOM omeapis fe amre|ipeciov peddyvol 

Lae iene s J] texe Dara mredalpy 
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ee eee Jas Te mavouddioi[y Acos 

[seater eatin olppa Ocorow vpeiplevor atac[Owoly [ | 

[eects She | Tov pev te voos [yAlooons Kkablumepbev. 

18 [AvOcoras| re AiBus re ide Sxv[Olas immnpolAyov]s 

Lege tect arts wears yleveO’ vios trrep|pjeveos Kpoviwvos. 

far eee ] peraves te kar AOlores peyabvpor 

[nde Karov|datoe kat Ivypdior] apevnvo 

ol mavtes] Kpetovtos Epixrumou «ioe yeveOAnt 

20 [kal TouTou|s mept KuKA[w@|e eOvveov alocovTes 
[ 
[ 
ere ee weap .[... L\repBopewy evimrov. 

[ous texe In] dhepBovoa miodrlvorepéas modAupopBos 

[7TnAe map Hpidavolo BalOvpp\oov aia peeOpa- 
ocal, J 

Ue maiweae Tecan women tea tea dugfenies lola ce Oc ot ayer | nAexTpoto. 

25 [NeBpwdes + opos] amu xia Airy|nvy maimadoeocar. J 

lagoerashometc tT Olprvyinv: Aawoz[pyyovliny re yevebAnv. 

[evOa ITocve:\ddwvos epioO[elvéos yéved vios- 

[ Thv Tapa Sus médeoav: mlelor 7 apd Te KuKAdCaYTO. 

. ° . 
Peet TO ene WON tenet eet Yoon 

[sewevor] papa tat 6 expuyéev kat adv€at- 

30 [es te KeaddAlnvav ayepoxwv pidov dpovcay. as 

[ekoreenseses TToce:\bawve Kaduo morvia vuppne- 
Qopovtes- 

Ge ener eae nee ylatav Apnriddao dvakros: 

tel ] kat(w) 
Vee agers acts sonst eas |. ..|a KAvov: aAX apa Kat Tas 

(ee eeg tt shite eee v dita 7 abepos atpuyerouo 
OR lbsancaosdoge0bg ocd peta|xpovioict moderou av(w) 

Fr. 1. i. 3-16. ‘ Her then father Zeus carried off by stealth, and gave her as a gift the 
golden necklace which Hephaestus, famed for his art, once made for a delight with cunning 
mind, and brought and gave in possession to father Zeus; and he received the gift with 
gladness: this gave he to the daughter of proud Phoenix. But when the father of gods and 
men had thus been mated in love afar off with Europa of slender ankles, he went away 
again from the fair-tressed maiden. And she bore to the almighty son of Cronus glorious 
sons, princes of wealthy men, lord Minos and just Rhadamanthus and godlike Sarpedon, 
blameless and powerful, to whom Zeus in his wisdom apportioned their honour. Sarpedon 
ruled in might over broad Lycia.. .’ 

4-5. Cf. Apollod. iti, 4. 2 rév paorérevkrov dpyov, dv ind ‘Hpatorov déyovol tives 
SoPjvat Kdduwm, Pepexvdns dé ind Etporns dv mapa Avs adit daBeiv. For wSve}jnouw cl7e.o; 
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Homer, Y 12 “Hgdaoros roincey idvinot mpanideoot. What has been taken as remains of an 
acute accent may be part of a diaeresis. The rest of the supplement in ]. 5 is prompted by 
Suidas, s.v. dydApara, .. . kal ‘Hoiodos roy éppov adyadpa cadet (Hesiod, Fr. 233). As an 
alternative Oaipa iseiv roinoe may be suggested, and this would perhaps be somewhat better 
aap to the lacuna, which is of the same size as in the two preceding and following 
ines. 

7. koupn |e Bowl ols : So Homer, & 321 PoiyiKkos Koupns. 

8. thre is quite doubtful ; the A may be a, 4, or », and this is preceded by remains of, 
apparently, a vertical stroke. xaéelv8e would suit the context, but a v is unsatisfactory. 
Evpémea has been regarded as a late form (cf. Lobeck, Paral. p. 321), but is now shown 
to be of the same age as Evpam (first in Zheog. 357). That the inserted ¢ is due to the 
corrector is not certain. For raviopupos instead of raviod. cf. Bacchyl. iii. 60, v. 59. 

12, eunpe|eor, for which cf. Homer, ¥ 81, was suggested by Allen. epuobe\veav or 
peyaroobe|vewr would also be suitable. 

15-16. The supplement suggested in |. 15 is based on Theog. 885 6 6€ roiow éas (Rzach 
with Ahrens, eé MSS., ev Heinsius) dueSdocaro tysds. After avacce in |, 16 there is before 
the break a blank space (in which a stop is possibly to be recognized), so that avacoew 

depending on e.g. poipav ddooaro or Sieddooaro (cf. Theog, 520 tavrny yap oi potpay edaccaro 

pytiera Zeus) is excluded. Avkins edpetns occurs in Homer, Z 173, 188, II 455, &c. 
18. 1. 8 b, and this was perhaps intended, the accentuator being rather careless about 

the position of his marks; cf. note on ], 21. 
21. A horizontal stroke above the first r of pyruera is probably to be interpreted as an 

acute accent intended for the next letter. 
23. Cf, Homer, M 101 Sapmndav 8 Hyjoar’ dyakherav emkovpor, 

25-8, The remains of these lines look very like a description of the portent which in 

the //rad precedes the death of Sarpedon, II 459-60 aiparoéooas de Wuddas karéxevev épate maida 

pirov rywav; cf. Hesiod, Scut. 384-5 Kad 8 ap’ am’ obpardbey yuddas Badev aiparoeocas ojpa Tibels 

modéuoo €6 peyabapoe madi. It does not, however, seem possible to read aip|aros in |, 27, 

though the « is not certain and y or perhaps r could be substituted. The final s of apgu- 

BaXovcais also is very faint, and the slight vestiges might be taken for a stop, but the accent 

would then be wrong. Zeds dpéira pndea eiSas occurs in Theog. 545, 550, &e. 

ii. 1. It is not clear whether the small cross in the upper margin here is the initial 

letter (x) of an adscript or a critical symbol as e.g. 1231. Fr. 32. il; cf. 1861. Fr. 5. ii. 

There may also have been some insertion immediately above or below]. 1 ; the vestiges are 

hardly to be accounted for by any single letter. 

29. es Op[: or perhaps ek zp|. The first letter is really more like o than «. 

Fr, 2, i. 9. Cf. 1. 18 and Philod. Iepi EvceB8. 10 od|8 “Hoddo py ts épp[y|era ds 0 eras ] 

ato|. .|v i) [kal ray Karovda{iov xlai ray Tv[yplailov prnpovever, Harpocration i. 296. 7 (so Suidas 

and Photius) s. v. 16 yny oikovvres, héyou dv... Kal rods bd “Horddov €v y Karahéyov Karovdaious 

évopatopnévous (Hesiod, Fr. 60), Strabo i, p. 43 (cf. vii, p. 299) “Howddov 8° ovk dy Ts aitidcaito 

dyvovay “Hpixvvas déyorros kal Makpoxedddovs kai Tvypaiovs, Harpocration i. 197. 10 8. Vv. Makpo- 

keparot, vos éoriv ow Kadovpevoy of Kal “Holodos pépyntar ev y' yuvatk@y Karadéyo (Hesiod, Fr. 62). 

The line might be completed with dyevjvey, as in |. 18. 

10-14. The reference in this obscure passage, as Murray suggests, is perhaps to the 

Sjpos dvelpov (Homer, w 12, pidov dveipov Hesiod, Theog. 212). They are placed by Homer, 

/.c.,in the neighbourhood of the *HeAiowo muda beyond the ’Qkeavod poai and Acvxas nérpn, and 

so could well be named after the Mvypaio, who, according to Homer, I 5-6, lived near the 

"Qxeavoio poat; the Aethiopians and Libyans (1. 15) might indeed be expected to precede 

E 
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rather than follow, but since these are coupled with the Scythians it is clear that the 

topography is somewhat vague. In Hesiod, Z.c., the mother of the Pddov dvetpwv is Nvé, but 

Euripides calls them sons of Earth in Z. 7. 1263 and Hec. 70 nérma xAav, peavorrrepvyov 

patep dveipoy: with the epithet pedavonrepvyay cf. peAddvo[ in |, To. Lines 13-14 may be 

explained as alluding to the substitution of the articulate prophecy of Apollo for prognostica- 

tion by dreams, as described in Eurip. Z. Z. 1259 sqq. On these lines the passage may be 

tentatively restored :— 
[ctr em drelipecioy peddvo|.. . . djpov dveipor 
TOUS ene | réexe Taia redalpn Ovpooddors te 
pavrootvlas te mavoupatoly Ards elddras acy, 
Kkopods &, d|ppa Oeoiow ipe[uyp|évor arao| bao \w 
|pavretas| Trav pév te KT. 

If the accent on peddvof is right, only one syllable is wanting ; otherwise pedavdrrepov 

éxAov would be suitable. 
11. Tata meddpyn occurs several times in the Theogony, e.g. 159, 173. But perhaps 

meX@ptos, Which is found as a fem. form in Zheog. 179, was here used. 
12. mavoudaios is an epithet of Zeus in Homer, © 250. 

13. A dark mark on the edge of the papyrus before ¢pa does not look like an accent. 
arao|Oeo|v, if right, is remarkable, the verb being used elsewhere in the present tense only. 
arah|hoo | (cf. Hesiod, Op. 131) cannot be read. 

15. This line = Hesiod, Fr. 55, from Strabo vii, p. 300 “Haiodos pdprus ev rois tm’ 
"Eparoobévous raparebciow ereow Aldionas xtrX. The MSS. of Strabo have re Avworl dé, which 

has been variously emended: Alyvds re i8é Naeke, Aiyds 7 78¢ Heinsius, re Ais 7’ 8¢€ 
Bernhardy, ré Atyus re i8é Rzach, Ai@uds 7 75é Clericus, re AiBus 7’ 75é Osann, none of these 
quite coinciding with the reading of the papyrus, which may be accepted as correct. A mark 
like a very short grave accent above the e« of the first re seems to be meaningless. 

16-19. These lines apparently trace the origin of the Ai@iores and others who had just 
been mentioned (ll. 9, 15) from Zeus, who rather than Poseidon is presumably meant, as 
usual, by Kpoviwvos ; cf. 1. 19 "Epixtimov, which though an epithet of Poseidon in Theog. 441, 
456, 930 would more naturally refer to Zeus when used independently. The fact that 
Poseidon is twice named below (ll. 27, 31) is hardly a reason for supposing that he was 
intended here. Line 16 may be restored, with Murray, [ &» dp’ avaé; or possibly there was 
a mention of Epaphus, as Mr. Lobel suggests; he is described as the father of Libya in 
Aesch. Suppl. 315-16, Apollod. ii. 1. 4, &c. Line 17 might then be completed [roo AcBvs]. 
Murray proposes [KoAyou yap]; they were peAdyxpoes according to Hdt. ii. 104. In the 
absence of corroborative evidence it seems hardly likely that pedaves is to be taken as 
a proper name here, though the position of re would suit this. For the superfluous iota 
adscript in ]. rg cf. 1. 31. 

20. The poet here returns to the Boreadae and Harpies, who are apparently the subject 
of eOvveov; cf. 1. 28. Ouveiv is a form peculiar to Hesiod. 

21. Mr. Allen suggests that the name 4:|vea stood here, but it seems very difficult to 
obtain a satisfactory completion of the line on that hypothesis. For the Hyperboreans cf. 
Hdt. iv. 32 ddd’ ‘Howdde pev ore wept “YmepBopéwy eipnueva (Hesiod, Fr. 209), Steph. Byz. s. v. 
‘Hyixuves, @0vos od méppo Maccayeraév kai ‘YrepBopéwv . . . kal “Haiodos (Fr. 62). They were 
perhaps mentioned here as the starting-point of the chase. 

22. We regard this and the two following verses as a parenthetical amplification of 
‘YmepBopéwy analogous to the genealogy of the AiOiomes, &c., in ll. 16sqq. For texe Ty 
cf. ]. rz above, and for the collocation z[oA]vom. rodup., Homer, I 154 moAvppnves rodvBodran, 
K 315 modvxpvoos modvxadkos. modvdopBos, which may be a mistake for moAvPopBovs, is an 
epithet of Demeter in Zheog. g12 and of yaia in Homer, I 568, &c, 
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23-4. The restoration of Hpidavolo here (Allen) is commended by nexrpoo in the 
following line. The Eridanus is mentioned in Zheog. 338, and that the myth of the Heliades 
occurred in Hesiod was known from Fr. 199. The view that in its earliest form that story 
was connected with the Hyperboreans had already been taken by Preller, Grzech. Myth. i, 
p- 358; cf. Hdt. iii, 115 "HpuSavdv twa . . . morapoy ékdiddvra és Oddacoay Thy mpds Bopeny dvepor, 
Ap. Rhod. Arg. lv. 611-14 Kedroi & emt Baéw eOevro, ws dip’ *ArroAAwvos Tade Sakpva Anroidao 

ouphéeperas Sivars (SC. "HpiSavod), & re pupla xeve mapobev, jyos “YrepBopéwvy tepov yevos eivadixaver. 
Whether the interlinear addition in 1. 24 is due to the corrector or to the original scribe is 
not very clear. 

25-6. NeBpwdes was suggested by Lobel. The construction is awkward, though apparently 
not more so than at 1, 15. For Asrv|yv and Olpruymy cf. Strabo i, p. 23 (Hes. Fr. 65) 
’Epatoobevns dé¢ ‘HoioSoy pev cixater . . . morevoavra tH OdEn pn pdvoy Tov bp “Ounpov Aeyouevov 
pepvjoOa, Gdda Kal Airyns Kal ’Optuyias tod mpos Supakovaats vyoiov kat Tuppnvdv. In 1, 26 yoov 
is an obvious supplement, but is scarcely long enough for the lacuna ; possibly [yycov ex 
Olpr. was written. Murray proposes oruddnp. 

27. vos: i.e. probably Laestrygon, who is called the son of Poseidon in Eustath. 
p. 1649. 10; cf. Gellius, V. A. 15.21 Nepiuni filios dixerunt...Laesirygonas. Polyphemus 
could hardly have been referred to in such vague terms. In place of ev6a perhaps os re 
might be restored, sc. Aaorpvyov, supplied from Aaor|puyor|iny. 

6 of yeved was converted from a r. 
28. modev means ‘to plough’ in Op. 462, but must here mean ‘range over’ if, as is the 

natural assumption, the Boreadae are the subject. |:s might also be e.g. tpus with em or 
apa OF pev preceding. 

29. Cf. Scut. 231 idueva panéew, of the Gorgons, and 304 iepevor parce, ot © icuevor 

tradvéa, of hunters and hares. 
30. KepadA}vov well suits the geography, the Srpopddes or WAwrai, where the pursuit 

ended, being placed to the south of Zacynthus; cf. 1]. 32 and Schol. Laur. Apoll. Rhod. 

Arg. ii. 297 dru d€ nvéavro of rept Zytnv TO Aui orpapertes eye Kat “Hoiodos "Ev ot y edxecOny 

Alia tyipedorre (Fr. 5'7)* ore yap Aivos dpos tis KebadAnvias, drov Aivnoiov Avs tepdv eat. 

31. It seems impossible to obtain any connexion for this verse, since only a trochee 

is missing and a verb is demanded by the nominative Kaku «rA, An aposiopesis analogous 

to Theocr. i. ro od Aéyeras trav Kimpw 6 Bovkddos ; is unsuited to the Hesiodic style; and the 

stop after yup: invalidates a transference of the verb to the beginning of the next line. 

Probably, then, either something has dropped out, as at 1. 33 (e. g., as Mr. Lobel suggests, 

Sjpov *Odvcajos radacidpovos, dv perémera eipye Toc. kth.), or the verse is out of its place, 

which is perhaps the more likely alternative, if @opoyres in the margin implies that a participle 

preceded y|aiay in 1. 32. 
32. ylaiav Apntiddao: i.e. presumably Dulichium ; cf. Homer, 7 395-0 Nicov qfaidipos 

vids, "ApnridSao dvakros, bs p €k Aovdtxiov xrh. A reference to the Thessalian Cycnus, who is 

called ’Apnriddns in Scut. 57 (cf. Apollod. ii. 7. 7), does not suit this context. 

33. Possibly the supposed i belongs to the interlinear insertion. «xaz() at the end of 

the line calls attention to the verse which has fallen out and been subsequently supplied at 

the bottom of the column; cf. e.g. 700. 27, 852. Fr. 1. ii. 8, Fr. 64. 57, 1232. lien 3 

3g. This verse, which was originally omitted, follows 1. 33; see the preceding note. 

For peralypoviows, which was restored by Allen, cf. Zheog. 269. 

ii, 1, The marginal sign (cf. e. g. 16) is presumably due to the corrector, 
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1359. HESIOD, Catalogue. 

Fret “1 x 7-7 cm: Early third century. Plate III 

(Frs. 2 and 4). 

The authorship of the following fragments is not established like that 

of 1858 by coincidences with extant Hesiodea, but will nevertheless hardly 

be questioned. Their subject is clearly well-known heroines of Greek mythology, 

whose stories with those of their descendants are narrated just in the manner of 

the Hesiodic KardAoyos Tuvaixév. Fr. 1, the only substantial piece, is occupied 

with the adventures of Auge and her son Telephus. Fr. 2, from 1. 5, where the 

transition to a new subject is marked by a paragraphus, relates to Electra, 

daughter of Atlas, and her descendants. If Epu}x9oviovo is to be restored in Fr. 4. 3, 

that fragment would be expected to be concerned with the same family as Fr. 2; 

ll. 5-8, however, apparently relate to Diomede and Hyacinthus, who were 

not connected with the Dardanidae. 

The MS. is neatly written ina small, slightly sloping book-hand of a common 

type, and may be roughly dated about the year A.D. 200. Accents and other 

diacritical signs, probably also the punctuation, are secondary, as is evident from 

the colour of the ink, and may be credited to the corrector who has made 

occasional small alterations in the text. 

[ 
[ 18 letters ABE howtos x ject 

ee eau ba Werle VO, CevaUa). cae arene fel 

[ec On p n\ue[AAlev FS EE dre p[Oov| akovolat 

5 [abavalrwy 61 ou rol] evapyees avtehavnolay 

[kewny © [ely peyaporow ev tpepev nO at[tadre 

[SeEapler[ols [[e]licov de Ovyarpacw row eripla 

[n texe| Tnrehov Apkacidny Micav BactrAn\a 

[mix Belo ev gdtdornTe Bin Hpaxdnen: 

10 [os pa peO ilmmous oretxev ayavov Aaopedovtols 

ot On toaot|y apiotor ev Aoli\dr érpadev an: 

[ ee 00 y Apafor|idav peyabvpov pudov evaiple 
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papvapevos Kjewns Oe Te yns eEnrace maons | 

avrap o T'ndedos| érpam’ Ayaiwy yadkoxiToviov 

aomioras Kat eBnole peAavdov emt v[nov 

avTap eme ToAXous| meAacev yOov Baltiaveton 

avtou On Seduntlo Bin 7 avdpoxtacin 7\€ 

lodbegy Sn eh eer rasan ar ee \n Karomicbev ¢ 

eter aes te tees ]. os & tkovro Of 

Ach | Sa teaetr rece | mepoBnpevol 

(eu eaatatete aera alts €70 KAUTOS. Gp 

ob ceme eas cade ws acai es Je dua Kaci. .]. [ 

5 

10 

15 

Ereoee later Lit 

K{ 

Kat pl 

Hyexrp[n 

yea [vrodpnberca Keraveder Kporiort 

Aapdaviov 

Hetiwyvia Te 

os more Alnuntpos Mey Epaccato KaAXLKojLOLO 

Kat Tov plev ddroyepw Sapacey TAnXOevTA KEepavyw 

Heriwva [xyorosapevos vepednyepera Zeus 

ovvexa Alnuntp nuKkopw emt xelpas «Baddev 

avtap Aalpdavos nAOev em axTny nrretpoLo 

ek tov EpltxOovi0s kar Tpas petemetta yevovto 

Thos [r Aocapakos te Kat avtiBeos Tavupndns 

yy [modvKAnide AuTTov Lepny ZapLoOpaxny 

% 
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Er3: 

vooTo| 
af 
dido. «| 

Broa. Elatedil 

ceo] 
‘Oao Odya7[p 

|x Povioro 

|. KadAos e€[ 

5 evrAlokapov Alcop|nd| nv 

7 © TaxwOov yewart apv\yovd TE Kparepoy TE 

Ja: Tov pa mor avros 

PoiBos KTave vnre|t dicKw 

Fr. 5. EE76: Fre7. 

ie Mor kof 
Ww yepas ad[Orrov |v tkavev \dor[ 

|atpov rer| lAnes ylovjer: 7O[ 

dia xpvony Adpodirny joto ] kar ap.[ 

5 |. Ke yuvialk ] 

Fr. 1. 3. Perhaps a6alvarow (cf. 1. 5), but the preceding remains do not combine well 
with this. 

4-17. “... if he delayed or feared to hear the word of the immortal gods who then 
appeared plainly to him. And he received and bred her up and tended her well in his halls, 
making her equal in honour with his daughters. And she was the mother of Telephus, of the 
stock of Arcas, king of the Mysians, after being mated in love with mighty Heracles, who 
went after the horses of proud Laomedon, the swiftest of foot bred in the land of Asia, and 
destroyed the race of the high souled Amazons in battle and drove them from all that land. 
Now Telephus put to flight the warriors of the brazen-coated Achaeans and made them 

— > er 
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embark on their black ships. But when he had laid many low on mother earth, his death- 
dealing might was stricken .. .’ 

4-5. The reception of Auge by the Mysian king Teuthras seems here to have been 
attributed to a divine interposition. ]ue|AA]ev is quite conjectural ; the doubtful » may be 7, 
and there is barely room for the two lambdas. In 1. 5 the supposed rough breathing on o 
is very uncertain, and a smooth one would be at least as consistent with the vestiges. 

6. [kewnly: sc. Auge ; the subject is Teuthras. 
7. Cf. Hyg. Fab. 99 cum esset orbus liberis, hanc pro filia haburt, and Fab. 100, where 

the story of the proposed marriage of Auge to Telephus is given. Another version 
represented Auge as having become the wife of Teuthras; cf. Pausan. vili. 4. 9, 
Apollod. ii. 7. 4 

8. Apxacidnv: cf. Callim. H. Dian. 216, where the name is applied to Iasius, who like 
Telephus was of the fifth generation from Arcas. 

11. Cf. Homer, © 348 i) rods AaopeSovros, ot evOdde y’ erpapev ea Ooi. 
15. «Bncle: cf. e.g. Homer, I 810 paras eikoor Bioev ad’ immo, 
16. Cf. the Homeric line ravras énacourépovs méAace xOovi movdvBoreipy (@ 277, &C.). 

xovi Bwrvaveipn occurs in H. Apoll. 363, H. Ven. 265. 
17. dedunt|o is extremely uncertain; the slight remains of the final vowel would be 

consistent with e. Above the line at this point is an ink-mark which suggests a stop, but 
that can hardly have been intended here. 

18. Possibly «8}y, but the lacunae now become too large for satisfactory restoration. 
19. The last word may well have been 6[adaccay, as both Murray and Allen suggest ; 

the remains after the initial lacuna are consistent with 6Joas. 
21. Perhaps Ap|yerpovrns, as in Hesiod, Op. 84 méume marnp Khurov "Apy., but me|rero, as in 

Homer, 2 345 7. kpards ’Apy., would be unsatisfactory, the vestige of the letter after the 

lacuna apparently not suiting r. 
22. Perhaps dccrod, the last vestige before the lacuna being part of the circumflex. 

24. Cf. 1. 21 and note. 

Fr. 2. 5 sqq. Cf. Homer, ¥ 215 sqq., Apollod. iii. 12. 1-2. 
6. For the supplement cf. Hesiod, Scwt. 53. 
8-12. Cf Homer, « 125-8 ds & énér “laciom évmddkapos Anpyrnp, © Supe ei$aca, piyy 

rdrnre Kat edva verd ev Tpurddr@" ovd€ Syy Hev arvoros Zevs ds py Karemedve Badwy apynte kepavye, 

Apollod. iii. 12. 1 "Iactwy peév odv épacdeis Anpntpos Kal Oéhov karavcxivat THY Gedy Kepavvovrat. 

That Iasion was another name for Eetion is stated in Schol. Apollon. Rhod. i. 916 eyewyce 

d€ tpeis maiSas, AdpSavoy roy es Tpotay karouknoayta, dv kat TloAvdpynv pact Aéyeo Oa id rev €yxwpior, 

kat ’Heriava by laclava dvopdtover’ Kai pact kepavvadiva adrov bBpiCovra dyahpa tis Anpytpos. 

The scholiast’s authority here is supposed to have been Hellanicus, who is cited in the 

context. The identity of Iasion with Eetion is also stated by Schol. Eurip. Phoen. 1129. 

13-16. Cf. Apollod. iii. 12. 1 Adpdavos dé emi ro Oavdt@ tod adeAod AvTrovpevos TapoOpakyy 

dmokurav eis tiv dvtirépa ifmetpov HAGe. vgs in |. 16 looks like a reference to the voyage of 

Dardanus (in spite of Conon 21 mAoiwy xpiow ovdéra jv), and if so it seems probable that 

ll. 14-18 are parenthetical. Tros was the son of Ericthonius and father of Ilus, Assaracus, 

and Ganymede. For 1. 15 cf. Homer, ¥ 232. 

Fr. 3 containing beginnings of lines may well belong to the same column as Fr. 2, 

but their relative position is unknown. 

Fr. 4. 1-4. The subject of these verses is not clear. It is natural to restore Ept|y6o- 

noo in |. 3 and to suppose that the fragment is more or less closely connected with Fr. 2, 
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and ll. 1-2 and 4 readily lend themselves to that view; ]kAeo[ in |. 1 may be Kieo| arpa 

daughter of Tros, and xa\Xos in 1. 4 might be taken to refer to her brother Ganymede. 

On the other hand Il. 5-8 are apparently concerned with the quite different subject of 

Diomede and Hyacinthus. Perhaps a new section began at I. 5. fe 
5-8. Cf. Apollod. iii. 10. 3 "Apvkda S¢ kat Avoundns ...“YaxwvOos, rtovroy etc tov “Amé\\@vos 

epdpevoy déyouow, dv dickm Bardv dkav dméxrewe. ain |. 7 might perhaps be Apura|a. 

Fr. 5. 2. ap[@rov: cf. Homer, 1 413 xdéos apOrrov, H, Cer. 261 apd... . rupny. yepas 

apé. occurs in Alcaeus, Fr. 83. 

1360, ALCAEUS. 

Late second century. 

Since the publication of Part X some additional fragments of 1234 have 

fortunately come to light. One or two small pieces have fitted on to Fr. 1, 

lines I-12 now reading as follows :— 

US et |aBorovrrdrepan| 

kal... .|vkqvorarepal 

Me Mallen ob jovdicyuvtocen| 

3 pl.|oooaditpov: 

(evrrarepAvOoipevetral 

oupdpopacidiayertorcaral 

dp pedaxavdixeduvdiped ipl 

10 eo7roAwveAOny: 

oun dbovrecovdd panda dovou| 

ovdeyelvOaKOVTET‘00 MTAAOTA| 

That a new poem begins at |. 7 is established by the coronis. cvpddpaior is 

another substantial gain, and dup, which we hesitated to restore, is confirmed. 

The first word of 1. 6 was of course picos, but the preceding verses remain 

obscure. It is disappointing that the gap at the beginning of them has not been 

more completely filled, but perhaps the missing fragment may yet make its 
appearance. 

The remainder of the new pieces are printed below. Frs. 1-3 certainly, and 
probably Fr. 5 also, are from the bottoms of columns, but their position relatively 
to each other and to the columns of 1234 is unknown, and the assumption that 

ne 
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the latter were consecutive becomes rather more hazardous. In colour and 

condition, however, these additional fragments approximate to 1234. Fr. 1, and 

may well have preceded it. They cannot be brought into close connexion with 

1234. Frs. 3-6. 

As in 1284, political references are frequent, and the poems seem to belong 

mainly to the class of Staciwtixd. Lines 1-8 of Fr. 1 are from the conclusion 

of a poem, of which, however, there is not enough to show clearly either the 

subject or metre; 1. 8 may be scanned as an Adonius, but the absence 

of a paragraphus below 1. 4 is against Sapphics. a dds in 1. 8 points to 
a political theme. The next piece opens with an apostrophe to some person 

who is apparently reproached as a half-hearted adherent of the party of Alcaeus. 

It is written in stanzas of uncertain length. If, as is possible, a paragraphus has 

disappeared below |. 11 (see the note there) they would be three-line stanzas, as 

in one of the Berlin fragments of Sappho (Berl. Klassikertexte, v. %, p. 1%), con- 
sisting of a second Glyconic, a greater Asclepiad, and a lesser Asclepiad. This, 

however, is quite doubtful, though a stanza of more than four verses is unexpected. 

Fr. 2, in Alcaics, is shown by the accompanying scholia to be similarly concerned 

with politics. The citizens are rebuked for their timidity and urged to suppress 

the coming tyranny, which is compared to smouldering wood that will soon 

be bursting into flame. In Fr. 3 hardly anything is left of the main text; a note 

on the lower margin explains a topographical allusion which occurred in it, 

and also mentions Bycchis, who figures in 1234. Fr. 3. 10 as well as in Alc. 35. 

3. There is little distinctive in the other fragments with the exception of Fr. 5, 

where the 2,000 staters in 1. 7 must mean the Lydian subvention already referred 

to in Fr. 1 of 1234 (reprinted above). Since Fr. 5 is evidently in Sapphics, it may 

even be part of the same poem as 1234. Fr. 1. 
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Fr. 1. 

[-]ul 
wot dpal 

adAan|.| . [ 

TOTO. « | 

TroAAa{. jel 

waeGén| 

[.|rrevov . | 

arroAloaupal 

ouTravT Hoan 

ovd acvvver|. |\oaporord| 

Badporaro|. .jarodr’ epvragal 

peer 
LntictovK,.|komratpiday cevd[ 

écerarpdvepaur[ |owarapya . [ 

Fr. 2. 

\rnv 

JodemAdru 

|kepdrao. pare 

| uperoSecryaTewomrepvekpwvieporpwvararo[ 
SevSuvapevoravtistHvatTwiTupay| 

|yTeo" 
P adAawpuTiAnvatovewoeTiKatrvovpovo| 

Jog vdov adinatofvAovrout /ewrouderrmTupavy| 
|mpoterpovov katacPerekakatatavcateTaxewopnAal 

TEpovTodwcyevynTar 

e e e 

Bia 

|ouwr[ 

Jaxpove . | 



5 
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His 

Le 
as mé&pal 

GdA& a. . [ 

Tay 70). | 

TrodAa{. le 

as eer 

[o]r7 Tov . | 

a& mods appa | 

Ov mévr js &n[opos (?) 

ovd dovvverlo|s &pu{p)oror dle 

Bdépo Aarofidja todr’ epvdrdéalo 
otros [ pH tis Tov Kla\komatpiday Gey af 

eloeral, pdvepar z[otlow drapxae [| 

Fr. 2. 

|rnv 
T\o d€ mAdTU 

| kedddras, pare 
] tpets 5€ ovyate Gomep verpdv tepot ptotar, o[v- 

Sev Suvdpevor dvricrivar TO Tupdv[vor. 
\yres. ; 

> > bd a ¢ GAN’, & MurAnvator, €ws ett Kamvev povolv 
5) he BEY: - ~ wy SS 7, 
AXA , @ TOAITAL, VUV, ETL T|o EvAov adinot 76 EvAov, TotT’ (€orw) Ews ovSEeW TUpavv[ever, 

OF a ~ - he Le 
as app. TOV KaTvoy| Mpoler povoy 

kaTaoB(n)re Kal Katatatcate Taxéws, py) Aa[pmpo- 
TEpov TO has yevyrar. 

° e ° . e . ° e . e 

ita: 

Jour| 

jaxpove . | 
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5 

Fr. 

Gols. 

| 
| 

ja 

In 
] 

ae aane 
] 

5 Jeo 
J 

| 
] 
j 10 

Fr. 7 

]. a6n] 
| 
Jéxnl 
vooa| 

Bale sl 
Pee 

THE OXYRHYNCHUS PAPYRI 

TAAL» 18d 
Jovecaidal 

]. Anpetaturruppackal. pul 
|udepovtivaot 

JonovrwBunxeduf 
]. yapupeny: 

4. Fr. 5. Fr. 6. 

Golat: ees : < 

-[ | vad. Jaf 

pa Joxre| Jerdepyov 

ovvo| Joédeax{ pa: 

ka7| 5 \rarock| 5 jovToxnar| 

avo} | v 
ry o TQ 
ml Aloo raz } 
avTa| : 

S$ @o7ol 
2 

i Kar. [ 

ote oh 

Fr. 8 Fr. 9 Fr, 10. 

] val aba 

ty Iregl Kal 
Jopal jade dal 

set 5 Bel 



Colar 

Jo 
jt 

Joo 
Jov 

5 Joo 

1360. 

+ © €OTLV 

NEU CLASSICAL TEXTS 

JeAf. . .]Su] 

lov eis ‘Aida | 

| 
]. Aq petaEd TWvppas kat] Mu[rAqvys 
ju dépov tivds ai 
| dnot te Buryeds [ 
]-. yap bptv. 

5 

s dirxe|Ators oTdt|npas 

Fr. 8 Ero. 

jel) |r| 

] \val 
\ \reg 
Ieeal Jabe[ 

5 |KdO| 

lie, © 

Jol 
Waal.» [ 

2? nA\Toepyov 

\ya. 
(2?) PiAlov ToKjov 

\v 

ura [ 

Fr. 10. 

opl 
aOal 

Kal 

édal 

5 (-]-[ 

61 
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Fr. 11. 

Golet: Col. ii. 

e Z 

|ecovot al. [ 

up 
ral | 
Jac{.] ou[ 

ie, 12, 

jacoapu 

Wreod . | 

|pAavpoor| 

Er 

|e 

a2: 

JaYepoovl 

Jov 

tay 

Fr. 29. 

love . [ 
TravTa[ 
]proevdel 
Jour . [ 



Jere, a0Se, 

Tabcugn 

jup- 
|raf] 

Jac{. | 

1360. NEW CLASSICAL 

ier, 1709, 

Jacoapil 

res 0. [ 

|] pradpos v 

PISO, 

eres. 

|s 

| dv(tt 100) iepoov[A 

lov 

lav 

Fr. 16, Fr. Gy 

|ridal legf 

| Toy Inet 
heal 

Fr. 20 Fr. 21 

vel }rer[ 
|ror|, lea! 

Jay Jol 

Fr. 24 Fr. 25 

pf \xal 
\répl |eo| 

Fr, 28. Fr. 29. 

Joegaf |tovo . | 

K(ard) tev [ TavTal 
ptoev del 

63 
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Fr. 1.8. The first mark of quantity is very doubtful, being abnormally low, but this might 

be accounted for by supposing the accent to have been written first, dpa may be divided 

dy al, dup being either accusative or dative; for the latter cf. 12384. Fr. 1. 9 dyp’ eaxay. 

9. A new poem is marked by the coronis. The letter before the lacuna is probably 

either y or 7; 8, however, is not impossible, An adjective to balance dovyver[o|s in the next 

line is wanted. 
to. For the doubled v in dodwerfols cf. Fr. 4. il. 3, 1284. Fr. 2. ii. 8 dvvapue, and 

Alc. 18. 1 where the spelling dovvyérnus is commended by these analogies. The rest of the 

line is difficult. 0. seems practically certain, and the next letter can only be gore. Before 

o. r could well be read, but this, though the preceding ¢ may perhaps be A, gives no word. 

That the letter next after the lacuna is the final s of acvvver[o|s is not certain, for below 

the curved top there is a tiny speck which is consistent with e or 0; but to read z[oo|e or 

a[oc]o does not suit the space so well, and leads to no other good result ; ddpouss cannot be 

regarded as likely here. We have thus been led to apo, which would give a sense if 

some such verb as ovvOryév followed, but is unsatisfactory since the dialect requires a second 

u. ydp too would seem more natural than de. 

tr. Under the 8 of Bopo there is a narrow crack in the upper fibres of the papyrus, in 

which a paragraphus may possibly have disappeared, though it seems more likely that, if 

a paragraphus had stood here, some vestiges of it would have still been visible. There is 

certainly no paragraphus below either 1, 12 orl. 13. The accidental omission of a para- 

eraphus is of course not impossible, though an unsatisfactory supposition in consideration of 

their regularity in 1234. 
12-13. For the construction pi . . . eoerar cf. e.g. Aristoph. Eccles. 486-8 mepirko- 

rovpérn . . . pay Evpcopa yernoerat, Aesch. Pers. 116 sqq. Ppiy apiocerar PéBo .. . pry mods 

mbOnrar . . . Kai TO Kioovoy méduop’ dyridovmoy go(ayerar (doeras?), Xen. Cyrop. iv. 1. 18 épa py 

Toddav Exdor@ Tar xetpav Seno. The irregularity apparently gave rise to the marginal note. 

kaxorarpidas is parallel in form to edmarpidns. In 1284. Fr. 6. 12 as well as in Alc. 37 the 

form xaxdrarpis was used. For the paroxytone accent with gen. plur. of the rst declension cf. 

1231. Fr. 14. 8, note. 

Fr. 2. 3. pdrec: cf. Sapph. 54. 3 parewar, The preceding dot is a low stop, of which 

there was no example in 1234. 

4. The marginal note paraphrased the text. vexpév pvora is an unexpected combina- 

tion, and the latter part of this line is very doubtfully deciphered. cao, ove, eve, might well 

be read instead of pv. « of de has been corrected. 

6-7. An approximate restoration is made possible by the marginal paraphrase. That 

the metre is Alcaic is sufficiently clear from the rhythms of Il. 2-3 and 6-7 in conjunction 

with the shorter verse in |. 4 and the final trochee in 1. g. Line 7 is followed by a blank 

space equivalent to three lines, and was therefore probably the last, or (allowing for one 

shorter line) the last but one of the column. 

Fr. 4. ii. 3. ool: cf. 1234. Fr. 2. ii, 8 dvvmpwe and note on Fr, 1. 10, above. 

Fr. 6. 3-4. The accent points to #]eréepyov rather than |: 1d épyov. Line 4, aS com- 

pared with ll. 3 and 5, is too long for the last verse of a Sapphic stanza. 

5. didov Torney occurs in 1231. Fr. 1. i. 22. 

7. There is only a short space after a, but the slight flourish with which it was finished 

is suggestive of a final letter. : 

Fr. 7. The metre may well be Sapphic. 
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Fr. 12. 1. The curved stroke below the line shows that the letters belong to a single 
word ; cf. e.g. 1288. Fr. 2. 20. It is the opposite of the diastole, of which there was an 
example in 1284. Fr. 2. i. 6. 

Fr. 15 possibly joins on above Fr. 16. 

Fr. 17. 1. The doubtful ¢ may be v, 

Fr. 18. 1. fo[: or ]fof. 

Fr. 21 is rather doubtfully included here. 

Fr. 28. The € is less carefully formed than is usual in this hand, and the fragment 
perhaps does not belong to this text. The attribution of Fr. 29, where in |. 1 only the 
bottoms of the letters remain, is also uncertain. 

1361. BACCHYLIDES, Scolza. 

Fr. 1 18-1 X 13-1 cms First century. Plate III 
(Frs. 1, 4). 

Bacchylides has already figured among the Oxyrhynchus papyri in 1091, 
a column from Ode xvi (dithyramb). The fragments now published are from 

a different manuscript, and belong to a class not represented in the British 

Museum papyrus ; but their authorship is at once demonstrated by a coincidence 

with a passage cited by Athenaeus (Bacch. Fr. 20). 

The rather large and ornate handwriting has a decidedly early appearance, 

and is likely to fall well within the first century. Characteristic letters are « and 

6, of which the cross-bar commonly consists of a mere dot separated from 

the curved strokes. €is similarly treated, and ¢ in which the connecting stroke 

is vertical and joins the horizontal strokes at their centre, is also in the archaic 

style. The apices or finials frequently added to straight strokes are another 

noticeable feature. Hands somewhat similar in these respects may be seen 

in 659 and P. Rylands 20, though probably those both belong to a rather earlier 

period than 1861; cf. also 1238. Stops in two positions, high and medial, 

are employed, and accents, breathings, marks of quantity and elision, &c., have 

been inserted fairly frequently. Possibly some of these additions may be 

original, but the text has been corrected and annotated, apparently by more 

hands than one, and to them the diacritical signs are more probably due. It is 
noticeable that strophes are not marked off, as usual, by paragraphi. 

Like other papyri from the same find (1906), the roll has suffered severely ; 

only three of the forty-eight fragments recovered are of any size, these having them- 

selves been largely built up of smaller pieces. Fr. 1, which at |. 6 sqq. coincides with 

Bacch. Fr. 20 and fortunately preserves the beginning of the poem from which those 

F 
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attractive verses were taken, is addressed to Alexander, i.e. no doubt Alexander 

son of Amyntas, king of Macedon, to whom an ode was also dedicated by Pindar 

(Fr. 120). This Fr. 20 is commonly regarded as derived from a Tlapofvcor, 

or convivial piece, although no distinct class of Mapolva or xdAca is ascribed to 

Bacchylides by ancient authorities. That such was in fact the nature of the 

fragment is now quite evident from 1. 5, in which the poet describes his composi- 

tion as cvproctovow dyadpa. For the dedication of such poems to royal personages 

cf.e.g. Pindar, Fr, 125, cited from 16 pds ‘Iepwva oxddvov. The piece is written in 

dactylo-epitritic stanzas of four verses, the first four stanzas forming a prelude, 

after which Alexander is directly addressed. 

The beginning of another poem, which is no doubt of the same class, is 

preserved in Fr. 4. This, as the marginal title states and would in any case 

be clear from internal evidence, was addressed to Hiero of Syracuse. In ll, 8-10 

the poet alludes to his previous compositions in honour of the victories of Hiero’s 

famous horse Pherenicus ; and the coupling of ‘ chestnut steeds’ with the name of 

Hiero in ll. 3-4 might at first sight suggest that the present piece also was 

designed to celebrate some success in the games. But if this were a regular 

epinician ode, its omission from the Hiero group in the British Museum papyrus 

would be very strange, and the occasion of the victory would be expected in the 

marginal title. Moreover, on the positive side there is not only the analogy 

of Fr. 1, but the direct reference in 1. 6 to ovpmdrat dvdpes. These reasons 

combine to determine the classification of the poem as a convivial oxcdAwov. Its 

date was subsequent to the year 476 B. C., as the mention of Aetna in |. 7 proves ; 

and Bacchylides was not at the time in Sicily (ll. 6-7). The metre, as in Fr. 1, is 

dactylo-epitritic, the strophes consisting of six verses each, in the following 

scheme : 
—-—vur-uVH lf 

—-u---u--[-v-- 

—u-—-uy-uly 

ie 

sel ND ND) omni NII NCI) Ti 

ee 

The only other piece of any size is Fr. 5, consisting of remains of two 

columns, those of the first being quite considerable, though there seems to be 

a good deal missing at the beginnings of the lines. This column contains 

a lengthy mythological narrative, the key to which is not yet found. Line 6 

év [xjepadla .. . tlptxes, with the interlinear adscript . . . id marpds év. . ., suggests 
a reference to the story of Pterelaus or Nisus, or some analogous myth; there is, 

however, no evident connexion between this and what follows, which relates to 
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a rape (Il. 13-14; cf. Il. 19-20). If Jdovr’ in 1. 14 (cf. 1. 18) is the termination of 
a name (-pédovr’ ?), this should provide the clue, but it has so far proved elusive. 
Notwithstanding this obscurity, the poem to which this column belonged may be 
presumed to be of the same class as the two discussed above. Its metre is 
of a different kind, and followed a more elaborate system, since no strophic 
correspondence is apparent. 
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Fr. 1. Plate III. 

oBapBirepnketimaccadovguadaal 

WV emratovovAlyvpavkammavey apuv- 

ja dedp evepacyEepacoppavarimeum| 

Xpuceov pov avahetavdpaimre pol 

5 Kalovpmog|. « .\owayadpl. .jecxadeo| 

eDrevéwval......0+-- .\vayKa- 

TEVOPEVEVK[. «0+ sesso ee Ye lloeOu pl 

KUTPPLOOTTEATI[» «ee ee ee vac. 

Gperyvuper.... see ees Jdwporol 

10 avdpacivuwol.....+++-- |yeptpy| 

autik[.Jwevm[... +. eee |uva . | 

kt 6 ba yee ed \xnel 

prt Jaco) 
mod pog| Jarrol 

I5 vaecayo| 

TAODTOVao| 

dn.) . peydarl 
[-. . .Joum| 

[.- + Pal 
20 [... .Jo7Oupl 

[. - - -lppovol 
ago Jerep| 

[. +--+. Jongol 

Fre: 

|rryapavO| 

Joryaprt| 



"AdeEd]v- 
dpe | 

*Apwvrja, 

10 

15 

20 

ISG BNEW SRELASSICAL TEATS 

rate blateswils 

*Q BapBire, pnxétt wdéooadoy gpvddolcwy 

emTaTOVoY ALyupav KamTave yapuy 

Seip’ és euds xépass dppatvm te méuniew 

xptceov Movodv ‘Areédvdpw mrepdv 

Kal ovptroa{iojow dyadpl év) eikddeolou, 

evUTe véwy alyabav yAuKel alydyKa 

cevopevay k[vAikov OdArnjor Ovpldov 

Kimpisos 7 edniis (dt\abtcon (2?) ppélvas, 

& peryvupér[a Atovvatoicr| dépo.s 

avdpdow trolrdre méprret] pepiprias- 

abrix[a] pev mloAiwy Kpddeluva Aver, 

mao[t & dvOparots povaplyjo[ew doxei, 

xpu[o]@ [8 edépavti re papplalplovow olkor, 

mupog{épor d¢ kar’ alyAdevr|a mé[vTov 

vaes dyolvow an’ Alyimrov péytotov 

mrodTov: as [mivovTos 6ppatver Kéap. 

@® male peyadlocbevéos ? 

[oe ou7 |, 

= Wee a 
te eee ee 
ope 
elie om 
[— v vlonooy — —-— uv —-— 

Fr. 2. 

|re yap avOl 

Jo xaper| 

oTp. @ 

otp. B’ 

oTp. ¥ 

oTp. & 

OTp. € 

OTP. 5 

69 
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Fre 3, 

\-[]--[ 
\¢1- .. .|KoToa-o . [ 

JavOperovdiatal 

Jvootcacdotvy or] 

Fr. 4. Plate III. 

SS 

sean pnT@Avyva xh 

BapBrrov-pedrAl 

avOepovpoucal. . .jpwr| 

£avOacwinmroc 

5 [. .|epoevTeAecao 

-ovvrroracavdpecotn|, 

.|TvavEerevKTLTOV"ELK| 

.Jocbevupyncacroy| 

Jordan y{ Jpol Joep] 

[- 
[. 
[- 
- 
[. JJou[. . Jeon — Serel 

[ 

10 Hlve «[ 

. + «|pf-| . [. .Jrouevor 

ood on ot leave Paltsre| © | 

(Cmopeve tek. leHotTroreKoupal 

lier amare loccodiooray x pl 

Tsar ee ne cee cawres |uoorbecavpl 
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J-E]--[ 
|@[. . . .Jeoross o. [ 

] avOpadrav dtato| 

lvos: icas & 6 rvxov [ 

Fr. 4. Plate III. 

Saestty. Mire Aryvay[é’ aVAK@ 

BdpBirov: péddA@ yap 76n xpvoorérdov 

avOepov Movodiy ‘Télpwr{t xduTo 

gavOatow tos 

5 [{ulepdey TedAéoas 

[xa]? oupmréras dvdpecoe mleumerv 

[Al|rvav és evxrirovs ef k[at 

[mplocbey tpvicas tov [év modo KdeEVvVOY 

[moloat Aaup{nloo[t]|s Peplévtxov ew ‘Ad- 

10 [pet]O ze vi|xay resus 

ae areas 
[-— leave. (—v—— 

[——v] éuot tore Kovpal 

[—vu—] bcc Aids méyxp[vcov — — 

15 [—-u——|pos ridecay plu y — 

OTp. a 

otp. B 

oTp. Y 

orp. & 

7! 
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Eran cola Col. it. 
Jreverdekapl 

joviaor arcu | 

|repovuiv Ter ] 

| nOOKGLKATG PGT. ceeraaes - «ons le 

B WerOovey oleae] we 6G ] 
]. uroratpocey[ 

Oer| MECCA remeney taneuieiens lptxeo- [ 

\ooropouTa..[.....-. | “1 

]. xaAKeopitpar[...... ] gees ape! 
Jotoxopne 

fe) \Opacdyetpakamial. .. .|v o| 

\noxadvkeémidor x é 

\rarép Euper’-GrAdd . [. .] . povor cal 

Jelly ]|kpateparer’ ee. Kapte[......+ Jew Ass [ 

Boacaorae 5 x eV 

15 leAtou fiadwe| 

levrrocedaoviac gal 

JaceAav ey 

\yTocoABtovrekoo al 

jexopnynp 10 pol 

20 |pavnpwo- dof 

|rov xé-[ 
JadArkpndepvovbear ge. [ 

i ss 
|xvoayyedAoo —x[. Warepypav 15 pal 

25 Javevreporer. [ 

Br6; 

Jno¢[ 
jobror[ 

\paoaol 
19 « [ 
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Br jee Golet 

Jrever 0€ Kap[ 

jovias rdédai[y 

— Jrepov vu redf ] 

ie 

10 

15 

20 TTACE 

25 

as kal Katapaz| 

der Seve lKlepeAle wae... 4: 

Xplvaordgov ma..[....... ] 

]- xaAkeopitpay | ] 

Joo Képns 

] Opactyxetpa Kal pailpovo 

kop\ns KaduKaémdos 

] marép eupev’> ddA r[wr] xpdvos 

le, Kparepa TE IItoA(epatos) kapre[pG tex]etv. 

\Oovr’ avdyxa: 

(?) aleAfou 

ev ITocedaovias 

jes €Aav- 

Wros dABtov réKos 

Je Képny aip- 
jpav ‘pws: 

|rov 

kjadAKpndéuvou beas 

ua 

@lKds Ayyedos x [a]Atodtpav 

Jav evr’ euorevs 

]. td tratpos év[ 

Col. ii. 

10 pol 

73 
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1h FG Ero: Fr. 9. Fr. Io. 

; opt : yeatl epee EES 

je Jeol Jorain[ |vov 

Jor du . vi Oeorrof \réour 

Jel. Arrof ] \nrogt ] 
Joororr[ lyon 5 ert 6 \kan| 

5 = ata ee ha Geeks 

jov. 

lerau[ Fr. 11. 

Juauvorroy| 

Fr. 12. Kreis. Fr. 14. 

60). | porter] Jocooal 

arepavago| |Oetran . [ wv. 

x TOTEVew ofog| ]. veto Juao 

devrAvpauredot| |code 6 : 

5 eval 

Fr. 15. Fr. 16. Fr. 17. Fras, 

en ie Yoal jaoi 
Jo-un[ lexel |vaxpo| Jrog] 
|oagf ]. val Wraz| Joor| 

Jrvol \nv }- eof kaol 
5 kag] <a herees 



1361. 

Frey. 

] 
jev: 

Jor dul 
Jl. Arrof 
] oro af 5 

5 lotas Of 

Jov: 

JeTau 

rere: 

602 2a) 

orepavadgolp 

Tore véwy spodlor 

& evaAvpa te Poi[Bo 

NEW CLASSICAL TEXTS 

Fr. 8. Fr. g. 

 rarl Xaptra[y (?) 

Yoh Jorat | 
]. vi ] Ocoro[ ua 

}nroot 
ea ng al 

Froii. 

] pawors yf 

Fr. 13. 

porwr [ 

] dear . [ 

]. evetol 

xo 6& Of 

ix Jevol, 

Fr. 16, Erer7. 

Js jiva 

Jexe[ v aKpo| 

Frei. 

Joeooal 

jw 

|pas 

75 
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Eratg. Fr. 20. Fr. 21. 

| ie | } 14-41 
] lgrerocal hore 

] jovOépeO, Jeroo[ 

| |\rorerpal, rou[ 

5 ] av (abeo[ 5 ov. 

jaOnuevn [ 5 __ jarednkal pl 

pao |prBeor{ coat 

Jaurarpe \n«r . [ 
] 
] 

] 

Erez. Bro23: Fr. 24. 

a lent your Oe 
jov jouf var Opaon[ 
pl [Kn ( Ye. .jrrocawo [| 

oe ].. oxal Jrocof. vepadrkcal 

5 |p -[ 8 |kke[ 5 \PeyyooxarayOpen| 

Fr. 25. Fr. 26, Fr. 27. Fr.238; 

‘Bene WwovrP{[ ] . epetare rardvorr[ 

. Joorarp[ Jooemty Of lex diraveg| 

buf Jacouva joropun|[ JorAvyx . [ 

Bal \reyapl Jacyepl eel 
5 pu St oe 



k]aOnpéevn 

Juas 
Jac marpi 

} 
] 
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Fr, 20. 

] 
Jarat tocal 

Jov bépe6[ 

| more T pol 

Jav (a6eo| 

5  jare O7 Kal 

4 utOeor 

\nxt . [ 

Fr. 26. Broz. 

v ov BF 

|s Grav pf 

Jas olvafl 

Teer fe yin | 

]- ep elze [ 

Jos émtyO[ov 

Jo 76 pa 
Jar yepf 

i) 

Fr. 24. 

le ovv Oe 

\ avOpent 

AelUKi]ri0s aws 

Tocololy ep aAtkials 

5 | péyyos Kar’ dvOpan{ 

Fr. 28. 

v kai dvow [ 

je xatrav é€| 

JorAvy « [ 

vol 
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Fr. 29. Firs 30. Prot. Freez: 

| J.v«.[ Jeoxol Jrae 
xl Ixor ] y 
o7[ Jrof Jou J 

yal oy J J 
5 PL eas oe ae ] 

inks Ges Fr. 34. Fr. 35. Fr, 36. 

att re. [ . Joré . [ OAK 

aa vor Joorf “eral 
ed Veo Jozi Jour{ 

Hi 7- Pr33: Fr. 39. ; Fr. 40. 

}-[ J. kx] etal 
Woucal eral ]kaf . uregl 

\r ay| Oe ef a ee 

Fr. 41. Fr. 42. Fr. 43. 

wt) I mf “Fo 
|kauvzre[ Javxap[ we 

Fr. 45. Fr. 46. Fr. 47. 

}.¢ jer je [ io 
\eev[ Lares | Jeel Ie 



Fr. 29. 

Les 

}-[ 
Jvovcal 

|r ay[ 

Fr. 41. 

ko] -[ 
] Kal vare[ 

Fr. 45. 

J. ¢ 
|eev[ 
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Pro.3o. Best. 

Inet aare ant 

\xor[ 
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Fr. 1. 1-16. ‘For Alexander son of Amyntas. 

‘My lyre, no longer hung upon the peg restrain the clear voice of thy seven strings. 

Hither to my hands! It is my wish to send to Alexander a golden feather from the wings 

of the Muses, to grace his banquets on the festal days, when, as the cups go swiftly round, 

a sweet force warms the heart of noble youths and a presage of the Cyprian goddess thrills 

the mind. Mingling with the gifts of Dionysus it sends a man’s thoughts up to the clouds ; 

straightway he is overthrowing the battlements of cities, he fancies himself monarch of the 

world, his halls gleam with gold and ivory, and the corn-laden ships bring vast wealth 

from Egypt over the radiant sea; such are the dreams wherewith the winecup stirs 

the soul.’ 

1. pvddo[owv: Or pvddogovo’ ; in the Anacreontea both the masc. and fem. are found, 

but in earlier writers the gender is not determined. Bdpfrros recurs in Fr. 4. 2, but is not 

elsewhere found in Bacchylides or Pindar. For méocados cf. Pindar, Ol. i. 18 amd pédppeyya 

maccddov Adar, Homer, 6 67 Kad 8 ex raccaddge kpepacey pdppryya. 

2-3. The marginal note has been restored on the supposition that it contained the 

title, although in Fr. 4 this is placed rather higher up opposite the first line of the poem. 

The hand also seems to differ; it ismore formal, like the note in Fr. 21. 5, and less distinct 

from the hand of the text. 
4. Movoay ... mrepd[y: cf. e.g. Pindar, Isth. i. 64 mreptyeoow depOévr’ dyhaais Tepidov. 

5. eikddeo[ow: cf. e.g. Plutarch, on posse suaviter vivt 4 (1089 c) && epnpepidov ava- 

éyer Oar . . . 70 Odovoy roy 7) Troias cikados édelmmoay rodvtedéorara, and the will of Epicurus 

in Diog. Laert. x. 18 tiv yevopérny civodoy éxdorov pnvos Tals cikdot Tay cupprooopovrtay Hpiv. 

6. At yAveei” begins the citation in Athenaeus ii, p. 39 € (= Bacch. Fr. 20). 

4. cevopevav was Blass’s correction of the MSS. reading cevopéva or yevoneva, The 

first « of 6ada|o has apparently been deleted by a dot placed above it. @ahmjou also MSS. 

Jebb reads @a\r7ou with Weir Smyth. 
8. 7 Aanfis (Si)adtcon: eAmis & aidicoe (8 vd. E) MSS., & edmis diadvooe: Erfurdt, & edz. 

Siabicon Blass. The r of the papyrus implies a subjunctive, but there is not room for 

Siadveon in the lacuna. Possibly avoons was written (the loss of & would be easy before at), 

though this too makes a rather long supplement even when the three iotas and the p are 

allowed for. 
Q-10. 4 pevyruper|a . . . dvdpdow: dvaptyyypeva . . . dvdpdou & MSS., duperyropéva editors. 

The reading of the papyrus is probably correct. 

Il. adrixa pev: Kaibel’s conjecture for the MSS. reading aé7} wey or adras pep is confirmed; 

avrix’ 6 pev Bergk, edxripevay Blass. 

kpdde|wva Alder: the MSS. have the unmetrical xpndepvor, which has been corrected by 

editors. Blass alters Ave. to Avoew on the ground that the lengthening of the v would 

not accord with the practice of Bacchylides or Pindar, but the traditional reading is 

defended by Jebb. 
13-14. papp|atp|ovow ae aiyhdevt|a m6[vrov : the letters jaup[, and ja rol are on a detached 

fragment which is placed here with hesitation, since the appearance of the verso is somewhat 

dissimilar from the adjacent portion of Fr. 1. The combination is the more precarious 

because zévroy is a conjecture (Erfurdt), though a very probable one ; aiyAnevra vjes MSS., 

a spondee being lost. Bergk inserted xapréy after atyAdevra, and this was adopted by Blass, 

who, however, placed it after vaes, mistakenly, as the papyrus now shows. 

17. The accent and breathing above the supposed o are doubtful. 

18. This line should begin with a dactyl, for which the space before ovr seems 

barely sufficient. Possibly there was a wrong division of ll. 17-18, or some other 

dislocation. 

ee ee a 
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23. The tops of the letters only remain; the first, third, and fourth were round, but 
are not to be clearly identified. 

Frs. 2-3. The strong similarity of the verso of these two fragments to that of Fr. 1 
makes it probable that they belong to the same column. In Fr. 3, moreover, there is at 
the right-hand edge some suggestion of a selis, and if this roughly corresponded with the 
selis in the middle of Fr. 1, the remains of Fr. 3 would fit in with the metrical’scheme, on 
the supposition that 1. 4 (the last of the column) was the first verse of the stanza. But 
Fr. 3. 2 does not lend itself to combination with Fr. 1. 2 By 

Fr. 3. 2-3. There is much resemblance here to Bacch. Fr. 34 dpyat pev avOpareav 
diakexpyuevar pvpia, but though op| is quite possible in 1. 2, and the doubtful o at the end of 
1. 3 may be «, the preceding letter was apparently not x. Of course if Bacch, Fr. 34 were 
to be identified here, Fr. 3 would belong, if not to a different column from Fr. hy Eile 
any rate to a different poem. A small dot over the final » of avdporev is probably 
accidental. 

Fr. 4, 1-10. ‘ For Hiero of Syracuse. 
‘Let me not yet lay aside the clear-sounding lyre ; I am now about to fashion a fair 

flower of the gold-robed Muses for Hiero, renowned for his chestnut steeds, with those 
who share his banquet, and to send it to well-builded Aetna. If in former time I have sung 
of Pherenicus, famed among steeds for his swiftness of foot, and of his victory by the 
Alpheus... 7 

2. Line 14 shows that this verse was a trimeter, but whether the last wérpov was — U — — 
or — v — is not clear. 

3. For «duro cf. e.g. Pindar, Pyth. i. 34 orepdvowi vw immos te Kdurdy. 
8-10. If [’AAge|S (Murray) is right, the reference is to Ode v, which celebrated 

Hiero’s victory with Pherenicus at Olympia in 476 8.c. For the supplement suggested 
for the end of 1. 8 cf. Il. 182-4 of that poem &0’ 6 krecvvds woaat mxdoas dpdpp [HrOlev 
Pepevikos. 

r1-12. Murray suggests [mAn|p[@ éper|réuevos [Movoay enar]é dvb’, but dvOe does not suit 
the remains in |. 12. ouevos may of course be 76 peévos. In |. 11 a vestige of ink at one 
letter’s distance from p may be either the top of a ¢ or ¥, or of some interlinear mark, e. g. 
a breathing. 

13 sqq. It seems clear that these verses do not form an epode but follow the metre 
of the strophe. What remains of Jl. 13-15 fits readily into the previous scheme, and the 
shortness of the next two lines also accords with it. 

15. wos: or possibly Juofz]s. 

AD t5%5 ie kapl : or kav]. 

2. Perhaps Iocedalovias ; cf. 1. 16. 
4. The first letter, of which the lower half only remains, may be y, «, p, or r. 
7. Y % FB, p, T, v would be possible after ma. Perhaps marp|és should be restored ; 

Ce 1.06. 
8. The vestige following o in the second line of the marginal note may either belong 

tore letter, e.g. 7, Or be a stop? ci..e.¢. Fr. 21. 5. 
12-13. adda after the stop is doubtless the conjunction, and the second accent shows 

that an enclitic followed ; z{o or »[u, e. g., would be suitable. In 1. 13 the deleted » points 
to the termination of a verb, preceded by something like os or dre. xparepa is presumably 
to be constructed with avayxa in spite of the absence of the iota adscript. In the marginal 
variant the infinitive rex]ety (?) was apparently made to depend on the phrase xpdvos guode, or 

G 
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whatever the verb was. The grammarian to whom this reading is ascribed may well be 

Ptolemaeus of Ascalon or Ptolemaeus Pindarion, more probably the latter, if his second 

name may be taken to indicate an interest in the lyric poets. It may be doubted whether 

the son of Aristonicus flourished early enough to be quoted here. 

24. «[a|\\oddpay is presumably a variant for some similar epithet, e.g. ravioupor, 

which occurred in the lacuna. The word is normally of two terminations. 

ii. 2. For the marginal cross here and below cf. e.g. 841 passim. In 1174 this 

symbol, which is used much like our N.B., is sometimes surmounted by a small iota. 

Fr. 6. There is a close resemblance in appearance between this fragment and the 

upper part of Fr. g.i; but we have not succeeded in finding a suitable combination. 

Fr. 7. 3. Either p[e|Amo| or -plo|Azo[. 

Fr. 8. This fragment, though in some ways similar to Fr. 7, is apparently not to be 

joined on at the bottom of it. There is a junction of two selides on the right-hand side. 

Fr. 9. 3. Oeomolym: cf. Bacch, xvi. 132. The fragment is rather like Frs. 7-8, but 

a combination of this line with Fr. 7. 6 Oedmo[yov has little probability. 

Fr. 10. 3. ]wéow: the first letter may be read as 7 or p, but these are more difficult. 

Fr. 11. A junction of two selides passes through the » of pawérus, 

Fr. 12. 4. Cf. Eurip. Alc. 5470 edddpas ’Ardddor, A dot in the o of dou gives that 
letter rather the appearance of 6, but the mark, if ink, is with little doubt an accident. 

Fr. 13. 2. The vestige after deka might be regarded as a low stop. 

Fr. 14. There is a junction of two selides at the right-hand edge of this fragment ; 
possibly, therefore, it belonged to the same column as Fr. 8. It is similarly rather worn, 
but of a lighter colour. 

Fr. 18. 1. There is an ink-spot below the doubtful a. 
3. That the mark above the partially preserved » represents a rough breathing is 

uncertain. 

Fr. 19. 7. An ink-spot over the a does not look like part of a circumflex or mark of 
quantity, and was probably accidental. 

Fr. 21. A junction of selides occurs to the right of this piece, which, however, differs in 
appearance from Frs. 8 and rq. 

Fr. 22. 5. The mark of elision is doubtfully identified. 

Fr. 24. 3. v and « being both narrow letters, A¢[v«:|rmos does not overcrowd the lacuna. 

Fr. 25. 5. Whether two thick ink-marks, which occur in the margin at the point of 
fracture just below this line, had any meaning is uncertain. 

Fr. 26. 3. owo| is in keeping with the class of poems represented in these fragments ; 
cf. introd. 

Fr. 27. 1. Or |. épei me[. But the accent is uncertain. 
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Fr. 29. Two selides meet just in front of this column, which must therefore be different from Fr, 5. ii, Fr. 25, and Fr. an 

Fr. 33. 2. There is a mark of ink on the edge of the papyrus in front of this line. 

Fr. 39. A reddish stain on this fragment makes it look rather similar to the top 
of Fr. 4, but it does not seem to belong there, although |nk| might be read in 1. x. 

Fr. 42. 2. That this line was the last of a column seems probable, but is not certain. 

Fr. 44, 1. The shape of the o indicates which way up the fragment is to be turned. 

Fr. 45. 1. A dot above the supposed: of |. 2 may be the vestige of a long letter, or 
w, preceding . «|. 

Fr. 48. It is hardly certain that this fragment belongs to 1361. 

13862. CALLIMACHUS, Aefza. 

Hr fe24e4 x 16-5) cin, First century. Plate IV 
(Figs Cola}. 

Callimachus, who for a long time was poorly represented in the papyri, 
has during the last few years been obtaining the position which he might reason- 
ably be expected to occupy. The publication of the important Oxyrhynchus 
fragments of the Aeza and Jambi (1011) was followed by that of pieces of 
various poems from a papyrus book of which remains were identified both 
at Berlin (Wilamowitz, Sztzungsber. Preuss. Akad., phil.-hist. Kl, 1912, pp. 524 
Sqq-, 1914, pp. 222 sqq.) and Florence (P. S. I. 133), and of a scrap from the first 
book of the Aeéia in P. Rylands 13 (cf. Wilamowitz, Hermes, xlvi. 3). To these are 
now to be added the further fragments of the Aetia and Jambi contained in 1362 
and 1863. The former consists of remains of two columns, the first of which is 
nearly complete, with some minor pieces which are with one exception likely to 
belong to the mutilated second column. They are written in a round, rather 

ornate uncial hand of medium size, attributable to the first century. Though no 
doubt of earlier date, this script has much in common with e.g. 1875 and the 

Bodleian Homer from Hawara; among the differentiating features are the 

shapes of ¢, 6, « and the ‘ Ptolemaic’ €, for which cf. e.g. 1861. Stops (in two 

positions, high and medial), some accents, breathings, &c., have been supplied 

subsequently, as is clear from the different shade of the ink; they may perhaps 
be due to the corrector who has made slight alterations here and there in the text. 

The authorship of the piece, which in any case would not have been 
difficult to guess, is at once established by several coincidences with extant 

fragments of Callimachus. Its subject is a conversation with a man named 

Theogenes from the island of Icus, who is questioned by the poet concerning the 

G 2 
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association of Peleus with Icus and the ceremonies with which it was celebrated. 

This conversation took place at a banquet given, as we are told by Athenaeus 

(xi. 477 c; cf. note on 1. 8), by Pollis, an Athenian. Critics have objected 

to the statement of Athenaeus that Pollis is not an Athenian name, and Meineke 

proposed to emend ’AOnvaiw to OnBaiw, and to infer that Thebes was among the 

Greek cities visited by Callimachus (ap. Schneider, Callim. ii, p. 378). But 

it is now clear that the scene was Egypt, not Greece (1. 6); and the Athenian 

Fri, Col. 1)" Plate lv: 
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origin of Pollis is no less evident from Il, 1-4, the point of which is that, though 
living in a foreign country, he took care to observe the Athenian festivals. 

The obvious aetiological drift of ll. 21 sqq. leaves no doubt that the poem is 

the Aetia, though the precise book is uncertain. Schneider supposed that 
Fr, 372, containing the reference to Peleus, occurred in Book i, and if that book 

treated of various festivals, it would be an appropriate source for a discussion of 
the peculiar ritual of Icus. But this attribution seems for the present quite 
conjectural ; and the question in any case is of no great importance. 

In the decipherment of this text material assistance has been rendered 
by Mr. E. Lobel. 

lee, te (Cokin Ibis IW 

nos ovde miboryis éAdvOavey ovd dre SovraLS 

nuap Opéoretoe evKdv wyovat xXées, 
I i \ X\ > 2 7 € + Ikapiov kai madds dywv erérevov ay.otvy, 
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2 7 > fa < Oé > 0é ~ 5 es Oaitny exddcooev ounbéas, év O€ vu Totar 

ea ad DS + x > i 
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Fr, 1. 1-26. ‘... Nor did the morning of the opening of the wine-casks escape him, nor 
that when the Jar-feast of Orestes brings the lucky day for slaves ; and celebrating the yearly 
rite of the daughter of Icarius—thy day, Erigone, who to Athenian women broughtest such 
woe—he bade kindred spirits to a banquet, and among them a stranger who was a recent 
dweller in Egypt, having come on some private business. He was by birth an Ician, and 
I shared his couch, not by design, but the Homeric proverb says truly that the god ever 
brings like to like; for he was loath to drain off Thracian bumpers of wine, but took 
pleasure in a modest cup. To him, as the goblet was going round for the third time, when 
I had learnt his name and race, I said, ‘“‘It is in sooth a true saying that wine wants to be 
mixed not with water alone, but also with converse. This is not carried round in ladles, 
nor will you ask for it regarding the proud looks of the cup-bearers, when the freeman 
fawns upon the servant; so let us put it ourselves as a salve into the unsoftened draught, 
Theogenes, and tell me when I ask you all that my heart is eager to learn from you, why is 
it your country’s custom to revere Peleus king of the Myrmidons, how does... Icus, and 
why does a girl with a leek and a... loaf (commemorate) the hero’s coming? ”’ 

1-2. The object of éAdvOavev is Pollis; cf. Athen. xi, p. 477 ¢ quoted in the note on 
1. 8. movyis apparently occurs only here. ‘The epithet ’Opéoreso: alludes to the well-known 
legend which connected the institution of the Xées with the reception of Orestes at Athens 
by Pandion; cf. e.g. Suidas, s.v. Xdes. Though this day like the other days of the 
Anthesteria was apparently a dzes nefastus (cf. Photius, s.v. psapa jpépa), for slaves it was 
jpap Nevkdy Since it was their privilege to participate in the celebrations; cf. Schol. Hesiod, 
Op. 368 éoprn Tbovyia, kab” nv ov're oikérny ovte pucOwrov ecipyew THs amo\avcEws TOU olvov Oeperdy 
fv, GAA Oioavras race petadiddvar Tod Swpov Tod Avovicou. 

3-4. The emérevos ayiords (the substantive only here; cf. P. Rylands 13. 12 mdayxriv) in 
honour of Erigone, daughter of Icarius, was the Aiapa, at which a song called dAjris was 
sung. This propitiatory festival is said (Hyg. As¢r. ii. 4) to have been instituted as a means 
of averting an epidemic of suicide among the women of Athens (cf. ’Ar6iow oikriorn), which 
followed the death of Erigone. It was an offshoot of the cult of Dionysus, but is not 
known to have been connected with the Anthesteria, nor need any such connexion be 
implied by the present passage. 

8. “Ixuos here and “Ik@ in |, 24 were recognized by Wilamowitz, whose restoration of 
Ikd for K@ in Schol. Pindar, Pyzh. iii. 167 6 IjAets ev Ké th vow . . . améOavev, os KadXivayos 
ioropei (Z/ermes, xliv, p. 475) receives a further confirmation ; cf. Schol. Eurip. Zr. 1128 kat 
mpooeOetv (Sc. Tov TIydéa) dia xetpava ri ("I)kw 7H vno@ Kal Eenobévta bd MédAwvds Twos “ABavros 
exet karahdoa tov Biov. The correct reading had been preserved by the metre in the 
epigram of Antipater, Anth. Pal. vii. 2 xetOe kai O€riSos yaperny } BpaxvBeros "Ikos, where 
the shortening of the initial vowel, notwithstanding the scansion of Callimachus, is 
remarkable. There remains one more passage in which we would suggest that the name 
of Icus in this connexion has been corrupted, namely Athen. xi, p. 477, where ll. 11-14 
are cited (= Callim. Fr. 109): Kadnivayos . . . yw él rod oikelou Eévov Tod mapa TO Abnvaio 
T1dAdude ovverriacevros ait@* Kai yap 6 Opnixinv xrd. oikelov here seems meaningless, and 
Meineke, ap. Schneider, Cadim. ii, p. 378 had already proposed Keiov. In view of the 
proximity of éeivoy and “Inos in ll. 6 and 8, it can hardly be doubted that ’Ikiov éévov is the 
true reading, 

9-10. emrdf has here the meaning assigned to it by Helladius, Chrest. (Phot. Bzd/. 
p- 532- 36a, Bekker) 76 émraé mapa Kaddtpdy@ kal "Apdt@ keiwevov ,.. 0 Kat emitaypa Kat 
kehevow mpatrera. Perhaps this is the sense also in 1011. 239, if «pm ra€ there is rightly 
supplied. The aivos ‘Opnpixds is from p 218 as alel rév Opotov ttyer beds as Tov dpoior, 
Callimachus’ text apparently had the usual as alei (aiei rou Plato, Zys7’s. 214 A, Aristot. 
1208 b 10), but és rév dpotoy, a variant found in many MSS. 

ey ae nae nt en A CEE MANES NY Nt i 
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Why the second hand rewrote the o of ov is not evident. A slight trace of ink (?) in 
the centre suggests that the original letter had some appearance of a 6; possibly 6 or e had 
been actually written and then amended not quite successfully. 

_ It=14. kal ydp . . . 7d tpirov = Callim. Fr. rog from Athen. xi, p. 477 ¢, ll, 11-12 
being also found in x, p. 442f. The reading in the second of these passages coincides 
with that of the papyrus, whereas in the former dmjvaro (1. dvqvaro) and (wpomoreiv are found 
in place of dméorvye and oivororeiv, and so too in Macrob, Sa#. v. 21. Schneider, following 
Bentley, preferred améorvye but not oivororeiv ; the early testimony of the papyrus should now 
turn the scale in favour of the latter reading. 

18-16. These two verses are quoted anonymously by Athen. i, p. 32 b along with one 
of Simonides, and the three lines appear together as Simonides Fr. 88 in Bergk’s Poet. Lyr. 
The MSS. of Athenaeus have ydp for pad’, dddd te for GAN er, and, except L, Acdyns for 
Aéaxns. Kaibel adopted Porson’s conjecture jv dp’ for 7 ydp and Bergk’s xAetns for devxys, 
neither of which is confirmed. Aéoxns was rightly restored by H. Stephanus (An/hol. p. 513) 
and read by Casaubon and Schweighauser. 

18-19. The restoration and sense of these two verses remains in doubt. In]. 18 
édpvas seems inevitable, and the accented « commends ovd¢ yu», which, though the doubtful « 
might be «, is more likely than 088 @uev. The following vowel may be either « or 0; if is 
is right, at ... should be an epithet of either dppvas or oivoxder, preferably the former, 
since the exiguous traces of the letter after the lacuna suit s better than vy. dreveis, arpepeis, 
arpépous, arpérous might serve. drpéva caive: is more in accord with the tenor of the passage 
than druévas aivet, and the clause ér . . . caiver is apparently a general description of the 
attitude of the guest on such occasions. It is hardly likely that an allusion is to be 

recognized to the license permitted to slaves at the Anthesteria (cf. note on ll. 1-2), with 

which, so far as is known, the Alépa, as remarked above, had nothing to do. The double 

accentuation of druéva may have arisen from confusion with drpevos. 
22. cxawet apparently = iyava, a form found in Babrius 77. 2, Herondas 7. 25, 

Hesych., &c. iyaivew is not otherwise attested, but is credible enough. For dvepoperp cl, 

the Berlin fragment in Svtzungsber. Berl. Akad. 1914, p. 224 600a 8 dvetpopevp piiole, rad 

e€epea. 

23. Muppuddver éoojqva = Callim. Fr. 308. The rough breathing apparently given to 

éoojva in the papyrus may reflect a supposed connexion with éopds ; cf. Etym. Magn. 383. 

30 conv... amd perapopas Tod peticody Bacidéas : derivations from écoa and jjocay are also 

there suggested. 
24. Undéa..."Iko; cf. Callim. Fr. 372 and note on 1. 8 above. At the end of the 

verse |xa may be either an acc. sing. of some noun in -é or a neut. plur. Evra ra Oeooade|ka, 

which Lobel suggests, would give a suitable sense. For és cf. 1011. 4, 18 kore, 

25-6. A leek and a loaf were apparently the accompaniments of some ritual act 

performed by a girl. For the former cf. e.g. the use of mpdca at the archaic feast of the 

Dioscuri at Athens (Athen. iv, p. 137¢€) and of yyOvAdides at the Theoxenia at Delphi 

(id. ix, p. 3724). [. .Jur[...is presumably an epithet of dJprov ; there must have been at 

least two letters between 1d and v, so that eur... is excluded unless the « of id¢ was 

unelided, which is not at all likely. a{ in 1. 26 suggests ma[is or ma[pOévos. 

30. Bo is followed by remains of a perpendicular stroke. 

32-4 = Callim. Fr. 111. 2-4, which are now proved to have no connexion with the 

verse 20 dvépwv peyddov kipa Siadvyov associated with them by editors against the indications 

in Stobaeus. Schneider’s conjectural reconstruction of the context, as might be expected, 

also turns out to be wrong. On the other hand the first words of 1, 33, which are given in 

the MSS. as vauriAinow iv, had been successfully emended, Bentley’s yyw and Nauck’s «i (és 

Bentley) being now confirmed. 
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Frs. 2-4. These may be assigned with probability to the second column of Fr. 1, 

Fr. 4 being from the bottom of it. Fr. 5, which is of a lighter colour than the rest, is from 

the top of a different column. 

Fr. 4. 4. détedo[: this line possibly = Callim. Fr. 190 deledov airifovow, dyovat Oe 

xelpas am’ épyou. 

5. aro|: OF ane. ~ 

6. a®dov is probably the substantive, as the paroxytone accent will then be intelligible, 

though abnormal. 

1363. CALLIMACHUS, Jamz. 

10-3 X 2-6 cm. Second or early third 
century. Plate VI. 

The identification of this fragment is assured by the occurrence in Il. 5-7 of 

Callimachus Fr. 86, where an acute emendation of Bentley receives confirmation. 

Unfortunately both beginnings and ends of lines are missing throughout, and the 

loss is too serious for a satisfactory restoration. It seems fairly clear, however, 

that Schneider’s suggestion that the persons addressed in Fr. 86 were adeo. 

in general (Callim. i, p. 252) was wide of the mark, for the context here deals with 

poetry and literary matters. The poet is apparently apostrophizing various 

classes of writers. There is a close similarity between this piece and Fol. 6 

of 1011, and they may well be parts of the same poem. 

This text is on the verso of a narrow strip which on the recto has the 

beginnings of a dozen lines of, apparently, some official list drawn up towards the 

end of the second century. The writing on the verso is a small informal uncial 

which does not seem to be appreciably later in date; it may fall within the 

second century or belong to the beginning of the third. Stops, which are in the 

high position, accents, and breathings are with little doubt due to a second hand, 

and the mark of elision in 1. 3 should perhaps be classed with these ; the diaeresis 

in 1. 5, on the contrary, is most probably original. 

[.... alvdpes on viv | 

[.... KalryivAno® ov pe 

epee re Movoewy kale 

5 [es To mplo Tétxevs tpov [adees SevTe 

[ov tov] méAa IIdéyyatolv o trAacas Zava 

[yepwv] Aahagav ddi[ka Bibra >Wnyet (?) 
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[Penne lt yap evros ov| 

lea hence Ne ]éyn Tis* 7 ToAf 

POS Pas ters vra Bows a 

(eee hee Jae mpos Aidny [ 

[.... av]dpes dxédco Bol 
[. . Tpaylodoe povoa z[ 

ees aes p\Govos tis el 

ae eee ] be Kat roy os yf 

fash St she vy erapny ari 

ale asters tjapBov ooris 

Kueareees ].@s ts Tous | 

ee ache aa ]épetpa ros [| 

ZO Mee nne's |v oats tne [ 

egteorpete mlodAous ev) 

eS cee alvdpess ws [ 

Lee ees -] « yas nAnic 

[abe 5 jay eis |eévovaery|, 

26h lite We J eke \notnv av 

erage ecar bL Jos ptol 

aoe Ae ] Kae ypl 

fovea, Seas elEapki 

eee etre ee ]- paul 

5-7 = Callim. Fr. 86. In 1. 5 iepdv is the MSS. reading, which had been corrected by 
Meineke. The rough breathing on adees is doubtfully identified; a smooth one would be 
equally possible. In 1. 6 Wayxaioy (so normally accented) was Bentley’s correction of the 
traditional xdAxeov, The remains of the first letter of 1. 7 are inconsistent with v, and 
Aadafoy was apparently written, though the grave accent on the a implies dda¢ov, the 
ordinary reading, which there is no reason to doubt. Since a new sentence begins at 1. 8, 
a finite verb seems to be required after .8Ala, and yyxev which Schneider adopts from 
Sextus Empiricus is unlikely to be right. Other sources give Wye or Woxe, of which the 
former was defended by Reiske ; Wyye Bentley, yaxe Diibner, éver Toup. 

10. ies or Jara, Pura, &e. 

11, |a: or v. 
13. It is rather tempting to identify this line with Callim. Fr. 98 c, which is given in 

Schol. Saibant. on Hephaest. p. 36, Gaisf. ii in the form iri tpay@dds podoa AnxvOiovea. 
Unfortunately the letter after povea is uncertain. A vestige of the top of it suggests a r, 
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and X, though perhaps not impossible, is unsatisfactory, since some of the lower part should 

be visible. It would therefore be rash, in spite of the similarity to Fr. 98 c, to assume that 

the first part of the line as given by Schol. Saibant. is corrupt. 
19. [ra mevt|duerpa is likely on the analogy of 1011. 313, 366. 
25. |e, Ja, or |Ac are also possible before o. 
29. The supposed mark of length may be a rough breathing. 

1364, ANTIPHON SOPHISTES, [epi ’AdAnOetas 1. 

Fr. 1 22-3x38cm. Early third century. Plate V 
(Fr. 1. Cols. v-vii). 

The following fragments are written in a good-sized, sloping hand strongly 

resembling that of 7 (Sappho; Part I, Plate ii), and dating probably from the 

opening decades of the third century. As in 463, an analogous though perhaps 

rather earlier specimen of the same type, the columns are narrow and somewhat 

short, the written surface measuring approximately 17 by 44-5 cm.; in 463 they 

were about 16x 5 cm. It is noticeable that the ¢ is formed by three distinct 

strokes, the comma-shaped middle stroke asa rule not touching either of the two 

horizontal ones. At the ends of lines-the size of the letters was sometimes con- 

siderably diminished, but the scribe was nevertheless not very successful in 

maintaining a uniform length ; the common angular sign is used as a supplement 

here and there. Some alterations have been introduced into the text by a 

corrector to whom are likely to be due the occasional accents, breathings, | 

and marks of elision and quantity (e.g. 1. 113). Perhaps he was also responsible 

for the punctuation, for which high and medial dots were usually employed; of . 

the low dot only one instance occurs (I. 289). In any case, however, these 

additions may be regarded as practically contemporary. 

The authorship of the fragment is fortunately established by the coincidence, 

pointed out to us by Wilamowitz, of ll. 18-20 with a citation in Harpocration 
from the treatise of Antiphon ‘On Truth’ (Diels, Vorsokratiker, ii, p. 298, 

Fr. 44). This is the sophist Antiphon, to be distinguished from his more famous 

contemporary, the orator Antiphon of Rhamnus. There was much confusion 

between the two, and their identity and the attribution of their writings early 

gave rise to discussion ; cf. Hermog., De zdezs, ii. 11.7. Concerning the sophist 

few facts are known (see H. Sauppe in Ausgew. Schriften, 508 sqq., Blass, 

Att. Bereds. i. 108 sqq., Zeller, Gr. Phil. i. 1070, Gomperz, Gr, Denker, i, 

pp. 434 sqq., Engl. ed.). Suidas describes him as ’A@nvatos teparockdmos xat 
eromotds Kal oopioTHs éxadeito 5€ Aoyoudyeipos, and attributes to him a work Tlept 

kptoews dve(pwy. Arguments between him and Socrates are reported by Xenophon, 

Mem. i. 6, and ’Avtipdv 6 reparockdmos is mentioned as one of Socrates’ opponents 
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by Aristotle (af. Diog. Laert. ii. 46). Besides the treatises‘ On Truth’ and ‘On 
the Interpretation of Dreams’, Antiphon is commonly credited with a work Ilept 
épovotas, which is praised by Philostratus (Vz. Sophisz. i. 15) and quoted at some 
length by Stobaeus, and more doubtfully with another called THodurixds, of which 
a few words and phrases are preserved. The ITep) 4\n@elas was in two books, and 
the surviving remains go to show that the first of them dealt with metaphysics, 

the second with physics. Blass, however (De Antiphonte Sophista Lamblichi 
auctore, p. 12), had already argued from certain fragments cited from Book i 

(e. g. 2, 14, 17) that, besides metaphysical problems, questions of human conduct 
were discussed in it. This judgement finds its justification in the present 

papyrus, which proves that the ethical and political speculations of Antiphon 

were not limited to the epi duovotas and the ToArtixds, but had some expres- 

sion also in the [epi ddndefas. That 1864 is from the first book of that 

treatise is not certain, though eminently probable in view of the analogous 

fragments to which attention was called by Blass; it may be noted too that 

vos and vouos, so prominent in 1864, are opposed in a fragment from Book i 

(Ant. Fr. 15), though the contrast there is of a different kind. Since the 4ooth 

ottxos is marked in |. 188, the section here recovered occurred in the earlier part 

of the book. 
The papyrus consists of two main fragments with some small pieces, 

the place of which we have not been able to find. In Fr. 1, which contains 

six consecutive columns nearly complete and the beginnings of lines of a seventh, 

the subject throughout is the antithesis between law and nature. After defining 

justice as the observance of law, the writer proceeds to maintain that it is 

advantageous to disregard the law and follow nature when this can be done 

without detection. The laws of man may be broken with impunity, but not 

the laws of nature, and they are often in antagonism. Laws are a restraint 

on nature, and in so far are irksome and painful, i.e. harmful. Obedience 

to specific laws may also involve a positive loss of pleasure or increase of 

pain. Nor do the laws sufficiently counterbalance: these defects by the advan- 

tages attaching to obedience. The position of Fr. 2 relatively to Fr. 1 is 

unknown, but at least one column intervened between them if Fr. 2 followed 

Fr. 1, and apparently a gap must also be postulated if the order is reversed. 

This fragment contains the ends of some lines of one column and the greater 

part of a second. The subject is still pvovs, but in a rather different aspect. 

Antiphon is here maintaining the unnaturalness of distinctions of class and 

race. Men are all alike in their physical functions and requirements; the 

barbarian is not differentiated by nature from the Hellene. 

This opposition between picis and vépos, fundamental in the later sophistic 
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ethics, was, of course, not new. The antithesis is said to have been formulated 

by Archelaus, the pupil of Anaxagoras and teacher of Socrates (Diog. Laert. ii. 

4 deve... Kal 7d dixatoy Kal 16 alcxpov od dboe. GAAG voyw). Hippias in Xen. 

Mem. iv. 4. 14 emphasizes the diversity of laws in different localities, and Plato 

puts into his mouth language analogous to that of Antiphon in ll. 59-63 below 

(Prot. 337 ¢ 6 d& vopos, TUpavvos Sv Tdv avOpdrov, TOAAG Tapa Tiy piow PBidCerat). 

Similarly Protagoras in the 7heaetetus (167 c) is made to remark on the conven- 
tionality and instability of right. Plato’s views as to the ill effects of the 

doctrine may be read in Laws 889 d-e. But no such elaborate exposition of it 

as that here recovered has survived from the age of the older sophists. Remark- 

able too are the practical applications which Antiphon was apparently prepared 

to make of his theory. Gomperz has observed in connexion with this very 

philosopher that ‘it was a sheer impossibility for the sophists ... to promulgate 

' anti-social doctrines’ (Gr. Denker, i, p. 436, Engl. ed.). Teaching which 

explicitly justified furtive breaches of the law (ll. 12-23, 36-43), and treated 

obedience as merely a question of personal expediency (ll. 56 sqq.), cannot, 

to say the least, be regarded as pro-social. In his insistance on the artificiality 

of distinctions of birth Antiphon appears in a more favourable light. Here too 

the papyrus is likely to provide a locus classicus. Similar ideas are expressed 

e.g. by Euripides (Fr. 168 dvdémare peurrov 76 vdbov, 7) pvows 8 ton, Fr. 336 6 pe 

yap écOdds edyevijs, [on 854-6), but it would not be easy to find a more striking 

anticipation of the cosmopolitan ideal of the Cynics than that contained in 

Fr. 2. The judgement of E. Jacoby, De Ant. Soph. Tlept épovoias, 1908, p. 29, 

that Antiphon a Cynicorum grege rerum naturae veritatem imitantium vehementer 

abhorreat turns out to be singularly wide of the mark. 

By its revelation of the views professed by Antiphon on the subject of 

nature and law 1364 gives the coup de gridce to Blass’s theory (De Antiphonte 

Sophista Iamblicht auctore) that certain passages in the Protrepticus of Iamblichus, 

which he acutely recognized as taken from an old Attic writer, were derived 

from our sophist. This attribution was contested on stylistic grounds by 

K. Topfer (xz. Fahresb. d. Gymn. in Ainau, 1902) and E. Jacoby (of. cit.), 

and rejected by Wilamowitz (Avistot. u. Athen, i. 174), but accepted without 

reserve by Gomperz (of. cit. i, pp. 435 sqq., 585). Unfortunately one of the 
arguments used by Blass was the absence in the remains of Antiphon of this 
very doctrine about law and nature of which he is now seen to have been 
so thorough-going an exponent. The author of the passages in the Protrepticus 
held very different opinions. It is clear that such sentences as ovdk émt Acoveelav 
Oppav det ovd€ TO Kpdros... HyeloOat dperiy etvat, 7d Se TOV Vdmwv braKovety detrlay... 
poe yap ioxupa évded€o0a tabra (sc. rév Te vopov Kal Td dikawov) and 4 pev edvouta 
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dptotov etn Kat xown Kal idta, ) dvoula d& KdKicrtov (Blass, Frs. E, F = Iambl. 
Pp. 100, tor Pist.) can no longer be attributed to the sophist Antiphon. 

The estimate of the literary qualities of the Hep! ddnelas found in Hermo- 
genes, De idets, ii. 11. 17 is on the whole borne out by the new fragments; 
cf. the careful analysis of Antiphon’s style by Jacoby, of. cit. pp. 48 sqq., based 
largely on the remnants of the Tep! duovolas. After remarking that Thucydides 
WAS TOAAG Kexwpiopevov (from Antiphon the or atot) kal kexownkdra T@ elder TOV Ths 
’Adn elas Ronee Hermogenes continues (c. 9) 6 8 érepos Oy, ealetay ot Tis 
"AdnOetas eiol Aeyduevor Adyot, TOALTUKOS MeV ae €oTl, weuvos d€ Kal tm€poyKos rols 
te dAAols Kal TO dv dropdvoewr Tepalve 1d Trav, 5 dy Tod dvmpatixod re Adyou earl xa! 
mpos péyeBos dpSvtos, bYAOs dé TH A€EEL Kal Tpaxts, Sore pi) Téppw oKAnpsryros elvar. 
Kal mepiBddrex dé xopls edxpivelas, 510 Kat ovyye? Tov Adyov Kal or doapys Ta TOA. 
kal empedrs 5€ kara tiv ovvOjkny kal tats mapicdoect yalpwv, ob pay iOovs ye TL OVO 
aAnGwvod toTov péTErTL TO avdpl, palyy 8 av os ovde dewWdtNTOS TARY THs Pavowerns 
HED, OV pV ovons ye ws GAnOGs. One obvious detail in common with Thucy- 
dides is the spelling évy, which is consistently written in the papyrus. On the 
other hand rr is found in ll. 151, 164; the previously extant fragments show oo 
three times (Fr. 54 €dacoov, Fr. 61 éxmAjocowro, Fr. 76 foodpuevor), rr in other 
places. An instance of an Ionicism occurs in 1. 116 jjéovta. The writer’s tendency 
to poetical language may be seen in the metaphorical use of decuds in 1. 104, and 
his tendency to poetical rhythm in the iambic trimeter in ll. 20-3 ; cf. note ad loc. 
A fondness for synonyms remarked in the extant fragments is further exemplified 
by ll. 266-7, 270-1. Parallelism and antithesis are prominent, and Hermogenes 
was clearly right in saying that Antiphon was émipedAyjs kara thy cvvOjKnv Kat 

tals Tapiodoeot xatpwv. The characteristic rd 6.’ anopdvoewy tepalvew is also much 

in evidence. Emphasis is sometimes gained by adding negative to affirmative 

clauses, as in ll. 161-2; and the not infrequent omission of the verb efva: helps to 

give a sententious effect. Hermogenes’ imputations of obscurity and superficiality 
were probably not altogether ill-founded. The argument in Il. 84 sqq. seems 

rather lacking in lucidity. Still, for the most part the writer puts his points 

clearly and forcibly enough, and the ornate style is effective and not unpleasing. 
These fragments are a notable addition to the relics of early Attic prose, and are 

of real interest for the history of Greek literature as well as for that of Greek 

philosophy. 
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Col ii. 

auTolv|s opav: Kat> 

& ov [del [[o]] cae em 
Tos wow a de av 
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& ov de. kat emt rn 
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Col. iv. 
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Col. v. Plate V. 
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Plate V. 
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n tat dedpako 

[71] mepar yap al. 

Ol \TO.. fase UOT sla 

mabey [. .| duvva 

oat: an. . 
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160 [ro] mapa Twv vo 

[ulov. tows de pn 195 

[w]potepevors ar 

[A €}p[]. Jlavriovue 

[vjors eXaTTwors. 

202 

205 

210 

205 

235 

240 

kyv [...Jv Tau 

Ta oe k[a|randee 

meTalt] Kat Tar dpa 

gavr[e alpverrbar 

Col. vii. Plate V. 

4 lines lost. 

eae 4 € 

oTly pan 
oonmTEep T[@L.. Ka 220 

THLyOpoUlyTL nN TS 

KaTnyoplias ... 

HELO S Ores 

Tol TE me[7rovO0 

TL Kat Tale dedpa 

KOTL yly|veTat 

yap »| 
pace kl 

Kat kl 

dura 

decal 

ovd| 

Fr. is 

Colsit: 

pov emlardoupe 

Oa Te kat oeBopeda 

tous de [ex dav 

Aov olk[ov ovras 

ovre em[adoupe 

Oa. ovte ceBopleba 

ev T[ojuTele yap 

mpos adAn|Aous 

BeBapBapa|pe 
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TE|Katpe 275 Oa- emer gucet [> 

] mapexet TavTAa TavT|eEs 

]. L-Jras opoiws mepuk|a 

lecoTt@v bev kar BapBa [ 

245 Jeor || pot kat EdAnvies 

\ra ve 280 eval’ oKorrety | 

Jav > ole] TApEXEL TH > 

\«[. -] tov dvoet [ovTov 

] avaykat[ov 

| Traci av|Opw 

j ZEB POLS Bie seeeg os 

] Tal 
TE KOT Goa 

CUD OLe amass 

KQUSER\s 3 one 

290 

295 
262 lvo 

v 

jus] ou ote : 

205 lef 

Bios Fr. 4 

J--[ Jo-[ 
Wiles: ad lise | 

|x ol[. Javol jul 

]-[.. -|oaal \rrof 

Tos. ouTe PlapBa 

pos adpwpiloras 

[[o]] nor olfvders 

ouTe EXAnr|'] a [ 

vamveopev 

TE yap els Tov a 

€p[a| amavres> 

KaTa TO oTop\a| 

[klac kata] Tas pt 

VOS* KiGl , tee 

[. - xl 
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5 ‘Aolyou- yf 5 | 5 \vool 
Jeve[ laxa 

Jevz[ | pos 

Fr. 6 EY: Fr, 8 Fr. 9 

\earr[ Jacz[ ]. al kel 
Joveg| J+ \ror[ al 

EGLO. Hvar. Fro 12 Piens 

\.[ je. [ \nz[ yf 
\en| Jocal cual 
jovo[ 

6-189. ‘... justice consists in not transgressing any of the ordinances of the state of 
which one is a citizen. A man would therefore exercise justice with most advantage to 
himself if in the presence of witnesses he held in esteem the laws, but in the absence 
of witnesses, the precepts of nature. For the precepts of the laws are adventitious, whereas 
those of nature are necessary, and the precepts of the laws are the product of agreement, 
not of growth, while those of nature are the product of growth, not of agreement. Thus 
in transgressing legal ordinances, whenever he is unobserved by the parties to the agree- 
ment, he is free both from shame and punishment, but not if he is observed. On the other 
hand, if he strain any of the innate principles of nature more than it can bear, the evil is no 
less, if he is unobserved by every one, nor any greater, if every one sees. For the injury 
does not depend on opinion but on fact. All this is the object of our inquiry; because most 
of what is just according to law stands in opposition to nature. The law has laid down for the 
eyes what they ought to see and what they ought not, for the ears what they ought to hear 
and what they ought not, for the tongue what it ought to say and what it ought not, for the 
hands what they ought to do and what they ought not, for the feet whither they ought to go 
and whither they ought not, and for the mind what it ought to desire and what not. Now 
the things from which the laws deter men are not at all more agreeable or akin to nature 
than those to which the laws encourage them. Life and death are both natural ; and their 
life results from things that are beneficial, death from those that are not beneficial. And with 
regard to things beneficial, those that are ordained by the laws are restraints on nature, 
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while those that are ordained by nature are free. What causes gladness then on a right 

view is of advantage to nature rather than what causes grief; and so what is pleasurable 

would be beneficial rather than what is painful. For the truly beneficial ought not to be 

injurious but advantageous. What is beneficial, therefore, to nature . . . those who.. . 

and who repel attack but do not themselves begin the aggression, and who are kind to their 

parents even when these behave badly to them, and who permit others to affirm on oath 

but do not do so themselves. Much of what has been mentioned would be found to be in 

opposition to nature; there is involved in it greater pain when less is possible, or less 

pleasure when more is possible, or injury when injury might be avoided. Now if those who 

adopted such courses as these had any protection from the laws, whereas those who did not 

adopt them but opposed them incurred Joss, obedience to the laws would not be without 
advantage ; but as it is, legal justice is found inadequate to protect those who adopt them. 
First of all it allows the injury of the injured and the aggression of the aggressor, and besides 
not originally preventing the injured from being injured, nor the aggressor from making 
ageression, on being held over until punishment is inflicted, it is no more favourable to the 
injured than to the aggressor.’ 

6-11. Cf. Xen. Mem. iv. 4. 12-13, where Socrates argues with Hippias of Elis that 6 pev 
vopipos Sikaids eat, 6 Oe avopos abikos. 

7. Apparently ra has dropped out after [ma}pra. 
18-20 = Antiphon, Fr. 44 Diels, from Harpocration, s. v. dye, "Avtipav 3 ev 7@ Ilepi 

’AdnOcias pnoi Tovs vopous peyddous you, avtl Tov ryyotTo. 

20-2. povovpevos . . . huoews iS an iambic trimeter. Jambic rhythms occur also in 
ll. 113-15, 181-4, 272-4; cf. Jacoby, op. czz. p. 66. 

34-6. Small curved brackets have been placed before and after the deleted letters, 
which have also been crossed through. The deleted paragraphus is only bracketed. 

45. te: 1.7. The mistake was probably caused by the following cay re. 
49. The deleted » has a dot placed above it, and is crossed through with a light 

diagonal stroke. A similar method has been followed in Il. 66, 68, 149, 151, 166, 291; 
de in 1. 57 has only the overwritten dots; cf. ]. 245. 

68. Apparently the scribe inadvertently wrote ovdes. 
87 sqq. Since the author’s contention is that legal justice is contrary to nature 

(ll. 59 sqq.), he might here be expected to say that what is encouraged by the law is not 
more in accordance with nature than what is prohibited, instead of vice versa. But 
apparently he is here regarding law as predominantly negative, and is thus concerned 
to show that prohibitions and restraints involve pain, and so are more akin to death 
than life. 

89. The syllables 6pwmovs seem to have been originally omitted. 
102-6. ano... vmo: the variation of prepositions appears to correspond to no real 

distinction of sense, and amo may be regarded as a clerical error. 
108. |. adyvvorra: the final a was converted from o. 
10g. 7 Of re is clear, but ye is required. 
116. tla n|Sovra : cf. Ps.-Plat, Ax. 3664 ra pev ASovra auvyiaia, and Pollux iii. 98 76d 

yap So “lovixdy kat rd foe omdviov pev map’ Huiv, ’"Avaxpéov & adrd eipnxev (Fr. 148), Some 
instances of the active occur in later writers. 

126-30. The length of the lacunae at the beginnings and ends of the lines are 
calculated from |. 131, where the supplement is practically assured by 1. 135. There will 
be two lines entirely lost above |. 126, if 1. 131 was ona level with 1. 99. In 1. 128 the 
rough breathing is probable, but might possibly be an interlinear «. In ]. 129 the letter 
after o. may be y, n, », v, 7, but not r. 

— 
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131-4. The antithesis of dpav and mdcyew, which is repeated in Cols. vi-vii, occurs 
in Antiphon, Fr, 58. of dpav was apparently inserted after the a was written, perhaps by 
the second hand. 

148. te: ye seems to have been originally written and subsequently altered, mistakenly. 
If the interlinear » is rightly read, the insertor wished to read 7 ev instead of re. The first 
stroke of the v is not clear, and the remainder of it is so much curved as to suggest a mark 
of short quantity above a of av (cf. 1. 113), but this would be unintelligible. 

157. mpo[tleprevors : 1. mpoo[tlepevors ; Ciel. 169. The same mistake occurs in |. 162. 

165-6. The deletion of the v at the beginning of 1. 166 (cf. 1. 231) is doubtless due to 
the corrector, who objected to the original division of the letters. Probably the word in 

‘ question was ay, which is sometimes divided aly; cf. Crénert, AZem. Herc. p. 13. That the 
final »v of an adjective should have been carried over into the next line is much less likely. 
y) #, ™ or perhaps « would be possible in place of >[ in 1. 165. [lo row might be read 
in |. 166. 

167. vvy makes the supplement a little long, but this is preferable to the supposition of 
a lost line containing e. g. the words rj adAneia. 

188. The marginal 6 is a stichometrical figure standing for 400. Stichometry, which 
is frequent in papyri of poetical works, is seldom met with in prose ; cf. e.g. P. Grenf. ii. 
II. ii. 4 and 852. Fr. 25, note. 

189-94. This passage ought to be restored. In]. 189 mepa, if rightly read, may be 
an illustration of Antiphon’s tendency to poetic words; but perhaps the adverb is meant, 
as the scribe sometimes wrote iota adscript wrongly, e.g. ll. 151, 205. The p, however, is 
not altogether satisfactory, since a trace of the tail, if of average length, would be expected 
to be visible. The vestige of the top of the letter is consistent with 7, but there would 
barely be room for e}rera: in the Jacuna. The a at the end of the line may be 6. Inl. rg0 
the doubtful o may be ¢; [rolus ri[uolpfowrlas suggests itself, but partial supplements are 
useless. In 1. 193 an| and ay[ are equally possible. The letter before & looks at first sight 
like y, but this is probably due to a discoloured crack in the papyrus; ¢ydikn does not occur. 
d.> might be read as aA, but adxnp is less likely in this context. 

203-7. As Murray suggests, the sense seems to be that the severity of rypopia will 

depend on the persuasiveness of the accuser; but the connexion with the next three lines 

is not clear. 
211. v has apparently been converted from zx. 
219. A small smudge below @ is probably not a paragraphus. 

225—7. These lines have been bracketed and crossed through in the same way 

as ll. 34-6. 
oe The lower part of a diagonal stroke is visible below this » (or »), which was 

probably crossed out and transferred to the end of the previous line, as at 1. 166. 

245. Dots are placed above the letters to be cancelled, as in 1. 57; that over p 

is uncertain. 
264. A horizontal stroke stands above |ys, to the right of which there is a curved mark 

like those used elsewhere in this papyrus for purposes of deletion ; for interlinear strokes 

instead of dots cf. e.g. 848. The marginal note no doubt refers to the alteration in the 

text. od« was perhaps intended, though the suspension of the « would be unusual. 

266-98. ‘ We revere and venerate [the great], but the lowly-born we do not revere or 

venerate ; for in this our conduct to each other is barbarized, since we are all by nature 

alike fully adapted to be either barbarians or Hellenes. We may see this from the needs 

which all men naturally have; in... no one is marked off as barbarian or Hellene. We 

all breathe the air with mouth and nostrils . . .’ 
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266, Perhaps mo pov. 3 

279. A short diagonal apex often attached by the scribe to the top of a vertical stroke 
appears in « of ca in an exaggerated form. 

285. m[: or 7. 
286, kara was perhaps originally written by a lipography for xara ra. 
299. This was probably the last line of the column, which is already longer than 

Cols. i—vi of Fr. 1. 

Fr. 3. The rather dirty condition of this fragment and the next would suit a position 
in the first column of Fr. 2. 

2. The remains suggest a rough breathing rather than a diaeresis on «; a breathing is 
of course consistent with a compound, e. g. a}wers or ou]yets. 

5. The broken letter before the lacuna seems to be by the second hand, in which case 
jyou. probably ended the line. ; 

Fr. 4. 1-2. Possibly what has been taken for vestiges of letters here is the effect 
of dirt, and ]. 3 was the first of a column. 

5. jv: perhaps ended the line; cf. the preceding note. 
6. The margin after the final a is slight, but most probably this was the last letter 

of the line. 

Fr. 9. The comparatively small size of the letters indicates that this fragment, if it 
belongs to 1864, is from near the ends of lines, 

1365. HISTORY OF SICYON. 

29:4 X 10-8 cm. Third century. Plate VI. 

This interesting historical fragment consists of two nearly complete columns 
of 35 lines, written in a fine upright uncial hand approximating towards the 
biblical type (cf. 1892, which was found at the same time). Most of the letters 
are broad, but o is small and ¢ and o narrow. is generally placed rather 
high in the line of writing. At the end of a line the letters are sometimes 
small. 847 (Part VI, Plate vi) is a specimen of this style on vellum (fourth 
century), but is somewhat later than 1865, which is likely to be nearly con- 
temporary with 1234 (Part X, Plate iv) and P. Grenf. ii. 12 (Plate iii). These 
two papyri are in similar hands and have third-century cursive scholia, and 
we should assign 1865 to the earlier half of that century. An accompanying 
document was dated in the year 287, Paragraphi and two kinds of stops, the 
high and middle points, are employed, but the distinction between them is 
not accurately observed. A breathing in 1. 15 and accents in ll. 31 and 60 
with an interlinear insertion in 1. 56 seem to be due to a corrector, but the 
diaeresis in ]. 20 is by the original scribe. The lines are rather short, ranging 
from 13 to 18 letters and rarely exceeding 15, and the loss of the ends throughout 
Col. ii is not serious. 
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The subject of the fragment is the origin and rise of Orthagoras, tyrant 
of Sicyon during part of the first half of the seventh century B.C., and founder 
of a dynasty which brought that town into prominence in Greek history and 
maintained itself in power for about 100 years. Concerning this family, which 
belonged to the original Ionic inhabitants, not to the Dorian conquerors, very 
little is known, except with regard to the last ruler, Clisthenes, whose only 
daughter married Megacles the Alcmaeonid and became the mother of the 
Athenian reformer Clisthenes, a circumstance which gave Herodotus the oppor- 
tunity for an excursus on the government of the Sicyonian (v. 67-8), besides 
the well-known story of the wooing of Agariste (vi. 126-31). Orthagoras with 
the other predecessors of Clisthenes has been hitherto little more than a name, 
and concerning even that there were doubts, since Herodotus ignores him, 

giving the genealogy of Clisthenes (vi. 126) as son of Aristonymus son of 

Myron son of Andreas, Aristotle, to whom Pollux (ix. 77) attributes a treatise 

called Xixveviwy Todirefa, briefly discusses the government of the Sicyonian 
tyrants (Pol. p. 1315 b, Bekker) mdciorov yap éyévero xpdvov 4 mept Suxvdva 

tupavvis, 7 Tov “OpSaydpov Taldav kal abtod "Opbaydpov' érn 8 atirn diéuerven éxardv. 

TovTov 0° airiov Ste Tols dpxouevors expGvro peTpls Kal TOAAG Tors vdpors edovAEvov, Kat 

dud TO ToAEuLKIS yevécOar KArercOvns odk Hv edxatappdyntos, kal Ta TOAAG Tals 

emupehetars eOnuaysyovr, and elsewhere (p. 1316 a) treats Myron as the immediate 
predecessor of Clisthenes, weraBddrer cal eis tepavvlda rupavvis, domep f Sixvdvos 
ex THs Mvpwvos eis tiv KAevoOévovs. Pausanias, however (ii. 8.153 cf. vi. 19. 2), 

agrees with Herodotus in the order Myron, Aristonymus, Clisthenes, and con- 

cerning the first gives the valuable piece of chronological information that 

he won a chariot-race in the 33rd Olympiad (648 B.C.). Nicolaus Damascenus 
(Fr. 61), describing Clisthenes’ accession, makes Myron, Isodemus, and Clisthenes 

brothers, assigning to them respectively 7, 1, and 31 years’ rule, and speaks 

of Myron as am6 ’OpOayédpov kardywy 7d yévos, implying that he was not his son. 

Plutarch (De ser. num. vind. 7) connects the tyranny of Orthagoras with an 
oracle, Suxveviows 6€ Kat diappijdyv 6 Oeds mpoetwe pactryovdpwv SetoOar Ty TAL Ste 

Tedntiay matéa orepavotpevov év Iv0iois apapotpevor du€omacav. adda Sixvoviors 

mev “OpOaycpas yevouevos tUpavvos Kal pet exetvov of mept Mipwva xat KAewdevn - 

Ti axo\aciav énavoay. Libanius (Or. contra Severum, iii, p. 251, Reiske) calls 

Orthagoras a pdyerpos, i. e. ‘ butcher’, while Diodorus (Zxc. Vat. viii. 24) applies 

that term to Andreas (cf. Herodotus), and gives another version of Plutarch’s 
story about the oracle. By a curious chance this fragment of Diodorus connects 

closely with our papyrus, supplying the details which must have been given 

in the column immediately before Col. i; dre Sixveviows éxpnoev 7 TvOla éxarov 
é7n ~pactryovopnOnobar avtovs. emepwtnoavtwy b€ aditav tis 6 Tadta Toijowy TaALy 
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e amexpiOn, @ dv xatamhedcavtes tpdtw yeyernuevov vidv dxotowow. erdyXare dé Tots 

Oewpols HKodovOnkds THs Ovolas vera pdyetpos, ds ekadeiro "Avdpéas. piobod Tots 

&pxovor pactiyopopév tnypérer. This being all the evidence that has survived 

concerning the predecessors of Clisthenes, even the outlines of their history 

are uncertain, Orthagoras and Andreas were regarded by K. F. Hermann 

as one and the same person, and most recent historians since Grote have pre- 

ferred that view to the older one (e.g. Plass, Die Tyrannis, i. 137) that Andreas 

was the son of Orthagoras. It has been suggested (Abbott, Hzst. of Greece, 

i. 370) that Orthagoras was only a nickname. Concerning Myron the statements 

of Herodotus and Pausanias are plainly inconsistent with those of Aristotle and 

Nicolaus, which are generally regarded as derived from Ephorus, like those 

of Plutarch and Diodorus, and while Plass (op. c7¢. i. 140-1) wished to reject 

Nicolaus’ evidence about Myron altogether, most historians (e.g. Duncker, /77s?. 

of Greece, ii. 400, Busolt, Griech. Gesch. i. 661*) insert a second Myron between 

Aristonymus, who perhaps never reigned, and Clisthenes. The chronology of 

the latter is fairly secure: he took part in the First Sacred War, won a chariot- 

race at the Pythian games in 582 B.c. (Pausanias x. 7. 7), and at Olympia 

probably not later than 568, since his daughter Agariste, who was betrothed 

to Megacles after the victory, apparently had a daughter of marriageable age 

about 550 (Hdt. i. 60 and vi. 126). Clisthenes probably died about 565, for 

Nicolaus (/.c.) assigns to him 31 years, and his anti-Dorian institutions continued 

in force for sixty years after his death (Hdt. v. 68), Sicyon being found in the 

Spartan league by 495 (Hdt. vi. 92). Hence the 100 years’ period mentioned by 

Aristotle and Diodorus has generally been considered to point to about 665 

as the date of the foundation of the tyranny (so Duncker and Busolt), though 

Plass, who (of. ci¢. i. 138) thought that revolutions might have occurred at intervals, 

preferred about 700, and Grote (iii. 37) 680-70. 

The new fragment, continuing, as has been said, the story of the oracle 

in Diodorus, settles the question concerning his Andreas at any rate, who proves 

to be the father of Orthagoras. According to our author the Sicyonians, 

despising Andreas’ low rank (he is called in 1. 20 udyeipos, as in Diodorus, 

- and as Libanius calls Orthagoras), paid no attention to the prophecy that his 

son would be. the future scourge of Sicyon, and Orthagoras was brought up 

in humble circumstances (ll. 1-22). On reaching military age he became a 

patrol (mepimodos), and distinguished himself in a war with the neighbouring 

city of Pellene, being promoted to the post-of wepiméAapyos, in which he won fresh 

successes and fame (Il. 22-52). After an interval, during which he seems to have 

become a democratic leader, he was elected polemarch, and carried on a vic- 

torious war (ll. 52-68). This resulted in the city taking some step (cf. lL. 70, 
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note) which probably led directly to his seizure of supreme power, but at this 

point the papyrus breaks off. The story of Orthagoras is thus somewhat similar 

to that told by Nicolaus (Fr. 58) concerning the rise of Cypselus, who utilized his 
office of polemarch at Corinth to make himself tyrant, although Aristotle 

(Pol. p. 1310 b) states that Cypselus became tyrant not é« tév tiudv but ex Tijs 
dnmaywytas. In the case of Orthagoras it appears that both causes contributed 

to his success, and probably the same is true of Cypselus. The distinctly 

favourable estimate of Orthagoras by our author harmonizes well with the praise 

awarded to the tyrants of Sicyon by Aristotle (cf. p. 105) and Strabo, p. 382. 

The plain and straightforward but somewhat monotonous narrative of the 

fragment does not suggest an author who possessed very high literary merits. 

Hiatus is uniformly avoided. The writer is inclined to verbosity, especially 

in the long sentence in Il. 22 sqq., e.g. xaradpaydvtwv cal cupBalAdvtwv, word 

mdvtiwav nvoolkiunoe pd\Avota] Tév Tepit[dAwy, OKeLodTo k[al mpoo|yyero, and displays 

a fondness for the genitive absolute (ll. 28, 34-6, 52, 61-8) and the repetition of 

the article with an adjective or other dependent words placed after a substantive 

(ll. 9, 57, 64, 69). For one expression, wapyjAda€gev jArkiay (1. 24), there seems to 

be no precise parallel before the Roman period, but the general style of the 

fragment points to an earlier writer, and in view of the close connexion with 

Diodorus, Ephorus has the first claim to be considered. The extant quotations 

of Ephorus’ own words are hardly sufficient to form a clear conception of his 

peculiarities, but he seems to have been rather verbose (cf. Walker, Hellenica 

Oxyrhynchia, pp. 42-3), and Dion’s criticism of his style as trrioy Kai dveusevov 

would apply to 1865. The tendency to repeat the article is not traceable in the 

fragments which are certainly attributed to him, and is much more noticeable in 

the Hell. Oxy. (842) and Theopompus than in the ’A@nvalwv Modtteia, which has 

very few instances of it. There are one or two other points of resemblance 

in diction between 1865 and 842 (cf. notes on Il. 24 and 33), and the hypothesis 

of a common authorship is attractive on stylistic grounds. Ephorus presumably 

described the Sicyonian tyrants in Books vii-viii, of which extant fragments refer 

to the First Messenian War and death of Croesus, while Theopompus is hardly 

likely to have discussed early Sicyonian history, so that, if 842 and 1365 belong to 

the same work, the identification would favour Walker’s view that Ephorus was the 

author of 842. That our fragment comes from the lost treatise of Aristotle on 

the Constitution of Sicyon is also possible, but on the whole less likely in view of 

the popularity of Ephorus and the marked agreement with Diodorus. Our author 

shows an interest in political history, but his reference to the internal politics of 

Sicyon (II. 58-61) is rather vague, and he does not happen to mention the Dorian 

aristocracy who controlled three out of the four tribes. There are several points 
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of agreement with the language of the ’A@nvatwv ToAureta (cf. ll. 21, 24, 26, 28, 40, 

46-7, and 51, notes), though some of these consist in common expressions, and 
the praise bestowed upon Orthagoras in 1865 is quite consistent with the opinion 

expressed in the Politics (cf. p. 105) ; but the early history of the Sicyonian tyrant 

is more detailed than the corresponding account of the rise of Pisistratus, and the 

references to the Sicyonians by name in ll. 29, 43, and 69 rather suggest a work 
in which the affairs of Sicyon formed an episode than one which was wholly con- 

cerned with that city. Aristotle in the ’Ad. IloA. usually speaks of the Athenians 

as 6 djuos simply or uses the plural without specification. Diodorus is not 

likely to be author of the fragment, still less Nicolaus or any other writer of the 

early Roman age, and what historians in the Alexandrian period described 

Sicyonian affairs is unknown. That 1865 is either a fragment of Ephorus or, 

at any rate, of a writer who was deriving his information from Ephorus, whether 

Aristotle or another, remains the most satisfactory hypothesis. We have now 

to examine the value of his account in connexion with the previously known 

evidence. 

The circumstance that at length both Andreas and Orthagoras are mentioned 
by the same writer, and the Diodorus fragment is now shown to refer to 

Orthagoras’ father, goes far to undermine the current opinion that there was 

a widespread confusion of the names of these two persons. Since Andreas was not 

himself tyrant, his omission by Aristotle and Plutarch is explained, and Libanius’ 

transference of the term pdyeipos from him to Orthagoras is perfectly intelli- 

gible in the light of ll. 15-22. But the difficulty in Herodotus’ genealogy of 

Clisthenes still remains. If Orthagoras was the son of Andreas, and Myron, 

the grandfather of Clisthenes, was really the son of Andreas, either Myron 

was the brother of Orthagoras, which is inconsistent with Aristotle’s statement 
(cf. p. 105) concerning the aides ’OpOaydpov (the term Orthagoridae is a modern 
expression), or else there were two persons called Andreas, the father and the son 
of Orthagoras, and Herodotus was referring to the second. In the case of 
Myron there is reason to suppose that there were two rulers of that name 
(cf. p. 106), and since Herodotus’ Myron is clearly identical with Pausanias’ 
Myron who won the chariot-race in 648 B. C., to insert a generation between him 
and Orthagoras would result in pushing back Orthagoras’ accession nearly 
to 700 B.C., a date proposed by Plass on other grounds (cf. p. 106) which are not 
convincing. Cypselus became tyrant at Corinth in the middle of the seventh 
century (652 according to Busolt, 655 Grote), and Theagenes at Megara apparently 
about the same time, so that the Sicyonian tyranny seems to have been the 
earliest of the three despotisms of the Isthmus; but since Myron was contem- 
porary with Cypselus, it is not at all satisfactory to suppose two generations 
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of tyrants at Sicyon before him, and if the 100 years’ period (cf. p. 105) is at all 
correct, four generations of rulers are more suitable than five. The introduction 
of a second Andreas as well as a second Myron is therefore open to objection. 

On the other hand, the omission of the second Myron involves the rejection 

of the statements not only of Nicolaus but, what is more serious, of Aristotle, 

whose allusion (cf. p. 105) to the change from Myron to Clisthenes is quite com- 

patible with Nicolaus’ account of the murder of Myron by his brother Isodemus 

which resulted in the speedy accession of Clisthenes, the third brother. If 
Herodotus’ Andreas, the father of Myron, is to be distinguished from the 

Andreas of Diodorus and 1865, we should prefer to abandon the supposed 

100 years’ period of the Sicyonian despotism. The evidence for it is not free 

from suspicion, being clearly connected, so far as Diodorus, i.e. Ephorus, goes, 

with the reputed oracle, while Aristotle’s reference to it may well be derived 

from Ephorus. Plutarch moreover, who mentions the oracle but not the 100 

years (cf. p. 105), seems to be guilty of an anachronism, for his story implies that 

the gymnic contests at the Pythian games had been instituted before Orthagoras’ 

time, whereas they are generally considered to have been added during the 
Sacred War (i.e. after 590 or 586; cf. Duncker, of. cé¢. ii. 149). Recent his- 

torians regard the oracle as a later invention arising from the length of the 

rule of the Orthagoridae, but the number 100 is likely to have been due to 

the oracle, and its correctness is not confirmed by any evidence that is clearly 

independent. Herodotus, however, ought to have mentioned Orthagoras when 

giving a genealogy of the Sicyonian tyrants, and on the whole it seems more 

likely that his Andreas was identical with the father of Orthagoras in 1365, 

and that he has confused Orthagoras with Myron or with Andreas, than that 

tod ‘OpOayopém has dropped out of the text in vi. 126 before rod ’Avdpew. As 

Walker observes, his genealogy of the kings of Salamis in Cyprus (v. 104) contains 

a somewhat analogous inaccuracy, there being one generation too many. 

Colm. Col, il 

fo[rja Onuorny Kat kat oupBaldovrav €€ at 

galvjAov tov avOpw pyidiov BolnOyoas 

Tov TapnpeAnoe ameKkTel[ey TY 70 

TOV PaVTELOV. Kal TAs Aeplov Tivlas Kat 

5 pev addas Ovolas Tas 40 ToAv mravti@y nudo 

[e]mitaxOecas eK Tov Kiinoe paldltora 

[A]eAgov amedaxe Tov TepiT[oAwy 

tos Oeous- Tys Oe TU avd wy o S[tkvove 
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pavyidos tTns per 

10 Aovons ececbar Kate 

[ppolynoev. o de Av 

Splelas To yevopevov 

auT@ TaLoLoy ETPE 

dev ovopa Oepevos 

15 OpOayopay 6s pexpt 

Hey nArKias Sluere 
[Aleve drarT@pevos 

Kal mTaldevopevos 

OUT@S wWOTTED NV EL 

20 KOS vlov ovTa payeL 

[pov] Kat tov tvxor{Tos| 

[Tw|v moAtT@y- E7reL 

On O€ Thy Tov Tat 

[dwly mapnAdragev 7 

25 AlKLav. yevopevos 

TOV TEpITOA@Y TOV 

[plplolupovvtav rnv 

[xolpav- moeuou cur 

[elorwros Tors Sixvo 

30 viots mpos ITeAXn 

veas* hv bev ev a 

Tao TOUS KaLpolsS e€ 

vleplyos Kat Xaptets: 
[Klara paporter 

35 [dle tov ITedAnveoly 

45 

50 

55 

60 

65 

70 

ou TrepimoAapyov av 

tov amedeEav evOus 

be Tvx@v TlavTNS 

THS Tins €lvLKnoE 

Tous moAepilous ETL 

AapmpoTEeplov wore 

Tov moAtTa@|v mroAXous 

@LKELOUTO K[al TpoT 

NYETO? Kal x|povov 

mpoedovrols €lAov 

TO TroAELapylov av 

Tov. padiora [wey de 
€ 

a Tnv avopilav Kat 

THY evTUXLaly THY 

KaTa ToAEpoly Emel 

Ta Kat TO TAn[Oos Te 

mToAlTov eb [mpos av 

Tov elxev* Tr[oAE 

pPnoavros dle Kata 

THY apxnv alvdperws 

Thv TE xwopav [ThV 

olkeav d.al pura 

gavtos: kat moda ka 

Ka Tous mroAé|fLLous 

TOlNoavTos o pe 

dnpos o tev [Sixkv 

viov avbi[s 

‘. .. the people of Sicyon, knowing] the man to be one of the common folk and of no 
account, neglected the oracle, and while rendering to the gods the sacrifices enjoined by 
Delphi took no heed of the coming tyranny. Andreas brought up the child born to him, 
giving him the name of Orthagoras, and until he reached maturity he continued to receive 
the nurture and education natural for the son of a butcher and an ordinary citizen. After 
passing the age of boyhood, however, he became one of the patrols who guarded the 
country, and on the outbreak of war between Sicyon and Pellene he was active and 
agreeable on all occasions. When an incursion was made by the people of Pellene and 
a fight begun, he brought up reinforcements suddenly and killed several of the enemy . 
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and distinguished himself far above all the patrols. In return for this the Sicyonians 
appointed him chief of the patrols, and no sooner had he received this honour than he 
gained a still more brilliant victory over the enemy, thus winning over and attaching to 
himself many of the citizens. After a while they chose him as polemarch, chiefly on account 
of his courage and success in war, partly also by reason of the goodwill of the mass of the 
citizens towards him. During his office he fought bravely and kept close guard over his 
country, and inflicted much injury upon the enemy; whereupon the people of Sicyon 
again...’ 

1. [o}[rla: something like yvous (or atoOopevos) Se o Snuos o rav Sivonen (cf. 1. 69) 
probably preceded. 

11. Avdplelas: v is practically certain, and the vestiges of the following letters suit dp[ejas 
very well. Cf. Diod. viii. 24 and introd. pp. 105-6. 

16. 8[vereA]eoe: this verb occurs four times in "AO. Tod. with a participle. 
20. payed pou : ef. Diod. Zc. and p- 105. 

21. Tov Laie cf. ’A@. Tod. 247. 4 padXov ray tuydvTav 7) ray emekav avOporav. 
24. mapnddAagey nrccav: cf. Plut. Alcvd. 7, Cimon 1, Heliod. x. 23. The verb occurs 

in 842. xix. 2 in the same sense, but with mediov, and twice in ’A@. Mod. with pixpdy meaning 
Editter 

26. tmepirodwy Tov [Plplolupovrray Ty [xo |pav : cf. “AO. Tlov. 42. 4 mepurodovor tiv xapay. 

28. moAepou ovle|oreros : cf, AO. Tlok. 24. 3 ovveatnaavto Tov moAepov. 
33- xapues: cf. 842. i. g dct yve |pip|oe kai xaplevres joav, 

40. nudo|keunoe : cf. ’A@, TloA. 14. I 6 Iewciorpatos cai ohddp’ eddoxyunkas ev TO mpos 
Meyapéas Trohéu@. 

44. mepurodapxov : cf. Thuc. viii. 92 s rod mepiroAdpyou Evmdvras. Whether the termina- 
tion was -os or -ys is uncertain, but modé€uapxos (cf. 1. 54) is much better attested than 
moNepapxns. 

46-7. Cf. ’A@. Tod, 12. 5 ef ydp tis GdXos, Hyai, ravtns THs TYns ervxev. 
51. mpoalyeto: cf. AO. Tod. 20, I mpoonydyeto Tov Shpov. 

66. noha kajka Tous mone| vous | mounsavrols: Cf, 842. XV. 31 tocatra Kaka moumoarres Tos 

Paxéas, XVili. 36 ovdey Kakdv éroilet rods] evorxodvras. 
70. avéi[s: this must refer to something mentioned not long previously, and ewpous (cf. 

Diod. /.c.) es Aedhous emeprye OF moepapyov avrov edeTo (cf. 1. 53) may have followed. 
Sixveviav Sjpos (according to Pausanias vi. 19. 3) occurred in the dedicatory inscription 
upon the treasury built by Myron at Olympia after his victory in 648 B.c. (cf. p. 105); 
and that dnpos here refers to the democratic party as opposed to the aristocrats is 
unlikely. 

1366. FRAGMENT OF AN ATTIC ORATOR. 

30-4 X12) Citi. Late third century. 

The recto of this papyrus contains a report by a decaprotus concerning 

payments of corn in A.D. 248-9, which will be published in Part XII. On 

the verso are the beginnings of lines of the tmdé@eo1s and first column of 

a speech by an Attic orator, preceded by the conclusion of a title Joyevovs. 
The script is a large cursive, except the title, which is in uncials, and is 

probably not more than a generation later than the report. A paragraphus 
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after the irdédeo1s and a diaeresis occur, but no stops. The length of the lines 

is uncertain, but need not exceed an average of seventeen letters; cf. 1. 6. 

A certain Antisthenes, who is not identifiable with any of the bearers of that 

name in the Prosop. Att. is mentioned at the outset of the dtmoecis, and 

from the words gdappyaxo[ (1. 3), Odvaros (ll. 4 and 18), and cvxodarz (ll. 7 and 

13) it appears that the orator was defending, rather than prosecuting, some 

one on a charge of poisoning, but whether Antisthenes was the victim or the 

accused is not clear. There is no trace in the fragment of a reference to 

Jogenes, and the title may well belong to a preceding oration, since no Attic 

orator of such a name is known, and |oyevovs in any case probably refers to 
a speech (either imép or xard being supplied) rather than an author. The 

extant titles of orations concerning persons called Jogenes are two by Hyperides, 

cata ’AOnvoyévovs, of which the first is partly preserved in a Paris papyrus, four 

by Lysias, (1) wep) roB Aroyévovs KAnpov, (2) mpds Avoyévny or cata Avoyévovs (rept 

xwptov), (3) mpos Aroyévny trep micOdoews oixias, (4) mpds Tratvcova wept tod 

Atxavoyévous kAjpov, and one by Isaeus, wept rod Arkavoyévovs KAnpov, which is 

preserved entire. Ifthe title in 1866 refers to the following speech, none of those 

orations is suitable; but if, as is more likely, it is distinct from the speech con- 

cerning Antisthenes, it might belong to one of them, preferably one of the two 

speeches by Hyperides or the second of the four by Lysias. The apparent use 
of & dvdSpes “AOnvaio. (1.6) rather suggests Demosthenes; other orators, so far 

as can be judged, show a preference for ® dvdpes or ® “AOnvaior or & avdpes 

duxaorat, and were less commonly read than Demosthenes in the third century 

in Egypt. But the number of his speeches is given by a grammarian in Schol. 

Aesch. De fals. leg. § 18 as seventy-one, and since besides the sixty-one which 

are extant there are fragments of about twelve others attributed to him, none 

of which is suitable, it is very doubtful whether two more could be added. 

Col. i. 

Kara (?) Joyevous 

Col. ii. 

Avttabevolus duxnv [ at 

pappakol TLos Oav[arou 

Kat €avTol 6a Tt mua Of 

5 vatov Kp{t 20 pevos | 

es [.|“aToly 
Kawov pe w@ avdpes Abn [Jo def 

- 
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valor trl oUKO Vly oj 
gpavt| ar pede 7 
do Tt kal 25 vous mI 

10 eywy ov| yns Tey 
Kat kat . | Tous pl @ av 
Levou[ Opes y| 
Kal ovKo|pavt kapy| 

He 0n [ 30 Pidos [ 
U5 kat yewr| TOL Tol 

TOL TavTn|v 

2, AvrioGevo| vs : Avro bevel t is possible, but not Avruo bern] s. 
22. de: or dof. 
28. The letter following pes might be y, n, », or », but not Al Onvaroe. 

1367. HERACLIDES LEMBUS, Epitome of Hermippus Tep\ vooberav. 

Fr. i 29-5 x 12-4 cm. Late second century. 

Papyrus rolls which had become worn through use were not infrequently 
strengthened with patches gummed on the verso, but such patches, even when 
inscribed, seldom have any value of their own. An exception is provided by the 
fragments here published, which were stuck on the back of 1248, part of a copy 
of Plato’s Politicus. One of them (Fr. 2) shows that the work so utilized was the 
epitome by Heraclides son of Sarapion, commonly called Heraclides Lembus, of 

the treatises of Hermippus [epi vouoderév, Tept trav émtad coddv, and Tlept 

TIv@aydpov, another (Fr. 1) contains one nearly complete column and part of 
a second from the end of Book i and the beginning of Book ii of the Tepi 

vowoberGv. Hermippus, who is called by Athenaeus 6 KaddAidyews (i. 58f, 

v. 213 f) and wrote after the death of Chrysippus (208-205 B.C.: Diog. Laert. vii. 

184), was a voluminous biographical author, and the treatises above referred 

to are well known from citations; cf. /. H. G. iii. 36-42. Though divided into 
several books (the Iept voyod. had six, the Iept rév € ood. four, and the Mept Ivé. 

two) and evidently self-contained, they are supposed to have been constituent 

parts of a larger whole called Biou. The new fact which emerges from the title in 
Fr. 2 is that these treatises were epitomized by Heraclides Lembus. This 

circumstance has a not insignificant bearing upon the disputed question concern- 

ing the character of Heraclides’ compilation of the works of two other eminent’ 

I 
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biographers, the Bio. of Satyrus and the Avadoxai of Sotion. Heraclides was one 

of the authorities of Diogenes Laertius, who cites “Hpaka. év tj rév Zarvpov Biov 

emutouy (viii. 40), “Hpaxa, év r7 Sardpov emir. (ix. 26), “Hpaxd. ev rij émr. (following 

a reference to the Blo. of Satyrus, viii. 53), “Hpaxd. ev rij emir. TGv Zortiwvos 

Auadoyéy (v. 79), ‘Hpaka. év tr Swriwvos eur. (viii. 7, x. 1), The natural inference 

from such a method of citation is that Heraclides’ epitomes of the Bio. of 

Satyrus and the A.adoyal of Sotion were two independent and self-contained 

works, and they were so treated e.g. by Miiller in . H. G. iii. 169-71. Diels, 

however (Doxogr. Gr. p. 149), following a suggestion of Hecker (P/zlologus, v. 

433), has argued that the treatises of Satyrus and Sotion were digested by 

Heraclides into a single epitome, a theory accepted by Wilamowitz (Azizg. 

v. Karyst. pp. 87-9) and Susemihl (Alex. Litt. i. 503), but rejected by Unger 

(Rhein. Mus. xxxviii. 494). Diels’s objection to the common view, however, 

that Satyrus and Sotion had to some extent covered the same ground, and that 

it was useless to epitomize independently the same lives as given by the two 

authors, is conclusively met by the proof from the papyrus that Heraclides did 

not shrink from such repetition. Pythagoras was treated by Satyrus and Sotion, 

and Diogenes in dealing with his life expressly quotes Heraclides’ epitome 

of them both (viii. 7, 40). Yet,as we now learn, Heraclides made an independent 

epitome of Hermippus Hepi [Iv@aydpov. If Diogenes on the subject of Pythagoras 

had also referred to Heraclides év rj ‘Epyinmov émrouy, would not Diels and 

his supporters have said that the same great compilation which comprised 

Satyrus and Sotion was meant? There would have been just as much or as 

little basis for this identification as for the other. Some at least of the seven 

sages, too, figured in the pages of Satyrus and no doubt of Sotion; and Satyrus 

must have included a number of vouoOéra. Since Heraclides epitomized these 

parallel treatises of Hermippus as such, it is reasonable to suppose that his 

procedure was the same in regard to Satyrus and Sotion, especially as that is the 

obvious deduction from the citations of Diogenes Laertius. 

That this new information concerning the epitomizing of Hermippus by 

Heraclides together with a specimen of his compendium should have now come 

from Oxyrhynchus is appropriate and natural in view of the fact that Suidas 

calls him ’Ofvpvyxirns. This testimony conflicts with that of Demetrius Magnes 

ap. Diog. Laert. v. 94, which describes Heraclides as Kaddariavds (Callatis in 

Pontus) 7) ’AAe£avdpeds. The discrepancy has been met in various ways. Diels 

and apparently Wilamowitz (/.c.) accept Suidas and regard Demetrius as mis- 

taken. C. Miiller, Unger, and Susemihl effect a reconciliation by supposing that 

Heraclides was a native of Callatis, but lived at Alexandria at the court 

of Ptolemy Philometor, and also for some time as an official at Oxyrhynchus, 

— 
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Crénert (Colotes u. Menedemos, p. 136) holds that Suidas and Demetrius have 
confused two persons, (1) Heraclides Lembos of Oxyrhynchus, statesman and 
historian, and (2) Heraclides son of Sarapion, of Callatis, epitomizer. The 
discovery of 1867 does not of course prove the correctness of Suidas ; but it 
is a little unfortunate for Cronert’s hypothesis that fragments of one of Heraclides’ 
epitomes, instead of the ‘Ioropia: or the AeuPevtixds Adyos, should have come 
to light at Oxyrhynchus, 

The legislators discussed in the fragments are Demonax, Cecrops, Buzyges, 
Archimachus, and a personage at present unidentified whose fall is described in 
some detail in Fr. 1. 1-19. This last belonged to the Hellenistic age, as is clear 
from the reference in |. 6 to ‘Ptolemy’. He was accused of peculation, fled to 
Corinth and was condemned in absence. The association with Egypt might 
suggest Demetrius of Phalerum, but he is excluded by the fact that Hermippus 
himself is the main authority for the statement that he died of snake-bite in that 
country (Diog. Laert. v. 78). It is, however, quite unnecessary to assume that 
the wdA1s mentioned in l. 7 was an Egyptian city. The short account of Demonax 
(ll. 19-39) is unfortunately much mutilated ; Hermippus disagreed with Herodotus, 
who is cited in |. 36, and later authorities in describing Demonax as king of 
Mantinea. At this point Book i ended, and with Book ii the writer turned 
to Athens. In the seven lines which remain concerning Cecrops a citation 
of Philochorus is noticeable in 1. 47. Of Buzyges, the mythical ancestor of 

the Athenian Buzygae, we only learn that he was referred to in the poems 

of Lasus (Il. 54-5). By Archimachus (ll. 56 sqq.) the son of Heracles, whose 
name is usually spelled Archemachus, is probably meant. He was apparently 

brought into some connexion with a senate of 400 (Il. 65-6), but here again the 

papyrus is disfigured by lacunae which make the sense difficult to follow. 

The text is written in a rather small hand, somewhat similar to that of 843 

(Part V, Plate vi) but firmer and more regular. It is probably of much the same 

date as 1248, in the mending of which 1367 was used, and may be assigned like 

that papyrus to the latter part of the second century. The title in Fr. 2 is 

in larger letters with horizontal dashes between the lines. For punctuation both 

paragraphi and dots in the high position are employed; some at least of the 

paragraphi are apparently later additions, and the dots also are likely to have 

come from a second pen. The few corrections that occur are so slight or 

so imperfectly preserved that it is impossible to say with security whether they 

are due to the original scribe or to a diorthotes, and we have therefore as usual 
given the former the benefit of the doubt. 

1% . 
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Ie, 1 

Col. i. Col. ii. 

[odeue 12 aval eee fen Ya emcees 

[.Ja[... leon Sifo] Kae tives 

Skin emnveyxay av 
[Tl® exaTov Kat every 

5 Koly|ra TadavtTwyv ws a 

pa [IIro|\eparov AaBovtos 

ets [tn oA TavTHV 

6 almo|pvyovrtos adAnv 

emn[velykav TadavTov 

to [exatov| mevTnkovTa > 

[kla[c o plev ets KopivOov 

wxe[To] Karadixacbes 

de em|wl|AerTo . mpos > 

Thy k[alradikny pera 

15 Tov vi[mlapxovTwy ovde 

vos Oe [tlwyv modTov 

t 

wvouple|vouv ov TE aypot 

SuepOapnoav Kat n ot 

kK[lja cuverecev, Anpuw 

20 vat o Baci{Aelvs Mav7e 

veov: Aeye[rat] Kupnvat 

[ors] vopo[Oe|rnoa Kar 

[els Aedgovs [mlapayevo 

[wlev[os . .] . dfdowar ta> 

[ 
[ 
[o Anpolvag Pf....].. [. ° 

[rpolovipas BapKaiolis T pl 

otal Wake Calla Naor ciate: él (alll ob Baie deal 

es eo eP Mav7|w Shee 50 wo 
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[. -].@ Kad ev af... .Jkouv 

[ee ate anor efov7|... «| 

Le] AeBuny nf...) pe 
35 [Hlvnrae Kar Tov A[nluo 

[va|kros kat Hpodo[rols 

[os ujro Mav[r|ve[av] > 

[So]Pern Kulpnlvafioils ex 

zo J 
[Aelompomtov vobler|ns 

40 | B 
[AO|nvaifolis Kexpora tov 

[Sigoly Kaw ynyern Ba 
[ot]Aclvlovra mpwrov 

[vopo|Oernoat hac Teav 

45 [vopjov 3 avrov ous |. . .| 

[cat PilAoxopos de ta Taly] 

Sov evdokipn [ | 

Fr, 2. 

55 

60 

Hplakreudou Tou 

NEW CLASSICAL TEXTS 

Ka. |.) . avikno| ap earn 

Bovguyns: vopolbern 

gat pepvytat O alvrou 

kat Aagos o Trotn|TNs 

Apxipayov de dlacr ber 

dau twas vopou[s Kat 

[Sc]opOacat xpnalrous de 

[Tov]s um avrov Tebley 

Tas [.].v de mapar. . 

nvm.) .¥ xpopery[. . « 
Jegvof.] Bafo}rcxl. . .Juvol. 
Jare . [. . Jaro . oA. .Jvaf 

Jow7[. . .] . . ravrny o7[. 

[....]knv Bovdevrals 

» TETPAKOGLOUS: . |. 

I SJapamtwvos en{e \ropn 

Tov Eputinimov TEpl 

70 vopoberav 

TI]vOayopov 

Fr. 3. Fr. 4 Fr. 5. 

\gev }. af ler] 
\pn |. of 
n> |. | 
ja mpos Se 

K@l 

Pia \ra copev Kat 

ey 

2sqq. ‘Certain persons therefore brought an action against him for a hundred and 
ninety talents on the ground that he had received this sum from Ptolemy for the city. 
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When he was acquitted of this they brought another for a hundred and fifty talents ; 

whereupon he withdrew to Corinth. He was condemned and he and his property were put 

up for sale to meet the judgement, but as none of the citizens offered to buy them his lands 

became waste and his house went to ruin. 

Demonax king of Mantinea is said to have given laws to the people of Cyrene, and 

going to Delphi... Demonax is also mentioned by Herodotus, who says that he was 

given as a legislator to the Cyrenaeans by the Mantineans in consequence of an oracle. 

Book ii. 

At Athens the double-formed earthborn Cecrops when he was king, it is said, was the 

first lawgiver, and of his laws the . . . were highly esteemed ; but according to Philochorus . .. 

Buzyges (is said) to have given laws; the poet Lasus also mentions him. It is said that 

Archemachus promulgated some laws and amended others, and that the laws made by him 

were good... 
(Title) Epitome by Heraclides son of Sarapion of Hermippus on lawgivers and the 

seven sages and Pythagoras.’ 

1. It is not clear whether the superscribed a refers to |. 1 or is a displaced fragment. 

6. |. NaBorre, 

13. There seems to be anerror here. en[o]Aero is followed by a vertical stroke after 

which there is a small break in the papyrus, and beyond this a vestige of the m is visible 

before p. To interpret the vertical stroke as the forepart of the is not at all satisfactory, 

owing to the height of the stroke and the width of the space beyond it. We prefer to 

suppose that a superfluous letter, or part of one, was written before mpos. To read 7 (ocxia) 

pos would involve an alteration of xaradicacOews, and enc |Aet TO ( y is not a very likely 

alternative. 
17. Whether the overwritten « was. inserted by the original scribe or a corrector is 

doubtful ; the v has not been deleted. 
rg sqq. Cf. Athen. iv. 184d Epyummos & ev a’ rept vopoberav (F. H. G. iii. 36) Tay povo- 

paxowvtav ebperas amopaiver Maytiveis Anpavaktos <vos Tay mohurey cupBovrevoartos, Kal (yAwTas 

rovtav yevécbar Kupyvatovs. Herodotus, who is cited below (I. 36), relates how, on the 

accession at Cyrene of the lame Battus, that state was bidden by the Dephic oracle to apply 

to Mantinea for a «arapricrjp, and the Mantineans accordingly sent Demonax dvdpa rar 

dorav Soxtotarov who tpiptaAous eroinge apeas and 7G Baowdéi Bart repévea eEeA@v Kal iepwovvas, 

ra GAda mévra ta mpdrepov eiyov of Baoidées es péecov tO Syuw eOyke (iv. 161); similarly 

Diodorus viii. 30 8 ris rev Kupyvaiav ordoews Siaurnrhs éyévero Anpovag Mavrtweds, cvvecet kal 

duxaoctvy Soxdv Siapépew. According to all these passages Demonax was a private citizen, 

and it is strange that he should here be given the title of king. 
23-4. mapayevopevor (SC. of Kupnvaior) would be expected from the narrative of Herodotus, 

but the following infin. indicates that Demonax is still the subject. do[v|va rather than 
8[do}vac is wanted, but is apparently not to be read; the doubtful initial 6 may be a. 

26. |xel: or possibly feel 
32. Apparently not 8[so|kouv. yx may be read instead of x. 
33. «& oy is also possible. 
34 sqq. Cf. note onl. 19. There are dots above xa: in both |. 35 and 1. 36, but it is 

doubtful whether they were intended as marks of deletion, though the first ka: might probably 
be spared; for the second cf. 1. 55. A small fragment containing part of the 5 and the 
second o of Hpodoros and a vestige of 6 in the line above is not certainly placed here. 

39. As in |. 17 the responsibility for the correction remains in doubt. 
42. [dpu|n: cf. Suidas s.v., Aristoph. Wasps 438, &c. 
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46. The Jetters before » are indistinct, and there may have been some alteration; 
perhaps |. [[. .Jv should be read. The paragraphus below this line is of unusual length ; 
it should, moreover, have been placed a line lower down. 

53- Bovtvyys was the mythical ancestor of the Athenian priestly family of Bovtvyac and 
was regarded as the inventor of ploughing and the originator of various moral observances ; 
cf. e.g. Schol. Aesch. ii. 78 Bovg.... A@nvaiov ray mada, doris mparos Cevyos eCevéev, Hesych. 
Bou. jpws Arrixds, 6 mparos Bois bind dporpov Cevéas, Etym. Magn. 206. 44, Append. Prov. 1. 61 
dapat Bovgiyetor’ Bovg. . . . dAda Te odd dparat Kal rois pay Kowevodor , . . Vdatos 4 mupds 7 pi) 
bropaivovow Gdov mavopevos, Diphil. Fr. 62 Kock, Schol. Soph. Ant. 255 Adyos 8 Gre Bove. 
"AOhynot Katnpdcaro Tois mepiopdow drapoy caua. 

54-5. This passage must be added to the scanty fragments of Lasus (four in Bergk’s 
Poet. Lyr.). 

56. ‘Apxivaxos occurs as an Athenian name in Ps.-Demosth. pos Maxdprarop 45, but 
no lawgiver ’Apyipaxos is known. Presumably the reference is to *Apxewaxos, the son of 
Heracles by one of the daughters of Thespius (Apollod. ii. 7. 8), though apparently he is not 
elsewhere credited with vopodecta. 

62-4. The letters ec, are, and pwr are on a small fragment which is stuck on in the 
position given in the text, but is perhaps not in its right place. It is noticeable that the 
initial letters of Il. 63-4 are rather more to the left of the « in ]. 62 than is warranted by 
the ordinary slope of the column. The doubtful « following the e may be y or m. 

Fr. 3.1. If fev is right this fragment might well belong to the passage concerning 
Buzyges; cf. note on]. 53. The ¢ however, is not altogether satisfactory. 

Fr. 7. If this fragment belongs to 1867, it must have come from near the end of a line, 
on account of the compression of the letters. 

1368. ROMANCE. 

19:2 X 9-6 cm, Third century. 

The recto of this papyrus contains the ends of eleven lines from an official 

register of persons, drawn up, to judge from the handwriting, towards the close of 

the second century. A census and émixepddAata are mentioned, and the document 

no doubt had reference to taxation. On the verso is the upper part of a column, 

with some letters from the ends of lines of the column preceding, from an 

apparently unknown romance. This is written ina medium-sized irregular hand, 

employing for the most part uncial forms but with a tendency to cursive; 
it is not likely to be later than about the middle of the third century. A para- 

gtaphus is once written, but no other kind of stop; v at the end of a line 
sometimes takes the form of a stroke above the preceding vowel. Corrections 

in ll. 45-6 seem to be due to the original scribe. The fragment relates the 

adventures of a certain Glaucetes. During a ride he sees a vision of a youth who 
says that he and a maiden have been murdered and lie buried in a particular 
spot. Glaucetes then proceeds with his journey and arrives at a village where he 

prepares to pass the night. The piece is another illustration of the popularity 
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of such compositions, of which evidence has already come from Oxyrhynchus in 

fragments both of extant and non-extant authors ; cf. 416-17, 1019, 1250. 

10 

15 

20 

25 

Colat: 

vn 
jevde 

|rev Ue 

Aros 
Jou exet 

\nv 
\rnv 

[vot 

lrovs 

|rau 

390 

35 

40 

Col. ii. 

vios THY auTnv Oarpale 

petKpov amo TnS odov eEk[Tpa 

mes Kea On Uo TH TAG 

TAVLOTM EKELWWN KAL [ET € 

pov Kopn Kadn apdo avnpy 

pevor o d¢ TIAauxerns €xk 

TAayets womep elkos epOey 

garo pev ovdey mpos Tav 

Ta emevevey O€ povoy Kat 

[apa naavyev o O€ veavl 

[oxos] npavicOn emivevoay 

[ros 0] de TIAaveerns Kata Kpa 

ToS nAavvEv Kal Apa ETE 

aTpepeTo et trov avis idor 

eKelvovy GAA ovKeTL EPXeETrE 

AaDLKVELTAL OVVY VUKTOS ETL 

ells THY Kony Kat nv ma 
T 

45 p auTn rol] A ]japos TovTov OL 

5O 

55 

Tia 

aBas opa [|map avtn]] wnmoora 

olW avewmypevnv Kat ev 

avTn oTlBada evTeAn Kat 

gavanv Karadnoas ovy 

™pos TH Patvyn Tov immov 

Barev avtos emt tns otiBa 

dlols emexeiper Kkabevdew 

Kav TOUT® KaTELoL yuvn OL 

a kXElmakos n nV €€ VTTEPw 

[ou alyoura KaT@ €lS THY UT 

[7ooTacw.. 

e ° . ° ° ° e 
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Col. ii. ‘“*. . . to bury her, turning aside a little from the path. There I lie beneath 
that plane-tree and with me a fair maiden, both of us slain,” Glaucetes filled with natural 
astonishment said nothing in reply to this, but merely nodding his head rode on; and when 
he nodded the young man disappeared. Glaucetes hurried on, turning round at the same 
time on the chance that he might see him again; but he beheld him no more. While it was 
yet night he arrived at the village, which was on the bank of a river. Crossing this he saw 
an open stable with a poor and mean litter inside; so having tied up his horse at the 
manger he threw himself down on the litter and tried to sleep. Meanwhile a woman descended 
by a ladder which led down from an upper room to the stable...’ 

28. The letter before the lacuna is probably a or «, @awe{uv would fill the line better 
than @awa{:, which is rather short. 

46. The deleted letters, which are a dittography from Il. 44-5, have dots placed above 
and below them. 

51. Baroy: cf. Arrian, “pzcé. ii. 20, 10 Badov cabeidde. This intransitive use of BadAew 
(cf. pirrew) is also found in poetry, and in the colloquial Badd’ és képakas, &c. 

Ill. FRAGMENTS OF EXTANT CLASSICAL 

AUELO RS 

1369. SOPHOCLES, Oedipus Tyrannus. 

Fr. 7 4°4X8-r cm, Fifth century. Plate VII 
(Frs. 1-2 recto). 

These seven small pieces of three leaves from a papyrus book containing the 

Oedipus Tyrannus and no doubt other plays of Sophocles were part of a find of 

Byzantine literary fragments, which comprised 1869-74 and 1385, 1391, 1394, 

1396-7 and 1401-3, besides a few very small unpublished fragments. Parts 

of fifty-six lines from the middle and later portions of the drama are preserved, 

nearly half being lyric, but too incomplete to be of much value. The script 

is a somewhat irregular sloping uncial of the oval type and probably belongs to 

the fifth century or the beginning of the sixth, being thus little later than 22, the 

only other extant papyrus fragment of this play. There were about forty-three 

lines on a page. A few corrections have been inserted in a different but probably 

nearly contemporary hand (ll. 780, 822, 1310) together with a breathing in 1. 827 

and the speaker’s name in the margin of 1. 689. The other occasional correc- 

tions and breathings, with the stops (high and low points), paragraphi, accents, 

diaereses, and marks of elision and quantity, seem all to be due to the first hand. 

Iota adscript is generally omitted. The scribe was rather careless, l. 778 being 
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omitted owing to homoioteleuton, and where the Laurentian codex (L) breaks 

down, as happens not infrequently in the choric passages, the papyrus (I) rarely 

helps, so that the only novelties are GuBaredoa: for éuBaredvew in 1. 825, a doubtful 

variant in l. 752, and an uncertain confirmation of an emendation in the corrupt 

line 1310. It is interesting, however, that in at least three instances (Il. 827, 

1306, 1307) and probably a fourth (1. 1355) the text agrees with the later MSS. 
against L, thus providing a fresh argument on the side of those who do not 

regard L as the ultimate source of the other MSS. of Sophocles. 

Frs, 1-4. Verso. 

688 |rovpoy tmaptes Kat KaTapPAltvoy Keap [| 

xop(os) [wvag emov pev olv 

690 xX almaé povoy ich dle 

[—] 
Tapag|povipov azmropo|y 

emt pporlipa] repar[ Bat 
we av [ee oe] voogpifopfae 

[os + euav yaly piday 

695 [ev arovots advolv 

[cav kar opOov| ovpicas 

[Tavuy 7 evmolumos ex Otvvat ylevov 

10 lines lost. 

708 [e“ov makovcoy Kat| pa ovvieK eote cou 

[Bporetov ovdevy palvtixns [exov Texvns 

710 [davw de cor onpeta T\@vde olvyTopa 

Recto. Plate VII (Frs. 1-2). 

731 [nvdlaro yap TavT olvde mw An~avT EXEL 

[kat mlov a8 0 ywpos [ovros ov Tod nv mabos 

[axis] pev n yn KAlnCeTat cxioTyn O odos 

[es tavro| AeAdav [karo Aavdias ayer 

735 [kat Tis xplovos towed earty ovg|edndrvdds: 

[cxedov te mpoobe n ov ryod yar xOovos 

Oe 
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[apxnv epalivov tour exnpux[On mode 

[o Zev te pov] dpacar BeBolvAcvoat mept 

[re 8 cote oot Tour Ordizrous eyOvp.ov 

 "t0 lines lost. 

751 [avdpas AoxtTas o1 alynp aplynyerns 

[wevT noav ot gvym|dvres: e[vy 0 avroiow ny 

[knpvé amnvn 0 nye| Adiov pita 

Frs. 5 and 6. Recto. 

775 [unTn\p de Meplorn Awpis nyopny 3 avnp 
[acrloy péyto[tos Tay exet mpily por Tuxn | 

AO [ 
779 [ 
780 [kaher talp oww mdalotos waéllyv malrpe 

[ 

toa\o ereotn Olavpacar per] a€éal]c||: 

avnp| yap ev Setrrvious pe umeprrAlnaGeis pelOn 

[kayo BapvvOes thy plev ovcay nplepav 

podis Katecxov Oarelpar & tay zédals 

[untpos matpos T nAeylxov- ot de duvo[(dopas 

[rovvedos nyov Tw pelOévTe Tov Aloyor 

Verso. 

819 [wb 6 am olkwv Kat Tad ovtis adlAos HY 

820 [n yo mw eplavtw tacd [apas o mpoo7iOets. 

[Aexn de] Tov Oavolytos ev xeEpowv| epaty. 

[xpawv|@ de Tnlprep [oder ap eplyy Kakés. 

[ap ovx} mas [[av]] dviayvos] « we xpn dlvyev 

[ae pot] pevyor7{e] pin|re [rovs eplovs [dle 
825 [unar eu|Batevoa marplidos  yapous pe Set 

[untpos (lvyjva: Ka |waTepa KaTaKravely 

[(IToAvBov] bs e€eOpew[e Kageduce pe 

123 
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ey 7: Verso. 

1304 [djuvayar o eOedAov modAA avepecOat 

1305 moAAa mubelcOar modda 8 abpynoat 

To.av ppikn[y apexes pot 

aaL alae 

gev gev dvlaoTavos eyw Tol yas 

[plepopar TAlapov ma por Pboyya 

1310 (Sijem([le[lreriau popadny 

Recto. 

1351 [modus ehaBev pe aro Tel dlovolu 

[epputo Kavecwoev olvOev es xdpw 

[wpacowv ToTE | 

[yap av Baveov | ] 

1355 [ovk nv giadototv ovd eluot tooovd ayxos 

[Ocdovre Kapot TovT aly nv 

[ovkovy 7arpos ] 

[y av overs ndOov ov|de r[vp|pi[os 

688. karayBd lovey: so MSS., Jebb. Hartung and Wecklein proposed xarapBrvvets. 
689. xop(os), or possibly yoplo(s)|, is written as an ordinary abbreviation with a stroke 

through the p, not as in 1870. 1249 with o above and p under the x. Lines 689-97 
are divided somewhat differently in L, which begins 1. 690 with -raé and 1. 696 with 
Kar pov. 

693. ce| vorpufopla.: so MSS. Jebb adopts Hermann’s o” evoopiCopay. 
695-6. Eleven letters would be expected in the lacuna in I. 695 and 10 in |. 696; the 

restoration of the reading of the MSS. gives 12 and 11, but with several narrow letters. 
movois in |. 695 was corrected by Bergk to mévouew in order to correspond to ¢éivovea in 
l. 666 of the strophe, where Dindorf conjectured $éwds, but the arrangement [ev movowow 
ad}-|[ovcay kar opOor] requires 13 letters before ovpuas in 1. 696, which is unlikely. In 
Il. 666—47 the reading of the MSS. rpiyer uxdv, kal 48” ed Kakois Kakd again fails to correspond 
to ddvoveay kar’ dpOdv ovpwas in the antistrophe, and kai is generally omitted with Hermann. 
The papyrus supports the view that the error lies in the strophe, not in 1. 696. 

697. duva ylevov or duvao |yevov? can be read; the first hand of L had the former 
reading, the first corrector (with the other MSS.) the latter, something (two accents ?) being 
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erased above a. Neither reading corresponds to 1, 668 rd mpos odov. Hermann and 
Campbell read 8%vao, omitting yevod, which word (or t#6) would have to be understood. 

740. eplora roy: or possibly ep|ora [rTlov ; cf. 1. 777. 
752. €vpn|dvres was wrongly accentuated, unless a new variant, e. g. ovrou mJavres, be 

read for ox Evun|dyres : cf. 1, 780, note. 
777- The deletion of the wrong «¢ after aga and the insertion of the mark of quantity 

seem to be due to the first hand. After this verse 1. 778 omovdis ye pévrou tis epijs otk déla 
has been omitted owing to homoioteleuton. 

780. There are traces of ink between the two accents on ¢: and #v which apparently 
represent y, i.e. y(e), or a smooth breathing. The scribe clearly either did not read mdaorés 
és inv marpi, which is indeed rather unexpected after xadci p’, or else misunderstood it. The 
accent of 7v must be wrong ; cf. 1. 752, note. 

782. & was corrected from « by the first hand. The supposed grave accent on iav 
resembles a mark of elision. 

821. The » of euaiv is written very large. 
822. The reading of the first hand n»mep was a mere error. 
823. dr[ayvos|: there is room for two more letters in the lacuna, which is hardly smaller 

than the space occupied by Aer ap e@ in 1. 822, and there may well have been another 
deletion. The first was apparently due to the original scribe. 

824. evyorz[e|: 1. duyovz[e] with A (the Parisinus), L originally had gv . révru, which 
was converted into gvydvrt by the erasure of half the cross-bar of the 7 as well as all the 
preceding letter. 

u[njre: so A; pore originally L, corrected by an early hand to pare. [nlor[e does not 
suit the traces here, and p[yo|r | cannot be read. 

825. [unor en |Barevea : pat euBarevew LA, unr’ having been corrected in L by an early 
hand from pijor or py pw’; pyr’ or py’or’ ev. other MSS., pnd’ euBarevew Dindorf, Jebb. The 
aorist fits in better than the present with gvyeiy and dev in the preceding lines, but whether 
the papyrus had por’ (cf. 1. 824), wnt’, or wd is uncertain. Seven letters would be expected 
in the lacuna on the analogy of ll. 823-6, six according to 1. 827, so that [unr ep] or fund? <p] 
is rather short. ; 

826. There was possibly a low stop after ¢lvyqva. 
827. e£eOpey|e xa€epuoe: so M (Ambrosianus) and the late MSS.; eéépuce xa&éOpewe 

LA, Jebb; but cf. Od. xii. 134 Opépaca rexoiod re, and introd. 
1304. dlvvaya o €[OeAov: the reading is very doubtful, but the first letter visible seems 

to be « or v, the next to be » rather than 6, and four feet are found in ll. 1305, 1306, 1308, 
and 1309. ‘The arrangement of Il. 1304-10 is the same as that in L. 

1306. roay: so edd. with L marg. and some of the late MSS. ; motav L, rofav with r 
suprascr. A, &c. 

1307. aa aw: so some of the late MSS.; ai ai ai LA, a? a? other late MSS., Jebb; cf. 
i327, note: 

1308. The accent on 6%[cravos is not certain. 
1310. The reading [8:Jarwrar[a corr. from é:Jan[e]raz[a is unfortunately very uncertain. 

LA have S.arérara: hopaddny |, the only variants for dca. in the later MSS. being the corrupt 
duverrara and Swarénrara. ‘The letter above the line is not aore, but might be 0. Sdcatwraraz, 

an epic form used also by Pindar, is adopted by Jebb from Musgrave and Seidler to preserve 
the anapaestic metre. 

1351. LA also have dovov at the end of this line, but emurodias at the end of the line 
preceding. ‘That the scribe of M1 had no hesitation in dividing words between two lines is 
clear from ll. 689 and 695. ‘The restorations in ll. 1351-2 are from L, but the text and 
metre of these lines are doubtful. 
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1385. dxos: so A and edd.; dxAlos, the unmetrical reading of L, &c., is possible, but 

in view of the other disagreements with L less probable. 
1387. ovKkovv marpds . . . vuutos forms one line in L. 

1370. EURIPIDES, Medea and Orestes. 

Fr.1 8-1 18-1 cm. Fifth century. Plate VII 
(Frs. 3 recto, 9 verso). 

These nine fragments of seven different leaves from a papyrus codex of 

Euripides were found with 1369 and 1871-4. One belongs to the Medea, the rest 

to the Orestes, but the order of the plays is uncertain. The script is a good-sized 

uncial of the sloping oval type with thirty-seven or thirty-eight lines to a column, 

and resembles 1871. Fr. 1 (A/edea) contains parts of fourteen iambic lines near 

the beginning of the drama (Il. 20-6, 57-63). Iota adscript is twice written by 

the first hand, twice omitted, but inserted by a corrector who used darker ink and 

to whom are due the breathing in 1. 23 and frequent accents, stops (high, middle, 

and low points) except that at the end of |. 59, and marks of elision ; diaereses 

and paragraphi are by the original scribe. The Orestes scraps, in the same hand, 

contain parts of nearly 100 lines scattered over the play, one-third being lyric 

(ll. 445-9, 469-74, 482-5, 508-1 25 685-90, 723-95 811-17, 850-4, 896-8, 907-10, 

934-6, 945-8, 1247-63, 1297-1305, 1334-45, 1370-1). An insertion of iota 

adscript in 1, 909 and a correction of 1. 897 are made in a small uncial hand, 

which employed brown ink like that of the main text and seems to be different 

from that of the corrector of Fr. 1, while the accents, breathings, stops (high 

point), and elision-marks are less frequent than in Fr. 1 and are probably due, like 

the diaeresis (1. 470) and most of the paragraphi, to the first hand. Corrections 

in ll. 1334 and 1342 and perhaps 511 are in a different hand, which may be 

identical with that of the person who inserted the speaker’s name against ll. 470 

and 1249 in good-sized uncials and paragraphi below Il. 1250, 1257, and 1260, 

but was apparently not the writer of the text. Two glosses in late fifth or sixth- 

century cursive, explaining rare words, occur in the margin of Il. 1370 and 1371. 

The writer of these notes may also have been responsible for the speaker’s name 

against |. 1260, but the speaker’s name added in uncials against 1. 1246, if not due 

to the original scribe, was probably inserted by a fourth corrector. The cursive 

notes are somewhat later than the scholia in 1871, but the main text probably 

belongs, like the other literary fragments of this find, to the fifth century rather 

than to the sixth. 
Like the two extant papyri of the Medea (Il. 5-12 in P. Didot, ed. H. Weil, 

Monuments grecs, 1879, 18-22, and ll. 710-15 in 450) the present fragment is 

too small to be of any practical use for textual purposes; but the pieces of 
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the Orestes are more valuable, being longer than the previously known papyrus 
fragments of that play (ll. 339-43 with musical notes in P. Rainer, Mztheil. v. 
365 ; 1062-90 in J. Nicole, Rev. de Philol. xix. 105 ; 1313-50, 1356-60 in 1178), 
and in spite of their unsatisfactory condition offer some readings of interest. The 
Orestes is one of the best attested of Euripides’ plays, the Marcian (M), Vatican 
(V), and two Paris codices (A and B) being available as well as the Laurentian 
(L) and the Laurentian part of the Palatine (P). Of these M, the oldest (twelfth 
century), is acknowledged to be the best, A and V coming next; P stands nearer 
to MABV than to L. A noteworthy agreement with M against the other MSS. 
occurs in 1. 946, and with A in 1. 1335, and probably in ll. 816 and 1370; on the 
whole the corrected text is fairly accurate, though a slip in l. 508 has passed 
unobserved. Weil’s emendation dy’ for 4AW in 1. 1340 is confirmed, which is the 
more remarkable since 1178, though five centuries older than 1870, agrees with 
the MSS. A new reading which may be right occurs in 1. 508. 

1401, which was found with 1870, is also perhaps Euripides, but is written 
in a different hand and seems to belong to a distinct MS. 

Medea. 

rat Verso. 

20 Mndaa & n dvornvos nripacpérn. 

Boa pev opkovs avaxarel de delécas 

mioTWw peyloTny: Kat Oleovs plapruperat. 

dtas aporBAs [e€ LTacovos Kupet| 

KeiTat 0 acilTos com vpes adrynoocr 

25 Tov mavTa |avyTnkovoa Sakpvols yxpovov 

eet |lplos avdpos nober noiknuevy 

Recto. 

57 00 ipepos mp’ UmrndOe yq' TE Kovpavar 

A€Eat porov[on| delupo Mndeias tvyxas- 

oma yap % TajAava mlavera yor 

60 (n\w o ev apx|n mnpa Kolv0eT@ pecot 

© pepios €l Xpn Oeomoras Emel TodE 

[ws ovdey ode Tay vewrTepwy Ka|Kav: 

[te 3d coTevy w yepate pn pOover| ppyoat: 

° ° e e 
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25. m of mavra has been corrected. 
58. pororian.: so ABPV, edd. ; pododcay V (Jater hand) L. 

Mndeias: so V (with # deomoins suprascr.) LP (cf. Ennius, Med. Fr. 3); Seomoims AB 

and Schol. Phoen. 1, Wecklein, Murray. 

Orestes. 

Frs. 2 and 3. Recto. Plate VII (Fr. 3 recto). 

445 [tdva mlpos [exOlpfov 1» mpos Apyeas xXeEpos 

[wav|rov mpols actav as Pave Bpaxus Aoyos 

[@ pélAcos Heels cupdopas es TOVTXaTOY 

[es o €lAmis jun KaTaduvyas exel KaKoV 

[aAA ablAiws m[paccovow evtvxns podwv 

19 lines lost. 

469 [@wpai yepor|r[os oplatjov pevywv Kopas 

Tuv5 (apeus) mou mov Ovylatpos Tns euns t[do moow 

471 Mlevedaoy| emer yap tor Kadv[raipvynotpas Taper 

x[oas] xeopwevos- exdvoy ws es [Navarra 

HKOL guy adoyal ToAvETNS a|ETwopeEvos 

dyeTé pe mpos yap deg[tlav alvrov Gedo 

Verso. 

482 [TL yap giAov pot matpos eotw exylovos 

[kevov yap ode meduKe TotouTo|s yeyas: 

[meuxey ev de dvoTvyet Tip |nTéEos 

485 [BeBapBapwoat xpovios wv ev Bap\Bapo.s: 

[EAnvikoy Tor Tov opobev Timay aet|: 

21 lines lost. 

508 [e tovd amoxret|\yiey ovAEKTPlOS ‘yuYn] 

[xo Tovde mats av pl\ntep avramoxrter{et 

510 [kame o Ketvov| yevopevos dovw govoy | 
TOL 

[Avoee mepas de Kalkov [[ro]| mpoBioerat 

[kados €Bevto tav|ra marépes of maar: 
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Frs. 4 and 5. Verso. 

685 [ouvexkouicey duvapiv nly did Oeos 

OpnokovTa Kat KTEeWwovTa Tous [eva|yri[ous [ 
[7o 8 av dvvacbat mpos Oewv] xPln¢le Tux ely 

[nk® yap avdpwy cuppaxov Kev |ov dolpu 

[ EX@V Tovolot puplols adwpevos| 

690 [opixpa cuv adKkn Tov dedeiympevlov Pltrov 

Recto. 

723 [omot Tpamopevos| Oar[atrov Apyeiwy dvyw 

ovtos yalp [nv pot Klaraglvyn coOTN PLAS 

725 [GAA etcolpw [yap] tovide diAtarov Bpotwy 

noeliialy ovrily miuoros ev Kakols avnp 

[ 

[ 
[ 
[LIvAa|bnv d[pope aTetxovta PwKkewy aro 

[nd 
[kpeto|owv yalAnvns vavTiAoolw eoopay 

: Oaccov| n [ue xpnv mpoBaiwev txouny d actews 

Fr. 6. Verso. 

811 [maAlae madlaas amo aupdopas dopwy [ 
[omo|re xpulceas Epis apvos 

[nAv]Oe Taviradidas 

oik|tporara [Oowapara [ 

[pov|m hodvios efapec 

[Bwv d:] altuaros ov mpode. 

K 

129 
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Recto. 

850 [[IvAadns coe 8 ov paxpay od ayyedos| 

[Negev Ta KeOev gov KactyvnTov me|pl° 

[@ TAnpov w dvoTyve Tov oTpatn|Aatou 

[Ayapepvovos mat moTve Hyex\rpa Abyolvs 

[axovcov ovs cor dvatvxeis n\ko Plepov 

Frs. 7 and 8. Recto. 

896 [rndwa aer Knpukes ode 8 avrois| pirols 
Jatow ef 

[os av duynrat mrodeos ev T ap\x 7Y 

[ere trade 6 nyopeve Atoundns alvag 

8 lines lost. 

907 [oray yap nou|s z[ols Aoyous Ppovwy Kakws 

[wetOn To] wAHOo[s TH ToAEL Kakoy peya 

[ooo de ovly ve xpynota [BovAevovo ae 

gio [kav gn malpavTiK avtils eor xpnotpot 

Verso. 

934 [vply apvver] ovdely nooov n maTpe 

935 [exTeva plntép [ee yap apoevav govos 

[eorar yuvjarg{iy oo1os ov POavoir er av 

8 lines lost. 

945 [os nyopeve avyyovov oe Te KT\avedy 

[wodus 8 ereoe py mre|tplouplevos Olavery 

[rAnpov Opeotns avtolxe|ipt] dé odhalyne 

[umeoxer ev 78 nmeplas [Alenpew Blov 
Fr. 9. Fol. 1 verso. 

HA(extpa) Muknvifdes @ pirat 

1248 ta mpota [kata IIeXacyoy edos Apyetwv 

xop(os) Tiva [Opoes avday moTvia 

Plate VII. 
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1250 

1255 

1259 

aA}Ao npr (optov) 

1261 

1297 

1300 

1335 

ma BAe: yap €7t cot 700 ev Aavatdwy trode 
o7nO [at pev upwv tovd apaénpn TpiBov 
at 6 [evié fas adXov oipov es dpovpay Sopwv 

7[¢ de pe rode ypeos amvers 
elvverre ot pidra 

poBo[s| exlee we pn zis em Swpact 
oralOes emt povioy apa 
mylbaTa mnpacw e€evpn 

at [X@perT errevryoperO eyw pev ovy TpiBor 
[Tovd expvrdagw Tov mpos nAtov Boras 

Kat plnv eyo tovd os mpos eomepay peper 
_ dloxpia vv Kopas dLaghep opparov 

e[kecOev evOad eta madwoKomtay 
exoulev ws Opoers 

Fol. 1 recto. 

[nkovoal avdpes yeup €xovow ev dolvar 
[EXevns to Koxup eoTlv ws ametKao|at 
[@ Atos wm Atos aevaov Kparos ] 
[«A@ emckoupos eporcr pirotct TalyTws 
[Mevehae Ovnoxw ov de mapwv p ovk w|pereils 
[povevete KatveTe | 
[oAAvTe durtvxa dicToMa hacyava] 
[€K XEpos LEpmevor | 

[Aomatopa Aumoyapov a TetsTo\vs 

Fol. 2 recto. 

Tear Opeoltns pn Oavery eyou 0 umep 
[er alfcour Tt ap [avevpnper Somos 
mlep|t Tov yap adlNov paddov av pbeyEairo mg 

[aAA €lADe Kale peracxes ixeovas didrois 
[on L\nzplt] mlpoomecovoca tH pey odrBia 

K 2 

13% 
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Meveralov nuas pn Oavovras esoidew 

1340 ay @ Tpaglecoa pnTpos ev XEpolw euns 

oLKTElpoy nlwas KamlKoudicoy KaKov 

WW es ayolva devp eyo 0 nynoopat 

galTnpias yap TEpH EXELS NuLY povn 

(Sov diaxw tov euov es Sopovs moda 

1345 9[@079 ocov ye TovT EX ® KaTa aTEyaS 

Fol. 2 verso. Plate VII. 

1370 [mepevya BapBapois evpalpiow eSos uroSnparo[s 

[kedpora mactadwv vmep| Tepenva 1 babe Nia 

[ov]kos 

448. mp[n: so ABLPV, edd. ; 7 y 4 (y in rasura) M. The breathing is very doubtful. 

472. xeouevos: so ABLPV, edd.; xevpevos M. 

485. ev Bap|Bapos: so ABLMPV, edd.; ypdperat ad’ ‘EAAddos Mv and Apollon. Ty. 

Lipist. 34. 
508. amoxret|mev ovddeKTplos : 1. aroxrewvere oA. The MSS. have dmokreivecey ouddexTpos, 

but odAdexrpos is a good Euripidean word; cf. Her. Fur. 1, 1268. Possibly 6udAextpos is 

a reminiscence of |. 476, where it has a somewhat different sense. 

g11. The initial lacuna ought to contain 13-14 letters, and mo was no doubt omitted 

in its proper place by the first hand; the deletion of mo: after kaxov is likely to be due to the 

corrector of ll. 1334 and 1342. 6¢ moi is read by all MSS. except L (6) mj) and a corrector 

of B (8¢ 79), and there is no reason to suppose an agreement with Lhere. 6) 701 Wecklein, 

Murray. 
686. This verse is bracketed by Wecklein following Hermann. 

687. [ro (ABMV) or [rov (LP) can equally be read. 

813. Bee Tar| adidas : SO MSS. except L, which has #Avée Tavrahidacow. The metre 

of this verse does not correspond to |. 825 of the antistrophe @avdrou yap appt PéBo, and 

Hermann proposed dmep 7X6e for #Avde in 1. 813, Murray audi $68 Gavarov ydp in |. 825. 

814. ouwlrpdrara: so MSS., Wecklein, Murray ; oixrpérar’ és Weil. The vestiges of the 

last letter suit a better than e. 
816-17. The reconstruction is very uncertain. The MSS. have ddev ddve dvos 

eéapet|Bav dv aiparos ov mponet | (om. é6ev A), but 1. 816 does not correspond to |. 828 of the 

antistrophe kreivoy cay parépa py matp@| (kreivev with dpa suprascr. A). Triclinius proposed 

Zyoev for 6dev in |, 816, Hartung deleted ody in 1. 828, but neither emendation yields an exact 

correspondence. Neither oe|y nor re|xew|p" suits the vestiges of ink before por so well as 

with « added above the line, apparently by the first hand. Probably 6dey was omitted with 

A, but [. . . .Jor pov[as povos can be read, and the vestige of a letter in the next line would 

suit o or o better than a, so that efapeBov &:| atpar |o| s is possible. 

850. There is no trace of ink above ep. In Il. 852-4 23-4 letters are lost in the lacuna, 

but in 80 30, and in 8gr 29; these two lines spoken by the chorus therefore projected, 

although iambic. The dyyedos begins at |. 852. 
897. At the end of the line the first hand wrote ap|xy, which was corrected to ap|yauow 

nv, the last word being altered to , apparently by the same corrector. dpxatow 7 MSS. 
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There may have been another variant earlier in the line, for the reading of the MSS. gives 
only 22 letters in the space which in ll. 896 and 898 is occupied by 25. Acicrov has been 
conjectured by F, W. Schmidt for wédeos (v. 1. éAews). 

907. z[os, the reading of the MSS., was corrected to rw by Musgrave. Lines 907-13 
have generally been bracketed by editors following Kirchhoff, and Il. 916, 933, and 938-42 
have been suspected, but they all either certainly or probably stood in the papyrus. 

910. walpaurix: or walpavrix. For avti[s (i.e. adéis: so MSS.) cf. 1174. ix, 20 and note. 
There is a lacuna above the r. 

945. The papyrus is more likely to have had nyopeve with ABM (Wecklein) than 
nyopevoe with LP (Murray), since there are already 23 letters lost in the space which is filled 
in ll. 946-8 by 21.: 

946. mre |rp| ovp |evos : so M, Wecklein ; TeTPoUpevous ABLPV, Murray. 

1247 sqq. Paragraphi were not employed by the first hand, but Electra’s lines project 
beyond those of the chorus; the arrangement is right as far as ]. 1259, but not from 
1260-3. The subsequent insertion of paragraphi and of ad]Ao nuxy(opsov) against 1. 1260 brings 
the papyrus into harmony with the MSS., which apparently assign Il. 1258-9 and 1260 
to different jucxdpea, 1261-2 to Electra (L gives 1261 to the chorus), 1263 to the chorus (so 
Wecklein); Wilamowitz, followed by Murray, assigns 1262 to the chorus. Paragraphi may 
be lost below ll. 1259, 1262, and 1263, but hardly below 1261. 

1250. n[alplayevee yap: the MSS. apparently begin this line with ydp, but the traces of 
the first letter suit 7 better than y. 

1305. The restoration, which follows the ordinary reading of the MSS., gives 24 letters 
in the lacuna, the corresponding space in |. 1297 being filled by 28, in 1298 and 1300-1 
by 27. Since all the indications point to the lines in this column having begun evenly, 
unlike those in ll. 1247-63, it is improbable that before Arromaropa the papyrus read ray 
which is inserted by / and adopted by edd., or es which is inserted by B?; but there would 
be room for & before a, as desiderated by Hermann. 

1334. tAnjpov: So MSS. There has certainly been a correction, affecting perhaps the 
first three letters. The + above the line is large, and probably due to the corrector of 1. 1342 
and perhaps 511, who is different from the corrector of 897; cf. introd. 

1335. aléor 7 ap[: so A(r ap’); akioow ap’ L, akiouw dp B*, déios 7’ dp’ P, déioow 
yap MB, déiowi r dp’ Wecklein, dgiowi rép’ Murray. 

1337. xdle: sO ABMP, edd.; om. L. 
1340. ay: Weil’s emendation is confirmed ; d\\’ MSS. and 1178, Wecklein, Murray. 

dd’ has already occurred at the beginning of 1337 and is not wanted again here. 
1342. & (so MSS.) was corrected from 8 apparently. 
1346 sqq. Since this column presumably had 37 or 38 lines like the rest, and the next 

column begins at ll. 1369-70, the papyrus no doubt included 1366-8, which are generally 
rejected on the authority of the scholium stating that they were interpolated by the actors. 

1370. If, as is probable, ll. 1370-1 began evenly, most or all the letters of mepevya, Which 
is usually assigned to 1369, must have come in 1370. apBdpors edpapror is the reading of A, 
followed by Wecklein ; BapBapos ev edpapio BLP (so Murray), BapBdpoow év edpdpiow M. 

The Etym. Magn. also read é», but there is barely room for it in the papyrus unless 
me\pevya be read. E iM 

~The scholium ecSos uro8nuaros refers to evpa|piow. A longer note beginning evpapis eidos 
imodnwaros cavdadadovs, occurs in schol. BM. ; 

1371. repepva: So ALP; répayyva BMV, Wecklein, Murray. With the scholium on 
mastddev cf. Hesych. macras: oikos yeypaypevos. Schol. BM have racrdder S¢ rdv Kovraver. 

After an interval of three lines there are below the a of repeyva what may be traces of ink, 
possibly the termination of ]. 1376 ate |p alu or aibep| ap. 
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1371. ARISTOPHANES, Clouds with Scholia. 

10-6 X 12 cm. Fifth century. Plate VII 
(recto). 

This fragment and the other pieces of Aristophanes in the present volume 

(1872-4 and 1402-3?) were discovered with 1369-70. Egypt has done little 

hitherto for the text of that poet, for none of the extant papyrus or vellum pieces 

is earlier than the late fourth century and nearly all are of slight value, the most 

interesting being the Hermopolis fragments of the Acharnians, Frogs, and Birds 

(Berliner Klassiker texte, v. 2, no. 18), which confirm six emendations but do not 

present a very correct text. 1871-4 together are somewhat more extensive 

than the Berlin fragments, with which they are probably contemporary, and 

exhibit much the same characteristics. That they belong to four different MSS. 

is not certain, the hands being very similar though not identical. The number of 

the page, which is preserved in the case of the Wasps (1874), indicates that that 

play stood probably seventh, and the four plays (Clouds, Frogs, Peace, Knights) 

represented in the other fragments may well have been among those which pre- 

ceded the Wasps, as they do in the Codex Venetus (V) together with the Plutus 

and Birds. But since the text of 1874 differs from the rest in its marked support 

of V and the absence of corrections, and the number of lines in a column, so far 

as can be judged, varies considerably (37 in 1871, 39 ?-41 in 1872, 44 in 1378, 

45-9 in.1374), while 1371 is distinguished by the presence of scholia, it is safer to 

regard the different hands as representing separate MSS. Ifany two of the four 

are to be combined, these would be 1873 and 1874, in both of which double dots 

are employed to mark a change of speaker. 

1371 is the upper part of the first leaf of the Clouds, containing on the verso 

a few letters from the ends of ll. 1-11 and on the recto parts of Il. 38-48 in 

a good-sized, sloping uncial of the oval type. Inthe broad upper and right-hand 

margins of the verso are scholia on Il. 2-5 ina small uncial hand which is perhaps 

identical with that of the main text, and lower down is a gloss somewhat more 

cursively written than the scholia, but possibly by the same scribe. In any case 

these notes, which are in brown ink like the main text, are probably contemporary 

with it. Whether the longer notes occurred in the later columns except at rare 

intervals, if at all, is doubtful. Since 1. 1 coincides with the top of a column 

(cf. 1873 in which a new play begins near the bottom of a column), it is quite 

possible that the Clouds was the first play in this MS.; in the Ravennas (R) and 

V the Plutus stands first, the Clouds second ; but, while this is the fourth fragment 

of the Clouds obtained from Egypt (cf. Reitzenstein, Hermes, xxxv. 604 sqq. and 
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Berl. Klassikert. v. 2, no. 18, 2-3), no fragment of the Plutus has yet been found 
in that country. On the recto there are glosses in the left-hand margin, but in 
black ink instead of brown and in a certainly different semi-uncial hand ; the 
upper margin has some brief notes on |. 52 in somewhat lighter ink by a similar 
but apparently not identical hand, while the speaker's name added also in light 
black ink before |. 38 is due to yet a third annotator of this column. A correction 
of the order of words in 1. 47 was made, probably later than the glosses in 
the left-hand margin, by the writer of the notes at the top or by the writer 
of the speaker’s name, and the same person may well have been responsible for 
the accents and breathings as far as 1. 38, those in ll. 39-48 being apparently 
due to the original scribe, who also inserted the elision-marks, paragraphi, and 
occasional stops (high and middle). The notes in the various semi-uncial hands 
can be assigned with confidence to the fifth century, to which the body of 
the text is also likely to belong. The scholia in 1402 are certainly in a different 
hand. 

The fragment (IT) is too short to show the quality of the text. A variation 
in the order of words in 1. 47 which has been rightly corrected does not inspire 
confidence in a more legitimate variation of a similar character in]. 43. The 
original scholia on Il. 3-5, unlike the third-century commentary on the 

Acharnians (856), closely resemble the extant scholia, of which the older por- 

tions are derived from Didymus and other Alexandrian grammarians. In the 

fragmentary scholia on the Kxights (late fourth or fifth century) published by us 

in Médlanges Nicole, p. 214, the agreement with the extant scholia is less marked 
than here. In some places the readings of II are superior, but in general 

schol. R and V are fuller. The later notes have little or no connexion with the 
extant scholia. 

Verso. 

(1. 5) ot 6 oweTau peykovow ovrws ot ATTikor Sia Tov] K* o[Kera]s v[v]y o[v Tous 

Oeparovras povoy Aeyet ahAa TavTas TOUS KaTa THY oLKLlav* Ka[Pevd]ovar pev our oft 

addou autos Se aypumver Kat peykovow enn |yayey [t]va padrdrov av[rov]s deén maons [ 

ovras efw ppovTidos wdiov yap Twv pndev ppovt |iCovtav to Babews nabevdev" 

tov lov ] 

Zev Bactrev To a Tov vuKT@|Y dooV w Zev Bacirev ove amdws xpn Tou[r jo 
ee Oe XP1P vopice expnkevar Tov mown[Tn |v 

amepavtov ovdero) nuepa yevnolerat €xerat yap icropias To w Zev Bagidrev 
ToavTns Tos APnvaois TvOoxpyo 
Tov eyeveTO KaTakAVoM MeV Tas 

ge BaotXeras. mpoorncacda Se Ka ce 
5 [ot 0 olkeTat peyKovoty add ovK aly mplo| Tob Bew Ava Bactdca wore ro rex Bev THs 

toropias exesOar TavTns xpn vopuew 

on 

[ 
[ 
[ 
[kar pny maa y aAdeKTpvovos| HKovo eye 

[ 
[ amoXo.o Ont w TroAEme TroAAwy ovveKa] 
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“% ovbenoO nuepa yevnoeTat: TOvTO Kal 
or ovde KoAag e€eoTL por Tous oLlKeTas| Pe te icceos hal Uaveniees 
[ vos 
[add ovd 0 xXpynoTos ovToo veavias ] duvara Aeyev 

evyelpeTal TNS VUKTOS adda mepoeTat| 

10 [ev TEvTE TLovpals eyKeKopovAnpevo|s naTaKeKadvppevos 

[addr et doer peykapey eykekadvppély[or 

Recto. Plate Viliz 

: Aots ? lane Aad(vypov) T(ns) Tpudys ym Keverews Xpnplatwv : KwA(tados) vaos coikws Kw 

( 52) / ev w TysaTat y Adpodtry : leveteA(Atdos) [ 

os 

babin(mbns) éacov @ Saipovie KatladapOew Te pe 

ov & ody Kdbevde: ta dle xpea tavt wo ort 

40 & Thy Kehadrny dmar[ra tyv onv TpereTat 

ss ete ped? 10 Sher if mpopr[norpi amrorecOat KaKws 

Hrs pe ye emnple THv onv pntepa 

43 €bol yap jv Hdijatos aypoikos Bios 

pumapos EUPWTL@Y aKOp|nTOS ELKN KELMEVOS 

mh[n}oov Bptov pedri7’ ras [kar mpoBarois Kat oreudvAois 

46 émer’ éynua MelyaxdAcovs tov Meyaxdeous 
Qa 

Thy Ovyatepa gyoo.Kos wy adleAgiony e€ acrews 
tov adeAdou YP p 4 g 

].-[ cepviv tpvpolcay eykexovovpoperny 

2. The marginal note (Il. 1-8) on Zed Baowded agrees nearly verbally with schol. 
RVe Ald., which have in 1. 1 dpyés for amhos, |. 5 karadioa (rightly) for karaxdvoa, |. 8 ravrns 
éxecOa for exeoOa tavtns. V also has in 1]. 1 voplcew rodro for r. vou., Ald. in 1. 2 rév mounray 
cipnxevat for ep. r. 7., omitting ro @ Zev Baordev in 1. 3 and xa ceBew in 1. 6, © Ald. MvOoyphotas 
for Iv6oxpnoroy in |. 4, R omits wey in |. 5, and RV at the end have an additional sentence 
with a quotation from Homer. 

3. With the marginal note (Il. 9-11) on odSero6” jpépa yernoera cf. schol. V rodro kat 
dptdpevos duvata héyew, Where épifdpevos is shown by 1 to be an error for opytCopevos. 

5. The note in the upper margin upon of 8 oixéra péyxovow corresponds closely to the 
extant scholia, Ald. having ots *Arrixci dua Tod x (ovrws . . . K OM. RV6), oikeras dé viv 
(viv oixéras RVO) ob rods Ocpdrovras pdvov (om. V) réyer GANA mdvTas Tos KaTa THY olkiay. 
kabevdovow ovv mavres (kabevSovor viv, pnolv R, xabedSorras V) as rév dddov pev (om. RV 
Gpepyvowvtav avrov Sé povrifovros (abrov dé pppovtigovra R), Sud rodro kal 76 (om. RV6) féyxovow 
emnyayev (eirev RV) iva paddov deién adrods mdons bvras eo povridos, taév yap Babéws xabevdsyrwy 
tidy €ore (om, R) 76 peyxew (rav d€ pndev porriCdytwr 7d Babéws xabedSev add. V and, with 
xopacOa for xabevdew, R), 1 may have lost another line at the top, in which case the 
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beginning was different; but if the size of the lacuna in ll. 2-4 is correctly estimated, the 
opening sentence of schol. Ald. just fits the gap in 1. 1. If 1. 4 is to harmonize with 
schol. RV, about 30 letters must be added on to each line, for which there is hardly room, 
and which are not required in ]. 2. I seems to have omitted the first half of this sentence, 
just as schol. Ald. has omitted the second half. In Il. 2-3 If seems to be somewhat shorter 
than the extant scholia, which in both R and V are corrupt. The use of émnyayev in Ald. for 
civev in RV affords another point of contact with II. 

IO. karakexaduppevos in the margin is a gloss on eykexopdvAnpevo|s, Schol. V has a long 
note which is partly found in R, explaining the word as eykekahuppévos Kal oUVETT Paupevos. 

38. Above the paragraphus over é¢avov something was written by the first hand which 
looks more like a cross than « with a stroke through it, or y. If it is more than a false 
Start, it may be a critical mark. That it is a number referring to the page or quire is 
improbable. 

39. & ody: so RVAG, &c., edd.; peév ody or odv other MSS. 
40. es: SO R, edd. ; eis V. 
41, ka6 eavrov Aeyes refers to ped; cf. schol. V idta rd ped and Ald. 7d 8¢ det idias. The 

e of «t#’ has been corrected by the first hand, probably from 6. ed’ is misspelled sped’ 
by R. That 7 had an accent as well as a breathing is not certain. 

43. nd oros aypotxos : dypoixos Advaros MSS., edd. ; Naber conjectured édyp. fovxos. 
The order in I does not appear to have been corrected (cf. 1. 47) and may be right; but 
under the accent over 7 is in similar ink a short horizontal stroke which is difficult to account 
for, being unlike a breathing or letter. Perhaps another circumflex (cf. the preceding 7) 
was partly written by mistake. 

44. The marginal purapos probably refers to evpwridv rather than to axdp[yros. The 
scholia in a fuller note explain etporiay by eiky Keipevos, axépnros by dxadNamuoros. 

45. mA[n|@ov refers to Bptwv: cf. schol. R (not in V) avéwv cai reOnrds. Suidas s. v. 
aképntos adds kat mAnOvvay, schol. © has 6dd\dov. 

47. ty Ovyarepa tov adeAdov refers to adfeApidyv. Schol. © has tod ddeAod adrod Ovyarépa. 
The MSS. all have ddehgudiv dypocxos dy, agreeing with the corrector, and the reading of the 
first hand, which separates ddeAgudqv from Meyaxdéous rod M. and gives no caesura, is a mere 
error; cf. 1. 43, note. Above the a of ad[ed¢udyy is what may be a grave accent, but these 
are not employed elsewhere in the papyrus, and the stroke, which is very short, may be 
accidental. 

48. The marginal note no doubt referred to cewyyy or eyxexoucvpoperny, which are both 
commented upon in RV. 

52. The note in the upper margin refers to this line damdvys, \adbuypod, Kaduddos, Vevervd- 
ridos. It is preceded by a critical mark which may have been repeated in the main text. 
r of 7(ys) has a stroke through it like that through the ¢ of Aad(vypov) and X of Tevered(AsSos), 
The form kéveous for kévaous is not known (kevéwors occurs in Pindar), and is probably a mere 
misspelling like TevereA(Acdos) in the next line, which, moreover, may well have contained the 
word yeveoeas. With the explanation of Aapvypod as t(j) Tpupis kai Kevarews xpnularev Ci. 
schol. V dédnpayias kai modutehelas* rouréote exdedintnperns ToAvTEAEt Tpopy Aapvypov yap AEeyee 7d 
dnAnotws éabiew, schol. Ald. ris mept ra ed€opara modvredelas* Tovréotw dowrias. apuypov yap 
xt\., adding quotations from Eupolis and Homer, schol. R déyndayias cai ris mpos Ta edéopara 
moduteheias. In view of the scholium in I, rpopy in schol. V is probably corrupt for rpup7 : 
cf. tpudy «ai modvtéAcca in Xen. AZemor. i, 6. 10 and schol. Brunck s. v. catayhorricpdrev 
(1. 51) eixdrws S€ radra xaradéyes Serxvds dre al evyeveis yuvaikes Ud THs Alay Tpuphs roadra mparrovar. 
U1, unlike schol. R Ald., explains Aafvypés as waste of money, not gluttony, and the first 
part of the note in schol. V may have meant the same, for ddypayia, like Aapvypds, is used in 
both senses. 
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KodA(tados) vaos eorkas kodow| ev @ tiwarar n Adpodity : cf. schol. V KaAuot vads ris ’Appodirns 

otT@ Kadovpevos, amd TOO cvpBEBnKsros THY mpoonyopiay AaBav* veavias yap .. . Kodtds S€ &kAnOn dre 

Obovros tov tepéws iepeiov Kwrjs tepak ipma ev Kal emeKewa (1. em ékeivp with Suidas) 16 rér@ 

érexabéobn. Scho]. R is nearly identical, but in place of the last sentence adds Kodudda be 

mpoonyspevoe Tov Témoy ard TaY KoA@Y a év Tois Seapois KaTeEToVEITO. Schol. Ald. has of pe 

Kodidda tiv Gedy Kadovor veaviov ’ArtiKxod dmodpavros . . . oi d€ témov eotkora K@doLS avdpés, €vOa 7 

Oeds typara, Whether I had eocxas kodous after vaos (or romos) is uncertain, but in any case 

the interpretation given by of 6é in Scho]. Ald. seems to be meant. 

Devered(Audos) fs 1. Tevervd(Audos). Something like Sapev t(ns) yeverews attios probably 

followed ; cf. schol. R Satuov mepi rHv “Appoditny ths yeverews ehopos (airtos Suid.), and 

schol. V of peév rv epi thy ’Adp. a&todor OeGv pilav civar Sua TO yevérews adryy eivar Tois avOpwros 

aitiav KTA. 

1872. ARISTOPHANES, Frogs. , 

Er, 3 10:8.x (0:4 en. Fifth century. 

These four fragments of two leaves from a codex of the Frogs were found with 

1871 and 1873-4, with which they are probably contemporary though certainly 

in a different hand and probably from a different MS.; cf. 1871. introd. The 

script, like that of 1878, is more compact than that of 1871 and 1874, and is also 

distinguished by its form of \ which is often large and almost cursive. Parts of 

fifty-five lines are preserved from the early and middle portions of the play. 

Iota adscript is sometimes written. A correction in 1. 855 is by a different hand 

which used black ink, and to the same person are probably due the occasional 

accents (in Fr. 1 only) and stops. All three kinds of points are employed, but 

not very accurately, since the middle point is used instead of the high at the end 

of 1.44 where there is a change of speaker. Marks of elision and diaereses 

are due to the first hand. 
The text, like that of the Berlin fragments of this play (cf. 1871. introd.), 

is of slight interest, but tends on the whole to support the most ancient MS., R 
(tenth century). Agreements with R against V, &c., are found in ll. 847 (?), 

852, 853, and 893, and with RV and the Ambrosianus (M) against the Urbinas 

(U) in Il. 857 and 891, while V, &c., are supported against R in Il. 890 and 894. 

Mistakes occur in ll. 887 and 890, and very probably in ll. 879, 891, and 892, as 

well as in ll. 888 and 897, where the MSS. too are corrupt and the error is now 

traced back to the fifth century. 

Ie, We Recto. 

44 [@ daipovte mpooedOe Seopa: yap tT] cov- 

45 [GAA ovyx olos T Eth amocoB|noat Tov yedlov 
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[opav AeovTny emt KpoKo|rat Keiplerny 

[71s 0 vous te KoBopvos Kat] pomadov [EvvndOerny 
[woe yns amednuers ere|Barevoy Kdeto[bever 
[Kavavpaxnoas kat Kalredvolaluey ye [vaus 

[ 50 [Tov moAcuioy n dwdelx’ 7 [Tpilokaidlexa 

Verso. 

85 [mou yn|s o TAnuloy es pakapoy evoyiav 

[o de Helvoxrens [e€oAorro vn Ata 

[IvOay]}yedros Se mlepe epov 8 ovdets Aoyos 

[emirp|tBopevov z[ov wpov ovtwor asgodpa 

[ovkoluy erep eor ev[ravOa peipaxvAda 

90 [Tpaylwdias movodr[ra AE n pupLa 

[Evpimi|oou [r]\ev n [oradio AadLoTEpa 

Frs, 2-4. Verso. 

840 [aAnOes @ mat THs apovpatas Oeov] 

ov dn fe TavT w oTpwpvALocvAdEKTA]|dy 
[ 
[ 
[Kal MT@XOTOLE KaL paKklocuppamTa|on 

[@AA ov Tt Xalpwv avT epets av Alolyvre 

[Kat pn mpos opynv omdayyva Oeppnvns KoTlo 

[ 845 [ov Onta mpi y av Tov7oy atopnve capos| 

[Tov x@domoloy olos wy OpacuveT|ac 

[apy apva perdava] maildels e[geveyKare 

[Tugws yap exBatlve malpackevageTlac 

[o Kpnrixkas pey cluddr\cyov povwdias 

850 [yapous 8 avoctous] eropepwy evs THv TEXVa[Y 

[emiayxes ovTos w@ moAv|ripy|t] Alfoy|vre. 

[amo twv xadafov 6| w tovnp Evpimidn 

avay|é ceavrov exmo|dwy ec cwppoves 

iva pln Kedhadratw tlov Kpotagov cov pnpart 

t39 
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is) 

855 Oevaly um opyns exxen Toly Tnrcegllo]y: 

[cv de pn mpos opynv Atcyvd adda] mpaoves 

[eAeyx eAeyxou AloopercOar [d ov ampere 

[avdpas moinras] @omep apromwddas: 

[ov & evOus worep mpilvos epulrlpniolOes Blolas 

860 [eTolpmos exp eywye KovK avadvopat| 

[Saxvery SaxvecOat mporepos et TouTlw. OoKet. 

Recto. 

879 EAU ET EMT ao ee ea duvapuy 

880 devvoraroliv oTopatow tropicacbat 

pnpata kalt wapampiopar etov 

vuy ylap aywv codias ode peyas 

[xwpel mpos epyov dn] 

885 [evxecbe O|n Kat [opm TL mply Tarn devel 

[Anu\ntep n Oplewraca thy euny ppeva 

[eva\t pe tov [cov agiov| paptnpilov 

[emuBe|s Kat ov dn AtBar[wroly rAaBaly Karas 

[erepot] yap eloly olciv evxopal Oeos 

890 [rdvoe TL\ves oc Kompa Kialtvoy K[aL pada 

[eOc] On mpooevxou 7[.|. Tow ifdtwrars Deas 
€ 

[-].[--] ee@np [[ac]|uov Booknpa klar ykooons orpodiyé 

kat €vvEeot Kal puKTNpES oodplavTnpzoL 

oplws p edeyyely wy av amt|@pat Aoywr 

895 kat pnv nlpes emOvpovpev 

Tapa cogiov avdpo.v akovoa tiva oyov 

euple|Alecav] eme daulaly [odor 

yAoooa pev yap nypiwrar | 

Ana 6 ovk aTodpov apdloy ovd axiwytor ppeves 

goo mpoa|doxayv ovy elixos ¢ore 

Tov pley aorecov TL rEe~at Kal KaTEppLYNpEVoY 

TOV [6 AVACTOVT AVTOTPELVOLS 
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87. The doubtful 7 of s[epe might be a low stop by the first hand. 
846. A high stop may have been lost at the end of the line. 
847. Before the final ¢ of [£eveyxarle everything is very uncertain, but considerations 

of space make it probable that 1 had peAava with R, Velsen, H(all)-G(eldart), not pedavay 
with VUAM, &c. 

848. ees or -rle- can be read ; -ras MSS., edd.; but cf. 1. 892. 
851. Adox}ere. or, possibly, Aifox]vde:, if the upper dot is not part of the ¢; but there is 

no change of speaker. 
852. 6]: so R, edd.; 7 M, om. VUA. That m did not omit a conjunction is 

practically certain, for even with 4 or r there are only 15 letters in the space occupied by 18 
in |]. 851 and by 16 in 1. 853. 

853. avayje: so R and most edd. ; dmraye VUAM, &c. 
855- Gevely: so RVUM and most MSS. (éévwr) and edd. (Berar) 5 but O{ivofy (A and 

a few other MSS.) is possible. 
857. mpelrer: so RVAM, H-G; 6éms U, &c., Velsen. 
859. sadabien (RUM correctly) or eu[n]pio Gers (VA) can be read. 
861. Tour|a : Or, less probably, tour |. 

STO. ens ae ssc : ero[yrouevac (So MSS. except R én’ dydpevat) cannot be read, nor 
apparently emo[ouevar or ene|. The arrangement of Il. 879-902 corresponds to that in RV, 
from which UAM differ. 

881. para (so MSS., Blaydes, H-G) has been altered by many editors (mpéyva re 
Velsen following Kock). 

882. ode (restored from the MSS.) is generally altered to 6 by editors, following 
Hermann. 

887. paprnpior (i.e. paptuptov) is a mistake for puotnpiar. 
888. Ka cv bn AyBar| wro|y AaBoly : so Suidas (om. AaBov) ; kal 67 od ALB. AaBav R, AaBaov 

67 kai ob UuUB. VUAM, &c., H-G; a few MSS. have kai od dB. AaBdv or AaBdv «kab 
av v8. I's order lends some support to Fritzsche’s 18. kat od 8} AaBedr, which is adopted 
by Velsen. 

890. ttlves ov: oc is a mistake for ool, the reading of AUS. edcers TLVES TOU IR. TWeES TOL 

kai M. 

891. 67: so RVM, Velsen, H-G; viv UA Ald. After rpocevyov TI has three letters 
which are absent in the MSS. Possibly the scribe wrote z[oluroucw i[Scors (cdvor occurred in 
1. 890) for row weoras. Only one dot is visible above the supposed {. 

892. aOnp euov is the reading of the MSS., but besides aimov originally for eyov the scribe 
wrote four (perhaps only three) superfluous letters at the beginning of the line. Of these 
all that is left is the bottom of a vertical stroke which would suit y, 7, 1, «, », v, 7, or 7, and 
may have been the initial letter. It is not certain that there was any writing at all between 
the doubtful a and @np. 

893. Evveor: SOR, edd.; évveors VUAM. 
894. av antiapac: so VUAM, edd. ; drropa R. 
897. epplelAlecar| exe: eupedevay émire RVUA, Velsen, H-G, ey. emi re M, Bekker. In 

the corresponding passage of the antistrophe (I. 994) the MSS. omit the word or words 
answering either to ewpedeay or to enure dail, and Dindorf wished to omit éeupédeay here. 
émire Saiay 6ddy is not very satisfactory and was not the reading of the first hand of 11, who 
wrote eme before da{aly |; but only the bottoms of the letters a{a|y remain, and there may 
have been a correction. 

go2. The o of roy seems to have been corrected. 
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13738. ARISTOPHANES, Peace and Knights. 

Fr.1 85 xX17-3 cm. Fifth century. 

The larger of these two fragments found with 1369-72 and 1374 (cf. 1371. 

introd.) is the upper portion of a leaf containing on the verso ten lines from 

the concluding scene of the Peace, and on the recto ten lines from the opening 

scene of the Kwights, the text of which began five lines before the end of 

the column on the verso. The order of the plays was thus different from both 

that in R, where the Kxzights and Peace stand fifth and sixth, and that in V, 

where the Kuxights, Birds, and Peace occupy the fourth, fifth, and sixth places. 

Illegible traces of what may have been the number of the page occur on the verso. 

The smaller fragment, which belongs to a much later scene of the Kzzghzts, 

is not quite certainly in the same hand as the other, for the letters are more 

spaced out, as in 13871 and 1374, while in the larger fragment the writing tends to 

be compact. The hand of 1874 is, however, distinctly larger, and on the whole 

it is probable that both fragments of the Kxzights belong to the same MS. The 

only stops found are double dots indicating a change of speaker. These are 

generally by the first hand where the change takes place in the middle of a line. 

Where double dots occur at the ends of lines (Peace 1328 and 1331), these are 

due to a corrector, who used darker ink and was also responsible in the Peace for 

the insertion of the missing syllable at the end of |. 1326 in a large cursive hand, 

the paragraphus after ]. 1328, and the deletion of the repetition of 1. 1329. The 

corrections ‘in ll. 6, 7, and 9 of the Kzzghts together with the paragraphi are also 

due to a corrector, but not certainly the same. A solitary (wrong) accent in 

1. 1334 of the Peace and a few other corrections are probably by the first hand, 

as are certainly the marks of elision and diaereses. 

Of the Kzights the only other papyrus fragment is one from Hermopolis 

containing parts of ll. 37-46 and 86-95 with scholia (late fourth or fifth century), 

edited by us in Mélanges Nicole, pp. 212-17, while the Peace has not hitherto 

been represented on papyrus; but 1378 (II) is too short.to be of much value. 
The text is carelessly written and the corrector not very observant, as is shown 
by e.g. |. 11 of the AKwights ; but some errors of R are avoided. R is supported 
against V three times (Kzights 7, 14, and 1058), V against R twice (Kxzichts 8, 
15). A small correction of the MSS. by Blaydes in Kwights 1017 is confirmed, 
and perhaps another by Brunck in 1058. 
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Peace. 

Fr. 1. Verso. 

aye 6) a 

ovrr¢e[£ac]Oar madrw e€ apyxns 

Angat T [at|Owva odnpov : 

1329 ~ deupo @ [ylvvat ets aypov 

[[Sevpo  yuvar ets aypor]| 

1330  xaomws eT Eu“ov Karn 

KafAws klaraxeiolec : 

1332 v[uny vplevare w 
1334 [© Tplopalkdp w Sika 

1335 [ws Tayaba] vy [yes 

1326. mavta ova arwdecapev : wav bo’ anwdécapev MSS. Above oca a there seem to be 
some traces of ink along the edge of the papyrus, i.e. a page number. 

1327. At the end of the line there is a smudge made by the corrector. 
1328. r: so RV, &c. (& C Ald.); but there is no sign of a cross-bar and the letter is 

rather close to the preceding «, so that perhaps y was written by mistake. The paragraphus 
inserted below this line by the corrector and the double dots here and in ]. 1331 make 0 
correspond up to that point with RV, which assign Il. 1316-28 to the chorus, 1329-31 to 
Trygaeus, 1332 to a npydptov, and 1334 to another jwy., omitting 1, 1333 which was 
a repetition of 1. 1332. Editors arrange and emend Il. 1329 sqq. in a variety of ways. 
The division of ll. 1332-5 in I agrees with that in R, V combining 1334 with 1332 and 
1336 with 1335. 

1329. The repetition of this line, which is found only once in the MSS., was deleted 
by the corrector. Two instances of a similar repetition occur in ll. 1339-42 (ri dpdcopev 
airny and tpvyjoopey adrnv), which are divided by V between two jjuyépua, like the repetitions 
of ‘Yyqy “Ypévar’ & in Il. 1336, 1346, 1351, and 1361. Dawes rejected ll. 1339-42, concerning 
which schol. V remarks éy ruow ot géperat. But although the repetition of |. 1329 is no doubt 
wrong, it supports the view that ll. 1339-42 were found in I, as wellas the three concluding 
lines which stand in RV but are absent in many MSS. After the ro extant lines of the Peace 
there is just room for 25 more lines (Il. 1336-end) arranged as in R (V combines them into 
14), besides the first 5 lines of the Anzghts (cf. Fr. 1 recto); for since the normal column 
probably contained about 44 lines (cf. Fr. 2), there would still be a space equal to 4 lines 
available for the title. 

1332. uplevae w: for the absence of elision cf. ], 1326, but the papyrus is much 
damaged at the end of this line, and vp|eva (so RV) or vylevae is possible. 

) 

1334-5. @ Sicalos: 1. ws dx. with MSS. @ is due to the two preceding instances of 6. 
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Knights. 

te Ls Recto. 

6 Kaxiora On@ ovros ye mpwros IIagdalyovley 

avrais diaBorals : @ Kakodatpov mals €\xels 

Kakos Ka0amep av : devpo vuy mpoce Ald wa 
v 

Evvavdtay KNavowpey Ovduptrou y[o\zol| s || 

Io pupv pupy pupy puppy pup pup 

Tt Kpvupoped? addws vk expny ¢n[reliv tiUv\o 

ceTnpiay vev adda pn KAaELY ETL 

tt [oly yevolt av Aeye GU: av pev ovY pilot Aeye 

iva pn payopar: pa Tov ATroAAw yo [wey ov 

15 [add] <{ijre Oalpploy [ele[ra] keylo col: plpacw 

Ise; Bo Recto. 

1013 [ws ev vepedatowy| aeTos |yernoopar 

[axove On vuv Kat] MpooexX[€ TOY vouv EfL0L 

rors [ppatev EpexOetd|n Aoytwly odov qv cot AtroAdov 

[uaxev «€ adurorlo dia Tpimlodoy epiTipov 

coferOar o exedely tepoy [Kuva KapXapooovTa 

Verso. 

1057 [aAA ovkK av paxeolaito [xEcalTo yap « paxEeralTo 

[adda tode ppac|oar mplo IIvdov IIvAov nv cor eppager 

[core IIvdos plo Tvdoo : [te Touro Aeyet mpo IIvdo10 

1060 [ras muedous ||. |]neow katadnweorO ev Badraverw 

[ eyo] & adf[Aljouzios tyHEpov ‘yevnoopat 

[ outos yalp nluav Tas mucous adnpTacey 

6. The @ of Maddal[yorloy seems to have been altered by the corrector from o of the 

first hand. -ov MSS. 
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7- auras: so RP Ald, edd.; atrais, VATeO. The first hand wrote d:a8oXace by 
mistake, a reminiscence of avrawx Bovdas in]. 3 ; the corrector altered the final « into two 
dots marking a change of speaker. The s of «|xeus seems to have been rewritten by the first 
Hae in order to make it larger, in harmony with the other enlarged letters at the ends 
of lines, 

8. vv: so V (vy), A, &c. (viv); 67 R Vat.2, Zacher, H-G. 
9. The MSS. have yéyov with the corrector (so edd.), but Eustathius read von. It is 

not quite certain that the first hand wrote rfoluos, but the final letter is not Vv, @, OF t. 
IL. kpvupoped : 1. kuvvpoped’ with APO; kivupduco RP, kuvupoueaO V. The « of ux 

(1. ove) is badly written, being almost like 7. rvla, if that was the reading, must have been 
rather cramped. 

12. vor: SOTOPMA; vaiv VA, vow R Vat. 
13. te [oluv: ris od» RV with the other MSS. according to Blaydes and Zacher. 

Bekker has ri od», apparently by a misprint. The traces do not suit ti[s] ovv, and there is 
not room for 7{s oly, but 7 may well be a repetition from |. 11. IL agrees with RV, &c., in 
ae no change of speaker after yévoir’ dv. Most editors make a change and rearrange 
]. 13-16. 

14. wa py: so R Ald. Vat., edd.; ta co wy VA, &c. 
15. [add]: so VA, &c., edd.; om. R. Editors, following Sauppe, generally invert the 

order of ll. 15-16; cf. 1. 13, note. 
TOIT. exedelv': ekedtevo’ RV, &c., edd., ékédevoev AO, Blaydes had conjectured ékéAev’, 

comparing the imperfect éppagev in I]. 1042, 1048, and 1058. The v is not absolutely 
certain, but exehev|o” or exeAevoe|y* cannot be read. In]. 1049 the MSS. vary between ékéAcve 
and exéNeuce. 

1058. ppac|oac: so most edd., following Brunck; gpdoa RIM, dpdtev VAS, &c. 
The o is somewhat smaller than would be expected, and there may have been a correction. 
The letter comes above the m of rvAouw, but the other « may have been omitted, at any rate 
originally. 

1060. $][-Jnow: gnoi MSS., pyotv edd. The letter before mow was certainly not ¢, 
but seems to have been deleted by the first hand, so that @yoiv was probably meant. 

1061. The deletion of the superfluous A is apparently due to the first hand. 
1062. This verse was rejected by Zacher. 

1374. ARISTOPHANES, Wasps. 

Bryt si 74 x b2-3.cm. Fifth century. 

Of the various fragments of Aristophanes found with 1369-70 (cf. 1871. 

introd.) those of the Wasps are much the longest, portions of four leaves with 

more than 150 lines from the middle of the play being preserved. The script 

resembles that of 1871 and 1373. Fr. 2, but is larger and more irregular. There 

are no corrections except one in ]. 609 made by the scribe himself, and, save for 

occasional double dots to indicate a change of speaker, no stops; but apostrophes 

to mark elision, &c., besides diaereses and paragraphi, occur. The page- 

numbers 19[5] and 196 are found on Fr. 1. No column is completely preserved, 

but Col. i had forty-five lines if ll. 475-6 were arranged, as is probable, like 

L 
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ll. 486-7, and Col. ii may have had the same number, while in Cols. iii-iv the 

number increases to forty-seven or forty-eight. The next leafis lost, and since 

Col. vii is for the most part lyric there is some uncertainty concerning the 

division of lines, which seem to have exceeded forty-six. In the last three 

columns a slight increase is discernible, Col. ix at any rate having apparently 

forty-nine lines, The leaf containing Cols. ix and x (pp. 203-4) was turned so that 

the recto came first, whereas the verso would be expected to occupy this position 

and correspond to the verso in Col. viii. Since approximately 9,200 lines have 

to be accounted for before Col. i, the Wasps is likely to have been the seventh 

play in this MS., as in V; cf. 1878. introd. In R it stood ninth, between the 

Acharnians and Thesmophoriazusae. 

The text contains, as is usual in Byzantine literary fragments, a number 

of scribe’s errors, but has several points of interest. The Wasps, like the Kxzghts, 

is one of the plays in which V tends to disagree most with R, and the papyrus 
(I), unlike 1872, strongly supports the former (cf. ll. 449,456, 506-7, 511, 568, 

570, 573, 613, 621, 749, 790, and 8c6?), except where V has made an obvious mis- 

take (ll. 571, 608, 756, 796, 825-6, 865, and 875), and in 1.612? As compared 

with R, V in this play seems to be distinctly superior. A slight correction of the 
MSS. in 1]. 576 by Brunck on metrical grounds and probably another in 1]. 790 

by Bergk are verified, but in Il. 452, 487, 749, 795, 802, 808, and 816 traditional 

readings which have been suspected are confirmed. New readings also occur in 

ll. 499 and 795. 

The small fragment 1408 seems to be in the same hand as 1874, and its 

colour suggests that it belongs to Fr. 1, but we have not succeeded in identifying it. 

Fr. 1 verso. Colar 

pale 
443 [mplos Biav yxetpovory [ovdey Toy madat peuynpevor 

Oee]POepalvy Kakwpidwov as ovTos avTois nuova 

445 Kat Ku[pas kat Tous modas yxeElpwvos ovTos wpedet 

@oTe pln piywy y EKaoToT aAXa ToUTOLS y OVK EVI 

ovd ev [opOadrpoow ados tov Tadatov euBadov 

ovk agn[oes ovde vert pp w KakioToy Onpiov 

ovd’ avalyvnabers 06 evpwy tous Botpus KAemTovTa ce 

45° [m]pocayalywv mpos Tnv edaav e€edeip ev Kavdpikas 

[wlove oe ¢[nAwToy evar ov & axaptotos nob apa 
> 

arrA avels fe Kal GV Kal ov Tply Toy vioy ExdpapeLy 
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460 

462 

463 

465 

487 

490 

495 
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adda Tovtaly] pev [Tay nut Swoeroy Karny SiKny 

ovker’ els prakpay [ww €1dnO ovos cor avdpwy tporos 
ofvOupov Kat dtkalioy Kar Brerovtoy Kapdapa. 
mate Trav’ wo FavOia zlovs odnkas amo rns olKias 
adda dp[w] Tour’ adfAa Kat ov Tupe TOAAW TW KaTVW 

ouxe a[ove]® ove eis [Kopakas ovkK amite mate To ~viw 

kat ov [mploobeis Arcyivyy evrude tov Seddapriov 

ap. eu[e]|AAopev [700 vas amocoBycev Tw xpove 

adda pa Av ov paldiws ovtws av avrous duepuyes 

em[ep elrvxov tlav pedXewv Tov PidoKAEous 

BeB[pwxores 

apa [ont ovk avra onda 

Tos [Tevynoly n TUpavuls 

[ ws Aabpa y eAavOav vmiovea pel 

et ov y @ Tovm Tovnpe Kat KopyTapvvla 

Tlwv voueyv nuas amepyes wv €Onkey n TroXts 

pla LectOy Colm. 

abe 
[ ode mote y ovy eos | ] 

[ av| TL pov Aoimoy nt 

[ oorts nuwly emt Tuplavytd| eatadnis 

[ws amavO vu tupavyis eott Kjat EvympoTar 

nv TE pelfov nv T edaTTOV mpalypa TIS KaTNYyoOpNL 

nS €y@ OVK nKovoa Tovvom ovd|e TEVTNKOVT ETwV 

vuy O€ moAAwL Tov TapLxous eoTily a<iwrEepa 

[ 
[ 
[ 
[wore Kat On Tovvoy aurns ey ayopat KvdtwdeTat 

[nv pey wvnrar Tis oppws pepu|Bpadas de pn OerAne 

[evdews expnx 0 mwA@Y TANGY Tas peuBpadas 

ovros owewvety cory avOpwrros| emt Tupavvide 

n Aaxavorodts gna] wapaBreyaca Oatepo 

ELME [Ol YNTELOY alTElis TOTEpoy Em TUpavYLOL 

L2 

[ 
[nv d€ ynrewov mpocarn Tas alpvats novopa TL 

[ 
[ 

147 
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500 

5°5 

510 

558 

TA OXY RAYNCH Usa LA Ly il, 

[n vopigers tas AOnvlas co tpedelt|y novopara : 

[kape y n tmopvn xOels etcedOoly|ra tys peonpBpras 

[ore KeAnTicat KeAevor| o€[vdup[nOjeoa pot 

[nper e« tyv Inmmiov kabic\raplat] typavyida: 

[TavTa yap TovTois axolviey noe ele Kat vuy eyo 

[rov marep ott BovAopat] TouvTaly] amaddayOevta Tov 

[opOoporrocvkoparvTodiko|radaimwpeyv TpoTav 

[¢nv Biov yevvatov warl|ep Mopvu ios] atiav exo 

[ravta dpav ~vvwporns] wv Kat pplovjov Tupavyika 

vn At ev Oucne y eyo yap olvdey opvi[Oov ylada 

avtt Tov Biov AaBouw av oly pe vivy azroorlepns 

ovde xalpw Batic ovd eyxedeotv Ad 7]OLoTAV 

vn At eOicOns yap noecOat roovtos mplaypao{ily [ 

[ 

[ 
[ 
[Ocxidiov opiKpoy dayoiw av ev Aomwad:| wemviypevoy 

[ 
[aAA €av olywy avacynt Kal pabnis aya Aey]o [ 

. 2 recto. Colas 

as eu [oud av (ovr noev ec pn Ota THY mpoTepay amopuéty 

TouTt mlelp[e tlov alytiBorXouvTwy eaT@ TO fynpoovvOY LoL 

560 « y etcehOav avirtBornbes Kar THY opyny amopopx bets 

evOov Tovrayv wv [av dackw mavtwv ovdey memoinka 

QaAN akpowpat macias dwvas vevT@y es atropugiv 

pep ido 7 yap ovk [ect] afkovoar Owmevp evravda Sixkacry 

ot fev y’ amokAolor[rlat mevitay avt@y Kar mpoortibeact 

565 Ka@Ko mMpos Tols ovow ews alyiav av Lowen Too eEpoioty 

ot de Aeyouor pudovs nuty oc S Atiowmov tL yedowov 

ot de oxlw|rrovc’ iv eyw yedaow Kat [Tov Ovpoyv Katabapat 

kav pln Tolvros avameOwperba tla maidapr evOus avedxer 

tas Ondlelas Kae Tous viijecs TyIs yetpos eyo 8 axpowpar 

570 Ta de ovly|knarT’ amoPAnyx[arat kame o matnp umEep avTov 

womep Oeov avTiBore pe Tple“wov tns evduyns amodrvoat 

et pev xalt|pecs alpvjos dwvn [rados gavny ehenoas 
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et 0 av Tolis] xorpfidijous yarpo [Ovyarpos dovn pe mibecbat 
XnpzelLs avjrw z[ore] tns opyns [oAvyov Tov KoAXOT aveipev 

575 ap ov [peyladne tour} ear’ apxn [Kat Tov mAovTov KaTtaxnyn 
dev7[epov av cou rolute ypadoluae tyv Tov mAovrov KaTraynyny 
[kat tayaba por peuvno] axles paockwy rns EdXados apXely 

Fr. 2 verso. Golmive 

607 [aomagwvTa dia Tapyvpioy Kat mpota| wey n [Ovyar|np pev 
[amovign Kat Tw 70d aden Kat Tpo\cxupaca didnon 

€ 

Kal Tanm@i¢ovs a“a Tn yAwoon Tol] TplwBodrov Kkahapara [ 
610 [kat To yuvatoy pw vmobwmevoay] g~uoTny pacav mplolceveyKne 

[Kamreita KabeCouevn| map epulor mlpocavayKagn gaye Toure 

[evTpaye TovTL Towwiy eyo yalvlupar Kar pn pe denons 

[es oe PreWrar Kat Tov Tlapiav omor aptoroy mapabynoet 
|KaTapacapevols Kat tovOopycas adr nv fn pot Taxv pagne 

615 [rade KexTnpat T\poBAnpa Kakov oKevny BelAlewv adewpny 
[Kav owvov pot wn yx]ns ov mew Tov ovoy To[vd) eoKexoutopae 

[ovov pectoy Kat eyx|eopar KALvas ovTols dle Kexnvas 

[Bpopnoapevos tov cooly duvov plelya Kat otplalriov Katemapdey 

619-20 [ap ov peyadrnv apynv alpxw kat z[olu Avovs ofv|dev edaT To 

621 [oort|s akovw talv]? amep o [Zelus 

[nv ylovy npels OolpvByiclopev 

[was] 7s dynow [tov] mapioly[rjov 

[ocolv Bpovrat tho dt\kaoz7[npioly 

625 [o Zelv Baci{rjev [| | 

[ kal aoltpa a mommugove 

Fr. 3 recto. Col vit. 

746 [a gov Kedevorto|s ovk enlecdeTo 

"47 [yoy 0 tows Tol cos 

149 
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[Aoyors meter ar] 

748 [kar cwppover pelvror pede 

[oras es To Aoltmov tloly Tpomov 

749 [weOopjevos TE cot 

[im poe pole 

outros tt Boas 

150 [un pol Tovroy pndevy umicx[vou 

Kewov epapar KeO[e yevolpav 

iv o Knpu€ gnois Ties ange 

aTos avictacOw [ 

KamloTain[y emt ToLs Knpols 

455 Wndigoulevwy o TeAEVTaLOS 

amevd w [yruyn mov por Wuxn 

mapes [w oklepa pa tov Hpaxdrea 

pn voly er eyo v Toot dtkacTas 

KAent[ovTa KiXeova AaPorpe 

760 [10 w mlarep mpols tov Ocoy enor mBov 

Fr, 3 verso. Col. viii. 

490 [kameit] eveO[nke tpets Aomidas por KeoTpEwY 

[kay] vexary oB[odous yap wopuny aPew 

[karla BdeduxOelis ooppopevos eLentvca 

[ka6] etAKov avroly o de TL mpos TavT eLh oO TL 

[are]xrpvovols] p [e]plac]kje Kowdtay exely 

798 [Tax|y your kaberwers y apylvpiov n 6 os AEeyov 

[opas oclov Kat rovto Onta [klep[Savers 

[ov mavu Tle pikpov add’ omep peddeis srovec 

[avapeve vy eyo de tavd n§w dlelpaly 

[opa To xpnua Ta] Aoyt ws mepatverat 

800 [nknkoew yap ws AlOnvatoe more 

[Ouxacovey emt Tats ollkeracot Tas dikas [| 

[kav Tos mpoOupas evor|kodounoer mlas avnp 

[avrw Stkacrnpidioy p\iKpov mavu 
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[womep Exaratov mavralxov mpo tov bupay i 
805 [idov te er epers ws amar] eyo depo 

[ocamep ehackov Katt ToAA|o mAeELova 

[apis fey nv oupytiacns av|rne 

[ Tapa ool KpeunoeT eyyus ele [Tov marradou 

Frs. 4 and 5 recto. Colas. 

814 [avrov pelyov [yap thy paxny podycopa 

815 [atap te rlov oplyiw ws eu e€nveyKare 

[wa y nly KaOe(vdns amoAoyoupevov Tivos 

[adwv alyobev eéeyecpy o ovroct 

[ev ett mro]0m ta 8 [add apeoker pot To TL 

[Pnpwor] et mas e[kkopicats to Tov AvKouv 

5 lines lost. 
825 ¢[KaAouy Kader vuy ws KaOnu eyo madat 

lepe YUV TlY aUT@® TpwTOV Elcayayw SiKnY 

7[t tts Kakoy dedpaxe Tov ev TwKLa 

n (Oparra mpockavcaca mpony thy yuTpay 

emoxes ovTos ws oALtyou ph amwdecas 

830 alvev dpudaxrov tnv Sixny peddes Kadely 

Frs. 4 and 5 verso. Colm: 

863 [Kae pny nes emt] Tats [crovdas 

[Kat Tals evxals ] 

865 pnunv ayabnv re~oluev vyliv [ 
[ore yevvaiws eK Tov mloAEpuolv 

[kat Tov vetxous fu|veBnroly 

[eudnpia pev mpwra vv] vrapy|eTo 

[w DoiB ArodrAov Ive ew ayladn tlvyn 

5 lines lost. 

875 [@ decmor avag yelTov ayviev Tovpov mpobv|poly mpoomudas 

[Oe€ar TedeTnv Kany wvag nv Tw TaTpL Kal\voTopolupeEr 
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[mavooy tT avtov TovTo To hav oTpudvoy Kat] mpivivo[y nos 

[avre olpaiov pedTos pikpoy Tw Ovpidiw mapalegas 

444. de{c\pOepaly, or perhaps [Shapbcpaly, is for dupbepar. 

449. ovd : so V, &c., edd; otr K. 
452. avels: SO MSS., H(all)-G(eldart) ; des Cobet. 
453. Tovto|y|: so MSS. and most edd. The v.1. rovrw is implied by the scholia. 
A454. «is? es RV, edd. 

456. mae: so VI, &c., edd.; mate R. 
459. The MSS. assign this line not to the speaker of ]. 458 (Sosias), but to a different 

person (oixérys R, Xanthias V), and generally give 1. 460 to him also (so most edd.). 
R, however, supports M1 in marking a new speaker after 1. 459. J probably assigned 
ll. 458-9 to Bdelycleon, 460 to Xanthias or Sosias; Bergk gave |]. 456 to Sosias, 457-9 to 
Bdelycleon, 460 to Xanthias. 

462. BeG|pwxores which belongs to this verse was put in a line by itself, perhaps for 
want of space. 

465. This line, which would be expected to correspond to the two preceding, is corrupt 
in the MSS. 

486-7. Hl agrees with RV in its division of these lines. There is no room before 
estadns for oS which is commonly inserted on metrical grounds (cf. 1. 429) by editors, 
following Hermann. 

496. tats alpvas: it is uncertain whether I had ras (so MSS., Starkie, H-G) or ms 
(Brunck on metrical grounds), especially as mpooaitn may have had an iota adscript. 

497. pynow| rapaBrePaca: mapaBepacd dno MSS., rightly. 
499. tpepelelv: hepeer MSS. The remark of schol. V yaw ére dia cé pvdovow ai *AGjvar 

ndvopara Would apply to rpépew even better than to dépew, which connotes the idea of paying 
besides that of bearing. 

505. The restoration gives 22 letters in the lacuna where the lines above and below 
have 18 or 19, so that M1 probably did not have the correct spelling of the scholia op6po- : 
dpOo- R, &c., 6p6oc- V. Possibly dixko was omitted. 

506. exw: so V, &c., edd.; ¢yov R. 

507. tuvpavuxa: So V Suidas and most edd.; rvpavvidia R, &c. There are no double 
dots at the end of this line or of 1. 511. 

508. olvdev: 06’ dv MSS., rightly. The repetition of a seems to have caused a difficulty, 
as in |, 510. 

509. atroor |epns : 1. aroor |epets with the MSS. 

510. y|voray is an error for ndvoy av: cf. note on 1. 508, 
5II. memvypevov: so V, &c., edd.; memnypévov R. 
558. as: Os V, &c., edd., as R. 

F ome ey’: eir MSS., rightly ; cf 1.795, note. Paragraphi are omitted before this line 
and |. 576. 

564. amoxdo.or|t|ae Or aroxAovor|.|r[ale can be read ; dmoxXalovrar RV, dmoxddovra BC, edd. 
565. This verse is corrupt in the MSS., which have kaka (xaxd ye B Ald.) mpés rois 

(roiow B Ald.) otow és dv iowon (os dandy duowon V) roiow euoiow. TI is corrupt in having 
kako for kaka and may have omitted aver like RBC. Meineke proposed kaka mpos tois obat 
(kaxoior)y ews dv io. 7. eu., Starkie xa. m. Tr. odow eas dv (81 tus) iohon Tr. ep. 

566. Aeyovor: So VBC; 1. Aéeyouow with R. 

508, avareopecba: so VBC and most edd.; dvareOapeba R. 
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570. ovly|ky Warr’ is for ov[y|kuparr’ (so RV and most edd.) ; cuyxumrovr’ BC Ald. 
amoBAnx|arar: sO V3; du dua BAnyara R, auBrnxara Bergk, dua Bpvyarac Van Leeuwen, 

dua BAnxaras BC and most edd. 

571. Oeov: so RBC, edd.; eds V. 

573+ xop[ed.jocs : so VBC, edd.; xoupiow R. 
576. ypapo[wa: so Brunck; ypdyoua MSS. against the metre (V has the line in the 

margin). 
577. Either ax{es (BC, edd.) or ax[ps (RV) may be restored. This line and 1. 626 

may be the last of the columns. 
607. pev: € was written with a long middle stroke as if it were originally the last letter 

of the line, and » seems to have been added by the first hand later. pe MSS,, rightly. 
608. mpoloxuyaca: so RBC, edd.; mpockicaca V. Richter’s emendation pry pe for 

gryon, accepted by Van Leeuwen, is not confirmed. 
609. exkadazara: |, -ra(’), IL may have omitted ro (added by Flor. Christianus) like 

the MSS. 
612. rooty: so RB Ald.; roiow C, rovroaow V, edd. It is not quite certain that 1 had 

the unmetrical reading here, but 17 or 18 letters would be expected in the lacuna and 
Tovroie|y would require 20. 

Kat un pe Senons: Kat pn pe Senone (Or denon) MSS., xe? py pe Sefoer Elmsley, Blaydes, xod 
py pe denon H-G following Dobree. 

613. mapaOnoer: SO Wale, Ge eddn- mapabnone With ec Suprascr. IR, 
614. add’ qv: so T (adn Hv) edd.; dddny RVBC. Meineke thought that there was 

a lacuna after this line, rejecting ll. 615-18. 
619-20, II agrees with RVI in combining these two lines into one, which is uniform 

with those preceding, and in omitting rys before tov. BC Ald., reading ris rod Auds, make 
two lines corresponding to those following. For Acovs 1]. Atos. 

621. avep: so VB Ald., edd.; éd07ep R, Sorep C. 
623. dnow: so R, correctly ; gyoi VBC. 
624. z[o de|xaor|npeoly : so RVC, edd.; ra Stxacrnpia B, 
746. The o of ovx is above the o of cous in the next line, and it is not certain whether 

M1 read @ with RBC and edd. (om. V), but there is no room for mapaxeAevovros (B Ald.). 
The metre of this antistrophe is not at all clear. 4 cov does not correspond to etva in 
1. 732, and cf. note on |. 749. Editors divide ll. 743-9 in several ways; ’s arrangement 
agrees with that of RV. 

749. [metOop|evos: so MSS. ; mOduevos most edd., following Brunck, who wished to make 
this verse correspond to 1. 736 od d€ mapay b€xou. [mBouJevos is too short for the lacuna, and 
the emendation of this chorus on metrical grounds is insecure ; cf. l. 746, note. 

zt Boas: so V and most edd.; r¢ por Bods RBC, 

752. pnow: dnoe MSS., rightly, except R which has the unmetrical dyow. 
756. omevd : SO RBC, edd.; omevd’ V. 
790. karrett | eveO| nke : camer eréOnee RBC Ald., Starkie; «xdmeev €Onxev V, xétreir’ evéOnxe 

Bergk, whose emendation may well have been confirmed, H-G. 
795. kabeers: So H-G with the MSS. ; karéWers Suidas, cataméyrecs Hirschig, xatamérres 

Van Leeuwen. 
y apyvpiov: tapyipuov MSS., Starkie, H-G, dpytpioy Brunck. The article is unnecessary, 

but defensible as generic, and with yoy in the same line y’ is also superfluous; cf. « y for 
er in], 560. 

796. og jov ... Onra: sO RBC, edd.; os dcov... om. dyra V. 

798. There is a blank space after v]w, but apparently no stop. Reiske wished to alter 
rav6 to mav’, 
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Sor. ot|kecauor : 1. ot }ecauor, 
802. Either evo.eoSounoe. (VBC) or avot|koSounoet (R, &c.) can be restored. Editors 

alter to evocxodSounoo, following Dobree. 
806. [ocamep: so VI, H-G; ovamep y (RBC) is less likely, for there are already 

21 letters in the space which is filled by 20 in the line above and by 21 in the line below. 
808. «jm: so MSS. Some editors wish to read ék or dxé, but cf. Starkie’s note. 
816. [wa y nv: so MSS., Starkie, H-G ; [w nly (Cobet) is too short. 
825-6. V omits these two verses owing to homoioteleuton. 
865. The size of the lacuna suits \efoper (RBC, edd.) better than efopev (V). 
867. év}veByroly: so MSS. ; évveBnrnv H-G with many editors, following Elmsley, but 

cf. Starkie’s note. 
875. mpobv|pofv: so RBC, edd.; mpoumtdov V. mpo[urvdov would not suit the length of 

the lacuna. For the unmetrical mpooméAas of the MSS. Bentley proposed mpomtdaue. 
878. Below |uwé£as there is a blank space of three lines, Il. 879 sqq. being divided into 

short lines, as in RV. 

1875. HERODOTUS vii. 

15°5 X 12-3 cm. Early second century. 

The upper parts of two columns, written in carefully formed round uncials 
of medium size. Although smaller in scale there is a close resemblance between 
this hand and that of the well-known Bodleian Homer (cf. Kenyon, Palaeogr. 
Plate 20); it is also similar in style to 1862, though probably of a somewhat 
later date and more appropriately assigned to the second century than the first. 

_ A correction in Col. ii. 5 seems to be due to the original scribe, who may also be 
responsible for the punctuation by means of high dots in combination with 
paragraphi. A deep margin (7-5 cm.) was left at the top of the columns. 

In the text of the papyrus the chief point of interest is its failure to confirm 
suggested editorial excisions. Two unsupported variants (i. 6-8, 10) are of 
no importance. This is the sixth Herodotus fragment from Oxyrhynchus ; 
cf. H. G. Viljoen, Herodoti fragmenta in papyris servata. 

Col. i. Colvit 
pirxavy Kapxn § 166 Towot EX[Anoe ev § 167 
Soviov eovta> Tye S[e]keAleIn[e eva 
Mpos TaTpos pn xovro €€ nous ap 
Tpobev de Supn Eapevor pey[pr 

5 Kootov Bacirev 2 
5 Oed[ rns ovun[s € cavTa Te Kapyn 

os mt TogouvTo yalp Xe [djoviwy KaT av 
Areata os 4 yerla}e eAxvoa [rnv 
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cupBorn TE evel [olvoraciv> o O ApliaA 

10 veTO Kal noow Kas ev TouTwu | > 

TO TNL payne a> 10 Tol xpovar ple 

gavicOnvar muy vov ev Tw. [oTpa 

Oavopat oute> ToTredwt €Ove|To 

yap (@vTa ovTEe a Kat ekaddLepel ero 

15 [wodavovta eml TUPHS pe'ya 

15 [Ans clopata ofAa 

i. 6-8. Kapyn[S]ouey xar av8pay[a]dcnv : kar’ avdpay. Kapx. MSS. 
g. eyewero: S has eyévero, 
10. nocwTo: ws ésaovto MSS. 
li. I, 2. €v 7H SexeAiy is omitted by P*RSV and bracketed by Hude. 
6. tocovro: rocoirov RSV. 

Ae}yer[alt: RSV have deyew. Cobet wished to omit the verb altogether. 
12-13. The papyrus agrees with the MSS. in reading é@vero xai which was bracketed 

by Hude after Abicht. 

1376. THUCYDIDES vii. 

Height 31-8 cm. Late second or early third 
century. Plate III 

(Col. iv, Il. 155-165). 

These considerable portions of the last third of a roll containing the seventh 

book of Thucydides belong to the large find of classical texts which produced 
841-4, 852-3, 1012, 1016-17, &c. The papyrus (II) when discovered consisted of 

about 200 fragments, of which more than three-quarters have been identified. 

Excluding the small unplaced scraps, twenty columns, nearly all much damaged, 

are preserved, divided into three sections separated by gaps. The first, Cols. i- 

xiii, contains cc. 54-68.2, after which there are six columns lost; the second 

section, Cols. xx-i, follows, containing 72. 1-73. 3; then comes another gap of six 

columns and finally the third section, Cols. xxviii-xxxi, containing 78. 5-82. 3, 

five or six columns more being required to finish the book. The hand is an 

elegant medium-sized uncial, resembling 1012 (Part VII, Plate iv) which was 

written between A. D. 205 and 250, and probably belongs to the early part of the 

third century or even the end of the second. The columns are tall, vii—viii 

having 53 lines, i, v, x, xi, xii, xiii 52, ii-iv, vi, ix 51, xxvili-xxxi 50, XXxXil 

at least 49, xxi 48, xx 47. The lines are not very even and range from 15 to 
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23 letters, with an average of a little over 19. Their beginnings tend to 

slope away to the left as the columns proceed, giving the latter a considerable 

slant to the right. The common angular sign for filling up short lines is 
sparingly used, and final » is occasionally represented by a horizontal stroke, 
at any rate in the later columns. Punctuation is indicated by high stops, 
marginal paragraphi, and sometimes by short blank spaces, but there are 
no breathings or accents, and diaereses are scarce. Iota adscript is rarely 
omitted in the first section, but frequently in the second and third. A few 
alterations have been made by the scribe himself (Il. 157 and 338), and correc- 
tions or alternative readings have been inserted here and there in two different 
hands, which are probably but little later than that of the main text (TIZTI eso: 
491, 551, 931, 956, 968; II® 407, 705). Uncorrected slips occur in 1. 234 and 
perhaps in 1. 638. 

II is in several respects the most important papyrus of Thucydides that has 
yet been found. While not possessing either the antiquity of the first-century 
fragments of Book iv (16 + 696) or the intrinsic merits of that unusually elaborate 
and careful copy, it is not only much the longest Thucydides papyrus extant but 
presents a good text, above the level of the average literary papyri of the same 
period, and moreover comes from a book in which the textual problems are 
exceptionally numerous and interesting. Theseven chief MSS. form two groups, 
headed respectively by C, the tenth-century Laurentianus, and B, the eleventh- 
century Vaticanus. C is supported by G, the Monacensis (thirteenth century), 
which is sometimes defective, and B by A, the Cisalpinus (eleventh or twelfth 
century), E, the Palatinus, F, the Augustanus, and M, the Britannicus (all 
eleventh century), the last usually approximating to a middle position, although 
in the chapters covered by II M exhibits more affinity to AEF than to CG. 
From vi. 92 to the end a disturbing element is introduced by the fact that 
B (supported up to vii. 50 by the fifteenth-century Parisinus 1734) branches off 
from the rest to such an extent that it is now generally supposed to represent 
a different recension, due to a sagacious but arbitrary grammarian, and Wilamo- 
witz has proposed to identify this with an edition of Thucydides in thirteen books 
mentioned by Marcellinus. The ABEFM group was considered superior to 
CG by the older editors, who were imperfectly acquainted with C, but since the 
publication of Hude’s text, which is based primarily on CG, the position has 
been reversed and the reputation of B has declined. As the divergences between 
B and C, particularly in vi. 92-viii, constitute the chief problem in the textual 
criticism of Thucydides, we preface a detailed classification of I1’s readings with 
a summary of the evidence of extant papyri, showing the number of their agree- 
ments with C against B and vice versa and of their new readings, but disregarding 
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minor points such as v épedxvorixdv, in the neglect of which II resembles C. 
P. Giessen 12 is published by F. Fischer in 7 hucyad. reliquiae in papyris et 
membranis Aeg. servatae, Leipzig, 1913, pp. 27 sqq.; P. Wess. by C, Wessely in 
Wiener Stud. vii; the others are all from Oxyrhynchus, the small pieces 17, 
451-3, and P. Geneva 257 being omitted. 

1245 i. 139-41 4th cent. with C 3 withBo new 5 
853 extracts from ii. 1-45 late and - 3 EA 7 ae 
8781 ii. 22-5 late Ist * uf a I a p 
P. Giessen 12 ii. 59-60 AthVOr thing I ; 2 ao 
225 = il. QO-1 Ist . a “i fo) By ho 
879! iii. 58-9 3rd re iL De SO 
16+696 iv. 28-41 Ist mY 4 1 me 
880" v. 32-4, 40, 96-8, 103-5, 111 _ late 2nd cs 2 " oN Sie 
1180 v. 60-3 3rd a fo) a oO « 
1246 vii. 38 early and " fo) fe I eS, 
1247 villi. 8-11 and . 2 5% 4 ape! 
Po Wess. vili. 92 4th ¥ 5 & 3 Pen is: 

The best text is given by 853, 225,16 + 696, and 1247, several of the others 
having been carelessly written, while P. Giessen 12, 225, and 1246 are too 
short to show much of their real character. Of the four best the two first- 
century specimens tend to uphold C, the two second-century ones B, which in the 
parts covered by 853 is supported by AEFM, but not in those covered by 
1247. The balance is on the whole slightly in favour of C before vi. 92, and in 
favour of B after that point. That the MSS. of Thucydides are in the main 
sound, but have deteriorated since the third century in a number of small points 
is indicated by some of the new readings, especially in 16 + 696. 

The instances in which II’s readings affect differences between the seven 
principal MSS. are classified as follows, so as to bring into prominence its 
relations to C and B, whether alone or in combination with AEFM, which 
in this book are nearer to C than to B. 

With C against ABEFGM 2 Il. 23, 45, right. 
pa Ae ABEFM I 66, wrong. 

ra a ABEFM I 59, right. 

$y KOU S: 4 ABFGM 1(2?) 616?, 712, doubtful. 

CePA ‘ BEGM I 625, doubtful. 

(HER - ABEF I 705, wrong, but corrected. 

1 878. 47 Ta rexe agrees with ABEFGM against C (7@ Te refxer), 879. 33 Se with ACEFGM 
against B (om.), and 880. 82 cagws with ACEFGM against B (om.). 
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444, right. With CEFG against ABM I 

, ACEFG m BM I 144, doubtful. 

» ACEFM é B I 157, right. 

7 ACEP MB van ia B I 725, doubtful. 

» ACEFGM e B 21 (22°) ) 0,249, 64, 99, 125, 8105, 

447,495) 55% 57°; 683, 723, 734, 7393 852, 881, 943, 951, right; 122, 432?, 792, 

wrong ; 186, doubtful. 

With B against ACEFGM 20(21?) 22, 133, 175, 190, 277, 430, 

602-4, 611, 702, 909, 961, right; 14, 732-3, 948, wrong; 85, 150, 197, 562, 691, 

gii?, 956, doubtful. 

With B (suprascr.) E against ABCFM 1 Il. 94, right. 

PS a ss ACEFM 1 _ 406, wrong. 

ee NE * ACFG I 699, right. 

» BFM _ ACE 1 508, right. 

Peep . CG I 963, right. 

» ABEFM * 6 2 162, 350, right. 

Fee BE RGM , \e 4 190.994, 226,629, 0507059, 
right ; 164, doubtful. 

eG rf AEFM I 720, right. 

7 BDCGM a ABE I 442, right. 

» BCEGM 4 AF 2 235, 487, right. 

» BCEFM AB yp. I 724, right. 

» ABCEFG . M IO 72-4, 121, 186, 496, 549, 720, 

758, 782, 950, 967, right. 

ee eb CG AVE . E 3 72, 146-7, 487, right. 

. ABCEGM a F i> Ot, richt. 

WeDCHEGM Rs Ly I 405, right. 

» ABCEFM A G 4 77,93, 149, 425, right. 

ey READ A ABCGM 1 _ 184, wrong. 

From this table several conclusions follow. In the first place II occupies 

a position almost exactly midway between Band C. Out of 69 passages in which 

these two MSS. are at variance II agrees with C 32 (34?) times, with B 34 

(35?) times in spite of the fact that in no less than 45 of these passages B stands 
alone, while C stands by itself only 12 times, being twice supported by G alone, 

and 55 times by one or more of AEFM. Where B is unsupported, I agrees with 

it 20 (21 ?) times against 23 (24?) disagreements; where C is alone, it agrees with 

[1 3 times out of 12,and CG are supported by II in 1 out of 2 instances. The text 

of B is therefore no longer isolated; it is practically as close to II as is that 
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of C, its chief opponent, and closer to II than are A or M. Out of the whole 94 
passages in which the seven chief MSS. differ, I agrees with E 58 (60?) times, 
B 57 (59?), F 57 (582), C 56 (58?), and M 49 (50?), and with G 52 (53?) times 
out of 86 passages, so that the nearest MS. to II is not a leader of either of 
the two families but E, and Fis on the same level as B. E and F have very few 
distinctive readings: out of 6 cases in which E and 6 in which F differs from BC 
{I supports E twice (once with B suprascr.) and F once. Neither G nor A nor 
M obtains any assistance for their peculiar readings from IT, which agrees with 
BC against them 4, 6, and 11 times respectively. 

From the point of view of quantity of agreements II thus does not consistently 
support one MS. against the rest. C or CG when unsupported by some or 
all of AEFM are confirmed in less than a third of the instances. But nearly half 
of B's numerous peculiar readings in the chapters covered by II are now shown to 
have been in existence in the second or third century, and the tendency of papyri, 
which was already traceable in 1246-7 and to a less extent in P. Wess. (claps 57). 
to support B in vi. 92-viii was clearly no exceptional phenomenon. Since C and 
B are equidistant from I, and there is no question of the text of C ever having 
been specially edited, it becomes doubtful whether that hypothesis is necessary 
in the case of B. An examination of the quality of the distinctive readings 
of B in relation to IT seems to us to favour the view that the special excellences 
and defects of B in the later books are due to its being derived, like C, from 
a text which is not far removed from that of I, but into which a number of 
variations, chiefly errors, have been introduced in the intervening eight or nine 
centuries. Of the 19 (21 ?) readings in which B alone is supported by I there are 
two clear cases of omission in ACEFGM owing to homoioteleuton (lJ. 190 and 
602-4); in ll. 22, 133,175, 430, and 611 ACEFGM are clearly corrupt, while B’s 
readings, which have been suspected of being due to an editor, are satisfactory, 
and in view of II’s confirmation can be accepted without demur; in 1. gog 
certainly and probably in 1. 961 ACEFGM have made mistakes owing to ditto- 
graphy; in ll. 277 and 702 trifling additions are found in B, the omission 
of which may well be explained as slips. In all these 11 cases IIB are 
certainly or probably right against the other MSS. The instances in which 
IIB’s reading is probably wrong confine themselves to two apparent examples 
of the confusion of 76n with 67 (ll. 14 and 948; cf. 1. 19, where T] is right and all 
the MSS. wrong on this point), and weravyevous for dvarenavpévovs in ll. 732-3. 
The remaining 7 cases, about which there is some doubt whether, as in the 

editions of Hude and Stuart Jones, they should be rejected or, as we should 

in the light of the new evidence prefer, be accepted, are small omissions or 

insertions (1. 85 om. 67, 150 émépepov for épepov, 691 om. eici, gII add. rhs?) or 
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slight changes in the order of words (Il. 197 and 562), and cw7ypiov as a v.1. for 

cornptay (1. 956). In any case they postulate only a trifling error on the part of 

either ITB or, as is, we think, more likely, of ACEFGM. That the latter group 

combines to make some very serious mistakes is quite clear from their omissions 

owing to homoioteleuton, where B is proved by II to have preserved the right 

text. C, when alone, contributes hardly anything of value in the chapters 

covered by I; for in 1. 45 xAdvoovor for kwAdowor after drs, though probably 

right, is trivial, the omissions of 7é in 1. 66, caf in 122 and 350, and jovxacovtwy 

in 236, the insertions of of in 164 and 234, the substitution of xarapydpevor for 

cateipyduevor in 162, eéoduevar for éoovrar in 633, aragia for drafiav in 652, and 

avayxdovrat for dvaykaGovra: in 959 are, for the most part at least, obvious slips. 

Lines 22-3 afford a good illustration of the nature of corruptions which have arisen 

in Thucydides’ MSS. between the third and tenth century. C has there vavot 

kal tous Kal peyeOn exovcats, B vats cal tmmovs kal peyeOer éxovoats, AEFM vavot 

kat tarmous Kal peyéber €xovoars. The emendation of Duker icyvovcais for éxovoats 

would account for the datives, but MH, which apparently had vais kal tamovs kat 

peyéOn exovoats, is probably correct in spite of the simplicity of this reading, and 

the datives are to be regarded as errors which are less advanced in B and C than 

in the other MSS. 

On the other hand, while the frequent and judicious support lent to B is one 

of the chief features of II and cannot fail to increase the respect due to that MS. 

in vi. 92-viii, the superiority of II’s text to that of B, as to that of any other MS. 

of Thucydides, is shown by its slightly more frequent and not less judicious 

agreements with ACEFGM against B. Out of 23 (24?) of these (G is defective 

in a few cases) there are only two cases (122 Tyron for Tyjror and 792 éxarepwbev 

for éxarepot), and possibly a third (432 @mep 5 for @mep), in which there are strong 

reasons for considering B superior to HACEFGM. In 725 (évadaSevras for 

tpopOdcayzas) II’s support of the ordinary reading is confirmed by the removal of 

the repetition of zpopOdvew in 751 (POdowo. I). The omission of yap, which 

is inserted by B in 186, is quite defensible, and the changes in the order effected 

by B in 83-4, 125, and 552 have nothing special to recommend them. The 

following readings of B, 49 om. rd, 99 Exaorou for Exdorous, 195 Aevtopevovs for det 

moAeptovs, 683 éBovdrovto for éBovdevovro, 723 Ta for Tas, 739 TerdbOa for retpadbar, 

852 tpeydpuevat for rpeyduevor, 881 om. pépos, 943 Te for rere, are merely due 

to slips of a copyist and are naturally absent from IT, while the rest of B’s peculiar 

readings, g om. kat, 157 o€ (rejected by II) for re, 447 écopuévns for ovens, 

495 om. kal, 570 émetra b€ for émerra, 734 “Hpdkdeva for adrots ‘Hpakde?, 951 éxarov 

kat for xai, though requiring consideration as probably ancient variants, have not 

found favour with recent editors, whose judgement in selecting from B’s variants 
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is generally confirmed by II's evidence, as also in the less numerous cases where 
AEFGM are divided between BandC. Of these instances IICG are undoubtedly 
right against ABEFM in 1. 58 ($dfovu against pd8ar, a copyist’s error), and 
NCEFG against ABM in 444 (patveras against aiyyrat which is due to a con- 
fusion of éay with édv). That I is also right in supporting ACEFG against BM 
in 1. 144 (ard €xos, omitting rd), CE against ABFGM in 616 (om. kai) and 712 
(aroxwpijcaca against vmoy@pioaca) is more questionable, but still, as we think, 
probable ; in an apparent but not quite certain agreement with ACF against 
BEGM in 625 either reading may be correct. On the other hand I naturally 
supports B (suprascr.) E in 94 fuvdiacdcovres (Evvdiacdcartes ABCEM by a slip), 
BEM in 699 atrév (airéy ACFG, also a slip), ABEF in 705 dvaywpicorrtes 
(avaxwpioavtes CGM, a dittography from the following {Ju7avres, also found in IT 
but corrected by II’), and ABEFM in 963 aité apdéro (om. mpét» CG). The 
agreement with BFM against CE in 508 as to the form TAEvTopevovs against 
mAevooupevovs is trivial, and II has made the same mistake as BG in 406-7 
Tapeckxevdceobe for Tapackevdcerbe, the origin of the error (napeckevacec dar 
wrongly corrected to -#e) being established. The 24 cases (cf. p. 158) where 
BC combine against one or more of the other MSS. need not be discussed 
in detail, since II uniformly supports BC save in the unimportant matter of 
the spelling of orpareéa (1. 184), for which IIEF have orparid (cf. 1. 17 referred 
to below, where IT alone is correct on this point). With a few exceptions 
(e.g. the reading of M in 720) the variations of the other MSS. from BC are 
mainly mere mistakes, and even where they are defensible the authority of IT 
coincides with the verdict already expressed by recent editors against them. 

Another interesting feature of II is its occasional agreement with the later 
MSS. against the seven leading codices selected by Hude, who almost entirely 
disregards the later ones except Parisinus 1734 in vi. 92-vii. 50. The phenomenon 
of agreements between papyri and the ‘deteriores’ is not new; it has been 
decidedly marked e. g. in the case of Xenophon, as is shown by 463 and 697, but 
in that of Thucydides the only instances hitherto have been 16. ii. 36 diéd0cav 
with Bekker’s KN for d:edi50c0av and 853. v. 21 éxpvyeiv with Paris. 1735 for 
expevyewv. II, however, exhibits at least 7 (8 ?) coincidences with the late MSS. 
One of these, 747 ov« for ovxérs with apparently KN and Paris. 1734 and 1791, 
is almost certainly right (Hude brackets ér: with Kriiger), and the insertion of of 
before Yvpaxdovor in 999 with N, though perhaps due to a misplacement (cf. note 

ad loc.), is in accordance with custom. In ll. 486-7, where the chief MSS. are 

corrupt and II is unfortunately incomplete, it apparently agrees with Paris. 
1637, 1638, and 1736 in omitting an dv which can hardly be right, though whether 

that omission alone is sufficient to restore the passage is somewhat doubtful. In 

M 
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544 Bekker’s KLNOPQ and Paris. 1637, 1638, 1733, 1734, and 1736 are stated to 

read émBovdy (with I) instead of é1B0d7 before ray oidnpdv xetpr, and this read- 

ing of the later MSS. deserves consideration although rejected by recent editors. 

Against the conclusiveness of the parallel xeipdv ovdypdv émifodat in |. 434 may be 

urged first the possibility that émBody in the second passage is a reminiscence of 

the first, and secondly the employment of the singular not the plural. In any 

case émiBovd7} is to be regarded not as an error of the late MSS. but an ancient 

reading. In 713 IJ agrees with Paris. 1637 in having ov for zou in kaBeCopevy or 

ths SuxeAlas, a variant which is defensible. The omission, however, of Bowwrot 

before Bowwrots in 142, which also occurs in Paris. 1636, is probably a mistake ; 

cf. the insertion of Awpijs in 152. Nor is there anything to be said in favour of 

dvtihaBeiv, which was erroneously read by II! with Bekker’s H in 551, but for 

which IT? rightly wished to substitute the ordinary reading dvtsAaSnv. évexvkAodvTo 

for the usual éxvkAodvro in 946, which is partly supported by évxvxAobyTo in 

Paris. 317, lacks parallels earlier than the Roman period, while the simple verb is 

common in Thucydides and occurs again as near as ]. 969; but for this very 

reason the compound may after all be right; cf. 1l.63 and 150. The agreements 

between II and the late MSS., though not very striking and in a few instances, 

e.g. 551, probably due to accident, show that something may yet be gleaned from 

further collations of the MSS. of Thucydides. 

The new readings peculiar to II, apart from a few mere mistakes which 

have been corrected, number twenty-six. They are thus less frequent than those 

in the much shorter first-century fragments of Book iv, which would cover about 

2,50 lines of IT, and in the extracts from Book ii in 858, which was found with I and 

is contemporary with it; cf.p.157. The following eight seem to be improvements, 

four of them confirming conjectures: 17 otpareias for otpatvas (so Aem. Portus ) ; 

19 81 for 75n (so Gertz) ; 80 (?) om. re (so Hude) ; 549 (?) om. av (so Herwerden) ; 

660-1 dixaiws two. for dukatdowor; 691 om. ett; 751 HOdocwou for tpopOdacoct ; 

999 add ot before Svpaxéo1w, On the other hand the following seven are of more 

doubtful value: 4761 we(Gu for TGv TeGGv, IO OM. pév, 19 dpotpdmors for duovotpdTas, 

63 dveveyxeiv for eveyxeiv, 67 add énl, 152 Awpins Awpredor for Awpredor, 732 Te 

vavpaxias for vavyaxtas te. In 86, 133, 352, 634, and 680 words certainly or 

probably occurred in II which are not in the MSS., but owing to lacunae the 
nature of the additions is uncertain. In 638 there was some variant for wemi’cdat, 

which however seems to have been the wordintended. The insertion of kai os in 

363 and the omission of re in 931 and of of in 999 appear to be mistaken, 

and 8& modeulors for 8 evavriows in 695 and the insertion of & in 729 are pro- 

bably errors of repetition. The new readings are thus not very numerous, 

nor, except in 661, do they make very much difference, and passages in the 
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MSS. which have been widely suspected are generally confirmed ; cf. notes on 
Il. 22-3, 81, 94-5, 110, 139, 175, 483, 664, and 992. The larger proportion 
of new readings in 853 and much larger one in 16 +696 may well be due to 
the different character of B in Book vii and in the earlier books, where it 
usually combines with AEFM. If B had maintained its normal relation to 
the other members of its family, 1 would have presented far more novelties. 
The fact that nearly half of B’s peculiar readings, including almost all 
those which are probably right, occur in II proves their antiquity and value, 
and from vi. 92-viii B’s authority is now entitled to rank at least as high as 
that of C. With regard to the earlier books of Thucydides the evidence 
of papyri has hitherto been conflicting, but on the whole tends to support 
CG against ABEFM (cf. p. 157); 858, however, in a majority of cases favours 
the other side, the commentator in one case remarking of a variant found in 
CEG & éviows d& ypdperqu. II’s support of B in the later books hardly affects 
the question, since the change which comes over B at vi. 92, however it is 
to be explained, clearly indicates another source for its text of the later books. 
That B in them represents an edition by a grammarian seems to us, as has 
been said, unlikely. In view of the notable agreements between B and I the 
date of such a revision would have to be placed not later than the second 
century ; for after deducting from the total of B’s peculiar readings (45) the 
instances (20 or 21) in which it simply supports TH, and those in which its reading 
can be readily explained by the ordinary processes of manuscript corruption, 
the remainder is small (about 12; cf. p. 158). This residue seems more likely 
to be due partly to the varied and independent character of its ancestor, which 
often agreed with II but had many points of divergence, partly to the normal 
entrance of variations between the third and eleventh century, than to conjectures, 
whether good or bad, of agrammarian. It is indeed possible, and even probable, 

that if the text of Books ii and iv corresponding to B’s version of vi. 92-viii 

could be recovered, it would prove to contain many of the new readings of 853 

and 16 + 696, and 853 happens to represent the text used by a grammarian who 

flourished at some period between 10 B.C. and A. D. 130 and may have played 

a part in determining the future text of Thucydides. But to the view that 

in vi. 92—viii CG or ACEFGM represent the main tradition current in the second 

century, and IIB stand apart as being due to a separate edition, several objections 

may be urged. The papyrus texts of Plato, Xenophon, Isocrates, and Demo- 

sthenes have, as a rule, been distinctly eclectic in their relations to the mediaeval 

MSS., and the eclectic character of H’s text, which stands about midway 
between B and C, is a strong argument for its normality. I] neither exhibits 

a large number of arbitrary variants nor manifests any desire to eliminate 
M 2 
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difficulties of construction, being on the whole decidedly conservative and com- 

bining the good points of both B and C, while 1246-7, so far as they go, display 

the same tendency to agree with many of B’s peculiar readings. Probably, 

therefore, B in vi. 92—-viii represents a line of manuscript tradition which is 

different from that of ACEFGM, but to an equal extent conforms to the papyrus 
texts. B’s variations from C in both the earlier books, as is indicated by 858, 

and in the later, as is shown by II, are to a Jarge extent as old as at least the first 

or second century. Beyond the first century the history of the text of Thucydides 

is as yet veiled in obscurity. 

vats] TE woTTEp Kat [av|ror Kat xX[@v kat ofv|de alvror av po 

vavs Kat| im|mjouvs kat [pleye voly a\Aa Kat peta Tov <u 

On exlov[cai|s ov durfaple 75 BRlonOncavtay ogicww 

Colnde Colait; 

[o|Oev Kae Tous [i|mmous Ala 54 Kat[a Oladaccaly| Kadov [ 56. 2 

[Blovy AOnvaio de ns [re [op|iole «fs rovs EdAjnivals ro [| 

[ole Tvppnvot z{plomns e[zroc 55 alyav\(opa paveli[cO|at tous 

[noalvTo Ta meCwr es THY Te [ylap alAdous| EAAn|vals ev 

5 [Acluly|yv Kale] nis] avroe tau 6u[s]| Tous pev edevOepova bat 

[aAA]or ofrplazfo|redary ye 55. 1 tous O¢€ ghoPloly amojAver|Oale 

[yev|npevnis de] tys ve [ ov yap ere du[vjairny eclecOan [ 

[kns Tos Sluplakjocvois > 60 THv vioAom[ov AOn\vat 

[Aalulmpals dn Kat tov viav wv dvvaputy tloly valrepjoy fe 

10 [TLKov mlporepov yap edjo [wlevexOnoople|voly mode 

[Bouvro tals peta tov An [ | Hloly aveveykev: [kat av 

[Hoo Bevous| vavs emed[Oou Tot do€avTes avijwy aie 

[cas of: [wev] AOnvaros ev [ | 65 [ole «(evar vro Te Twy [addy 

[malyire dn alOvpilas] noav avOpamav Kall Tov emet 

15 [Kat] 0 tapalAoyos aljuz([os] pe Ta emt TrojAly GavplacOnce 

[yas nlv [alodv dle plergov ere aOat- Kat nv [dle ag[tos o ayo 3 

[ts] orplatleas [0] perape Kara tle] Tavira Kat ort 

[Aos mro]Aclou ylap [ravjra[is] wo = 2-70 [ovxe A]Onvaliwv povov 

[vars d\n oplor|po[zols] ered [| | [weptleytyvovtTo [adda Kat 

20 [Oovrles Onpuloxparolvpe Tjov alAA@v todd ov guppa 

[ 
[ 
[ 
[ vou emrevleykey [ovT €K 7F0 nlyepoves TE yevomevor pe 

25 [Acrecals tle peraBoAns To ta KopivOtev Kar Aaxe 
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[Stagopov avir[ois wt mpoon 

15 lines lost. 

42 [Tov avrot cwOnvat povoly 

[ere Thy emipmedetay| € 

[movovvTo adAa Kat orre|s 

45 [ekevous Kwdvaolv[or vo] 

[meCovres oln[ep nv alo 

[Te Tov TapovTlwy |[r}o 

[Av opov klablumeprep|a 

[7a mpaypara elui[al Kat 

50 [e dvvawro kpalrnoa A 

[Onvatwy te Kar Twoly gv 

[Haxov kat Katla ynv Kale] 

Cok iit, 
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Sat|po|yiwv [Kae thy ope 

Tepayv [wokw euTrapacxov 

56. 2 80 [res| mpoxiy\dur[evom Kat 

[ Tlov vautikov pleya pepos 

mpo|koavres Orn yap 
miretaT\a On emit pray so 
[ 
[ 
[Ary tav|rnv g[vynre 

85 [wAnyv ye Tolv €[ululaavros 

leteneiapagee cians ev| Tale Tox 

[7oAEn@r mpos THhv| AOn| vat 

[ov Te moAw kat Aljakedla 

[Hovt@y rTocoWe| yap eka 

go [Tepor eme SixeAcav| tle Kat 

[wepe SixelAcals rolls pev 

[gvyxrmoopevor [rn 
[xopav e]AO[ovres Tous de 

[fvvdijaca|cjovzies ems Supa 

[ 

ovde] kara gvlyly¢vlecaly 
Het] adAdA[nroly [olralvres 

ad|A ws [exaotlors tyI\s Evy 

pov] 7 alvaykn ecxev AOn 

[ 
100 [7v]x[Jals n kata| To €[upde 

[ 
[ vawolt [wey avtor Iwves 

emt Aalpieas Supakoo.ovs 

Col.iv. Plate IL. 

exovTes nAOolv Kale alujros 57. 2 155 [Supakootloy orparevolule [ 
5 [Tne avTyne holyyne [Kae vou 

[mots ett xpoluevole Anpriot 

[kat IpBlproe [klat Aryer[nrac 

[ 
[ 

ot toT\e Aryilylay [e\xlov Kat 

ett Eortlains oc ev EfuBo 

[vots nvlayKagovto trode 
eo 

[Helv] tov [[O]le eps ITedo 

[movynclov vnoiwTov 

[KepadAnvies pev Kar 

57: 1 

57. 6 
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110 [at| Eolriatjay otkovly|rels a 160 [Zaxvv 6101] QUTOVOjLOL > 

[wloik[ou ovtes gvlveloT|pla [mev Kata de] TO vnolw 

[Tevoav Tov] die alAAwy [or 3 [TiKov paddov| KaTecp’y|o 

[mev umnkoo o1| 6 alo gun [vevor ott Oadala[a|ns «€ | 

[maxlas avTovopjolt evox [kparovy ot AO@n|vao [vv 

6 lines lost. 165 [emovto Kepxvu|paia de 

121 almo| de |ynowy Kew kar Av 4 7 lines lost. 

[prot] Kae |T\nijor ex 8 Iwas 173 [Jos to Kopt\v6{twv ovy no 

MijAnjotior] Kae [Salyer Kar Xe [cov etrolvto: Kale oc Me|co[n 8 

or tlouvT|oy Xuot ov[y vumoTe 175 |[vloe vuv| KalAjolupe|vor [ex 

125 Aes ovtes holpov vaus de [Navmaxrolv kat ex II}vdov z[o 

TAapEXOVTES alVTOVOMOL Tle ur AOn|valimy] exopue | 

gvveon|ovTo Kat TO TEL vy[s es Toly molAenoly malpe 

[o|rov Toves olvTes oUToL An[POnolalv]: [Kar ete Mieya 

[wlavirles kat alm AOnvatoy 180 [plealy puyades ov] modAot 

130 [7A|nv Kapvot(imly- ov{rjole [Meyapelvo[c] S[eAcvov|ytijous 

[8 elijorly Apvore|s| vanx{oor [over katla g[v|u[dolpav epla 

[0 olyzie|s Kae avlalyxn opes xov7[o] tov de] ajAAoly [e 9 

tanetnc sees Jes ye ene Apres Kova|to]s pad|rAov n aTlpa | 

[nKo|AovOovv- ampos 6 avtious 5 185 Tla [eytlyvero [nd]n Alp 

135 [AcjoAns MnOvpvaior pey [yeeoe [mer ov| Ts [€élulp|uax[. 

[valvor Kat ov dolp|w virnKo [as evexa padrdroyv x] Ts | j 

oft] Thelvedsor de kat Aumofe v [Aaxedapovioy [[. .] .]] ze [ 

moTeAes ovtot de Atodn|s [exOpas Kat t\n[s] mapaure | 

Avodevor Tots Kticact Bolo 190 [ka exaoTot ‘\dras wperr [ 

140 Tole peTa Zvpakocioy [klatla [as Awpins em: Awpteas | 

avaykKnv epaxor|tlo > [me]tra AlOnvawly Lovely 

TIAarains dle] Katla|yrixpu nikoAovOovy Malyrivns 

Bowwrots povor ei|kloTws ole kat addot] Apkaldjov 

kata €xOos: Podjiol de Kkat> 6 195 plea O0]¢[opor emi] Tous ae 

145 KvOn{prlos Awpinis| apdore [moAe|utov[s odiowy| azrodet 
pot ot pev Aaxedaiporr > kvuple|p[ous et@blore|s tle 
ov aniot|kio\ [Kul@yproe ene val Kat |[TOTE Tovs peTla 

Aja|k[e|Olaipjoviovs tlolvs a [K]opivOi\@v eAOovras Ap 
[ua] Dururn[or) plejr AOnvar 2c0 Kadas [olu[dley [nocov dia 
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150 vy omda emedepovr Pods kepolo|s nyloluimevoe rode 

ot de Apylerjor yevos [>'lvpa [ulolus|; Kpnzies de Kar Ar 

Koallors pe\y Awpins Awpr & 3 lines lost. 

[evor Tedoiols de Kale] QoL 

[Kkots eauTlov ovat ple|ra 

Colry. Col. vii. 

17 lines lost. 309 [or ToA|unowlot] malpecKev 59. 3 

223 [ravatot BapBapwr de| Eye | 57.11 310 al¢ovtjo Kale] oAlcyov ovdey 

[orator omep emnyalyor | e[s oude|y emevloovy Tols. de 60.1 

225 [To Kat SKedk@v To Teor] (Adnvasorls Thy [TE amoKAn 

[Kae tov e€m Sixedrals T\v av opwaot| Kale TyLy adAnv 

[ppnvev re Twles Kara [Ou [O\javoral av7[av atoo 

[agopav Supakoctjoyv kale I 8 lines lost. 

jamvyes piobodopolt: toca | 323 [exmAce|u[copevot ameitroy 2 

230 [de pey peta AO|nvaior [un emalyelly ovre To dot 

[eOvn eatparevoly Supa 58.1 325 [mov euleAdov [e~ev a pny 

[Kootois de avte|BonOn [vavkpa|rnooulciy eBou 

[cay K]aplalpifvaclor pev opmo [AcevoavTo Ta pev TELXYN Ta @| 

[poe ov|res ka Te{Awtol o1|x]o[uy [vm exdur]eiv mpos 0 auras 

235 [Tes] per [avlrous jeret Axkpa [ras vavotly almoAaBovres 

[yalvrivjoy novy|agovtay 330 [OvarextlopalTe ovov ovov 7 «€ 

[ev Tale [ela [e]kew[a dpupe [AaxtoTov Tols TE oKEvECL| 

[vor SleAuvfovvTvoe Kau ode [kat tows aobeveot tKavov] 

[uely Ts [Sukedtas To [yevecOat Tov|7[o wey ghpov 

18 lines lost. [perv amo de Tov adlAjou sefov 

335 [Tas vavs mlaca|s| colae noav 

Colmvic [kat duvatjac Kale] almAowre 

9 lines lost. [pat mavlra tia ¢\oBiBagoy 

267 [amoarader|res [Kae Siku 58. 3 [res [[nv plev]] «lar dravav 

[wviot avalyKao|Tol oTpa [MaxnoavTes| ny plev vik 

[revovres kale tiov efw Ie 5 lines lost. 

7 lines lost. 345 [ptkou | EAAnritKov didcov 

277 [es Kat tmrmot| Kat 0 [addos 4 [avTlAnWeobat Kali or pev 3 



168 DT ES OMYRAVNCHOUS SEA P YR 

[optAos alpOovols gvvere [ws edogle av[rolts tav[rja Kat 

[yn Kat mpols [a\rav[ras av [errol|noov ex Te ylap Tlov a 

29 lines lost. [vo Tex vioklalteBy 

350 [cay klat tas vavs em|An|po 

[cav mlacas avayKaol|av|z(es 

. Jas olBavey [oo|res 

[kat om|a|clouy edokee NAL | 

[Klas pelTexov enmity 

355 [Getos ewvjat- Kae €vverAn 4 

[poOncaly vyes am maola| dle 

[ka padilora Kat exazlo: [| 

[Togoras| Te ew alvtas mo 

[AAous Kat alkoly|t[tcras Tey 

3600 [te Akapvavwly K[at Tov a 

[AAwy gevov eceRiBagor] 

Col. viii. Colonix 

Kat 74 adda als olov T nv 60. 4 4 lines lost. 
Kat ws e€ avayx(aov Te Kat 41g [moA]A[ot Kat axkovTiaTat 62. 2 

ToilavTn|s Stav[o.as e7ro 420 [em B\n[covrat Kat oxdos at 
305 [picavro|: o de Nitxias emer 5 [yavpaxiay pev mrovoluple 

21 (?) lines lost. [v]oc ev mleXayer ovk] av [e 
387 [cay mov otketav m\oAliv ene 61. 1 x[e@l|u(@a dia] to BXamzlew 

[dev abvpev dle olv xpy ov 2 aly To| THs emornpn{s 
[de macyxewv orrep| ot a|7etpo 425 Trt] Blalovrnte tev velo [ 

390 [TaToL Tov avOpwrov ot ToS] ev dle zt €lyOad[e] nvay [ 
[mpwros aywo. opjadlev Kaopey[n| amo Tey veo] [ 
[Tes emerta Ova] mayros [rnv ° [wleCoualxtat| mpologopa 
[eAmida tov olBov opfoar coral evpntat 6 npliy oa 3 
[Tas ~vppopas exolvow [a 3, 430 xen avi[walurnyni[oat Kale 

395 |AA ooo te AOnvatwy)| traple [m\pols tas Tlely] eral] dle[v 
[cre modAAwy dn ToAlc| pov [a\uz[ol(s malx[urnrla[s] wep 
[eumelpor ovTes Kat ocot| [MaAtoT |a [eBArlamz[opeb a 
[Tov gvppayov Evlot{pa x[etpov at|d{n|pwv emtBorat 
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400 

405 

410 

474 
475 

430 

485 

FRAGMENTS OF EXTANT 

[Tevopevol. ace pvnobn 435 

[Te Twv ev ToLs| ToAELoLs Tapa [ 

Aoyov Kat To T\ns TUXNS Kav [ . 

KeO nuov edrr|oalyr|es 

Hevoe algijws rovlde tov mAn 440 

[ 
[ 
[ornvat Kat ws alvapayou 

[ 
[Oovs ocoly [avrol] vuwy av 

[Toy e]poplare 7 \apeokeva 

Je sede 

emt|- TnL aS Atpe|vos [alre 

ev JevSo 

voT|n7|t mpos tov pleddloly 

Ta olxAlov Tay vewy eae 

[ 
[ 
[ 
[oOlau [kat mpos Tnv exe 

[voly [emt Tov KaTacTpe 

[ Hately mapackeuny ors irc 

mpotepov €BrAamrouceba porep ye 

Colic, 

8 lines lost. 

[4\n [ovres vpwv ts Te 

dlolyn[s] tye emiornpne 

Kat Tolv TpoTwY TyL pL 

pnlalee €lOalvpagerbe 

[Klara [rnv EdXada Kat ts ap 

xlns THs npeTEepas ovK «€ 

Aao[cov kata To wpeder 

63.3 523 

525 

536 

Oat es [re To hoBepov rors 

virnkolots Kat To adiket 540 

aOat [mov mdEov pereryxe 

TE waT[E KOLY@YOL povoL ri 

edev[Jepws nuty THs ap 

CLASSICAL AUTHORS 166 

alt cxyoovlot THY mahi a 

vlaxpovolly tTys mpola|mecou | 

ons [vews| nv ta ene Tolvjrou|s 

ot [emiBarat] vmovpywot es 4 

TolvTo yap O|n nvayKaolpe] 

Oa [wore [regjopalxev aro 

Tlov vewy Kat To pte 

[av|rou[s| avalkpolverOat PNT € 

kewvlous| e€alyv] wpeArpov 

patverae| 

[ylns mA[n|v olcov av o| megofs] 

[nulov [emlex[ne mroAleutas 

[ovens | wy x[en] pe 

[mvnpevolvs drapaxe 

[c0a ocov aly du[vna|de 

alAA@s Tle Kae THs 

63. I 

[Klac pln efwbet|o bal €s av7|\nv 

adda gvprelafolvonis vn 
[vews pn mpolrepoly] age 
[ovy amodvecOau | Tolv|s a 

12 lines lost 

Col. xi. 

5 lines lost. 

[vpov vuv evopevot| Kat mle 64. 2 

[for rors AOnvatois| erot Kale 

[ynes Kat vioAorros] rods [ 

10 lines lost. 

aal{pevos evOus exedeve Goat 

TA|npovy Tas vavs Tat 

be [[ururmer Kat tos Svpa 

Koolors mapny pev aicba 

veo|Oat opwor Kat avTny 

Thv M[apacKevny ote vav 

paxnolovowy ot Adnvato 

mplonlyy[edOn 8 avros Kat 



170 

490 

495 

500 

5°5 

THEAOXVRAVNCHOUS PAY Ri 

xns or[res| dixlatws av 

Tv vuy pln KaTampo|o. 

[dloz[e klaralppovncavtles 

de Kopiv[Oiwyv te ovs| mov 

[Alaki[s] vevix[nxare klae [Sexe 
@vV 

twT\|wy [ovd avtiaTn\vat [Aorjov [oud | 
[ovders ews nkpuage Tol rialv 

[TeKov nyt] 

[muvacBe avrovs Kat dleréia 
nlgijore a 

[Te oTt Kar pet acbev|eras 

[kat Evudopov n vpeTel|oa 

[emeoTnpyn Kpetooj|ov [eorT |v 

ev[epas evtuxova|n[s popu|ns 

Tlovs Te| 

[madtly [av Kat Tade vrropt] 

[uvnoKw| o7[t ovre valu[s ev 

[To]s vewolotkos adAas o 

[woclas Talijode [ovre omAtTwv 

[nAclk[clav vare[AumeTe EL TE 

[Evp\Syole|z[ae Te aAXo n TO 

[ v[uiy tous Te evOa 

[de modeptlou[s evOus em exe 

[va mAlevicolulevouvs Kat Tous 

g lines lost. 

Col. xii. 

get] emlec|t[a et] KalropOwcer 66. 2 

av) kat ty[s ITe|\orovynoou 

“ale Ixalv thr] 789 [weyeo 
Tlov te mptly E[AAnver 

plu K)e[]7[npe Kat Tlo[v| 

A[Onvatolvs [vpov] 64.1 

545 

55° 

555 

560 

565 

625 

n emBoulAn Tov oldnpev 

Xel|plwy [kat mpos Te Ta ad 

Aa ¢E|npt[voavro ws exaoTa 

Kall ™pos TovTo Tas yap Tpw 

pas [Kal TNS VEewWS aYM ETL 

moAlv KateBuptwoay omws 

amo|Aia|Oalvot Kat pn €XOL 

eae [n xelp emtBar 

Aopevn? Kall] e[7revdn may 

Ta er[ollua ny [mapeKedrev 

galyTo exevjolis or TE 

otpatnyo. Kat [IvAurmos 

Kat ede Ealy Toltjadie 

[klaAa [ta] m[ploeeplyaopeva Kat 

vimelp KajAloy zloy peddov 
[Tov o aywv ectat wm Supa] 

Koo|tot kat fvppaxot ot 

T€ mjoAAoe doxerTe pty 

[evde|vale ojp[de yap av av 

[Toy oluT@ mplobupes av 

[reAaBlecOe Kale ee Tis pn € 

[we ocov] de[t] noO[nrar onpa 

[voupev] AOn|vaiovs yap 

[es tnv xopay tyvde ed] 

Oovras mlpwroly pev emt [ 
[tTns BuKeAlals KaTadovrAw 

Col. xiii. 

[eup|nolovor mwas ov ohadovor 67. 

[Te] Tas [vavs Kat ev oduowy 

[av]rots malvres ovK ev Tat 

[av|rav Tpome: [kivovpe 

[vor] Tapagiovrar emer Kat 

[Tale mAnOler Tov vewy 

oTL pev 66.1 

Ls) 

1S) 
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605 

610 

615 

vous Tpwto alvOlpwrav v [ 
[mootlavtles TwL vavTiKaL 

[wime|o mavira KaTerxov 

[Tas plev [veriknkare vav 

18 lines lost. 

x(n TEMS TPOTyEyevn [ME 

v[ns avTw@. To KpattaTous 

67. 

€ltvat €L Tovs KpaTLaTOUS EVL 

Kn[oapev Sidactal exalorouv 

n [eAmis ta de mol|AXa mpos 

[ras emixepnoles 7 pe 
[yearn eAm|iis peylorny 

[kat thy m|poOvpualy] malpe 

[xeTar Ta Tle THS aly|r[cpe 

[Enoews alutwoy [tns ma 

[packevy|s nluoly Tale 

[wev npe|rep|wi| Tpo7rat 

[EuvnOn Te] eo7[e Kale ov[k ava 

[ppoatot pos ek[ac|rov [| 

[avtwy ecopeba or] O enlec 

[Sav moAAot pev omdtTat] 

[emt Twov| KalTaoTpwOpaTov 

[mapa To] KabelornKos wot 

[moAdot de] axolyticrat 

Xeporatot] ws emfev A 

Kapvaves| TE Kat alAAoL € 

[ 

[ 
[me vavs avaBalyres ot 

[ovd omws Kable Copevous| 

[ xen To Bedos adevat] 

i=) ow (6) 

635 

640 

645 

650 

655 

660 

HA GM ENISRORVEARANT CLASSICAL AUTHORS 

oluk wpeA(noovrar ev Tis 

17I 

k[at| rode vyul@y ort ovK oats 
[ 
| 
[vla[vluaxniolee mepoBnrar 

] ev oAty[@| yap [wodAAa apy 

| 

OTE 

pat ely es ro Opay Te wv Bou 

lAovrali] evovrale pacra: 6 es 

] to BAamzec|Oalt ap wv.... 

[nlulely mapecklevactar To 

[ce adnOecraroy yvare] 

[e€ @v nluets olfopeOa oa 

[pos melmu.. cOlar vmepBar 

[Aovray ylap avti[os Tov 

[Kakov kale BralCopevor 

[vo THs mlapovlons amopias 

[es amovoialy ka\Oeornka| 

[o.v ov mapl\ack|evns moret| 

[MaAXov n Tlvx|ns azroKty| 

[duvevorer| ouT|as oT ws 

[Ovvavra|e [uly n [Bracape 

[vor exmrAeu|owoly n Kata 

lynv petla tovto [tnv aro 

Xopnow] TotelvTat ws 

Tov ye m\apovtwy [ovK av 
[ 
[ 
[mpagov|res xetplov mpos 

[ovly [arlagtay Te [roravrny 

[klar Tvxnv alvdl|plov eavTny 

[wapladedmxuraly modem 

[wrat|ov opyn ml poopes 

[Elomer’ Kat voultowper 

[apa plev viopipwraroy 

[eclvat m[pos Tous evavtiovs 

ol av als emt Tipwpla Tov 

Mpoom|erovTos SiKaws 

lwot almomAncat THS yvo 

[uns to Ouvpovpevoy apa] 

68. I 



172 THEVOXV RA YVNGHOUSTPAPY RS 

[Oo exOplovs aluvvacba exye 

[ynooluevoy nip Kal TO 

665 [Aeyol|ue[vlo[y mou ndiorov 

[ecvJar- wis & exOpor Ka € 2 

7 lines lost. 

Col. xx. Colrxai. 

1 line lost. [a]AA e€eA[OJovras non miav = 73. 1 

675 [avelAovTo Kat azro\mAev Fe [ra]s Svpakololovs Kat Tlous 

[cavres mpos THY moA\Ly TPO év[|uaxlolus tas te o[dous 

[wa.ov eatnoav oa dle AOn 2 am|otkodo|unoat Kat 7[a oTE 

[vatoe vio peyeOous| Tov 725 voTropa Twv xwploly mpo 

[Tapovtay Kakov velk| plo placavras dudacce(tv 

680 [lev alepe 4 Tov vavaye a de évvlelytyvwokov plev 2 

[wv] ovd ¢[mrevoovy arn Kat auto. ov[x] nooov TavT|a 

[vat] availpeor|y [r]ns dle] vu EKELYOU @ Kal EOOKEL TrO[L 

[xtos| eBolu[Ajevovro evOus 730 [n]rea evvat tovs 6 avO[pw 

[avaxywplev: Anpocbe 3 [wolus aptt aopevous aro | 

685 [yns de Nejk{ija mpoceAboy [Tle vavpaxias peyadns [7e 

[yvopny eln[olectio] mAnpa [wav|uevous Kat apa eop | 

[cavrals ¢71] ras [Ao|ras To 7[ns olvons eTuxe yap avirors 

[velov Bilaloac[Ojar nv du 735 Hpakdec ravtnv tyv nple 
[veov|rat apa ealt] Tov ex pav O@vo1a ovoa ov doxelly a 

690 [mAouvly Aeywv o7t TAeEtovs padiws ebeAnoat uTaxou [| 
[ae Aolimae ynes ypnowpwar gal’ umo yap Tov meptxapous | 
[ogpioev] n lous modepiowss 7 Ts VLKNS Tpos Tool TE | 
[oav yalo [rjos per AOnvatos 740 TpabOat Tovs moAdovs ev [ 
[mept|Aoimoar ws e€nKov THE EOPTHL Kal TavTa 

695 [Ta rlows de mroAEmwos e€ paddov eATigely av opely 
[Aacoolvs n mevTnkovTa: me[t|OecGat avrovs n om[Aa 

[kat £v]yxwpourtos Nixio{v| 4 AaBovtas ev Tat mapovTe [ 
[7 yv\opne kat Bovdrolple 745 <éleAOew> ws de tos apxov[or 3 
vov TAnpouy avT@y oft q[av|ra Aoyl(opuevors eat 

700 vauTat ofvx| 7nOedov eo Blau [ve]ro amopa [xlat ouk emebe [ 
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795 

710 

(pe) 

720 

780 

785 

79° 

vey] ova [ro] karamerAn [ 

[x@ae] zle] tne [nolen Kae wo [ 
[av ert] ovecOar Kparnoat: 

Kat [ol] fev ws Kata ynv 

oO 

aval \opnol| a||-[z]es non 

éupniares tyv y[vlopn 

etxov’ Eppoxparns de o 73.1 

Supax{oo|{os] vmTovoncas av 

Tov Thy [dllavoray Kat vo 

puicas [dlevov evar ec To 

[clav7n otparia Kara yn 

anloxwpnajaca Kat Kabe 

[Clomer[n moly rns XuKere 

as Bovd[nlce[rar] avis ogu 

t] tov molAle|uov mroveco ban 

elonyeziar| eAPwv Tos 
io 
[ 
[ev Te]Ale|t ovor ws ov yxpewv 

[alroywpyoat tys vuKtiols 

[av]rous mepiidery Aeyor 

[Taluta a Kat [alvTa edoxer 

Col. xxviii. 

11 lines lost. 

[Kootot ev Tlov7(we mpoer 

[Oovre|ls tyv Stod[ov thy 

[ev Tlot mpoobe almererye 

[Cov nv] de Aodlos Kapre 

[pos Kat exlatepa[Oev avrov 

[xapadpla Kplnpvadns € 
4 lines lost. 

[gvp|ulaxwoy avrovs immers 6 

[kat alkolyrelotlat ovtes moA 

[Ao]e exatepot €|KwAVOY 

FRAGMENTS OF EXTANT CLASSICAL AUTHORS 

"75° 

755 

760 

765 

78.5 840 

845 

avtous 0 Eppoxparns avros 

[em] Tovrois tade plnxalva 

[rat] dediws pon ot AOnvat 

[ot] kad novyiav pbacwor ev 

[rn|e vuKre dteAOovTes Ta 

[xelAer@raTa Tov xwpiov 

TELTEL TMV ETALP@Y TL 

vas tTlwy €lavtov peta wm 

mewv [mpos| to tov Abn 

vaiov [orpatjomedoy 7 

yiilka g[vveck|orage- ot mpoo [ 

edAacalvres ef] ocov Tis Epelr 

Ae alkovoecOat| Kat avaka 

Aecapevot [TwW]als w|s ov 

Tes Tov AOnvatwy ene 

T[n\Setor noav yap z[wes to Ne 

k[ta] Ovayyedor Tay ev|do 

dev exedXevov dpage [ 

Nikia pn amayev tys viv 

KTOS TO oTpaTevpa ws Sv 

pakooiwy tas odovs dudac | 

Col. xxix. 

21 lines lost. 

[calves mpos To med.oy 

] parroly oc AOnvaror nu 

] Atcavz[o Tye de vaTe 

[placa mplovxwpouy Kat or 

[Sup 

[ TE TaVvTayYN avToLs KUKA@| 

a|k[oo1ot mpooeBadrdov 

kat TloAAousS KaTETPAvLA 

Ti¢jolv Kale el fev eEmrloe 

ev ot AOnivator vmrelxwplovy 

ee ) alvaxal porev em |e[k |e[ev To 

yo 

79° 5 



174 THIEBORY RH YVNCGH OS VPARYIEL 

[kat elonkovtTigov [Te Kat 850 [Kat padiota] Tols [voTa 

[wapt|mmevov' Kat yx|[po [Tos] mpoon|imz|ov[res 

795 [vov plev arolA|vy euayloly | [ec mows Klaz[a Blpla}x(v] TpleWalule 

[ro ole AOnvaio{t|: ewer a [vloc mav To oTpatevpa ho 

[vex|wpyi[a|av marily] es [B\nolevaly Kat emt modu pey 6 

[to avtljo orplaromedoly 855 [Tovovrar Tlpom[w|e avre [ 

[kat Ta elmirn[deca ovKert [xov ot AOnva:o. eme|ira 

800 [opoiws| exo[y ov yap ert 12 lines lost. 

18 lines lost. 

Colnx, Coll sxxed, 

to lines lost. 7 lines lost. 
879 [avrn ovk emt Kalralyns 80. 2 926 [ves exedevor ev] TolvTw 81. 1 
880 [Tot oTpatevpaT|: alAdAa [0 ol Svpakoaro [Kat] ov gf 

[kat|a [To eTelplov plepols THs [Hlaxor ws n TE [nluepa [e 
[SelkeAras to a[pos Kalulape YEVETO KaL Eyvwoay Touls 

[vay kale [LelAa[y Kat] tals trav 930 AOnvatous amreXnrAvOo 

[7m modes] kat E)A)nviidas 

885 [kat Bap|Bapolvs Kalulcay 3 

[Tes ovv mupa moAAl|a €xalpovy 

Ll 

Tas eV al[ v ]|7[ea olt [mloAXo 

tov TvXurmov e[t]xov exov 

[ev rye vuKre Klas alvrots Ta aet|var rovs AOnivat 

[ovoy piree Kat major o[tpa ous’ K[at KaTa Taxos dL 

[romedois padrtora dle [ros SEI IIIS GE) ONES 
13 lines lost. abavolyro Kexwpnkoras 

903 [xX@ple aula de Tyr ew ade 58 

KVOUVTAa|L OfwS mpos THY 

KatadlapBavovot Tepl api 

Tov wpaly Kal woTrEp TpocEML 2 

905 Oadralc|oay [kat ecBavres fav rolls pera tov Anpoobe 
[es] tnv odolv tv Edcpt 940 vous valTEpols T oVvoL Kat oxXO 

[yn\v [KalAlovpevny erro 

[pevolvro [omws emedn ye 

AQLTEPOY KaL aTAaKTOTEpOY] 

X@povalty ws TNS vUKTOS 

[vo.vTo| em|t TO ToTaLw Tw tote £uveTapl|axOnouy 

[ 
| 
| 

g10 [Kaxlumaple mapa tov mo [elvOus mpoomeclovtes ena 

Ix 
[> 

[7 a|HJov [lovey ave ola TNs 945 Jovro- Kal Ol m7 es | TOV 

Heloloyeas nAmigov yap u|pakootwy evl[eKuK]Aouy 

[klae tous [SuKedous TavTy [70] re patov av[rovs] dix 
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ous [pletlemep Wav amar 

915 THoea|Olale elm[ecdn de] <[ye 

vovTo emt] TwL [ToTa\uar 

[elupov Kale] evrar[Aa] dvda [ 

Kyiv] tlle tov SupalKoc||{ev 

Col sexi. 

15 lines lost. 

Hla@AAov nv ett n pos Tar 

985 AlO@nvamwv Ka apa gedw 

7[€ Tis eylyveTo em evmpa 

y[uar dn cade pn mp0 

[ alvad@Onvat Tet Kal € 

viouigov Kat ws TavTn TH 

99° idea KaTtadapacapevor 

An[wrecOar avrovs emedn 

yoluy & nuepas Baddovtes 

mav{raxobev tovs AOnva 

ovs klar guppayous ewpwv 

995 On [TETAAaALTTMpHpEVOUS 

TOLS T[€ Tpavpaot KaL THL 

adAnll KaK@oE Knpvypa 

movou[yTat Tvdummos Kat 

or Suplakoo.o Kar ~vppa 

TOOO Yyol m[pwToy fey Tov vy 

ciwTaly et tis Bovrerar e€ 

mw €dev[Pepiat ws ohas ame 

[evjae’ Kae amexwpynoay Tt 

7 lines lost. 

IOII 

T[n\s [avayKaorarns ev 

dealt Siaitns Kat mrapedo 

cav [ot mavtes ohas avtous 

1015 €£ak[loxXLALol Kal TO. apyu 

St. 

82. 

tle Bravws ponte decpos pyre 
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[ndn ovrlas kale évy\nyov 

[es tavro to de N\{kiolv arpa 3 

950 [Tevpa amexe| ev t[@|t mpo 

oO 

[MlaxecOar owrnpiav: afr 

[ 
[plev TocavTa payoplevous 

Ala To ws TAXLOTA UVITOY|@ 

[oo|a avaykagovra o dle An 4 

[woloGevns ervyxave tle 

[7a mAlecm ev trove §urlexe 

[crep|o wv dia To vorepw [ava 

[x@povv|re avTwt mpwre|i| en[e 

[xetaOar] Tous mrodepuovs: Kau [To 

965 [Te yvous] zTovs Supakoc.ovs dial 

[kovras olv mpovywpe: par 

[Aov » es] payny fuverao 
ew|s 

[cero [. . -]]] evdcarper Bor 
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plov [o eLXov ATTAV KATE 

fecaly eaBadovtes es ac 

Eitan Fr. 2 

JOpamp| }-[ 
wad . [ Jaur| 
\eou, \er| 
J. ov. | ]--¢ 

5 oul cpakoa) 

toy In - [ 
Jel 

Frets: Fro6: 

ja. [ \e 
|. woul le 

}Be Jae 
Jar] ] 

5 jo-[ 5 |e 

Br 9 Healo: 

enon tl | sre TOT) 

Jo7| \9 

Frere Lo lee 

Jal Je. | 
sal |r@ mpol 

ho Jap| 
A. 

Bri Pion o 

hey) Neat 

]oo| \ref 
]-[ yl 
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Ero. Fre22t Geile 8 Ff, 24. 

ol Leet In| Jaral 
oul wal J+ 7 Joye 
ea . [ }- yl Iraf Jel 

Prez: Prego. iri27. Frees: 

}-[ Jrov[ |ron[ Jae, 
We level Jevel lu epyar ty. [ 
Ine hell end of column. 

Prog. Fro730, raat Tne 32 

Jel Jal Jre] Jel 
Jeau[ pf ital | 

Fes: lige. Fr. 35. Ene 3G: Lone 7 
le lol iyi Ja. ie 
le In Ixeal Id Boal 

Fess. mies Bk Fi540, ie Hee 

|roreo[ Je rove: » \eny/ 
end of column. 

Fr, 42. Press: Large ee, Prac: 

lex - [ al |. af ld 
3. Tuppyvoc: Tuponvo MSS., edd. 
4. Tet meCar: tv meCov MSS, The dative (instrumental) is meant to balance T@ Go 

otpatoréd@ (i. 5-6); but rpom)y movetoGac with the gen. occurs in ii. 19. 2, and the dative 
may well be a mere slip; cf. evav{ca] for ev aca] in 1. 931. 

g. car: so ACEFGM, edd.; om. B. 
10. yap: pev yap MSS. ev is superfluous, as is remarked by the scholiast, there being 

no answering dé but another pév in 1. 13. 
14. ma}[re dy: so, with the remark 6) ypddera, B; mavri 3% ACEFGM, edd. #8 has 

already occurred in |. g, and its repetition so soon after must be wrong, but the size of the 
lacuna distinctly favours the supposed agreement with B. The same question between #dy 
and oy arises in 1. 19, where I, though imperfect, favours 8/ against 75y of the MSS., and 
again in |. 948. 

17. orplarleas: so edd., following the correction of Aem. Portus ; orparias MSS. Cf£., 
however, ]. 184, where I has ozparia and most MSS. orpare‘a, No regularity was observed 
by scribes in the use of these words. 

N 
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19. 5}: 73\7 (MSS.) is too long and Gertz had already conjectured 67 here. -#y, which 
occurred recently in 1. 9 and by an error in 1, 14 (cf. note ad doc.), is less appropriate. 

ou[or|po[ro}[s|: suovorpdrous BCFGe?, edd., épourpéras AE, épovorpéras MG. suprascr. 
The surface of the papyrus is much damaged and the supposed po very uncertain, but 
op[otlor[ po(zro) ||s| and op ovo|rplomro|:{s| are unsuitable. spoidrpowos occurs once elsewhere in 

hue. (iii. ro. 1), but not épérporos. Herodotus, however, speaks of #ca éudrpora (viii. 144). 
22-3. vaus kat| in| Jous Kat [wleye[ On ex |ou| caujs : vavol Kal immo Kal peyeber éxovuras MSS., 

except B (vais kai immous) C (ueyen) M (ueyeOn suprascr.) f? (ueyé6n) and a? (vats kal immous 

kai peyeOn avxovoas. Duker’s emendation icyvovcas for éyovcas is accepted by Hude and 
Stuart Jones; M supports the simpler ¢xovcas with the accusatives, as preferred by the older 
editors. The chief objection to it is that the plural of péyeOos is not found elsewhere in 
Thuc. ; but cf. Stahl’s note and p. 160. 

42. povoly: or, less probably, c@Oyva|:, omitting ev: in the next line with F. 
45. kodrvool[or: so C, followed by Hude and Stuart Jones; ko\vcwo. ABEFGM. Cf. 

1247. 23, which agrees with C in reading Ajoover, not Ajowat, after dros. 
49. [ra: so ACEFGM, edd.; om. B. ra is necessary to fill the lacuna. 
58. PoBlolu: so CG, edd.; ¢é8a ABEFM. 
63. aveveyxew: eveyceiv MSS. except M, which has emeveyxeiv owing to the preceding 

erevexOnadpuevov. For dvapépew in the sense of ‘sustain’ in Thuc. cf. iii. 38. 3 airy de tods 
kiwdvvous avapéper. 

64-5. avt| ov aio |t : soACEFGM, Hude, Stuart Jones 3 airiot avtay (a’rav suprascr.) B, 

Classen. 
66. There is not room at the end of the line for [« uro rwy ere], the reading of ABEFM 

and edd. zo is also omitted by C and some of the later MSS. 
67. em mo[Alv: wodv MSS. 

68. The supposed traces of [8]e ag[uos are very slight, and the supplement at the end of 
the line somewhat long, for the € comes under p of @avp[ac@yce|; but no variant here is 

known, and neither ny [8] afi[os nor nv [a]fo[s suits the vestiges. For final » represented by 
a stroke cf. ll. 679 and 687. 

72-4. The words trav addov . . . adda xa are omitted in M owing to homoioteleuton. 
TOAN| wv : so ABCFGM, edd.; médeov E. 

76-7. pelra Kopi v6cav : so ABCEFM, edd. ; pera trav Kop. G. 

80, mpoxdy|Svr[evoar: mpoxwduvetoai re MSS.; but re spoils the construction and is 
bracketed by Hude, following Kriiger. Since the v of dvv comes under the final » of vey in 
]. 78 and above the final v of vavricov in |. 81, it is probable, though by no means certain, 
that te was omitted. The supposed 6 of duv is very doubtful, the vestiges suiting 7 better. 

81. pleya pepos: so MSS., Stuart Jones; Hude brackets pépos with Kriiger and Stahl, 
but IZ must have had it. 

83-4. mow tav|rqv: so ACEFGM, edd.; B has ravrny médw with 8 and a superscribed. 
85. [wAnv ye rolu: so B; ACEFGM, edd. insert 84 after ye, but neither | [mAyv ye On tolv 

nor |7Anv | ye dy rolv suits the size of the lacuna, since & of éu]u{mavros is under the é of 
§| vn Oe inl. 84. 

86. After édpmavros the MSS. have Néyou rod which is not at all satisfactory. Heilmann 
conjectured €vAAdyov rot, Kriiger 8xAouv tov, which is accepted by Hude but not by Stuart 
Jones. Aoyov or oxdov is rather short for the lacuna, which has room for six letters before 
rov ev|, but Ev |u| ravros &v|\Aoyov is unlikely and [Aoyou Tou ev T@de | role mo| inadmissible, although 
it is not quite certain that tw belongs to rede rather than to rer. 

go. Suxediav|: so MSS., Stuart Jones; Hude adopts Kriiger’s conjecture Sucedia. The 
r of z[e comes under ap of yap in 1. 89, and the reading of the MSS. yields 16 letters where 
1. 89 has 144, So that SiceAcae even without iota adscript would be long enough; but in the 
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absence of very strong reasons for the dative (cf. Stahl’s note) Sixedcav is more probable ; cf. 
Il. 94—5, note. 

91. trols: so ABCEGM, edd. ; rots F, 
93- «|Mlorres: so ABCEFM, edd.; om. G. 
04. [Evvd. acolo |ovt[ es : so B (suprascr.) E (-cwis-), edd.; évvdSiacdoavres ABCFM. 
94-5. Zvpaxovalas: so MSS., Stuart Jones ; Bauer’s emendation Supaxovoats is accepted 

by Stahl and Hude; cf. the former’s note. The vestige before s suits a distinctly better 
than +. The objection to émt Supaxoveas is that since erohéunoay applies to both sides éml 5. 
éroX. must mean not ‘made war against S,’ but ‘came to S. for the war *, which is awkward 
if evi ScxeXlay is retained in ]. go, where Il’s reading is unfortunately doubtful. 

99+ ekaor|us: so AB (suprascr.) CEFGM, Hude, Stuart Jones; ékacro. B and Paris. 
1638, which reading if retained would require exyov in ]. 101, as in several of the late MSS. 

103. Ae[preas: so MSS. and ef. ll. 133 and 191; Awpias Hude, Stuart Jones, This 
line seems to have been unusually long owing to a desire not to divide Supaxoowvs between 
two columns. There happens to be no quite certain instance in II of such a division, but 
Cols, vii, xii, and xxii probably began in the middle of a word. The division Supakoatlous 
does not suit Il. tog—14. 

109. Eortlains : so ACEF, edd. ; ‘Eoriaeis BGMc?. 
TIO. Eo[reajav onxvr[y|re[s: so MSS. ; these words are bracketed by Hude, following 

Kriiger. That the fragment containing the doubtful eo and ou in the next line is rightly 
placed is not certain. 

121-2. The fragment containing a of almo and 8 of 8[pcoe is not certainly to be placed 
here. M omits xav before Av]§{[pvo. and C before Theor. 

Tyo: so ACEFGM ; Try B, edd.; cf. p. 160. The traces of a stroke after y suit « 
better than », and the line is already rather long. 

125. ovres ho[pov: so ACEFGM, edd.; B places ddpev before ody troreneis. 
127. uveon[ovro: so ABCEFGM, Stuart Jones ; évveiwovro Hude with three of the 

late MSS. 
130. The supposed stop after Kapvoz{vw|y is doubtful. 
ESS eit les ye: "Iaves ye B, edd. ; “lovés re ACEFGM. ye is right, but "Iaves could 

be dispensed with, being a repetition of what has been stated in 1. 128; cf. notes on ll. 142 
and 152. Moreover if the letter preceding es was », and not a, 6, or A, the last stroke ought 
to be visible in a vacant space before es. The surface of the papyrus is, however, damaged, 
and part of the vy may have been rubbed off.  Ia»]es ye is satisfactory enough by itself, but 
it is difficult to fill up the lacuna. as, i.e. és, due to the preceding épos, is hardly long 
enough. 

139. kTioagt: SO CEFMB corr. oe edda. KTHOaCt ABGec?. 
Boa|ros: so MSS.; Botwrois (rots) Lindau, followed by Hude and Stuart Jones. 

Bot[wrors| Tos 18 too long. 

142. kar[alyrixpu Bowwros : so Paris. 16363 karavtixpd Bovwroi Bowwrois ABCEFGM, Stuart 
Jones, kai dvrixpus Bowwrol Bowwrois Hude, adopting a conjecture of Bohme. The meaning of 
karavrtkpv here has been. much disputed. ’s reading apparently connects it with Bowrois, 
i.e. “opposite to’ or ‘against’, not ‘ outright’ or ‘on the other hand’. But the omission 
of Bowroi is probably a mere error ; cf. 1. 152, note, and p. 162. 

144. kara: So AEF; kar’ CG, xara 76 BM and some of the late MSS., Hude, Stuart 
Jones. The angular sign at the end of the line is not certain, but cf, 1. 141. 

146-7. E omits o . . . KuvO@ypuox owing to homoioteleuton. 
149. plelr: so ABCEFM (uerd), edd. ; pera trav G. 
150. enehepov: so B; &pepov ACEFGM, edd. The supposed stop is uncertain. 
152. Awpiys Awpilevor: om. Awpujs MSS. Since Awpijs has already been applied to the 

IN; 
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Rhodians in ]. 14g it is unnecessary here, but Aepujs én Awpréas occurs in |. 191, and there 

are several similar antitheses in this chapter; cf. notes on |. 142, where the divergence 

between II and the MSS. is just the contrary to that found here, and 133, where “Iaves is 

repeated in the same sentence by the MSS. (and perhaps 11), much as Awpujs here. 

157. te (corr. from de by II'): re ACEFM, edd., d¢ B. 

162. Karetpy| optevoe : so ABEFM, eddes KaTapyomevoe Cc, COnImCe 

164. ot AOn|yao: so ABEFGM, Stuart Jones ; om. of C, Hude. That M had o is not 

quite certain, but if it was omitted there were only 11 letters where |. 163 has 12 and 

65 19. 
178-6. ek Navmaxrolu: so B, Stuart Jones ; ¢» Navakro ACEFGM, év Navuraxr@ &k« 

Navrdxrov Hude following Classen. 
184. ot|paria: so EF; orpareia ABCGM, edd.; cf. |. 17, note. 
186. [per ov]: so ACEFG, Hude ; pev yap od B, Stuart Jones, pey ody M. There is no 

room for ydp in the lacuna if the following rys is rightly read, and pev yalp ov [r|y[s Ely[e]uay[4| 

does not suit the vestiges so well, besides yielding a line of 23 letters. 

188. [Aaxedaponey [. .|.] re: before re is what looks like either or o with a line 

above it, or else r or y with a stroke through it, and probably there was a correction. The 

MSS. read AakeSatpoviay TE. ; 

190. wpeddas: so B (dpedeias) a? marg., edd. ; om. ACEFGM owing to homoioteleuton ; 

cf. Il. 602-4, note. : 
191. Awpieas: so MSS.; cf. note on |. 103. 
193. The paragraphus below this line is uncertain. 
195-0. aet mone |ucov[s : so ACEFGM, edd. (aieé) ; Neuropevous B, 
197-8. ewOJore[s iva: so B, avoiding a hiatus, followed by Bekker; ievae ciwOdres 

ACEFGM, Hude, Stuart Jones. One of the dots over « is visible. 
223-4. Eyel[oraor: so ACEFGM; ’Eyeoraioi re B, Hude, Stuart Jones. The exact 

position of this fragment is uncertain and Eyeo|ravor re or Eye[orai|oe re can also be read, with 
exnya}yov[ro | kat Suxeluwrov in Il, 224-5. SexeAdv is the reading of B, preferred by Hude and 

Stuart Jones, SixeNuwrav of ACEFGM. Whichever arrangement be adopted, II seems to 
have agreed once with B against the rest, once with the rest against B, rather than with or 
against B in both cases where this MS, differs from the others. 

226. Tluppyvev: cf. 1. 3. 
234. ka: |. Kau. 
oufk|olvvres] : so ABEFGM, edd. ; of oixotvres C. 
235+ per [av]rous : so BCEGME?, edd.; pera rovs AF. 

236. novx[agorter : so ABEFGM, edd. ; om. C. 

267-79. The division of lines in both fragments of Col. vi is quite uncertain. 
277. o[addos: so B, Stuart Jones; aAos ACEFGM, Hude. 
310-14. It is not certain that the fragment containing the beginnings of lines is 

correctly placed here, so that the division of lines is doubtful. 
323-39. The division of lines is uncertain. With the ordinary reading of the MSS. 

ll. 3247-35 are rather long, and perhaps there were some omissions. That I agreed with C 
in reading réy for rd in 1. 327, or with B in having dodevotow and dmdcas for dobevéor(v) and 
wdoas in ll. 332 and 335 is unlikely. The supposed A of ad]A{ou in 1. 334 is very doubtful ; 
it may be the m of meov. 

337- <o8Baforvres: so BCf?, edd.; but «[oScagovres (AEF M) is equally possible. It is 
fairly clear that the scribe first omitted mAynpwoa kar Svavavpaynoavtes (so MSS.) owing to 

homoioteleuton, and then corrected his mistake, partly at any rate, by expunging ny per. 
The missing mAnpwoa may have been inserted in the margin. 

350. xkla: so ABEFM, edd.; om..C. 
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352. [. oe - Jas : om. MSS. Perhaps [avr las or [es aut las or [ravr|as, though none of 
these is any improvement. 

356. amao[a|, the reading of m', does not occur elsewhere as a variant for af raca 
(MSS., 1°). 

358. te ex: So ACEFGM, edd.; 7’ ex B, 7’ és Kriiger. 
362-3. ra adda als oLoy T nv| Kat ws €& avaryk| avov Te Kat: TAAAa ws oldvT jy e€ av. tr. x. MSS., 

except B which has as above dca. It is not certain that M had o[s rather than o[oa, and 
1. 363 is long enough without re. doa oidv 7’ jv kal ds can hardly be right, and if és ofdy 7’ 
jv be retained, «ai és becomes superfluous, being perhaps due to a misunderstanding of 7’. 
e€ dvaykatov te kal rovavtns Siavoias is a somewhat difficult expression, in which it is not clear 
whether dvayxaiov is feminine or neuter. 

386-96. The division of lines is uncertain. 
399. ae: so MSS.; alei Hude, Stuart Jones; cf. 1. 195. 
405. au[rov : so BCEFGM, ea ders om. A. 

406-7. 7 Japeckeval C<o6 |e (corr. by 1° from -O\a): so BG; rapackevdtecOa ex. corr. c?, 
mapaokevaterbe ACEF Me”, edd. After this the MSS. have d ée dpwya eveidouev, which seems 
to have been seriously corrupted in I, a de becoming rol. (?) and evedouey becoming ot pep : 
the reading of the MSS. is superscribed by 11°. 

410-11. eo]e[c]a: the division e[cecO]a leaves 1. 410 too short, although [a6] is hardly 
enough for the lacuna at the beginning of 1. 411, where three letters would be expected. 

425. tre]: so ABCEFMg?, edd.; om. G. 
426. nvaykacper|n | or qvayKacpe|v|q{e| can be read. 

429. €vpyntat: SO MSS. ; nupynrat edd. 

430°. xpn avt[walumnyn| cat : SO Bae @alel,< py aytwavmnyeto at (which makes no sense) 

ACEFGM.  B adds dvtwavrnyciobar ypdderat 
432. wmep: soACEFGM; grep 57 B, edd. Possibly dy is lost, the surface of the papyrus 

being damaged; but this addition would make the line rather long. 
442. ava[xpo|vecOat : so BCGMf edd. 5 dvakpovoec Oat AEF. 

444. pawweral] : so CEFG, edd.; gairnraa ABM, ABF having éav for éa in 1. 443. 
447. [ovens]: so ACEFGM, edd.; ecoperns (B, with ovens suprascr.) is too long, since 

there was probably a space before ov. 
450-2. The letters a of ]oOa{e, von of me|a\olvon|s, and epo and part of the z of mpo|repo|y 

were on a separate fragment which is not certainly to be placed here, on being very doubtful. 
452-3. a&{ouv... |: so B (with ypaera qv) f, edd. ; but the reading of ACEFGM 

aé{ov ... nv] would occupy the same space. 
479-80. ov« e|\ao[ cov: cf. 1. 483, note. 
480-1. apedeioOa es re rd is repeated by mistake in E. 
482-3. To adicer|rOac: so ACEFGM, Hude; 76 pa ad. Ba?e?, Stuart Jones, ré Suaxeio bau 

some late MSS. The line is long enough without yy, but its omission is not certain. 
483. {modu mAeov: So MSS. (méov B, mhetw CG, corr. g?, mdetov AEFM). Hude follows 

Kriiger and Stahl in deleting the words as inconsistent with and a gloss upon ov« éAaocov in 
1. 479, where Classen wished to delete ov« €Aacgor, retaining todd mAeioy here. Stuart Jones 
keeps both phrases, and xara 7d @pedeto Oa is then contrasted with és re rd hoBepov rois imnxdors 
kai 76 pu adtxeto Oa, though this is not very satisfactory. I, however, clearly had wodv mAc(c)ov: 
the stop after wpederloar suggests that it may have had 6e for re, as desiderated by Reiske, 
in ]. 481. 

neers Sux[asws av|rny vuv ply katarpo |x| djor[e: the best MSS. are corrupt here, inserting 
dy after dixaiws, which is impossible with the imperative (uj om, AF, add a’f?, carampodidwre 
E, -d:ddre €?, -doinre some late MSS.). The simplest course, followed by Stuart Jones, is to 
omit dy with Bekker, who in so doing claims the support of Paris. 1637, 1638, and 1736; 
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but this makes dicaiws very difficult, since dSikws would rather be expected. Hude obelizes 
the passage. II is unfortunately very imperfect: it is not certain that dy was omitted, and 
the supposed traces of dix[aws are very doubtful; but reckoning from [res there are r2 letters 
in the corresponding space in the lines above and below, and 12 letters are necessary 
for 1. 486 apart from av. No support for Madvig’s emendation av . . . karampodidoure is forth- 
coming, the imperative with py being confirmed. The p» of p{y is fairly certain, for the 
vestiges do not suit «. 

491. The MSS. agree with I? in reading &y omitted by M* after [Sc]e[Avor|ov. 
495. kat per acbev|eas: so ACEFGM, edd. ; B omits «ai, but the size of the lacuna here 

is in favour of it. 
496. upere|pa : so ABCEFG, edars om. M. 

499. [vpev|: so edd. from B’s 4 buév ; but [jp.a»] (ACEFGM) may of course be read. 
508. mA |ev| co|u| evous : so BFM, Stuart Jones; mAevooupevous CE, Hude, mrevowpevous A. 

mrev[cov|u. cannot be read. 
523-5. The division of lines in this fragment is uncertain, but there is a short blank 

space alter rods in 525. In that line before vrodcmos II may have had y, which is read by 
edd. with some late MSS., but omitted by ABCEFGM. 

544. emovlAn: so several late MSS. ; enon ABCEFGM, &c., edd.; cf. xetpav ovdnpav 

ériBodai in 434 and p, 162. 
545-6. ta ad}\a: ré\\a MSS., except C and a few of the later ones which have zodna. 

Chl 262. 
549-50. oras| arro{ Ata |Aal vor : émos (kai én, M) av an. MSS. This use of dy with the 

optative after émws is rare, and Herwerden wished to delete a here. The line is certainly 
long enough without it. 

551. avridaBew (avti\aBny TI): avritAaknv MSS., except the Cassellanus (-Beiv). The 8 

was perhaps retouched. 
552-3. mav|ra et(ou|ua : so ACEFGM, edd.; ¢rosa mavra B. 

562-3. avray olyra: so B; otras atrév ACEFGM, edd. 
565. oe]: so BCEFGM, edd. ; 67 A with de¢ suprascr. a’. 
569-70. The letters ew in |. 570, ka in 571, and «a in 572 are a Separate fragment which 

is not certainly to be placed here, and up to 579 the division of lines in Col. xii is doubtful. 
The supposed e of en[ec|r[a in 570 is rather large, and might well be the beginning of the line, 
but if so 569 must have been shorter than the MSS. reading (? d0vAwee:| for karadovde|cer), OF 
else xaradovAwoe: | projected considerably in order to avoid dividing it between two columns; 
Ci, Lr03, Note. 

en[ec|ria eu]: érerr ef ACEFGM, edd. ; éreira Se ef B. 

571-2. Te |\[ orovynoov | Te| : soB; om. re ACEFGM, edd. He]\orovyn|cou], omitting re, 

is somewhat less probable. 
576-7. vnocr|avz[es: so MSS. The two letters following a have been corrected, perhaps 

from Xe, 1. €. vmooraXertes. 

598-602, The beginnings of these lines with the two paragraphi are on a separate 
fragment, which is doubtfully assigned to this position. Line 600 is rather long (24 letters ; 
om. rovs?), and a paragraphus is hardly expected after ]. 597. The doubtful « in 1. 601 
might be 8. ro in 1. 599 is the reading of the MSS., retained by Stuart Jones; Hude reads 
rod with Kriiger. ji 

602-4. ra de mo]\ha ... Aw }[s : so BES edd. ; om. (owing to homoioteleuton) ACEFGM ; 
ef. 1. 190, note, and p. 150. 

(Heat, ex(ao |rov : so B, Stuart Jones ; thy exaornyv ACEFGM, Ty (réxynv) éxdotny Hude. 

616. aol yrurrat : so CE; «ai dx. ABFGM, edd. mo|AXot b¢ kat] ak. is less probable. 
622-44. The division of lines is nearly certain up to 1. 635, especially as there is 
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a short blank space before «v in ]. 631. The fragment containing ll. 637-44 might goa little 
further to the left. i 

625. [av|rav: so (atrdv) ACF, Hude ; éavrév (which does not suit the size of the lacuna) 
B, Stuart Jones, atra(c) EGM, corr. g. But [av}roy may of course be atrév. 

Tporwt: porwt is on a separate fragment which is not certainly placed here. 
633. corrals: so ABEFGM, edd.; éodpevat C. 
634-5. [ad ov... | n|u[elv: ad’ Sv iwiv MSS, The attraction of the nominative of the 

relative clause is unusual, but seems unavoidable. [ap wv nd» is possible, but the missing 
word may have preceded af ov. 

637-8. capas relru. . bla: capas enioba MSS., G having odice ypapera above capes. 
The traces of the letter following mv suggest y, v, or 7; the next letter has almost entirely 
vanished. mv@eo6[a is not suitable, and would create a difficulty in filling up the preceding 
lacuna ; it is more likely that the scribe misspelled mervaa, and possibly it was corrected. 

644. amoxvdvvevoer| Or omoxwduvevoa|, Duker’s generally accepted emendation of the 
reading of the MSS., can be read. 

649. Trove| vrat = Se OBecie eile. £ but moo| vyTau (CEFM) is possible. 

652. [arla&av: so ABEFGM, edd. ; draégia C, corr. c?. 
654. |wap|adeSaxvialy: so ABEFGMc’, Stuart Jones ; napadedoxday C, Hude. 
660-1. Sixaros | iwor: dixaoowor C, dickawooow ABEFGMc?, edd. In this awkwardly con- 

structed sentence dixaoowow is generally considered to govern amomAjoa, andoi dv. .. dikarooaow 
aromAjoa T. yy. TO Ov. has to serve as the subject of vopywrarov elvac; cf. il. 44. 1 ro 8 

edtuxes, of dv... Adxoou, .. Kal ois. . . EvveperpyOn. With dicalws toor, however, drorAjoae is 

to be connected with vopiperaroy etvac and balances dyivacda better. The other difficulties, 
the fact that évavrious is not the antecedent of o7, the change from the infinitive to the participle 
after vouicoper, and the superfluous xai before r6 Aeyduevor, are not apparently affected by I’s 
readings, 

663-6. The division of lines in this fragment is not quite certain. 
664. nlm kav: so MSS. except Paris. 1638, which omits cai. «ai had been deleted by 

Reiske and is rejected by Classen and Hude but retained by Stuart Jones; it is indispensable 
in I, if nlww is right. [e nye xa, omitting ro, might be read. 

680-2. Ter vavayt|wv| ovo e[mevoouy atrn| oat avai peot|y : om. toy MSS. There was some 

variant in H unless |. 680 had only 14 letters, and though in 1. 681 [evolovy might be read with 
some late MSS., the following letter is like e, not a, and not more than ro letters would be 
expected in |. 680 after mlept, whereas ml epe n vavayLov ovde | gives 13. airnoa dvaipeow is 

unnecessary, but wy | [evolouy ef... ......... |. .] avai[peor|y is less likely than a slight change 
in ], 680, such as the insertion of rep, 

683. «[Boj[Alevovro: so ACEFGM, Hude, Stuart Jones; ¢Sovdovro B. 
691. [au Ao lumau : re at Nowrat B, ése ai Nowra etot ACEFGM, edd. TW must have 

omitted ér: or ai, probably the former, as well as eivi. ru has recently occurred in |. 687, 
where Classen wished to omit it as an intrusion from the present passage, in which he 
suggested the omission of ai. More probably I is right in omitting é here. 

695. de modems: 8 evarrios ABCEFG, edd., ¢ evavrions M. modepious is probably 
repeated from I. 692. 

699. avrwy: so BEMf’g? edd. ; atréy ACFG, atrds some late MSS. 
702. ze]: so B, Stuart Jones; om. ACEFGM, Hude. 
705. avalxlopyoar|rles (corr. to -covres by I’): dvaxepyoovres ABEF 9”, edd., -cavres 

712. /an oxeopyo|aca ; so CE, Hude ; isoxapjyoaca ABFGM, Stuart Jones. 

Wee a : so Paris. 1637; mo. ABCEFGM, edd., wy three other late MSS. 
716. [elonyeerau : so ABCEFGM, edd.; efnycira: c? and some late MSS. 
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720. axa: so BCG, edd.; xai d EM, xai & cai AFg suprascr. 
edoxet: SO ABCEFG, edd.; éddket evar M. 

723. tas: SO ACEFGM, edd.; ra B. 
724-5. ore|vorropa : so BCEFM, edd.; orevérepa AB ypapera. 

TOV xoproly : so ABCEFM, edd. ; ra ywpion B ypaderat. 
725-6. mpo|pOacarras : so ACEFMB ypddera, Hude; diadaBdrras_ B, Classen, mpodta- 

AaBsvras Stuart Jones. Cf. 1. 751, note. 
Tie Evr[e]yeyr@ckor : so ACFM, edd.; éuveyiveoxov BE. 
728. nooov: so CEFGM, edd. ; jrrov AB. 
729. a: om. MSS. The insertion of é may have been intended to ease the construction 

of the infinitive Soxety dy in 736 (which depends loosely on uveyiyvwokov, kai eddéxeu mounréa 
being parenthetic), but is probably due to a reminiscence of 4 kai air@ éddxet in 1.720. The 
ink of a is rather faint and it may have been intentionally obliterated. C has momreo for 
molt |réa (corr. C2). 

WS [re vavpaxtas: vavpaxias te MSS. Cf. p. 162. 
732-3. me|mav|uevous : SO 16}. avarre|rrav \uevous (ACEFGM, edd.) is too long. 

734-5. av|row| Hpaxker: so ACEFGM, edd.; ‘Hpdkdeva (‘Hpaknet ypapera) B. Hude’s 
conjecture tavry 7H jjépa is not confirmed. 

736. doxe[y av: so MSS., but I may have omitted dy. 
739. terpapéa : so ACEFGM, edd.; reraféa B. 
747. ove: SO apparently some late MSS. and Kriiger, followed by Hude; ovxér 

ABCEFGM, Stuart Jones. Cf. p. 161. 
751. placwor: mpopbacwo. C; mpopbdcoow ABEFGM, edd. mpopOdvarras recently 

occurred in 1]. 725 and mpop@dvew is not found with a participle elsewhere in Thuc., so that 
the simple verb may well be right here. 

754. eraipov: so BCEFGM, edd.; érépwv A, corr. a?. 
755- €lavrov: so ABEFGM, edd. ; érod C, corr. c2. 
758. §[uverx]orage : so C; guveoxdragev ABEFGc?, edd. ; Evveckéragev M. 
767. The initial ¢ of Svpaxoovwy has been corrected or rewritten. 
768. ‘The o of pvdao||covrwy seems to have been inserted later by I. 
780-5. The division of lines is uncertain. 
782. mpocbe: mpdcbev ABCEFG, edd., éumpoobev M. Cf. 1. 950, note. 
792. exatepor: So ACEFGM ; éxarépwber B, edd. Cf. p- 160. 
840-4. The division of lines in this fragment is not quite certain. Line 844 may be 

shortened by restoring mpooeBadov with GM. 
852. TpLeWalu[ ev jou 3 8 ACEFGM, edd. ; tpleWo|p[ evo (B) is not well suited to the size 

of the lacuna. 
879-89. The arrangement of these lines is fairly secure. To make xedsas in ], 882 

begin a line does not suit 883, and the division z{pos | Kalu[apwav does not suit 879. 
881. plepo[s: so ACEFGM, edd.; om. B. 
885. |8apo| is on a separate fragment, which is not quite certainly placed here. 
909. «n[t: so B, edd.; wapé ACEFGM, obviously from 1. 910. 
g1I-12, dua trys] pe[oloye[as: so B; om. ras ACEFGM, edd. It is not clear that O 

inserted it, but if it is omitted the line had only 16 letters, for to read mlo[r|a[uor is less 
satisfactory, besides reducing 1. gro to 16 letters. 

914. [mJer[emepyrav: so ACEFGMB suprascr., Hude; but [wlez[eweppavro (B, Stuart 
Jones) is possible, 

915-16. [e|n[eudy de] «[-ye|vovro or e|n[ee Oe ey |e|vovro can be read. eel & ey. CG, eretdy & 
ey. AEFM, edd., ered) d€ ey. B. The paragraphus below this line was probably added 
by 1°, 
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917. [¢]ypov (ABCFGM) is more likely than [n]upov (E, edd.) ; cf. 1. 429. 
_ 931. evavz[ca] (corr. by IP to ev atr[ta]) : ev airia re MSS. evarria is a mere error, but ze, 

which occurred in ], 928, is unnecessary. The surface of the papyrus is damaged after a[ 
but if the corrector had added re, part of it ought to have been visible. 

932. ek Of exovra is apparently corrected, perhaps from ap. 
938-9. @oTTEp mporeme|Eav : so ACEFGM (mpoceusEar), Hude, Stuart Jones (-enet-) ; os 

mpooéw£av B. II may have had either os or wanep, 
943. tore: so ACEFGM, edd.; re after an erasure B. 
946. er[exv« ]\ovr[ ro] : evkukAoovro Paris. 3117, exvkdodvro ABCEFGM, edd. eykuk\ouv does 

not occur in Thuc., who uses xvedody frequently (the passive occurred in the lost 1. 969), but 
€ykukAode8ar is common in writers of the Roman period. = Cf. p. 162, i 

948. [dy ovrlas: so B with 8} suprascr.; 8) dvras ACEFGM, edd. The size of the 
lacuna strongly favours 8); cf. the confusion of dy and #6y in Il. 14 and 19. 

950. mpolade: so C, mpdcbev ABEFG, edd.; €umpoobev M ; cf. 1. 782, note. 
951. klae: so ACEFGM, edd.; ékarév cai B. with some late MSS. 
956. OoTnptay (cwrnpiov 11’); TOTNPLOV with c@Tnpiav suprascr, 183 ¢ ca@rnpiay ACEFGM, 

Hude, Stuart Jones. Classen preferred cornptov. 
959. [oo|a avaykagovraa: so ABEFGMc, Stuart Jones; dca dvaykdgovra CK, 60° av 

avayxd¢wvrac Dobree, Hude. 
960. z[e: so MSS., except two of the late ones, Stuart Jones; Dobree, followed by 

Hude, wished to omit it, but cf. the next note. 
961. ove: so B with the Cassellanus and Paris. 1733, Stuart Jones ; mév@ re ACEFGM, 

Hude ; cf. the preceding note. _ 11 is likely to have been right. 
963. mpere[t]: so ABEFM¢?, edd.; om. CG. 
967. Evverag| cero : so ABFF, edd.; €uverdrrero CG, i) évverdaoero M. 
968. Before evdiarpeBov there is a correction, the reading of the MSS. being apparently 

added by Mm’ above the line. The first (and possibly the second) letter of evdiarperBov is 
crossed through, but probably by mistake, unless ev occurred in the preceding word (pev?). 
evdvatpiBov MSS., edd. 

992. yolwv: so MSS. Hude and Stuart Jones adopt Dobree’s correction 8 ody. 
999-1000, ot Suplaxoow: so the Clarendonianus; om. of ABCEFGM, edd. Cf. Da TO, 
Evppalyor: of Evppayo. MSS.; cf. the preceding note. It is not certain that oo was 

omitted, but the lacuna is of the same length as that in 1. 998. 
1017. It is not certain that any lines are lost at the bottom of this column, which 

contains 49 lines so far, while Col. xxxi has 50. 

2 

Frs. 1-45. These small pieces are not to be regarded as coming from tops or bottoms 
of columns unless so described in the text. 

Fr. 1. 2. pad. [: or dd. [« 

Fr. 3. ]v3{ can be read in |. 3 and possibly @ in 1. 6, but this fragment is not from 
ll. 110-15. 

Fr. 15. The light colour of this fragment resembles that of Cols. xx-i and xxxi-ii. 

Fr. 28. 2. The supposed stop after epya may be a letter. 

Fr. 37. 2. Possibly E]yBou[, but not ]. rog. The colour of this fragment does not suit 
Col. ili, so that Srup |e[es oS E]uBoua[s (Il. I! 9-20) is also inadmissible, as is | «| Eco Teh orovynao|v 

Boto[ rox in I]. 269-70. 
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1377. DEMOSTHENES, De Corona. 

29-1 X 12-4 cm. Late first century B.c. 

This nearly complete column from a roll of the speech De Corona is written 
in upright uncials whose informal character is exaggerated by the largeness 

of their scale. That the hand is of early date is clear from its style, which 

recalls that of 216, and a further proof is supplied by the verso, which contains 

accounts in cursive of the first century. The text on the recto may be ascribed 

with probability to the latter half of the first century B.C., or at any rate to the 

reign of Augustus, and thus seems to be the oldest fragment of any speech 

of Demosthenes hitherto recovered. Pauses in the sense are represented by 

short blank spaces, in which a high or medial dot is sometimes inserted (by 

a later hand ?); such blank spaces, however, occasionally occur when there is no 

pause. Paragraphi were also employed (I. 11). A horizontal dash is once 

used for the purpose of filling up a short line. Remains of a cursive adscript, 

referring to the previous column, occur in the left margin opposite |. 12. 

The text shows a tendency to omission, and was evidently not distinguished 

by great accuracy, but is not without small points of interest. A coincidence 

with a reading of Tiberius which was adopted by Blass is noticeable in 1. 25. 

ETEpwY ETAaKOAOVOELY § 167 

yvopais noOnv Kat par 

Aov vas ETaLV@L KATA 

ToAAa: Kat padioTra 6 emt 

5 Tat Bovreverbat Tovtwr 

aoparecTepoy Kal Ta — 

Mpos nas eXely ev EV 

VOLaL’ OTTEP OU pLKpay 

VEELY OlaEL EATTLE@ po 

LO myY €av TEP ETL TaUTNS 

pevnre THS mpobecews 

Jou ours diabers Pidiwmos § 168 

Tas moAels moos adAnXas 

[Oa Tovrwy Ka TouTots 

15 [elrapOas ros Whdiopa 

[ouly nkev exwv thy dv 

viapuiv Kat thy EXarevav 
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[klareAaBev ws ovd ay 

[ee] Te yevouro ouvmvev | 

20 [colvTay nuwv Kat [Tlov 

[O|nBatwy adlrAa] pny tov 

[rote olupBavra Oopu [ 

[Bov rye mode lore pey 
[amavre|s pir[pa| 8 axov 

25 [oa0 oluws tla alvayKaco 

[TaTa eomEpa| pey yap nv § 169 

[ nke 0 ayyedAla[y] Tis] evs 

4. kat: om. MSS. 

5. Bovdeverdar: Bovdedoacba wepi MSS.  zepi is indispensable. 
Q. ]. ower, 

11. After mpodécews the MSS. add éppacée. 
12. ovrm... Biummos: oirw ... 6. MSS. For the marginal note cf. introd. 

I5. wnpiopal ory : W. kat tais droxpiceow MSS. 

IQ. cuvrver| co|vrav 2 ert OUPTVEVTOVT@V F vul 

av Elmsley, edd. 
229), o |vpBavra Oopu[ Bov tle mon| ee : oupBarta rh médet OdpvBov A, Blass, cups. ev 7 7. 0. 

other MSS., Butcher. 
24. [aravre|s (so MSS.) suits the lacuna better than [mavre]s (Blass). 
25- 7a a vayka.o| Tara : so Tiberius, Blass (rdvayk.) ; dvaykaiérara first hands of SL, atra 

ra avayx. Vulg. and Butcher (rdvayx.). 
27. eis: ws (rods mputdves ds "ENdreva katetAnmra) MSS, 

, 
g. 5 ere cupmvevodytav av SLA, re cupmvevocavtov 

13878. DEMOSTHENES, Contra Midiam. 

16 X 13-5 cm. Third century. 

The upper part of a column, with the ends of a few lines from the column 

preceding, written in a medium-sized calligraphic hand of the biblical type. 

This style of script is now known to go back at least to the beginning of the 

third century (cf. 661, P. Rylands 16), and the present specimen appears to 

represent a comparatively early stage in its development. A high stop occurs in 

l. 11. A diaeresis in |. 10 takes the form of a short horizontal stroke. 
Though so carefully written the text is not distinguished by great accuracy, 

and errors in Il. 11 and 19 remain uncorrected. There is no variant of importance. 

Colm. Colm, 

Slay amavT@yv Tov € § 153 

THL TWoAeL Aa|umpoTa 
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Tov yeyevnoba amo 

Kvalel yap anda Onrrov 

5 Kat avatcOno.a Kad [exa 

aTn|yv| z[n\v exKA(notaly 

Tavira Aleyov ex ple|yTo[e] § 154 

Tt mlo|\r eaTt a ALTOUpyel 

THe [alAnOevar det oKoret 

10 €y@ mpos vpas Epw KaL 

Oeacla|rbe ws Kal ws av 

Tov e£eTaTW TpOS € 

AToupyLa|s § 151 pavtov kpiiv@|y ovtos 

[cxomer dn pn Tovros| @ avople|s AOnviajo yeyo 

[avrov efaitna|nrae 15 VOS ETN TEPL TEVTN 

[kal eAaTT@ molAv TL KovT Lows 7 [LELKPOV 

5 [mode karabes| n oga eAaTT[oly ovdey epou 

[ao dvdwor Katayedc] mAeLouvs ALToupylas V 

[one eyo de mpwroy pé § 152 fev AeXLTOUPyNnKEY oS 

[ovdey ayevvles vw 20 dvo k[at T\ptakovTa ern! 

[KaTaylyvorkw| ovd v yeyova Kayol pey Ka 

10 [7oAapBavw tlunoet T €[KeLvous 

i. 3. The vestiges are doubtfully identified: ée&a:rnonra edd., éfarnoerae S and some 
others, 

5. ooa: Blass wished to read écov, with @darrov for éddtro, 
ll. 11. ws' kat as: |, ws Oukalws with MSS 
17. eAarz[oly: so S, edd.; eAdrrw other MSS. But edarz[o|: is also a possible reading. 
18. 1, use. The scribe made the slightly lengthened stroke of 1, but then seems to 

have inadvertently treated it as the first stroke of the ». 

13792 LAV 1: 

14:3 X 10 cm. Late third century. Plate VI. 

Livy so far has been represented in the papyri only by a portion of 
an epitome (668) ; now we have a fragment—unfortunately but a small one— 
from Book i of the historian himself. The present MS. resembles the epitome 
both in being in the form of a rol], and in the character of the script, which is of the 
mixed uncial style apparently prevalent in the provinces. A few differences are 
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to be recognized. Minuscule forms are more sparingly employed in 1379 than 
in 668 ; there are the usual 4 and d, but 7 is of the pure uncial shape, while 7 is 
in a state of transition between uncial and minuscule. The general resemblance, 
however, between the hands of the two papyri is so close that they must be of 
approximately the same date, and since 668 can be assigned with probability to 

about the end of the third century, 1879 may be referred with little hesitation 

to the same early period. Punctuation, which in 668 was not employed except 

with abbreviations, is here rather elaborate, medial and low dots being used for 

short pauses, and an angular mark in the high position for a more considerable 
interval (1. 6). 

The fragment (cc. v. 6—vi. 1), so far as it goes, shows a correct text, but is 

too slight to give an insight into its quality or affinities. 

[gtlam venire pastoribuls v. 6 
[ad reg\em tmpetum facit | 

[et a do\mo Numitoris alia | 
[com\parata manu adiuvalt 

5 (Remus: tta regem optrun 

(cat)! N{ul\metor intler| pre | Vee 

[meal t\u\mulium hos\tes 

[2xvasis\se ulr\bem atique 

[adortos reg\tam adtctitans 

10 [cum pube\m Albanam {in 
[arcem pra\esidio armis\que 

[opte \nendam avocasset | 

[postquam i\ulvelnes per|petra 

[ta caed\e pergere ad se gira 

15 tulantis uidit. extemplio 

[advoca|to clon|ctlto. sce(le 

[ra in se\ frlatlrts- orig\inem 

(nepotum| ut geniti [ 

5. optrun|cai|: the size of the lacuna is in favour of the singular, which is read by most 
of the best MSS. 

13. The supplement at the end of the line is rather long in comparison with the others, 
but it would be rash to infer that the papyrus had some shorter word, e. g. ferac/a, instead of 

perpetrata. 
16. scelelra, not sce|[/us (M), is indicated by the spacing. 
18. Above the vestiges of the supposed w there is a mark suggesting the top of an 0 or 

some other round letter. It does not look like an accident, but remains unexplained. 
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IV... GRAECO-EGYPTIAN LITERARY PAPYRI 

1380. INVOCATION OF ISIS. 

20°73 % 212-5 ens, Early second century, 

The recto of this long and interesting papyrus contains an invocation 

(enixAnows) of the goddess Isis, the verso a somewhat analogous composition 

in praise of Imhotep-Asclepius (1881). As often happens with a roll that has 
been re-used, the surface of the recto has suffered considerably, and the ink is in 

many places very faint, rendering decipherment difficult, particularly in the later 
part where lacunae are more frequent. The twelve consecutive columns, each 
containing 22-8 lines, are written in a small semiuncial hand with a tendency to 
cursive forms in certain letters, especially a and «. 1 is remarkable for its tall 
first stroke. Stops, usually in the high position and all having the same value, 
are common, and after one of these an initial letter is often enlarged. Diaereses 
are occasionally found, but no breathings or accents. Some corrections, chiefly 
due to misspellings of « for « or vice versa, have been inserted in an apparently 
different but probably contemporary hand, though not regularly nor always intelli- 
gently (cf. 1. 120), besides a few insertions by the scribe himself, who was not 
very accurate. The handwriting of both recto and verso indicates a date not 
later than the second century, the recto probably having been written in the reign 
of Trajan or Hadrian, the verso under the Antonines. 

The invocation falls into two sections, the first being concerned with the 
goddess in her well-known capacity of roAvdévepos (cf. ll. 97 and 101) and giving 
an elaborate list of her titles in towns or nomes of Egypt (ll. 1~—76), and then in 
towns, districts, or countries in other parts of the world (ll. 76-119). The second 
section begins with a continuation of similar complimentary titles (ll. 119-42) 
still governed by émixadodual oe, which no doubt occurred at the lost beginning 
of the first section, and proceeds in ll. 142-298 to a long and somewhat dis- 
connected prose hymn of praise addressed to the goddess, dealing with the 
various aspects of her divinity and power. Similar but much briefer invocations 
of Isis occur in Apuleius, Metam. xi. 5, P. Leyden U ii, and P. Brit. Mus, 121. 
492-504, and the magical papyri contain numerous invocations of Hermes, who 
was sometimes regarded as the father of Isis, sometimes as her son (1. 39, note) 
or other kindred deities. 1880, however, is both earlier and on a higher level 
than the magical papyri, which mostly belong to the third or fourth centuries and 
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are of a more composite character, being largely concerned with spells. Since the 
papyrus itself dates from near ote beginning of the second century, the composi- 
tion of the invocation can hardly be placed later than in the first—a date 
supported by the evidence of some of the place-names, which suggest the period 
between Strabo and Ptolemy, contemporary with Pliny ; cf. notes on ll. 21, 40, 
70, 74, and 94. It is obviously based mainly on Egyptian documents such as 
those from which Brugsch (Religton d. alt. Aeg.646—7 ; cf. Budge, Osiris and the 
Egyptian Resurrection, ii. 276-8) collected the Egyptian titles of Isis, and 
resembles the hymns to Osiris in the Book of the Dead. A demotic papyrus 
at Cairo (Spiegelberg, Caza/. no. 31169) contains a short list of the titles of Isis 
with those of other gods, preceded by a list of Delta towns. But though the 
Egyptian elements are strongly marked both in the general arrangement and 
many of the individual expressions, the invocation was no doubt composed 
in Greek, as is shown by the identification of Isis with e.g. Hellas (1. 95); 
ppdvnors (1. 44), and many Greek or non-Egyptian deities, the introduction of the 
Hellenic scheme of the universe with Olympus (I. 130), Lethe (1. 127), and the 
Dioscuri (1. 235), and the numerous parallels to Greek inscriptions and other 
evidence for Isis-worship in the eastern Mediterranean. As an important docu- 
ment written by an initiate, it ranks with the well-known inscriptions of Ios and 
Andros (C. I. G. xii. v, nos. 14 and 739; cf. Diod. i. 27), in which Isis speaks in 
the first person. When complete it must have been of considerable length, for the 
writing on the verso proceeds in the opposite direction to that on the recto, and 
while not much need be lost at the end of 1880, since 1881. i, though not the actual 

beginning, is certainly not far from it, there is reason to think that many columns 
preceded 1380. i, for most of 1881 is the prelude to a narrative which only begins 

in |, 222 shortly before the papyrus breaks off. The list of Egyptian places which 

occupies 1380, 1-76 only covers the Delta, but the towns of Upper Egypt on the 

same scale would not have taken up more than the three or four preceding 

columns, and what preceded these is unknown.  Isis-worship appealed to the 

Greeks and Romans much more than any other branch of the Egyptian religion 

and, in addition to the account of Isis in Diod. i. 11-27, Plutarch’s treatise 

De TIside et Osiride, Apuleius, Metam. xi, and other literary testimony, the 

archaeological evidence from statues, inscriptions, gems, coins, &c., is extensive ; 

cf. Drexler in Roscher, Lex. d. griech. u. rom. Mythol. ii. 373-548, Lafaye, 

Hist. du culte des divinités d’ Alexandrie hors de l Egypte. 

The various aspects under which Isis is regarded in 1880 may be classified 

under the following heads. First as to her name, “Iovs occurs in 1. 23 and often ; 

more mysterious names ending in -ev and resembling those found in magical 

papyri apparently occur in ll. 282, 286, and 296. Of her appellations derived 
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from the Egyptian ’Eoepéudus (1. 46) is known from the recently discovered Thea- 
delphia inscription, while @avjoris in 1. 68, Modyis(?) in 1. 45, Ove in 1. 1, 
Jadpotxis in 1. 14, Taxviyus in 1.75, and jxwedms in 1. 3 are new and may be 
compared to the titles “Iovs Nedpéuyts and Nedopojjs at Socnopaei Nesus. In 
places outside Egypt the titles @afe ?jéors in 1. 105 (among the Magi), Sapxodris 
inl. 119 (at Susa on the ‘Red Sea’), Tj. .J@{/ja and Maaéyrpa (?) in I. 114-15 
(Troad and Dindyma) are also probably foreign appellations like the Egyp- 
tian rather than names of distinct divinities. The remarkable titles Aariva 
in ]. 104 (Persia), and ‘EAdds in 1. 95 (Stratonos Pyrgos) testify to the strong 
hold which Isis-worship had taken upon the Graeco-Roman world. The 
syncretistic tendency of the age is well shown by the identification of Isis with 
various Graeco-Egyptian and foreign divinities, Aphrodite (i.e. Hathor) in 1, 9 
and often, Artemis in 1. 84, Astarte in 1. 116, Atargatis, a Syrian deity, in 1. 100, 
Athena (i.e. Neith) in ll. 30 and 72, Bubastis in 1. 4, Core sine tle cand 
105, Dictynnis, a Cretan deity, in 1. 82, Hecate in 1. 113 (cf. Il. 84 rpupris, 
91 tptodirs, and the references to the underworld in ll. 127 and perhaps 164), 
Helen in 1. 112, Hera in 1. 26 and often, Hestia in 1. 23 and 73, Io Sothis in 
ll. 143-4 (cf. 1. 64, where she is also connected with Io in an obscure Passage), 
Leto in 1. 79, Maia in Il. 39, 42, 103, and 116, Nanai, an old Babylonian goddess, 
in 1. 106, Praxidice in 1. 50, and Themis in]. 83. Several of these identifications 
were known, but those with Artemis, Helen, Hestia, Leto, Maia, and the last two 
appear to be new. 

Isis as toAvpopdos (11. g and 70) was worshipped as a kind of combination of 
the divine, human, and animal elements. She is called 6eés in ll. 77 and 107, 
Ged in 1. 130, dia in Il. 26, 86, and 111, fepd in Il. 18, 41, II0, ayia in ll. 34, 36, 89, 
ayvy in 1. 86, dutavros in 1. 109, 48¢Bacros in |. 115, teeta in 1.32. The forms under 
which she often appears in art, as a cow, serpent, or with a vulture head-dress and 
wings, the symbol of motherhood, are illustrated by the titles in Il. 126-7 deév 
mavtwv TO Kaddov (gov, 1. 107 ravpSmis, 1. 58 dons, 1. 66 yuTopoppos ; cf. the mention 
of her wings in ll. 219~20 and the institution of animal-worship ascribed to her 
in ll. 139-42, and ll. 159-63. The ordinary representations of her as a beautiful 
and youthful woman are indicated by the terms véa in 1. 85, vduhn in 1. 30, epata 
in 1. 90, kaddAipoppos in 1. 54, xaddlorn in 1. 100, xapitépopdos in |. 59. With 
regard to her power she is called mavtokpdreipa in |. 20, rdvrwv deondris in 1. 23%, 
deomoris in |], 108, kpartory in |, 96, peylorn cGy in 1. 142, peylory in Il. 21, 92, and 
perhaps 66, weyddy in l. 77. As queen and ruler she appears as dvacoa THs 
olkovupevns in 1. 121, dvacoa méAewv in I. 57,.and often as dvacca simply, Bacidtcoa 
in ll. 36 and 218, duvdoris in ll, 34; 41, 57, and 97, kupia dons xdpas in 1.24. As 
a warrior-goddess she is called orparta in Il. 71, 83, 102, hyeuoris in 1. 52 (cf. 1. 193) 
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oToAapxis in 1. 8, vuxjrpva in Il. 30 and 48, rayvvdkns in 1, 69; cf, ll. 239-42, where 
she is said to overthrow tyrants, and 1. 80 eAevdepta. 

Of Isis as law-giver fifteen Oecuot are alluded to in Il. 119-20 and two 
mpoordypara, in Il. 155-7. Her foundation of réuima is described in Il. 203-5 and 
of OpyoKia in Il. 244-5. As saviour or benefactress she is called odteipa in Il. gt 
and 293, dvopoodreipa in 1. 55, od¢ovea in 1. 76, dérevpa in Il. 13 and 68, xapirodéreipa 
in 1. 10, dplory in 1. 99, a&ya6y in MU. 51, 59, 95, nia in Il. 11 and 86 (cf. 1. 155), 
mpovora in 1, 43; cf. Il. 155-7 and 246-7, dp6wota in ll. 39 and 98 probably refers 
to help in childbirth, Her son Horus is evepyérns kat ayades (Il. 246-7). Her 
identification with Abundance and Fortune is referred to in Il. 51 tvxn, 88 mavd- 
pOovos, 99 ebmA€a, 134-5 Tov Tas Kaas dydvT@Y Huépas evOnvia. Increase and 
decay were regulated by her (ll. 174-7, 194-6). In particular she was the 
goddess of seas and rivers and protectress of sailors and travellers, as is shown by 
Il, 61 weddyous Kupia, 69 KvBepvatis, T5 and 74 dputorpia; cf. the more detailed 
description in Il. 121-3. The Nile was her special charge (Il. 125-6), with which 
river are coupled in ll. 222-6 the Eleutherus and Ganges. As champion and model 
of the female sex she is said in Il. 214-16 to have given women power equal to 
that of men, and in Il. 129-32 to be ey ’Odturm bed edrpemis, Kdopos OnAeLGv Kat 
ptAdaropyos (cf. 1. 12), providing sweetness in assemblies. She was the goddess 
of truth (1. 63 dAj@ea) and love (Il. 109 dydrn ded, 28 dyan|n, 94 pidta, 137 juuc- 
ex97s). The sorrows of Isis are well known, but in 1380 she is rather the goddess 
of joy, as is shown by her titles edppoodvy in Il. 1g and 31, éy AjjOn thapa dyes in 
Il, 127-8, and by the gladness which she affords to the gods and her votaries 
(ll. 131-5, 157-9, 161-3, and 178-9). The invention, jointly with Hermes, of 
demotic writing, which is claimed by Isis in the Ios Inscr. 6-8, is alluded to in the 
title ypayparixy in ll. 48 and 123, and Aoyoren? in Il. 27 and 124 perhaps refers to 
the discovery of arithmetic. She is also credited with the invention of weaving 
(ll. 145-6) and wine (Il. 179-83) ; cf. the more general phrases énfvo.a in Il. 34 and 
60, ppovnors in 1. 44, hpoviun in Il. 117 and 124, xedv7 in 1. 79, ebpérpia inl. 81, and 
the account of Isis as etpérpia mdvrwyv in ll, 183-6. She is identified with the 
moon (1, 104), and the sun (jA/ov dévoua in 1. 112); cf. Il. 157-9, where she is said 
to bring the sun, and 221-2 and 232-4, two mutilated passages referring to Horus 

in connexion with the sun. With the stars she is connected in Il. 159-61 and in 

l, 235, where the Dioscuri are mentioned ; cf. Io Sothis in ll, 143-4. The institu- 
tion of the year of 365 days seems to be ascribed to her (ll. 153-5 and 204-5). 
As goddess of the sky (Il. 144-5) and light (Il. 248-9, 295), she regulated winds, 
lightning, snow, rain, and especially dew (Il. 172-4, 227-30, 237-9). A curious 

phrase mototaonis dveyov cal Cofs diddqua (Il. 138-9; cf. ll. 193-4) is perhaps 
derived from the Egyptian, like éy rats tavnydpeot Bédorpvyos in 1. 133 and rév 

O 
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OeGv ‘Apmoxpdris in ll. 135-6. She was especially the goddess of immortality 

(1. 13), which she conferred upon her husband and brother Osiris (Il. 242~3) and 

her son Horus (Il. 246-7). Her recovery and burial of the former are mentioned 

in ll. 186-9, and her appointment of Horus as successor of Osiris in ll. 209-14, 

250-2, and 263-8. As the goddess of mysteries she is called ports (1. 111) and 

xpnopwdds (1. 43), and is seen by her votaries (ll. 152-3). Temples of Isis were 

appointed by her in all cities (Il. 202-3), as is illustrated not only by Il. 1-119, 

but by special references to shrines or ceremonies at Busiris (ll. 269-71), ’Oot- 

ptdos ddvrov (Il. 161-3), Memphis (249), Heracleopolis (150-2), Abydos (1. 278), and 

an unknown town H[. .|kros (Il. 148-9). In the processions (éf0d/a1) of the gods 

she took the chief part (ll. 136-7), being leader of the muses (Il. 62 and 128). She 

was all-seeing (mavrda[ris] in 1. 93, xarénris in 1. 87, toAvdpOadpos in 1.129). Other 

noteworthy titles, most of which are new as applied to Isis, are rd dvw in ll. 38 and 

42, amdreipa in]. 19, dheois epddov in 1. 80, Awroddpos in 1. 40, pla in 1. 6, tparov 

évona in 1. 143, and oretyovoa in |. 87. Uncertain titles occur in ll. 7, 17, 25-9, 

31, and 47,and much of the last four columns is obscure, Col. xii having only the 

beginnings of lines. 
The detailed list of places in which Isis was worshipped naturally adds much 

to the extant evidence on the subject (cf. Wiedemann, erodots zweites Buch, 

190, Lanzone, Diz. az mitol. egiz. 813), and incidentally provides some valuable 

geographical information concerning the Delta, since the grouping of the places 

is more or less systematic. The section dealing with Upper Egypt is almost 

entirely lost, the first place mentioned being Aphroditopolis (1. 1) or some other 

town in the vicinity of Memphis, which in 1..2 is called by its old Egyptian name 
‘the House of Hephaestus’ (Ptah). Proceeding northward along the main 

western branch of the Nile past Letopolis (1. 6) and the Prosopite nome (I. 8) to 

Naucratis (1.19) and the Gynaecopolite nome (I. 21), the list turns eastward 

to Buto (1. 27), the Saite nome (ll. 30-2), and the northern part of the central 

Delta (ll. 33-7), then southwards to Bubastus (1. 37), Heliopolis (1. 38), and 

Athribis (1. 39). Again proceeding northward through the Phthemphuthite 

nome (1. 40) to Xois (1. 42), the list then shifts across to places in the Libyan 

nome far west of Alexandria (Il. 43-5), then back to Phagroriopolis in the eastern 

Delta (1. 46) and other places in that quarter up to Tanis (1.59). The coast east 

and west of Alexandria occupies I]. 60-73, Pelusium and the.extreme north-east 

ll. 73-6, after which the list turns to places outside Egypt. Besides a few nomes, 

about sixty-seven Delta towns are mentioned, including most of those found in 
Strabo or Ptolemy and several which were only known from Stephanus Byzantinus 
or the Geographus Ravennas and can now be located more definitely (Il. 15 
Psochemis, 16 Mylon, 41 Teouchis, 69 Peucestis), and several that were previously 
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unknown (Il. 11 Calamisis and Carene, 13 Hierasus, 17 Ce.. culemis (?), 22 Peph- 
remis (= Papremis ?), 31 Caene, 40 Hiera, 47 Choatine, 54 Isidium, 64 Meniouis, 
7° Melais, 71 Menouphis; cf. Il. 4, 25, 31, and 66 where the names are new but 
uncertain). Alexandria is not mentioned, though a great Isis-temple there is 
known from 35 recto. 13. Perhaps the metropolis is accounted for by the 
mention of ‘the Island’, if that of Pharos is meant (1. 68, note), or it occurred 
without regard to its geographical position at the beginning of the list, which 
may, however, well have begun with Philae, or possibly the list was based on 
an ancient Egyptian one made before Alexandria was founded. 

The fifty-five places outside Egypt are naturally for the most part familiar, 
and are arranged with less regard to geography. Beginning in 1. 77 with Arabia, 
Asia Minor (ll. 78-81), Cyrene, Crete, Chalcedon, and Rome (ll. 81-3), Aegean 
islands (ll. 84-5), Cyprus (Il. 86-9) and some other places which for various 
reasons cannot be located with certainty (ll. 89-92 ; Hypsele in 1. 92 is unknown), 
the list goes back to the frontier of Egypt and Palestine and mentions several 
towns on or near the Syrian coast (lI. 93-9 ; Sinope in 1. 96 is out of place here). 
Then come Delphi (1. 99) and a rather mixed series of towns and countries 
including the Amazons (I. 102), India (1. 103), Persia (ll. to4-6), and Italy 
(l. Tog), the Hellespont and coast of the Aegean (Il. r10-15), Syria again 
(Il. 116-17), and finally an unknown Susa on the ‘ Red Sea’ (ll. 118-19). 

Altogether the papyrus, in spite of its imperfect condition, supplies a fairly 
comprehensive and vivid picture of Isis-worship in the first century when that 
Graeco-Egyptian cult had become a world-force. It is an intentionally archaic 
kind of composition, as is clear on comparison with 1381, which, though also 
a composition in praise of a Graeco-Egyptian deity and professing to be concerned 
primarily with the translation of a hieroglyphic roll, is much more Greek than 
Egyptian in character and style, illustrating the rapid decline of ancient Egyptian 
influences, even in matters of religion, under the Romans. The author of 1380 
was no doubt a priest of Isis, possibly at Oxyrhynchus, where Isis had a separate 
temple (43 verso. ii, 16), but more probably at Memphis, which not only is 
dignified by an unusual name in 1. 2 (cf. p. 203), and singled out in 1. 249, but 
affords a connecting link with the text on the verso ; cf. 1881, introd. 

In the text the high stops represent those in the original, the commas are 
inserted by us. For assistance in connexion with the ancient Egyptian evidence 
concerning Isis and Imhotep-Asclepius we are indebted to Mr. F. LI. Griffith and 
with regard to Alexandrian coins to Mr. J. G. Milne. 
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Col. i. Col. ii. 

[tiv ev Adpodirns ?] more ’Ove- an Thy €p Mois... =e Ji: Notts cele , 

[aire fo y - chy év 76] ‘Hdalorov oiko “Hpav, dialv,....- ete Mang ‘| ev 

[ i4letters |xpedvirr thy BovtS Aofyiotikyy,.... ep 

[év 12 letters ]éper BovBac- Odve aydn[nv. ss... eee jo xpd- 

Bi ltiv, ae ee kladoupévny: THV vo Kal dyol.|.[..-.--- w|nve ev 

[& Anrlods [miAck [7H] weytAn play, 30 7@ etrn leaped A\Ojuny, voppny 
Loauetiereas jiov: tHv év Adpodizns m6- éy NnBeol.....]. [J ev Kawf ev- 

[Aec T0]0 Ipocwn|i|rov crodapxel- ORE ey Si “Hpav, &vac(c)ay, Te- 

[Sa,] modvpoppov, Afpodirny: thy Nelav['] ev “I[oelm "Io: ev YePevv0- 

10 [é|mt tod AéATa ES To emilvoav, dvdor, “Hpav, a- 

[él Kadapioe nriavy ev tH Kapy- 35 yiar['] ev] ‘El[pluod more Adploldeirny, 

[y]n pir[dloropyov- ev rH Netkiov Baolijrco[oay, ayeliav év Aeds 7/[6]- 

[a]Odva(ro)y, Séreipayv' ev TO ‘Lepdow Ae TH peck[pa] dvac(c)av’ ev BovBPd- 

Pee hae ]abpotxiv: ev Mopép- ote 7) ava: év “HXiov m[ddrjet Adplo}- 

15 [@e dvac|oayy ev Poxnpe [olppic- dirny: év AlO]piB[u] Matav, dpbwctav ev 

ie év Mirko dvaofoaly tiv 40 ‘ep DOcug[Olovirlov Aolrlopspor- ev 
[ev] Ke... xudnpe [. .Jrqv tiv ev Teov>~x. lepdv, Suvdorev év Tots 

(‘Ep ee moder KadAiwoppov, lepav: Bovxodeiar oe lav: év Hoe 7/6] avo, 

[ry ev Navxpdrer amdrepay, evdpo- xpnopoddr} év KatraBabue mplo al 

20 [ov\ynv, odrelpay, MavToKpaTelpay, voav: éml Tod “Amews ppdvnaow'| 

[Hleylorny: év Nii\Oivn rod Tvvaiko- 45 éml Aevkijs Axrns Adppodeirny, Mod- 

[mo]Acirov ‘Adpodeirny: ev Iedpn- xv, “Eoepéugiey év Dpayotpov 1 6- 

pillow, dvaccav, ‘Eoriar, [lavaccar]| Nelo sesyencs ]ouv[t] €v Xoareivy 

kulpelav méons xépas: [[tyv ev Xvov]| 
[ 
[ 

3. w of |ypevmy above the line. 10. t of [ere and yapt- above « deleted. 1. yapiroSdretpay. 
11. First . of ea above « deleted. 13. t Of doretpay corr. from p. 15. v Of [olppo[rpeay above 
e deleted. 6 of r[1]@cvn above the line. 23. iow II. + of ecrvay above ex deleted. 30. w of 
tw above the ie (). 34. v of dujvaorw above e deleted. 34-5. t of ayay above e (deleted ?). 
39. Ale] of a[A]px6[c| above the line, and at of pa.ay above « (deleted ?). 

Cole iil. Col. iv. 

VELEN T DIC C0, amuwemenniete <0 = yleup- 70 Bepyarw: ev Medaidt roddpolp- 

PLOTEIER ND, eon - ev Kuvos| wore gov ev Mlelvoddi orpialriar[- ev 

50 Tod Bovioe|[pelizjojy page| e|x[y|v- Mernrcizn K{élpnv: émt Xdpaxos [A- 



55 

60 

65 

kuBepyntiv above e deleted. 

80. ¢ of ep[o]do» rewritten. 

95 

Yoo 

1380, 

ev Bovoetpe tbxnv, dyabhy: év 

‘Eppod x[d)rc{t] tod Mevdnotov %- 

yepovi[dja: év PapBaibw Kad- 

Atpopglo: év 7G “LowWio tod Ye- 

Opoitov dvdpacéretpav: év 

‘Hpakd€ovs] réde Tod YeOpotrov 

duvdoriy:| év Pepvolt|gir dvaccay 

moAewr|*] év Adorwmére ao- 

mida, aylalOyv: év Tam yaperd- 

Hoppov, “Hplaly: 
votav> [mt z[olo 

ev] KavéBo povoava- 

év Mev[oWO: addy rar: [ély 

ae 
[-wepet[a]s mpoxaOnpér[n|y: emi rob 

emi] Syedlas émé- 
d é 

fod 

kupetar|: 

yoysv: 
Mer[ijover “Iods 7 xrigeras af. 

Mi. .Jvecriov peyiorov yuméopop- 

gov, Adpodiel|rny: év Tarocipr 
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75 

80 

‘“Hpakdiov edd yous 

85 

Oavjoriy,” Aplaly, déreipay: év tH N- 90 

o@ Taxuvii|kny: ev ITevkeorid: kv- 

54—5. oeOpoirov II. 

85-6. ican 

Colmes 

ev “Petvoxopovdols TavTén[ tiv" 

ev A@pos dirlav: ev Srpldétwlp[os 

TTipyw ‘EXd\dba, ayabyr[-| ev 

‘Ackdd@ Kpatiotny: &v Sivd- 

7 moAvévupov: ev ‘Padéa dv- 

vdoti: ev Tpimodrde op0aciav> év 

Tégn eitréav: ev Aedgots apio- 

{ohrnv, KadXriotnvy ev BavBixn "A- 

Tapydre é€v Opaé [kjav Ajdr@ mo- 
> 

Avdévupov: év Apdgows otpari- 

58. 1. Acovroméder Or Acdyra@(y) rédXet. 
73. - of eorav above « deleted. 

» Knv° 

I20 

125 

17 

Ojvnv: ev WdwOivy “Eoriav év [ 

IIndovetm éppiorpiav: emi told 

Kaciov Taxyviu: emt rod ’Ek- 

{k} pi(y)waro[s] "Iow, cdfovoav: év rh 

ApaBia peyddrnv, Oebyr év Th [N7- 

o@ lepwvixotehotoay: év Avxia 

Anrw ev Mipos ris Avkias Kedviy, 

edevbe[pilav: ev Kvido ddeoty ed 6- 

doy, ed[plézpiav: ev Kuphvn “Low: 

ev Kpjrn Ackrurviv: év Xadkn[o|6- 

vi Odi: ev ‘Pdun orpariar|: ev 

tais Kukdd[ok vijcos tpipuny, “Ap- 

Tepe’ ev [IT]dOum véa, p . [.\Ol. -- 
ky ev Ildgo ayviv, Sia, arial: év 
Xio or[tjxovcay: ev Sadrapei ka- 

Ton7w év Kimpw ravédp6o- 

yol[| ev tH Xadkidixn He év 

y fotletial 

Tpiodetziy> emt THs Ilérpas oé- 

ev 7 rh Lsepi{a] épatar(’ 

Tetpav: ev ‘TWHArAn peylorny: 

Gomme Odretpay. 69-70. t of 

76. tov II. 78. icpovr. TI. 1. iepor. 
.. . Olav, nriav. 

Col. vi. 

rdprny: év Trodepaid. ppovip|ny: 

év Yovoos THS Kata Thy ’EpvOplav Od- 

Aaccav Sapkoivir['] 7) Kali év Tots] de- 

kdtav7. Oecpois éppnvevers mparito|ra 

dvacoa THS olkoupévns: emitpo- 

mov Kai ddnydy Oaraclc\iov Kal mora- 

Hiov oTopdtwv Kupiav: ypappma- 

TEKHY, AopoTiKHY, Hpor[t\unve 

THY Kal tov Nidov émi miaclav yopav 
b] ? ~ , X 

emavdyoucar['| Ody mdvT@v 76 
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av: ev ’Ivdots Matav: év Oeccadois Kadov (Gov thy ev AlH]On tra- 

ceAnvny: év Ilépoas Aaretvny: ev pav opi: Thy povcavaywy ov’ 

105 Mdros Képny, Oawle ?\iowr ev Sov- Tov Tmorfo}vopbarplo[] THY ev 

cos Naviav: év Poivixe Suplle||ias 130 Odtvr@ Oeav edarplelrir[:| Koopor 

Ocdss év SapoOpaxyn tTavpamis: Onredv Kai didéaz[oplyor[*] THY €v 

ev Ilepyduo Seoréris> ev| HovT Tais ouvddots 1dtas evTropiay: 

apiavros: év “Itadia alyd\rny Oe- Thy ev Tais wavylyWpeow Bd[ojrpu- 

110 @y: éy Sapo lepdv: év “EdAnlor|ov- Xov' Tay Tas Kahads ayovToY 

To pbore: ev] Mivdo dija: ev 135 jplélpas evOnviar|] tiv tov Oedy 

Beduveia ‘EXévnv: ev Tleved@ 1- Aproxpdtiv: thy é&v tals Tay Cewv 

Alov dvopa: ev Kapia ‘Exd{r|n év efodiars mévTapxor, peoex Oj] 

Tpedd. kav Aivdipy Ti. .|B[cjev, TloTolacmly avep“ov Kal (wl- 

115 Iladévrpa{y], aBeiBaotoy, *Iolv: js Ouddnpa: e€ Hs al elkdves| Kat] 

ev BnputO Meav: év Sedan ’Ac- 140 Ta (@a mdvTwv ToY Oedy 70d 

102. |. "Apagtdor. 103. ivdos TI. at of paray above « deleted. 104. Above « of mepoats a(?) 
deleted. 105. |. Mayo. 6 of Aay[elvow corr. from r (?). 106. vof vanav above ¢ deleted. 
107. Ocos. Tl.; 1. Gedv, . . . ravpomw. 108. |. deandriv. 10g. t of aputavros. above « deleted ; 1. -rov. 

III. v Of pvvd corr. 113. 1. ‘Exa[r|yv. 116. |. Matay. 120. t Of -wav7t above e deleted. 
1. Sexdevte. evets Of eppnvevers above the line. 124. First v of Aoytorexny above e deleted. 129. 1. ry 

for tov. 130. |. ‘Oddpre. Tas & ON puoex O(n |v above e (?). 

Cols vit. Col. viii. 

évopuatos oot X. patlampl..-..... 105 VOV\Ta-Y Ta OG) @ . -¥.)\a ie eee 

as ExovTa mpookuviral*] K(vplia Tou, ple- fo* |e @OpTal: “TOUCOU Ne ere reme 

ylotn Oedv, mpOrov dvopa, “Lot Tle cs Reena aie ton kao. vouBay olla 

ZOO 7d peralopov Kpareis Kal -- +L]. p+ [dy drederglals 70 . Kae 
145 dulélrpntov(’) e[melyoets Kal 74 [.]. vf. - Beek ga oes folly 

dora wdjvar: od Kai Tas oedals yv- 170... [..|. kal THY yhv omopipny 

vaikas avdpdor cvvopuicO| jv|ac [..].. acal.] amavra tov Biov 

Bédisy of mpégBeus dravres ev] HI. . [le ble t).-b ++ -]- rayraxa 
KT® Obyovar: vet amacat at ve: fesgs| Go Ge TEAL Keane [€lrevoodoa THY Opé- 

150 |. .|oa ev “Hpaxdéous méde d€plov- gor['] Kal Ta... [.]ueva mdévraj| Kal 

Tal €mi god Kai ékroav aol Ty 175 pOopav ois Oéds didors, Tots de 

xapav> dp@ar oe of KaTa 7d MLoTOY Kabepbappévors avEnow dé- 

emtxadovpevor €€ Oy €[.|. dl. .| KaTa a- dlous,] Kal dravta dra|kabaipes: 
‘ a a € a Coe a 5) ? eTHYV - PETHVY TOV GVYEOTHKULOY LE Tacav npéeplav| TH evppootvy ka- 
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155 pov t§e neta god Kal evdidd- T[é]dcgas: od Ki.) . [-Jal. .Ja evpotca 
AakTos 7) xapis Tav d[b]o mpoc- 180 olvov wav 76. [.]. [.]o[.] mapéoyes [. .]] 
Taypator|'| jAvov am dvarodAns mpOTov ev Tais Tov Oedv Tra- 
Héxpe Sicews od émipépeils Kai] drou vyyipiow ém...|[.Jroa Kal ev- 
evppaivoytalt olf Oeot dorploly a- Xeais kal émikav..[. .] od mdévTov 

160 vaTodais oe akdpator mpocKuvoda.y vypov Kat Enpdv Kal pivy|pav: e€ av 
Ce 4 on N Sy Bu ¢ Ni a ee Z € 2 OL EmLX@pLoL KaL Ta AAG lepa (G- 185 amavTa cvvéatynKer|*| edpeTpla 

a é€v TB Ocipidos advT@, ihapol yei- m[alvrwv eyernOns|'| od Tov dded- 
e Ni ’ uA 74 > Z| - 

vOYTal OTav oe v |] ovopacwo: pov gov emalyylylayes povn KkuBep- 
€ 7 ¢ Ua \ la 7? Lan ‘ , , of .[. .| dlalfuoves bmyKoot col [yf- vncaca Kada@s Kal evappocTws 

Odvracal: od tod dy|a0ob Saipovos 

142. p Of ple}ysorn above ox (?) deleted. 143. to I. 144. |. peréwpov, 145. Second « of 
e[me|voets above the line. 140-7. xa of yulvaxas corr. I51. + of em and exricay above « deleted. 
152. p Of opwox above zw deleted and « above the line. 153. 6 (or 4[.]) above the line. 161. iepa II. 
164. vmnxoor I, 176. 1. cared Oappevors. 181. |. mavyyupecw, 182. 0 of |roa above p deleted. 
182-3. |. edyais (?). 184. v of [vx pov above the line. 

Coln ix. Goin. 

EQO Ks | noas Kali ev 7@| advt@ x. . .\ovn- 

Cit an age are eae WWecUant Olaveror ssous cts oas €Ovn [ 15 letters Jopav 

Cima erties easter 6-08 | woXet kal. «| avy[.].s Bacittooa np.[.]...uf.. .Jyn 

Kole (ese we venoas Hly\e- Kupla 

Llolvis Sradnpdtwr> av{gjjocaos T([plocAotoa macav xepay |... cod 

195 Kal POopas kali... .|joews x[al.].. rloe- 220 [alls wrépvgiey v...[.]. 7. . .Juov 

ws kupla CUSTOM. P|. s |e To= éoTiv* TO K{.|p[.|p 0 bhéaty[Ke..].€ FALov 

prs x. -Jgvay.[...J- sal] od |. -]. ‘Ap. | al... -Juror[> of rals] yas xvlola 
DSTO) OCI pe Wateom (ala @.pl.... WAH|upvpay toTapov 

Ot me oN n sme ils (ite COTIVE ef. to4t es 7)... []- |... ay eyes Kai Tod ev AL 

ROOMGS(?) BOD eT eTTOVT Gare. uf! a. leet 225 yomrT@ Ne{fAolv, é[y dé Turd ’Edevdé- 

kal T& wdvra mpos dia .0..|.. |p. - pov, év 6¢ tH Ivdich Téyyou: cai {ro} 

cas: 'Ioeia récais]| r6deotr els Tov [arav- du’ jv 7O Tay K[al Td evKep. .v €or Od 

Ta xpévoly KaTléo[T\noas: K[at m\ao[ev] Tday- 

TH voplpa kal €\iavTdy Tédlov mla- Tos éuBpov Kai rdlolns mnyhs Kal md- 

205 pédwkas|'] klai...]. adwva macro... |. [on|s Spdcov Kali yxLlévos Kal ma- 
‘ i 

o¢.Jed.]. a klard& alravra rémor|'] ev 230 ons Al.|ocjwls Kali y|fis Kal Oadrgcoons('] 

mavret TO mi... .| edvgas mpds 7d ¢- av Kai madvtwv Seordtis ical: 



210 

215 

line. 

the margin. 
yayyou COIT. 

letters. 
1, rods (rupavvous); cf. p. 220. 

245 

250) *. 

255 

200 

Oévat madv\tas aWwOpemovs oT. ov va } p : 
bee ; ug d 3 oe oo: os TOV vt- 

SUN EA alvTh KUpt- 
ov véov ro6 wa \vTos ho Kal 

(iid Gece ceva ce 8 a) lla 

cipoanttens [wa|oav: «fs Tov Bie 

xpe 
voy [kjatéotnoas: od yvvac€éiv| 
ay 4 A 3 ~ 2 4 ionv Otvvapiv Tov dvdpoy é€7rol- 

237. 0 of .o.| above the line. 

Colext. 

KQLEMAO NEVO? 7\r\ «Tl amcmntins © Ta- 

pec@kassOpnoxitia | eae.) oa 

dpotws d& Kal “Apfov] 7[.|. |... .Jos ev- 

epyérny yevdpelvov| Kat ayabor: 

ad Kali dwros Kall] gdlelyudrov xKv- 

piar od &v Méniphe . (-] . [eels [4]vzor" 
Qpos mpoxpivas drt] é[wol|noas av- 

Tov diddoxor . al. .|. ¢. .| Apo- 

vuorhs: xpnolHlo[d .]. |. . .Jednv 
a AS <q oxalgmenle ans Jaca 

‘Mira b Bas ob \Gibec, coca ane Jal. |oar 

KEG More ets lt kat Of. ..] katdyeus rots 

te... dy. am. . .\Eiy Kal ‘dylay: 

CUl nce |v Kaz[nv|énoas Kpdros 

Cloke cmetene jra.... at [a|Bovdrtas 

(omeaaeraee ].oao0...|[.| Kededovoa 

235 

240 

224%. 6 ny in the margin and ro above the line. 

275 

280 

THESOXVRAYNCHUS PA PVR. 

[.Jeoy “Dov cis 7Arrov . 
gi.Jas mayras Tod médou 

. [.Jo7[.y mAetov X@pay mav *“Qpos|:] 

x 
TOV. 

o[0| Atockovip... .Jo.. p. emoinoas: 

OO|seaneene | kata . ov[. .| Tpopns wav 

.0.[...|p[.Jov nvénicals: od avépov 

Kall Bplovt@v Kal dotpamev Kat 

Xedvav 70 Kpdtos Exes? ov oTpa- 

telas Kal tyepovias Kupla Tods &d- 

Koras dvagpbelpes meorois Bov- 

Aetpacw: ad Tov péyay [”Oloupiy 

a0dvatoly éroi|niojais|.[.....- 

202. toca. € of modeow corr. from v(?) and e of es above the line. 206. a of |.a above the 
208, « of ort above e deleted. 213. € of es above the line. 215. tonv Il. 218. ain 

en above the line. 221. vpeorn| I. € before nduoy above the line. 226. ov of 
232. uv wodov above five deleted 

239-40. Second « of exers and € of orparevas above the line. 
241. € Of dapGepes above the line in both cases. 

Colic 

[ 
[ 
[ 
kali | 
Te TL 
n Téparal*| €. [ 
fep@ Kal TroA¢ "A- 

Bvdov Ovpay [| 

ad 9 KTicaca ev [ a-? 

gpavavrov Kal 

Ae. 

THY evOlav 7 

eOed: Kai al 

od éxrigas... [ 

Kal [ey rH mpool 
TaaBdocd> od Of 

of 
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260 & ayd[....].» Ta dvddopa mav- re 
Ta 7-lonevoy mdyrov.... op mar.) .. 
TOU) KO te dae lier Gvsrs TaVvTOV 290 Tov. . | 

Oedy kl. . .Jas diddoyor adz[dly é- eroinaas Tov [ els 
moino{as:| Kai tov 7.[.]. pov [.].[[. cao} tov aiaval|y||- [od 

265 Pui.|ri... w\dr[tTlov Opdvov Kvpi- coTipar ad. [ 

ov: Kal xpnopoddy Baciréa vovoa ldpupla 

katéa|rnoas emt tod marpiov 295 od kal TO gas 7 
oikov els Tov amlav|ra xpdvov" ol@caved: ir 

émel cold] ek Tpl@y 7d év Bov- tou: [ald émau€| 

270 oeéipt lepdv TO KadXovpevov aoePlet|s [xlai uf 

enter sey. S|. OU PAD Relies (es 4 |.+ 

250. t of mpoxpwas above e. 250-1. 7 Of avrov corr. from 6. 269. 1. emi. 

296. € Of oweavev above n (or «?) deleted. 

*.-+at Aphroditopolis One-...; in the House of Hephaestus ..., . . chmeunis ; 
who at... ophis art called Bubastis,.. .; at Letopolis Magna one, ...; at Aphroditopolis 
in the Prosopite nome fleet-commanding, many-shaped, Aphrodite; at Delta giver 
of favours; at Calamisis gentle; at Carene affectionate ; at Niciu immortal, giver; at 
Hierasus . . . athroichis; at Momemphis ruler; at Psochemis bringer to harbour; at 
Mylon ruler; at Ce... culemis ...; at Hermopolis of beautiful form, sacred ; at Naucratis 
fatherless, joy, saviour, almighty, most great; at Nithine in the Gynaecopolite nome 
Aphrodite ; at Pephremis Isis, ruler, Hestia, lady of every country; at Es . . . Hera, 
divine ; at... at Buto skilled in calculation, ...; at Thonis love. ..; in the Saite nome 
victorious, Athena, nymph; at Nebeo... ; at Caene joy ; at Sais Hera, ruler, perfect ; at Iseum 
Isis ; at Sebennytus inventiveness, mistress, Hera, holy ; at Hermopolis Aphrodite, queen, 
holy ; at Diospolis Parva ruler; at Bubastus of old; at Heliopolis Aphrodite ; at Athribis 
Maia, supporter; at Hiera in the Phthemphuthite nome lotus-bearing; at ‘Teouchis 
sacred, mistress; among the Bucoli Maia; at Xois of old, oracular; at Catabathmus 
providence; at Apis understanding; at Leuce Acte Aphrodite, Mouchis, Eseremphis ; 
at Phagroriopolis ...; at Choatine victorious ; at... skilled in writing, ...; at Cynopolis 
in the Busirite nome Praxidice; at Busiris fortune, good; at Hermopolis in the Mendesian 
nome leader ; at Pharbaethus of beautiful form ; at Isidium in the Sethroite nome saviour 
of men; at Heracleopolis in the Sethroite nome mistress; at Phernouphis ruler of cities ; 
at Leontopolis serpent, good; at Tanis of gracious form, Hera; at Schedia inventiveness ; 
at Heracleum lady of the sea; at Canopus leader of the muses; at Menouthis truth; 
at Meniouis seated before Io in whose honour .. . is founded; at M ..enestium most great, 
vulture-shaped, Aphrodite; at Taposiris Thauestis, Hera, giver; in the Island swiftly- 
victorious ; at Peucestis pilot ; at Melais (?) many-formed ; at Menouphis warlike ; in the 
Metelite nome Core; at Charax Athena; at Plinthine Hestia; at Pelusium bringer to 
harbour ; in the Casian district Tachnepsis; at the Outlet Isis, preserver; in Arabia great, 
goddess ; in the Island giver of victory in the sacred games; in Lycia Leto ; at Myrain Lycia 
sage, freedom; at Cnidus dispeller of attack, discoverer ; at Cyrene Isis ; in Crete Dictynnis ; 
at Chalcedon Themis; at Rome warlike; in the Cyclades islands of threefold nature, 
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Artemis ; at Patmos young, ...; at Paphos hallowed, divine, gentle ; in Chios marching ; 
at Salamis observer ; in Cyprus all-bounteous ; in Chalcidice holy ; in Pieria youthful ; in 
Asia worshipped at the three ways; at Petra saviour; at Hypsele most great; at Rhino- 
colura all-seeing; at Dora friendship; at Stratonos Pyrgos Hellas, good; at Ascalon 
mightiest ; at Sinope many-named ; at Raphia mistress; at Tripolis supporter; at Gaza 
abundant; at Delphi best, fairest; at Bambyce Atargatis; among the Thracians and in 
Delos many-named ; among the Amazons warlike ; among the Indians Maia; among the 
Thessalians moon; among the Persians Latina; among the Magi Core, Thapseusis; at 
Susa Nania ; in Syrophoenicia goddess ; in Samothrace bull-faced ; at Pergamum mistress ; 
in Pontus immaculate; in Italy love of the gods; in Samos sacred; at the Hellespont 
mystic ; at Myndus divine; in Bithynia Helen; in Tenedos name of the sun; in Caria 
Hecate ; in the Troad and at Dindyma . . ., Palentra(?), unapproachable, Isis; at Berytus 
Maia; at Sidon Astarte ; at Ptolemais understanding ; at Susa in the district by the Red Sea 
Sarkounis ; thou who also interpretest first of all in the fifteen commandments, ruler of 
the world ; guardian and guide, lady of the mouths of seas and rivers; skilled in writing and 
calculation, understanding; who also bringest back the Nile over every country; the 
beautiful animal of all the gods; the glad face in Lethe; the leader of the muses; the 
many-eyed ; the comely goddess in Olympus ; ornament of the female sex and affectionate ; 
providing sweetness in assemblies ; the lock of hair (?) in festivals ; the prosperity of observers 
of lucky days ; Harpocratis of the gods ; all-ruling in the processions of the gods, enmity- 
hating ; true jewel of the wind and diadem of life ; by whose command images and animals 
of all the gods, having ... of thy name, are worshipped ; O lady Isis, greatest of the gods, 
first of names, Io Sothis ; thou rulest over the mid-air and the immeasurable ; thou devisest 
the weaving of. ..; it isalso thy will that women in health come to anchor with men ; all the 
elders at E.. ctus sacrifice; all the maidens who... at Heracleopolis turn (?) to thee and 
dedicated the country to thee ; thou art seen by those who invoke thee faithfully ; from whom 
...in virtue of the 365 combined days; gentle and placable is the favour of thy two 
ordinances ; thou bringest the sun from rising unto setting, and all the gods are glad; at the 
risings of the stars the people of the country worship thee unceasingly and the other sacred 
animals in the sanctuary of Osiris, they become joyful when they name thee; the . . . spirits 
become thy subjects; . . . (174~89) and thou bringest decay on what thou wilt and to the 
destroyed bringest increase, and thou purifiest all things ; every day thou didst appoint for 
joy; thou... having discovered all the .. . of wine providedst it first in the festivals of the 
gods ...; thou becamest the discoverer of all things wet and dry and cold (and hot) of which 
all things are composed ; thou broughtest back alone thy brother, piloting him safely and 
burying him fittingly ;. . . (193-6) leader of diadems ; lady of increase and decay and of 
. «. (202-17) thou didst establish shrines of Isis in all cities for all time; and didst deliver 
to all men observances and a perfect year; and to all men . . . in every place; thou didst 
show... in order that all men might know that thou ...; thou didst establish thy son 
Horus Apollo everywhere the youthful lord of the whole world and... for all time; thou 
didst make the power of women equal to that of men; and in the sanctuary thou didst . . 
nations . . . (222-31) thou, lady of the land, bringest the flood of rivers . . ., and in Egypt 
the Nile, in Tripolis the Eleutherus, in India the Ganges; owing to whom the whole and 
the... exists through all rain, every spring, all dew and snow, and all... and land and 
sea ; thou art also the mistress of all things for ever; ... (2 35-52) thou madest the... of 
the Dioscuri; ... thou hast dominion over winds and thunders and lightnings and snows; 
thou, the lady of war and rule, easily destroyest tyrants by trusty counsels ; thou madest 
great Osiris immortal, and deliveredst to every country ... religious observances ; likewise 
thou madest immortal Horus who showed himself a benefactor. . . and good; thou art the 
lady of light and flames; thou... a sanctuary at Memphis; Horus having judged before- 
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hand that thou hadst appointed him successor (of his father) . . . enthroning him, .. . 
(265-70) thou didst establish him lord of the throne and oracular king over his father’s 
house for all time ; in thy honour out of three temples that at Busiris called...’ 

1-3. The ‘House of Hephaestus’ in I. 2, which was clearly in the neighbourhood of 
the southern apex of the Delta (cf. Il. 7 sqq.), no doubt refers to the Hephaesteum at 
Memphis (Strabo, p. 807), being apparently used as a name of the city, like the Egyptian 
flai-ka-ptah, ‘the temple of the divine personality of Ptah’ (Wiedemann, Herodots zwiettes 
Buch, p. 47). The worship of Isis at Memphis is again mentioned in 1. 249, where she is 
said to have a special ddvurov there ; cf. Hdt. ii. 176. According to Diod. i. 22 and Euseb. 
Praep. Evang. ii. 1 her tomb was at Memphis, according to Lucian, Adv. ind. 14, her hair, 
and she appears on the coins of the city and nome. That the author of 1880 was himself 
a priest of Isis at Memphis is not unlikely; cf. p. 195. \xvedvw in |. 3 is an Egyptian 
appellation like e.g. Tayypu in 1. 75 (? Ta|xuedvuw), and one or two other titles are lost in the 
lacuna. Since the list of towns proceeds in a northerly direction, |réde: in 1. 1 would 
be expected to be not far south of Memphis, and *Adpodirns] 7édet, the capital of the Aphro- 
ditopolite nome (Azih) is more likely than Neidov| méAe, which is placed by Ptolemy in the 
Fleracleopolite nome a little north of the capital, or “Hpakdéous| mode (L’inasia). Another 
"Adpodirns wéXs (1. 7, note) is distinguished by the mention of its nome. If, however, as is 
possible (cf, ll. 18, 70, 73, 87, 96, 116, notes), the geographical order is not being strictly 
adhered to in Il, 1-2, a town in the Heliopolite nome, which adjoined the Memphite on the 
north-east, might be meant. Heliopolis itself occurs in 1. 38, and Heroénpolis (Zé ed 
Maskhiita; Naville, Prthom, p. 6) is too far away to be suitable, but the ’Adpodirns médus 
which is coupled with Heliopolis in P, Tebt. 313. 2, if it was in the Heliopolite nome and 
different from the town of that name in the Prosopite nome (I. 7), may be referred to, 
or, possibly, Letopolis, if that town does not occur in |. 6, where itis expected. ’Ove- in L. 1 
is probably the beginning of another Egyptian title like |xyetv, &c., the first syllable perhaps 
representing wz as in ’Owadpis = Un-nefer, ‘good being’. <A proper name ’Orjs with gen. 
‘Ovéous occurs e.g. in P. Par, 5, xl. 4-5. With ’Ovefov modus (Zell ef Fahudéa) or "Qv, the 
Egyptian name of Heliopolis, there is not likely to be any connexion. 

4. \per: the doubtful o might be «, but not p, so that Mé]uper is inadmissible, even 
apart from the probability that the ‘House of Hephaestus’ means the town as well as the 
temple ; cf. the preceding note. logis was presumably in the Memphite or Letopolite nome. 
The Coptic town Shetnoufi (Sha/and#f), about ten miles north of Letopolis, seems to 
be different. 

4-5. BovBao[rw: in Hdt. ii. 156 BovBaors is equated to "Apress and made the daughter 
of Isis, The identification of Isis with the cat-headed goddess Bubastis occurs also in P. Brit. 
Mus. 121. 496, and cf. 1. 37, note. BovSao[rirov is unlikely owing to the absence of the 
article (cf. ll. 8 and 21, though later, in ll. 40 and 71, the article is omitted with nomes), 
and because Bubastus comes in 1.37. «|aAovperny is not used elsewhere after titles in 1880. 

6. [ev Ant jods [m6[Ac |e [77 peyddn: the name is uncertain and [ev ‘ Juno[.] : fe |e [77] pw. can 

be read, but a mention of Letopolis (Awstm) is expected between the Memphite and 
Prosopite nomes, and in this neighbourhood no other town likely to have been called ‘ the 
great’ is known, though that title is not elsewhere applied to Letopolis. 

play: cf, the common phrase ets Ze’s Sapam, e.g. 1882. 20; Isis is called ‘the only 
one’ in her Egyptian titles (Budge, op. c7#. 277). M(a)iav, however, is possible; cf. e.g. 
], 103 and Mea» in |, 116. 

4-8. Aphroditopolis in the Prosopite nome is: known from Strabo, p. 802 cuvanrer de 
. +. kal &rt 6 Hpocemitns vopos, vd “Adpodirns médus, and Pliny, VV. HZ. v. 10 Buszris, Cynopolts, 
Aphrodites, Sats. The identification with Niciu, which according to Ptolemy was the 
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capital of the Prosopite nome, was rejected by Wiedemann (of. c7/. p. 195), rightly, as 1. 12 
shows. There is more to be said in favour of identifying it with the “ArdpByyes of Hdt. i. 41, 
which was in the M[pogemiris vacos and had a temple of Aphrodite, but that view is also 
rejected by Wiedemann. Ardp8yxis occurs elsewhere only in Steph. Byz., who omits this 
’Adpoditns wéhus. The Prosopite nome apparently included a triangular island between the main 
Canopic (western) branch and the ®eppov6iax6s worapés, which issued at the Sebennyte mouth, 
the northern limit of the nome being perhaps the ancient canal called Bahr el Karatnia 
(‘ Pharaonic river’) which runs from east to west through Mend/f; cf. Butler, Arad conquest 
of Egpyl, p. 16'. But it also extended to the west bank, since Gcpevoitis (Zerrdna) was 
included in it; cf. B.G.U. 453. 2. There are ruins of a large town at Zawyet Razin on 
the Rosetta branch south-east of Mend@f, which might belong to ’Adpodirns édus. Mrs. Butcher 
(Story of the Church in Egypt) would identify them with Niciu (cf. 1. 12), but Butler (2. c.) 
follows Quatremére in placing that town, of which the Coptic name was Pshat, at Shabshir, 
where the canal joins the Rosetta branch, about six miles south of /bshdd, which is identified 
with Niciu in a Graeco-Coptic-Arabic list of equivalents (Amélineau, Geogr. p. 283). Petrie 
(Naukratis,i, p. 93) puts Niciu at LY Daharia, twelve or thirteen miles from Naucratis. The 
title ‘ mistress of the fleet’ given to Isis at ’Adpodirns médts Shows that it had a harbour of some 
importance. The form crodapyis seems to be new. 

g. “Adpodirny: i.e. in Egypt usually Hathor, with whom Isis was often identified (cf. 
Drexler, op. cit. 494-9), Horus being identified with Eros. 

ro. [é|mi rod AeAra: the writer tends to use émi in place of év when he is speaking of 
a town named after some natural object, e.g. in ll. 44 rod ”Amews, 45 Aevxis Axrijs, 60 Syedias, 
61 Tov ‘HpakXiov, 74 Tov Kaciov, 75 Tov “Expyyyatos, QI tis Iérpas, but he is not consistent ; cf. 

ll. 43 &v KaraBa6po, 54 &v ré “Ioidim. With districts he uses év, e. g. in ll. 29 ev r@ Sairy and 
71 [év| Mer\eiry and frequently in ll. 76 sqqg. Probably therefore ré AéAra is a town rather 
than a district and identical with the xkoun rather than the yepiov at the junction of the 
Canopic and Sebennytic branches described by Strabo, p. 788. 7d AéAra in P. Rev. Laws 
XXxi. 6 is a district, but whether it corresponded to Strabo’s xwpiov or was further north, as 
suggested by Hogarth (/ourn. of Hell, Stud. xxiv. 2"), or meant the Heliopolite nome, is not 
clear. On the whole it is probable that in xxxi. 6 Meve]\ai&e kai Aéd\ra together form the 
Nerpiorns of Ixi. 20; cf. ]. 21, note. Ptolemy’s peya Aedra, puxpdv A., and zpiroy A. are all 
east of the Prosopite nome. The stop after yapurodmrerpay is not quite certain, as it might 
be a continuation of the cross-bar of the »; but though |. rz presents difficulties it does not 
seem possible to combine the first part of it into one long adjective. 

r1-12. For nmiav cf. 1. 155. - piav (cf. 1. 6) might be read, but the letter preceding 
is more likes than r. No place Kaddusors is known from Greek writers, but both it and 
Kap7|»\) apparently belong to the dAdat médtes cuxvai in the Prosopitis referred to by Hdt. ii. 
41, and Colomos, which Geogr. Raven. 24 mentions next to Wcuwm (i.e. Nexiov: cf. 1. 12) is 
perhaps identical with Kaddjors, to which Kad, near the Barrage, bears some resemblance. 
Kappioe could be read, but the division Kdwpe Su. . av, treating the last word as an Egyptian 
title like Tayvpy, is unlikely owing to the correction of the « of -w from «, for though 
irregular in his use of « and e in datives and frequently altering « to «, the scribe does not 
elsewhere alter a correct «, | Kapyyy isonly known as a town in Mysia. With .[é]oropyov 
cf. ]. 131 and the Ios Inscr. 24-5 ¢y® td réxvev yoveis prrooropyetaGat evomobernaa. 

12. tH Nevkiov: cf, ll. 7-8, note. 
13. Either [.]6 dyiav ddreipay Or [a|ava(royy Odr., OF dOava(aia)y dor. (as one or two words) 

can be read. ‘The incorrect form d@avacvav6dretpavy would be similar to dvSpacéretpay in |. 55 
and would refer to the immortality conferred upon Osiris and Horus by Isis through her dis- 
covery of 16 tis aBavacias pdppaxov (Diod. i. 25; cf. Il. 242-3, 246-7) ; but déretpay occurs by 
itself in 1], 13 and 68 and is probably a separate word here. ‘There are some traces of ink 
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above the second ay, but they seem to be accidental. Oavdrow ddrewpa occurs in Hesiod, Op. 
354. ['A]@avav for ’A@n»ny, which occurs e.g. in |. 30, is unlikely. 

T® ‘Iepdow: this town, situated probably north of Niciu and not far from Momemphis 
(1. 14), is unknown. Iépaca at Cyrene is mentioned by Steph. Byz. and ‘Iépacos rrorapds in 
Dacia by Ptolemy. 

14. ja@poixi: perhaps ’A@potyw, for there is a blank space before a: but the surface of the 
papyrus is damaged, and e, g. T|a@poiyw (cf. Taxynyw |. 75) is possible. 

Mopép| pe]: cf. Hdt. ii. 163 and Strabo, p. 803, who in describing the voyage from 
Schedia (cf. l. 60) to Memphis along the Canopic branch mentions the following places on 
his right, i,e. on the west bank, (1) XaBpiov kopn, i.e. probably the Xapéov of Byzantine 
geographers, (2) ‘Eppot dds (Damanhdr, cf. |. 18), (3) Tuvackav modts kal Tuvaxoronrirys vopds 
(cf. 1. 21), (4) epegis S€ Mopepdis kai Mopeppirns vouds’ peraéd d€ Suopuyes mrelous eds ri 
Mape@ruy, (5) trep 5é Mapéudews dv0 virpia .. . Kal vopds Nurpidtns, (6) modus Mevédaos (cf, Il. 21 

and 70, notes). Champollion’s identification of Momemphis with JJZendf is accepted by 
Wiedemann (of. c7#. 572) and Daressy (Rev. arch. 3m®° sér. xxv. 208), but not by 
Amélineau (Geogr. 250-1). This view would bring it within the Prosopite nome (cf. 
ll. 7-8, note). Strabo’s statement that there was a Momemphite nome is at variance with 
the evidence of P. Rev. Laws and the coins of the nomes, and probably the Mopendirns was 
really a toparchy. From its position in 18380 Momemphis would be expected to be 
somewhat north-west of Niciu, and the name JJenif suggests Mevotdrs (1. 71, note) rather 
than Momemphis, though the identification of Mevotdis with that JZendf also presents 
difficulties. 

15. dvac|cay: Aphrodite was the chief deity of Momemphis according to Strabo, 2. c. ; 
but though yy can be read, there is not room for ’Adpodir}jv. For Isis as queen cf. p. 192 
and |. 82, note. 

Veoynuec: this place is no doubt identical with Steph. Byz. Yoxeupes modiynov Alyimrov. 

*Aprepid@pos ev dyddm yewypapovpévar’ kal Tlepixepyis ek deki@v pep@v cat OadraBavdn Kai Voy. 

Probably it and the two places mentioned in Il. 16-17 were in the Gynaecopolite or Nitriote 
nome. ‘The towns of the Saite nome apparently come in Il. 30-2, except Naucratis (I. 19, 
note). For [é]ppic[rpeay|, which seems to be new, cf. 1. 74 év Imdovsim dp. Psochemis 
apparently had a harbour of some importance, and may have been situated at the separation 
of the two branches leading to the Canopic and Bolbitic (Rosetta) mouths, i.e. at or near 
Kafr el Zayét. 

16, MvAww: this town is known only from Steph. Byz. MvAwy mods Aiyirrov, ‘Exataios. 
17. Ke..«uAnpe: this town, which is likely to have been near Hermopolis Parva (1. 18 ?) 

or Naucratis (I. 19), is unknown; cf. 1. 15, note. 
18. |‘Ep|yold w|édec: the restoration is very uncertain, for Hermopolis 7 puxpa (Damanhir) 

would be expected to be mentioned as such in order to distinguish it from Herm.7 peyadn in the 
Heptanomia, Herm. 10d Mevdyoiov (J. 52), and Herm. near Buto (1. 35 ?). Moreover Hermo- 
polis Parva was north of Naucratis (I. 19) and probably of Nithine (J. 21, note), being in the 
’ANeEavdpéwv xopa according to Ptolemy, though this is not a very serious objection, for it was 
on the west bank of the Canopic branch (1. 14, note) and only twenty-four Roman miles from 
Nithine, and a change of direction from north-south to east-west in any case takes place before 
]. 27. But there would be room for another letter in the lacuna after yo (or we), and perhaps 
an unknown town [.. me. . 7|éAec was mentioned here, which, if it was south of Naucratis (1. 19) 
like Niciu (1. 12) and Momemphis (1. 14), would not disturb the geographical order. 
Hermopolis Parva, however, if not mentioned here, was omitted altogether, unless it came 
in |; 20. 

19. Navxpdrer: Nekrash, discovered by Petrie on the west side of the main branch, 

as correctly stated by Ptolemy but not by Strabo. In P. Rev. Laws Ix. 18 it is coupled with 
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the Saite nome, as in Ptolemy, but it issued coins distinct from those of the Saite nome, the 
bulk of which was certainly on the east of the Canopic branch ; cf. ll. 30-2 and 1. 18, note. 

drdreipav: the reading is practically certain, for though the vestiges of the first letter 
are very slight the second can only be w or 7. ‘The form is new. dmdrwp occurs as an 
epithet of e. g. Hephaestus, but the point of its application to Isis is not clear. Elsewhere 
she is said to be the daughter of Cronos (i.e. Keb) and Rhea (Nut); cf. Plut. De Zs. e¢ Os. 
12, Diod. i. 13, and the Ios Inscr. 11-12, while other legends made her the daughter of 
Hermes (Plut. /. c.) or of Zeus (i.e, Ammon) and Hera (Diod. /.c.). In 1880 Isis is often 
identified with Hera and Maia, the mother of Hermes. 

evppolod nv: cf. p. 193 and ‘lady of joy and gladness’ in her Egyptian titles (Budge 
Ofc Daas a). 

21. Nic\Oivy rod Puvacxo{ 0 |Netrov is no doubt Vthine of the Itin. Anton. between 

Hermopolis (cf. 1. 18, note) and Andro, stated to be twenty-four and twelve miles respectively 
distant from them in the itinerary from Pelusium to Alexandria, while a few lines later in the 
itinerary from Alexandria to Memphis Hermopolis is stated to be twenty-one miles from 
Andro, so that there would seem to be an error in the figures. Andro, i.e. "Avdpav rods, is 
generally considered to be identical with Tuvaicey wédis and appears to have been at Kharbaid 
near JVegé/a where the desert bends away to the west and canals lead to Lake Mareotis (cf. 
Strabo, p. 803 quoted in]. 14, note, and Amélineau, Geogr. 221). Kum el Hisn and Kum 
Afrin, mounds south of Naucratis, may be identical with two of the places mentioned 
in ll. 15-17 and 21-3. 1880 agrees with the earlier authorities Strabo, Pliny (JV. ZZ. v. 9. 9), 
and the coins (on which Isis or Hathor is represented) in mentioning the Gynaecopolite 
nome and ignoring the Andropolite, which is not mentioned before Ptolemy and P. Flor. 
278 (third century), but is commonly found in later writers on Egypt except Steph. Byz. 
Neither name occurs in P. Rev. Laws Ix-lxxii, and that |rodurm in xxxi. 4 is Tuvacxo}rodirn 
is very doubtful. ‘H)so|rodirm suits the size of the lacuna better, and would have the advan- 
tage of reducing the differences in the two lists of nomes to the correspondence between 
Meve|Aaid: kal AéAra in xxxi. 5-6 and Nerporye in Ixi. 20; cf. Il. ro and 70, notes. Puthzn, 
which is found in Geogr. Raven. 12 among unknown places in the north-west Delta, is 
probably identical with (Vc¢hzne, and U[«\@im could be read here, in which case the Itin, 
Anton., not the Geogr. Raven., would be corrupt. Pathanon was the Coptic name of the 
modern 4asaniin, between Tanta and Mendf, but this is too far south for Ni6ivy, which 
suggests a connexion with the goddess Neith and may well be the correct form. The 
mention of the nome implies that there was another Nithine in Egypt; cf. ll. 7-8, 40, 52, 
and 54, notes. 

22. Uepy|pe|: this is very likely identical with the dmpyws of Hdt. ii. 63 and iii. 12, 
which Wiedemann (of. c77. p. 264) places in the eastern rather than the western Delta, 
being the site of a battle between Inaros and the Persians. The position, however, assigned 
to the Papremite nome in the list Bovorpirns, Sairns, Xeupirns, Mamp., vqoos Ipocertris 
kaheopévn, Nad (Hat. ii. 165) indicates that it lay near the middle of the Delta, but rather 
toward the west, i.e. between Zana and Lake Borollos, and such a situation for Papremis 
would harmonize with the position occupied by Pephremis between the Gynaecopolite nome 
(1. 21) and Buto (1. 27). ; 

23. “Eoria like Isis, was considered to be the daughter of Cronos and Rhea (Diod. 
i. 13). In late times she was identified with Demeter and Persephone, but not apparently 
elsewhere with Isis. 

24. [kulpetay maons xwpas: cf. ll. 1256, note, and the Ios Inscr. 3-4 eyo elys 7 t|Upavylos 
maons xépas. ‘The deleted Xvov seems to be the beginning of an unknown town named after 
i ae Xvovfis (Chnum). Xvodjs in the Thebaid is placed by Ptolemy opposite Latopolis 

SNQ). 
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25. Eo|...: no suitable name for this town, which is likely to have been near Buto 
(1. 27), is known. Lschefia occurs in a Coptic list of bishoprics next to Naucratis, but this 
may refer to 2yedia: cf. Amélineau, Geogr. p. 172. The doubtful o might be o or @, but not 
A or p, So that ’ENfevoiu and ‘Ep[pod mode (cf. 1. 18, note) are excluded. 

26. For”Hpay cf. e. g. 1. 32, and for dia\v I]. 86 and 111, The a of “Hpav has apparently 
been prolonged above the », perhaps by an afterthought. On the identification of Isis with 
Juno cf. Diod. i. 25 and Drexler, of. ci. 513-15. With what Egyptian goddess Hera was 
generally identified is not clear. A cataract inscription (C. I. G. 4893) identifies her with 
Satis. duialy|rov év (e above the line) Ac [ is a less satisfactory reading, and ey | Mevd(nr\x al is 
en but ¢v Oyolt{e, which in Roman times superseded Mendes, may have followed 
Stal v. 

27. The supposed @ of Bourg is very doubtful, but that town is expected about this 
point. Its site has not yet been located with certainty, but Hogarth (op. ctf. p. 4) accepts 
Petrie’s proposal (Waukratis, i, p. 91) to identify it with Zell Fera‘tn. The name seems to 
have survived in the village of vu. Hermopolis, which according to Strabo, p. 802, was 
near Buto, apparently comes later; cf. 1. 35, note. According to Hat. ii. TRON Leto. 1,.c- 
Uat, a winged-serpent goddess, protectress of Lower Egypt (Wiedemann, of. czz. p. 263), 
was the chief deity worshipped there, but Arjr does not suit the vestiges of the second 
letter, which seems to be round, and for Ao yoricny cf. 1.124. Ayr, however, may have 
followed; cf. 1. 79. 

28. Oav: the reading is fairly certain. Strabo (p. 800) places it on the strip of coast 
between Pharos and the Canopic mouth 7d 8€ madady kal Odviv twa rdw éevraddd pac, 
eravupov Tod Bagirews Tod SeEapevov Mevédady re kal “Eény Eevia: cof. Steph. Byz. xeirar 5€ xara 
70 ordpa 76 KaveBixdy, and Hdt. ii. 113. Parthey (Zrdkunde d. alten Aegypt.) puts it east 
of the Canopic mouth on the site of Zina. 

dyan|nv : cf. 1. 109 dydrny Oedv, which can be restored here, but ayamny may be a title by 
itself like pediay in |. 94. 

28-9. If xpdvq is right, the preceding w might be @|w: cf. 76 av in Il. 38 and 42. The 
words seem to belong to a title, not a place-name ; but the » is very doubtful, and possibly 
€v. +... \@xpo|..@ kal ’Ayo| should be read. For the coupling of two names cf. 1. ror. 

30. 7 Zairy: for a nome instead of a town cf. 1. 71 ev] MernAérp, and fora district apart 
from individual towns in it, I]. 86-8. For [e|kjr/piav cf. 1. 48 and Drexler, of. ct. 521. The 
chief deity at Sais was Neith-Athena (Hdt. ii. 59), so that this identification of Isis with 
Athena was very natural; cf. Plut. De Js. ef Os. 9 15 8 ev Sd tis AOnvas iy Kal? low vouitovew 
ktA., and 60 rv per yap "low TO Tis "AOnvas dvépate kadovor, For Isis as voppn cf. the evidence 
for her relation to nymphs discussed by Drexler, of. cit. 329-30, especially a Myconus inscr. 
"Io dt [xorlpav@ kai eais Nivpars. 

31. NnBeol suggests a possible connexion with the modern Wederra, close to Naucratis, 
which was in the Satte nome (1. 19, note), but éy 77 Beol (or Bey{) can be read, though after 
1. 13 the article is rarely used with place-names. The title may be “Io; cf. e. g. 1. 76. 

Kawy: the only known Egyptian towns of this name are (1) Kawy (Kena) in the 
Thebaid, (2) Cene which the Itin. Anton. places between Zacona (in the xkdérw rorapyia of the 
Oxyrhynchite nome ; cf. 1285. 130) and /sz, i. e. probably in the Heracleopolite nome, and 
(3) a village in the Arsinoite nome (e.g. P. Tebt. 345). Chenopolts occurs in Geogr. 
Raven. 111 in the list Xoy (Zé: cf. 1. 42), Zele, Chenop., Mem)nonia; and Caenopolis 
id. 125 in the list Zzmoy (Antinoé?), Caenop., Selitra, Chara (Xdpaf?; cf. 1. 72, note), 
Nichis (Nixiov?), Nastrim, Babilon. ‘The arrangement is not clear in either case, but Cheno- 
polts seems to refer either to Kaw = Kena or to Chenoboscium, while Caenopol’s might be 
our Kaw, which was probably in the Saite nome. 

a2 Sauzci. 1-30, note. 
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33. “Ioeto: this is the natural point for mentioning Iseum (Steph. Byz., Geogr. Raven. ; 

Isidis oppidum, Pliny), which had one of the most important temples of Isis in the Delta. 

The ruins of the town are at Behbit el Hagar, about eight miles north of Sebennytus 

(Samanid; cf. the next entry), and it no doubt belonged to the Sebennyte nome. For 

"Io | cf. e.g. 1. 235 at the Ioidcov rod SeOpoirov (1. 54) she was called aydp(o)owrepa. 

a4.) Or émi| vouay ci. 1. 60, and for du|pdorw COs Ue 

35. ¢[v] ‘E[p|uod wédex: there is some doubt about this name, which may be read ¢[y .Jeou 

wédet, If ‘E[p pod is right, this town seems to be the Hermopolis epi rv Bourdy on an island 

(Strabo, p. 802), since Herm. in the Mendesian nome comes in 1. 52 and for Herm. Parva 

], 18 is a much more suitable place than |. 35. The site of this Herm. is unknown ; from 

its position here between Sebennytus (.Samanid) and Diospolis, which seems to have been in 

the lower Sebennyte nome (I. 36, note), it would be expected also to lie in one of the two 

divisions of that nome, and such a situation is not inconsistent with Strabo’s statement that 

Herm. was near Buto, which was mentioned in]. 27. The latter town was the capital of 

the ®evérns vouds according to Ptolemy, and if rightly placed at 72d? Fera‘én (cf. 1. 27, note), 

it was close to the Bahr Nashar/, which Hogarth (/.c.) identifies with the C«ppov@iaxos 
morauds of Ptolemy and makes the boundary between the ®deverns vouds and its eastern 
neighbour, the S«Bevvirns xétw. On the east side of this canal, in the district between 
Tell Ferain and Kim Khanziri, which Hogarth has identified on good evidence with 
Tlayvepotdus, the capital of the S<Bevirns kit according to Ptolemy, are the ruins of a large 
town at Zawalid, which Hogarth regards as the site of Phragonis (not mentioned in 1880), and 
mounds of several smaller towns, e. g. addadz (cf. Hogarth’s map), one of which may well 
have been Hermopolis. 

36. Baolij\eo[oay, dye|iav: for Isis as queen, her true name according to Apul. ALefam. 
xi. 5 (cf. 1. 82, note), cf. Drexler, of. cz/. 512-13. The e of ayelav may have been corrected, 
as in the previous line, where « is not certainly deleted ; cf. 1. 250, critical note. 

Actos m{6|ee rH) peck[pa|: Diospolis Parva elsewhere refers to HZ in Upper Egypt, but 
this Diospolis is clearly that mentioned by Strabo, p. 802 mAyjatov 6€ Mevdyros kai Aiarods kat 
ai wept avtiy Aiuva Kal Aeovrorods’ cir’ drwotépw 7) Bovowes ev TO Bovorpitn vow@ xal KurdaroXss, 

Hermippus Fr. 50 @amrera (sc. Demetrius Phalereus) ev r@ Bovmpiry mAnotov Avoorddeos, 
Hierocles, Synec. Nukiov, Hdus, Ppavuyys (i. e. fpayaues), Taxvepo(v)us, AvoroAts, SeBErlv)vros, and 

the coins inscribed Atoon(ddeas), or Atoan(odérov), k(dro). Its site is uncertain. Hogarth 

(op. cit. p. 12) places it at Ze// el Balamén, a little north-east of Sferdén on the west bank of 
the Damietta branch, about half-way between Sebennytus and the mouth, and Daressy 
(Rev. arch. 3™& sér., p. 208) at Belkds about seven miles west of Sherdin, but such a position 
creates a considerable difficulty with regard to the statement of Hermippus that Diospolis 
was in the Busirite nome, since that nome was south of the Sebennyte and cannot have 
extended in the direction of Damietta; cf. Il. 49-50, note. Against Hermippus, however, 
is to be set the fact that in1880 the Busirite nome comes later, and the position of Diospolis 
in ]. 36 rather suggests that it lay somewhere between Sebennytus and Bubastis. Zéed/ 
Mokdam near Mit Ghamr would be suitable, but that site has been sometimes considered to 
be Leontopolis (I. 58), and the mention of the lakes near Diospolis suggests that it lay not 
far from the coast. ‘The issue of separate coinage indicates that it was in Hadrian’s time 
the capital of a nome called Atoomodirns xarw, but this is ignored by P. Rev. Laws, Strabo, 
and Ptolemy, and probably Diospolis belonged earlier to the Sebennyte nome. The 
Mendes papyri of the second century do not mention it, but it occurs with other nomes in a 
third-century ostracon (Milne, Zheban Ostraca, p. 151). 

37-8. év BovBéorm 7d dvw: Bubastus (the form -ris is not applied to the town in papyri) 
is Tell Basta, near Zagazig. 1d dvw (cf. 1. 42) is a curious expression, and it is not clear 
whether the reference is to space (cf. ll. 144-5) or time. If to the latter (cf. 1. 82, note), 
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there may be a connexion with 1]. 28 ? dv| Xpovp. Bubastus was said to have been founded in honour of Isis ; cf. Diod. i. 27 and the Inscr. of Ios 16. 
38. “HXiou x[éd]ex: about seven miles north-east of Cairo; cf. Il. 1-3, note. 39. “Al O|piB[e]: Zell Atré, near Benha. 
Maiav: cf. p. 192. As the mother of Hermes, she was a natural deity to identify with Isis, whom some legends made the daughter of Hermes (cf. |. r9, note). — Mr. Griffith 

well compares the Greek name of Damanhiir, Hermopolis Parva, where Hermes = Horus, probably a very old identification made before Egypt was familiar to the Greeks ; cf. p. 224. 
ép8eciay : cf. 1.98. This term is a common title of Artemis. The explanation of 

Schol. Pind. O/. 3-54 Ort dpbot eis cornpiay i) dpOot rovs yevvapevous is preferred by H6fer 
(Roscher, Lex. d. griech. u. rim. Mythol. iii. 1213). Applied to Zeus the term = sfavor. 40. ‘lepG bOeu|O|ov rou: ‘Iepd occurs as a village-name in Egypt in the Arsinoite nome 
(P. Tebt. ii, p. 380), but this town was unknown. The Phthemphuthite nome, which 
is ignored by P. Rev. Laws and Strabo and of which the capital was Taova (Ptolemy) or 
Tavairéy modus (P. Brit. Mus. g2r. 6), adjoined the Athribite nome (I. 39) on the west, being 
north of the Prosopite nome (1. 8); cf. Itin. Anton. which places Zava twelve miles from 
Andro (1. 21, note) and thirty from Cyno (Il. 49-50, note). The spelling varies, ©6y6( ) 
and Gengoev( ) being found on coins, 4euové/ in the best MSS. of Ptolemy, bbeupovh __) 
in P. Brit. Mus. 921, ®6cupovd in P. Ryl. 78. g, Phihemphu in Pliny, NV. H. v. 49. It is not 
certain that a letter is lost after ¢. For the omission of rod cf. 1. 71 and ll. 4-5, note. 

Ao[rlopspov: the lotus-flower was a symbol of immortality in late times (Wiedemann, 
op. cit. p. 375) and the epithet is very appropriate here to Isis, who on the coins of the 
Phthemphuthite nome is represented with a lotus (Dattari, Numi Auge. Alex. 6350). The 
first o of do|tlopépov is more like o, but dwadépoy cannot be read and Oea|ulopdpor (cf. 
Il. 119-20) is also unsuitable. 

41. Teovxi: this is probably identical with Steph, Byz. Tevwyis’ wédus Alybmrov. %ore kal 
Aipyn dpervpos, but is otherwise unknown. It may have been in the northern part of the 
Phthemphuthite nome (cf. 1. 40) or in the Xoite (cf. 1. 42), or even further north (cf. the 
next note), if the Xoite nome did not extend to the coast. The name suggests a possible 
derivation for Lake Edd, the Greek name of which is unknown: the village Edki is 
between Adukir and Rosetta. 

41-2. tois Bovkodedor: the Bovdro., as they are elsewhere called, were primitive 
inhabitants of the marshes along the north-west coast, and revolted in A.D. 172. How far 
east they extended is not clear. The Bovkodsxdy ordua of Hdt. ii, 17 is supposed by Wiede- 
mann (0. cit. p. 96) and others to be the Phatnitic mouth, which was between the Sebennytic 
and Mendesian, but Sethe (Pauly-Wissowa, LRealencycl. 8. v. Bovkédor), followed by Wilcken, 
Chrest. 21, introd., rejects this view, though Herodotus distinguishes the Bucolic from the 
Bolbitine and Canopic mouths, which were on the west. Strabo mentions the Bovkédou once 
(p- 792) in connexion with Alexandria, once (p. 802) in connexion with the district between 
the Sebennytic and Phatnitic mouths. ra Bouxédua in B. G. U. 625 (cf. P. Hamburg 39) is 
regarded by Wilcken (/.c.) as a district, but may mean the town Bucolia in Geogr. Raven. 9, 
Naucratis being no. 6 and Pithin (cf. 1. 21, note) no. 12. 

42, ov: the € is very doubtful and #0 possibly occurred in 1. 32. If it did, &v Zoir(n| 
dye, ‘the upper division of the Xoite nome’ might be read here; but for 7[6| avo cf. 1. 38. 
Strabo describes its position (p. 802) ev 6€ rf Hecoyel@ TH bmep Tov SeBevvutixod Kal BarwtiKod 
oroparos Edis éort kal vagos Kal modus ev TO ZPevvuTKP vous, ors S€ kal ‘Eppovrods (cf. 1. 52; 
note) kal Avkovrods kal Mévdns. An ancient list of Greek, Coptic, and Arabic equivalents 
(Amélineau, Geogr. p. 410) identifies Xois with Sakha, about half-way between Hermopolis 
Parva and Thmuis. Pliny, VV. Hv. 9. 9, the coins of the nomes, and Ptolemy show that 
there was a separate Xoite nome in the first and second centuries, but Strabo’s statement that 

P 
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Xois was in the Sebennyte nome (cf. |. 33) earlier is confirmed by the absence of the Xoite 

nome from the nome-lists in P, Rev. Laws. 
43. KaraBadué: this can refer either to K, péyas (Akaba el Kebir) on the boundary 

between Egypt and the Marmarica according to Strabo, p. 678, and in the mapaduos of the 

Libyan nome according to Ptol., or, more probably, to K. puxpds (Akaba el Soghir), placed by 

Ptol. some distance inland behind Acv«} ’Axrj (1. 45) and nearer to Apis (1. 44) than is 

K, peyas. 
aioe Isis appears as mpévoa on Alexandrian coins (Poole, Casal. p. 176); cf. 

Plutarch, De Zs. ef Os. 3 @re modXoi pév “Eppod, moddot dé Tpopnbews icropnxacw avtny Ovyatepa’ 

dv rov pev Erepov codias Kai mpovoias, “Epyny d€ ypapparexns kal povorkys ebperny vouitovres. 610 kal 

rev év “Eppourddes Movody tiv mporépay "low dua kal Atxawoctvnv Kadovcr, copy otcay, Somep 

elpnra, kat Seuxviovcar ra Oeia Tois ddnOds Kali Sixaiws iepapdpors Kat iepaorédots Mpocayopevopevots. 

Cf. also Apul. Me/am. xi. 18 dea providens and Drexler, of. czt. 540. 

44. mi rod” Amews ppovnow: for eni cf. 1. 10, note, and for Apis Hdt. ii. 18 of... & 

Mapéns te mods kat” Amos, Pliny, v.39 Apis... . nobilis religione Aegypli locus, Strabo, p. 779, 

and Ptol. iv, 5, who both place it a little west of Paraetonium, an important town in Roman 

times but ignored by 1880. Fourteau (Bull. de P Inst. égypt. 5™° s€r. vill. 99) suggests that 

it was near Rds ’dmm Rokhdm. Apis was probably the ancient capital of the Libyan 

nome, corresponding to Wu ent Hapi ‘the town of Apis’ in Egyptian texts. For Isis as 

gponors cf. 1. 124 and Plut. De Js. e¢ Os. 60. 
45. Aevkis’Axris: cf. Strabo, p. 799, Ptol. iv. 5. It was on the coast east of Paraetonium 

and north of KaraBa6uds puxpés (1. 43, note), and is generally identified with Rds el Kanazs. 

Modyw : the first three letters are very doubtful. Modys is the name of villages in the 

Arsinoite (P. Tebt. 609), Heracleopolite (P. Hib. 68), and Oxyrhynchite (1842) nomes. 

There is no likelihood of any connexion with Moyuds, the title of Isis at Acoris (C.1. G. 

4703 ¢), which refers to the Mexirys réos of the Hermopolite nome (P. Reinach. 15. 12, &c.). 

46. ’Ecepéyplely: cf. the Theadelphia inscr. published by Breccia in Bull. de la Soc. 

archéol. @’ Alex. 1914, where a temple of *Ious ’Ecepeudus is mentioned in ]. 17. . Spiegelberg 

(Z.c.) translates the term ‘making a good name’. 
Spayotpov médev: i.e, the Paypwpimods of Strabo, p. 805, which Steph. Byz. calls 

baypapiov, the Geogr. Raven. Phagorior. Strabo mentions it as the capital of the Phagrorio- 

polite nome (which is ignored by other authorities) along with ‘Hpodvrons ( Zell el Maskhiita) 
and dkovea (Fakds or, as Naville thinks, Se/t el Henna), and it probably lay in the Wadz 
Tumilét or on the east bank of the Pelusiac branch in the Arabian nome. Bubastus, 
Pharbaethus, and Tanis, capitals of nomes on the west bank of that branch, occur at some 
little distance (Il. 37, 53, and 59). 

44-8. Xoarivy seems to have been in the south-east of the Delta, but whether the lacuna 
in ]. 48 contained another place-name or a second title of Isis is uncertain. If év is right 
Daxovcous Or ‘Hpdeav mode may be supplied; cf. the preceding note. For y|pappare[ux|j[v cf. 
1. 123 and p. 193. 

49-50. Kuvds| wéder rod Bou| ce || pe |iz[olu : or, less probably, Avcav| éder rod B. ;_ cf. Rosetta 

Inscr. 22. This Cynopolis is mentioned in conjunction with Busiris (cf. 1. 51) by Strabo, 
p. 802, Pliny, WV. H. v. 64, Hierocles, and Meletus, Brev. p. 188, while the Itin. Anton. places 
it thirty miles east of Taba (in the Phthemphuthite nome; cf. 1. 40, note) and twenty-five 
west of Thmuis (Zed el Amdid) in about the centre of the Delta, which position accords 
very well with Herodotus’ statement (ii. 59) that Busiris was ev péom r@ Aedra. That town 
is identified in a list of Graeco-Coptic-Arabic equivalents with Adustr, three miles south of 
Samandd (Sebennytus ; cf. 1. 33), which is confirmed by the equation of Bovoxpis to Abusir 
in the case of the Letopolite town (C. I. G. 4699. 12) and the Heracleopolite (B. G. U. 1061. 
8, &c.), while Kovva(v) kdéro is identified with the Coptic Panow and Arabic Beme, a few 
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kilometres south of Abusir. Ptolemy also places Busiris a little south of Sebennytus, but 
puts both towns much too far south, his whole arrangement of the eastern Delta being vitiated by the wrong position assigned to the Tpaavds Horapds (Wadi Tumildt). P. Rev. Laws In Xxxi. 7 mentions the Busirite nome between the Sebennyte and Mendesian, and in 
Ixiii, 6 between the Mendesian and Athribite, 

50. Upag[eld{ilk(nv: cf. Tiirk and Hofer in Roscher, op. cz. iii, 2912-30. Originally 
perhaps connected with the Lycian goddess Panyasis, Praxidice (or three Praxidicae) was 
a deity akin to the Erinyes and Persephone, who is called Upa&sdixn in Orph. Hymn. 29. 5. 
For the identification of Isis with Persephone cf. 1. 72, note. 

51. Bougeiper: cf. Il. 49-50, note, 269-71, and Hadt. ii. g9-60. 
ruxnv, ayabqv: for Isis as Fortune cf. Drexler, of. cif. 545-6, and for adya@qv (which 

1s probably separate from riyny) cf. 1. 95 and C.I. G. go4r. 
52. “Eppod m[d])e[«] rod Mevdnoiov: cf. P. Tebt. 340. ¢, which shows that it gave its name 

to a toparchy, P. Ryl. 217. 15-34, Strabo, p. 802, quoted in 1. 42, note, and Steph. Byz., 
who states that it was cara @uodw. Since the Mendesian nome extended to the coast on the 
north-east, being probably bounded on the west by the Damietta Nile, it probably did not 
extend far south of Mendes-Thmuis. Bahia, whichis generally identified with Hermopolis, 
is about three miles west of Timez el Amdid. epvoidus (Il. 57) was also in this nome. 
Thmuis, the capital at this period (cf. Ptolemy and P. Ryl.), does not occur in 1880 except 
possibly in], 26. 
stig 53- PapBatbo: Horbét, the capital of a nome which lay between the Bubastite and 

anite. 
54. tT ‘Iowig rod S<bpoirov: this place, named after a temple of Isis, was previously 

unknown ; cf. “I[vei@ in 1. 33, The Sethroite nome was in the extreme north-east of the 
Delta; cf. 1. 56, note. 

55- dvdpar@repay seems to be an incorrectly formed compound (cf. 1. 13, note) rather 
than two words, though for a confusion of sex cf. Il. 135-6, note. 

56. “Hpahélous| 7dheu rod SeOpoirov : the nome is added to distinguish it from Heracleo- 
polis Magna in the Heptanomia. Ptolemy makes ‘Hpakdéous puxpa mddus (v. 1. S€Opois) the 
capital of the nome, and places it to the south-south-east of Pelusium; the Itin. Anton. 
places it twenty-two miles from Pelusium and the same distance from Tanis. It would be 
expected to be on the Pelusiac arm, not far from Daphnae. C. Miiller (Ptol. iv. 5. 24) 
identifies it with Zell el Sertg (= Tell Battihh). 

57- Pepvovdr: this town was in the Mendesian nome, giving its name to a toparchy ; 
cf P, Ryloar6. 2474 and 217. 67,50. 

58. Acolvramdder: this place, the capital of a nome, is sometimes identified with 
Lell Mokdam near Mit Ghamr, between Sebennytus (1. 33) and Athribis (1. 39); cf. Strabo, 
p. 802, quoted in 1. 36, note. Jomard, however, placed it east of Thmuis near Lake 
Menzala. Ptolemy makes it south of Thmuis and west of Pharbaethus, but north of 
Sebennytus and Busiris, which is inconsistent with such a relation to Thmuis and Pharbae- 
thus. P. Rev. Laws xxxi. 8 mentions the Leontopolite nome between the Mendesian and 
Sethroite nomes, which rather favours Jomard’s view, but in Ixvii. 8 between the Tanite and 
Pharbaethite nomes, which favours the identification with Ze// Mokdam. 

donida: Isis is often represented as a snake; cf. Drexler, of. cz/. 533-9. In P. Amh. 
128. 56 mpopyrn(s) "Iowo(s) “Opew(s) it is not clear whether “Opea(s) is a title of Isis or 
a proper name, as it is apparently in |. 116 of the same papyrus, ¢Amida is a less suitable 
reading than dorida. 

59. Tau: San, near Lake Menzala. xapitrépoppos is a new compound. 
60. Syedias: cf. Strabo, p. 800 diéyee dé rerpdoyowov Tis ’AeEavdpelas 7 Sxedia, Karoukia 

Toews €V 7] TO vavaTabpov rev OahapnySv Trolov KT, 

PY 
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61. told “Hpakdiou: cf. Strabo, p. 801 pera b€ tov KavwBev (cf. 1. 62) éore 7d “HpdkXetov 70 

‘Hpakdéous éxov fepdv, Steph. Byz., who calls it “Hpaxhedmodus (cf. 1. 56), and Geogr. Raven, 2 

Eraclia, no. 1 being Alexandria. For Isis in her familiar capacity of goddess of the sea cf. 

p- 193 and Drexler, of. ct. 474-90. 
62. Karoo: near Aduhir, but its precise situation is not certain. 

yovoavaywyéy; apparently a new form; cf. 1.128. For Isis as leader of the Muses cf. 

Plut. De Zs. e¢ Os. 3 quoted in |. 43, note. ; ; 

63. Meolw&: cf. C.I.G. 4683 4. 1 Eloi: bapia Elow ri ev Mevovis, Steph. Byz. Mevovés 

Alyurtia kopun mpds TO Kavon@, and Epiphanius, Ado. Haeres. iii, p. 1093, where a temple ris 

Mevov6iridos is mentioned. : 

aandvav: cf, the Ios Inscr. 32 ey rd ddnOes Kadov evopobérnoa vopitfer|Oa, and P. Brit. 

Mus. 46. 148 éyo (sc. Abrasax) «fw: 4 adnBea, 
64. Merfijover: it is not certain that any letter is lost between » and o, and only a narrow 

one is admissible ; Mevov6: (cf. 1. 63) or Mevod Ole cannot be read, although the following word 

might be rod. =y«rif. . . is, however, a very unlikely name, the only one at all resembling 

it being Sevoeirqy|y} in C. 1. G. 4839. 11”lowds 7H Zevo., referring to the modern Sekke/ in the 

Mons Berenicidis. The other places in ll. 60-76 are on or near the coast, so far as they 

can be identified, and # xri¢era is confirmed by 1. 151 ékrucav col rH Xepay (cf. also 1. 280), 

while for "Iods cf. Il. 143-4 "loi 346. Io was often identified with Isis in Alexandrian times ; 

cf. Drexler, op. cz. 439-40. m[dd(e)e|s is possible in 1. 64, but [n|uepelas does not seem 

appropriate in 1. 65, and for m[ddus E]2|[n|uepei{a]s there is not room, so that the construction 

of ’Iods remains obscure. 
65-6. Tod M[. .veoriov: the first letter is nearly certain, but the rest are very doubtful, 

especially 10, which might be read as «. Mje|vedairov is inadmissible. peyiorou is probably 

a mistake for peylorny: cf. 1. 21. yumdpopdos is a natural epithet of Isis, who is often repre- 

sented with a vulture’s wings; cf. 1. 220 and Drexler, of. cz/. 473-4. 

67. Tanootp.: two towns of this name in the north-west of Egypt are known : (1) Taz. 
(% peyddn) east of Lake Mareotis, mentioned by Strabo, p. 799, but by other writers called 

Tapéoupis, the modern Adusér, with a temple and a reputed tomb of Osiris, (2) Taz. 7 pexpa 

between Alexandria and Canopus (Strabo, pp. 799-800). The towns mentioned in ll. 60-3 

and the MernAirns in 1. 72 suggest the second, but MAw6ivy in 1. 73 is placed by Ptolemy close 

to the first, and the sites of other places found in ll. 60-73 being doubtful, it is not clear 

which of the two is meant. A dedication to Isis with other gods from Tap. Parva was 

published by Néroutsos, Rev. arch. 1887, p. 214, and Domina Isis Taposir’s occurs in the 
dedication of a statue found at Faesulae (C. 1. L. xi. 1544); a papyrus to be published in 
Part XII mentions éepa (yj) “Ioios Taroce:piados in the Oxyrhynchite nome. 

68-9. 7 Njow: this is more probably &dpos vioos off Alexandria (Ptol. iv. 5; cf p. 195) 
than the desert island off the Canopic mouth (Scylax, Per7p/. 84) or Njoo, a place in the 
Mareotis (Anon. Stat. mar. magn. 22-3). Nest, which the Geogr. Raven. mentions next 
after Anurton (’Ayxupav médts in the Heracleopolite nome?) and Cynopolzs (apparently in 
the Heptanomia), is probably different, as is Sidevia vaoos (Strabo, p. 799), between Acvxr) 
*Axrn (1. 45) and Taposiris Magna (1. 67, note). For raxvr|i]«ny cf. 1. 84, note. 

69. Hevkeorids: this was only known from Geogr. Raven. 73 Peucestim among several 
unrecognizable towns, Waucratim being no. 61 and Bufo no. 78. The title kvBepriris 
suggests that it was on the coast (cf. 1. 74 €v Undovoi@ déppiorpiay), probably not far from 
Alexandria. 

70. MeAaidi:: this town or district is unknown, and perhaps Me(ve)Aai& should be read ; 
cf. P. Rev. Laws xxxi. 6. Meve|Aaié: there, however, if correct, seems to mean the district 
round the wé\is MevéAaos mentioned by Strabo, p. 803 (cf. 1. 14, note), as being in the south- 
west of the Delta (Meve|Aaié: corresponds, partly at any rate, to. the Nitriote nome; cf. 1. 21, 
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note), whereas in the light of the preceding entries Me(ve)\ai&: here would more appropriately 
refer to the Mevehairns vopds, of which Canopus (I. 62) was the capital according to Ptolemy, 
but which is ignored by P. Revenue Laws. The term Mevedais, however, does not occur 
elsewhere, and with Me(ve)Aai&: it would be best to suppose that the list has made a sudden 
divergence to the south of the Delta in spite of Il. 60-8 and 72-5, which are concerned with 
the north coast; cf. the next note and that on |. 18. 

71. Melvospu: this place is unknown ; and M[alyovd. or Mier vosdx might be read. The 
name strongly suggests the Arabic Meni/ (cf. 1.14, note), but of the two towns of that name 
one lies between Zanéa and Cairo, i.e. too far south to be appropriate unless Me(ve)Aaids be 
read in |. 70, and the other (AZehallet Mendif), about five miles north of Tanda, is identified with 
‘Ovedpis (the capital of a nome) in a Graeco-Coptic-Arabic list of equivalents ; cf. Daressy, 
Rev. arch, 3m& sér. xxv, p. 208. 

orpla|riav: cf. Il. 83 and 102, orpdrios is a well-known epithet of Zeus and Athena (cf. 
ll, 30 and 72). 

71-2. [év| Merndciry: there is no room for 76 in the lacuna. The writer becomes more 
sparing in the use of the article as he proceeds; cf. ll. 4-5, note. The Metelite nome 
is placed by Ptolemy between the Méyas worapds (i.e. the main western branch) and the Tédv 
morazés, which issued at the Bolbitine (Rosetta) mouth, i. e. in the district now mainly occupied 
by Lake Edkd (cf. 1. 41, note). It is ignored by P. Rev. Laws and Strabo, but found on the 
coins of the nomes (on which Isis or Hathor is represented), so that it seems to have been 
created or revived in the first century. 

72. K[dlonv: cf. 1. 105 and 1. 50, note. She was worshipped at Oxyrhynchus, as 
is shown by a papyrus to be published in Part XII. 

Xdpakos: cf. Strabo, p. 760, who after describing the Kdovoy dpos (cf. 1. 75) proceeds 
«8 1) émt TIndovoron (cf. 1. 74) 68ds, ev 7 ta Péppa kai 6 rod XaBpiou Aeydpevos xapa& Kat ra mpos TO 
TInAovoiw Bapabpa, Chara in Geogr. Raven. 127 (cf. ]. 31, note) is perhaps identical. 

73. WAwéiy: this town in the Mapearys vouds on the coast west of Alexandria not far 
from Taposiris Magna gave its name to the TWAw6.wirns xédmos: cf. Hdt. ii. 6, Strabo, p. 799, 
Scylax, Peripl. 105, Ptol.iv. 5. This entry is somewhat out of place ; cf. Il. 67-72, notes. 

74. Undovoia: Tell Karama, about twenty-five miles south-east of Port Said. Ptolemy 
refers to it by itself apart from the Sethrotte nome, of which Heracleopolis was the capital 
(cf. 1. 56, note), and it issued separate coins, on which Isis occurs. Here it is also separated 
from the Sethroite nome, and is followed by the Kdovoy épos (Rds ef Kurtin; cf. Hdt. ii. 6 
and Wiedemann’s note) and the “Expnyya (Sc. SpBavidos diwyns), which Ptolemy assigns 
together with ‘PuvoxdAovpa (£7 Ariésh) to a distinct region, the Kacvatis. “Pwvoxddouvpa, however, 

occurs in |. 93 along with towns in Palestine, and was clearly regarded by the author 
of 1380 as beyond the Egyptian frontier, as in Pliny, 4. H. v. 68, and Strabo, who extends 
Powikn up to Pelusium (p. 756). 

75. For rov Kaoiov cf. the preceding note, and for Tayyjy p. 192. 
77. ApaBia probably means the Sinai peninsula or Arabia Felix rather than the vopds 

*ApaZia, Petra, perhaps the capital of Arabia Felix, comes in]. 91. For @edy cf. 1. 107 and 
the Ios Inscr. 15-16 eyo «ie 1) Tapa yuvarel Oeds Kahovpern. 

77-8. 7h [Nalo@: cf. 1. 68. At the end of the line 7 is very doubtful, and perhaps ev 
27]. .|7@ or Tr. .Jo@ should be read; that any letters are lost is not certain. If 79 [Nj]o@ is 
right, the reference may well be to an island on the west coast of Arabia called "Iowos iepd 
(Agatharchides in Geogr. Gr. min.i. 180, Diod. iii. 44), thought to be the modern Barahkén ; 
ei. Drexler, op. -c77. p.: 37.6. 

78. The verb fepowkoredeiv is apparently new. For Isis-worship in Lycia cf. 1. 79 
and Drexler, Wum. Zettschr. xxi. 184 sqq. 

79. Anto: cf. 1. 27, note. Myra = Demodre. 
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80-1. edevde[pilay : édevbé[plav could be read, but Isis Eleutheria occurs on Alexandrian 

coins of Galba (Poole, Corns of Alex. p. 23). 
apeow €d| 6|dar, et |p |érpeav : ddéovos is an epithet of Zeus in Pausan. i. 44. 9. epodos in 

papyri usually means ‘attack’, and e¢[é]dav seems to depend on dgeow rather than etpérpuay, 

in connexion with which it would have to mean ‘communications’. For Isis-worship at 

Cnidus cf. Drexler, Num. Zetischr. xxi. 124—5, and for Isis-worship at Cyrene cf. Hdt. iv. 186, 

who says that out of respect for her the women of Cyrene and Barca ate no cow’s flesh. 

82. Auruiv: cf. Apul. Melam. xi. 5 me primigenitt Phryges Pessinunticam nominant 

deum matrem ; hinc Autochthones Altticd Cecropiam Minervam (cf. e. g. 1. 30) 5 tdline flu- 

ctuantes Cyprit (cf. Il. 86-8) Paphiam Venerem (cf. e.g. |. 9), Cretes sagittifert Diclynnam 

Dianam (cf. 1. 84); Siculd trilingues Stygiam Proserpinam (cf. 1. 72, note); Eleusini 

vetustam (cf. ll. 37-8, note) deam Cererem ; Lunonem (cf. 1. 26, note) ali, Bellonam (cin 1.33; 

note) ali, Hecatam (cf. 1. 113) zsh, Rhamnusiam illi ; et gut nascentis det Solis tnchoantibus 

illustrantur radits Aethiopes Artigque, priscaqgue doctrina pollentes Aegypli . . . appellant vero 

nomine reginam (cf. e. g.1. 36) Lsidem. Dictynnis was another name of Britomartis ; GE. 

Diod. v. 76, and Rapp in Roscher, of. c2/. i. 821-8. The usual form was Atkruvya. 

83. Ogu: cf. Tpa€[c]6 é|k[n|y iw IL fey 

orpariay: the title is appropriate enough at Rome (cf. Il. 71, 102, 239-42, and 82, note), 

but the reading is not certain, for the first letter is more like a than o and the cross-bar of r 

is very low, while the vertical stroke comes down further than usual, unless what looks like 

the bottom of it belongs to the y of rpspuny in the next line. “Arpogu (a variant of “Arporov ?) 

or ”A(c)rpayyw (a form quoted by Suidas, s. v. wappapvyn) is possible ; cf. for the latter |. 238. 
On Isis-worship at Rome, which was firmly established in the time of Sulla, see Drexler 
in Roscher, op. ct/. 400-9, Lafaye, op. cz. 

84. rpupuns is new as an epithet of Isis, and what it refers to is not clear. Perhaps 
it means much the same as zpipoppos, which was an epithet of Hecate (I. 113; cf. 1. 91 
rpiodirts). Mr, Milne suggests a connexion with the three-faced goddess figured on the 
leaden tokens of Memphis (Ancient Egypt, 1915. 108). For rpupuny cf. 1. 130 edmple|mqy. 

85. [M1|éOu@: an island is expected, and [.].ez@, which can be read, does not provide 
a suitable name, so that Patmos seems to be meant. The spelling may be due to the like- 
ness to the MaOirixov ordpa (Ptol. iv. 5) which others call Sarverixdy. 

véa j..|.\6[. .||ky : the writer changes in ll. 85-6 from the accusative to the nominative, 
as again in Il. 10oy-9. ~—-v of véa is very uncertain, but the space suits véa (cf. @paia in |. go) 
better than 6a, The second word is not po[v]oe{elen or [y]pappla]re[e|xn (cf. 1. 123), but the 
doubtful « might be », and the @ possibly e. 

86. For evidence of Isis-worship in Cyprus (cf. ll. 87-9) see Apul. AZe/am., xi. 5 quoted 
in 1. 82, note, and Drexler, of. cz#. 379-80. For dia cf. ll. 26 and 111, and for nial. 11. 
diay cannot be read, but xeyny with 8 above the first » (i.e. xedvny: cf. 1. 79) is possible 
instead of nia. 

87. Chios is inserted between two places in Cyprus. For evidence of Isis-worship 
there see Drexler, op. cet. 381-2. oretxovea as the title of a deity seems to be new. 

carénri : cf. P. Brit. Mus. 46. 280-1 trav éerepwrarray pe Kal kar’ dw por epyopevor. 
88. mavdpOovos is a new compound; cf. edrAeay in |. gg. 
89-90. The preceding mention of Cyprus and the occurrence of south Syrian towns in 

ll. 93 sqq. make it probable that both Chalcidice and Pieria refer to the districts in north 
Syria (Pieria on the coast, Chalcidice inland near Belus), rather than the homonymous 
districts in Macedonia, which would more naturally have occurred in proximity to the places 
mentioned in ll. ro7-14. Petra, however, might be in the Macedonian Pieria; cf. note on 
1. gt. [d]otavy might be read for [a}yiar, but cf. e. g. 1. 34. Supila| is inadmissible in 1. go. 

go. ‘Aoia, if right (I@via is unsuitable), probably means Asia Minor rather than the Roman 
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province of Asia or Asia in general. On Isis-worship in Asia Minor cf. Drexler, Vum. 
Zettschr. xxi. 1 sqq. 

QI. tptodetrw: usually an epithet of Hecate ; cf. 1. 113 ‘Exd[r]n and 1. 84 rpupuny, 
Terpas: about fifteen towns of this name are known. ‘That in the Macedonian 

Pieria (Livy, xxxix. 26) might be meant (cf. ll. 89-90, note); but the Arabian Petra (Wadz 
Masa) was the most important and, as Il. 93 sqq. are concerned with Syria, was probably 
intended, although Arabia occurred in 1. 77. 

92. “YpnAy: the capital of an Upper Egyptian nome (Ptol. iv. 5) is unsuitable, but the 
‘YWnNira described by Steph. Byz. as karorxia ©paxns may be connected with this ‘YY. An 
unknown place in Arabia or Syria, however, may well be meant Chg aescqs 

93. “Pewoxopotdos: EY Arésh; cf. 1.74, note. There is much variation in the spelling 
of this name, which occurs elsewhere as ‘Pwoxdpoupa or ‘Pwokddovpa. 1380 is certainly 
incorrect on this point. 

mavrén|rw: cf. 1. 87 Karémrw, but mavton|dpov can be read. The second 7 has perhaps 
been corrected from « or p. 

94. Dora (Zantura) was between Ptolemais (I. 117) and Srpdrevos Mépyos in Palestine. 
The latter town was the earlier name of Caesarea (Joseph. Arch. xv. 8. 5), and is found in 
Strabo, p. 758, while Ptolemy calls it Kacdpesa Srpdrovos. It was situated between Dora 
and Ascalon (1. 96) and is still called Kazsaréa. 

95- ‘EA\aéa: for the personification of Hellas in art cf. Drexler in Roscher, of. céZ. i. 
2027-8. She has no special attributes. That Isis should be regarded not far from 
Egypt as a specifically Greek deity is noticeable ; cf. her title Aariva among the Persians 
(I. 104 and p. 192). 

96. Ascalon (Askalan) was north of Gaza (1. 99) and south of Srpdravos Tvpyos (I. 94). 
Sinope (Szzwéb), which was on the north coast of Paphlagonia, is out of place among these 
Syrian towns. ‘The statue of Sarapis was said to have been brought to Egypt from Sinope ; 
cf. Plut. De Js. ef Os. 28. 

97. modvovvpov : cf. introd. and Drexler, of. cz. 546-7. 
‘Papea: the usual spelling is ‘Padpig or ‘Padeig. Réifa is between Rhinocolura (1. 93) and 

Gaza (1. 99). 
98. ev Tpinddei 6pOwciav: cf. 1. 225, where the mention of the river Eleutherus shows 

that Zarad/us on the Syrian coast north of Berytus (1. 116), not Tripolis in the Cyrenaica, 
is meant. A town called Orthosia between Tpz. and the Eleutherus is mentioned by Strabo, 
Pp- 753-4. For épéacia cf. 1. 39, note. 

99. Tda¢n: Gazza, a little south of Ascalon (1. 96). 
evmeay: évmhewos occurs in Hom. p 467, but evreos nowhere else. 6 might be read for 

the first e and « for v, and the fourth letter may be lost altogether; but cf. ll. 88 mavdpOovov, 
135 vOnviav. That edmdéay is a corruption of etmouay (cf. 1. 74 épplorpar) is hardly likely. 

AeAdois: no Isis-temple at Delphi itself is known, but Tithora in Phocis had one ; cf. 
Pausan. x. 32. 9 and Drexler, of. ci#. 387-8. 

100. BayuSv«n (Bamébék) was an ancient town east of Antioch and twenty-four miles from 
the Euphrates. For the worship there of Atargatis (a form of Astarte; cf. 1. 116) cf. Pliny, 
NV. H. vy. 81 Bambycen quae alio nomine Hierapolis vocatur, Syris vero Mabog (vbi prodigiosa 
Alargatis, Graecis autem Derceto dicta colitur). For other identifications of Isis with 
Atargatis see Drexler, of. czf. 500. The usual forms are ’Ardpyaris or ’Arapydrn, and -re here 
is probably a mistake for -rn (cf. ]. 106, note), i. e. the nominative ; cf. ]. 107, note. 
At Oxyrhynchus the cult of this goddess occurs in a papyrus to be published in Part XII. 

TOI. [xjav And: cf. 1.114. Delos inscriptions frequently mention Isis. 
102. "Andou: i.e. Apatoor. Apadors (i.e. "Apadd(xo)is) might be read, but orpariav (cf. 

]. 83) suits the Amazons, who were regarded as historical even in late times. 
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103. India and the Ganges are mentioned in |]. 226. That Isis-worship penetrated 
there was not known previously. For Isis in Thessaly cf. Drexler, of. czt. 387. 

104. oeAnvnv: for the common identification of Isis with the moon, which some 
Egyptologists consider to be a non-Egyptian idea, cf. Diod. i. 25 and Drexler, of. cit. 437-8. 

Aareivny: this title, which suggests that the Persians learnt Isis-worship from the 
Romans, not the Egyptians, is curious; cf. “EAAdda in |. 95. 

105. For Képny cf. 1], 72, note. Cawple|iow or Tay. (cf. the critical note; the missing 
letter is quite uncertain) seems to be the equivalent of a Persian appellation; cf. p. 192. 
Traces of Isis-worship among the Parthians are known ; cf. Drexler, of. cz/. 379. 

106. For Naviay or Nav(a)iay (cf. the critical note) cf. "Iow Navata at Nabla in the 
Arsinoite nome (P. Brit. Mus. 345. 3) and the Navatov at Alexandria (e. g. 84. ii. 6). Nanai 
was an old Babylonian goddess of fertility, identified with Artemis (cf. 1. 84), and had 
a celebrated temple near Susa; cf. 2 Macc. i. 13 and Wagner in Roscher, of. c7v. ili. 4-5. 

Poivixe Supias: Poivxy would be expected (cf. e.g. Ptol. v. 14. 3), but Scmé occurs 
as a place-name, and the form was perhaps intentional, though incorrect ; cf. ]. 100, note. 

107. eds: cf. 1. 77, note, and for the case, which continues up to 1. rog, ll. 85-6. 
SapoOpaxy: this island was the chief centre of the mysteries of the Cabiri, with which 

Isis may have been connected in Roman times. 
108. For Isis-worship at Pergamum cf. Drexler, Vum. Zeitschr. xxi, p. 55. 
109. al yalrny Gedy: cf. 1, 28 dydany |... The first letter might be X, but AO |arqy does 

not suit the space. On the extensive evidence for Isis-worship in Italy as well as Rome 
(1. 83) see Lafaye, of. c7#., Drexler in Roscher, of. cz¢. 397-412. She had a temple at 
Pompeii. 

110. dum: for evidence of Isis-worship there from coins and inscriptions see Drexler, 
op. cit. 381. 

III. pore: cf. the los inscr. 27 eyo punoets dvOparots avederéa. 
Mvyd@ : on the Carian coast, ten miles north-west of Halicarnassus. The head-dress of 

Isis appears on coins of Myndus; cf. Drexler, Wum. Zettschr. xxi. 130. 
112. ‘Edévqv: cf. Hdt. ii. 113-20, Plut. De Herod. malig. 12, who states that Menelatis 

and Helen received woddai tywai in Egypt, and Engelmann in Roscher, of. cé7. i. 1949-52. 
For Isis-worship in Bithynia cf. Drexler, Mum. Zettschr. xxi. 23. 

jriov dvona: cf. e.g. ‘eye of the sun’ in the Egyptian titles of Isis (Brugsch, 
Religion, 645), and ll. 154-9. épupa is inadmissible. 

113. ‘Exdry: cf. 1. gt rpiodeirw and |. 84 rpupyyv. For Isis-worship in Caria cf, 
Drexler, op. cit. 119. 

114-15. Awdvuy implies that the writer considered Aivdupa to be a feminine singular 
instead of neuter plural. z[pc|§[iJav could be read in 1. 114, but the Latin form is not 
suitable here (cf. 1. g1) and z[vp|9[éJav is unsatisfactory, so that probably the word is a foreign 
name, like the next. The e of ev in]. 115 is not enlarged, as is generally the case with ep 
in a new Clause, and there is no trace ofa stop before it; but ev Tpv|@| for Tvp/a] (the absence 
of which town is remarkable), or év Tpd/q| for Tpoi{a| could be read, making -ra\ the termina- 
tion of the preceding name. _If not p, the letter following + can only be o: the next might 
be a, 6,or A. For Isis-worship in the Troad cf. Drexler, um. Zetischr. xxi. 59. a8i8acrov 
= dBarov occurs elsewhere only in an ancient gloss; cf. Stephanus, Zhesaurus. 

116-17. Berytus (Berrd?), Sidon (Sazda), and Ptolemats (Aska) were between Tripolis 
(Il. 98) and Ascalon (1. 96). For Isis-Astarte in Syria cf. Drexler in Roscher, op. cz#. 500 
and |. 100, note. For dpovip{ny cf. 1. 124. 

118, This Susa (cf. 1. 105) is apparently unknown, like the title Sapxotms. The *Epuépa 
6dhacoa perhaps means the Persian Gulf (cf. Hdt. i. 180) rather than the Red Sea. 

t1g-20. For Isis Oeopopdpos cf. the Ios Inscr. 8-11 eyo vépous avOpamos €Oéuny Kat 
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evopobernaa d ovddels Stvarar perabeiva, and Drexler, of. cet. 459-61. What the fifteen Oecpot 
were is unknown, and the two mpoordypara in |. 156 are equally obscure. 

121-3. Cf. p. 193 and the Ios Inscr. 19-20 ey Oardoova epya edpa. 
123-4. For ypappartky cf. p. 193, Aoyorexy |. 27, hpovivny Il. 117 and 44, note. 
125-6. Cf. ll. 222-6, Plut. De Js. e¢ Os. 32 and ‘ Whose husband is the inundation of 

the Nile’, ‘Who maketh the Nile to swell in due season’ in Isis’ Egyptian titles (Budge, 
op. cit. 278). For n[aojav xopav cf. 1. 24 and note. Here, however, mao|av (riv) xopay 
(cf. ], 151), i. e. Egypt, would be more suitable. 

126-7. 70 kaddv (Gov: i, e. as a cow; cf. |. 107 ravpame and Il. 161-2, note. 
127-8. For itapay dw cf. p. 193, and for povoavaywyédv |. 62, note, 
129. wod{o}vdpOadp[olv: the name Osiris was considered by some to mean wodvdpOadpos 

according to Plut. De /s. e¢ Os. 10, but wrongly ; cf. Wiedemann, of. cif. 514. 
129-32. For Isis as the model wife and mother cf. p. 193, the Ios Inscr. 29 sqq. 

ey atépyeaOar yuvaixas in dvdpav jvavkaca.. , eyo ovyypapas yapuxals| edpa, and Drexler, 
op. cit. 491. dia (or deca) seems to be otherwise unattested. 

'133. 86.0|rpuxov: the metaphorical use of this word is new and probably represents an 
ancient Egyptian expression ; a lock of hair characterizes many representations of Harpo- 
crates (cf. ll. 135-6, note). But possibly the meaning of @éorpuyos here is ‘bunch of 
grapes’, alluding to Isis’ discovery of wine (Il. 179-83). 

124—,. Ci lppuenoic and p. 193.) 
135-6. tv rav BeGv ‘Aprokpdrw: cf. ‘the female Ra’, ‘the female Horus’ in Isis’ 

Egyptian titles (Budge, of. cet. 277). The phrase seems to mean ‘the darling of the 
gods’ and to be an adaptation from the Egyptian rather than a direct equivalent, since 
‘Harpocrates’ means ‘ Horus the (male) child’, and the feminine. would be something like 
‘ Hartshéris ’. 

137. The stop after picey6[j|v is uncertain, and there might be one after mdvrapyor. 
uccexOns is not found elsewhere. 

138-9. morotaomw is a curious compound. tes rd ido (ov) might be read, but, though 

a letter may have been lost at the end of the previous line, d]]yets or | dyes is inadmissible. 
For 7 instead of y cf., however, ]. 105 Maro. diddypa rather supports morolacmy dvéyov in 
preference to moré(v) domly dvéuov, Or domdiay euod, which couldalso beread. The writer is 
fond of the adjective mords, but it does not occur elsewhere in 1880 as a title. There are 
no other instances of the first person, though this is naturally found in similar invocations. 
‘aon is a known form of the accusative, but not domiv, and dowida is correctly written 
inl. 58. For ddénua cf. 1. 194. ‘Isis of lapis-lazuli’ occurs among her titles in the 
demotic papyrus mentioned on p. 191. 

139-41. ai xvves might be read for etkéves, in which case a dittography of ai must be 
supposed. A reference to the dogstar occurs in ]. 144, but the Ios Inscr. 27-8 éy® aya\para 
Ocdv repay edidaga confirms eikdves: cf. Diod. i, 15. If mp in |. 141 is right, mploonyopt|as 
éxovra is possible, but -« rep| (or tup) may be read for wa mpl. xapele're or xdpere is just 
possible, but the first letter is more like A than a, p, or x. 

142. kup aloe plelyiorn : k|vp\iais very doubtful, the space being barely sufficient. The 
first letter of "Io. perhaps had a diaeresis, as in ]. 23. The letter above the line (cf. the 
critical note) is also very uncertain : perhaps 7 | pe|yiorn should be read. 

143-4. lot 346: for lo = Isis cf. 1. 64, note. The reading seems clear. Sothis, the 
Egyptian name of Sirius, was identified with Isis ; cf. e.g. "Iowa as one word (nom. or 
voc.) among a number of magical names with which Isis is invoked in P. Brit. Mus. raz. 
495, and Plut. De Js. ef Os. 61, quoted in ll. 221-2, note. 

145-6. There is a blank space before ¢[m|voeis, of which the initial letter is enlarged, 
but apparently no stop. «{at ré in ]. 144 would make that line unusually long, and dyérpyrov 
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suits kpareis better than é{mu|voeis, for which cf. 1.173. The 7 of Bora in |. 146 is very 

uncertain, but kai qo{telis ««|8va, which can be read, is hardly satisfactory. With Isis 

as the inventor of weaving cf. ‘weaver and fuller’ in her Egyptian titles (Budge, 

op. cit. 278). 
146-7. The second letter of coals might be a and the first and third are very doubtful. 

ovvoppic6|jv|ac is probably to be taken metaphorically (cf. the Ios Inscr. 21-2 ¢y® yuvaixa kai 
divdpa ovvnyaya. éyd yuvakl Sexdunvov Bpépos évéraéa), though there seem to be no parallels 

for this use and éppiorpay occurs in |. 15. 
148-9. This sentence apparently balances the one following. oi has perhaps been 

omitted before oi. [| can be read for y/ at the end of l. 148. There is not room for @vovcr, 
but which letter was omitted between @ and o is uncertain. 

149. dmaca is very doubtful, but cf. 1. 148 dravres. Possibly the second letter was pu 
with mw written above it. dafa (cf. Hdt. ii. 163) does not suit the traces of the fourth letter. 
Heracleopolis Magna is probably meant, not the Heracleopolis of 1. 56. 

152. dpao. makes good sense, referring to visions of Isis in dreams (cf. Drexler, of. ct. 
522-5); but the supposed traces of letters above the line and the deletion of m are very 
uncertain, Perhaps é7es should be read, the verb being then omitted. 

153-5. Probably the corrected word beginning with e was an aorist, and re agrees with 
jepav, such an order being common at this period. The mention of the 365 days (cf. 
1, 204 €|avroy réddor) may be connected with the circumstance that at Sais the 5th intercalary 
day, the last of the year, was the birthday festival of Isis; cf. P. Hibeh 27. 205. 

155. For jmeta cf. ll. 11 and 86: possibly the « was deleted. For evéidddakros cf. 
P. Brit. Mus. 122. 28 edduddextos yevov. 

156. [vo mpootaypdrev: cf. the fifteen Gecpoi in |. 120. The traces suit 80/0 better 
than o[é|», which would moreover be superfluous after od in 1. 155. 

157-8. Cf. the Ios Inscr. 18-19 ey 7Atov Kat weAnvyns Tmopetay ovveraka. 
161-2. ra adda iepa (pa is apparently accusative, not nominative. The tepa (6a may 

have included a sacred cow representing Isis, as the sacred bull at Memphis represented 
Apis. 16 ’Ooipidos ddire@ (cf. 1. 216) probably refers to 76 rod Ocipidos dovAov év @ KeioOar Tov 
"Ooupiv pacw, situated a little above Sais (Strabo, p. 803). A stop is expected before ev ro 
or ‘Aapoi. 

166. |. ovra: or ]..ira. 
167. The last word of the line is not BaouA{éa. 
170. tHv yiv omopipnv: Isis was especially the goddess of the fields and crops; cf. e. g. 

the stele quoted by Diod. i. 14 etpotoa tijs KpiOjs Kaprov, 

171. -aoa|.| is probably a verb -aca[s] with drayra beginning a new sentence; but 
-aral.|.[*] mavra can be read. 

173. [€|rwootca ri dSpécov: cf. 1. 229 and P. Leyden V. vii. 23 "Iovs 4) kadovpévn dpdcos, 
which Brugsch (/e/zg7on, 137) connects with the supposed origin of Isis as the morning- 
glow. 

174. There are short blank spaces after -cov and mdvra. 
175-7. Cf. ll. 194-6, and Isis as réyn (1. 51) and vépeors (Drexler, of. ciz. 544-5). 
178-9. Cf. p. 193. 
179-83. The punctuation is uncertain: there may have been stops after mapéoyes 

or mporoy and after maynyipiow. In 1. 180 maytés can be read and als] or |olv| before 
mapeoxes. It is not certain that the two letters at the end of the line were deleted. aparov 
in ], 181 is very dubious, and . pos rére is possible. In ]. 182 emonrpa,i.e. émdmrpia (a late 
form) may have been first written (cf. xarémris in 1, 87), but the object of the correction (cf. 
the critical note) is then obscure. evyeass (the two last letters are very doubtful) seems to be 
a mistake for edyais or ev’wxias, but ém«Anoeor| cannot be read. Isis is not elsewhere 
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credited with the discovery of wine, Isis-worship according to Plut. De Zs. ef Os. 6 rather 
enjoining abstinence from wine. 

183-6. After /vx|pav there seems to be an omission of xai Oeppav. That a stop is lost 
after ovvéornxev is not certain, although there is a blank space ; if éé é» starts a fresh sentence 
connected only with what follows, there is a further omission in]. 184 of something corre- 
sponding to etperpua éyevOns, but that can be avoided by connecting eg &y with what precedes, 
though z{4|rev in 1, 186 is then redundant. 

187. colv émalyn|y|ayes : pl éyaly (cf. 1. 242) i[ylayes hardly fills up the space, but “Oo[epe|y 
i[y]. is possible. For ema|yn|y|ayes cf. 1. 126 emavéyoucar, 

189. dy|a80d daivovos might refer to the serpent regarded as the good genius of each 
nome (Renouf, Proc, Soc. Bibl. Arch. 1890, p. 11; cf. dowis in 1. 88), or possibly to the 
main western branch of the Nile (Ptol. iv. 5). 

193-4. Either yv§yoas (cf. 1. 237) or ém|nvé. (cf. 1. 297) or xar|gvé (cf. 1. 257) 
can be read. jly|e|vovis is very insecure; xe|.[.]. s is not unlikely. For, dcadqudrov 
eh ls 150: 

194-6. Cf. ll. 175-7.  [kuw}jcews is possible in 1. 195 (cf. Plut. De Zs. ef Os. 62), but the 
word contrasted with it is not ordcews. 

196-7. After ma (or md) there seems to be a correction, but it is not clear whether the 
letters between ma and » were deleted. A phrase referring to Osiris is expected (cf. Il. 188-9 
and 198), but rod mdéor[ros] is not satisfactory. «v]pfa is inadmissible in 1. 197. 

199-200. Perhaps ¢[moin|oas ; cf. 1. 263. A stop would be expected after it. 
202-3. “Io|:|eia can be read ; but “Iceiov is the commoner form at this period. For eis 

TOV [d@mrav|ra xpdvo| v car |éo|r|noas cf. ll. 213-14. 

203-5. For ra vdpupa cf. Il. 244-5, and for éjmavrdv réA(e)Jov cf. Il. 153-5, note. 
205-6. It is not certain that there were stops after mlapédexas and rérov. The inter- 

vening words are more likely to be governed by mlapéSoxas than by éd:éas in |. 207. 
206-7. Perhaps ev mdvte rén|@ kar |édvéas (cf. 1. 178), the object being ér od krh. 

209. |m\ay can be read at the beginning of the line, but not [m]apa coo. 
210. The letter before ova can well be p, but”Apypora hardly fills up the space. o|r|apav 

(cf. 1. 223) dm[alyra is also unsuitable. For Horus-Apollo cf. Il. 246-7, note. The general 
sense of Il. 209-14 is parallel to that of Il. 262-8. 

212. x|...|: perhaps «lara .|. 
213. The stop after |ra|oav seems to be superfluous. 
214-16. Cf. Diod. i. 27, who connects the high position of women in Egypt with Isis, 

and e. g. the alternative names of one of the nomes Tuvaorodirns and ’AvdpomoXirns (1. 21, 
note). 

pos For adir@ cf. Il. 162 and 249. The following letter can be n, x, or 7. 
217. |opav suggests pélopay (cf. Il. 175 and 198), but jopoy can be read. 
218. Possibly Bacittooa”Hpa: cf. e.g. 1.34. At the end of the line «vp is all that is 

visible, and as there is no special trace of the surface being damaged, perhaps kvupi(a)' should 
be read. There is however no other instance in 1880 of a participle beginning a fresh 
sentence. 

219. Perhaps [émi clod: cf. 1. 269. 
220, mrépvé|e|py: cf. ll. 65-6, note. 
221-2. The supposed vestige of « after ré can be a diaeresis over e or v. For Horus 

in connexion with the sun cf. 1. 233 and Plut. De /s. e¢ Os. 61 ev 8€ rais “Eppod Neyouevars 
BiBdos ioropodar yeypapOa . .. Ore Ty pev emi THs Tod HAlov mepupopas Tetaypevnv Sivapuy “Qpor, 
"EdAnves & *AréAX@va kadodov tiv & emi rod mvevparos of pev”Ooupe of dé Sdparw oi S€ Sabi 
(cf. 1. 144) Aiyurrori, 

222-6, Cf, ll. 121-3 and 125-6. éma|vdye: (cf. émavayovoay in |. 126) is inadmissible in 
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1,224. The Eleutherus (cf. ]. 98, note) was quite a small river, and that it should be placed 
on the same level of sanctity as the Nile and Ganges is remarkable. 

224. évkep..v éeorw: the doubtful p may be «. ey may be &. ‘There is a short blank 
space after éoriv, but apparently no stop. xepaatov cannot be read. 

230. Whether y/js cat Oaddoons depend on A{.|oed]s or are coupled with it is not clear ; 
d[v|oe[@|s in the sense of ‘ breaking’ is not satisfactory. 

232. las is probably the termination of a verb, but néé/nolas (cf. 1. 193) is unsuitable. 
There perhaps ought to have been a stop at the end of the line. 

233-4. Cf.ll. 221-2. In 1. 234 amo might be read at the beginning of the line, and 
mAelova pav (or -pas) Trav dpos (not mpés) further on. 

235. The Dioscuri, though frequently associated with Sarapis on Alexandrian coins, 
are not known to have been specially connected with Isis; but they like her were protectors 
of travellers by sea, and Isis was a goddess of the stars; cf. 1.159, and Drexler, of. cz/. 435. 

2347-9. Cf. ll. 138 and 227-30. 
239-42. For the insertion of rvpdvvovs proposed in the critical note cf. the Ios Inscr. 

29 eyo Tupdvvelv dlpyas Karédvoa. 
242-3. For Isis making Osiris immortal cf. ll. 13 and 246-7, notes. 
244-5. Cf. ll. 203-4. 
246-4. dOdvarov énoincas is to be supplied from 1. 243. On the immortality conferred 

by Isis on Horus cf. Diod. i. 25.  7[]s [unrp|és is possible in |]. 246, but the doubtful o 
may be ». Diodorus (/.c.) says rév d€ ‘Qpov pebeppnverdpevdv hacw ’Anddrdova (cf. ]. 210) 
umdpxew Kal thy Te iatpuxny Kal THY pavtiKHY Ud THs pyTpos “Iovdos SidayOevta dia TOY xpnopav 
(cf. ]. 252, note) kat trav Ocpameav evepyereiv 76 Trav dvOparwy yevos. 

248-9. Cf. ]. 295. 
249. Méulple: cf. I. 1-3, note. 
250-2. avrov is probably a corruption of adréy rod marpés, for Osiris does not seem to 

have been mentioned since ]. 242 and cf. 1. 263 sqq. didSoxov air[d|y eroino[as]. . . emt rod 
matpiov otKou. 

252. xpno|p|e(6.|. can refer to either Isis (cf. 1. 43) or Horus (cf. 1. 266). 
254. Perhaps y|j[v cai Odd \alo|oav: cf. 1. 230, 
257. Perhaps «d{BovAw|y, contrasted with [a|Govdlas in |. 258. 
263-4. Cf. ll. 250-2. 
264-6. “Qpov cannot be read in |. 264, nor does Bu in |. 265 seem to refer to ”"ABudos 

(cf. 1. 279). With @pdvov cf. 1. 251 Oponoris. 
269-71. Cf. ]. 51, note. 
276. Tt TH: or turn|. 

, 278. "A|8vdov: one of the chief reputed tombs of Osiris was there; cf. Plut. De Js. ef 
G20. 

280-1. Cf. ]. 284. d|pavavrov seems to be for difaynrov: cf. the next note. 
282. |Ace. «bed: cf]. 286 lraaBded and J. 296 loweaved. All three seem to be mystical 

names of Isis in the vocative ; cf. P. Brit. Mus. 121. 493-7 and 531-7. 
285. |é ry: or [dlri. 

286. Cf. 1. 282, note. 
291. For eis] tov aiéva: cf. e.g. 1. 268.  rév |"Qpov, followed by an adjective or 

substantive, is not unlikely ; cf. ll. 209-14. 
296. Cf]. 282, note. iA| may well be some part of iAapés: cf. Il. 127 and 162. 
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1881. PRAISE OF IMOUTHES-ASCLEPIUS. 

21-8 X 112-6cm. Second century. 

The verso of 1880, which is in much better condition than the recto, 
contains an analogous text in honour of a deity whose worship in Roman times 

to some extent connects through Hermes with that of Isis, namely Imouthes, 
the Egyptian Imhotep, identified by the Greeks with Asclepius the god of 
medicine. This deity stands on a somewhat different level from that occupied 
by most other gods of Egypt, being a historical person who came to be deified, 
like Amenhotp son of Hapu, a sage whose sayings were still honoured in 
the Graeco-Roman period, as is shown by a Theban ostracon containing a selec- 
tion of them (Wilcken, Festschr. fiir G. Ebers, pp. 142 sqq.). In the Adyos 
tédecos Of Hermes (Pseudo-Apul. 37) Asclepius is coupled with Isis and Hermes 

as du terrent et mundani. Egyptian writings on his temples and figures 

made Imhotep the son of Ptah, but attributed to him a human mother and 

wife. He seems to have been a celebrated sage, physician, and architect, 

who lived in the time of King Zoser of the 3rd dynasty, as was stated by 

Manetho, if Sethe’s convincing emendation (/mhotep, p. 19) of that writer’s entry 

concerning King Zoser, as found in Africanus and Eusebius, be accepted, 
TécopOpos éry KO’ (ep ob “IpovOnsy otros “AckAjmos mapa Alyuntiow Kara rhv 

latpuxyy vevdwtotat, Kat THY da EeoTdv AlOwv oixodouiay eVpato, GAA Kal ypadis 

émeuedn On. His principal temple, which was on the desert-edge near Memphis, 

is mentioned in the Serapeum papyri, e.g. P. Leyden i, p. 77 rod apéds 

Méuduv peyadou ’AckAnmelov, and his tomb was supposed to be there (Sethe, 

op. cit. p. 7), not far from the great step-pyramid which he built for Zoser; 

other temples to him at Thebes and Philae are known. The _ hieroglyphic 
evidence concerning Imhotep-worship comes mainly from inscriptions which are 

of the Ptolemaic age, though perhaps based in some cases on older material, and 

Sethe considers that his deification did not take place before the 26th dynasty. 
A. H. Gardiner (Zeztschr. f. Aeg. Spr. xl. 146) has pointed out that scribes 

were accustomed at least as early as the 18th dynasty to pour out the last 

drop of the water with which they mixed their ink as a libation to Imhotep. 

An ancient hymn, dating probably from the 11th dynasty, which couples Imhotep 

with Hardedef, a wise and pious prince of the 4th dynasty (cf. 1. 7, note), 
is thought by Sethe to show that he was then regarded only as a sage. The 

author of 1881, however, asserts that the respect paid to Imhotep in late times was 

the revival of a worship encouraged or instituted by the celebrated king Mencheres 
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of the 4th dynasty, but such attributions of great antiquity to religious foundations 

have commonly little historical value ; cf. pp. 223-4. 
Eleven columns, each of twenty-two or twenty-three lines, are for the 

most part well preserved, and few of the lacunae present serious difficulties. The 

author of the composition was primarily concerned with giving a paraphrase, 
rather than a literal translation, of an ancient Egyptian papyrus-roll concerning 

the worship of Imhotep, who in ll. 201-2 is called Imouthes son of Ptah, elsewhere, 

e.g. in ll. 228-9, Asclepius son of Hephaestus; but the extant portion, which 

from internal evidence clearly comes from a point near the beginning of the work, 

is mainly of a prefatory character, and the actual paraphrase is not reached until 

Col. x. Lines 1-32 describe the circumstances attending the discovery of the 

roll, apparently at the temple of Imhotep at Memphis (cf. 1. 4, note), in the time of 

Nectanebo, the last of the Pharaohs and the subject of a number of legends in the 

popular literature of the Graeco-Roman period, e.g. the widely spread story of 

his being the father of Alexander, and the tale of his dream preserved in 

P. Leyden U (Wilcken, Mélanges Nicole, 579-96). Owing to the loss of, 

probably, one or two columns at the outset, it is not known whether the writer 

stated the authority for his story about Nectanebo, which is likely in any case to 

have been derived from the priests of the ’AckAnmuetov. The worship of Imhotep 

had, it appears, decayed in the troublous times preceding that monarch, and the 

temple was largely deserted when the king, with a view to restoring the worship 

on its former basis, caused an examination of an ancient roll found there to be made 

through his ‘ archidicastes’, with the result that the descendants of a number of 

priests had posts of emolument revived for them, and the king made a large 

present of land to the temple. In 1. 32 the author enters upon a rather long 

personal explanation of the reasons which had led him first to undertake and 
then to postpone the publication of this ancient document in the Greek language 
(ll. 33-64), and after three years interval to resume his work at the direct 
instigation of the god, who is represented as having miraculously appeared to him 
and his mother and cured him of a fever (ll. 64-167). After further explana- 
tions addressed to Asclepius concerning the nature of this composition in his 

honour (Il. 168-202), and an invocation of pious worshippers (ll. 203-18), the 
writer proceeds to paraphrase the contents of the roll, but at 1. 247 the text 
breaks off soon after it had reached the really interesting point. 

The principal facts which emerge from the fragmentary account of the 
ancient Egyptian document are that it traced _Imhotep-worship back to Mencheres, 
i. e. Menkaura, the Mycerinus of Herodotus (1. 222; cf. ll. 28-32), and that the 
tomb of Imhotep is classed with those of ‘ Horus son of Hermes and also Caleoibis 
son of Apollo’ as having been the object of special honours from that king 
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(ll. 228-34), Menkaura, the builder of the third pyramid of Giza, was worshipped, 
like his more famous predecessors Cheops (Khufu) and Chephren (Khafra), 
in Saite times, when scarabs with his name are common, and his piety, which was 
described apparently in some detail in the document with which our author 
is concerned, is often alluded to in Egyptian religious tales. Herodotus (ii. 129), 
followed by Diodorus (i. 64), contrasts his virtues with the vices of Khufu and 
Khafra for reasons which as regards the two latter are not clear (cf. Wiedemann, 
Herodots zweites Buch, 479) ; but the statements of the ancient Egyptian roll that 
no wars occurred in the time of Menkaura, and that the country was extremely 
prosperous, are in accordance with popular tradition, and whether the worship of 
Imhotep really dated from early times or not (cf. p. 221) that monarch is a most 
natural person to be associated with its institution or encouragement. The Old 
Empire kings were sometimes credited with composing books themselves, and 
from the manner in which Menkaura is connected with the Bé8dos in both places 
in which he is mentioned it is quite possible that he was nominally the author of 
the roll. This was of considerable antiquity since it apparently required to 
be repaired by Nectanebo (Il. 24-5, note), though owing to the loss of the first 
column or two of 1881, in which the age of the book may well have been 

described, and the uncertainty attaching to the precise restoration of ll. 226-7, it 

is safer to suppose that the roll was, in reality at any rate, the composition 

of a priest. The fact that it professed to have been written under the Old 

Empire is, however, compatible with a date not earlier than the Saite period, 

when the archaizing tendency of the age probably led to the production of much 

religious literature concerning the ancient kings. But so far as it goes, the 

evidence of 13881 favours the view that the worship of Imhotep began in the early 

days of Egyptian history. 

The interesting mention of the tombs of Asclepius, Horus, and Caleoibis 

honoured by Menkaura presents several problems. The name Kadeco?fis is not 

found elsewhere, though KaAitfis occurs in P. Grenf. ii. 32. 7, and no known ancient 

Egyptian deity bears a name which suggests an identification. His father, 

Apollo, would naturally be the god Horus, with whom Apollo was regularly 

identified in Graeco-Roman times (e.g. Hdt. ii. 156, Diod. i. 25, Plut. De Js. e¢ 

Os. 12), but the four known sons of Horus were called Hapi, Mestha, Qebhsenuf, 

and Duamutf. Another difficulty arises from the mention of Horus son of 

Hermes (i.e. Thoth), who is distinguished from Apollo. Horus in late times 

(and probably in early times as well) was uniformly regarded as the son of 

Osiris, and it is remarkable, if Horus here is the ordinary deity of that name, 

that no legends about his tomb appear to be known, although Isis was sometimes 

supposed to have been buried at Memphis (cf. 1880. 1-3, note), and many towns 
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claimed to possess the tomb of Osiris. Unless Apollo here means some other 
god than Horus, which is unlikely, there would seem to be only two suitable 

explanations of the distinction between Horus son of Hermes and Apollo. 

Either Horus son of Hermes was a deified man on the same level as Imhotep, 

being earlier than the 4th dynasty and the reputed son of a god, in which case 

he and Horus = Apollo have nothing to do with each other; or else of the 

various local legends out of which the Horus-gods grew (cf. Budge, of. cit. i. 

466 sqq.), two different myths are here associated, one making him a deified 

man (Horus son of Thoth), who had a tomb, the other placing him on a level 

with Ptah and Thoth and assigning to him a son Caleoibis, who in any case 

is likely to have been a deified man like Imhotep rather than an ordinary god, 

In support of the second view may be urged the somewhat similar conflict 

of testimony about Thoth, who under the title “Epujs 6 OnBaios was coupled by 

Clement of Alexandria (Strom. i. 21) with "AckArjmos 6 Meudirns as an example 
of a deified man. Sethe (of. czt. g) connects “Epyijs 6 OnBatos with the Theban 

temple of ‘Thoth-Teos, the ibis’, who, he thinks, was a deified high-priest 
of Memphis; but this explanation is somewhat doubtful, particularly with regard 
to Clement’s Hermes; cf. Reitzenstein, Potmandres, 118 sqq. In view of the 
many forms taken by Horus-worship and the antiquity claimed for this Egyptian 
roll in 1881 we prefer to interpret ‘Horus son of Hermes’ as the ordinary 
Horus, and regard the reference to the tombs of Asclepius, Horus, and an 
unknown Caleoibis, all in connexion with a 4th dynasty king, as another proof 
of the early character of the source whence this tradition was derived. 

That part of the preface which deals with the writer’s personal affairs 
and occupies the bulk of 1381 incidentally throws a few sidelights on Imhotep- 
worship. The expression ratrys (sc. ypapfjs) ebperqs applied to him in II. 187-8 
is in keeping with the statements of Manetho (cf. p. 221) and an author quoted 
by Stobaeus, Ac/. phys.i. 41, who says that Asclepius invented TounTiKn as well as 
iarpixn. ‘The invocation to pious worshippers (Il. 203-15) represents him not only 
in his usual character of healer of diseases, protector of physicians, and general 
benefactor, but also as specially concerned with the pursuit of virtue, and as the 
protector of seafarers, a function generally performed by Isis or the Dioscuri. 
With regard to the writer himself it is clear from Il. 145-51 that he was not 
a priest, and in none of his references to the healing art is there any indication 
that he was a physician. Where he lived is not stated ; probably his home was 
at Memphis near the AckAnmeeioy (cf. Il. 70-3, 145-51, and p- 221). From his 
assertion in ll. 170-4 that he had previously composed a ‘physical’ treatise 
on the creation of the world, and the passage in which he addresses Asclepius as 
6tdoKados in connexion with his composition (Il. 181-98), he seems to have been 
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by profession a literary man, with a knowledge of ancient Egyptian (II. 32-5) and 
interested in mythology, being probably familiar with the works of the later 
Greek sophists and early writers of romances, as is indicated by his florid style 
and fondness for semi-poetical expressions and rare compounds, such as dxeod- 
duvos and dddarréAoyos. The date of the MS. shows that the composition of the 
work took place not later than the early part of the second century, and it may 
belong, like that of 1880, to the first ; but it was probably at least two centuries 
later than Pap. V of Leyden (second century B.C.) and not far removed from 
the age of Aristides, whose oration eis ’AcxAjmov covers different ground from 
that of 1881, and Apuleius, who, like Aristides, flourished under the Antonines. 
Apuleius composed a treatise De mundo which is extant, an address in 
honour of Aesculapius which is lost, and a dialogue and hymn in honour 
of the same god, partly in Greek partly in Latin, of which an extract from 
the preface is preserved in his Flor. 18, and an extant Latin translation of 
the Greek dialogue between Hermes Trismegistus and Asclepius was attributed 
tohim. If any of his Greek treatises had survived, the style would very likely 
have shown several of the same characteristics as that of 1381, though the 
thetorical description of the appearance of Asclepius in ll. 91-140 was perhaps 
more on a level with the compositions of persons who had been cured at 
the Serapeum of Canopus, to which Strabo alludes in p. 801 Evyypddovor dé 
TwWes Kal tds Oepatetas, AdAo Oe dperds TSv évradOa Noylon (cf. 1882), than with the 
highly elaborated description of the appearance of Isis to Lucius in Metam. xi 
or Aristides’ account of his visions of Asclepius in the iepot Adyou. 

The text of 1881 is not very accurate and bears no trace of a systematic 
revision. The only interlinear addition concerns the spelling of Mevyopious, 
« being written above 7 in a hand which may be different from that of the main 
text but is more likely to be the same. A number of small omissions occur and 
the construction of several sentences breaks down, though it is not always certain 
that this was the scribe’s fault ; cf. ll. 24-5, 59, 97, 129-30, 136, 222, and 226-8, 
notes. Pauses in the sense are sometimes indicated by blank spaces, which also 
sometimes appear, owing to roughness of the surface, in other positions. A single 
(medial) stop is found in |. 167, but no other diacritical marks except diaeresis. 
The papyrus is referred to in the notes as II. 

Colit. Col. ii. 

[. Jv raldrja axovcas 6 Nekre- gav exdoT@ m[pod|ntetav. ot 

[veliBis Kat mapogvvbels [o|po- Hiv GdA& kai |. . wlojoas thy 

Opa pev éml tole amocrat|o|b- 25 BiPdrov dvaried|oews adbrov 

aiv Tod lepov, Bovdrdper[ols Alalkdyjmov [emdojiticev dd- 
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5 O€ e€ avaypadns Td TAN|Olos av- 

TOV emixpeivat Oa7|Tlov, Ta- 

pexerevero Nexavri [r|@ dué- 

movTt TOTE THY apxXLO[L|k| ao |re|é- 

av €pavvay THs BiBdou pn(vi) 

10 evi pddioTa Toincacba. 0 O€ 

EKTEVEGTEPOY aUTHY avagcn- 
- ’ , cal a 

Thoas eKduice TH Bacirel, 

[vjo [av|rt tpidkovTa mpmepav 
-. 5) A I Ni 

povovy avahooas eis TV 
7 15 [¢litnov. 

[Aes mavd pev nydoOn emt 

avayvovs O€ 6 Bact- 

A ~~ € - 7 aA X\ 

T® THS lotopias Oeim, e€ dé 
\ yx CEE: e€ to \ 

Kal eiKoot evpwv lepeis [7\ovs 
€ 

amd H)iov médews mpom|olu- 

20 mevoavras Tov Oedly| els THIV 

Mépugw aréveipev adtav 

Tos eyyéovols THY mpolo|nKov- 

4. tepov I. 

above 7. 

138. tepecs II, 

35. |. ev for ov. 

Col. iii. 

45 Kal éxodvoé [pe T\& KaTidlyTa.. .] 

dia ayavaxtyoavros [kal a0a- 

vdtov apeTns adrod 7\0 THS yp\a- 

Pils) ofvlytAnpovpér|ns| zlameé-] 
vopa, opednoarvte of \é 6 Bilols 

50 pev evdaiuav, » de | | dypen 

[a\Odvalrjos. éroipdre| pos yap o 

Beds mpols| evelpyecial jv ef ye Kal 

Tovs avriik)a povov ev{ joeBets 

Th mpoOvuia modAd| \kis amnu- 

55 Onkuins THs latpix| \ns mpos 

Tas KaTexovoas atrov| |\s vocous 

35 

40 

24-5. 1. rHs BiBdov dvay| ew low Ps 

38. ioropias II, a being corrected. 

Aat|s mupopopors apovpats Tpra- 
7, - \ 4 

Koola:s TpidkovTa, Kal par{L-| 

ata akotvcas dia THs BiBAov 

tov Oedv vd Mevyxopétovs 

ells pé 

Blacpov. 

[ yeOos noKnpévoy ce- 

[ 
[ajv7Hs BiBAov tiv éppnvetav 

[ 
L 

ey d€ moddaKis THS 

aplédpevos “EAAnvicr yA Oloon 

éujabov ov alavt Knpigat, Kat 

ev peon pevov TH ypagf 
éreaXéOnv tiv mpobvptay 

lal lon 

TO Ths lorépias [[ro]] peyéber, 

O[tlére €Ew Edely EpedAd[y] av- 

TH Ocotls yap pévoils] add od 

[Av\nrois el p]|pexl]. -[|7[]y tas Oe- 

év OunyeioOalc] duvdpers. ov 

yap amorvxdfy|re poe povoy 

aidas mv mpos avdpav adA& 

30. Second e of PevxXopeous 

Cok av: 

ok[nvaca a\Jeos teTapraia 7 
2 2 XN 2 te be \ 

dpeikn adriyy eorpoPe, oe 
Z ae € 4 

HOALS vonoavTes ikétl alt ma- 
lod EON \ Sai a ‘ 

phyev emi rov Oedv 7H (u)nrpi [ | 

@pevol akeow émivedoal 

THs vorov. 6 © ola kal mpods Tav- 

Tas xpynoros Ov’ dverpdtav 
\ 5) uA SEES 

paves evteX€ory avTny 

dmndrAakev BonOjpacir, 

hues O& [[un]] ras éorxvias 

[ja Ovorey 7G codoarTt 
> ¢ tA > a 

amedidopev yadpitas. emrel 
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Ecwoev. SOev duydy [rd pPlecyrokiv- 
duvoy [ells Katpov éz| |hpovy — 

Tov Tob (y)Hplojus, ave lal JAd[uIny (82) 
THY Umbaxeowv. Tor Je ya[p| pd- 
AloTa Tepiacéy TL TH, |v HAtklay 

60 

\ \ ppovety mégpuxe, tla lyd yap 

velot|ns Kat epfop|ur | lOdver 
la dpéyouta thy mpobu[ui jay.  érel 

S¢ q[plkeras malpléxnz[o |] xpdvos 
E[ndlev ere poly Ké&ur{ jovros, 
Tplee|rys Ole. .] TH pyz[ lot éme- 

65 

49. |. adedjoavre, 
II. a of ras corr. from e. 

Golav: 

v[a|pelt|s amayyArayv. we 

ny ére may [élkexoiunro 

(@ov mAnY TaY ady/[olbv- 

Tov, TO O€ Oeiov evepyé- 

95 oTEpov édaiveto, kai pe 

agodpos epreye mup(er)os, doOpua- 

ti te Kal Byki THs amd Tod 

Teuplov] avayouer[n|s ddv- 

uns erpaddi~ov kapnBa- 
te 100 pnGeis [dle rots movos {a}Aq- 

Oapyos [ells tavov edepo- 

pny: [qj] & parnp ws emi 
ma.ot, Kali] pvi[cjec prrdaropyos 

yap éaTly, Tals euats vrep- 

105 adylolica Bacdvos éxabe- 

(evo pnde Kal? orLyov Umvov 

pet[al\apBdvovca. eit é£an{é}- 

uns €dpa—ovr dvap ovd v- 

mvos, opOadrpol yap noav 
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80 d€ Kapol pera tadra aipvi- 

Ololy ahynpa Kara deELob 
d 4 ~ A I 4 

epvn mrevpob, Taxvds emt 

Tov BonOdy ths avOpo- 
4 e - 

mivns alplunca picews, 

85 [Kal] méAw érouudtepos 

bmakovaas eis €eov 

[élvepyéore| ploy Thy idiav 
b - b] a amedeiEato evepyeciar, 

Hv émadnbed péAov 

90 Tas avtod dpixras dv- 

59. IL (y)npes. 

847. idvav TT, 
70. tkera II, 

Col. vi. 

d€folus elonec pavraciall v]], 

kai akd[mjos Katlolmrevew 

115 K@Avovoa elre avTov Tov 

Ocdv cite avtod Oepdmor- 

Tas. wAy nv tis breppr- 

Kns pev 7 Kat a&vOpo- 

mov Aaum|plais nudecpé- 

120 vos d0évais TH evovd- 

Ho xept dépav BiBrov, 

ds povov amd Kedar(7|s 

€ws today Sls Kal Tplils 

émloxomjoas pe apavis 

125 éylélvero. 1 O€ dvavipaca 

ere tpomddns eyetpev pe 

emeipato. evpotjcla O€ pe 

Tod pev [mlvperod amndlAla- 

ypeévov [i\dp@ra d€ por TroA- 

130 ov éman|o|AccOdvovros 

Thy pelv| Tod Oc[o]6 mpoce- 

77: hin 
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tl 7 - adkelynto. Sinvuypévor, 

Bdémrovres pev ovK aKpeEl- 

Bas, Of.lleta yap adbriyy peta 

99. expadaigoy I. 
é€ marr o|AucOavovra, 

140 

145 

150 

155 

kat corr. from r?. 
mottas II, 

Col. vii. 

Oeod mploclNomévn pnviery ape- 
\ X ] XN , b) 

THY mpo\aBov éya mavTa a- 

mHhyyedov avtTy doa [y|ap dia] THs 

deas cidev Tada ey[a] de 4- 
47 b] 4 

veipdtov éedhavraciéOnv. 

kat Tovde THS TAEvpas odn- 
2 > 7 4 

cdvTwy po. adynddvey, ert 

fot pilaly dovrds Tod Oeod ake- 
, p) ? > + addvvoyv latpelav, exnpuccov 

avTod [Tlas evepyecias. mad 8 %- 
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5) 2 7 eLevpevicapévoy Ouiclias 
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avT@ mpocmoArobv7[ol|s lepéws 
Ss ‘a 2 x A 

THY Taha KaTHYYEAMEVHY AUTO 

tmoayxeriv. Apes dé pnde Ov- 
A lh by ee 

giav pHte avabypar[o|s ype- 
7 © a IQ7 ed 

@otas avtovs eldéres Guws 

Tov[Ttolts avtoy médw ixered- 

oplelv. ws [8] ob rovrows mo[A]AdKis 
“oy f ef 3 \ a eime{t}v decOat aAAX TO Tpo- 

Kabwporfolynuéva Sinrrd- 

144. tarpeay II, 145. 7 Of nuwy corr. 

166. icropzal s| ia 
175. vortepoy II, 

108. o of ovap corr. from a. 

1647. a€dov- II, 

THEVOLVYREAYNGHUS PAY! 

Ktvnoey| emipdverav, €- 

pe 6 adnloludccovea v\n|pa- 
‘N 

ALTE poly Emoincev. Kat 

135 OtadalAj|oavti por THY TOD 

110. 1. dijvorypevor. 129-30. 

Col. viii. 

‘ fe 
ploluly, Kali modus Tasrevovv- 

], pou mrodvy 

ti pot Totro TO Oeiojy| THIS] ypa- 
a € 7 ? 2 \ 

160 dys vmnEel Me XpeOsS. ETTEL 

& drag éreyvdxeis| pe [ale] A]]- 

Aely, Séarrora, THS Oeilals Pi- 

Bdov, tiv oy émikadeodpe- 

vos mpbvocav kat [ |rAn[] pl 

165 pobels THs ons Oelt|6TNTOS 

émi Tov THs iotopials] dpun- 

oa Oendatrov aOdrov. Kal 

ola KatalmAlécey [rly 

anv mpogpn|relvov érivo.- 

170 av Kal yap [Tdoly THs Koopo- 

motias mOlalvorlolynbév- 

Ta poddov ev étépa Bii\Bro 

~uvotx@ mpols| arAnOevav avi- 

TAwTa Oyo. Kal év TH OAN 

175 ypabn [do] pév torepov mpoc- 

emAjpooa, TO O& TEp{i|ooev- 

ov adgeirov, dinynua dé 

Tov paKkporoyovple|vo|s| 

ouvT6pas eAdAnoa 

I4Q. tepews I. 154. ikerevoul e|p Il. 

168. |. aba mr ocery, 170-1. 
164. « of 

KOO MO- 
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Colmix, 

180 Kal aAXaTTOAoyo[y BOO lov 

dmaé éppaca, dOev, [d€c|rora, 

kata tiv ony evdpléverlav 

GAN od Kata thy euliy dpld- 

vnow tTeTEedeoLouply|n[o|Oat 

185 TeKMaipouar THY B[(BAlov. 

TH ylalo on Oevdrynre [rolav- 

7™ alp\uocer y|plagr. 
& edperis, péyrore [elar 

Tlavr|ns 

‘Aokdyme kai didcéo[kjare, 

190 ka{l] tals an[dv|rev di[k|vu- 

oat Xapiot. 

Ojparos 7} [Olvcias d[w|pec 

Tov Tapau7|({|ka pld|iolv 

adkudéer Kaliplov, épOap- 

195 Tat d€ Tov pédAOvTA, ypa- 

gy dé abdévaros yaplt|s Ka- 

T& Kalpov avnBdox[olvca 

THY] pvypnv. “EAAnr[t]s be 

T|aloa yA@ooa Tiv anv da- 

200 Aly]. -]loe[e] foropiay jai] was 

"EXAlny avijp tov zloli POG 

aeBynoerat “Ipov{O\nv. 

200. ioropiay II. 

ciAnge Od€av, [kal dia 7H? 

BiBrov thy dljpnv edtv-? 

» XioaS. Thy tod ‘AckAn- 

miov maidos ‘Hdlaicrov ta- 

230 piv Kal THY 7/08 “Qipov ‘Epi- 

plol® ére dé KadeotBros 

[waloa yap [alva- 
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205 

210 

215 

220 

225 

205. « Of ageBes corr. from 7. 

Colexi: 

240 

229 

Cola: 

avvi[te delpo, [& dv|dpes 

evplevets| Kall dyalOol, dm- 

te, Bdoxalvol] K[ai] doeBeis- 
ovvit|re, ® [.. .Jof. .]. [.], bc0e On- 
Tev[olavre[s] Tov [O]eov v6- 

colv| anndrdgdynre, [loo 

THY larpiKiy pray lecpi- 

(eobe emifolripnly, dojou 

TovnceTe (ndlwrali dpe- 

THS, doo[t] TOAAS AHO 

emnuen|O|nre ayabav, 

Saou Kivddvous bardéoons 

Te[plecdOnre. els mdv- 

Ta yap tonov dtarepoirn- 

Kev 4 Tod Oeod dtvapts 

geTHptos. péArAw yap adroo 

TepaTodes admayyédreLy 

éen|ilpaveias duvdpews 

Te peyeOn evelplyernud- 

toy (re) Oopipara. exer S€ ov- 
Tos: [6| Baoteds Meve- 

xXépns Tpiov Oedy Kn- 

de[(jav [ev]oeBioas aiwviay 

209. tarpixny II, 215. € of es corr. 

te Aiyumros Sid TobrTo kali 

kaptrots ag(O)ovos evOn- 

VeiTO. TH yap Tov mpoec- 

TwTos evoeBeia vrore- 

Taypéevat edmlopjovor xa- 

[plac, Kat tovvalyrijov ed’ ois 
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"ArédAwvos madds apbd- exeivos OvoaleBelt emi 

volts xpypacw dwpnod- TovTos KaKols [a|vadtoKor- 

pevos avTdtoway éo- 245 Tal, ov O€ Tpdmov éxpy- 

xXev evdatpovias mdH- gev avT@ 6 Oed[s ‘AloxKAHmos 

Oos. admohéuntos yap 76- amovddfew avtiolo mept 

‘Nectenibis on hearing this, being extremely vexed with the deserters from the temple 
and wishing to ascertain their number speedily by a list, ordered Nechautis, who then per- 
formed the duties of archidicastes, to investigate the book within a month, if possible. 
Nechautis conducted his researches with much strenuousness, and brought the list to 
the king after spending only two days instead of thirty upon the inquiry. On reading the 
book the king was quite amazed at the divine power in the story, and finding that there 
were twenty-six priests who conducted the god from Heliopolis to Memphis, he assigned 
to each of their descendants the due post of prophet. Not content with this, after com- 
pleting the renewal of the book (?), he enriched Asclepius himself with three hundred and 
thirty arurae more of corn-land, especially because he had heard through the book that the 
god had been worshipped with marks of great reverence by Mencheres. 

Having often begun the translation of the said book in the Greek tongue, I learnt at 
length how to proclaim it, but while I was in the full tide of composition my ardour was 
restrained by the greatness of the story, because I was about to make it public ; for to gods 
alone, not to mortals, is it permitted to describe the mighty deeds of the gods. For 
if I failed, not only was I ashamed before men, but also hindered by the reproaches (?) that 
I should incur if the god were vexed, and by the poverty of my description, in course 
of completion, of his undying virtue (?). But if I did the god a service, both my life would 
be happy and my fame undying; for the god is disposed to confer benefits, since even 
those whose pious ardour is only for the moment are repeatedly preserved by him after the 
healing art has failed against diseases which have overtaken them. ‘Therefore avoiding 
rashness I was waiting for the favourable occasion afforded by old age, and putting off the 
fulfilment of my promise; for then especially is youth wont to aim too high, since imma- 
turity and enterprise too quickly extend our zeal. But when a period of three years had 
elapsed, in which I was no longer working, and for three years my mother was distracted by 
an ungodly quartan ague which had seized her, at length having with difficulty compre- 
hended we came as suppliants before the god, entreating him to grant my mother recovery 
from the disease. He, having shown himself favourable, as he is to all, in dreams, cured 
her by simple remedies ; and we rendered due thanks to our preserver by sacrifices. When 
I too afterwards was suddenly seized with a pain in my right side, I quickly hastened to the 
helper of the human race, and he, being again disposed to pity, listened to me, and displayed 
still more effectively his peculiar clemency, which, as I am intending to recount his terrible 
powers, I will substantiate. 

It was night, when every living creature was asleep except those in pain, but divinity 
showed itself the more effectively ; a violent fever burned me, and I was convulsed with loss of 
breath and coughing, owing to the pain proceeding from my side. Heavy in the head with my 
troubles I was lapsing half-conscious into sleep, and my mother, as a mother would for her 
child (and she is by nature affectionate), being extremely grieved at my agonies was sitting 
without enjoying even a short period of slumber, when suddenly she perceived—it was no 
dream or sleep, for her eyes were open immovably, though not seeing clearly, for a divine 
and terrifying vision came to her, easily preventing her from observing the god himself 
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or his servants, whichever it was. In any case there was some one whose height was more 
than human, clothed in shining raiment and carrying in his left hand a book, who after 
merely regarding me two or three times from head to foot disappeared. When she had 
recovered herself, she tried, still trembling, to wake me, and finding that the fever had left 
me and that much sweat was pouring off me, did reverence to the manifestation of the god, 
and then wiped me and made me more collected. When I spoke with her, she wished to 
declare the virtue of the god, but I anticipating her told her all myself; for everything that 
she saw in the vision appeared to me in dreams, After these pains in my side had ceased 
and the god had given me yet another assuaging cure, I proclaimed his benefits. But when 
we had again besought his favours by sacrifices to the best of our ability, he demanded 
through the priest who serves him in the ceremonies the fulfilment of the promise long ago 
announced to him, and we, although knowing ourselves to be debtors in neither sacrifices 
nor votive offering, nevertheless supplicated him again with them. But when he said 
repeatedly that he cared not for these but for what had been previously promised, I was at 
a loss, and with difficulty, since I disparaged it, felt the divine obligation of the composition. 
But since thou hadst once noticed, master, that I was neglecting the divine book, invoking 
thy providence and filled with thy divinity I hastened to the inspired task of the history. 
And I hope to extend by my proclamation the fame of thy inventiveness ; for I unfolded truly 
by a physical treatise in another book the convincing account of the creation of the world. 
Throughout the composition I have filled up defects and struck out superfluities, and in 
telling a rather long tale I have spoken briefly and narrated once for all a complicated 
story. Hence, master, I conjecture that the book has been completed in accordance with 
thy favour, not with my aim; for such a record in writing suits thy divinity. And as the 
discoverer of this art, Asclepius, greatest of gods and my teacher, thou art distinguished by 
the thanks of all men. For every gift of a votive offering or sacrifice lasts only for the 
immediate moment, and presently perishes, while a written record is an undying meed of 
gratitude, from time to time renewing its youth in the memory. Every Greek tongue will 
tell thy story, and every Greek man will worship the son of Ptah, Imouthes. Assemble 
hither, ye kindly and good men; avaunt ye malignant and impious! Assemble, all ye. . ., 
who by serving the god have been cured of diseases, ye who practise the healing art, 
ye who will labour as zealous followers of virtue, ye who have been blessed by great abun- 
dance of benefits, ye who have been saved from the dangers of the sea! For every place 
has been penetrated by the saving power of the god. 

I now purpose to recount his miraculous manifestations, the greatness of his power, the 
gifts of his benefits. The history is this. King Mencheres by displaying his piety in the 
obsequies of three gods, and being successful in winning fame through the book, has won 
eternal glory. He presented to the tombs of Asclepius son of Hephaestus, Horus son of 

Hermes, and also Caleoibis son of Apollo money in abundance, and received as recompense 

his fill of prosperity. For Egypt was then free from war for this reason, and flourished with 

abundant crops, since subject countries prosper by the piety of their ruler, and on the other 

hand owing to his impiety they are consumed by evils. The manner in which the god 

Asclepius bade Mencheres busy himself with his tomb . ..’ 

1. rajdrja: the supposed r has an unusually short cross-bar on the left, and perhaps 

mojAA|é should be read. The preceding word might be |. ..|. From the references to rod 

icpod (1. 4), ris BiBAou (1. 9), and rév Ged[y| (1. 20), as if they had been mentioned previously, 

it is clear that Col. i is not the actual beginning of the papyrus, which on the recto breaks 

off in the middle of a column at this point. 
Ne|kreve |iBis : for the form cf. Nexrevi$is in Theopomp. Fr. 1o1 (G-H) ; NexraveBo, 

-revaBa, -raveBis, &c., are found elsewhere. 
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4. Tod iepod: sc. the ’AckAnmeiov at Memphis (cf. ll. 21, 26, and introd.) rather than 

at Heliopolis (1. 19), where no temple of Asclepius is known. 
7. Neither Neyadris (or -a’rns) nor Neyads seems to be known, but Neyao@ occurs, and 

Neyaws and Neyevw as variants of Neyao, duemovte tére TH apxvd| t|k[ ac |re|é lay on the analogy 

of 727. 5 would imply that Nechautis or Nechaus was a deputy ; but it is doubtful whether 
the word is used here in its technical sense, or as equivalent to defayovre in Ptolemaic docu- 
ments, which does not imply that the person in question was a deputy ; cf. P. Tebt. i, p. 84. 
The reference to an archidicastes in Pharaonic times is interesting. That official is known 
to have existed under the Ptolemies as well as under the Romans, and he may well have been 
the counterpart of a Pharaonic official. Mr. A. H. Gardiner compares the ‘chief lector’ 
Hardedef, who found writings in a temple (Erman, Die Marchen d. Pap. Westcar, i. 18 ; cf. 
p. 221). The superintendence of documents of various kinds was part of the duties of the 
archidicastes in Roman times ; cf. e. g. 84. 

g. pn(vi): cf. 1. 13 avti rpudxovra jyepov. Of the second letter only the tip of a flourish 
similar to that of the final 7 of ]. 11 is preserved. 

24-5. These two lines are obscure and probably corrupt. dvay|vd\oews (cf. 1. 15) 
cannot be read. If dvarled|rews is right (dvav[et|eews seems to be the only alternative), the 
‘book of renewal’ would have to be explained as a title derived from ancient Egyptian; but 
this comes in very abruptly and Jouoas suggests nothing but zloujcas or a compound, and 
we are disposed to think ri» BiBdov dvaveooews a mistake for Ths BiBov avayéwouy (cf. the 
wrong cases in ll. 129-30), and to suppose a blank space, as often in 1881, before 
mloujoas, though [é«m|oujoas is possible. The last letter of atrév is reduced to a mere speck 
of ink, and aérés can equally be read, but not airé 7/6), though ’AckAjmov might easily 
be a mistake for ’AckAymueiov : adré (rd) is also unsatisfactory. 

30. Mevxopéous: the « above the line is apparently in the rst hand and may represent 
an alternative spelling rather than a correction. -novs is in late Ptolemaic times a common 
form of the genitive of names ending in -ys. In 1], 223 the nominative is spelled Mevexépys, 
in Africanus ap. Syncellus Mevyépys. 

36. pedo: this form of the present corresponding to the future petow does not seem to 
be attested elsewhere. 

45-9. Near the ends of Il. 48-67, and probably in Il. 45-7 also, a vertical strip 
of papyrus had scaled off the surface of the verso before it was written upon. Usually the 
scribe on reaching the single thickness, which had room for about two letters, left it blank, 
but in some cases he wrote across part or all of it, e. g.in ll. 48 and 56. - This single layer 
has for the most part perished, but without affecting the reconstruction except in ]. 57, where 
if a blank space was left 73 must be omitted, and in ll. 45-8, where the ends of lines are 
missing and the size of the lacunae ranges from 5-7 letters according to the amount of 
notice taken of the presumably missing strip. The general sense of ll. 45-9 is that the 
writer was afraid of vexing the god by the inadequacy of his tribute to him, but the construc- 
tion is not clear. The supposed Av of éxédvee is rather cramped, but ékdAve cannot be read, 
and for the aorist cf. 1. 37 émecxéOnv. For ra xarud[yra it is possible to substitute -| dxavo[ds .., 
but that is not a suitable epithet for Asclepius, and &a seems to be the plural of a neuter 
word meaning ‘reproaches’, perhaps a misspelling of év(e)i]oy; cf. Hdt. vii. 160 dveidea 
katiévra dvOpome. For déa\ydrov cf. ll. 31 and 196, and for yp lapa[s| ll. 159, 175, 187, and 195, 
[kaé in ], 46 makes the order of the following words rather awkward, and in Il. 47-8 z[KHs 
yp ahi] s| . . . cuvmAnpovpérfoli's . . .| (but not -wé[s ...])could be read, if a blank space was 
left (see above). For tlametyopa cf. 1, 158 ramewodvre por todo, rarelywors is coupled with 
opixpodoyia ths AéEews by Plut. Mor. p. 7 a. t|As yplapijs ovvTAnpouper|ns| may be genitive 
absolute, and dperjs would then be dependent on the word ending in -veua, which would 
perhaps be an easier construction. 
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49. For the spelling opedyoavr: cf. 1. 72, where opevor apparently represents (e)dpevor. 
53. avr(ix)a povov: Cf. 1. 193 Tov mapavt|t|ka p|6v\olp Aa. e Kal «p |6v. The only alternative 

seems to be airé pdvov, which yields a less satisfactory sense, and the traces suit a much 
better than . 

59. (y)nplous is not a known form and the mp is not quite certain, for ke might be read 
for » and « or ¢ forp; but the omission of y between vowels is easily explained and yjpas 
suits the context ; cf. 1. 63 ve[drlys. Possibly the omissions in this line (a connecting particle 
is wanted ; cf. ll. 97-8 and 222, notes) go still further, e. g. Tov Tod (ynpws Kai... wAYhplolus 
dve[ 8 |adrdd[p|nv THY Urooyxeow,, 

67-8. Nothing is wanted between 8{é and rj, and there was probably a blank space 
or a deletion. 4|eos is a curious epithet to apply to dpikn, but 6| deds spoils the construction 
by becoming the subject of éorpé8e and so producing two nominatives. If Terapraia 7 
ppeckn is corrected to rerapraiy (or -a) gpeixy, which was certainly not written, TpLETAS .. 
émuok jas agreeing with 6| Oeds is very unsatisfactory, for both words ought to agree with 
Gpeixy, SO that further emendation becomes necessary, and the confusion of the construction 
would be far worse than in Il. 158-60. If . eos is not a deos, [a(7d)| eo(v) is the simplest 
change ; but a reference to the god is not wanted in |. 68, especially as he is mentioned in 
l. 71. émov{ could be read in place of émox{, but suggests no suitable verb, whereas 
emoxnmrew is Often used of vdco. 

72. @pevoe apparently represents deduevoe rather than edxéuevor: for o in place of 
cf. 1. 49 ofeAnoarr. That d¢ occurred in the lacuna at the end of the preceding line 
is unlikely, for « is written rather large and may well be the last letter, and final « generally 
has a long flourish, which should be visible. 

74. 60 dvewpdrey: cf. Aristides’ diary in his éepoi Adyou. 
89-91. Cf. ll. 218-22. 
97-8. do@pati re kai Byki: re is perhaps a mistake for d¢; cf.1. 59,note. Pn«é for By is 

probably not a mere misspelling, Bykov and Byxia being attested. 
99. For oadaifew in place of the usual opaddgew see Herodian, Hep) pov, Xe£. 23. The 

passive of xapnBapéiv is very rare. 
100. {d}AnOapyos: dAnOdpynros in the sense of ‘active’ is known (Hesych. ddjoror 

adn Bapynrev), but dd7éapyos, in which the a- owing to the context cannot have a privative 
force, is unattested and seems to be an error for \jOapyos. 

108. ¢épa has no object, the writer altering the construction ; cf. ll. 136 and 158-60. 
111, pev has no corresponding 6¢, but is answered by mAjy fv «rd. inl, 117; cf the 

preceding note. 
136. mploe|Aoveévy: the dative can be connected with air in 1, 138, but the sentence is 

somewhat involved, and zp{oe|Aouévy(s) would be an improvement, or possibly mp|oc Nopeévn WAS 
a nominative absolute ; cf. ll. 108 and 158-60, notes. The traces of the first two letters are 
very slight, but exclude ol v|Aoueérp. 

138. dmnyyedov is perhaps a new form of the aorist rather than a misspelling of 
amryyed()ov. 

148. [rlov: or [7 Jou = Tus, ; ; eX 
156-8. dwnmop|ot|ue» could be read for duprdpiol|y kali, but the correction of eimeiv 

to eimev Seems necessary. 
158-60. ramevodvté por iS inconsistent with tmye pe: cf. ll. ro8 and 136, notes. 

tovro can refer to r@ mpoxabapon| olynpevep or to 76 Geiov Hs ypapys xpéos, which follows. 

164. There is not room for [ék'Anpéeis, and probably the space after the cor- 
rected «ai (cf. critical note) was blank. 

168-74. For xara mA \ooew, i.e. xabal mA \ooev, cf. 1,173 dvymAwoa. It is not certain that 
more than one letter is lost, but kara[S|ocew yields no sense. kaamdody is much rarer than 
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avandoov, for which cf. Hermes Trismeg. Poemand. i. 16 otro yap co ayyThooa tiv TpOrov 

Adyov. The force of xara in kabarAodv here seems to be ‘ widely ’ unfold (cf. ll. 198-202), 

as contrasted with the beginning of the process (dvamAodv). xara|wA\@oew would be cor- 

rect as the Ionic form of xatamhedcew, but there is no parallel for the metaphorical use of this 

verb in the sense of ‘come to an end’, and the alteration of dvjmwoa to dvémhooa in 1. 173 

would léave pidov to be governed by mpopyretwy supplied from 1. 169 or by some omitted 

participle, which is very unsatisfactory. 
180. ddAdarrédoyos is a new compound. For p0élov cf. 1. 172. 

181. For [déo}rora cf. 1. 162 with ojv in the next line, as here. The ois very uncertain 

and |re or |yra could be read. 
184. t\avrys: sc. ypapjs. The invention of demotic writing is usually credited to 

Thoth and Isis (cf. p. 193), but cf. p. 224. 
197. avnBdck o\voa rH[»] punpnv : avnBdaoxew 1s a very rare equivalent of davyBay, and is 

censured by Thomas Magister. The accusative (of respect?) after it is curious, and 

possibly our author treated it as a transitive verb. 
201. 6a: cf. RosettaInscr. 4. The Greek equivalent ‘Hd[aiorov is used in 1. 229 ; 

Ch p.. 222. 
211. movnoere (yN@rali: moujoere (or possibly -cecGe) or wapyoere could be read, but not 

Gv. Since (pderali dperjs is fairly certain (cf. Isocr. Demon. p. 4b), an intransitive verb is 
required. 

222, (re) dwpypara: for the omission of a connecting particle cf. ll. 59, 97, and 226-8, 
notes. 6 is fairly certain, but the next two letters are very doubtful and the termination 
might be nyo». 

223. (6|: it is not certain that any letter is lost. 
226-8, For Sa ris| BiBdov cf. 1. 29. The punctuation is uncertain, If ryy b[jpny 

eitulynoas (cf. 1, 50) is right, that participle is to be connected with what precedes rather than 
with what follows, and is an explanation of aiwviay eiAnpe ddEar (cf. Il. 195-8), but there is an 
asyndeton in ]. 228. With ds da rijs| there still seems to be no connecting particle between 
noas and dwpyodpevos in 1, 233, and 1, 227 must be restored differently. The BiBdos 
is presumably the ancient Egyptian roll, as usual, but it appears here to be directly connected 
with Menkaura, not merely mentioned as evidence for his action (/4s &« r7s] B/BXov is unsatis- 
factory) ; possibly he wrote it nominally himself; cf. p. 223. 

228-32. Cf. pp. 223-4. In 1. 229 ‘H¢|aiorou the vestiges suit 7 very well and are con- 
sistent with ¢ In 1. 230 T[.. .Joov (or |ov or |rov) might be read, but the article, though 
omitted in |. 231, is confirmed by 1. 228, and z[ov “Q]pov is much the most probable restora- 
tion. The p is written through what seems to be a blot of ink due toa correction, but there 
is no reason to think that the p was deleted. 

234. dvrdnoway: the form seems to be unattested, but avyrimova (neut. plur.) in the MSS. 
of the tragic poets is often misspelled avranruva. 

247. tepi ||ris tapas (cf. 1, 229) is probable. 

1882. TALE OF SARAPIS AND SYRION. 

15 X 25:3 cm. Second century. 

The recto of this papyrus contains portions of an official account of taxation 

on land, written in the second century and mentioning the 18th year of an 

emperor (Hadrian or Antoninus ?), and will be published in Part XII. On the 
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verso, in a large uncultivated cursive hand of the same century, is the conclusion 
and title of a story concerning the dper# of Zeus-Helios-Sarapis (cf. 1149. 1, note) 
in connexion with a pilot called Syrion. The papyrus had been reduced to 
about half its height before the verso was used, but was doubtless a long roll 
originally, and many columns may have been lost before Col. i, of which only the 
ends of lines survive. The tale ends with Syrion’s disposal of some water, which 
probably had healing or otherwise miraculous qualities, to the inhabitants of 
Pharos. The story, which seems to have been based upon a manuscript preserved 
at Alexandria (1. 19, note), appears to have been Greek rather than Egyptian 
in origin, and is perhaps to be classed with the compositions of persons who had 
been cured of diseases at the Serapeum of Canopus, mentioned by Strabo (cf. 
p- 225). On Hellenistic ‘aretology’ in general see Reitzenstein, Hellenistische 
Wundereraihlungen, 10 sqq., and cf. 1881. 

Cols it. 

|varn 15 €lmev did ot xapicoua 7d twp Papiracs. 

Je. 2 od 6 kal domdoapevos avroyv avémeucer, 

va € kai a(moydidmot 7d twp Papiras Kal apBdvi 

]ro yu- map avtdv eis Timiy dpy(vptov) (Spaypas) p. Kal 

5 |v Biov kaTaxwpiferat 7 apery év tats Mepxoupiov 

vos 20 BiBrALvoOjKas. of mapdvres eimate cis Zeds 

japov Sdpamis. [eee es il 

Llevos Atds ‘HXiov peyddov Sapa- 

leeece mdos apeTi 1) Tepl Xv- 

10 jw piava tov KuPepy7- 

vn ois THY. - 

lev 

eve 

1. m above r deleted. 16. xa corr. from éa. 17. vdep Pap. 22. voapa written 
over some expunged letters. 24. v Of kuBepyntny corr. from e. 

‘,.. he said “ For your sake I will bestow the water upon the people of Pharos.” And 
having saluted him he sailed forth, and gave the water to the people of Pharos, receiving 
from them as its value 100 drachmae of silver. This act of grace is registered in the 
libraries of Mercurium. Let all present say “ There is one Zeus Sarapis.” (Title) The act of 
grace of Zeus-Helios, great Sarapis, regarding Syrion the pilot.’ 

7 d(ro)Sid@or or fa} didwor can be read. 
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1g. Tats Mepkoupiov BiBAvoOjxas : cf. 886. 2-5 avriypadov icpas BiBdrov THs evpetions év Tois 

rod ‘Epuod tapious, which is the heading of a magical formula for obtaining an omen, and 

another heading of a magical formula in Ca/al. codd. Astr. Graec. vii, p. 62 BiBdos ebpeBeiva 

év ‘HNwourdde tis Alyimrou év ro lepd ev advrous eyyeypappévn ev iepvis ypdppact, —Mepkouptov 

may be merely equivalent to ‘Epuod, but since the story is concerned with Pharos the 
Mercury quarter of Alexandria (Hirschfeld, Dze kazserlichen Verwaltungsbeamien, 364-5) is 
likely to be meant. Whether it was called Mepxovpios or Mepxovpoy is doubtful, the nomina- 
tive not being found, but the neuter form is the more probable. 

20. eis Zeds Sdpams is a common formula on gems; cf. 1880. 6, note. 

1383. SAILOR’S SONG. 

54X12 cm. Late third century. 

This interesting little poem, a prayer to the Rhodian winds for a calm 

voyage, apparently complete, is closely parallel to 425, a brief invitation to 

sailors to compare the sea and the Nile, written in the second or third century 

in the metre YY — YY —| UWw-, and to P. Amh. 2, an early fourth-century 

acrostic Christian hymn in practically the same metre; cf. Wilamowitz, Gévz. 

gel. Ang. 1904. 670, P. Maas, Phzlol. 1909. 445-6, Powell, Class. Quarterly, 

v.177. The 10 oriyo. are sometimes marked off by strokes, like the double dots 

indicating the orixo. in the alphabetically arranged P. Amh. 2, but as in 425 the 

writing is continuous. The script is third-century cursive, probably dating 

from about 250-280 ; it is thus somewhat later than 425, as is also indicated by 

the greater irregularity of the metre. In 425 the metrical value of syllables 

still depends on quantity, not accent, except in one instance where NetAov is 

scanned as a trochee, whereas in 1383, as in P. Amh. 2, accent is often more 

important than quantity, e.g. v. 4 dre pevew, v. 7 GN trordéate vatorBdrass. 
Dactyls occur in place of anapaests or spondees in the first part of the verse 

more often than in P. Amh. 2, and the rule observed carefully in 425, and almost 

without exception in P. Amh. 2, that a verse should end with a paroxytone 
iambus, which results in the form tddtn being employed in 425 for ddara, is 

violated in e.g. v. 3 éyd, v. 8 émtyerat. Verses 6 and 10 are highly irregular and 

probably corrupt. 

In the right-hand margin is the title; on the left hand are the ends of two 
lines which are likely to have belonged to another poem of the same character, 
though not certainly in the same hand. There is a margin above and below 
Col. ii which seems to be, like 425, complete, though a word is wanted at 
the end, and the poem may possibly have been continued in another column ; 
cf, | ere; note: 
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Golan Cole it. 

| ‘Podiois exédrevov dvéwos / 2 Kai Hépeot cots tedaytas, 
| 3 ére mre HOedov eye. / ‘re pévew HOedov 
] éxel, 5 @eyov pépe(ow) meAayiolils Suh (YU) summa 
] mehdyn. / TaN 

5 jor ep] bmoragare vavoiBd[rlas. § bdo dp dvewos emfyerar. ° dré- 
10 KAee TH mvebpata Kal, v[JE, 1° dds ra [bdlata eUBara. 

In the right-hand margin at right angles 

‘Podiois dvepors.| 

6. |. rots for cos. 9. tmoragare Pap. s of vavorBalr acs above the line. v of aveyos corr, (?). 
]. dard«Xete. 

‘I commanded the Rhodian winds and the seaward parts when I wished to sail; when 
I wished to remain there, I said to the seaward parts that the sea should not be smitten, 
Make the ocean obedient to seafarers! Suddenly a whole tempest arises. Shut off the 
winds, and, night, grant that the waters be smooth. (Title) To the Rhodian winds.’ 

6. wépeor, unless corrected to pépeod(v), is scanned as a dactyl; cf. introd. In v. 5 the 
word is abbreviated, and the same difficulty arises, but though two dactyls occur in place of 
two anapaests in vv. 7, 8, éAeyov in v. 5 is in favour of pépe(ow) there. 

ois: the top of the first letter is lost, but the bottom of the surviving stroke turns 
to the right, whereas the bottom of ar should be straight or turn to the left. The second 
person singular is found in ]. ro, where wé is addressed, but is out of place with pépeot TreAayiots, 
which recurs in ]. 8 without cots, and rots was no doubt meant. 

7. Gre mhéew: the form mAéew is often found in MSS., but is usually corrected to mei. 
Here it corresponds metrically to pevew in the next verse, the first syllable being apparently 
lengthened in both words owing to the accent, unless the first syllable of dre is lengthened ; 
cf. introd. To read mAc(i)ew is unnecessary. 

8. exet seems to mean Rhodes. For pépe(ow) cf. 1. 6, note. An adjective making 
a tribrach or trochee seems to have been omitted after pi; cf. 1. 10, note. For rum cf. 
Hom. 6 580 dda rimrov éperpois. Possibly, however, p17) () rémr[e(re)] or pr tunt|e(re —)] 
should be restored before ra meddyn. 

g. vavorBarns for vavBdrns occurs in Manetho i. 123. For the shortened first syllable 
cf. the next note and introd. 

10. kat is treated as short; cf. introd. Verse ro will not scan unless 8s @ [6d]ar” 
évBara (v—-) be read. There is not room for [kypJara, and after evBara any further letters 
would run into the p of ave[yois] belonging to the title, of which the termination may have 
been obliterated, although the papyrus is preserved. Perhaps, however, avé&(ors) should be 
read there; the traces of the « are very slight and the letter may be raised above the line. 
This would leave room for 3 or 4 letters between «vara and the edge of the papyrus. 
The missing syllables may have come in the next column, if Col. ii was one of a series; cf. 
introd. But 6és, the manner of writing the title, and the general appearance of the papyrus 
all suggest the conclusion of the poem, and an omission is likely enough; cf. 1. 8, note. 
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1884. MEDICAL RECIPES, THEOLOGICAL EXTRACTS. 

30-2 X15+4 cm. Fifth century. 

The beginning and end of this remarkable papyrus consist of medical 

recipes, the first for a purge, the others for curing strangury and wounds, while 

the middle portion is taken up with two theological extracts, which have 

evidently been inserted on account of their medical interest, perhaps as a kind of 

charm. The rather large, irregular semiuncial hand and numerous mistakes 

of spelling indicate an uncultivated writer of, probably, the fifth rather than the 

sixth century. A few corrections are all by the scribe himself, who employed 

the brown ink common at this period. The lower part of the papyrus is prac- 

tically complete, but in the upper part nearly all the right-hand half is missing, 

entailing the loss of only some of the figures in the first recipe, but the ends of 

all the lines except one in the first extract, of which the reconstruction presents 

difficulties, although the general sense is clear. 

Lines 15-22 are apparently derived from an uncanonical gospel. Jesus 

meets some persons, who ask Him how the sick can be relieved. The answer is 

that He has provided olive-oil and myrrh for those who believe in the name (or 

power) ‘of the Father, the Holy Spirit, and the Son’, a notable inversion of the 

usual order of the Second and Third Persons of the Trinity. The scene is laid 

év TH €pnum, and possibly the background was suggested by Matt. vili. 2-4, 
Mark i. 40-5, Luke v. 12-16, where the healing of a leper is stated by Mark and 

Luke to have led directly to the departure of Jesus én’ éprous rémos or ev Tais 

épnyots ; or if the persons who met Jesus were lepers (cf. ll. 15 and 17, notes) 

there might be a connexion with Luke xvii. 11-14; or, as Dr. J. V. Bartlet 

proposes (cf. 1. 15, note), the background may have been provided by Matt. xiv. 

13-14, which has épjuwv rémwv and édepdmevoe (cf. Oapamia in 1.17). If iyulty in 

1. 15 is rightly restored, the gospel to which the extract belongs must have been 

professedly written by one of the disciples. The first person singular or plural 

occurred in the narrative of (1) the Gospel of Peter, (2) the Gospel of the 

Ebionites, which is probably identical with that of the Twelve Apostles (Harnack, 
Gesch. d. altchr. Liter. i. 625 sqq.), (3) the Gospel of Philip, (4) 1224, if pe 

in Fr. 2 recto. ii. 1 belongs to the narrative, and possibly also in (5) the Gospel of 

Thomas, (6) the Traditions of Matthias, and (7) the Fayim Gospel-fragment, 
of which three the extant remains are too slight to show the character of the 

narrative ; but in 655, 840, and 1081 the disciples are referred to in the third 

person, as presumably in the Gospels according to the Hebrews and Egyptians. 

The second extract (Il. 23-9) is quite different from the first, being concerned 

with the ‘ angels of the Lord’ who are represented as having gone up to heaven 
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to seek a remedy for their eyes from Jehovah Sabaoth, to whose power they 
appeal. The story seems to be incomplete, and this suggests that the first 
extract too perhaps broke off prematurely, though it ends at a more intelligible 
point than the second. The link connecting the excerpts with the medical pre- 
scriptions is probably not so much the mention of the olive-oil and myrrh 
as relieving sickness, and the sponge as relieving the eyes, but in the implied virtue 
of an appeal by name in the one case to the Trinity, in the other to Jehovah 
Sabaoth, who is often invoked in Gnostic prayers, e.g. 1060. The second 
extract is clearly not taken from any gospel like that of Peter and (apparently) 
that of the Twelve Apostles, which covered the same ground as the Synoptists, 
but the Gospel of Philip, of which the only extant fragment begins dmexddvé prot 
6 KUpios Th Thy oxi dei A€yew ev TH dvriévar eis Tov odpavdy (cf. Il. 23-4) kal mds 
exdo7y) TOV Gro dvvduewy aroKxplverOar, was a document of a different class, and 
seems a possible source for both excerpts. It is, however, safer to regard them 
as independent of each other, and in that case the second extract may well 
be from a Jewish, rather than Christian, work of an apocalyptic character similar 
to e.g. the Apocalypse of Baruch (cf. 408) or the Ascension of Isaiah (P. Amh. 1). 

The first excerpt, considered by itself, can hardly be assigned with any con- 
fidence to a particular gospel, especially as it is uncertain what term was used in 
the narrative in speaking of Jesus (cf. 1. 16, note). The unorthodox order of the 
Persons of the Trinity seems to point in the direction of that early conception 
which found expression in a curious fragment of the Gospel according to the 
Hebrews, apt €Aa Pe we 7) urjtnp pov 76 dyrov Tvedpa ey wid TGV TpLxSv pov Kal amrveyKé 
pe els TO Gpos TO péya Oaep, and since that gospel is not itself a suitable source 

for ll. 15-22, there is something to be said in favour of assigning the passage to 

the Jewish-Christian Gospel of the Twelve Apostles, which Epiphanius and 

Jerome for obscure reasons wrongly identified with the Gospel according to the 

Hebrews. The Ebionite Gospel was probably a century later than the other, and 

unlike it was a secondary document of a pronounced Gnostic character, while the 

Gospel of Peter, which is partly based on the canonical Gospels but was used by 

Justin along with them, occupies a middle position, Harnack assigning its com- 

position to A.D. 110-30, The Akhmim fragment shows that the Gospel of 

Peter, to which 1224 possibly belongs, was still being studied in Upper Egypt in 

the fifth century, but the Gospel of the Twelve Apostles, as a Jewish-Christian 

work, is perhaps more likely to have been associated with the source of the 
second extract. 

Povoxas Kabapciov: 

£ xvpivov (Spaxpai) 6, 
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papdéOov (dp.) B, P dyyedor K(upioy avipOay mpos Hlécor] 

aedivov (6dp.) 6, tov ovpavov dpbadpovs 

kéarov _—(6p.) 6, 25 tmrovo(d\yres Kal apoyyov Kpa- 

pactiyns (dp.) 6, roovres. éyt avrois 6 K(upio)u, Ti avip- 

kwptov _—(dp.) G bare, dyvol mavkd0apo ; taow ray 

dadvoxokka Ka, advirOapev, law YaBadO, ore cot 

Kapotov _ (dp.) [ dowaros Kal olcxpos. 

mépyns —_ (dp.) [ 30 + ~— €ls:-—sotpayyoupitia, lace Tov To- 

yAnxavos (dp.) [va vo(d)vTa* 

gotddov dp.) [& iz AaBov oméppa ayivov epov [ 

adaros [ tpias peta {v}oivov Ackadal- 

dfous [ virov «ira Oeppa mriv{v}e. 

P dmivrncay ile oro dvolpes Pads Oapamiav ovdov: 

ev TH ephuw Kall emay TO K(upl)o, 35 AaBdy pHra kuTapio(c)ov 

‘Tecod, tis) &n Oaparria appaloros ; ¢éaas KAolfov. 

Kal r€éye avrois, eAcov arédlwxa €- 

Anas kal oBvpyialy e€éx[voa Tots 
eda td ‘ memolOdar 7/@ dvouate Tov 

Tatpos Kal ay|llou [mv(evparo)s Kat Tod 

viov. > 

3. p Of papadov corr. 7. 1. Kopiov. g. 1. kapvov. 12. First \ of @owWdov above 
‘the line; 1. pvAXov. 17. teoou IL; |. Incod .. . em Oepareia. 18. 1. €Aaov . . . é]Aatas. 
19. 1. cpvprlaly. 22, viov IL. 23. |. dvndOav. 25. opoyyov Il. 1. omdyyov. 26. Tots 
of avrots above the line. 1. k(vpio)s . . . dvndOare. 27. v of ayvo corr. from o, and o from 
uv? taow II. 28. Second a of avm\@apev corr. from o. iaw I. 28-9. 1. od duvards kai 
icxyupds, ot of owryspos above the line. 30. 1. orpayyoupnriav. iace I; 1. aoa 31. |. AaBov 
om. akivov. 32. vowov II. 34. 1. Oepareiav oddav. 35. |. AaBav. 36. d of KAougou 

above the line; |. cdv¢ov. 

‘Ingredients of a purging draught: cummin 4 drachmae, fennel 2 dr., parsley 4 dr., 
costus 4 dr., mastich 4 dr., coriander 7 dr., 21 laurel-berries, nut . dr., ham (?). dr., penny- 
royal . dr., silphium (?). dr., salt .., vinegar. . 

... men met us in the desert and said to the Lord “ Jesus, what cure is possible for 
the sick?” And He saith to them “I gave olive-oil and poured forth myrrh to them that 
believe in the name of the Father, the Holy Spirit, and the Son.” 

The angels of the Lord went up to mid-heaven, suffering in their eyes and holding 
a sponge. The Lord saith to them “ Why came ye up, ye holy and all-pure?”’ (They 
say) ‘‘ We came up to receive a remedy, Jehovah Sabaoth, for thou art mighty and strong.” 

For strangury, to heal the sufferer, Take the dry seed of basil-thyme, crumble it with 
wine of Ascalon, then drink it hot. 

For treating wounds. Take the fruit of a cypress, boil it and apply.’ 
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to. Whether in this context mépva has its ordinary meaning of ‘ham’ is doubtful ; a herb would be expected. 
12. pvAdoy in medical writers is used sometimes with special reference to paddSabpov (betel-nut), which was exported from India, and oidduoy, which was exported from Cyrene. The latter is more likely to be meant. 
15. The position assigned to the isolated fragment pes is not certain, but no other place seems at all suitable. 66, Aw, e@, Or ov, but not os, may be read for es, only the tops of the letters being preserved; but no combination with Il. 17-19 or 23 results, and in ll, 16 and 20-1 the restorations, which are fairly certain, are inconsistent with this fragment. Bartlet prefers qp[i of bapaio., comparing 1224. Fr. 2 verso. ii, 1, but avd]pes at this point seems satisfactory. The preceding word may well have been a number (e.g. tpeis), but since the exact length of the lacuna is uncertain there are several possibilities. jyliv Nempot dd|pes might also be read on the analogy of Luke xvii. 11 déca Aerpot avdpes (cf. the other story of the healing of a leper mentioned in the introd.), but, as Bartlet observes, the context 

suggests that the questioners were persons who wanted to know how Jesus did his cures, 
rather than subjects of such cures. 

16, avt@ or rO o(ri)px (cf. 840) may be restored instead of T® K(vpi)@, which is the 
term used in the Gospels of Peter and Philip, or ’lecod might be dative instead of vocative ; 
cf, 1224. 

17. For the spelling @apamia cf. 1. 34 and the Arsinoite dupodov Oapareias (e. 2. P. Tebt. 
329. 3). After this come very faint traces of the bottoms of four letters, of which the first 
seems to have begun rather high up and may well be a, while the third has a vertical stroke 
suggesting y, 4, p, or tr. For appa| crois (Bartlet) cf. Mark vi. 13 #reupov ehaiw moods 
appoarous, but if the second and third letters were pp there was a blank space between them. 
jpw |. ... is less satisfactory, but the sentence may have ended at éapamia and the next word 
be averb. dare[ra (cf. e. g. Matt. viii. 3 #aro adrod) might be read, but hardly #a[ro, and 
there would be room after it for 6¢, but not airév. This reading would require Nempol avd |pes 
in l. 153 cf. note ad doc. 

18-19. The fourth letter of amed[, if not 8, can only be A, but 8 is more suitable. Neither 
aréé| ka nor dré6|(e)iéa makes a very good contrast with e£éx|voa, of which only the tops of 
the letters survive, and one verb would be sufficient ; but though o¢ can quite well be read 
for e& (0 is really preferable to ¢), and v is possible in place of x (or x), d¢ou[ cay is inadmissible, 
not only on account of the third letter, which, if not e, must be t, but because after the 
fourth the top of a high letter like « ought to have been visible. e€ei[pov and é€€y[ea are 
open to the same objection. 

20-2. For 7[6 dvduare cf. Matt. xxviii. 19 Bamrigovres avtovs eis 7b dvopa Tod marpds Kal Tod 
viovd kat Tod ayiov mvevparos, and introd. 77 Suvaper (Bartlet) can be substituted. 

23-4. plécoy | rév ovpardy: the first letter, if not », can only be A, », orm. After a lacuna 
of two letters comes what may be the bottom of a vertical stroke, or merely a stain or 
accidental spot. [<u }r|ror is possible, but not 7[év] z[pilrov. 

25. opdyyov might be for oxdsyywr (cf. 1. 31 Aafov) and the plural would be an advantage, 
but xpareiy in the sense of ‘holding in the hand’, which occurs in Plutarch, Athenaeus, and 
other late writers, but not in the N. T., would be expected to govern the accusative. 

247. héyovow seems to have dropped out between dyvoi mavkdbapo and iacw dafiv, or else 
ot d€ eimay is omitted. 

30. orpayyoupiria (i. e. -pytia) is an unknown equivalent of ozpayyoupia, and of doubtful 
validity. ; wee. 

31. &epdv is an Ionic form, but more probably a misspelling of énpdv; cf. 1. 17 “Teood. 
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V. HOMER FRAGMENTS 

(The collations are with the text of Ludwich.) 

13885. Fr.2 7-3x5'7cm. Two fragments, found with 1369-74, &c., of a leaf 

from a papyrus codex, containing on the recto the beginnings of B 444-6 and 

456-67 (the writing on the verso being obliterated), with occasional breathings 

and accents. 460 7 xnvolv. Fifth century; in a sloping uncial hand; 

brown ink. 

1386. 19:9x7-8cm. Found with 1865 and 1392. On the recto parts of 

2 lines in cursive. On the verso the upper part of a column containing 

portions of A 257-71, with some accents and marks of elision and quantity. 

A low stop occurs in 1. 262. 260 kpnrnpoe Kepvirae 262 mwwot. cov. 

Third century ; in an upright informal hand. 

1387. 9:9x42cm. Middle parts of E 206-24 with occasional high stops and 

accents (208 Badév:). Second century; in well-formed round upright uncials 

of medium size. 

1888. Fr.1 7-6x8-6cm. Four fragments, the first containing parts of Z 133-7 

from the end of a column, and the others parts of Z 138-50 and 156-60 

from the next column, of which 1. 160 was the last line. Stops occur in the 

form of an acute accent high above the line, probably by a second hand. 

The papyrus has o: not pw in 1.159. First century B. C. (found with a con- 

tract dated in the 19th year of Ptolemy Auletes, to be published in Part XII) ; 

in good-sized uncials of similar type to those of 659 and 686. 
1389. 6x17-7cm. Fragment of a double leaf from a vellum codex containing 

on p. 1 beginnings of H 182-94, on p. 2 ends of 218-30, on p. 3 a few 

letters from the beginnings of 250-5, and on p. 4 a few letters from the ends 

of 285-9, with frequent accents, breathings, and marks of elision; stops in 

the middle position occur twice. Late fourth century; in a sloping uncial 

hand similar to that of the Freer Gospels ; brown ink. 

13890. 6-2x5cm. Fragment of leaf from a papyrus codex containing on the 
verso parts of I 287-96 and on the recto parts of 325-31, with frequent 

accents. 328 67. Fifth century; in slightly sloping rather heavy uncials ; 

brown ink. 

1391. Fr.1 3:9x3-7cm. Four fragments (one very small one unidentified), 

found with 1869-74, &c., from the middle of two leaves of a papyrus codex 

of A, written in brown ink ina large heavy sloping uncial of the fifth century. 
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The text, which varies considerably from the vulgate and seems to be 
remarkably corrupt, is: 

Ig athe 

Recto. Verso, 

526? [.Jou 566 ] Oo[vpidos adkns 
527 [elupu yalp anh wpoow 567 epntu\cackle hadayyas 
528 [Kelton vp . [ 568 | tpwraloKero devyey 

569 elme vyals odevey 

Frs. 2 and 3. Recto. 

597 ([Neoropa 6 ex ToAenlo.o deploy NnAniae erro 

598 [dpwoar nyov de Mlayacva mlowmeva Naw 
599 [Tov de doy evfonce] modapkns [dcos AysArAevs 
600 [eaTnker yalo emt ni[pululyln peylaknrer ve [ 
601 [etcopowy mlovoy aim[vy] valka te Sakpvoecoay 

[ apa 3 eraiplov eo[y ILatpoxAna mpoceeitre 

Verso. 

634 [Teccap eoav Sorar de medevade|s A exlacrov 

635 |xpuoerat veweOovro (dv) 8 umo mubuelvers noar [ 
addos pev poyewv amrokly|noacKe t|pam|edins 

25 letters ]- nT. . .Jeoxero . [ 
640? 31 letters Joo devkia ? 

[ 
637? [wAeov cov Nectwp 8 0 yepor aleoynts a[.]. day [ 

[ 
641? [miveuevar 8 exedevoev emer p wmtoce] KUK[EL@ 

526. Atas de MSS. 528. keto’ immovs MSS. For the doubled o cf. 1. 635, but the 
second is very doubtful, being more like y. 598. 1. MJaxaova. 634. duis (or -@t) ékacrov 
MSs. 635. An omission of about 3 letters apparently occurred in the earlier part of this 
line. 637. audynre depev MSS, 638-40. The MSS. have ev 16 fa ou kiknoe yuri etkvia 
Oejow oivm Ipapyeic, emt & aiyevov Kv rupdy Knott Xarkein, emt & adqira Nevea wadvve. Mr. T. W. 
Allen suggests that after Il. 636 or 637 some new lines were added referring to Hecamede 
and proposes pe|rodev| Kov €xovoa OF -[Ka popovea with either XiT@va OF epara. m| apex |eokero 
(cf. £522) does not seem possible in the previous line. The vestiges of the supposed I. 641 
are very uncertain, but ll. 637 and 640 may have been meant, though very corrupt. 

1892. 14:2x91cm. Found with 1865 and 1386. On the recto first halves 
of O 303-25. 307 BiBwor. 308 wpouw. 311 Ty. 324 kAoveovo[y]]. Third 

R2 
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century ; in upright calligraphic uncials of biblical type, resembling 25, 661, 

867, P. Rylands 16. On the verso, which is partly covered by strips gummed 

on in order to strengthen the roll, is some third-century cursive writing. 

1393. 7x9-8cm. Fragment of a vellum leaf containing on one side beginnings 

of Il 157-70, on the other ends of 191-203, with frequent accents and marks 

of elision. Oxytone words received a grave accent ‘on the final syllable, 

e.g. 165 ayaddv. 166 6 inserted above the line by a second hand. Fifth 

century ; in upright rather heavy uncials resembling those of 848. The leaf 

was ruled on the verso (?) with a fine point ; brown ink. 

1394, Fr.1t 43x 1-6cm. Six fragments (two unidentified), found with 1369-74, 

&c., from a papyrus book, containing on the recto parts of a 266-76 and on 

the verso parts of 296-307, with frequent accents, &c., added in darker ink. 

Oxytone words have a grave accent, as in 1893. Stops in the middle position 

in ll. 269 and 296 are apparently original. 271 viv with 67 interlineated in 

darker ink. Fifth century; in a medium-sized sloping hand’ somewhat 

resembling that of 1872 ; brown ink. 

1895. 65x8 qcm. Fragment of a vellum leaf containing on one side the first 

halves of ¢ 264-75 and on the other 294-305, with frequent accents and 

marks of elision added in lighter ink. Stops in the high position occur. 

269 omeipas, the final s rewritten and repeated in lighter ink above the line. 

273 of nm corrected ; a paragraphus was inserted by a later hand below 

this line. 274 « adscript of popevne’ added together with a high stop by 

a later hand. «ily. 297 €AO\ns corrected ‘to ¢dOjq. by a later hand. 

303 xevdwo.. Fourth century; ina fine upright script rather similar to that 

of the Codex Sinaiticus. 

1396. Fr. 1 2-7x3:7cm. Two fragments, found with 1369-74, &c., from 

a papytus book, containing on the verso parts of 4 358-61, 364 and on the 

recto parts of 405-8, 410-12, with accents, &c., and three small unidentified 

scraps apparently from the same MS. 406 ne apparently corr. 411 vo |Soov 

7. Fifth century ; in a sloping hand rather smaller and more compressed 

than that of 1394; brown ink. 

1397. 3x2-8cm. Fragment found with 1369-74, &c., containing on the verso 

marginal scholia on o 67 and 70 in a small cursive hand. The text is 

[mepre|(woa[ro * ra pndea tous * paxeoy, and after a space nvéynoev, an explanation 

of #Adave. On the recto traces of a few obliterated letters, probably also 

a scholium. Fifth century. 

1398. 10x7-3cm. Beginnings of ¢ 356-67, from the bottom of a column, with 

frequent accents, breathings, &c., added by a later hand, which has also 

corrected the text and inserted paragraphi and critical signs. Below 361 
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paragraphus. 362 dipléin margin. 8). 363 A of mAayxré and x Of rax added 
above the line by the corrector. 364 dm. 365 nyty idrjx[not, the A added 
above the line by the corrector; paragraphus below. Third century ; in 
calligraphic upright uncials of biblical type, resembling 1892, 661, &c. 

VI. MINOR CLASSICAL FRAGMENTS 

1399. 7:1x7-3cm. Plate II (verso). On the recto parts of 8 lines of, probably, 
a petition to an official who is addressed as kipue; a UTomynpatiouos of 
a BaotdtKds (ypaypareds) is mentioned. Late second or third century. On 
the verso the title 

XolpiAov Troinpara 

K 
BapBapixar pndr- TEpo|LKa 

is written in upright uncials which may belong to the middle or latter part 
of the third century. The papyrus is hardly the right shape for a of\AvBos 
(cf. e.g. 801, 1091), and is more likely to have come from the end of a roll. 
With regard to 1. 2, it is improbable that the three adjectives BapBapiKa 
Mnoix(a) Ilepouxd refer to three distinct poems; they rather designate in 
common the famous epos of Choerilus which is called by Suidas 4 ’A@nvatwv 
vikn kata Reép€ov, by Stobaeus Ieponis (Flor. xxvii. 1), and by Herodian 
Tlepouxa (II. pov. AcE. p. 13, ii. gig Lentz). This was divided into more than 
one book (Herodian, /.c.), and may well have been of a rather wider compass 
than Suidas’ title would suggest, though there are no indications of this in 
the few surviving fragments (Kinkel, Ey. Gr. Fr. pp. 265 sqq.). Suidas 
credits Choerilus with another work called Aawaxa and dAdAa tivd Toimpara, 

of which nothing is known; Naekein his monograph on Choerilus suggested 

(p. ToI) that Aawuaxd should be emended to Zayaxd or else assigned to 
Choerilus of Iasus. 

1400. 6x5:3cm. On the recto part of a second-century taxing-list, which 

will be described in Part XII. On the verso ends of 10 and beginnings of 
8 lines from the tops of two columns of a comedy, written in a small uncial 

hand of the second or early third century. The text is: 

Colli: Col. ii. 

Jade- atro| 

|aAqv yapel: aurn| 
|reSeo: enTpl 
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j Bewe i yoo ol 
9 5 avTa| 

5 |v & avtw yxpovol ah 

joeTau “ERE 
n-[ 

|ros e 
ea 

|peHo : 
| Kato 

ae by [J 

1401, Fr.1 85x66cm. Four fragments, found with 1369-74, &c., from 

a papyrus codex of a tragedy, written in a hand similar to that of 1870 but 

not identical, though possibly from the same MS. of Euripides. Fifth 

century ; brown ink. Frs. 1 and 2 are from the tops of columns. The 

text is: 

ila recto, Hi zerecto: Fr. 3 verso. Fr. 4 recto. 

Jas xop(os) po & [ eee | 
jyvounv ava... ad jorur[ 

leva. ..|.|.- verso. Tao| 

ie ateweiie ]. Opav codpdy ~Ond . [ verso. 

5 JOiwers Js 5 got £.[ |. an 
WshOVO stot: Aes iets 2 ite | ie. 

Traces of 2 more 
lines and 2 of a scho- 

lium. 

1402, Fr.1 3:6x4:2cm. Three fragments, found with 1869-74, &c., ofa codex 

of Aristophanes (?) with semi-uncial scholia. The main text is in a different 
hand from those of 1371-4, and it is not quite certain that Fr. 3 belongs to 
this MS. Fifth century; brown ink. The text is: 

pee Levecto: Era verso: 

p-Jaxovr E [ ]. ote BlolvaAovtali 
Jvau Tous ad \exTpvovas [pos aAAnAovs 
|. 106 at paxe]aO(ar) cxopoda r[eacw ev 
jous ex — Tos plveTnpow [ 
| . vaov Kak{ ]. es mor[ 

Juaeo( ) ey weal 
= Jape 
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Eire recto. Frei recto, Gas Verso, 

Jo. ( ) ra Spenava ef 2 
\raCopevos: eee [ [ : 

7 | 
verso. . Olea 

| pera 7o--[ 

eS L 

Fr. 1 verso. 1-3 seem to be a note on oxépodoy or oxopodi¢ew: cf. Schol. Ach. 165 
rourous (SC. ddexrpudar) yap dre péddovoe paxeoOa oxdpoda didora eobiew, Knights 494 ora yap 
eis pdyny cvpBddrAwow aitors cxdpoda SSdacw avrois, but the recto does not suit any point 30-50 

lines distant from either of those two passages. Fr. 2 recto. 1 dperava suggests Progs 576 
dpémavov AaBoto’ and kya on the verso might refer to kvvokémov in 1. 605. oxdpoda occurs in 

1. 555 of the same play, but Fr. 1 recto does not seem to fit that part of the Frogs. 

1403. 2x3-2cm. Fragment, found with 1869-74, &c., of the middle of a leaf 

from a papyrus codex, apparently in the hand of 1374, but not from the 

Wasps, though presumably Aristophanes. Fifth century. The text is: 

Recto. Verso. 

J--[ }. 
Juxker| ] 

lyoapevos | Jrovyr. . [ 
yeroy 7 J. ormevele 2 

5 real 

1404. 5:9x16-9cm. On the recto, written across the fibres, part of a Latin 

paraphrase of the fable of the dog carrying a piece of flesh over a stream 

and deceived by his own image in the water; cf. Aesop 339, Babrius 79, 

Phaedrus i. 4. The text is: Canis carnem invielnit et flu--men tr)ansiebat, 

deinde cum in *aquam vidisset umbram car-*nis existimalv\t altera(m). 

There is a blank space of 2-5 cm. after 1. 4 and no trace of writing below, 

which would be expected to be visible if other lines followed immediately. 

The story thus seems to have been left incomplete. Third century ; in 

a rather large cursive hand. e¢ is commonly of the v shape, made without 

lifting the pen, but twice has the form of «. On the verso, at right angles, 

are the ends of four lines of Greek, perhaps an account. 
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List of Oxyrhynchus and Hibeh Papyri distributed. 

The following is a list of published papyri which have been presented to museums and 
libraries at home and abroad since the publication of the last list in Part V, pp. 315 sqq. 
It includes the texts in Parts V-IX, with a small portion of Part X, of the Oxyrhynchus 
Papyrt, and the remainder of those in Part I of the Azbeh Papyrt. The reference numbers 
given to the papyri in the institutions to which they now belong have been added where 
ascertained. The following abbreviations are employed :— 

B. M. = British Museum. The numbers are those of the Catalogue of Greek Papyri. 
Bodl. = Bodleian Library, Oxford. The references are to the hand-list of MSS. 
Bolton = Chadwick Museum, Bolton, Lancs. 
Brussels = Musées Royaux, Brussels, Belgium. 
Cairo = Museum of Antiquities, Cairo, Egypt. 
Cambridge = University Library, Cambridge. The numbers refer to the ‘ Additions’. 
Chicago = Haskell Oriental Museum, University of Chicago, U.S.A. 
Cleveland = Library of Cleveland University, Ohio, U.S.A. 
Dublin = Library of Trinity College, Dublin. 
Edinburgh = University Library, Edinburgh, 
Glasgow = University Library, Glasgow. 
Graz = University Library, Graz, Austria. 
Harvard = University Museum, Harvard, Mass., U.S.A. 

- Illinois = University Classical Museum, Illinois, U.S.A. 
Leipzig = University Library, Leipzig, Germany. 
Leland Stanford = Library of Leland Stanford University, San Francisco, California, U.S.A. 
Liverpool = University Library, Liverpool. 
Morgan = Pierpont Morgan Collection, New York, U.S.A. 
Muhlenberg = Muhlenberg College, Allentown, Pennsylvania, U.S.A. 
Newton = Newton Theological Institute, Newton Centre, Mass., U.S.A. 
Pennsyl. = Museum of Science and Art, University of Pennsylvania, U.S.A. 
Princeton = University Library, Princeton, New Jersey, U.S.A. 
Princeton T. S. = Library of Theological Seminary, Princeton, New Jersey, U.S.A; 
Rylands = The John Rylands Library, Manchester. The numbers are those of the 

Catalogue of Greek Papyri. 
Toledo = Museum of Art, Toledo, Ohio, U.S.A. 
Yale = Library of Yale University, U.S.A. 

The following Oxyrhynchus and Hibeh Papyri had been passed on from Brussels to 
the University Library, Louvain, and have presumably been destroyed. They were num- 
bered in the classical inventory of the University Museum 204-19. : 

Hibeh Papyri Nos. 39, 45. 
Oxyrhynchus Papyri Nos. 419, 478, 488, 504, 509, 673, 679, 743, 836, 953, 973. 



III. 412. B.M. 2040. 
V. 840. Bodl. MS. 

Groth. 2.11. 
841. B. M. 1842. 
84205. M1849. 
843. Cairo 41082. 
844. Harvard. 
VI. 845. Cairo 41083. 
846. Pennsyl.E.3074. 
847. Morgan. 
848. Chicago. 
649 Dai. 20a. 
850. Bodl. MS. Gr. 
Eis (P). 

851. Muhlenberg. 
852. Bodl. 
853. Cairo. 
854. Toledo. 
855. Bodl. MS. Gr. 

Class. ¢. 99 (P). 
857. Princeton CC. 

0174. 6. 857. 
858. Muhlenberg. 
859. Liverpool Class. 

Gr. Libr. 418. 
860. Bodl. MS. Gr. 

class. 7. 88 (P). 
861. Newton. 

862. Cairo. 
863. Cairo. 
864. IllinoisG.P.864. 
865. Newton. 
866. Muhlenberg. 
867. IllinoisG.P.867, 
868. Muhlenberg. 
869. Toledo. 
870. Muhlenberg. 
871. Princeton CC. 
Oye Os. (i7/it 

872. Muhlenberg. 
873. Yale. 
874. Rylands 449. 
875. Cleveland. 
876. Princeton. 
877. Pennsyl.E.3075. 
878. Brussels. 
879. Cairo 41084. 

APPENDIX 

Oxyrhynchus Papyri. 

880. Graz MS, II, 
1948. 

881. Cambridge Add. 
5884. 

882. Yale. 
883. Morgan. 
884. Bodl. MS. Lat. 

class. ¢. 20 (P), 
885. Cambridge. 
886. Cairo. 
837. Cairo. 
888. Bodl. MS. Gr. 

class. d. 98 (P). 
889. Cairo. 
890. IllinoisG.P.890. 

IWS. Gr: 891. Bodl. 
class. / 89 (P). 

et, lexovelll, IMIS, (Grr 
class. d, 105 (P). 

893. Glasgow. 
894. B. M. 2042. 
895. Glasgow. 
896. Edinburgh Pap. 

Case 5. 
897. IllinoisG.P.897. 
898. Princeton CC. 

0174. 6. 8908. 
899. Bodl. 

class. ¢. 65 (P). 
901. Cambridge Add. 

5885. 
902. B. M. 2043. 
903. Princeton T. S. 

Paps tf. 
904. B. M. 2044. 
905. Edinburgh Pap. 

Case 6. 

906. Edinburgh Pap. 
Case 7. 

907. .B. Ma zo40, 
908. Bodl. MS. Gr. 

class, c. 64 (P). 
909. IllinoisG.P.go09. 
910. LelandStanford. 
911. Muhlenberg. 
912. Cairo. 
9137 B. Mo2odn. 

MS. Gr. 

914. 
Sis. 
916. 
oes 
918. 
WINS). 
920. 

921. 
5386. 

922. IllinoisG.P.g22. 
923. Rylands 451. 

B. M. 2046. 
Yale. 
IllinoisG.P.916. 
Yale. 
B. M. 1843. 
Cairo. 
Cairo. 

925. Princeton T. S. 
Pape. 

926. Bolton 28. 14.1. 
927. IlinoisG.P.927. 
928. IllinoisG.P.928. 
929. Cairo. 
930. Glasgow. 
931. Chicago. 
932. IllinoisG.P.932. 
933. Toledo. 
934, Muhlenberg. 
936. Toledo. 
937. Cairo. 
938. Chicago. 
939. Cambridge Add. 

5887. 

920) Fiinceton CC, 
0174. 6. 940. 

941. HlinoisG.P.g41. 
942. Chicago. 
943. Toledo. 
944. Harvard. 
945. Cairo 41088. 
946. Morgan. 
947. HibbardLibrary, 

Chicago, OAT. 2. 
948. Pennsyl.E.3076. 
949. Graz MS. I. 

1954. 
950. Morgan. 
951. Princeton. 
952. Peabody Mu- 

seum, Yale. 
953. Louvain 218, 
954. Leland Stan- 

ford. 

Cambridge Add. 

249 

Joou vale: 
956. Cleveland. 
957. Brussels. 
958. IllinoisG.P. 958, 
959. Cairo 41378. 
960. Pennsyl.E.3048. 
961. Cairo 41379. 
962. IllinoisG.P.962. 
963. Toledo. 
964. Cairo 41086. 
965. Morgan. 
966. Cairo. 
968. St. Deiniol’s, 

Hawarden, A. N. 

39496. 
969. Cairo 41087. 
970. Bodl. MS. Gr. 

class. g. 58 (P). 
971. IlinoisG.P.971. 
972. Cairo. 
973. Louvain 219. 
974. Yale. 
976. Princeton CC: 

0174. 6. 976. 
977. Liverpool Class. 

Gry Libr, 427. 
978. Pennsyl.E.3077. 
Or, Ging IMIS. I. 

1953: 
981. Peabody Mu- 

seum, Yale. 
982. Princeton. 

. Dublin. 
5 18}, INI, ToS Le 
manos 
. Harvard. 
. Cambridge Add. 

5888, 
Qs, Cano 
990. IllinoisG.P.ggo. 
991> Princeton 5 CC: 

0174. 6. got. 
Oey. Cia MIS, IL. 

1952. 
993. Pennsyl. E. 

3079- 
994. Brussels. 
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995. Cairo. 
996. Graz MS. II. 

1942. 
997. Cambridge 
Add. 5889. 

998. Brussels. 
999. Graz MS. III. 
IQ4I. 

10002 Graz Ms. 1 
Coet. 

1001. Chicago. 
1002. Morgan. 
1003. Cleveland. 
1004. Cairo 41088. 
1005. Cairo 41089. 
1006. Cairo 41090. 
VIL. 

204%. 
1008. Cairo. 
1009. Cairo. 
1010. 

bib. g: 3 (P). 
1012. Toledo. 
1013. Cairo. 
1015. Cairo. 
1016. Toledo. 
1017. B. M. 2048. 
1018. Rylands 450. 
1019. Dublin. 
1020. Cairo. 

1021. Dublin. 
1022. B. M. 2049. 
1023. 

1023. 
1024. Illinois G. P. 

1024. 4 
1025. Bodl. MS. Gr. 

class. d. 99 (P). 
1026. Cairo. 
1027. Princeton CC. 

0174. 6. 1027. 
1028. Princeton CC. 

0174. 6. 1028. 
1029. Cairo. 
1030. Illinois G. P. 

1030. 
1031. Cairo. 

1032. Bodl. MS. Gr. 
class) 2.7 (2). 

1034, Dublin. 

LOOT Daw 

Bodl. MS. Gr. 

Illinois G. P. 

THE (OXY RH YNCHUS “PAL TRI 

1035. Illinois G. P. 
1035. 

1036. Princeton CC. 
0174. 6. 1036. 

1037. B. M. 2050. 
1038. Muhlenberg. 
1039. Newton. 
1040. Princeton CC. 

0174. 6. 1040. 
1042, Ulinois “G.. P- 

1042. 
1043. Princeton CC. 

0174. 6. 1043. 
1044. Toledo. 
1045. ‘Toledo. 
1046. Muhlenberg. 
1047. Toledo. 
1049. Bodl. MS. Gr. 

class. 6; 9 (EB). 
1050. Cambridge 

Add. 5890. 
10512 Miinois GG, 2. 

LORI. 
1052. Bodl. MS. Gr. 

class. d. 100 (P). 
1053. Cambridge 

58901. 
1054. Princeton CC. 

o174. 6. 1054. 
1055. Newton. 
1056. Newton. 
1057. Bodl. MS. Gr. 

class. d. 100 (P). 
1058. Princeton T.S. 

Pap. 4: 
1059. Newton. 
1060. Rylands 452. 
10612 BANE 2o5t. 
1062. Bolton 28.14.2. 
1063. ‘Toledo. 
1064. Muhlenberg. 
1065. Princeton T.S. 

Pap. 4. 
1066. Toledo. 
1067. Toledo. 
1068. Princeton CC. 

0174. 6. 1068. 
1069. Cairo. 
1070. Cambridge 

Add. 5892. 

1071. Cairo: 
1072. Newton. 
VIL wo7es sbagerl: 

2052. 
1074. Illinois G. P. 

1074. 
1075. B. M. 2053. 
1076. Rylands 448. 
1077. Muhlenberg. 
1078. Cambridge 

Add. 5893. 
1079. B. M. 2053. 
1080. Princeton T.5. 

Pap. 5. 
1081. Cambridge 

Add. 5894. 
1082. B. M. 2054. 
1083. Cambridge 

Add. 5895. 
1084. Princeton CC. 

ot74. 6. 1084. 

1086. B. M. 2055. 
1087. Cairo. 
1088. B. M. 2085. 
1089. Bodl. MS. Gr. 

class. d. 101 (P). 
1090. Liverpool 

Class. Gr. 
420. 

1091. 

1092. 
1093. 

1094. 

ibr. 

B. M. 2056. 
Bodl. 
Cairo. 
Muhlenberg. 

1095. Muhlenberg. 
1096. Princeton T.S. 

Pap. 6. 
1097. B. M. 2057. 
1098. Cairo. 
1099. Cambridge 

Add. 5896. 
1100. Bodl. MS. Gr. 

class. ¢. 100 (P). 
1101. Bodl. MS. Gr. 

class. c. 66 (P). 
1102. B. M. 2058. 
1103. Bodl. MS. Gr. 

class. d. 102 (P). 
1104. Bodl. MS. Gr. 

class. d. 102 (P). 
1105. B. M. 

1106. Edinburgh Pap. 
Case 8. 

1107. Princeton CC. 
OL 74, Oat kOTE 

1108. Muhlenberg. 
1109. Toledo. 
1110. Bodl. MS. Gr. 

class, ¢. 100 (P). 
1111. Bodl. MS. Gr. 

class. £ go (P). 
1112. Bodl. MS. Gr. 

class. e. 101 (P). 
1113. Muhlenberg. 
1114. B. M. 2059. 
1116. Bodl. MS. Gr. 

class. d. 103 (P). 
1117. Catto; 
1118. Toledo. 
1119. Bodl. MS. Gr. 

class. 4. 5 (P). 
1120. Illinois G. P. 

1120. 
1121. Cairo. 
1122. B. M. 2060. 
1124. Cambridge 

Add. 5897. 
1125. Newton. 

. Cairo. 

. Toledo. 
5 18e WE BOGE 
» BNL Zeer: 
. Muhlenberg. 
. Princeton CC. 

0174. 6. 1132. 
1133. Cambridge 

Add. 5808. 
1134. B. M. 2063. 
1135. Cairo. 

1136. B. M. 2064. 
1137. Toledo. 
1138. Princeton T. 5S. 

Pap.o7: 
1139. Toledo. 
1140. Liverpool 

Class, “Gr. 
421. 

1141. Muhlenberg. 
1142. Cairo. 
1143. B. M. 2068. 
1145, Cairo. 

Libr. 



1146. Bodl. MS. Gr. 
class. e. 102 (P). 

1147. Princeton CC. 
0174. 6. 1147. 

1148" Cairo, 
1149. Princeton CC. 

O174. 6. 1149. 
1150. Rylands 453. 
1151. Glasgow. 
1152. Princeton T.S. 

Pap. 8. 
1153. 
1154. 
Sos 

1156. 
Sy fe 
IDES) 
1160. 
GW 
1162. 

O174. 6. 1162. 
1163. Dublin. 
1164. Liverpool 

Muhlenberg. 
Newton. 
Toledo. 
Cairo. 
Toledo. 
Muhlenberg. 
Newton. 

Class.Gr. Libr. 422. 
1165. Cairo. 
IX. 1166. B.M.2066. 
1167. Princeton T.S. 

Pap. 9. 
1168. PrincetonT.S. 

Rape kO. 
1169. Princeton. S. 

Pap. 11. 
1170. Bodl. MS. Gr. 

bib. d. r4 (P). 
1171. Princeton CC. 
OL 4. On Li 71, 

D172.) Bs ME Zo, 
17 fe Lllinoiss: Gam es 

Ei74. 
1178. Cairo. 
1179. Newton. 

1180. Illinois G. P. 
I18o. 

Ih, 1B), INL, anes 

@. Worl, IMIS, Gre. 

Class 7 3). 

Bolton 28.1 4.3. 

Princeton CC. 

APPENDIX 

1181. Muhlenberg. 
1182. Cairo. 
1183. Princeton CC. 
O17 4. 6. 1183. 

1185. Rylands 454. 
1186, Cairo. 
ITS fo Cairo: 
1188. B. M. 2071. 
1189. Princeton CC. 

0174. 6. 1189. 
1190. Dublin. 
HO IRE Gana 
1192. Toledo. 
1193. Princeton CC, 
OA Om LO 3 

1194. Rylands 455. 
1195. Liverpool 

Class. Gr. 
423. 

1197. Bodl. MS. Gr. 
class. d. 104 (P). 

1198. Newton. 
1199. Edinburgh 

Pap. Case 9. 
1200. Cairo. 
1201. Cambridge 

Add. 5899. 
1202. Princeton CC, 
OM Omt 202. 

1203. Toledo. 
1204. Cairo. 
1205.) B. M. 2072. 
1206. B. M. 2073. 
1207. Princeton CC. 

OL 740 120)7- 
1208. Bodl. MS. Gr. 

class. 4. 6 (P). 
1209. Rylands 456. 
ID hie Princerons 6G. 
Oil, Op WHIM, 

1212. Muhlenberg. 
1213. Cambridge 

Add. 5900. 

Flibeh 

3. Bodl. 
class. ¢. 89 (P). 
4B. Me 7822. 

Libr. 

MS: Gr 

1214. Princeton CC. 
OW ils Gy WMA, 

1215. Muhlenberg. 
1217. Muhlenberg. 
1218. Toledo. 
1219. Muhlenberg. 
1220. Cairo. 
1221. Muhlenberg. 
1222. Toledo. 
1223. Cairo. 
X. 1225. Princeton 

eonay ae aiena 2y 
1226. Liverpool 

Class. Gr. 
424. 

1227. Muhlenberg. 
1228. Glasgow. 
1229. Ulinois) G: P. 

1229. 
1230. Newton. 
1243. Muhlenberg. 
1245. Cairo. 
1246. Muhlenberg. 
1247. Toledo. 
1249. Cambridge 

Add. 5901. 
1250. Bodl. MS. Gr. 

class. d. 94 (P). 
1251. B. M 205%. 
1301. Muhlenberg, 
1302. Muhlenberg. 
1303. Liverpool 

Class. Gr. Libr. 425. 
1306. Liverpool 

Class. Gr, Libr. 426. 
1307. Illinois G. P. 

130%, 
1308. Muhlenberg. 
1309. Liverpool 

Class. Gr. Libr. 427. 
1310) Prinecton, CC, 

0174. 6. 1310. 
1311. Newton. 

Libr. 

Papyri. 

Ge lee Wie iar 
6: Br Me £824. 
fio, Mexoelll, MES; (Gag, 
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1312. Muhlenberg, 
1314. Liverpool 

Class.Gr, Libr. 428. 
1315. Cambridge 

Add. 5902. 
1319. Muhlenberg. 
1320. Liverpool 

Class.Gr. Libr. 429. 
1321. Liverpool 

Class.Gr. Libr. 430. 
1322. Liverpool 

Class.Gr. Libr. 431. 
1324. Bolton 28. 14. 

4. 
US Zoam leninceronm @ Cz 

0174. 6. 1325. 
1326) Ulmors Gr Pe 

1326. 
1327. Cairo. 
1328. Newton. 
1329. Cairo. 
1330. Muhlenberg. 
1331. Toledo. 

1332. Toledo. 
1333. Muhlenberg. 
1334. B. M. 2074. 
13352 BR NI2075. 
SB. (Cayiie), 
1338. Illinois G.. P. 

1338. 
1339. Cairo. 

1340. Newton. 
1341. Cambridge 

Add. 5903. 
1342. Princeton CC. 

OiyAl, Os wsVipr 
1345. Liverpool 

Class.Gr. Libr. 432. 
1346. Toledo. 
1348. Toledo. 
SA Oeelimoisie Games 

1349. 
13502. Cairo: 

class. d. 7785 (P). 
12:3 

8. Brussels. 

9. Harvard. 
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10; Bodl MS.) Gr: 
class. 7. 79 (P). 

Tieepodie WMS.) ‘Gr. 
class. g. 54 (P). 

12: Bodl. MS.) Gr, 
class. g. 55 (P). 

13. Pennsyl. E. 3068. 
14. Bodl. 
15. BoM, 1825. 
Life bodls Mis. Gr. 

class. d. 79 (P). 
18, Boedl. MiSs: Gr. 

class. f. 80 (P). 
19. Graz MS. I and 

Ill. 1944. 
20. B. M. 1826. 
21. B. M. 1824. 
227 Bod INS .50 Gr. 

class. 4. 3 (P). 
23. Morgan. 
24. Cambridge Add. 

4461. 
25. Yale. 
26. Bodl. Ms. Gr, 

class. d. 80 (P). 
27. Dublin. 
28. Bodl. 

class. d, 81 (P). 
29, Bod! Ms. | Gr. 

class. d, 82 (P). 
30. B. M. 1828. 
31. Cairo 41073. 
32. Chicago. 
33. Cairo 41074. 
34. Bodl. MS. Gr. 

Class: ¢1,60 (P). 

MS. Gr. 

THE OXVYRAYNCHUS*PAPY IT 

38. Graz MS. 

1943: 
40. Graz MS. III. 

1947. 
41. Bodl. MS. Gr. 

class. c. 61 (P). 
47. Cambridge Add. 

4462. 
48. Cambridge Add. 

4463. 
50. Pennsyl. E. 3069. 
51. B. M. 1829. 
52. Bodl. 

class. d. 83 (P). 
53. Cambridge Add. 

4404. 
57. Cairo 41075. 
58. Morgan. 
59. Cleveland. 
63. Cairo 41076. 

males 

4465. 
67. B. M. 1830. 
68. Bodl. 

class. d. 84 (P). 
69. Cairo 41077. 
70 (a). Leipzig Inv. 

No. 614. 
70 (4). Leipzig Inv. 

No. 615. 
71. Cairo 41078. 
72. Cambridge Add. 

4466. 
73. Bodl. 

class. d. 85 (P). 

ILL: 

MS: Gr 

. Leland Stanford. 
66. Cambridge Add. 

MS. Gr. 

MS. Gr. 

Tk, (Gray, ONS, Sk 

1949. 
76. Brussels. 
77. Leipzig Inv. No. 

616. 
78. Cairo 41079. 
80. Bo ML.338. 
81. Bodl. MS. Gr. 

class,.¢: 62 (2). 
32. B. M. 1332: 
84(a). B.M.1833(a). 
84(d). B.M.1833(4). 
85. B. M. 1834. 
87. Peabody Mu- 

seum, Yale. 
89. Morgan. 
902 BAN 1335. 
91. Morgan. 
92. B. M. 1836. 
93. Harvard. 
94. Leipzig Inv. No. 

617. 
95. Bodl Ms. Gr. 

class. 7. 81 (P). 
96. Pennsyl.E.3070. 

» Yale: 
98. Brussels. 
99. Princeton. 

. Brussels. 
. Cairo 41080. 
. Harvard. 
¢ Baer 33 7. 
. Chicago. 
» By M1838. 
. Leipzig Inv. No. 

618, 
108. Chicago. 

109. Cleveland. 
110. Berlin Postmu- 

seum I A, a 10a. 
111. Morgan. 
12s Bod ye visaGr 

class. ¢. 63 (P). 
1135 Gran visas 

1946. 
115. Brussels. 
iMG, (kori, IMS), (Gx 

class. e. go (P). 
117. Pennsyl.E.3071. 
119. Harvard. 
121) Graz iS: 

1945. 
124. Cairo 41081. 
AS, Walle 
130. St.  Deiniol’s, 

Hawarden A. N. 

39495- 
151. Leland Stanford. 
132. Graze Msw ek 

1950. 
133. Morgan. 
137. Princeton. 
145. B. MM. 1330. 
146. Dublin. 
147. Cleveland. 
148. Yale. 
150. B. M. 1840. 
151. Morgan. 
156. Pennsyl.E.3072. 
166. Harvard. 
167. Pennsyl.E.3073. 
169. Hibbard Library, 

Chicago, OAT. 1. 
171i SD ai heats 



TENSION GES 

I. NEW CLASSICAL FRAGMENTS (including 1356). 

(Figures in thick type refer to papyri, those in Italic type to fragments, Roman 

Jigures to columns ; schol. = scholium.) 

aya0és 1361. 1. 6. 
dya\ua 1861. 7. 5. 

dyavés 13858. 1. 7; 1859. 7. 
Io. 

adyyedos 1861. 5. 24. 
adyew 1861. 1. 15; 1862. 7. 

2,3,10; 1364. 20; 1368. 

55- 
ayépwxos 1358. 2. 30. 

ayiorvs 1362. 1. 3. 
aypés 1867. 17. 
ddehpds 1871. 47 schol. 

adikos 1856. Fol. 4. 

1363. 7. 
a|é\uos I6lyo415: 

anp 1364. 294. 
[ddavajros 1859. 1. 5. 

’AOnvaioe 1866. 6; 1867. 41. 
aOpéos 1356. Fol. to. 18. 
aia 1359.7. 11. 

aiy\des 1861. 7. 14. 

Atyurros 1361. 71. 15. 
"Alns 1856. Fol. 4. 343 

1360. 3. 4 (Aidas); 1363. 

pp 

aiév 1362. 7. 9. 
aiénp 13858. 2. 34. 
AiOiores 1858. 2. 15, 17. 

aio 1859. 3. 3. 
atOvia 1862. 71. 34. 

aibiooew 1361. 1. 8 (I. (d:)a6.). 
aivos 1862. 7. 9. 
airts 1858. 2. 23, 25. 

aipetoOar 13865. 53. 

aioa 1862. 7. 15. 

diooew 1358. 2. 20. 
aicyvyn 1864. 40. 

airetv 1862. 7. 19. 

20; 

at|ruos 1866. 17. 
Aira 1861, 4. 7. 

1358. 2. 25. 
aipvidis 13865. 36. 
aiov 1862. 7. 33. 
akxovey 1856. Fol. 8.1; 1859. 

thy 7A ASGPs 7 es Bye 
70. 

akpatos 13856. Fol. 8. 5. 

dxpo| 1861. 17. 2. 

adafov 1868. 4. 

ahybvew 1864. 108, 149. 
aewov 1362. 7. 13. 

1402. 7. 

Atryy 

GXEKTpUaY verso 

schol. 
*AdeEavdpos 1861. 1. 1 marg. 
d\ndea 1856. Fol. 4. 30; 

1364. 56. 
anOns 1856. Fol. 4. 27; 

1362. 7. 15; 1864. 118. 
dns 1863. 5. 
adixia 1861. 24. 4. 

adurpés 1360. p. 56. 
aha 1856. Fol. 4. 31, 34, 

Hole So tol tomet Te 
1358. 2. 33; 1860. 7. 3, 
2,6 schol; 1861) 5. 12); 
1362. 1. 9, 16, 33; 18364. 
55, 120, 162; 1368. 42. 

aAnrov 1364. 273. 

addos 1856. 2. 6, 3.1; 1865. 

5; 1366. 8; 1367. 8. 
akpupds 13858. 7. 1. 

alter 1404. 4. 
advoxcev 1858. 2. 29. 

[Addet|os 1861. 4. 9. 
dua 1868, 37, 40. 

*Apatovides 1859. 1. 12. 

apevnvds 1858, 2. 18. 
Japerpa 1363. 19. 

dupos 1360. 7. 8, Io. 

dptpov 1858. 7. 14; 1859. 
4. 6. 

dpuvecOa 1864. 132. 

"Apovras 1861. 1. 1 marg. 
apvores 1862. 1. 11. 

appi 1358. 2. 28. 
aupiBarrAcwy 1358. 71. 27. 

dupe 1868. 32. 

dv 1856. Fol. 4. 5; 1864. 9, 
L239) 0 0S shot aloha Op 
iOS 

avaytos 1856, Fol. 4. ro. 

avayka 1861. 7. 6. 

1361. 5. 14. 
dvaykacewy 1356. Fol. 4. 9. 

dvaykatos 1864. 26, 283. 
avadiddoke 1856. Fol. ro. 3. 

dvaipety 1868. 32. 
ava 1858. 2. 32. 

avarveiv 1364. 292. 
avacoew 1358. 1. 16. 

dvactpepec Oa 1362. 7. 6. 
avapéepew 1864. 184. 

*Avdpéas 1865. 11. 

avOpeia 1865. 56. 
a\ydpelws 1865. 63. 
avSpoxracin 1859. 7. 17. 

avdpopdvos 1858. 7. 29. 
dveipeoOa 13862. 1. 22. 
axe 1861. 4. I. 

aynp 1856. Fol. 4.12; 1858. 
Jk, Oy wap UBIO, We we, 2h 

6; 13863. 2,12, 22; 1866. 
Oy 27s 

avOenov 1861. 4. 3. 

avaykn 
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avOcorava 1360. 2. 4 schol. 

avOpwarwos 1856, Fol. 4. 2. 
avOpom0s 1856. Fol. 8. 2; 

Is sKst, J, AOS WS eh 7 es, 

8. 3, 24.-2, 8(?); 1864. 
13, 48,990, 236, 264% 
1365. 2. 

Javociv 1856. 3. 14. 
dvoyviva 1368. 47. 

avdcws (asopo Pap.) 1856. 

Fol. 4. Io. 
avri 1856. Fol. 8. 2; 1860. 

13. 2 schol.; 1865. 43. 
’Avticberns 1866. 2. 

avripaivey 1859. 7. 5. 

éyvo 1856. Fol. 4. 

1358. 2. 35. 
avapedns 1864. 165. 

a&{ 1856. Fol. ro. 28. 

dma\hdooew 1864. 41. 
arapxn 1860. 71. 13. 
amas 1856. Fol. 4. 25; 1864. 

295; 1365. 31. 
dmepéeotos 1858. 2. 10. 
aré 1856. Fol. 10. 9; 1861. 

1. 15; 1864. 87, 96, 99, 
102; 13868. 29. 

arodexvuvat 1865. 45. 

aroduddva 1865. 7. 

aroOynoKev 13864. 93, 98. 
drop 1856. Fol. 4. 43. 
droxteive 1865. 38. 
dm|opos 1860. 1. 9. 
drooro| 1856. Fol. 8. 28. 
amoorvyeiv 1862. 7. TI. 
amroret| 1856. Fol. ro. 20. 

arotperew 1364. 88. 
amopevyew 1367. 8. 
aroxerevew 1356. Fol. 10. 9. 
aqua 1404. 3. 
dpa 1858. 1. 1, 2. 33. 
*Apyevot 1858. 7. 31. 

apdew 1856. Fol. ro. ro. 

apern 1356. Fol. 4. 4, Fol. 
Io. 22. 

"Apntiddns 1858. 2. 32. 

apiotepds 1358. 7. 25. 
dpioros 1359. 7. 11. 

*Apkacidns 1859. 7. 8. 
dppdrrew 1856. Fol. 4. 11, 30. 

x.(?)i5 

INDICES 

apveitaba 1364. 197. 

aprayn 1356. 7. 2. 

apragew 1361. 5. 19. 
dptos 1862. 7. 25. 

dpvotnp 1862. 1. 17. 
apxew 1864. 134. 

apxn 1865. 63. 
"Apxipaxyos 1867. 56. 
"Aois 1359. 1. 11. 
dovvveros 1860. 1. 10. 

aracba 1358. 2. 13 (?). 

"ArOis 1862. 1. 4. 
atysopnros 1856. Fol. 4. 29. 

ar|irdddew 1859. 1. 6. 

atuny 1862. 7. 19. 

arpvyetos 1358. 2. 34. 

avéis 1865. 70; 1868. 41. 
avhuoy 1862. 4. 6. 
av&dvew 1397. 70 schol. 
avrap 1859. 2. 13. 
atte 1856. Fol. 4. 39. 
avrika 1861. 7. 11. 
avros 1859. 4. 7; 1860, 4. 

ll. 7; 1864. 67, 60, 73, 

76, 79, 82, 95, 133, 138, 
142, 148; 1365. 13, 44, 

54, 60; 1867. 3, 45, 54, 
59; 1368. 45, 48, 51; 
1400. i. 5, i. 2. 6 atros 
1364. 194; 1368. 28. 

apavigew 1868. 38. 
apOiros 1858. 71. 26; 1359. 

fie SE 
aguevaa 1856. Fol. 4. 30; 

1360. 2. 6 schol. 
aikveioba 1868. 43. 

aopife 1864. 290. 

’Adpodirn 1859. 5. 4; 1871. 
52 schol. 

appev 1856. Fol. 4. 8. 
*Ayavol 1859. 7. 14. 

aos 1361. 24. 3. 

Ba€vdppoos 1858. 2. 23. 

Parew 1362. 1. 20; 1868. 

fs 
BapBapixa 13899. verso 2. 

BapBapos 1356. Fol. 10. r1(?); 

1364, 278, 289. 
BapBapoty 1864. 274. 

BapBiros 1361. 7. 1, 4. 2. 

Bapkaior 1867. 29. 
Baowrevew 13867. 42. 

Baowrevs 1859. 1. 8; 1867. 

20, 24. 
BacrNex| ds 1367. 62. 
BudGeoPa 1364. 47. 

BuBdiov 1363. 7. 
Bin 1359. 1. 9, 17. 

Bios 1856. Fol. 4. 29 ; 1862. 
Hl, Be 

Brarrev 1364. 55, 11g. 

Brera 1868. 42. 

Brooxevv 1861. 5. 25; 1862. 

ore 
Bonbety 1865. 37. 

Bovtvyns 1867. 53. 

BovAeoOau 1402. 7. 

schol. 
Bovhevtns 1867. 65. 

BpaBeve 1856. Fol. 4. 22 

Buxyts 1860. 3 schol. 

Bouds 1360. 7.11; 368. ro. 
Baoridverpa 1859. 1. 16. 

verso 

canis 1404. 1. 

caro 1404. 1, 3. 
cum 1404. 2. 

yaia 1358. 2. 32. 

2a Adi 

yapetv 1400. 7. 2. 

yap 1356. Fol. 4. 11, 16, 29, 
32) 37, Fol. 16,27 1360! 
8 schol.; 1861. 2. 1, 4. 2, 
26. 43 13862. 20155407: 
1863. 8; 1864. 23, 54, 

Tata 1358. 

65), O04, 1L7,1s0mer 
2472, 294. 

yapus 1361. 7. 2. 

ye 1864. 173. 
yetverOa 1364. 136. 

yevern 1862. 7. 14. 

yeveddy 1358. 2. IQ, 20; 

1362. 7. 7. 
yepas 1859. 5. 1. 
yepov 1363. 7. 

yi 1359. 7. 13 ; 1868. 23. 
ynyerns 1867. 42. 

ynrevov 1862. 7. 25, 
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yiyvec@a 1356. Fol. 4. 26; 

1358. 2. 16, 27; 1859. 

One lsGOso. © schol. 
1364. 159, 210; 1865. 12, 
25. 

yyveckey 1856. Fol. 8. 1; 

1362. 7. 20. 
TAavkéerns 1868. 33, 39. 

yAdvkis 1861. 7. 6. 
y\éooa 1358. 2. 14. 

1364. 72. 

ymovws 1856. 3. 13. 
yvoun 1401. 7. 2. 

yonrpis (?) 1856. Fol. 4. 14. 

yovevs 1859. 7. 3. 

yovv 1356. Fol. 4. 31. 

yupvagew 1356. Fol. 4. 47. 

yupvds 1856. Fol. 4. 37. 

yuvn 13856. Fol. 4.14; 1859. 

5. 5 (?); 1868. 53. 
yupevoa (= puteioa?) 1856. 

Fol. ro. 8. 

yA@rra 

Sanuov 1858. 1. 24. 

danvac 1862. 7. 14. 

dairy 1862. 1. 5. 
dapav 1358. 7. 2. 

Adpdavos 1859. 2. 7, 13. 
d¢ 1356. Fol. 4. 33, Fol. 8. 

Dik, Bish, UtOllk, 1G), By, 12, Bin 
USGS WL, i, Oy WS, BA, Sey, 
Be POR BIH; Th (O, Gf, wey 
wo) Ss BO, 3 Te), Lh 2: 
4 schol. ; 1861. 1. 12-14, 
Shi Bhs i, W, B25 Ay Tes, ZeS 
UBEPA IL iy Wy RE, Bit, OF 
1368. 15; 13864. 21 @eé 

saep.; 13865. 8 ef saep.; 
1367. 8 e sacp.; 1868. 

33, 36, 37) 39; 1400.1. 5. 
Seledos 1362. 4. 4. 
devAds 1861. 13. 2. 

deiv 1856. Fol. 10. 27; 1364. 
66-82, 120. 

AcAgukds tpimovs 1856. Fol. 

4. 27. 

Aegot 1865. 7; 1367. 23. 
dedvras 1856. Fol. 4. 5. 

degpos 1856. Fol. 4. 35; 
1364, 104. 

devpo 1861. 7, ois 

dedre 13638. 5. 

déyeoOa 1359. 7. 7 (?). 

deinde 1404. 2. 
Anunrnp 1859. 2. 9, 12. 
djpos 1865. 69. 
dnuolor . . 1856. Fol. 10. 29. 
Snporns 1365. 1. 

Anpovag 1367. 19, 28, 35- 

dud 1856. Fol. 4. 38; 1358. 
2234; 1859. 1.223 1864, 

* 54, 50; 1865. 55; 1368. 

53: 
diaBaivew 1868. 45. 
Siadareioa 1358. 7. 15. 
(di)arddace 1361. 7. 8. 

deavo| 1861. 3. 3. 

duauracOa 1865. 17. 

dakodvew 1864. 179. 
duareheiv 1865. 16. 

SuabOeipew 1367. 18. 
duapvddooev 13865. 65. 

duddvac 1356. Fol. 4. 31, 33, 

Bolsre. 2851858. 2.13% 
1360. 5. 4; 1364. 191; 
1367. 24, 38. 

duxagew 1356. Fol. 4. 37. 

dixawos 1858. 1. 13; 1864. 

(un, Tpit 
dixarcoovvn 1864. 6, 16. 

ducaorns 1856. Fol. 4. 34. 
dikn 1856. Fol. 4. 30; 1864. 

193; 13866. 17; 1367. 3. 
6i6 1367. 2. 

A.déev 1358. 1. 28. 

Avoundns 1859. 4. 5. 
Avoyiowa dpa 1861. 7. 9. 
dcopHoty 1867. 58. 

dis 1858. 2. 28. 
dickos 1359. 4. 8. 
duoxéAot 1360. 5. 7. 
dupuns 1867. 42. 

dio 1859. 71. 4. 
doxetyv 1356. Fol. 4.25; 1861. 

Hl TP 
dddos 1858. 7. 2. 
dd€a 1864. 54. 
dovAos 1362. 7. 1. 

dpav 1864. 76, 134, 
182, 188, 196, 209. 

177; 

155) 

dperavov 1402. 2. recto schol. 
dtvacGa 1860. 2. 4 schol 

1864. 192, 214, 287 (?). 
duvarés 1856. Fol. 10. 26; 

1364. 46. 
dapov 13858. 1. 3, 6; 1861. 

th, Oe 

a) 

édv 1864. 45, 47, 51. 
cavrov 1856. Fol. 4. Bie. Bian 

1364. 14; 1366.4; 1871. 
41 schol. 

eyo 1861. 4. 13; 1362. 8, 
03, 21, 22,91 1866: 10- 
1368. 31; 1400. ii. 4. 
jpets 1856. Fol. 4. 7, 34, 

Fol. 8. 30; 1860. p.. 56 
(du); 1862. 4.17; 1864,’ 
291. 

eOehew 1860. 7.6; 1862. 7. 
16. 

ef 91356. . Fol. 4.) 31, 33; 
155921 437138614072 
1362. 1. 33; 1864. 16, 
156; 1368. 41. 

eidevae 1856. Fol. 4. 7, Fob. 
10. 23(?); 1358. 1. 5,26: 
1860. 13; 1862. 1. 27. 

eiSos 1870. 1370 schol. 
eixddes 1361. 7. 5. 

eixés 1865. 19 ; 1868. 34. 
eiAukpwos 13856. Fol. 4. 38. 
elvat 1856. Fol. 4. 26, Fol. 

S25, LOGS Sues 
28, 2. 10; 1360. 2. 6 
schol.; 1861.5.12; 1362. 
ty 3; 3257) 1864) are 
sacp.; 1365. 1, 10, 19, 

20, 31; 1868. 44, 54; 
1400. i. 7. 

eipnyn 1856. Fol. 11. 2. 

eis 1860. 3. 4; 1862. 1. 18; 

1364.) 135, . 1894204 
1367. 7, 11; 1868. 44, 55. 

eis 1867. 32. 
ex (€€) 1856. Fol. 4, 27, 37, 

Holy sa 28 31359" 2) 14: 
1863. 23; 1364. 170, 

268; 1865. 6, 36; 13867. 
38; 1868. 54. 
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éxaotos 1856. Fol. 4. 12. 

exatov 13867. 4, IO. 
exetvos 1868. 5, 31, 42. 

extrAnooew 1368. 33. 
extperey 13868. 29. 
"Extop 1358. 1. 29. 
expevyew 13858. 2. 20. 

edatrov 1364, 50, 151. 

eddtrwats 1864. 164. 

ehavvew 1856. Fol. 4. 8; 

1361.5.173; 1868.37, 40 

edevbepos 1862. 1. 19; 1364. 

107. 
eehas 1361. 7. 13. 
"EMnv 1856. Fol. 10. 113 

1364. 279, 292. 
edri¢ew 1863. 23. 

edmis 1361. 71. 8. 
ends 1861. 7. 3; 1862. 7. 33. 

gumetpos 1856. Fol. ro. 1. 

eumvey 1856. Fol. 8. 26. 

eupréye 1856. Fol. 4. 36. 
ev 1856, Fol. 4. 4, 32-4, 405 

13859. 7. 6, 9, 11; 1361. 
ik, Bot O8 UR, Jo By, 

* 17, 20; 1864. 9, 148, 
272; 1865. 31; 1368. 

47, 53- 
evaipey 1359. 1. 12. 
evavr.ova da 13864. 163. 
evapyns 1859. 7. 5. 

evooy 1861. 5. 5. 

eveivat 1864. 148 (er). 
eveca 1864. 57. evexev 1362. 

1. 25. 
evernxovta 1367. 4. 
everrev 1362. 7. 27. 

evepyos 1865. 32. 

evOovorav 1856. Fol. 4. 27. 
evravéa 1856. Fol. 4. 333 

1364. 178. 
evted0ev 1864. 2, 17. 
evros 18638. 8. 

€|Eapx|, 1363. 28. 

efewwas 1864, 150, 152, 1543 

1367. 33 (?). 
eEehavve 13859. 1. 13. 

existimare 1404. 4. 
eradeiaOa 1364. 266, 270. 

emel 1364, 275. 

INDICES 

emeton 1365. 22. 

erecta 1865. 58. 

eréEodos 1856. Fol. 4. 9. 

erecOa 1858. 7. 18. 
eméretos 1862. 7. 3. 

eri 1858. 2.8; 1359. 7.15; 

1361. 24. 4; 1864. 65— 
81, 90, 186 ; 1868. 51. 

erldetos 1864. 25. 

emOupety 1864. 83. 
emtxoupew 1364, 172. 

émixovpnois 1864. 158. 

erixoupos 1358. 1. 23. 
emtpedera 1856. Fol. 4. 2. 
emtpoppacew 1856. Fol. 4. 13. 

erweve 1868. 36, 38. 
ertoracba 1356. Fol. 10. 21. 

extatpeperba 1368. 40. 
éerira€ 1362. 7. 9. 
eritdooew 1365. 6. 

emttoun 13867. 68. 

emitperrevy 1864. 174. 

emupepew 13867. 3, 9. 
emtyeipelv 1868. 52. 

emtx 6 ov 1361. 27. 2. 

eros 1362, 7. 15. 
énta copot 1867. 71. 

éntatovos 1861. 7. 2. 
epyov 1358. 2. 8. 

"Epixruros 1358. 2. 19. 
epioderns 1858. 2. 27. 

"EptyOdmi0s 1859. 2. 14, 4. 
? 

“Eppinmos 13867. 69. 
és 1361. 1. 3, 4 7; 1362. 2. 

5, 10; 1363. 5; 1367. 
ZQamnC leis. 

ecouier Oar 1362, 7. 34. 

éoonv (éoonv Pap.) 1862. 7. 
23. 

éow 1856. Fol. 4. 41 (?). 
éraipn 1868. 16. 

erepos 1356. Fol. 8. 21; 

1362. 7. 29; 1864. 141. 
éu 1360. 2. 6 schol.; 1362. 

d. 165 18655 48 (ry; 
1368. 43. 

ed 1858. 1.17; 1859. 7. 6; 
13864. 139; 1865. 60. 

eiPBovdia 1356. Fol. 4. 15. 

evdaioveotaros 1856. Fol. 4. 

26. 
evookietv 1865.40; 1367. 46. 

eine pns 13858. 1. 12. 

evOts 1856. Fol. 4. 31. 
evinmos 1858. 2. 21. 

evkarappdyntos 1856. Fol. 4. 

24. 
evktitos 1861. 4. 7. 

evAvpas S61) 722. 4. 

evmAdxapos 1359. 4. 5. 

evpioxew 1364. 146. 
eupvs 1858. 1. 16. 

Evparn 1358. 7. 8. 
evoéBeca 1856. Fol. to. 24. 

etre 1861. 7. 6, oe 255 1362. 

GE high 
evteAns 1868. 48. 

evtvxia 1865. 67. 
evppaivery 1864, 112. 

evyecOau 1856. Fol. 10. 2, 27. 

evxn 1856. Fol. 10. 20, 23. 
ediecOa 1856. Fol. 11. 5. 

exe 1356. Fol. 11. 6 3 1361. 

pains ABePs, 9h ti, NO, 2G 
33; 1365. 61. 

éws 1860. 2. 6 schol. 

flumen 1404. 1. 

(abeos 1861. 20. 4. 
Zcbs ASS Stele wl eee OF 

2.12; 1860. p. 56; 1361. 
4.143 1363. 6. 

(nuia 1864. 41. 
Gv 1856. 3. 15; 1864. 92, 

95- 
Comupety 1856. Fol. 4. 36. 

4 1962. 1. 15, 32. 
7 1356. Fol. 4. 7, Fol. ro: 4, 

10, 28 ; 1861.7. 20; 1862. 

1.28; 1864. 90, 112, 116, 
188. 

nyntop 1858. 71. 12. 

90€ 1859. 1. 6, 7. 3 (?). 
poew 13864. 116,152. AdecOa 

1362. 7. 12. 
on 1861. 4. 2 (?); 1866. 14. 
*Herioy 1859. 2. 8, 11. 
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"Héxrpn 1859. 2, 5. 
ijAextpov 1858, 2. 24. 
mAckia 1865. IMD, Bl. 
Mtroepyés 1360. Gaia. 
nap 1362. 7. 
7pieos 1361, 20. 6. 
“Hpakneldns Sapantaves 1367. 

67. 
‘Hpaxhyety Bay 1359. 7. 9. 
"Hptyévm 1862. 7. As 
"Hptdavds 1858. 2. 23 (?). 
‘Hpddoros 1367. 36. 
jpws 1361. 5. 20; 1862. 7. 26. 
mrrao bat 1356. Fol. 4. 15. 
itrev 1864. 151. 
“Hoaoros 1358. 7. 4. 
nos 1862. 7. 1. 

Oadrew 1861. 71. 7. 
Gavaros 1366. 4, 18. 
Oanrevy 1868. ne 
Gea 1361. 5. 2 
Gedevy 1856. Fol. 4. 24. 
Oeoro| wr 1361. 9. 3. 
Georpdmiov 1867, 30. 
cds 1356. Fol. 4. 6, 15, 16, 

Fol. 8. 2, Fol. 10. 22, 27; 
1598.97. 9,224 13° 1362. 
i. 10; 1865. $- 1400. 
1 A. 

Gevyevns 1862. 7. 21. 
Opacixeip 1861. 5. 10 
Opnixios 1862. 7. 11. 
Opié 1361. 5. 6. 
Opackew 1858. 2. 32. 
Ovyatnp 1859. 1. 47, 4. 2; 

1371. 47 schol. 
Odpos 1861. 1.7 ; 1862. 7. 21. 
Give 1858. 2. 20. 
@vcia 1365. 5. 

tauBos 1863. i Fh 

tos 1862. 1. 7. 

1364. 186. 
iéva 1864. 80. 
iepos 1860. 2. 4 schol. 

1363. 5. 
‘Tépov 1361. 4. 1 Marg., 3. 

ixavew 1859. 6. 2. 
ixavés 13864, 172. 

> , 

idi@repos 

eer, 
tpov 

‘Tedpwos 1362. 7. 3. 
"Ikios 1862. 7. 8. 
ixvetcOar 1859. 7. IQ. 
"Ikos 13862. 7. Bids 
"Thos 1359. 2. 15. 
iwepdes 1861. 4. 5. 
in 1404. 2. 
invenire 1404. 1 (?), 
immmpoXyot 1358. 2. 15. 
immos 1859. 7. 10; 1861. 4. 

4; 1868. 50. 
inméatacts 1868. 46, 55. 
indy 18638. 5. 

is 1858) 7. 16, 
ioos 1859. 1. 7; 1861. 3. 4. 

tows 1356. Fol. ro. 5. 
ixatvew 1362. 7. 22. 

xa6d 1356. Fol. 4. 26. 
caevdev 1868, 52. 

xadjnoGa 1861. 19. 6. 
xdOodos 1362. 7. 26. 
xabirrepbev 1358. 2. 14. 
kai yap 1862. 7. 11. 
xawvos 1362. 7. 6; 1866. 6. 
catpds 1356. Fol. 4. 12, Rae 

1365. 32. 
caxia 1856. Fol. 4. 36. 
kaxorratpioas 1860. 71. 12. 
cakés 1864, 51, 137. Kakdy 

1365. 66. kaxds 1864. 153. 
kakew 1862. 7. 5. 

KaAXikopos 1858. 71. 10. 
KaAAkpnoenvos 1861. 5. 22. 
cadMuorevew 1356. Fol. 4. 4. 
Soa A pav) 1861. 5. 24 

schol. 

kd\dos 1859. 4. 4. 

kadds 1868, 32. 

kadvkoms 1361. 5. 11. 

k|adunc| 1360. 22. 2. 

Kaluyo 1358. 2. 31. 
KapBions 1356. Fol. ro. 3. 
kdpv| ew 1366. 29. 
xarvos 1360. 2. 6 schol. 
kaptepos 1361. 5. 13 schol. 
card 1356. Fol. 4. 25, Fol. 

TOLNEZ (2)! 42.) 451350. 
we 431860.) 28> schol. : 
1361. 1. 14, 24. 5; 1362. 

S 

“57 

1. 7; 1864. 60, 296-7; 
1365. 58, 62; 1367. 32; 
1368. 39; 1871. 41 schol, 

karadew 1368. 49. 
karaducdcew 1867. 12. 

karadikn 1867. 14, 
katabpooke 1365. 34. 
carakadvrrrew 1871. 11 schol. 
karahapBdvew 1356. Fol. 4.39. 
karaheimew 1864. 195. 
karavoety 1356. Fol. 4. 38. 
kararave 1360. 2. 6 schol. ; 

1361. 7. 2 (kdammave). 
katdpar|os 1861. 5. 4. 
kataoBevviva 1860. 2.6 schol. 
xatackevatety 1356. Fol, 11. 2. 
kataview 1368. 3. 
karadpovety 1865. Lo, 
karnyopetv 1864. 204, 
katnyopia 1864. 206. 

katievar 1368. 53. 
karopvva ba 1864. 140, 143. 
caromia bev 1859, 7. 18. 
xaropyav 1356. Fol. 4. 21 (?). 
Karovoaio: 1858. 2. 9, 18. 
xdtw 1358. 2. 33; 1868. 553 

1400. i. 9. 
ke 1362. 5. 4. 

keiOev 1862. 3. 1. 
kevos 1859. 1. 13; 1862. 7. 

28. 
keto Oa 1364. 63, 103; 1868. 

30. 

Kéxpo 1867. 41. 
Kévoots (keveois Pap.) 1871. 

52 schol. 
kepada 1360. 2. 3; 1861. 5. 6. 
KedahdAjves 1858. 2. 30. 
xndos 1358. 7. 30. 

kioovBiov 1862. 7. 12. 

kdeevvds 1861. 4. 8 a) 
kdipag 1868. 54. 

Kuoin 1862. 1. 8. 
korn 1856. 1. 2. 

khvew 1858. 2. 33. 
kAutés 13859. 7. 21, 24 (ys 

1361. 4. 3. 
kAvrorexyns 1858. 1. 4. 
képn 1861. 5. 9, 11, 19 ; 1868. 

325 
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Képiv6os 13867. 11. 
xéopos 1856. Fol. 10. 24. 
xovpa 1861. 4. 13. 
kparepds 1858. 1. 14; 1359. 

4, 6; 1861. 5. 13. 
kparos 13868. 39. 
kpeirrav 1356. Fol. 4. 35. 

kpeiov 1858. 2. 19. 
kpndeuvov (xpad.) 1861. 1. 11. 
kpivew 1858. 1. 22. 
Kpoioos 1856, Fol. 4. 25. 

Kpovioy 13858. 7. 11, 16. 

kuBepyntns 1856. Fol. 4. 11. 

Kukdos 1858. 2. 20. 

xukrovy 1858. 2. 28. 

KudcE 1861. 7. 7. 
kopa 1862. 1. 34. 

Kurpis 1361. 7. 8. 
Kupnvaior 1867. 21, 38. 

xtov 1402. 2. verso schol. 
koun 13868. 44. 

ks 1362. 1. 24. 

Aaorpvydvios 1858. 2. 26. 

awnpds 1861. 4. 9. 
apBavew 1367. 6. 

Aayumpédrepos 1360. 2. 6 schol. 
-ov 13865. 49. 

AavOavew 1862. 7. 1; 1364. 

38, 43, 49. 
Aaopedav 1859. 7. 10. 

Aads 1358. 1. 19, 22. 
Aaoos 1367. 55. 

Aaroidas 1860. 1. 11. 

dax| 1861. 7. 19. 
Aeyew 1862. 1. 13, 22, 31; 

1364. 73,145; 1367. 21; 

1871. 41 schol.; 1402. 2. 
verso schol, «imety 1856. 
ROL ic Bo Ok, oy UAL, Bh Zh.3 
1861, 27. I. 

hécyn 1862. 71. 16. 
evxurmos 1861. 24. 3. 

Aevkds 1362. 7. 2. 

AtBin 1867. 34, 
AiBus 1858. 2. 15. 

Avyvaxjs 1361. 4. 1. 
Avyupés 1861. 7. 2. 

Aoyopds 1856, Fol, 4. 10, 

Foly1omn10, 

INDICES 

Adyos 1864. 1, 109, 3. 5- 
Avew 1356. Fol. 4. 35; 1861. 

ii, Wik 
huret 1864. 115. 

payepos 1365. 20. 

pavodes 1861. 17. 2. 
paxpés 1856. Fol. 4. 28. 
pda 1862. 1. 15. paddov 

1356. Fol. 10. 28; 1362. 

L. 243 1964. (111; 110, 

150. padora 1864. 135 

1365. 41, 55- 
pavretov 1365. 4. 
Mavrweis 13867. 20, 27, 31, 

37. 
pavres 1856. Fol. 4. 28. 
pappaipew 1361. 7. 13. 
papnrew 13858. 2. 29. 

pdptus 1856, Fol. 10. 12; 

1364. 17, 21. 
pacocoy 1861. 6. 3. 
paretv 1860. 2. 3. 
pdyeoOar 14.02. 1. verso schol. 
peyabupos 1858. 2.17 ; 1859. 

Tle We 
peyadnrwp 1358. 7. 19. 
peyardvoia 1356. Fol. 4. 6. 

peyan[ooGevns 1861. 7. 17. 
péyapov 1859. 71, 6. 

péeyas 1864.19. peifov 1864. 
53. peyeotos 1861. 7. 

If. 
peryprovaa 1859. 1. 9; 1861. 

1. 9. 
pedavo| 1358. 2. Io. 

pedas 1858. 2. 17; 1359. 7. 
Lz 

pera 1866. 24. 
pede, 1856. Fol. 10, 22. 
pedrew 13859. 1. 4; 1861. 4. 

2; 1365. 9. 
per 1858. 2. 14; 1859. 2. 

10(?); 1861. 7. 11; 1862. 
Fh tom, ERS MGS ay, BS. 

28, 95, 102, 174; 1365. 
By 1), SWE, Taye, Oss TSEKer. 

6; 13867. 11; 13868. 35. 
pev ovv 1864. 156. 

| pevroe 1856. Fol. 4. 33. 

peptuva 1361. 7. Io. 

pepo 1358. 1. 20. 
perd 1864. 17; 1867. 14; 

1868. 31. pera 1862. 71. 

32. 
peraév 1860. 3 schol. 
petraxpdmios 1858. 2. 35- 

perpew 1856. Fol. ro. 29. 

pexpe 1865. 15. 
py 1856. Fol. 4. 31,33; 1860. 

1. 12, 2. 6 schol.; 1364. 

10, 42, 84, 99, 133, 142, 
155, 161, 180. 

pnde 1856. Fol. 10. 8, 26. 
Mndcxa 13899. verso 2. 

pndos 1858. 1. 26; 1897. 67 

schol. 
pykere 1861. 7. 1. 

pyTe 1361. 4. 1. 

pytnp 1400. ii. 3 (?). 
pyriera 1858. 71. 15, 21. 

puarpovos 1861. 5. 10. 
puxpov 13868. 29. 
puxpo vyxia 1856. Fol. 4. 5. 
pupynoke 1867. 34, 54- 

pov 1862. 7. 18, Z. 5. 
picos 1860. p. 56. 

povapyety 1361. 7. 12. 

| pévos 1856. Fol. 4. 7, 115 

1360. 2.6 schol., 7. pdvoy 
1356. Fol. 10. 11; 1862. 
1.155) 1368.36. 

povouv 1864. 20. 

povoa 1363.13. Motoa1361. 

ipl, 25 aye Stee Hic 
pubeic Oa 1362. 1. 30. 
pdOos 1859. 7. 4. 
puernp 1402. 7. verso schol. 
Muppuddves 1362. 1. 23. 
Mvooi 1859. 7. 8. 

poorns 1860. 2. 4 schol. 

MuriAnvaioe 1860. 2. 6 schol. 

MuriAjyn 1860. 3 schol. 

vaeTd@ 13858. 1. 17. 
vais 13859. 1. 15, 2.16; 1861. 

lp, Thee 
vautTiAin 1862. 7. 33. 
veavioxos 1868. 37. 

vexpds 1860. 2. 4 schol. 
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veos 1361. 7. 6, 12. 3. 
vnis 1862. 7. 23. 
mans 1859. 4. 8 (?). 
vika 1861. 4. ro. 
vxav 1865, Avi 

vw 1861. 5. 3, 12. 
vopipos 1864. 8, 36. 
vonobereiv 1864. 63; 1867. 

22, 44, 53. 
vonoberns 1867. 39, 70. 
vouos 1356. Fol. 4.243; 1864. 

18, 24, 28, 60, 88, 103, 
160,°106, 171 > 1367. 45, 

57: 
voos 1858. 2. 14. Cf. vois. 
vooro| 1359. 3. 1, 

vovs 1364. 81. 

vv 13862. 7. 5. 

vipndyn 13858. 1. 10, 2. Bic 
vuv 1863. 2; 1364. 167. 
vvé 1368. 43. 

6 (art.) 1860. 1. 4, 7, 8; al. 
6 (dem.) 1858. 2. 29, 33; 

1359. 2. 10; 1862. 1. 5, 
mito ssa. 3. 

6 (rel) 1859. 2) 14, ‘4. 7: 
1360, 7. 13 51362. 7. 77. 

Joyerns 1366. I. 

60e 1862. 1. 13, 15, 22. 
60ds 1368. 29. 
dOvetos 1862. 4. 6. 

oterOa 1856. Fol. 4. 31. 
otketos 1865. 65. oikerdrepos 

1364. 86. 
oixecovoOa 1865, 51. 
oikia 1867. 18. 

oikos 1361. 7.13; 1864. 269; 
1370. 1371 schol. 

oixtioros 1862. 1. 4. 
oivororety 1862. 7. 12. 

oivos 1861. 26. 3; 1862. 7. 16. 
oivoxdos 1362. 7. 18. 

otxer Oa 1867. 12. 
oxdoos 1868. 12. 
oABwos 1861. 5. 18; 1862. 7. 

32. 
oAtyos 1862. 1. 12. 

dros 1856. Fol. 4. 38, Fol. 8. 
e4 

éunOns 1862, 71. 5. 
‘Opnpixds 1862. 7. 9. 
dpowos 1862. 1.9, 10. dpotws 

1364, 277. 
opodoyey 1864. 29, Bia Oy 
épod|ov 1861. 12. 3. 
évuvdvac 1864. I Lo. 

ovoua 1865. 14. 
dros 1860, 1. 12 schol. 
opav 1856. Fol. 4. 28; 1362. 

1.19; 1864.52, 67; 1368. 

41, 46. 
épyi¢er@a: 1371. 3 schol. 
‘Opéorevor'xdes 1862. 1. 2. 
"OpOaydpas 1865. 15. 
opOds 1864. 109. 
oppaive 1361. 7. 3. 
dpovew 1358. 2. 30. 
*Oprvyin 13858. 2. 26. 

és 1366, Fol: 4. 5, 35, Fol. 
For29,) Fol eri. 6 (7); 
1359.15) 9 13eL 
Hl @3 USEPA Th GSS ABTEE, 
15; 1364. 38, 66, 90, 173; 
1365. 15, 44; 1868. 54. 

doos 1856. Fol. 10. 26. 
dcoonep 1864. 204. 

dooos 1861. 4.14; 1862. 7. 
Ze 

doris 1863. 17, 20; 1364. 
1395.0 35. 

Grav 1861. 26. 2. 

ore 1862. 7. 1, 19; 1402. 7. 
verso schol. 

ér« 1856. Fol. 4. 7; 1862. 

I. 15; 1364. 59. 
érre 1860. 7. 7. 
ov 1856. Fol. 4. 7, 24, Fol. 

1K Hkh) PAL 5 USO 1, OS 

1362. 17.10, 15. ov«k 1862. 
1. 9,17; 13864. 165, 264 
marge, ovx 1364. 33, 
172), 

ob 1358. 1. 18; 1359. 7. 5. 
ovdé 13856. Fol. 4. 38, Fol. 

10. 5; 1360. 7. 10; 13862. 
1.1, 18; 1864. 86, 113. 

ovde’s 1856. Fol. 4. 29, 32, 
Fol. 8. 24-1360. 2: 4 
schol. ; 1364. 50, 53, 85, 

$2 

ee) 

185, 216(?), 291; 1867. 
15 ; 1868. 35. 

ody 1856. Fol. 4. 25; 1864, 
12, 36, 84, 156 (pev ovy) ; 

1368. 43, 49. 
ovdera 1860. 2. 6 schol. 

ovkére 1868. 42. 

ovcouv 1864. 107, 113. 
ovvexa 1859. 2. 12. 

ovvoua 1362. 7. 14. 
ods 1862. 7. 30 (ovara); 1864. 

69. 
ovre 1362. 1. 29 ; 1864. 178, 

270,271, 290) 202% 
otros 1856. Fol. 10. 10, 3. 

Si? ye LIGO. feet 1,046 
schol. ; 1861. 7. 4; 1862. 
1. 31; 1864. 58, 123, 144, 
272; 1865. 46 ; 1366. 16; 

1367. 7, 64; 1868. 35, 45, 
53- ovrws 1865. 19. 

opOarpos 1864. 65. 

dopa 13858. 2. 13. 

oppis 1862. 7. 18. 

owé 1356. Fol. 4. 31, 32. 

Tlayyaios (Udykavoly Pap.) 

13638. 6. 

mayxpvoos 1861. 4. 14. 
md@npa 1356. Fol. 4. 7. 

mabos 1356. Fol. 4. 36. 
mradevey 1865. 18. 

wadiov 1865. 13. 

mataddes 13858. 2. 25. 

mais 1361. 7.17; 1862. 1. 3, 
26; 1365. 23. 

mada 1363. 6. 

mavopgatos 1858. 2. 12. 
mavoupyos 1856. Fol. 8. 44. 

mapa 13856. Fol. 4. 34, Fol. 

10. 29; 1858.1. 10; 1364. 

46, 160; 1367. 5; 1868. 
44. mdpa 1362. 7, 21. 

mapaBaivery 1864. 11, 37. 

mapayiyverOa 1367. 23. 
trapadnyew 1856. Fol. 4. 8. 

mapadddooew 1865. 24, 

mapapedew 1865. 3. 

mapapuetpety 1856. Fol. 4. 6. 
mapatnpeiv 1856. Fol. to. 25. 
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mapexew 13864. 242, 281. 

napiorava 1856. Fol. ro. 19. 

mas 1856. Fol. 4. 33; 1359. 

Tawg > 1860. 23.0, 29 
schol. ; 1361. 7. 12 ; 13864. 

7, 48, 52, 57, 276, 284 5 
1365. 40. 

maoaados 1361. 7. I. 
naotds 1870. 1371 schol. 
nmacxew 1364, 131, 154, 155, 

U7s V7O; 180, 1S1,. 597, 

Tg, 208. 
marmnp 1858. 1. 1, 9; 13860. 

p. 56; 1861. 5. 6 schol., 
EQ LI Sr 

matpios 1362. 1. 23. 
madpos 1862. 1. 32. 
melberOa 1864. 167. 
mea 13864. 207 (7). 
meratew 1359. 7. 16. 
TleAAnvets 1865. 30, 35- 

méAwpos 1358. 2. II. 
néurew 1361. 1. 3, 10, 4. 6. 

mevTnkovra 1867. 10. 
nepav 1858. 1. 1; 1864. 189. 
nept 1856. Fol. 4.15 ; 1358. 

2, PO, AS UBER 15 BS) s 
1367. 69. 

mepiabpety 1856. Fol. 4. 12. 

mepianrov 1856. Fol. 4. 39. 
nepi(avvveba 1397. 67 schol. 

mepuTrod| apxos 13865. 44. 

mepimodos 1865. 26, 42. 
mepioretye 1362. 1. 13. 
Tlepouxa 1399. verso 2. 
ayn 1856. Fol. 10. 9. 
mndadtovyetv 1856. Fol. ro. 4. 

IIndevs 1862. 1. 24. 

mOovyis 1862. 1. 1. 
mivew 1861. 7. 16. 

mrdfew 1868. 6. 

mAarauoros 1368. 30. 
matus 1860. 2. 2. 
mAcioy 1864. 153. 

many, 1862. 4. 3. 
mdnoew 1871. 45 schol. 
mAnOos 1365. 59. 
mAodros 1861. 1. 16. 

go 1856. Fol. 4. 9 ; 13864. 
139; 1865. 68. 

INDICES 

moinua 1899. verso I. 

momtns 1867. 55: 
rotxidrew 1870. 1371 schol. 

rouny 1858. 7. 19. 

modev 1858. 2. 28. 

mrohepapxos 13865. 54- 

monepetv 1865. O1. 

modéuios 1864. 147; 1865. 

38, 48,67. modepios 13864. 

62. 
modepos 1858. 7. 24; 1865. 

28, 58. 
nous 1858. 1. 17; 1860. 7. 

o> 1SGl ei NGA 7s 
1367. 7. 

moNreverOar 1364. 9. 
moditns 1865. 22, 50, 60; 

1367. 16. 
| mohvs 1858. 1. 18, 22; 1360. 

1.5; 13863. 21; 1364. 59, 
146; 1865. 40, 50, 66. 
Trciov 13864. 153. 

modvorepys 1858. 2. 22. 

movvpopBos 1358. 2. 22. 

mona 1362. 7. 20. 
mévros 1861. 7. 14. 
TlocewSadvos 1861. 5. 16. 
Tlocenddwy 1358. 2. 27, 31. 

motayos 1868. 45. 

more 1859. 2. 9, 4. 7; 1361. 

20. 3. 
mérua 1358. 2. 31. 
mov 1368. 41. 

movs 1858. 2. 35 ; 1361. Z. 9, 
10. 3; 1864. 78. 

mpaypa 1356. Fol. 4. 3. 

mpamides 1358. 7. 5. 

mperewy 1356. Fol. ro. 24. 

mpd 1856. Fol. 8.9; 1863. 5. 
mooepyer Oa 1365. 53- 
mpobeomi¢ew 1856. Fol. 4. 28. 

mpoteva 13860. 2. 7. 

mpos 1856, Fol. 4. 8, 29, 
Hol commeiob- metic Glemaete 
1364. 7. 273, 4. 7; 13865. 
30, 60; 1367. 7. 13 and 
3. 43 1868. 35, 50. 

mpoodyer Oa 1365. 51. 
mpooeivat 1856. Fol. 4. ro. 

mpoabev 1861. 4. 8. 

mpociesba 1864. 157, 162, 

169. 
mpoovepery 13867. 29. 
mpootacia 1356. INO, Ze Be 

mpérepov 1856. Fol. 4. 40. 
mpotpererv 1364. Q. 
mpatoy 1864. 173 ; 1367. 43. 

nrepov 1861. 7. 4. 
Trodeyaios — (grammarian) 

1861. 5. “43 ~schol.; 
(= Ptol. Soter) 1867. 6. 

Tvypaio. 1858. 2. 9, 18. 

Ilv6aydpas 1367. 72. 

mupopépos 1361. 71. 14. 

Tvppa 1860. 3 schol. 
mode 1367. 13. 

nodos 1861. 4. 8 (?). 

pa 1359. 4. 7. 
“PaddpavOvs 1358. 1. 13. 

pdxos 1897. 67 schol. 
pecOpov 1358. 2. 23. 

pudovv 1856. Fol. ro. 6. 

pis 1864. 297. 
pumapés 1871. 44 schol. 

caivery 1362. 7. 19. 

Sapariov 1367. 68. 

oeBecOa 1362. 1. 23; 13864. 

Af. 27/2 
ceveoOa 1861. 7. 7. 

ona 1858. 71. 25. 

ovyav 1860. 2. 4 schol. 

Dixvovioc 1865. 29, 43, 69. 

oxeyis 1364. 58. 
cxoretv 1864. 280. 

oxdpodov 1402. 1. verso schol. 
Skvda 1858. 2. 15. 

ods 1861. 1. 4; 1862. 7. 28. 
copdés 1401. 2. verso I. 

Os NBT Fat 
atatnp 1360. 5. 7. 
orelxyev 1359. 1. 16. 

orepavaho|p 1861. 12. 2. 

otiBas 1868. 48, 51. 
oropua 1864. 206. 

ov 1860. 2. 4 schol. ; 1862. 
1. 21; 1401. 3. verso 5. 
duets 13860. 3 schol.; 1862. 

I 23 (Bp) ; 1366. 23. 

¢ \ 
€7TQa 
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oukopar7| 1366, 7, 13. 
oupBadrr«v 1865. 36. 
ovpBody 1856. Fol. 4. 2% 
ouppaly 1867. 26. 
oupninrew 1867. 19. 

ovprdo.ov 1861. 7. 5. 
ovprotns 1361. 4. 6. 

ouuhepew 1364. 97, 99, 101, 
LDA LO. 122, 

ocunpepovtws 1864. 15. 
oupmopa 1360. p. 56. 

ovpputos 1864. 44, 

ovv 1856. Fol. 4. 40; 1361. 
20.1. 

ove) 1361. 24. 1. 

ovuorava 1865. 28. 

Svupaxdows 1361. 4. I marg. 
oGpa 1356. Fol. 4. 35. 
coppoovrn 1856. Fol.-rz. 1. 

Tadavtoy 1367. 5, 9. 

tddas 1361, 5. 2. 

ran| 1361. S. 1. 

taviopupos 1858. 7. 8. 
taxéws 1860. 2. 6 schol. 

TEWUSOS- lO) L3—14. 2. 12, 

14, 15, 17, 26, 28, 34; 
WSTE ly aly anee ih ee 
USGI. On Lah lO slo Ae 

1364. 45, 43, 51, 65, 72, 
J03- 79; 025 LOG, T48, 150, 
183, 267, 294; 1865. 64; 
1367. 17. 

rerxiCey 1862. 5. 1. 

retxos 1863. 5 (retyevs). 

TexpatpecOa 1364. 24. 
texos 1361. 5. 18. 

teketvy 1856. Fol. tro. 

1361. Z. 5. 
téedos 1856. Fol. 4. 28. 

red] 1861. 5. 3. 
tépas 1858. 7. 28. 

tetpakdo.o 13867. 66. 

mde 1358. 7. 8. 
Tyrepos 1859. 7. 8. 
riévac 1858. 1. 30; 1861. 4. 

is, tO, Qe AIBTeey, ipl 
13867. 56, 59; 1402. 7. 
verso 3 (?). 

rikrev 1861. 5. 13 and schol. 
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Tmway 1359. 1. 7; 1871. 52 
schol. 

tun 13858. 1.18 ; 1865. 47. 
Tyswpia 1864. 183. 

tis 1361. 26. 4; 1862. 7. 23, 
25. 

ris 1356. Fol. 4. 32, 40; 
LSGOWe cm 02hes NSChOly: 
ISG a 862591) 7: 

1863. 9, 14, 18 ; 1864. ro, 
146,156; 1865. 39; 1366. 

9, 19 (?); 1867. 2, 57. 
tolvuy 1864, 121. 

tovovros 13864. 157, 170. 
Toxevs 1860. 6. 5. 

rooa| 1861. 20. 1. 

téao0s 13861. 24. 4. 

tore 1359. 1. 5 3 1861. 4. 13, 
UE), BX 

tpaywdds 13863. 13. 

transire 1404, 2. 
tperew 1859. 7. 14. 
tpéepew 1859. 1.6, 11; 1865. 

13) 
tpimovs 1856. Fol. 4. 27. 

tplopakxap 1362. 1. 32. 
tpitos 1862. 7. 14. 

tpupy 1871. 52 schol. 
Tpaes 1358. 7. 23. 
Tpol 1361. 20. 3. 

tuyxavew 13865. 46. 6 rvxyov 
1361. 3. 4; 1365. 21. 

Tupayvevery 13860. 2. 6 schol. 
tupavvis 1865. 8. 

tupavvos 1860. 2. 4 schol. 

trupavr| 1856. Fol. 4. 46. 

idop 1858. 1.1; 13862. 1. 
ER. 

vids 1858. 2. 16, 27; 1865. 
20; 1868. 3 (?). 

umbra 1404. 3. 
vpve 1361. 4. 8. 

umdpxew 1367. 15. 

tnép 1856. Fol. 10. 30. 
“YrepBopes 1358. 2. 21. 

Ureppevns 13858. 1. 11, 16. 

umepoov 1368. 54. 
tmé 1856. Fol. 4. 39, Fol. 

It 7 LSGL. 0. 0 SChol.; 
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1364. 106 ; 13867. 37, 59; 
1868. 30. 

imddnua 1870. 1370 schol. 
vpievac 1858. 2. 13. 

twordre 1861. 1. 10. 

videre 1404. 3. 

paivew 1858. 1.25. aiverOa 
1364. 168. 

goavae 1856. Fol. 4. 16, 27; 

1360. 3 schol.; 1867. 56. 
pavepos 1360. 1. 13. 

dbaos 1862. 1. 4. Cf. has. 

pdppaxov 1362. 1. 20; 1866. 

3 (?). 
party 1368. 50. 
gpavdos 1864. 268; 1865. 2; 

1368. 49. 
péyyos 1861. 24. 5. 

pépBew 1858, 2. 22, 
pepe 1858. 1. 6; 13860. 3 

schol. 
®epenkos 1361. 4. g and schol. 

pbéyyerOa 1868. 34. 
pbdvos 1863. 14. 

fittarepos 13864. 86. 
pitos 1860. 6. 5 (?); 1866. 

30. 
procopia 1356. Fol. 4. 13. 

purdrns 13859. 7. 9. 
Pidxopos 13867. 47. 
rl 1366. 7. 
adavpos 1360. 12. 3. 
hoBety 1859. 1. 20. 

boi| Bos 1361. 12. 4. 

boimé 1358. 1. 7. 

hope 1362. 7. 17. 

ppnv 1861. 7. 8. 

|ppovol 1361. 7. 21. 

Ppoupeiy 1865. 27. 

pvew 1864. 30, 32, 277. 

dvddcoew 1360. 1.11; 1361. 

do, Bie 
pvrov 1858. 2. 30; 1359. 

Hs WH 
ios 1856. Fol. 4. 32, 2. 13 

1361. 28.1; 1364. 22, 26, 

32,44, 63, 85,92, 105, 106, 
it, TAR, Wks, As, BRIO. 
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gurevew (yupevoa Pap.) 1856. 

Fol. ro. 8 (?). 
gurdv 1856. Fol. ro. 8. 

as 1360. 2. 6 schol. 

xaira 1361, 28. 2. 

xaderds 1862. 7. 20. 
xadkeopirpas 1361. 5. 8. 
xadkoxirav 13859. 7. 14. 
xavb6v 1362. 7. 11. 

xapies 1865. 33. 
Xapires 1361. 9. 1. 
Xaper| 1361. 2. 2. 
xapl, 1361. 42. 2. 

xelp 1861. 1. 3; 1364. 75. 
xGav 1359. 7. 16. 
Xotpihos 1399. verso I. 

*AOnvn 1880. 30, 72. 

*Avuiayn 1857. 21, 44. 
*AroAN@v 1880. 210; 1881. 

232. 
“Aproxparis 1880. 136. 
“Apreuis 1880. 84. 

*AckAnmios 1381. 

228, 246. 
*Aoraptn 1880. 116. 

’Arapyatn (-ree Pap.) 1380. 

Ioo. 

*Adpodirn 1880. 9, 22, 35, 38, 

45, 67. 

ZOE SO, 

Biktap 1357. 20. 

BovBacris 1380. 4. 

TaBpind 1857. 54. 

Ackruvvis 1880. 82. 

Avdoxovpot 1880. 235. 

‘Exdtn 1880. 108. 

‘Edevn 1880. 112. 
*Emipaxos 1357. 6. 
‘Eppns 1881. 230. 
"Eoepeudis 1380. 46. 

he 

WV DICES 

xopés 1401..2. recto I marg. 
xovs, xdes “Opeorevcon 1862. 

1. 2. 
xpeos 1862. 7. 7. 
xpqpa 1871. 52 schol. 
xpnoda 1356. Fol. 4. 

1864. 12; 1867. 61. 
xpnorés 1367. 58. 
xpovos 13861. 5. 12; 

52; 1400. 1.5. 
xpvoeos 1361. 7. 4. 
xpuacddopos 1861. 5. 7. 
xpuodremdos 1361. 4. 2. 
xpuo6s 1361. 7. 13. 

xopa 13865. 28, 64. 

Li 

1365. 

Wevdns 1862. 7. 10. 
Wnyew 1868. 7. 

‘Eoria 1380. 23, 73. 
Evdnuia 1857. 41, 50. 

Zaxapias 13857. 52. 
Zevs 1882. 20, 22. 

"HXuos 1882. 22. 
"Hpa 1380. 26, 32, 34, 60, 

68. 
[‘Hpais], dua ["H.]1857. 40 (?). 
"Hpaoros 1880.2; 1381. 2209. 

Savnoris 13880. 68. 

Cayp|€|dors 1880. To5. 
O¢uis 1880. 83. 

Gcd[ Soros 1857. 63. 

G¢| d5apos 1857. 65. 

"Taw SaBawd 1384. 28. 

‘Tepnplas 1857. 40. 

"Ingovs 13884. 17. 

"‘Ipovbns 1381. 202. 
‘Tovktaves 1857. 48. 

‘Tovoros 1857. 10, 13. 
"Iows 1880. 23, 33(?), 76, 

fs}, Gg Te/Sy. 
"Ioloy 1857. 22. 

wWuxn 1856. Fol. 4. 1, 37- 

6 1860. 2. 6 schol. ; 1861. 7. 
1, 165 L36676,02740). 

aks 1861. 5. 24. 
avetoba 1867. 17. 

os 1856. Fol. 4. 31; 1359. 
fl, iG) 3 UGS, Fl, We, 24/5 

1868. 22; 1364. I9g1, 
219 (?); 1367.5, 37 ©): 
Ae BO), 3h 2, Os 2 ie 

és 1861. 7. 16. 
donep 1860. 2. 4 schol.; 

1365. 19 ; 1368. 34. 
aote 13865. 49 (?). 

oor| 1361. 78. 3. 

aperety 13864. 120. 

PERSONAL NAMES. 

Io 1880. 64, 143. 

KadeotSis 1381. 231. 

[Ké\Xovbos | 1357. 6. 

Koépn 1380. 72, 105. 
Koopas 1357. 22. 

Aariva 13880. 104. 

Anro 1380. 79. 

Mata 1880. 39, 42, 103, 116. 

Mapia 1357. 30, 45, 68. 

Mevydpys 1381.30. Mevexepns 

1381. 223. 
Mnvas 1357. It. 

Mixand 1857. 8, 39. 

Modyes (?) 1880. 45. 

Navaia 1880. 106. 

NexteviBis 1881. 1. 

Neyavrns 1881. 7. 

Novr, ara N. 1857. 56. 

Ove 1380. 1. 

“Oops 1880. 162, 198, 242. 

Ilakevtpa (?) 1380, 115. 



[TadXos] 1357. 34. 
Tlérpos 1857. 33. 
Tpakidikn 1880. 50. 

ZaBawod 1884, 28. 

Zapamis 1882. 20, 22. 

Zapkovus 1380. 119. 

Zepnvos 1857. 4, 28, 53. 

Supiov 13882. 23. 

2aOis 1880. 144. 

16. 

I 

Tayrvnus 13880. 75. 
Tl. .|§[¢Ja 1880. rr4. 

664 1381. 201. 

[SrdGeos | 1857. 43. 

BiddEevos 1857. 24, 38,58, 64. 
PorBdpupov 1357. 3, 6, 35, 36, 

43, 57+ 

Xptotds 1857. 30, 36 (?). 

A 

PERSONAL NAMES 

GEOGRAPHICAL. 
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*Qpos 1880. 210, 222, 233, 
234, 246, 250; 1381. 230. 

JaOpoixis 1880. 14. 

Ire . evs 13880. 282. 

otweaveds 1380. 296. 

raaBdevs 1880. 286. 

gus 1380. 47. 

|xpedves 1380. 3. 

(Where no number of the papyrus ts given the reference is to 1880.) 

”ABudos 278. 

“AOpiBis 39. 

Alyunros 2243 1881. 237. 
*AdeEavdpeva 1857. 2. 

"Amis 44. 
Adpodirns] modus I. 
*Adpobditns médis Tov IIpocw- 

mitov 7. 

BovBaoros 37. 

Bovkodeis 42. 
Bovoupis 51, 269. 

Bovoupirns (vopds) 50. 
Bouvro 27. 

Tuvatkorro\irns (vopds) 21. 

Aédra I0, 

Ads modus 7) pikpa 36. 

"EKpnyHa 75. 
‘Eppod modus (2) 18 (?); (0) 35. 

‘Eppov modus TOU Mevdnoiov 52. 
Eo[ 25. 

‘HXlou wédus 38; 1881. Ig. 

“Hpak\etov O1. 

“Hpakiéous rods 150. 

“Hpakdéovs médis Tov SeOpoirou 
56. 

(a) Egyptian. 

“Adalatov vikos 2. 
H[. .|kros 148. 

Odus 28. 

‘Tepa b6eupOovrov 40, 
‘Tépacos 13. 

"| ceiov| 33. 

*Ioidvov Tod S<Opoirov 54. 

Kaun 31. 

Kadduuious IT. 

KdveBos 62. 

Kapnyn 11. 

Kdouoy 75. 

KaraBaGyds 43. 
Ke . . kvAnus 17. 

|Kuvds| rédts Tod Bovorpirov 49. 

Acduta(v) modus 58. 

Aevkn “Aktn 45. 

[Anrlots méhus 4. 

Mehais 70. 

Mépudis 249; 1381. 21, 
Mevdnows (vopds) 52. 

Mer| ‘lous 64. 
Mevovbis 63. 

Mevougus 71. 
Mepkovpiov 1882. 19. 

MeppepOa p. 44. 
MernAirns (vopds) 72. 

Movipou (€roikxwov) p. 44. 
Mddov 16. 
Mopeudus 14. 
M. .|véorov 66. 

Navxparis 19. 
NetAos 125, 225. 

*Ocipios adurov 162. 

Ilevkeotis 609. 
Iléppnus 22. 

TInAovowoy 74. 

TAw6ivn 73. 
Hpocamirns (vouds) 8. 

Sdis 32. 
Sairns (vous) 30. 

SeBevvutos 33. 

SeOpoitns (vouds) 54, 56. 
Syedia 60, 

Tavs 59. 
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Tamdoupis 67. 
Téovyis 41. 

Paypwpiov (Spayoupov Pap.) 
mods 46. 

apBabos 53. 

’Apatdves 102. 

"ApaBia 77, 

’Agia go. 
’Aokddov 96. 

oivos 1884. Be. 
*Ackadovirns 

BayuBvxn 100, 
Bnpurés 116. 
BiOuvia 112. 

Tdyyns 226. 
Taga 99. 

Aehoi 9g. 
Andos IOT. 

AivOupa 114. 
A@pa 94. 

*EdcUOepos 225. 

‘EAAds 95. 

"EAAny 1881. 201. 
‘EMAnvis 1881. 34, 198. 
‘EAnoTovTOs TIO. 

’EpvOpa Oddacoa 118. 

CecoaXol 103. 

Opakes TOT, 

aBiBaoros 15. 

dyabn BI, 59, 95- 
dydn|n 28. dy. Oedv 109. 

ayia 34, 36, 89. 
ayn 86. 

“— 

INDICES 

Papirns 1882. 15, 17. 
Bépvovdis 57. 
bOeupOovrns (vouds) 40. 

Xdpa& 72. 

(6) Non-Egyptian. 

“Ivduxn 226. 
*Ivdol 103. 
‘TraXia 109. 

Kapia 113. 

Kvidos 80. 
Kpnry 82. 

Kukdddes vnoot 84. 

Kumpos 88. 

Kupnyn St. 

Aarivos 104. 

Avkia 78, 79. 

Mdyo (Maroe Pap.) 105. 
Mvv6os ITT. 
Mupa tis Avkias 79. 

[Naloos 77. 

Ildrpos (IaOpos Pap.) 85. 
Ilados 86. 
Ilépyapos 108. 

Ilépoa 104, 
| Ilérpa gt. 

Tlvepia go. 

Il6vros 108. 

IIrodeuais 117. 

IV. RELIGION. 

(a) GRAECO-EGYPTIAN. 

Xvou| 24. 

Xoarivyn 47. 

Vaxnuis 15. 

Jogus 4. 

“‘Padea 97. 

“Puvoxddoupa (-povda Pap.) 93: 

“Pdd.oe Gvepor 1883. 6, IT. 

‘Popn 83. 

Zahapis 87. 

ZapoOpakn 107. 
Zdpos TIO. 

Sideav 116. 

Sworn 96. 

Zovda IO5. 

Sodca THs Kata THY ~Epv9pay 

Gdhaccay 118. 
=rpdre@vos Ivpyos 94. 

Tevedos 112. 

Tpimodts 98, 225. 

Tpwas 114. 

“Ywndyn 92. 

Bowitkn (PouwE Pap.) Supias 

106. 

Xadkndav 82. 

Xadkwdikn 89. 

Xios 87. 

Titles of Isis (all from 1380). 

dya| 29. 
aOdvaros 13, 

"AOnyn 30, 72. 

dAnOeva 63. 

dulavros 1 09. 

dyagoa 15, 16, 23, 32, 37. 
dv. wéde@ 57. 

pevns 121. 

avdpooaterpa (avdpac. Pap.) 

oe 

ela vA > 

av, TNS OLKOU- 



wo, TO a, 38, 42. 

d7drewpa 19, 

dpiorn 99. 
“Aptoxpdris, tov Oedv ‘A, 136. 
“Apteuis 84, 

domis 58. 
*Aotdptn 116, 
*Atapydtn 100. 
apeows epddor 80. 

ey 9, 22, 35, 38, 45, 
om 

Bactiiooa 36. 

Boortpuxos, ev tais Taynyupect 
8. 133. 

BovBaortis 4. 

yprpparikn 48, 123. 
yuropopdos 66. 

deomoris 108. Seon. rdvtav 23. 
Oe BO, HG, Tse, 
duddypa Cons 139. 
Atkruvyis 82. 

ddreipa 13, 68. 

Suvdotis 34, 41, 54, OY. 

‘Exatyn 108. 

“Edevyn 12. 

eAevbepia 80. 
‘EAAds 95. 

erravdyouca Tov NeiAoyv 126. 

emivoia 34, 60. 

emitporros 121. 

"Ecepeudus 46. 
‘Eotia 23, 73. 
evOnvia, TOY Tas Kadds dydvT@y 

npepas vO, 135- 

evmAea QQ. 
evmopia 132. 

evperpia 81. tp, mavr@y 185. 
evppoovvn 19, 31. 

(Gov, Oe@v ravrwy ro Kado €¢. 

127. 

nyepovls 52. ny. Svadnpdtev 

193. 
qAlov dvoua T12, 
gma TT, 86, 

LV. RELIGION 

"Hpa 26, 32, 34, 60, 68. 

Gavjatis 68. 
Gaypl[eldous 105. 
Ged, ev ’Odtur@ 0. edmpenns 

130. 
O€pus 83. 

Oeds 747, 104. 
142. 

peylotn Gedy 

iepa 18, 41, 110. 

iepovkoredovoa 78. 

ihapa Gyrus, ev AnOy td, 6. 127. 
Lous, 23,1 39'(2), 70, Sk, EIR. 
"Id, “lots... arpoxaOnuévn 64. 

"Io GOs 143. 

KadXtpwoppos 18, 53. 

ka\Xiorn 100. 

karémrs 87, 
Kedvn 79. 

Kopn 72, 105. 
Koo pos Onev@y 131. 
kpariorn 96. 

kuBepynris 69. 
kupia 62, 142. 

kal pOopas kai . 
THS yns 222. 

Kal ToTaplav oToWdT@Y 123. 
kK. OTparetas kal ryep“ovias 2.40. 
kK. portos kal preypatov 248, 
kK. TaoNs Xwpas 24, 

> / 

k, avénoews 
- 195. kK. 

k. Oadacolov 

Aatwwa T04. 

Ant@ 79. 

oytorexn 27, 124, 
Aoropédpos 40. 

Maia 39, 42, 103, 116. 

peyady 77. 
peylotn Pity 66 (?), g2. 

Gedy 142. 
pia 6. 

puoex Ons 137. 
povoavaywyds 62, 128. 

Modyis (?) 45. 

pvotis TIT. 
pe. [.|d[. Jen 85. 

Navaia (Nana Pap.) 106. 

bey. 
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vea 85. 

vuKnTpia 30, 48. 
vinn 30. 

Odnyos 122. 
Ove| i 

dpbwaia 39, 98. 
ovopa mAlov IIT. 

143. 
épplorpia 15, 74. 

a la 
TPOTOV Oo, 

Takévrpa (?) II5. 

ravapbovos 88. 
mavtapxos, ev tais trav Oeav 

e€odias 7. 137. 
TavToKpareipa 20. 

mavrdn| Tes 93. 

muoTolacmis avépov 138. 
mohvpoppos 9, 70. 
ToAvépOahpos 129. 
moAv@vupos Q7, IOT. 

IIpa&wdikn 50. 

mpokaOnuern, “lous . . 
Tmpovora 43. 

TP@Tov dvopa 143. 

. mp. 04. 

Zapkovms I1Q. 

cedqvn IO4. 

ateiyouca 87. 
atoNapyis 8, 

orparia 71, 83, 102. 
cocovoa 76. 

Sats, “lot THO 144. 

TorTEIpa 20, QI, 293. 

Tavp@mts IO. 

Taxyvnyis 75. 
Taxuvixns 69. 

Tehela 32. 

Tploditts OT. 

tpipuns 84. 

TUXN 51. 

Tl. .|@[éJa 114. 

piria 94. 
pirdoropyos 12, 131, 
ppovnots 44. 

ppoviun I17, 124. 

Xapirouoppos 59. 
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xpnon@dds 43. 
apaia go. 

laOpoixes 14. 

*Aro\Aov 1880. 210; 1881. 

232, 
*AoxAnmios 1881. 26, 189, 

228, 246. deomdrns 1381. 

181. dacxados 1381. 1809. 
6 Oeds =A. 1881. 51, 71, 
UNO; LQ TR, Boy, Bile 
peyiotos GeGy 1881. 188. 

Avdoxovpot 1380. 235. 

ayabos Saipov 1880. 189. 
dyveiat ?AckAnmiov) 1881. 148. 

addvrov 13880. 216. ‘Oaipidos 
a6. See Index III (a). év 
Mépuper ad. 1880. 269. 

dpery 1881. 47, 136; 1882. 

LO) 23° 
BiBres 1881. 9, 25, 20, 33, 

OA, spn Ta, AD ile 
daipoves 1380. 164. 

eixdves Geav 1880. 139. 

IND TES 

|eov 4. 

Ine . beds 282. 

Jowweaveds 290. 

|raaBdeds 286, 

(2) Other Gods. 

“Eppns 13881. 230. 
Zevs Zdpamis 13882. 20. Z. 

“HAuos peyas Sap. 13882. 22. 

| "Hduos. See Zeus. 
"“Hpaoros 1380.2; 1381. 229. 
Geds. See 7AckAnmios. Geol 

1380. 109, 126, 135, 136, 

140, 143, 159, 181, 263 ; 
1381. 188. 

(3) Miscellaneous. 

eis Zeds Sdpamis 1882. 20. 

eEodiat Oey 1880. 137. 

(gov, (gov Gedy 1880. 127, 

140. lepa (6a 1880. 161. 
iepeds 1881. 18, 149. 
ievdy 1880. 278; 1881. 4. 

i, é€v Bovoiper TO kadovpevoy 

Bi 1380. 270. 

iepds, i. (oa 1880. 161. 

"Ioeia 1880. 202. 

kadal juepar 1380. 134. 

(0) CHRISTIAN, 

|rn 17a 

[pus 47- 
XpEeuVIs 3. 

Tuovdns 1381. 202. 

KakcoiBis 1381. 231. 

"Oops 1880. 162, 198. peyas 
"Oc. 1880. 242. 

Sdpams. See Zevs. 
664 1381. 201. 
“Qpos 1880. 222, 233, 234, 

246,250; 1881. 230. “Qp. 
’A7oANwv 1380. 2TO. 

A7n@n 13880. 127. 

Mevxédpns 1381. 30. 

1381. 223. 
NexreviSis 1381. 1. 

“Odvpros 1880. 133. 

maynyupers 1880. 133, 

mporopmevery 1881. Io. 
mpooroAvew 1381. 140. 

mpopnreta 1381. 23. 

avvoda 1880. 132. 

Supiov KuBepyntns 1882. 23. 

Meveyepns 

Rois 

(1) Churches of Oxyrhynchus (all from 1857). 

"Avuwayns 21, 44, 

Barriotns 47. 

dytos Biktwp 20. 

TO | oppuwoy praptuptoy 5O. 
ay. TaBpind 54. 

evayyeduaTns 7, 23, 42. 

ayia Evdnuia 41, 51. 

dy. Zayapias 52. 

dpa |‘Hpaidos 40. 

dy. O¢6| Soros (3). 

dy. «| ddwpos 65. 

: ‘Tepnutas 40. 

. TovAltavds 48, 
. lodoros 10, 13. 
. Koopas 22. 

dy. Mapia 30, 45, 68. 
paprup| ov 5. 

ay. Mnvas 11. 
ay. Mixand 8, 39. 
dy. ama Novr 56. 

voru) ék[kdyoia 37, OT. 
dy. |TlatAos 34. 

dy. Hérpos 33. 

dy. Sepjvos 4, 28, 53. 
dy, @iddéevos 24, 38, 58, 

64. 

PorBaupovos 3, 6, 35, 36, 43, 
87. 

aBpla... 49. 
df ytos - 59. 
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(2) Festivals and other Days (all from 1851). 

yevva Tov Xpicrod 30. 

[emupdvera TOU Xpiorod] 36. 

Nepa avrov (= TaSpunr) 54. 
(="TovAsavod?) 48. (=’Iov- 

orov) 10. (= Ocoddrov? ) 

63. (= Ocodapou ?) 65. 

dyyehou kupiov 1384. PAD 
dyws, ayia. See Index IV 

(G)..T. 
dytov mvevua 1884, 21. 

Banriotns 1857. 47. 
éx|kAnoia 1857. 61 PaCS 7 
evayyetorns 1857. 7, 23, 42. 

(=Myvay it. “(= Mixay)) 
oy (=Hav)ov) 34. (= Me 

pou argo. § (ee bihokévov) 
ds (=='GSSayk) 20. aE, 
avths (= tua “Hpaidos ?) 40, 
(= Mapias) 45. my. "Em | 

(3) Miscellaneous. 

aBBa 1357. 49. 
dua 1857. 40. 

dma 1857. 56. 

‘Ta® DaBaod 1884. 28. 

*Inoovs 1884. 17. 

xuptos 1884. 16 (?), 2382.0, 

paptupes 1357. 5. 

paxou 6. nu. Iolwvos 22. my. 

Kod\ovOou (2) 66. nu. pera- 

volas 4. mu. dirobeov (?) 43. 
kuptaKn 3,8) 97. 21, 2a, 28, 

35; 44, 46, 52, 57, 60, 62, 
7, 

paprupiov 13857. 50(?). 
ovpavds 1884. 24. 

mamas 1857. 2. 

marnp 13884, 21. 

ovvagis 1857. 1. 

vids 1884. 22. 
Xpiords 1857. 30, 36 (?). 
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aBBa 1857. 49. 

aBiBaoros 1880. 115. 

dBovrla 188Q. 258. 

ayass 1380. 51, 59, 95, 2477; 
1381. 204, 213. ay. daipev 

1380. 189. 
ayavaxrety 1381. 46. 

ayarn 1880. 28, 109. 
ayac@a 1881. 16. 

ayyedos 13884. 23. 

dyew 1880. 134, 224. 
dytos 1380. 34, 36, 89; and 

see Index IV (4). 1. 
ayveia 1881. 148. 

ayvos 1880. 86; 1884. 27. 

dyo| 1880. 29. 
ddehpos 1380. 186. 

addvrov 1880. 162, 216, 249. 

adavaros 13880. 13,243; 1881. 
ZUG, Fede, Be K 0%, 

[a]Geos 1881. 68. 
a@Aov 1881, 167. 
“Advp 1357. 6. 
aidas 1381. 44. 
aipew 1381. 39. 

aidvidios 1881, 80. 
aimy 1380. 292; 1381. 35. 

aiovos 1881. 225. 

akxayaros 1880. 160. 
dxeots 1881. 72). 

axeawouvos 1881. 143. 
aximntos 1881. 110. 

dkwos 13884, 31. 
dxudCew 1881. 194. 
axéros 1881. 114. 

dkxovew 1881. 1, 29. 

akpiBes 1881. 111. 

adyetv 1881. 93. 
ddyndav 1381. 142. 
adynpa 1881. 81. 

adnOeca 1880. 63; 1381. 173. 
aNd 1381. 24 (ov py a.), 40, 

44, 156, 183. 
d\X\arrédoyos 1881. 180. 

@ os 1880. 161; 1881. 26. 
ds 13883. 8; 1384, 13. 
apa 13857. 40. 
duedety 1881, 161. 

apuetpynros, TO au, 1880. 145. 

dpliavros 1880. 109. 

apdrevyve ba 1381. 119g. 

avaBadXco Oa 1381. 59. 
avayew 1881. 98. 

avayryyarkely 1381. 15. 

avaypapy 1881. 5. 

ava(yrety 1881, 11. 

avaOnpa 1381. 152, I9f. 

dvadioxe 1881. 14, 244. 
avavewots 1881. 25. 
avavnpew 1381. 125. 
avarhew 13882. 16. 

avarAovy 1381. 173. 

avaooa 1880. 15, 16, 23, 32, 

37 87, 121. 
avatokn 1880. 157, 159- 

avapopoy 1880, 260 (?). 
adpocarepa (ardpac. Pap.) 

1380. 55. 
dvepos 1880.138, 237 ; 1383. 

OO, Wit: 
avépxecOa 1384. 23, 26, 28. 
avnBackew 1881. 197. 

dp 1880. 147, 215; 1881. 

44, 201; 1884. 15. 
avOpearuvos 1881. 83. 
awOpwros 1880. 208; 1881. 

118. 
avrdrowa 1381, 234. 
avrt 1881. 13. 

avo, Td a. 1880. 38, 42. 
ama 1857. 56. 
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anayyedkey 1381. QI, 137, 

219. 
arate 1881. 148. 

ara\haooew 1881. 76, 128, 

208. 
anavrav 1884. 15. 

draé 1381. 161, 181. 

dmas 1880. 148, 171, 177, 
IU, AO, AON), Busy, XAOS 5 
1381. 190. 

ardreipa 1880. 19. 

aravoay 1881. 54. 

anevat 1881. 204. 

ard 1880. 157; 

O72 2 
arroderxvivat 1880. 168 ; 1381. 

88. 
aroduddvat 1881. 79; 1382. 

17 (?); 1884. 18. 
arokdele 1888. 9. 
amodeunros 1881. 230. 
dropdacoeyv 1881. 133. 

arovepew 13881, 21. 
aroorarety 1881. 3. 

droruyxavew 1881, 43. 

dpa 1883. 9. 

apyvpwv 1882. 18. 

dpern 1880. 153; 1881. 47, 

iSO, Biri 2 IGA, (6G), sx. 
appoge 1381. 187. 

dpovpa 1381. 27. 

dppwotos 1884. 147 (?). 

apxeo@a 1381. 34. 
apxoucacreia 1881. 8. 

doeBns 1380. 298; 1381. 205. 
ao6ua 1881. 96. 

acke 1381. 31. 
dordalec$a 1882. 16. 

doris 1880. 58. 

aetparn 1880. 238. 
dotpov 1880. 159. 
avéavev 13880. 183 (?), 237. 

avénors 1880. 176, 194. 

avrika 1381. 53. 

avtés 1857. 8 ef saep. ; 1880. 
250, 263; 1381. 5 ef saep.; 
1382. 16, 18; 1384. 18, 

26. 6 avr. 1357. 9 ef saep. ; 
1381. 32. 

avrov 13881. 247. 

1381. 19, 

LNDICES 

adapety 1881. 177. 
apavys 1881. 124. 
adeots 13880. 80. 

apOovos 1881, 232, 238. 
apauvnros (a|povavros Pap.) 

1380. 280. 

Barristns 1357. 47. 

Baoavos 1881. 105. 
Baoieds 1880, 266; 1381. 

12, 05s 223; 
Bacwdukos (ypapparevs) 1399. 

recto. 

Bacitiooa 1380. 36, 218. 

Bdoxavos 1881. 205. 

Bn€ 1381. 97. 
BiBAvoOnkn 1882. 20. 

BiBros 1381. 9, 25, 29, 33; 

TPM MOM, Typ A, Ts QA 
Bios 1880. 171; 1881. 49; 

1382. 5. 
Bdérew 1881. 111. 

BonOnua 1881. 76. 

Bonds 1881. 83. 

Boppwés 1357. 50. 

Bdorpuxos 1380. 133. 
BovdrceoGa 1881. 4. 

BotdAevpa 1880. 241. 

Bporrn 1880. 238. 

yap 1381. 40 ef saep. 
ye 1381. 52. 

yerva 1357. 30. 

y7 1380. 170, 222, 230. 
ynpas 1881. 59 (?). 
yiyvecOa. 1380. 162,164,186, 

247; 1381. 125. 
yinxov 1884. II. 

y\ooca 1381. 34, 199. 

yroo. 1357. 1. 

yeapparikos 1380. 48, 123. 

ypapn 1881. 36, 47, 159, 
Wis, Melilg MON 

yun 1380. 146, 274. 
yuropuoppos 1880. 66. 

daiuov 1880. 164. dyads 8, 
1380. 180. 

Sadvdxoxka 1884. 8. 

6é 1880. 175, 225-6, 246; 
1381. 10 ef sacp. 

decxvovat 1380. 207(?); 1381. 

190. 
detoOa 1881. 72 (?). 

Sexarrevte Oecpoi 13880. 119. 

de£ids 1381. 51. 
déos 1381. 113. 
deomotns 1881. 162, 181. 

deonoris 1880. 108, 231. 
devpo 1381. 203. 

6a 1880. 227; 1381. 20, 74, 
78, 138, 139, 148, 226(?), 
237; 1382. 15. 

duadnpa 1880. 139, 194. 

duddoxos 13880. 251, 263. 
dtaxaGaipe 1380. 177. 

diakadety 1381. 135. 

dvavoryviva 1881. ITO. 

dtarropety 13881. 157. 
dvaPGeipey 13880. 241. 

Svaporray 1381. 216. 
didackados 1381. 189. 

diddvae 13880. 175-6; 1381. 

143; 13883. Io. 

duérery 1881. 7. 
OumyetcOa 1381. 42. 

dunynua 1881. 177. 

dios 1880. 26, 86, ITT. 

dire 1381. 39. 

dis 1381. 123. 
dd&a 1881. 226. 
ddrecpa 1380. 13, 68. 

dpaxypn p. 44; 1882. 18; 
1384. 2-12. 

dpdaos 1880. 173, 220. 
duvapus 1880. 215; 1881. 42, 

00, 140, 217.220) 

duvards 1384. 29. 

6001381.13. vo mpooraypara 
1380. 156. 

dvorts 1880. 158. 
dvoceBew 1381. 243. 
dwped 1881. 192. 

SwpetoGa 1381. 233. 
Sopynua 1881. 222. 

eyyovos 1881, 22. 

eyeipe 1381. 126. 

eycep .. v 1880. 227. 
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ey® 1881. 32 ef saep.; 1888. 
7. Huei I3Sla ara Tas, 

I51; 1884. 15. 
eOddew 1888. 7. 

€Ovos 1880. 217. 

ei 1881. 52. 
eidévat 13880. 207 ; 1881. 153. 
etkoot 1881, 18. 

etkov 1880, 139. 

eivat 1880. 199, 221, 227; 
1381. 44, 92, 104, 109, 

rae 
eis 1880. 6; 1881. 10, 143; 

1382. 20. 
eis 1857. 3 ef saep.; 1880. 

ZOC ZOOL Slat AZO} 
31,58,86, ror, 215; 1882. 
18; 1884. 30, 34. 

eigaei 1380. 231. 

elovevraa 1881. 113. 

era 1881, 107; 1884. 33. 
eire 1381. 115, 116. 

ek (e£) 1380. 139, 153, 184, 
269; 1381. 5. 

exaotos 1881, 23. - 
éxatov 1882. 18. 

exet 18838. 8, 

exetvos 13881. 243. 

exkAnoia 1857. 37, 61. 
exteveotepov 1381. 11. 
exxetv 1884. 19 (?). 

edaia 1884. 18. 
éhavov 1884. 18. 

éheos 1381. 86. 
edevbepia 1880. 80. 
"EMAny avyp 1881. 201. 
‘Eris yhoooa 1881. 34,198. 

euds 1881. 104, 183. 
ev 1857. 2; 13880. 1 é/ sae. ; 

1381. 35, 36, 172, 1743 
1382. 19; 1884. 16. 

evavtios 1881. 242. 

eveivas (€) 1884. 17. 

evepyertepov 1381. 87, 94. 
emavtos 1380. 204. 

eowos 13881. 77. 
e€£ 1381. 17. 
earivys 1381. 107. 
e€eupeviCew 1881. 147. 

e£00ta 1380. 137. 

eo 1381. 39. 
eradnbifew 13881. 89. 

enavayew 13880. 126, 187. 

enamodtcOdvev 1881. 130. 
enav€dvew 1381. 213. 

émavé| 1380. 297. 

eret 1381. 64, 79, 160. 

emeiyeo Oat 1883. 9. 
erexew 1881. 37. 
eri 1380. 10, 40, 45, 60, 61, 

65,72,74,75s 91,125, 151, 
207,200 ; 1SSh. o. 16, 71, 

C2 LOZ. LOO 24 2n aioe 
emtyryvooke 1881. 161. 
emtkadeio bar 1880. 153 ; 1881. 

163. 
erixeparaoy 1368, introd. 
emxpivey 1881. 6. 
erwevew 1881, 72. 
emwoe 13880. 145, 173. 

erivora 1880. 34, 60; 1881. 
169. 

emuoxymrew 1381. 67. 
entoxorey 1881. 124. 
emotnun 1381. 210. 
eritpotos 13880. 121. 
éenupdvera 1857. 36 (?). 
empepery 13880. 158. 

emtxaptos 1880. 161. 
épavva 1381. 9. 
épnuos 1884. 16. 

épynvela 13881. 33. 
éppnvetew 1880. 120. 

erepos 1381. 172. 

ert 1381. 66, 126, 142, 231. 
erororepos 1381. 51, 85. 
éros Pp. 44. 

evayyehuorns 1857. 7, 23. 
evappooras 13880. 188. 

évBaros 1883. 10. 

evOamovia 13881. 235. 

evoaipov 1381. 50. 
evoudAAakros 13880. 155. 

evepyecia 1881. 52, 88, 145. 

evepyernpa 1381. 221. 

evepyerns 1880. 240. 

evOnveicOa 1381. 238. 

evOnvia 1880. 135. 

evOvs 1880. 283. 
evxdras 1380. 240. 
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etpevera 1881. 182. 

evpeuns 1381. 204. 

eUmAeos 13880. 99. 

evropew 1381. 241. 

evropia 13880. 132. 
eumperns 1380. 130. 
evpetyns 1381. 188. 

evperpia 13880. 81, 185. 
ctploxev 1880. 179; 1381. 

TKS}. LN GTe 
evoeBera 13881. 240. 

evoeBe 1881. 225. 

evoeBns 1381. 53. 
evreAns 1881. 75. 

ebrul|yey 1881. 227. 

eippaiverbau 1880. 159. 
evppoovrn 1880. 19, 31, 178. 
evxn 1880. 182 (?). 

evorupos 1381. 120. 
eduxros 1381. 41. 

epodos 1380. 80. 
epoppn 1881. 63. 

exe 1380. 142, 239; 1881. 
222, 234, 

éos 1881. 123. 

¢<iv 1384. 36. 
Gers 1881. 211. 

Cyrnows 1381. 15. 
(on 1880. 138. 
(Gov 1880. 127, 140, 161; 

1381. 93. 

71381. 118, 192. 
nyepovia 1880. 240. 
nyewovis 1880. 52, 193. 

noeo0a 1381. 156. 

7dla 1880. 132. 
nrcxia 1881. 61. 

Atos 1880. 112, 157, 221, 

233. “Hdtos 1382. 22. 
nuepa 1880. 135, 154, 1783 

1881. 13; and see Index 
TV) (2). 2. 

nmos 1880. 11, 86, 155. 

Gatacoa 1880. 

1381. 214. 
Garacotos 1880. 122. 

Garre 1880. 189. 

L135 2305 
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dacoov 1381. 6. 

ded 1380. 130. 
Oendaros 1881. 167. 
Getos 1381. 17, 94, 112, 159, 

162. 
Oedrns 1881. 165, 186. 

Gehev 13880. 148, 175. 
6eds, See Index IV (a). 1 

and 2. 
Oepareia (Oapamia Pap.) 1884. 

17, 34- 
Gepareav 1881, 116. 
Gepuds 1884. 33. 

Geopds 1880. 120. 

Onrus 1880. 131. 

Onrevewy 1881, 206. 

6yntés 1881. 41. 
Opnoxa 1380. 245. 

Opomorns 1880. 251. 

Opdvos 1880. 265. 
Ove 1380. 149. 

dvpa 1880. 279. 
évoia 1881. 78,147, 151,192. 

iacGa 1884. 30. 

tacts 1884. 24. 
iarpeta 1881. 144. 
iarpixy 1881. 55, 209. 
‘lam SaBawd 1384. 28. 
idvos 1881. 87. 
iSpup| 1380. 294. 

idpas 1881. 129. 
iepeds 1881. 18, 149. 
iepdv 1880. 270,278; 1881. 4. 
iepovtxoreety 1380. 78. 

iepds 1880. 18, 41, 110, 161. 
ixerevew 1881. 154. 

ixérns 1881. 70. 
ikapds 13880. 127, 162. 
ivOuxrioyv 6 13857. 2. 

"Ioeiov 1880. 202. 
isos 1880. 215. 
isropia 1381. 17, 38, 166, 200. 
isxupds 1884, 29. 

kabarAovv 1881. 168. 

xaOapovos 1884. 1. 

kabé(ec Oa 1881. 105. 

kabiordvar 1880. 203, 274, 
ZO. 

INDICES 

kai ydp 1881. 103, 170. 
caipos 1381. 58, 194, 197. 

kakov 13881. 244. 

kadewv 13880. 5, 270. 
kadXipoppos 13880. 18, 53. 
kahds 1880. 127, 134. 

huatos 1380. 100. 

1380. 188. 
kapvewv 1881. 66. 

kapnBapew 1381. 99. 
kaprros 1381. 238. 

kapvoy 1384. 9. 

korg, LSS8OQ. 05 20 Roh ZOO 
UG ISMG tli, TOKS, eats}, 5016), 
TSZy Oa elo. 

katayyehAew 1381. 150. 
katayew 1380. 255. 

kataderxvuvat 1880. 178. 
karavéavey 1880. 257. 
katrapbeipew 1880. 176. 
karayopitev 13882. 19. 

katepyecOa 1357. I. 
catexery 1881, 56. 

xareva. 1881. 45. 

catorrevey 1881. 114. 

karéntis 13880. 87. 

xedvds 1380. 79. 

kehevery 1880. 259; 13838. 6. 

cepadn 13881. 122. 

knoeia 1881. 224. 
knpvooew 1881. 35, 144. 

kivOuvos 1881. 214. 
coiCerOar 1884. 36. 

KouaoOa 1381. 92. 

kouicew 1881. 12. 

képtov 1384. 7. 
kooporrotia 1381. 170. 

kdgpos 1880. 130, 2I1. 
kdatos 1384, 5. 

kparetv 1880. 144; 1884. 25. 
kpaticros 13880. 96. 

kparos 1880. 239, 257. 
krigew 13880. 64, I51, 280, 

284. 
xuBepvav 1880. 187. 

kuBepyntns 1882. 24. 

kuBepyntis 1880. 69. 

kupvoy 1884, 2. 

kutapiooos 1884, 35. 

kuptakn 1857. 3 ef saep. 

KaA- 

KaA@s 

kuptos 1880. 24, 62, 123, 
AA, TOO), BO, Bis, B22, 
ZAO, 248, 205-5 138A. 

TO), (23) 0205) 1390" 
recto. 

kodvew 1881, 45, 115. 

Aakety 13881. 179, 199. 
AapBavey 1881. 226; 1882. 

17; 1384. 27, 31, 35. 
Aaprpes 1381. 119. 

Aeyev 1883. 8; 1884. 18, 

26. cimew 1881. 156; 

1382. 15, 20; 1884. 16(?). 
AnOapyos (adnO. Pap.) 1381. 

IOo. 

An6n 1880. 127. 

Anppa Pp. 44. 
Aoyorexds 1880. 27, 124. 

Adyos 1881. 174. 

Awrodpdpos 1880. 40. 
Aoday 1381. 141. 

A. lors 1880. 231. 

pakpodoyetoba 1381. 178. 
padiota 1381. 10, 28, 60. 

pavOavery 1881. 35. 

papafoy 1384. 3. 

paprup.oy 1357. 50 (?). 

peaptus 1357. 5- 

paotixy 1884. 6. 
péyas 1880. 77, 242; 1882. 

22, peéeyuoros 1380. 21, 

66, 92, 142, 188. 
peyeOos 1881. 31, 38, 221. 
peddtew 1881. 39, 89, 195, 

21G. 
pe 1881. 3, 16, 50, TIT 

FIG, 128,191, a0" 
pevew 138838. 7. 
Hepos 18838. 6, 8. 

peos 1381. 36 ; 1384. 23 (?). 
perd 1857.1; 1881. 80, 112. 
perahapBdvew 1381. 107. 

peravoa 1857. 4. 
peraxetpifer Oar 1881. 209. 
peTewpos, TO wer. 1880. 144. 
Mexeip 1857. 48. 
pexpt 1880. 158. 

pn 1883. 8. 

>] 
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pnd 1381. 106, 151. 
pndeis 1381. 66. 

pnAov 1384. 35. 

phy (subst.) 1881. 9. 
pny, ov pay adda 1881. 24. 

pnview 1881. 136. 
pyre 1881. 152. 

pntnp 1381. 67, 71, 102. 

puxpds. See Atos mérus. 
puexOns 1880. 137. 

penun 1881. 198. 
podts 1881. 70, 158. 

povos 1880. 181; 1881. 40, 

193. povoy 1881. 14, 43, 

63, 122: 
povoavaywyds 13880. 62, 128. 

pvOos 1881. 172, 180. 

puotis 1880. 111. 

vavoiBatns 13888. 9. 

véos 1880. 85, 211 (?). 
vedtns 1881. 63. 
ympadtortepos 1381. 133. 

vixntpia 1880. 30, 48. 

voetv 1381. 70. 
vopupos 13880. 204. 
vocos 1381. 56, 73, 207. 
votwés 1857. 37, OT. 

viongn 1880. 30. 
voé 1881. 91; 1383. 10. 

Enpés 1880. 184; 1884. 31. 

ode 1881. 141. 
odnyés 1380. 122. 

6dvvm 1881. 98. 
66ev 1881. 57, 181. 
066vn 1381. 120. 

oia 1881. 73. 
otecda 1881. 168. 

oikos 1880. 2, 268. 

vikovpern 13880. 121. 

oivos 1880. 180; 1384. 32. 

dAlyos 1881. 106. 

dros 1880. 158; 1381. 174; 
1383. 9. 

“O\vpros 1880. 130. 
ouBpos 1380. 228. 
épolws 1857. 27, 32, 34, 59, 

59; 1380. 246. 

duos 13881. 153. 

évap 1881. 108, 
dvetpov 1881. 74, 139. 

dvoya 1380. 113, 141, 143; 
1384. 20(?). 

dvonavew 1880. 163. 

o€os 1884. 14. 

dpav 1880. 1523; 1881. 108, 

139. 
bpeyew 1381. 64. 

dpbaavos 1880. 39, 98. 

opuav 1381. 84, 166. 

oppliorpia 1880. 15, 74. 

és 1880. 64, 119, 139, 175, 
LOAW22 122 72 OOrw Ls Sle 

SO), LOB, QAR. Bilis. 
éo0s 1881]. 138, 206, 208, 

PK), BUD. Dire 
érav 1880. 163. 

ére 1381. 92; 13838. 7. 
67s 1880. 208, 250; 1884. 

28. 
Oy) WUBI, AO, 2), sss, ites. 

ovk 1381. 111. 

1381. 23. 
ovhyn 1884. 34. 
ovre 1881. 108. 

ovros 1881. 1, 80; 130, 154, 

155; 187, 237, 244. ovras 
INsIy/5 25 lis tell, wielet 

6p9arpds 1881. 109; 1384. 

24. 
dé 1381. 69. 
dys 1880. 128 ; 1881. 139. 

maykdOapos 1384. 27. 
mats 1381. 103, 220, 232. 
mada 1381. 150. 

mavw 1881. 85, 145, 154. 

ravapbovos 13880. 88. 
mavnyupis 1880. 133, 181. 

mavrapxos 13880. 137. 
mavraxn 1380. 172. 
mavrn 1880. 210. 

mavroxparerpa 1880. 20, 

mavron| res 1380. 93. 
navy 1381. 16. 
manras 1357. 2. 

mapa 1882. 18. 
rrapadiddva 1380. 204, 244. 

ov pay avNG | 
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mapakeheverba 1381. 6. 

mapautika 1381, 193. 

mapetvat 1881, 70; 1882. 20. 

mapexew 13880. 180, 

mapolxer Oa 1381. 65. 
mapogvvew 13881. 2. 

mas 1880. 125 ef saep.; 

1381735, 02) 137,161, 
199, 200, 218. 

rarnp 1884. 21. 

matptos 1380. 267. 

retOetv 1884. 20. 

teipavba 1381. 127. 

meAaytos 13883. 6, 8. 

medayos 1883. 8. 

mepva 1384. Io. 

mept 1881. 247; 1882. 23. 
meptacevery 1381. 176. 
meptoods 1381. 61. 

meproa ev 1381. 215. 

myn 13880. 228. 
mBavodoye 1881. 171. 
nivew 13884, 33. 

moroiaons 1380. 138. 

motos 1880. 152, 241. 

mrew, treet 1388. 7. 
Trelov 1380. 234. 
meupa 1381. 141. 
mAeupov 1381, 82, 98. 
mAnOGos 1381, 5, 212, 235. 

mAnupvpa 1880. 223. 

mAnv 1381. 93, 117. 
mAnpovv 1381. 164. 

mouricey 1881. 26. 

mvevpa 1383. 10; 1384. 21. 

moetv 1880. 215, 235, 243, 

250, 263, 291; 13881.134. 
troveig Oar 1381. To. 

mOhice LBGOs SO, 202.0 Ck 
Index III (a). 

mohAakis 1881. 32, 54, 155- 

médos 1380. 232. 

Todvpoppos 1880. 9, 70. 
moAvopbarpos 1880. 129. 

modvs 13881. 129, 212. mAcioy 

1380. 234. 
moAvavupos 13880. 97, TOL. 

movey 13881. 211; 1384. 25, 

30. 
movos 1381. 100. 
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morauos 1880. 122. 

morapos 1380. 223. 

mov 1381. 178. 

rovs 1381. 123. 
TpakTwp P. 44. 

mpecBus 1880. 148. 

mpoaipety 1380. 219. 

apeto@a 1881. 136. 

mpoOvpia 1381. 37, 54, 60. 

mpoioravac 1381. 239. 
mpoxabna ba 1380. 65. 
mpokaGopodoyety 1881. 156. 
mpoxpivey 1880. 250. 

mpodapPave 1381, 137. 
mpovora 1380. 43 ; 1881.164. 
mporopmevey 1881. 19. 
mpos 1880. 201, 207; 1381. 

44, 52,55, 73,1735; 1884. 
Ze. 

mpoonkew 1381. 22. 
mpookuvety 1880. 142, 160; 

1381. 131. 
TpoonAnpovy 1381. 175. 

Tpoomo\cw 1381. 149. 

mpoataypna 1380. 156. 
mpopyreia 1381. 23. 
mpopnrevew 1381. 169. 
mp@tos 1380. 143,181. 

tuota 1380. 120. 
mrépvé 1880. 220. 

muperos 1381. 96, 128. 
mupopdpos 1881. 27. 

Tpo- 

Tp@- 

petv 1381. 82. 
pevery 1881, 36. 
prvokivouvos 1881. 57. 

ceBaopds 1381. 31. 

ceBecGa 1881. 202. 

cehnvn 1880. 104. 

céhwoy 1884. 4. 
opvpva 1884. 19. 

o6s 1380.165, 236(?); 1881. 
163, 165, 169, 182, 186, 
199. 

oneppa 1384, 31. 

ondyyos 1884. 25. 

ordpysos 1880. 170. 
onovdagew 1381. 247. 

oreixew 1380. 87. 
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orpoBely 1381. 69. 
ov 1880. 141 e sacp.; 1882. 

2,15; 13884. 28. 
ovprdnpovy 1381. 48. 

ovvagéis 1857. 1. 
cuvievat 1881. 203, 206. 
oumorava. 1880. 154, 185. 

avvosos 1380. 132. 

ouvoppicew 1380. 147. 

ovvropws 1381. 179. 

opadaifew 1881. 99. 
opddpa 1881. 2. 
apoopes 1381. 96. 
cofew 1380. 76; 1881. 57, 

78. 
oéos 1380. 146. 
coreipa 1380. 20, gI, 203. 
T@THPLOS 1381. 218. 

tarewouv 1381. 158. 

rareivopa 1381. 48 (?). 
tavpomis 1380. 107. 

tapn 1880. 196; 1881. 229. 

taxvvikns 1880. 64. 

taxvs 1881. 62, 82. 
1381. 6. 

re 1881. 97, 221, 222 (?). 
TekpaiperOa 1381. 185. 
redevos 1880. 32, 204. 

reegloupyetv 1881. 184. 

répas 1880. 277 (?). 
tepatwons 1381. 219. 
reraptaios 1381. 68. 
Type 1381. 58. 
tis 13884. 17, 26. 
ms 1381. 61, 117. 

r&e nuepat 1880. 155. 

rovovtos 13881. 186. 

témos 1880. 206; 1881. 216. 
tére 1881. 8, 60, 236. 

tpets 1380. 269; 1881. 224. 

Tpidkovra 1881. 13, 27. 

Tprakdovot 13881. 27. 

tpiBew 1384, 32. 

tpetns 1881. 65, 67. 
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rptodirts 13880, gt. 
tpis 1381. 123. 

tpupuns 1880. 84. 
Tpouodns 13881. 126. 

tpdmos 1381. 245. 

tpopy 1880. 236. 
Tv. 1357. 33. 
tunTew 138838. 8. 

(rvpavvos) 1380. 240. 

Tux 1880. 51. 

vypos 1380. 184. 

vdop 1882.15, 17; 1883. 10. 
vids 1380. 209; 1384. 22. 
uraxove 1881. 86. 

Umepadyetv 1881. 104. 
breppnkns 1881. 117. 

innkoos 1880. 164. 
umeva 1381. 160. 

Unvos 1881. 101, 106, 108, 
t76 1881. 30. 
bropynpaticpos 1899. recto. 
imdaxeots 1881. 60, 151. 

vroraccew 1881. 240; 1883. 
Q. 

votepos 1881. 175. 
tpaivew 1880. 146. 

vgdiorava 1880. 221. 

haivey 1881. 75. 
1381. 95. 

Papevod 1357. 63. 

gavracia 1881. 113. 
davraciody 1881. 140. 

badd: 1357. 3. 

pepev 1881. 121. éepecba 
1880. 150; 1881. ror. 

gpevyew 1381, 57. 
npn 1881. 50, 227 (?). 
pedvew 1381. 63. 

pbecipew 1881. 194. 
Oopa 1380. 175, 195. 
piria 1380. 94. 
prdsoropyos 1880. 12, 131; 

1381. 103. 
preyev 1381. 96. 

préyna 1380, 248. 
ovoxa 1384. 1. 
ppagew 1881. 181. 

fpiken 1881. 69. 
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pixrés 1881. go, 
ppovety 1881. 62. 

ppdynors 1880. 44, 81, 183. 
ppompos 1880. 117, 124. 

view 1881. 62. 
pidrov 1884. 12. 
voids 1381. 173. 

vows 1881. 84, 103. 
pos 1380. 248, 295. 

xapiCerOa 1882. 15. 

VI. 

accent in relation to metre 
236-7. 

Alcaeus, cracrixd 51. 
Alexander son of Amyntas 

66. 
All Saints’ Day 31. 
Amazons 215. 
Andreas of Sicyon 105-6, 

108-9. 
Andronpolis 206, 
Anne, St. 36-7. 
Anniane 23-5. 
Anthesteria 88-9. 
Antiphon Sophistes, works 

92-3 ; Style 95. 
Antisthenes 112, 
Aphroditopolis (two towns) 

203-4. 
Apis (town) 210. 
Apollo 223-4. 
Apostle. See Evangelist. 
Apostles, gospel of the XII 

239. 
Apuleius 190, 214, 225. 
Arabia 213. 
archidicastes 232. 
Archimachus(Archem.?) 115, 

119g. 
aretology 225, 235. 
Aristides, rhetor 225, 233. 

xdpis 1880. 156; 1881. 79, 
IgI, 196. 

xapiroddreipa 1880. Io. 

Xapiropophos 1380. 59. 
xelp 1881. 121. 
xtov 13880. 229, 239. 
xpav 1381. 245. 

xpeos 1881. 160. 

xpemorns 1881. 152. 

xenua 1381. 233. 

xpnopodds 1380. 43, 
266. 

252, 

NOTES. 

Aristophanes, order of plays 
134, 142, 146; papyri in 
relation to MSS. 134, 138; 
scholia 135, 136-8, 244. 

Aristotle on Sicyon 105-7; 
on Sicyonian Constitution 
105, 107-8. 

Asclepius. See Imhotep. 
Asia 214-15. 
Atarbechis 204. 
Atargatis 215. 
Athenaeus on Pollis 84, 88. 
Auge 52, 55- 

Bacchylides, fragments iden- 
tified 65, 81. 

Bambyce 215. 
book-form in papyri 6, 9, 

1, WA, TAD, eV TeaKey, 

142, 145, 242-4, 246-7. 
Boreadae 46. 
Bubastis 203. 
Bucoli, Bucolia, 

mouth 209. 
Busiris 210-11. 
Buto 207-8. 
Buzyges 115, 119. 

Bucolic 

Caene 207. 
Caesarea in Palestine 215. 

T 

ae 

xpnords 1381. 74. 
xpovos 13880. 28, 203, 213, 

268; 1381. 65. 
xopa 1380. 24, 

219, 234, 241. 
125, 152, 

Wuxpds 13880. 184. 

® 1381. 203, 206. 
apatos 1880. go. 

os 1881. 102, 155. 
| ofedeiy 1881. 49. 

(The numbers refer to pages.) 

SUBJECTS DISCUSSED IN THE INTRODUCTIONS AND 

Calamisis (town) 204. 
calendar, early Christian 21. 

Julian and Egyptian 20. 
Caleoibis (deity) 223-4. 
Callimachus papyri 83; frag- 

ments identified 83, 88-91. 
Catabathmus 210, 
Cecrops 115. 
Charax (town) 213. 
Choerilus, works 245. 
Christmas 20, 28. 
churches at Oxyrhynchus 

23-6. 
Clisthenes of Sicyon 105-6. 
codex. See book-form. 
Coptic calendar in relation 

to Greek 35-43. 
Cosmas, St. 37. 
Croesus 12, 18. 
Cross, festivals of the 32. 

marginal cross 82. 
Cynopolis in the Delta 210. 
Cypselus 107-8. 

Delphi 215. 
Delta 204. 
Demonax I15. 
Demosthenes, number of his 

speeches 112; oldest frag- 
ment of D. 186. 
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diadem 217. 
Diodorus on Sicyon 105-6. 
diplé 18. 
Dioscuri 220, 
Diospolis Parva (in the Delta) 

208. 
dreams, Homer 

dvelpov 49-50. 

on Onpos 

Easter, date of 20, 30, 42. 
Ebionites, gospel of the 

238-9. 
Eleutherus, river 220. 
emendations verified. (1) 

Aristophanes: Bekker and 
Blaydes 142, 145; Bergk 
and Brunck 146, 153. 
(2) Callimachus: Bentley 
89, go-1; Nauck 89; 

H. Stephanus 89. 
Euripides: Weil 127, 133. 
(4) Sophocles : Musgrave 
125. (5) Thucydides: Ae- 
milius Portus 177; Gertz 
1705) Llerwerden) 132); 
Hude 178. 

Ephorus 106-9. 
Epimachus, St. 25-7. 
Epiphany 29, 38. 
Eridanus 50-1. 
Erigone, festival of 88. 
Eseremphis (title of Isis) 210. 
Euphemia, St. 24, 38. 
Euripides MSS. in relation 

to papyri 127. 

Europa 45, 49. 
Evangelist, church of the 

25-6. 

festivals at Oxyrhynchus 
26-32. 

frontier of Egypt and 
Palestine 213. 

Gabriel, Archangel 29-30, 
40. 

Ganges 220. 
Glaucetes, adventures of 119. 
Greek calendar in relation to 

Coptic 35-42. 

(3) | 

INDICES 

Gynaecopolite nome 206, 

Harpies 46. 
Hebrews, gospel according 

to the 239. 
Hecamede 243. 
Helen 216. 
Heliopolite nome 203. 
Hellas (title of Isis) 215. 
Ftellenica Oxyrhynchia, style 

and authorship 107. 
Hera 204. 
Heracleopolis 211. 
Heracleum 212. 
Heraclides Lembus 113-15. 
Herais, ama 23-5. 
Hermes 209, 221, 223-4. 
Hermippus 113. 
Hermopolis, (1) 205; (2) 

208 > (3) 211: 
Herodotus on Sicyon 105-6, 

108-9. 
Hesiod papyri 44; fragments | 

identified 49, 50. 
Hestia 206. 
Hiera (town) 209. 
Hieracion, St. 39. 
Hierasus 205. 
Hiero 66. 
Homer on dypos bveipwr 49— 

50; on Sarpedon 45, 49. 
Horus 209, 219-20, 223-4. 
Hypapante 29, 40. 
Hyperides, possible author | 

of 1866. 112. 
Hypsele (town) 215. 

Iamblichus in relation to 

Antiphon 94-5. 
Icus 83, 88. 
Imhotep, worship of 221-3 ; 

tomb of 221, 223-4. 
India 216. 
Innocents’ Day 29. 
lo 212. 
Iseum (town) 208. 
Isidium (town) 211. 

| Ision 25, 2%. 
Isis, titles 191-4, 203-20; 

worship in Egypt 194-5, 

Mercurium at 

203-13,218, 220; worship 
elsewhere 195, 213-10. 

Island (place-name) (1) 212; 
(2) 213: 

Italy 216. 

| James, festival of St. 31. 
Jehovah Sabaoth 239. 
Jeremiah, St. 38-9. 

| Jewish apocalyptic work 239. 
John, St. J. the Baptist 25-6, 

39: 
John, St. J. the Evangelist, 

church of 25-6; festival 
of 31-2. 

| Julianus, St. 29, 39. 
Justus, St. 24, 27-8, 36. 

Laodicea, Council of 30, 43. 
Lasus, fragment of 119. 
Latina (title of Isis) 215. 
law and nature contrasted 

93-4. 
Lent 30, 41. 
Leontopolis 211. 
Leuce Acte 210. 
Libanius on Sicyon 105-6, 

108. 
lotus 209. 
Lysias, possible author of 

1366. 112. 

Manetho on Imhotep 221. 
Mantinea 115, 118. 
Martyrs, church of the 35. 
Mary, the Virgin 29, 31, 43. 
Melais 212-13. 
Memphis 195, 203. 
Menas, St. 27. 

| Menelais 212-13. 
Menkaura 

221-3. 
Menouphis 213. 
Menouthis 212. 

(Mencheres) 

Alexandria 
236. 

Metelite nome 213. 
metre, accent and quantity 

in 236; three-line stanzas 
in Alcaeus 57. 
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Michael, Archangel 24, 30, 
35-6. 

Momemphis 205. 
moon 216. 
Mouchis z1o. 
Myron of Sicyon rog-6, 

108-9. 

Nanai, Babylonian goddess 
216. 

Nativity 20, 28. 
nature and law contrasted 

93-4. 
Naucratis 205-6. 
Nebeo[ (town) 207. 
Nechautes, archidicastes 232. 
Nectanebo 222—3. 
New Testament cursive MSS. 

T, 5, 6. 
Niciu 203—4. 
Nicolaiis Damascenus on 

Sicyon 105-4, 109. 
Nile 209, 217. 
Nithine 206. 
Northern papripuv 23. 
Noup, St. apa 40-1. 

oracle in relation to chrono- 
logy 105, 109. 

Orthagoras 105-6. 
Osiris 217-18, 220. 

Papnuthius, St. 41. 
Papremis 206. 
papyrus roll discovered in 

a temple 222-3, 
patriarch of Alexandria 21-2. 
Paul, St. 29, 34-8. 
Pausanias on Sicyon , ros, 

108, 
Peleus, festival of 84—5. 
Pelusium 213. 
Peter, St. 29, 37-8. Gospel 

of P. 238-9. 
Petra 214-15, 
Peucestis (town) 212. 
Phagroriopolis 210. 

Pherenicus, horse of Hiero 
66. 

Phernouphis (town) 211, 
Philip, gospel of 238-9. 
Philochorus, fragment of rrg. 
Philotheus, St. 38. 
Philoxenus, St. 247, 37. 
Phoebammon, St. 23-5, 32. 
Phthemphuthite nome 209. 
Plinthine 213. 
Plutarch on Sicyon ro5, 109. 
Pollis 84-5, 88. 
Praxidice 211, 
Pronoia 210, 
Prosopite nome 204, 
Psochemis (town) 205. 
Ptolemaeus Pindarion 82, 
Pythagoras 114. 

Red Sea 216, 
repentance, day of 26, 
Rhinocolura 213, 215, 
Rome 214, 

-Rufinus on Oxyrhynchus 26, 

saints with churches at Oxy- 
rhynchus 24-7 ; saints’ 
days 26-30, 

Samothrace 216. 
Sarpedon 45, 49. 
Saturday services 28, 30. 
Satyrus 114. 
scholia on Euripides, Or.133; 

on Aristoph, Clouds 135-8. 
Serenus, St. 35. 
Sethroite nome 211, 213. 
Severus 43. 
Sicyon, tyrants of 105-9. 
Sinope 215. 
snake, Isis as 211, 219. 
Socrates on synaxeis 19, 28, 
sophists 93-4. 
Sophocles MSS. in relation 

to papyri 122. 
Sothis 217. 
Sotion 114. 
Southern church 23, 38. 

Staliones 19, 22. 
Stephen, St, 289, 
stichometry 2;  stichome- 

trical numbering in prose 
works 103, 

Sunday services 20, 22, 30, 
ate 

Susa on the Red Sea 216, 
synaxis 19, 22, 26, 28, 

Taposiris 212. 
Telephus 52-5, 
Teouchis (town) 209. 
Thapseusis (title of Isis) 216, 
Theodorus, St. 30, 42. 
Theodotus, St. 30, 42. 
Theogenes of Icus 83. 
Thonis 204, 
Thoth, See Hermes, 
Thucydides MSS. in relation 

to papyri 156-64. 
Timotheus IV, patriarch 21. 
titles of papyri 115, 235, 245. 
Trinity, order of Persons in 

the 238. 
triple-faced goddess 214. 
Tripolis 215. 
Tyre 216, 

uncanonical gospel 238-9. 

vellum fragments 1,2, 5, 242, 
244. 

verso, use of for literary texts 
44,190,221, 245; patches 
for strengthening v. 113. 

Victor, St. 36. 

week-day services 28. 
wine 217-19. 
women, position of 217, 279. 
writing, discovery of 193, 

224, 

Xois, Xoite nome 209-10. 

Zachariah, St, 40, 
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EGYPT EXPLORATION FUND 

GRAECO-ROMAN BRANCH. 

HE EGYPT EXPLORATION FUND, which has conducted Archaeological research 
in Egypt since 1882, in 1897 started a special department, called the Graeco-Roman 

Branch, for the discovery and publication of remains of classical antiquity and early 
Christianity in Egypt. 

The Graeco-Roman Branch issues annual volumes, each of about 250 quarto pages, with 
Sacsimile plates of the more important papyrt, under the editorship of Drs. GrenrELt and 
Hunt. 

A subscription of One Guinea to the Graeco-Roman Branch entitles subscribers to the annual 
volume, and to attendance at the Fund's lectures tn London and elsewhere. A donation of 525 
constitutes life membership. Subscriptions may be sent to the Honorary Treasurers—for 
England, Mr. J. Grarton Mitnz, 37 Great Russell St., London, W.C.; and for America, 
Mr. Cuester I. Camppetr, 327 Zremont Temple, Boston, Mass. 

PUBLICATIONS OF THE EGYPT EXPLORATION FUND. 

———— 

MEMOIRS OF THE FUND. 

PeThe SPORE CIVY OF PITHOM AND THE ROUTE OF THE EXODUS, 
For 1883-4. By Epouarp NavILLE. ‘Thirteen Plates and Plans. (Fourth and Revised 
Lidition.) 255. 

II]. TANIS, Part I. For 1884-5. By W. M. Frinpers Perrin. Eighteen Plates 
and two Plans. (Second Edition.) 255. 

III. NAUKRATIS, Part I. For 1885-6. By W. M. Frinpers Petriz. With 
Chapters by Ceci, SMITH, ERNEST A, GARDNER, and BARcLAyY V.HeEap. Forty-four Plates 
and Plans. (Second Edition.) 255. 

IV, GOSHEN AND THE SHRINE OF SAFT-EL-HENNEH. For 1886-7. 
By EpouarpD NAVILLE. Eleven Plates and Plans. (Second Edition.) 255. 

V. TANIS, Part Il; including TELL DEFENNEH (The Biblical ‘‘Tahpanhes ’) 
and TELL NEBESHEH. For 1887-8. By W.M. FLINDERS PETRIE, F, LL. GRIFFITH, 
and A.S. Murray. Fifty-one Plates and Plans. 255. 

VI. NAUKRATIS, Part II. For 1888-9. By Ernest A. Garpner and F. Li. 
GRIFFITH. ‘Twenty-four Plates and Plans. 255. 

VilelibecilyY OF ONIASS AND THE MOUND -OF THE JEW. The 
Antiquities of Tell-el-Yahfidiyeh. An Lxtra Volume. By EpOUARD NAVILLE and 
F, Lu. GRIFFITH. Twenty-six Plates and Plans. 255. 
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BUBASTIS. For 1889-90. By Epovarp Naviriz. Fifty-four Plates and 
Plansay 25s: 

TWO HIEROGLYPHIC PAPYRI FROM TANIS. An Extra’ Volume. 
Containing THE SIGN PAPYRUS (a Syllabary). By F. Lu. GrirFITH. THE 
GEOGRAPHICAL PAPYRUS (an Almanac). By W. M. FLINDERS PETRIE, With 
Remarks by HEINRICH BRUGSCH. (Oud of print.) 

THE FESTIVAL HALL OF OSORKON II (BUBASTIS). For 1890-1. 
By EpouvarpD NavitLe. Thirty-nine Plates. 255. ; 

AHNAS EL MEDINEH. For 1891-2. By Epovarp Navittz. Eighteen 
Plates. And THE TOMB OF PAHERI AT EL KAB. By J. J. Tyzor and F. Lt. 
GRIFFITH. Ten Plates. 255, 

DEIR EL BAHARI, Introductory. For 1892-3. By Epovarp NaviLte. 
Fifteen Plates and Plans. 255. 

DEIR EL BAHARI, Part I. For 1893-4. By Epovarp Navitiz. Plates 
I-XXIV (three coloured) with Description. Royal folio. 30s. 

DEIR EL BAHARI, Part I. For 1894-5. By Epovarp Navittz. Plates 
XXV-LV (two coloured) with Description. Royal folio. 30s. 

DESHASHEH. For 1895-6. By W.M.Fiinpers Petriz. Photogravure and 
other Plates. 255. 

DEIR EL BAHARI, Part II. For 1896-7. By Epovarp Navitte. Plates 
LVI-LXXXVI (two coloured) with Description. Royal folio. 305. 

DENDEREH., For 1894-8. By W. M. Fiinpers Petrie. Thirty-eight Plates. 
255. (Extra Plates of Inscriptions. Forty Plates. 10S.) 

ROYAL TOMBS OF THE FIRST DYNASTY. For 1898-9. By W. M. 
FLINDERS PETRIE. Sixty-eight Plates. 255. 

DEIR EL BAHARI, Part IV. For 1899-1900. By Epovarp Navit1e. 
Plates LXXXVII-CXVIII (two coloured) with Description. Royal folio. 30s. 

DIOSPOLIS PARVA. An Extra Volume. By W. M. Furnpers Petrie. 
Forty-nine Plates. (Ozt of print.) 

THE ROYAL TOMBS OF THE EARLIEST DYNASTIES, Part II. For 
1900-1. By W. M. FLINDERS PETRIE. Sixty-three Plates. 255. (Thirty-five extra 
Plates, ros.) 

ABYDOS, Part I. For 1901-2. By W. M.F. Perrin. Eighty-one Plates. 25s. 
EL AMRAH AND ABYDOS. An Extra Volume. By D. Ranpati-Maclver, 

A. C. Mace, and F. Lu. GrirFiTH. Sixty Plates. 25S. 
ABYDOS, Part II. For 1902-3. By W. M. Frinpers Pere. Sixty-four 

Plates. 25,5. 

ABYDOS, Part III. An Extra Volume. By C. T. Curretty, E. R. Ayrton, 
and A. E. P. WEIGALL, &c. Sixty-one Plates. 255. 

EHNASYA. For 1903-4. By W. M. Furnpers Perri. Forty-three Plates, 25s. 
(ROMAN EHNASYA. Thirty-two extra Plates. 105.) 

DEIR EL BAHARI, Part V. For 1904-5. By Epouarp Navitie. Plates 
CXIX-CL with Description. Royal folio. 305. 

THE ELEVENTH DYNASTY TEMPLE AT DEIR EL BAHARI, Part I. 
For 1905-6. By Epovarp NAvILLE and H. R. HALL. Thirty-one Plates. 255. 

DEIR EL BAHARI, Part VI. . For 1906-7. By Epovarp Navitte. Plates 
CLI-CLXXIV (one coloured) with Description. Royal folio. 30s. 

THE ELEVENTH DYNASTY TEMPLE AT DEIR EL BAHAR], Part II. 
For 1907-8. By Epouarp NAVILLE. Twenty-four Plates. 255. 

PRE-DYNASTIC CEMETERY AT EL MAHASNA. For 1908-9. By E. R. AyRvON and W.L.S. Loat. 285. 
THE ELEVENTH DYNASTY TEMPLE AT DEIR EL BAHARI, Part III. 

For 1909-10. By Epouarp NaviLtp, H.R. HatL, and C. T, CurRELLY. Thirty-six Platest) 25s. 

CEMETERIES OF ABYDOS, Part I. For rgt0-1r. By Epovarp Navittze, T. E. Peet, and H.R, HALL. 255. 

CEMETERIES OF ABYDOS, Part Il. For 1911-12. By T. E. Pert. 255 
CEMETERIES OF ABYDOS, Part Il. For 1912-13. By T. E. Peer 

and W. L.S. Loar. 255. : 
INSCRIPTIONS FROM SINAI. By T.E. Prer and A. H. Garviner. (Zn 

preparation.) 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY. 
Edited by F. Li, Grirriru, 

' I. BENI HASAN, Part I. For 1890-1. By Percy E. Newserry. With Plans by G. W. FRASER. Forty-nine Plates (four coloured). (Ozt of print.) 
II. BENI HASAN, Part II. For 1891-2. By Percy E. Newserry. With Appendix, Plans, and Measurements by G. W. FRASER. Thirty-seven Plates (two coloured), 25S. 

Ill. EL BERSHEH, Part I. For 1892-3. By Percy E, Newserry. Thirty-four Plates (two coloured). 255. 

IV. EL BERSHEH, Part II. For 1893-4. By F. Ly. Grirrity and Percy E. NEWBERRY. With Appendix by G. W. FRASER. Twenty-three Plates (two coloured), 255. 
V. BENI HASAN, Part III. For 1894-5. By F. Lr. Grirritn. (Hieroglyphs, and manufacture, &c., of Flint Knives.) Ten coloured Plates, 25S: 

VI. HIEROGLYPHS FROM THE COLLECTIONS OF DH eEGYPT EXPLORATION FUND. For 1895-6. By F.Lu. GrirFitH. Nine coloured Plates. 255. 
VII. BENI HASAN, Part IV. For 1896-7. By F. Ly. Grirrirn. (Illustrating beasts and birds, arts, crafts, &c.) Twenty-seven Plates (twenty-one coloured), 255. 

Vill. THE MASTABA OF PTAHHETEP AND ALOT HEL EP AT SAQQAREH, Part I. For 1897-8. By NorMAN DE G. Davies and F. Lt, GRIFFITH, Thirty-one Plates (three coloured). 2 is 
IX. THE MASTABA OF PTAHHETEP AND AKHETHETEP AT SAQQAREH, Part II. For 1898-9. By N. dE G. Davigs and F. Lu. GRIFFITH. Thirty- five Plates. 255. 

X. THE ROCK TOMBS OF SHEIKH SAID. For 1899-1900. By N. pr G. Davies. Thirty-five Plates. 255. 
AT. THE ROCK TOMBS OF DEIR EL GEBRAWI, Part I. For rgoo-1. By 

N. DE G. DaAviEs. Twenty-seven Plates (two coloured). 255. 
XII. DEIR EL GEBRAWI, Part IL For tgo1-2. By N. pr G. Davis. Thirty 

Plates (two coloured). 255. 

XIII. THE ROCK TOMBS OF EL AMARNA, Part I. For 1902—3. By N. peG. 
Davis. Forty-one Plates. 255. 

XIV. ELAMARNA, Part II. For 1903~4. By N. pr G. Davies. Forty-seven Plates. 255. 
XV. EL AMARNA, Part III. For rg04-5. By N. pz G. Davis. Forty Plates. 25s. 

XVI. EL AMARNA,PartIV. For 1905-6. By N. pg G. Davizs. Forty-five Plates. 2zs. 
XVII. EL AMARNA, Part V. For 1906-7. By N. pr G. Daviss. Forty-four Plates. 255. 
XVIII. EL AMARNA, Part VI. For 1907-8. By N. pg G. Davirs. Forty-four Plates. 255. 
XIX. THE ISLAND OF MEROE. By J. W. Crowroor, and MEROITIC 

INSCRIPTIONS, Part I. For 1908-9. By F. Lu. GRIFFITH. Thirty-five Plates. 255. 
XX. MEROITIC INSCRIPTIONS, Part Il. For 1909-10. By F. Ly. Grirrrru. 

Forty-eight Plates. 255. 

XXI. FIVE THEBAN TOMBS. For 1910-11. By N. pz G. Davirs. Forty-three 
Plates. 255. 

XXII. THE ROCK TOMBS OF MEIR, Part I. For FOtl—12. by A.M. Brack 
MAN. Thirty-three Plates. 255. 

XXHI. THE ROCK TOMBS OF MEIR, Part II. For 1912-13. By A. M. Bracx- 

Vi 

MAN. (ln preparation.) 

GRAECO-ROMAN BRANCH. 
THE OXYRHYNCHUS PAPYRI, Part I. For 1897-8. By B. P. Grenreie 

and A.S. Hunt. Eight Collotype Plates.  (Ouwt of print.) 
- THE OXYRHYNCHUS PAPYRI, Part Il. For 1898-9. By B. P. Grenrett 

and A. S. Hunr. Eight Collotype Plates. 255. 

. FAYUM TOWNS AND THEIR PAPYRL For 1899-1900. By B. P. GRrenrFett, 
A. S. Hunt, and D. G. HocartTu. Eighteen Plates. 255. 

. THE TEBTUNIS PAPYRI. Double Volume for 1900-1 and 1901-2. By B.P. 
GRENFELL, A, S. HuNT, and J. G. Smyty. Nine Collotype Plates. (Wot for sale.) 

THE OXYRHYNCHUS PAPYRLI, Part UJ. For 1902-3. By B. P. GRenre.y 
and A.S. Hunt. Six Collotype Plates. 255. 

THE OXYRHYNCHUS PAPYRI, Part IV. For 1903-4. By B. P. GrenrEet 
and A.S. Hunt. Eight Collotype Plates. 255, 



VII. THE HIBEH PAPYRI, Part I. Double Volume for 1904-5 and 1905-6. By 
B. P. GRENFELL and A. S. Hunt. Ten Collotype Plates. 455. 

VII. THE OXYRHYNCHUS PAPYRI, Part V. For 1906-7. By B. P. GRENnFELt 
and A.S. Hunr. Seven Collotype Plates. 25s. 

IX. THE OXYRHYNCHUS PAPYRI, Part VI. For 1907-8. By B. P. GRENFELL 
and A.S. Hunt. Six Collotype Plates. 255. 

X. THE OXYRHYNCHUS PAPYRI, Part VII. For 1908-9. By A. S. Hunt. 
Six Collotype Plates. 255. . 

XI THE OXYRHYNCHUS PAPYRI, Part VIII. For 1909-10. By A. 5S. Hunt. 
Seven Collotype Plates. 255. 

XII. THE OXYRHYNCHUS PAPYRI, Part IX. For 1910-11. By A. S. Hunt. 
Six Collotype Plates. 255. 

XII. THE OXYRHYNCHUS PAPYRI, Part X. For 1911-12. By B, P. GRENFELL 
and A. S. Hunt. Six Collotype Plates. 255. 

XIV. THE OXYRHYNCHUS PAPYRI, Part XI. For 1912-13. By B. P. GRENFELL 
and A. S. Hunt. Seven Collotype Plates. 255. 

XV. THE OXYRHYNCHUS PAPYRI, Part XII. For 1913-14. By B. P. GRENFELL 
and A.S. Hunt. (lz preparation.) 

ANNUAL ARCHAEOLOGICAL REPORTS. 
(Yearly Summaries by F. G. Kenyon, W. E. Crum, and the Officers of the Society, with Maps.) 

Edited by F. Lu. GRIFFITH. 

THE SEASON’S WORK. For 1890-1. By Epouarp Navittz, Percy E. Newserry, and 
G. W. FRASER. 25. 6d. 

For 1892-3 and 1893-4. 2s. 6d. each. 
» 1894-5. 35. 6a. Containing Report of D. G. HoGARTH’s Excavations in Alexandria. 
9, 1895-6. 3s. With Illustrated Article on the Transport of Obelisks by EDOUARD NAVILLE. 
», 1896-7. 25.6a. With Articles on Oxyrhynchus and its Papyri by B. P. GRENFELL, and a Thucydides 

Papyrus from Oxyrhynchus by A. S. HUNT. 
», 1897-8. 25.6d. With Illustrated Article on Excavations at Hierakonpolis by W. M. F. PETRIE. 
», 1898-9. 25.6d. With Article on the Position of Lake Moeris by B. P. GRENFELL and A. S. HunT. 

1899-1900. 25. 6d. With Article on Knossos in its Egyptian Relations by A. J. EVANS. 
And twelve successive years, 25. 6d. each. 

A JOURNAL OF EGYPTIAN ARCHAEOLOGY (issued Quarterly). Commenced 
January, 1914. 6s.a part, or £I 1s. a year to Subscribers. 

SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS. 

AOFIA THS0Y: ‘Sayings of Our Lord,’ from an Early Greek Papyrus. By B. P. Grenreiy 
and A.S. Hunt. 2s. (with Collotypes) and 6d. net. 

NEW SAYINGS OF JESUS AND FRAGMENT OF A LOST GOSPEL. By 
B. P. GRENFELL and A. S. HunT. 1s. net. 

FRAGMENT OF AN UNCANONICAL GOSPEL. By B. P. Grenretr and A. S. 
HUNT. 1s. net. 

ATLAS OF ANCIENT EGYPT. With Letterpress and Index. (Oxf of print.) 
GUIDE TO THE TEMPLE OF DEIR EL BAHARI. With Plan. (Out of print.) 
COPTIC OSTRACA. By W. E. Crum. ros. 6d. net. 

THE THEBAN TOMB SERIES, Vol. I. THE TOMB OF AMENEMHET (No. 82). 
By Nina DE G. Davies and A. H. GARDINER. 30s. 

Slides from Fund Photographs may be obtained through Messrs. Newton & Co., 37 King Street, 
Covent Garden, W.C., and Prints from Mr. R. C. Murray, 37 Dartmouth Park Hill, N.W. 

Offices of the Egypt Exploration Fund: 
37 GREAT RUSSELL STREET, LONDON, W.C., anpD 
527 TREMONT TEMPLE, BOSTON, MASS., Uz iss A. 

Agents: 
KEGAN PAUL, TRENCH, TRUBNER & Co., 68-74 CARTER LANE, E.C. 
BERNARD QUARITCH, 1r GRAFTON STREET, New BOND STREET, W. 

ASHER & Co.,, 14 BEDFORD STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C. 
Ci. CLAY, CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS, FETTER LANE, LONDON, E.C., AND 

oo PRINCES STREET, ‘EDINBURGH 
HUMPHREY MILFORD, OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS, AMEN CORNER, E.C., anp 

20-35 ‘WEST 32ND STREET, NEW YORK, U.S.A. 
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